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PREFACE.

No APOLOGY is necessary for the publication of a

work of this character. The wide - spread discontent

among the laboring masses throughout the country, with a

growing desire to know more of the causes which have led

to the present depressed condition of the productive

interests, has induced the author to give to the public a

work which, it is to be hoped, will at least throw some

light on questions concerning the interests of the producers.

The numerous letters containing kind words of encourage-
ment which the author has received in response to the

prospectus sent out, leads him to believe that the book

will be kindly received and heartily endorsed by those

whose interests he has endeavored to represent. The

preparation of such a work is not without its difficulties.

The author, having no extensive acquaintance or literary

reputation to recommend him to the task, has been com-

pelled to seek from comparative strangers for important
data. Much of the information herein contained has come

through official sources, and, while as a rule the author's

requests have been courteously responded to, in some cases

information has been altogether withheld or but tardily

given. The result is unavoidable delay in the publication
of the book, and a less complete work than it might other-

wise have been. While the author is sensible of the fact

that the position he has taken upon some of the great

questions writh which our people are grappling may expose

a
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him to the criticisms of those who honestly differ from

him, he expresses the hope that the book will be received

in the same spirit of charity in which it is written. It

would be a surprise indeed if the work should meet the

unqualified approval of all. An effort has been made to

truthfully interpret the objects of the Order; to correct

the errors which have crept into the organizations ;
to

eradicate false doctrines and harmonize conflicting elements

which are the outgrowth of an improper understanding of

the great objects which we are all laboring to accomplish.

Due deference has been given to the opinions of our most

advanced thinkers. In the discussion of the various ques-

tions treated the author has endeavored to keep within the

limits of constitutional authority. The work is not pre-

pared in the interest of any political party. While we
have endeavored to point out existing evils and false

systems, and the connection of either of the politcal parties

therewith, we have done so in the hope that these evils

and systems should no longer be condoned, but that the

farmers should assert their independence and manhood by

demanding the abolition of those evils which oppress the

productive classes, with an emphasis which cannot be

misunderstood. The preparation of such a work is no

small task. The author sensibly realizes the responsibility

resting upon him in its production. If he has erred, he

fondly hopes it has been on the side of mercy and the

oppressed people. Being one among, and of the laboring

classes, he could not well err otherwise. He hopes that

fifteen years connection with labor organizations, and con-

stant application to the study of their objects, and of the

evils to which the farmer is subjected, has contributed to

some extent to fit him for the preparation of a work of

this kind. He would, however, feel that his duty had

been but partially discharged were he to omit to acknowl-

edge his indebtedness to the many good brethren who have
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so kindly assisted him in obtaining much of the informa-

tion embraced in this volume. For want of space we are

compelled to omit mention of their names. They are

composed principally of the Presidents and Secretaries of

the State and National Wheels and Alliances. We trust

that the careful perusal of this work will incite our mem-
bers to greater effort and inspire within them more love

and pride of our noble Order.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

In this, the third and revised edition, the author

desires to acknowledge his appreciation of the generous

reception which the members and officers of the Order

have given the book. As a work devoted to the cause of

reform it has had the usual obstacles that books of that

nature have to overcome. But we are pleased to state that

its success is now assured. In this edition we are gratified

to state that we give the public a much better book

than in the former. The history of the organization,

which is sweeping like a cyclone the whole country and

producing revolutions of the most astonishing char-

acter, is truthfully told. For most of the information

relating to the history of the Order in the various States

and Territories we are indebted to the Presidents and Sec-

retaries of the State organizations. Hence we have it

from an official source. To the many friends of the cause

who have so kindly furnished us information and statistics

we take pleasure in acknowledging our obligations. Hop-

ing the revised edition of the book will meet with the.

same generous patronage and friendly notice as the former

editions we are, Fraternally,

\V. SCOTT MORGAN.
HARDY, ARK., November 27,





INTRODUCTION,

"!N THE sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,
n

is

the decree of Almighty God. Since the earliest stages

of human history, man's effort to shun this decree has led

to crime. For this reason usury was forbidden. Had it

been intended that u ln the sweat of thy brother's face

thou shalt eat bread," it would have been so ordained.

Usury and monopoly would have been consistent with

divine law, and the best agents to secure that end. But

for these crimes God destroyed the nations.

"Thou hast taken usury and increase and thou hast

greedily gained of thy neighbor by extortion, and hast

forgotten me, saith the Lord God. Behold, therefore, I

have smitten my hand at thy dishonest gain which thou
hast made, and at thy blood which has been in the midst
of thee." [Bzekiel xxii, 12, 13.

As far back as we have any history of the human

family, there has been a constant struggle between those

who tilled mother earth, and those who sought to live and

thrive by manipulating the products of the soil. In the

early history of the nations of the old world, it was the

common belief that a certain portion of the people posses-

sed the right to collect taxes and tithes, and impose burdens

upon the producing classes. For many centuries it was

believed that kings ruled by divine right, and that their

descendants were entitled to places of distinction and

privileges, on account of their birth, to which the common
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people could never attain. Among the oligarchies of the

old world this sentiment still prevails to a great extent.

This gave rise to a large, idle and extravagant class of

nobility that, in time, became so numerous, so profligate

in their expenditures, immoral in their social relations and

corrupt in the administration of justice, that the people
rose up against those abuses, and, in many instances, de-

posed the king, slew the nobility, and undertook to found

a government whose principles were established on popular

rights. But for many years, ignorance of the masses and

conflicting elements, led by selfish and ambitious partisans,

frustrated the objects of the larger class of people who

worshipped at the shrine of liberty. History, however,
furnishes a few instances of short duration where such

attempts were successful. It was not until the art of

printing was discovered, and education of the masses had

gained considerable headway, that a general desire for

more freedom of speech, thought and action began to

make itself felt among the potentates of the old and new
worlds. The great reforms that have been accomplished
within the last two centuries, and the errors that have

been eradicated from our religious, social and political

systems, are the natural outgrowth of popular education.

As the mind is freed from the clouds of ignorance, and

new light is shed upon all the forms of nature, the laws

of God and the ways of mankind, there is a natural and

innate desire for more freedom of action. It might be

thought that in a government like ours, where the consti-

tution guarantees the fullest freedom of speech and liberty

of action, that the discontent everywhere prevailing is

without foundation. But if we study the history of

American legislation for the past twenty-five years, and

mark well its tendency in the interests of the few and

against that of the great masses of the people, it will indi-

cate a hidden power as diabolical in its nature, sinuous in
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its character and far-reaching in its consequences as that

of the ambitious kings and despotic rulers of the past.

That the people could be made a party to a crime against

their own interests and liberties, is only another evidence

that the ingenuity of man directed to the accomplishment
of diabolical and hellish schemes, can keep pace with the

progress of the age, and will ever be present to frustrate,

if possible, the establishment of governments and institu-

tions founded upon humanitarian principles. But, that

this is the fault of the people, is no reparation for existing

evils, or guarantee of future safety. "Eternal vigilance

is the price of liberty." The conspirators against Ameri-

can liberty have discovered a new scheme by which they

expect to carry out their infamous plans. As the press,

the moulder of public opinion, ushered into the world a

new civilization, it has been seized and its power is now
directed to the enslavement of the people. The power of

the press is not realized by the great body of the people.

It can sow seeds of error that generations may not eradi-

cate. It can soothe the passions or arouse the prejudices.

Its power over the public mind is as potent as the wand of

the famous magicians of the East. The press is controlled

and has been for years, by the money power of the nation.

The agricultural masses, the most numerous and important
of any class of people forming the great body of the

republic, and whose interests are identical, are kept divided

upon the great issues which affect their welfare. They
are robbed by an infamous system of finance

; they are

plundered by transportation companies ; they are imposed

upon by an unjust system of tariff laws
; they are deprived

of their lands and other property by an iniquitous system
of usury ; they are fleeced by the exorbitant exactions of

numerous trusts
; they are preyed upon by the merchants,

imposed upon by the lawyers, misled by the politician and

seem to be regarded as the legitimate prey of all other
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classes. Monopoly names the price of what they have to

sell, and charges them what it pleases for what they are

compelled to buy. The farmer may hold his crop in vain,

for when he does put it on the market he finds that the same

manipulators govern and fix the price of his products.

Individual effort is fruitless. The relentless, remorseless

and unyielding grasp of monopoly is upon every avenue

of trade and commerce. Extortion is demanded with an

audacity that was never surpassed by the Dick Turpins or

Jack Ketches of English highways. They lay tribute

with as much authority as the vassal lords and princes of

feudal times. If they are asked what right they have to

do this, their answer would be the same as the highway-
man's: "Because we can. It is a private affair of our

own." When this state of affairs exists throughout the

whole country ;
when these modern barons are levying

tribute on everything the fanner sells and all that he buys,

is it to be wondered at, that the law of self-preservation is

forcing him to unite with his fellow sufferers to repel these

encroachments upon his rights? Is it expected that he is

to apologize for making a united effort to repel the invader?

The organization of farmers is the outgrowth of an inva-

sion of their natural rights. Such an organization was

that of the Grange. If it only partially succeeded, it was

not on account of a lack of honest effort, but because it

did not go far enough to reach the root of the evils of

which it complained. It sought to correct existing abuses

by abolishing the middle-man. This would afford but

partial relief. The man who was in sight suffered, but

the hidden enemy laughed in derision. It disarmed itself

by prohibiting political discussion. The root of the evil

lay in the laws. Monopolies exist by law, are chartered

by law, and should be controlled by law. A trust is a con-

spiracy against legitimate trade. It is against the interests

of the people and the welfare of the public. It is demor-
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alizing in its influence, inconsistent with free institutions

and dangerous to our liberties. To participate in a trust

should be a crime subject to severe punishment. Trust is

only another name for monopoly. Monopoly is wielding a

greater power in the government than the people. While

general discontent prevails, the masses of the people who
suffer all the evils of class legislation have been disunited,

and charging each other with being the cause of their ills.

But the light of a new era is dawning. The farmers have

begun to realize that a law that is good for one of them is

beneficial to all
;
that their interests are identical, and that

the only hope of reform is to lay down all prejudice and

make a united effort. In the North, in the South, every-

where, the farmers are organizing. They are adopting

systems of trade and studying questions of political

economy as they never did before. Mistakes may occur,

as no doubt they will. Their track may be strewn with

wrecks of failures
;
but they will move on

; they cannot do

otherwise
; self-preservation drives them to unity of action.

The walls of prejudice are being battered down.

The North and South will join hands against a common
foe. The New England farmer will grasp the hand of

his sun-tanned brother of the South and West. The cry
of universal brotherhood shall pierce the pine-clad hills of

Maine. Its reverberations will be heard among the mount-

ains of Vermont and New Hampshire. It shall float out

upon the soft sea breezes, until encircling the Atlantic and

Gulf coasts it reaches the maritime metropolis of the L,one

Star State. It will rebound over the rock-ribbed hills and

through the forests of Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi,

Kentucky and Missouri. Its welcome sound will float

over the prairies of the rich and fertile states of the great

Northwest, and be wafted across the continent, where
ocean's proud wave kisses the shores of the Golden State.

The independent manhood of the country is rising up in
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defense of its liberties. An army of oppressed producers
are organizing for victory. They are marshalling their

hosts on the hilltops of freedom. Upon their banner they
have inscribed: "

Liberty, Justice and Equality.'* A
million hearts are beating in response to this sentiment,

and millions of arms are ready to defend it. The march

of this mighty army is already felt by the enemy,
intrenched behind. the fortresses of King Mammon. With

flying banners and an irresistible force, they are moving,

inspired with a confidence that says the victory is already

won. The Wheel and Alliance stand to-day like a young
army flushed with victory, without regret for the past, or

fear for the future. Let us fondly hope that their mission

may be accomplished, and peace, prosperity and happiness

may be the inheritance which they bequeath to future

generations.



BOOK FIRST.

CHAPTER I.

LABOR.

AT NO time, perhaps, in the world's history, certainly

at no time in the history of the American Republic, has

the question of Labor received as much of the public
attention and been the theme of so much political contro-

versy as at present and for the past few years. To enter

into a detailed account or discussion of all the causes

which have led to the present wide-spread labor agitation

would result in filling the pages of a larger volume than

is at present proposed by the author.

Perhaps one of the greatest causes though some-

what remote in its nature that has contributed to the

present condition of labor throughout the world, is the

false theories advanced by certain accepted and influential

statesmen in relation to that branch of political economy.
To affirm that labor constitutes the most important feature

in the science of political economy, is but to state a truth

that has been proven by experience, and emphasized by
some of the most eminent authorities.

While this is true, however, it does not follow that

the relation which labor bears to civilization, progress, and

a higher state of general prosperity, has been given the

prominence which its importance deserves, or been the
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recipient of the reward to which, it is entitled. In all ages
and in all countries labor has at times paused in its various

vocations and demanded at the hands of the state better

compensation for its services.

If we were to trace the causes of discontent which

have led to a revolt on the part of the laboring classes, we
should perhaps discover that in nine-tenths of the cases they
were the natural outgrowth of excessive taxation or of

falling prices, either of which would indirectly affect the

wages of labor. We say indirectly because it is the most

effectual way of accomplishing a reduction of wages with-

out provoking a general revolt. Although the means are

sinuous, the result is always the same, and in either case

culminates in inadequate compensation. That in some

cases this may be due to natural causes, such as drouth,

floods, famine and pestilence, is a fact that no one will

attempt to deny; but that in a majority of cases the bur-

dens are imposed by an unwise and unequal system of

laws is equally true. In order to more properly simplify

the subject proposed to be treated in this chapter, it will be

necessary to devote a small space to a discussion of the

elementary principles of labor. In this age of progress

and intellectual development, it is a question whether we
are justifiable in accepting some of the principles laid down

by accepted and eminent authorities in the science of this

branch of English political economy. Or, perhaps, it

were better to say that the student of the standard author-

ities is at a loss to know which of the theories to accept as

more nearly correct. Some of these principles are stated

as follows: "Man has a natural aversion to labor;"

"Each man is naturally in an attitude of hostility to every

other man. ' ' We prefer rather to accept the more recent

one laid down by an American writer, that, "man's

activities are instinctive and naturally pleasurable." The

latter is evinced in the almost constant activity of the
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child; in man in a natural or savage* state; and in man
in his civilized state after he has acquired a competency
for life. Another and very important feature in addition

to man's instinctive desire to labor is the incentive to do

so. It is well to remark here that what some writers have

styled
' 'aversion to labor,

' '

might more properly have been

termed a lack of an incentive to do so; in other words, an

inadequate compensation. Men do not "strike" because

they have an aversion to labor, but for better wages, or

for less working hours, which is equivalent to the same

thing. This incentive to labor is one of the most import-
ant features of our subject; in fact it is the subject itself.

We will leave it to others to discuss the matter from a

physiological and scientific standpoint and only address

ourselves to the more practical points as they appear to us.

Man has a natural desire to better his own condition.

This principle alone, uninfluenced by any other motives,

indicates universal selfishness, and is, according to Dr.

Smith,
'

'so powerful a principle that it alone, and without

any assistance, is capable of carrying society to wealth and

prosperity.
' ' If we were ready to admit that among men

there was no benevolence, no generosity, we might pause

here; but almost if not equal to the incentive to serve

one's self, comes the desire to provide for the family. In

addition to this man has a natural pride of State that is an

incentive to serve the community outside of pure motives

of selfishness. With a part or all of these incentives man
enters the field of labor. He is an integral part of the

whole, and over him and each one of the whole "is the

community, governing the laborer by its unwritten rules,

paying him his real wages and fixing the order of his life.
' '

The natural law of labor is, that the laborer is entitled to

all the fruits of his toil. There is no variation to this

rule. It is fixed upon the universal law of nature, and

any infringement upon it is not only repugnant to the
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laborer but is dangerous to the welfare of the State.

There is, however, a difficulty arising in the application

of the rule where labor becomes mixed with other forms

of capital, such as material, machinery, etc. To properly
and equitably eliminate it and fix a just reward for the

laborer, is a problem that should commend itself to all who
would reach the bottom of the "labor question."

The true principle, and one that would forever settle

strikes, riots and all differences between labor and capital,

is, that the laborer should be rewarded according to that

that he does, and not according to what the employer can

get the labor performed for. We are aware of the fact that

when we make this remark we are treading on debatable

ground, but if it is necessary, in order to sustain our

position, we can fall back upon that universal natural law,

"The laborer is entitled to all the fruits of his toil." A
universal violation of this rule would culminate in the

adoption of the barbaric one that "might makes right,"

and the weak would be compelled to succumb to the

strong. For certain reasons which we have neither time

nor space to discuss here, men are better than the laws

they live under. If we are asked why, we simply reply it

has always been, and for certain physiological and moral

reasons, will ever be so. Were it not a fact, the selfishness

of those who have unjustly, though legally, acquired cap-

ital in our own country, coming in contact with the

interests of, and robbing labor of its profits, would have

ere this produced a revolution. But a spirit of forbearance

born of the fathers o*f the Revolution, and an instinctive

dread of the horrors of war have often averted such a

catastrophe. But he who closes his eyes to the fact that

the world is approaching a crisis without a parallel, in some

respects, in all its past history, must be either influenced

by a spirit of selfishness which has characterized tyrants

of all ages, or densely ignorant of the ominous import of
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such wide-spread dissatisfaction among the producing
classes throughout the world. The fires of discontent are

burning on both continents. Where the freedom of speech

is denied the foundation of governments are honey-combed
with secret societies. Where freedom of speech is per-

mitted labor organizations under various names, but all

having the same object self protection in view, are

springing into existence. The rapidity of growth and

the number of these organizations is absolutely without a

parallel. To assume that there is no just cause for all

this uprising on the part of labor would be equivalent to

courting national suicide. Some will contend that com-

petition will correct all inequalities arising in the various

conditions of labor. Adam Smith says, "it is the great

regulator of industrial action. It is beneficent, just and

equalizing. In the market of the world it is what gravi-

tation is in the mechanism of the heavens, an all-combining
and balancing and beneficent law. Any invasion of this

principle is contrary to the law of nature and of sound

political economy.
n This might perhaps be true if we

had, or it were possible to have, like competition in all

things; and while it will apply to the markets of the

world in the sale of the products of labor there are various

conditions in the sphere of expenditure of wages which it

cannot affect
;
and as to the things which might be affected

by it, it is injurious or has a trick of failing at the moment

something is expected of it Taxes, to which every man

owning property is liable, is not affected by competition;

and, when we speak of taxes we mean both direct and

indirect. Rents are practically unaffected by it, as also a

number of other things to which the laborer is subject and

over which competition exerts no influence. Competition
in wages, when based upon necessity, is decidedly injurious

and signifies an unhealthy condition of the industrial

interests of the country. Competition in commerce, trade
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and transportation fails "at the moment something is

expected of it," because it leads to combination. In

proof of this theory we have only to point to the numerous

trusts that have sprung up in our country within the past

ten years, and to the consolidation of numerous railroad

companies. In the latter part of Dr. Smith's proposition,

however, we most heartily concur; "Any invasion of this

principle (competition) is contrary to the law of nature and

of sound political economy." And right here we might
as well add, that the violation of this principle is one

among the many causes which are responsible for the

present condition of American labor. Competition is killed

by combination, and the laws of trade are perverted to the

end that the few are enabled to enrich themselves at the

expense of the many. Having briefly considered some of

the elementary principles relating to labor we are enabled

to make the following general deductions.

First. Man is naturally disposed to take pleasure in

remunerative employment.
Second. He is justly entitled to the fruits of his

own labor.

Third. Any violation of this natural law will breed

social disorder, and an universal violation will bring national

calamity. Add to this that labor creates all wealth and

provides not only the necessities of life, but all the com-

forts and luxuries; that wealth is only past labor power
over nature crystalized into tokens of value, called

money, and controlled in many cases by those who have

performed but little labor themselves. The wealth of the

Vanderbilts, Rothchilds and Goulds is but the accumulated

labor of millions who have received but a part of a just

reward for their services. The individual laborer is not

the master of his own actions. He must work or suffer

and is therefore compelled to submit to the exactions of

his employer who is also his master. He is but an integral
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part of the society or community which ( (

fixes the condition

of his life.
' '

Society is the State or government in which

he lives. He must therefore appeal to the State for that

relief which he has tried in vain to reach through the

instrumentality of strikes. An associated effort on the

part of the community or State of which the laborer

is a part may go far towards correcting the evils to which

he is subject. A community may be a force tending to a

better or worse order of life, as it may happen; or its power

may be wielded for evil by the more perfect association of

a large and influential portion of its members. It is no

longer a matter of doubt but that the American laborer has

just grounds of complaint against the assisted importation
of cheap labor from foreign countries. In its encourage-

ment, and our u haste to become rich and mighty," we find

ourselves confronted with a question that threatens the

very foundations of our social and political structures.

The community is a sick man suffering from the anti-social

disorders of ignorance, selfishness and unlimited competi-
tion. The hypocritical philanthropists have thought it a

good practice to give the patient fresh doses of ignorance and

barbarism. They seem to be charmed with the near dollar

to be made out of cheap labor, but utterly ignore the

inevitable degradation of the community, and its peril to

the estate of those who are fortunate enough to accumu-
late anything, and to the future of the Republic.



CHAPTER II

LABOR'S WRONGS.

IT is not proposed in this chapter to enter into a de-

tailed discussion of the many ills to which the laborer, and

more especially the farmer, has been subjected for many
years. The more important among these have received

due attention in the second part of this volume. To deny
that these evils exist and to an alarming extent is to

commit a folly that is nothing less than criminal; and to

universally ignore, is a national crime. Whatever may be

said of trade and commerce and the professions, it has long
been evident to earnest thinkers that the farmers were the

most cruelly oppressed class of our community. It is cer-

tainly a very unfortunate and unnatural condition of society

that dooms the principal and the most useful portion of the

producing class to the greatest amount of oppression; but

such is the evil that is upon us. For many years the

country has been suffering from evils of which all have

been conscious, but which it would seem none have had

the courage or wisdom to correct. Prominent among these

are the burdens that have been fastened upon the people

by the reckless and unscrupulous course of the great rail-

road monopolies that have sprung up in our midst. These

vast and powerful corporations have established a series of

abuses which have gradually and almost effectually

undermined the solid basis upon which our internal com-

merce was supposed to rest. They have debauched and

demoralized our Courts and Legislatures; have bribed and
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taken into their pay the high public officials charged with

the making and execution of our laws; have robbed

the nation of a domain sufficient to constitute an empire;

have flooded the land with worthless stocks and other so-

called securities; have established a system of gambling at

our financial centres that has resulted in a financial crisis

which covered the whole land with ruin and suffering;

have set at defiance the laws of the land and have trampled

upon individual and public rights and liberties, openly

boasting that they are too powerful to be made amenable

to the law; and not content with all this, not satisfied with

the ruin they have wrought, they continue to petition the

law making power to give them still greater means of rob-

bing and oppressing the people. It is useless to deny the

facts. The issue has got to be met. We have had bounti-

ful seasons and our crops have been abundant. Indeed the

abundance of the crops has been one of the alleged causes

of the present hard times. The farmers have been economi-

cal and industrious. They have had the use- of improved

machinery. Yet in the face of all this, the cold stern fact

confronts us that the condition of the American farmer is

growing gloomier with each succeeding year. In fact, as

has been remarked by the Governor of one of our Western

States, and as a matter capable of proof, the railroads have

to a considerable extent ceased to figure on rates at which

they can afford to carry freight, but have made a calcula-

tion of what a thing can be produced' at and a bare

subsistence obtained by the producers, and they take the

difference between this figure and the market price of the

article at the point of delivery, for freight charges. Nor
is the great railway corporations the only means of op-

pression with which the farmer has to contend. From the

time that his produce leaves him until it reaches the con-

sumer, whether domestic or foreign, it does not move nor

go through a single transition that some relentless, grasping
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and powerful corporation does not lay a tribute thereon.

And this is true, not only for what he sells, but on every-

thing he buys these same exacting corporate monopolies,
trusts and combinations which are protected by legal

enactment, and their property guarded by armed detectives,

have levied their contributions. A few men combine and

make the price of beef and pork; of steel and iron; of

sugar and salt, nails, earthenware, cotton bagging, binder

twine, and of almost every other article of necessity to the

farmer. A combination will "bear" the price of wheat

down to-day and the u bulls" will toss it up to-morrow.

The dealer or producer ships for the high price and his

grain reaches the market after the "bulls" have unloaded

and the bottom has gone out of prices. Another serious

drawback and heavy tax upon the farmer is the exorbitant

prices he is compelled to pay for supplies while raising his

crop, and this is more especially true if he buys on a credit,

as most farmers do, especially in the Southern States. We
do not mean to say that the town or country merchant is

making too much money; it is the system that is at fault

more than the men. Those merchants do precisely what

the farmer would do if he was in the same business; and

those of the farmers who think most are beginning to see

that they are in a great manner responsible for the system.
As has been remarked a majority of the farmers buy their

goods of the local traders on credit, paying when they sell

their crops. These traders have, therefore, in fixing their

prices, to make allowance for bad debts and for interest.

But as they do not receive cash, they of course cannot buy
for cash, and the wholesale merchants who carry the traders

have to be paid for their risks and loss of interest. And
besides all this, there is hardly a town in which there is not

about twice as many stores as there ought to be. It is a

mistake to think, that by overcrowding the business in small

towns the people get the benefit of competition. Where
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there are two stores and only trade enough for one, their

owners combine and arrange the prices, between them, be-

ing sure to put them high enough so that both can live.

It is hardly worth while to dwell upon the evils of giv-

ing a mortgage on a crop yet to be raised, or upon the farm

animals and implements with which it is made, a practice

that is very common among Southern farmers. The idea

is so repugnant to common sense, and the practice fraught
with such far-reaching evils, that the only wonder is that

such a law is permitted to remain upon the statute book

among a civilized people. We do not wish to convey the

idea that we are making a wholesale onslaught on the

means of transportation and the persons engaged therein,

and in the trades of various kinds.

As public benefactors the railroads take their place

first among the great discoveries of the nineteenth century;

but they should not be used as a means of oppression.

Against Jay Gould, Russell Sage and other great railroad

men, who, by the force of their genius have acquired con-

trol of thousands of miles of railroad and accumulated

millions of dollars of wealth, we have no personal fight to

make. They were perhaps only actuated by the instinc-

tive desire possessed by most men to become rich and

powerful. They are perhaps no worse than other men
would be occupying the same position. But they are the

representatives of the worst system of despotism in exist-

ence, and they are shrewd enough to regard the interest of

their roads as paramount to that of the public. The
constitution gives to Congress the power to regulate com-

merce between the States, but for years the presidents of

the trunk lines between the Bast and West have been

exercising that power, and fixing the price that the farmer

shall have for the products of his farm. It is certainly

inconsistent with free institutions to lodge such power in

the hands of a few men who have every incentive to abuse
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it, and it remains for the people to say how long such a

state of affairs shall continue. This power is used against

the interests of the people. This despotism in common
with that of other monopolies threatens them in every re-

lation of their national life. It exacts tribute from them

with as much authority as the Jack Shephards who meet

you upon the highways with the command u stand and

deliver. n And the great wealth made by the represen-

tatives of this imperial despotism is made up of the

aggregation of the sums wrung from the people through
the instrumentality of these grinding monopolies. Such

vast power as these men possess would be a never-ceasing
source of danger in the hands of disinterested persons. It

is doubly so when the insatiate desire to pile up wealth is

the incentive to an abuse of that power. The people owe

it to themselves to curtail their powers, and to render them

harmless by subjecting them to a series of regulations

which shall compel them to respect the rights of the com-

munity to whom they are indebted for the very existence

of the roads. The people have a right to do this and it

should be done promptly. There is no necessity for plac-

ing burdens on the roads heavier than they can bear.

They have a right to a fair return for their investments,

but they have no right to plunder the public. A series of

wise and liberal regulations will protect the people against

railroad tyranny and extortion, and at the same time enable

the roads to do a profitable business. The burden of ex-

cessive rates is perhaps more keenly felt by the Western

and Southern farmers than their brethren in the East.

This becomes more apparent when we take into considera-

tion the fact that the entire corn crop of the United States

for the year 1887 was 1,456,000,000 bushels; and of wheat

456,000,000 bushels. Of this the States of Arkansas,

Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan,

Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee, Texas,
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Minnesota, Wisconsin and Dakota raised 1,145,000,000

bushels of corn, and 339,000,000 bushels of wheat; or more

than three-fourths of the entire product of the United States.

All the surplus of this vast area must pass over the rail-

roads to find a market. The cost of transportation to the

East consumes one-half, and in some instances three-fourths

of the value of the grain products of the farm, and the

farmer's profits are made small in order that heavy freights

might be paid and large profits gained by the companies.

But an unjust tariff rate is not the only evil which the

railroad companies impose upon the farmer. They fre-

quently by iniquitous combination dictate the dealer to

whom he shall sell the products of his farm.

Said an Iowa farmer recently :

' * The railroads of this

State discriminate unjustly against the farmers in the

transportation of crops ;
that is, give other men advantages

which they deny to farmers. Let me explain: here is a

wheat or corn buyer who makes a living by purchasing

grain of the farmers and shipping it to Chicago. Of

course he makes a profit on it grows rich in fact. Now
the farmers think that if they ship their own grain di-

rectly to Chicago they might save the profit that this

middle-man makes. They engage a lot of cars, load them,

and send them forward, but they find when they have paid

the freight and the other expenses which the middle-man

must necessarily also incur, they don't have as much left

for their grain as he offered them. Now how is that ex-

plained? The railroad company gives the grain trader a

drawback on the grain he ships, which it refuses to the

farmers; and in some instances, at least, these traders are

in partnership with railway officials. I thought when the

idea of co-operative shipments was first proposed, that

these favors were given solely on account of the amount

of business that these men brought to the railroads. I

supposed that the deductions were simply those that would
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be naturally made to wholesale trade, and in speeches to

farmers I told them so. But we have learned differently,

for when our farmers have combined and offered freight in

large quantities to the railroad companies, they have refused

to give us the advantages which they give the favorites.

The terms of these contracts are secret. But we know
that they must be considerable, or these men who have

them could not make so much money. You see what this

kind of railroad management amounts to. The company
comes in and says :

' You shall sell your grain to a certain

man and fora certain price, which we will fix.' That's

one thing we complain of, and we will not long submit to

it. But I have not told you all. In certain cases the roads

have fixed the rates of freight very high, and then men
have appeared among farmers, offering to buy our produce
at prices just a shade higher than it would net us to ship

it ourselves, but at rates much below what it ought to

bring us. We have often supposed that these men were

the agents of the railroad companies or of the railroad

managers. If our suspicions were correct, you see what

an outrage on the farmers it was.
uThe railroad people knowing our necessities, and

that many of us are obliged to sell, even at a loss, for the

purpose of obtaining money, first arbitrarily fix the price

of our produce and then force us to sell to them.
* ' Nor are these discriminations confined to our ship-

ments East. They discriminate in favor of certain men in

bringing freight westward, and in that way force us to

trade with those men. Take salt, for instance, and let an

association of farmers and a local trader purchase the same

amount at the same price in Chicago. When that salt is

in Iowa, the local trader, if there is strong competition,

will retail it to the farmers cheaper than what their own

cost them with the freight added. Now there must be

some cat in the meal (or salt). It may be that in some
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cases the wholesale dealer may give the Iowa trader a

drawback; but in others we know that he is favored with

special rates by the railroads which they refuse to give to

others shipping the same goods in like amount ' '

Said another farmer: "The great railroad corpora-

tions first extort from us everything they possibly can, and

then they turn us over to Chicago to be still further

plundered. Why, they don't allow us to say which

elevator our grain shall go into when it reaches Chicago ;

we have no redress if the railroad don' t deliver as much

grain as we ship from here, and it is utterly impossible for

us to have any of our grain passed as 'No. i.' We may
ship the best wheat that ever went to Chicago, and the

probabilities are that they will mix it up with their

'imperial' wheat and make a 4 No. 2' that will bring a

higher price, and the increase that we ought to have goes
to the owner of the elevator. We have no particular

interest in Chicago's prosperity; indeed, if our grain could

go forward without going into Chicago to be taxed for the

benefit of her speculators, we should be much better off."

Mr. Stephen Smith, an Illinois farmer, speaking for

the men of his calling in his own State, says :

' ' For the

past ten or twelve years the conviction has been gradually

forcing itself upon us that something was wrong in our

affairs; for while every other industry was being fairly

remunerated, we have been steadily going behind, until

poverty, if not bankruptcy, stared us in the face. We
found that, while we labored harder and more hours than

the artisan and workman in other pursuits, we were forced

to content ourselves with poorer food and clothing, with

fewer social privileges, and less opportunities for mental

cultivation than they.
"We could not help seeing that if they were as steady

and industrious as we, they were able to live in better

houses, and had more money to spend in their adornment
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than we had; that if they had the taste for such things, as

most of them had, they had more pictures, books and

newspapers and more leisure to enjoy them, than we, and

that they often indulged in such luxuries as lectures, con-

certs, excursions, and festivals, while it was rare, indeed,

that we could afford to give wife ^nd children one of these

treats. Then we began to see that the men who did

nothing but handle the products of our labor were still

better off, and were getting rich while we were growing

poor; that those who supplied us with the implements for

our work added from twenty to fifty per cent, to the

original cost, and charged it over to us; that the merchant

and grocer who supplied us with necessaries in their line

never forgot their profits; that the lawyer, who spent half

an hour in drawing up the mortgage on our farm, charged
us what would be equal to four days of our labor; that to

the doctor who came five or six miles into the country to

cheer the coming or speed the departing member of our

family, we paid the price of an acre of corn or five days
labor with our team

;
that the teacher, for whose education

we had paid, earned as much in six hours as we could in

six days of sixteen hours each; and so on through all the

branches of trade, professions or productions, we found all

getting a fair, and some an exorbitant, profit on their

commodities and services with which our own would bear

no comparison."
u
ls it any wonder," says the New York Tribune

commenting upon this declaration, "that the men who
turned from their hard labor and profitless crops to see

these features of their surroundings should put up the cry,

'There's something wrong about all this'? And the story

is not much exaggerated; from the farmer's point of view

not at all, but on the contrary, very mildly stated. You

may say some of these things that seem so unjust are but

the natural and inevitable accompaniments of the profession
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of agriculture; that men take up and follow farming

knowing all its disadvantages and risks of the business;

that they go into it with their eyes open, and that even

with these drawbacks the business is overdone, and low

prices are brought about by over-production. But with all

that, you do not remove or explain the patent injustice

which always stares the farmer in the face, that all his

neighbors in other pursuits and occupations are getting

rich and living in comfort upon the profits of his business

and his labor. For many of the discomforts and privations

of their lot there are compensations, of course. They do

not deny this, though they could hardly be expected to

enumerate them in the recital of their complaints, for they

belong to the other side of the case. On the other side of

the case, too, are considerations that pertain to the kind of

crops they raise, whether they could not make their busi-

ness more profitable by the exercise of sounder judgment
in the choice of crops to be produced, and other similar

suggestions. But underlying all this is a grievance actual

and tangible, and that is their present and immediate

objective point, to-wit: The absolute power over them and

their business of the railroad corporations which have been

created by their votes. They have seen the railroads

discriminating against them in freight tarifis and paying
no heed to remonstrance or protest. They have appealed
to Legislatures and Courts, and found themselves met with

the money and power of great moneyed corporations; and

finally they have betaken themselves to organization and

to trying the force of numbers for the acquisition of what

they believe to be their rights. They may be striking out

in some cases blindly and in a hasty, unreasonable way;
but what they mean to do is to agitate the subject until it

gets some attention and some thought from men competent
to devise a remedy, or at least a relief.

' ' The evils com-

plained of by Mr. Smith are not imaginary, as will be seen
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by the following statistics given by another Illinois

fanner:

"Chas. F. Mills, secretary and statistican for the

State Board of Agriculture, is a worker of ability, and in

volume 22, page 271, Agricultural Reports, I find a table

of figures, headed corn the leading crop in Illinois, con-

taining more bushels, and representing more value than all

other tillage crops combined. This table gives the average

yield per acre, bushels produced, price per bushel, total

value, cost of producing an acre, and then columns for

loss or profit on producing cost of crop. The table

includes each year from 1860 to 1885. The cost of pro-

ducing an acre of corn, Mr. Mills gives at $10.50, and

this amount, he informs me, includes rental of land and

taxes, and I believe this amount to be a fair average cost

for producing an acre. We find, then, the corn crop was

produced

For year 1882, at a loss of $1,273,57.1.

For year 1883, at a loss of 8,621,440
For year 1884, at a loss of 11,780,557
For year 1885, at a loss of 10,831,701
For year 1886, at a loss of 19,870,259

Total loss in five years .... $52,377,528

And two-thirds of the farms that made this loss are mort-

gaged. Can these mortgages be paid? Does farming in

Illinois pay? Turning to page 259, same report, I find

corn, wheat, oats and rye were all grown at a loss for the

year 1884. Hay, barley and Irish potatoes alone showing
a profit above cost of production. These facts being true,

and they are sustained by good authority, is it not true,

then, that farming in Illinois does not pay? And in that

fact alone we find the reason why people are leaving the

farm. u Whither are we drifting," and can we continue

to thus blindly drift in safety?
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"The working people, if goaded to desperation, have

the strength of a Sampson. The extremely rich, and the

extremely poor, are opposing forces the dangerous classes

in society, and on the increase. Again I call the Chicago
News statistican to the witness stand. Under the heading,
" cause of decline," meaning farming, he uses the following

language:
l ln the condition of the farming population

of Illinois, the richest agricultural State in the Union,
there is food for serious thought. Why, with the general

increase in wealth, the increase in purchasing power of the

wages now paid the trades and professions, the enormous

expansion in traffic and business why do we find the

condition of the farmer unimproved, or worse even than

ten, twenty or thirty years ago; discontented and restless,

piling up mortgages, drifting towards peasantry and

serfdom?' l

Agriculture, more than all else, lies at the

basis of our prosperity, and there must be something
abnormal in our fundamental conditions when the creative

half of the population enjoys less of the fruits of its labors

than the dependent industries, trades and professions;

when a stupendously increasing aggregation of wealth and

population in the cities is attended by a diminution in

numbers and a steadily growing impoverishment of the

agricultural classes.'

"If a farmer had said so much as this he would be

called a grumbler. But be that as it may, I ask, who gets

all the profits on farming? It goes mainly to the tax-

gatherer, money-loaner and transportation companies. For

want of time I will discuss the profits on only one of these

transportation companies and see if they be one of

the robbers. Here again I submit facts stronger than any
words of mine. Here I stop to remark that we are all

proud of our railroad system and its management. In it

we have a State pride; as a system surpassing that of any
other State in the Union, Their management is in the
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hands of men of ability, and integrity too. Those men

are entrusted with these immense properties to make money
for the companies, and in this, are doing only what thous-

ands of good men would do under like circumstances.

The wrong is mainly in a system of laws and the

administration thereof that permits corporations to take

advantage of the people.
u
Here, then, is the railroad and warehouse commis-

sioners' report for the year 1884. These reports are made

up from the books of the corporations, and are said to be

substantially correct. On page 472 is a table giving

earnings, expenses and net income for that year from their

Illinois business. This table includes all the railroads in

the State, or so much of each one as is within the State,

and giving their earnings within the State also. I find

their total income from all sources for 1884 to be $56,457,-

238, and their total operating expenses, repairs and taxes

to be $36,473,227, leaving a balance of net profits on that

year's business of $20,097,554.
"
Pretty good. It is near 36 per cent, of the entire

gross receipts. For the year 1886 I find the balance of

profit to be some more, but will omit the figures.

"Then what was the difference in profits between the

farmers and the railroad companies upon their respective

businesses for the year 1884 within the State? The rail-

road companies had a net increase of $20,097,554, but how
did the account stand with the farmers? Volume 22 of

the Agricultural Report shows that on the production of

the corn crop in 1884, there was a loss of $11,780,559,

and on the wheat crop for the same year there was a loss

of $8,897,389, making a total on corn and wheat that year

of $20,677,948. This shows a loss of near $600,000 more

than the railroad companies' net gain. To meet these

losses and pay the tax-gatherer and money-loaner mort-

gages had to be made.
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"The better to show who gets the money, please note

the following: As stated above, the total income for all

the roads in the State for 1884 was $56,457,238. . Now
how much of the farmers' produce would be required to

pay this sum? Value of beef cattle sold the same year,

$32,251,145; hogs the same year, $24, 886,854; surplus

wheat sold the same year, $13,199,522 total, $60,505,-

623. (Agr. Rep. Vol. 22.)
4 'Sales from beef cattle, hogs and wheat comprise

nearly all of the farmer's income. From these sales we
received $60,607,623, and paid to transportation companies
in the same time $56,457,238. The tax-gatherer and

money-lender got the balance.

"Who gets the money? Does farming pay? No!

It has ceased to pay! And is there not here a reason, a

good and sufficient reason, why agricultural districts are

being depopulated? If this state of things shall continue,

depopulation will go on until the survival of the fittest

only will remain.

"We hear people boast of our boundless resources and

our vast aggregation of wealth; of our twelve thousand

miles of railroad trackage in the State, and making more

every day. Of what avails all this, if the workers in the

field, toiling twelve hours a day, cannot make both ends

meet? They are sinking, sinking, into a state of depend-

ency on those who control the wealth and resources of the

State."

Speaking of the mortgaged condition of the farmers

of his State the same man says: "McLean county, in the

last three years, and the adjacent counties thereto, have

been especially blessed with good crops beyond other

counties in the State, but I find from a report that is to-day

only partially made up by the board of labor statistics,

that the mortgaged indebtedness of these counties are as

follows: McLean county, for the year 1887, 1,752 mort-
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gages are placed on record for a total sum of $1,542,000,

and of these 403 are on farms, incumbering 40,763 acres

of land; -there was 641 mortgages recorded on town lots

for the sum of $566,521, incumbering 982 lots; there

were 708 chattel mortgages, mostly on live stock and farm

implements for a sum of $213,449. This is the record in

McL,ean county for one year. To show the rate of increase

there was nearly one-third more mortgages placed on

record last year than in 1880. In DeWitt county there

was placed on record in 1887, 562 mortgages for a total

sum of $444,406; of these 218 were on farm lands and for

a sum of $303,058, incumbering 19,922 acres of land;

town lots were mortgaged for $62,875. The prevalence of

chattel mortgages is much more in DeWitt than in

McLean county, 244 chattel mortgages being recorded for

the sum of $78,473. Piatt county is much worse off than

DeWitt. For the year 1887, 647 mortgages for the sum of

$533,633 were recorded, incumbering 22,128 acres of land;

233 were on farm implements and live stock for $108,132.

Still worse in I/ogan county, 1,112 mortgages were

recorded last year; the total sum of these mortgages is

$783,135. Just one year's tribute to Shylock on the

mortgage record of last year. For the same year 457
farmers had to mortgage their farms, stock and implements
to raise $153,037, and more had mortgaged their growing

crops. These counties comprise the fourteenth Congres-

sional district, one of the richest agricultural districts in

Illinois, and the indebtedness last year was $3,987,336, and

127,218 acres of land were incumbered thereby. The
total present mortgage indebtedness of the fourteenth

Congressional district is $11,500,000, on which is annually

paid interest amounting to $787,500."
If such is the state of affairs in one of the richest

agricultural districts of Illinois, how deplorable it must be

in those States that are not blessed with the fertility of
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soil, and market facilities which has made that State so

famous for her "waving fields of golden grain'
' and her

network of railroads.

A Kansas fanner thus tersely states the condition of

the farmers in his State.
* '
I have in sixty acres of grain.

It takes twenty-five acres of oats to pay my interest on

$1,000, and it takes two-thirds of my thirty-five acres of

corn to carry the other third to market, leaving less than

twelve acres to pay debts, clothe, educate and feed my
family. I have an eighty-acre farm, stocked, and all worth

$3,000, and no other income. n

Nor, are the farmers the only sufferers among the

great army of laborers. The greed of capital dominates

every class of laborers, and women and children are the

victims of this relentless car of juggernaut. The New
York Sun, referring to the deplorable condition of the

working women of that city, says: "Ann Fullmon lives

at 618 East Ninth street, New York City. She finishes

pantaloons for a living; sews on buttons, makes button-

holes, puts on straps, buckles and presses them for 13
cents a pair; averages $2 a week for self and family.

"Kate Crowley makes men's drawers at 10 cents for

a dozen pairs. She can finish two dozen pairs in a day

by working from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m., and gets 20 cents for

her day's labor. n

The recent developments of the condition of the

working girls of Chicago made by a brave young lady

correspondent of the Times of that city is thus briefly told

by the Industrial West. "Nothing has been said or

printed this year which has caused a more profound

sensation, and aroused the indignation of the people more
than the series of articles published in the Chicago Daily

Times, entitled "City Slave Girls." The Times' lady

reporter, Miss Nell Nelson, took upon herself the embar-

rassing duties of dressing herself in the attire of a factory
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girl, and visited, each day, one or more factories where

women are employed, where she secured employment and

worked a few hours or managed to stay long enough to

learn the condition of the employees, and the Times con-

tained the story of misery as seen by Miss Nelson.

"On July 10, she visited the Western L,ane factory,

218 State street. There she found the most wretched

conditions of poverty and serfdom. As she entered the

office she was followed by a young lady who had been

crocheting mats, and as she had come to draw her pay and

quit the company's service, it gave the reporter an

opportunity to make a note of her earnings, and when the

clerk opened the books, it was found the poor girl had

worked from the first of last January to July 10, for the

princely sum of fifteen dollars, and instead of paying her

she was put off in a dark room to wait until the proprietor

came in. Miss Nelson then applied for work and learned

that for making mats of the size and style made by the

poor girl, the company had paid 60 cents per dozen
;
that

a dozen was an ordinary week's work, and that all the

other grades of work given out by that company were

correspondingly the same price. That company lets its

work out by the piece and the employees carry it to their

homes. The Times reporter found that to get work one

must pay two dollars for the privilege, and deposit one

dollar to secure the return of the material. The reporter

then visited Rosenthal & Co.'s factory and found that the

company only pays 50 cents for making a lady's cloak.

It was too much for Miss Nelson and she left without

further investigation. Her next visit was to L,udden's,

121 Market street, where she applied for work and got it.

Holding up a pair of brown cottonade pants, the foreman

said,
' Here is a sample. The work is cut out but you will

have to do everything yourself. I want you to make the

fly extra strong and press the buttons. We pay seventy-
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five cents per dozen and you furnish your own thread.'

"When the reporter objected to the low price, he told

her if she preferred she could have cheviot shirts to make

at the same price, but having learned all she cared to, she

excused herself and proceeded to Never Rip Jersey Factory,

133 West Washington street, where she arrived too late in

the day to secure work, but was told to come in the next

morning, which she did and was given work, making

jerseys at 60 cents per dozen. On entering the work-room

her heart nearly failed as she beheld the wretched serfs and

surveyed the low ceiling, with its scanty light, bad

ventilation, and inhaled the sickening odors and foul air

from the dyed fabrics and a long row of watr closets

which projected from the wall. In this factory she stayed

long enough to earn 25 cents. At noon, she says, the

machinery stopped and 120 working women were given 30

minutes in which to eat their dinners.

"The reporter says she counted thirty-seven women
who made their dinner on dry bread alone, fifteen with

sandwiches; ten ate cold pancakes, and twenty-three had

no dinner whatever.
"
'Oh, God! that bread should be so dear, and flesh

and blood so cheap.
?

"While there, the reporter gives an account of one

poor exhausted slave, who went into the water closet and

was found asleep in the sickening stench. She was carried

out and when a breath of fresh air was given her, her

wasted energies revived, and she told how, six months

before she came from England with every hope of bettering

her condition, only to plunge deeper into the jaws of

slavery. In the evening the reporter went to the sale

room to price a jersey and was asked $2. 50 for the identical

jersey she had finished for five cents.

"The invincible reporter finds herself next day, in

the foul and murky confines of Kllinger's cloak factory,
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282 Madison street. There she found the usual price for

making a cloak was 50 cents, and but few could make a

cloak in a day; but for cloaks above a certain grade, the

company paid 65 cents, which was divided, the stitcher get-

ing 20 cents, the binder 15 cents, and the maker 30 cents;

providing the workmanship withstood the closest inspec-

tion; if not it was condemned and no credit given for the

work, or the girls compelled to make it over. The

reporter undertook the job of making one at 65 . cents, or

rather at 30 cents; after paying the stitcher and binder. It

was a lady's long cloak, trimmed down the back goar,

around the collar and cuffs and pockets with mohair plush,
and all the seams faced with black muslin. She could not

make a cloak in one day and another woman helped, and

it was finished a few minutes before quitting time. The

plucky little woman took her time and demanded her 30

cents, which was refused until pay day. She seized the

cloak and refused to surrender it until paid for. A struggle
ensued which ended in paying her 30 cents, and she threw

the cloak in the proprietor's face and went to the work
room and gave the 30 cents to the woman who had
instructed her how to make the cloak. The price of the

cloak at the sales-room of the company was $35. At 7:30
the next morning she went to the work-room of Wetleer's

factory on Wabash Avenue, where corsets, bustles, skirts,

jerseys, cloaks, etc.
,
are made. Here she found the average

wages paid to be $1.50 per week. She applied for work
on bustles, but was told she could not live on the wages
paid, but if she would call Monday she might get work
where she could earn 20 cents per day.

"Her next visit was to one of the dark and most

degraded holes of American serfdom, Julius Stein & Co.,

132 Market street. There she found a girl who had worked
three days for 65 cents. Another, two and a half days on
a cloak for 45 cents; another earned $4.20 in two weeks,
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and the highest earned was reported by a woman who said

she had earned $6. 10 in two weeks. According to Miss

Nelson's report, the Julius Stein & Co. factory is presided

over by the most heartless, cruel, insulting tyrants, who are

only prevented from using the lash by the civil law. Like

the other factories she visited, the work-room is dark and

poorly ventilated, and the poor slaves suffering not only

from starvation, but are slowly dying by inches from foul

air and malarial poison, which comes from badly constructed

closets, and other impurities. So great is the strain upon
the poor wretches that if one happens to get a few cents

ahead, her very nature demands a trip to Lincoln park or

some other place where she can receive a few breaths of

fresh air.

"The Times next reports the visit of its lady reporter

to the Excelsior Underwear works, 192-202 Fifth Avenue.

There she found the same condition of serfdom. There

she found women's drawers made at 20 cents per dozen,

shirts at 80 cents per dozen. The reporter secured work

making chemises at 80 cents per dozen, but had to pay 50
cents per month for the use of a machine. n

In order to more clearly show the tendency and drift

of our own system towards that of the low condition of

labor in Great Britian, we publish the following article

from that able and efficient farmer's journal, the Southwest:

SOME LONDON SLAVE GIRLS.

" While the papers of Chicago, and the country in

general, were describing the poverty, misery and helpless

dependence in which the working girls of Chicago lived,

and the systematic ill-treatment to which they were sub-

jected, the papers of London, England, were teeming with

the detailed horrors of match factory life in that city.

The exposure incident to the investigation of the strike in
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Bryant & May's match factory, had aroused public indig-

nation. About 1,400 women and girls went out on a

strike. The wages paid were wretchedly low and the

hours of labor degradingly long. Besides, they were fined

on the slightest provocation or shortcoming. The women

averaged, according to the comparative statement, $2.80

per week, and the girls from 75 cents to $i. 10 per week.

Many of the little girls were found to be bald on account

of carrying boxes on their heads. They were compelled
to eat their meals in the factory in the fumes of the

phosphorus, which resulted in many cases in ulceration of

the jaw bone. But the profits of the company were

magnificent even if it was made out of the souls and

bodies of the girls. Last year the dividend was 23 per
cent. And among the stockholders are three members of

Parliament, and fifty-five members of the Church of

England. All good people, of course. And other highly

respected stockholders were found to be pocketing the

profits of the unpaid factory girls. No doubt those highly

respected owners of the match factory thought they were

doing those women and girls quite a favor in furnishing
them with good steady employment. What if the hair is

rubbed off the heads of the little girls? What does a

factory girl, who has to work from half-past six in the

morning until eight at night, want with hair on her

head? She has no time to get sunstruck, even if she is

bald. What if the jaw bone of the women ulcerate and

drop out? What does a woman earning from $1.25 to

$2.50 per week, want with either teeth or a jaw bone?

And besides, she is forbidden to talk in the factory. This

decay of the jaw bone is only the natural adaptation to

environments, as Darwin would testify. See how strongly

developed and how strong are the jaws of the members of

Parliament and of our Congressmen. Hence the principal

product of the London law factory, as well as of our Nat-
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ional Jaw-Gymnasium at Washington, is talk. It is

because both the British and American legislators use their

jaw so much and their brains so little that the workingmen
of London and Chicago have little use for teeth orjaw bones.

And this is the outcome of the long boasted British and

American civilization! This is the result of the long
lauded British and American statesmanship! Women and

children worked, starved and tortured to death almost on

the eve of the twentieth century! Such civilization!

Such statesmanship !

" At the recent annual meeting of the Land National-

ization Society of great Britain, the president, Alfred

Russell Wallace, epitomized the British industrial situation

as follows:

u 'It is aoout fifty years since Hood's famous 'Song
of the Shirt' startled the world with its revelation of

hopeless misery. But what would Hood have said if he

could have heard the revelations now being made of

shirts made at id. each, the worker, by continuous hard

work, making twelve shirts a day, earning 6s. a week,
and with the rent of an attic at least double what it was

in his time !

1 'Year after year farmers, under the pressure of the

exorbitant rents, are becoming first impoverished, then

bankrupt; and landlords are turning their arable lands into

pasture, so as to get the maximum of profit with the

minimum of outlay and risk, and thus a constant stream

of laborers, and with them village mechanics and

shop-keepers, are forced to migrate to the towns. The

consequence is that we have at this moment two-thirds of

our whole population more than 20,00x3,000 people
concentrated in the great cities and towns, while millions

of acres of our land all over the country are less populated
and less effectively cultivated than fifty years ago.'

"
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HOW IT IS IN AMERICA THE SEWING GIRL'S PROTEST.

The striking girls of Minneapolis recently held a mass

meeting, which was presided over by Mrs. B. S. Marble,

president of the local suffrage society. About 2,000

people were in attendance. On the back part of the stage

hung several garments made by the girls and the prices

paid for the same in St. Paul and by the firm for which

they had been working in Minneapolis, as follows:

ST. PAUL. MINNEAPOLIS.

Shirts,
- - 6 cts.

Pants, - - 12 "

Overalls, - -
5 ."

Blouse,

Blouse Shirt,
-

Shirts, - 9 cts.

Pants, - - 14 j^
"

Overalls, - - 6 u

Blouse, 6 "

Blouse Shirt,
- 6 u

The condition of the miners in some of the mines, if

possible, is more deplorable than that of the farmers.

Harpers Weekly of June 16, 1888, in describing the

coal mines of Pennsylvania, has this to say about wages
and life of the miners:

"Wages are very low in the coal regions. Laborers

receive from 60 to 80 cents per day. Year in and year out

for the last ten years, during which time the cheap

foreigners have been coming to this country in great

numbers, the average daily wages for a common laborer

has probably not been more than 70 cents per day. With
the stopping of work very few laborers make more than

$12 per month, the year round, and a third of this must

go as rent for the shanty. Bight dollars a month is very
little in the expensive coal regions for food, clothes and

medicines.
1 ' There is many a miner who goes without dinner day

after day, and who tightens his belt when noon comes.

"A piece of fresh meat is a luxury for holidays, and
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two or three cold potatoes are the usual contents of the

dinner pail. There is no allowance made by the employers

for accidents or illness. When the doctor is needed, each

visit must be paid for when it is made. When the rent

day comes, the rent is taken from the month's earnings,

and if the head of the family can work no more, the

family is turned out with all the bitter cruelty of

* business.
'"

Men and women of America ! Has every feeling of

humanity fled from your hearts? Has every spark of

patriotism died within your bosoms? Will you stand idly

by and see the very life-blood crushed from the bodies of

your countrymen from your own brothers and sisters?

Will you sit with folded hands and look complacently on

the agonies of the dying Republic? That Republic which

is the heirloom of the Fathers of the Revolution estab-

lished through their unselfish patriotism and bought with

their blood?

Chancellor Kent, the great American jurist and law-

giver, once said: uWhen the spirit of liberty has fled and

truth and justice are disregarded, private rights can easily

be sacrificed under the forms of law." Is it possible that

the "
spirit of liberty has fled?" And that " truth and

justice are disregarded" in this broad land of God's giving?

Oh, America! Where is thy proud boast of protection to

thy citizens? Where is the freedom that rang out from

the hills in glad song in thy early days? Millions would

be spent to protect an adventurer who had slandered a

foreigner and was detained in a foreign dungeon. But

the women and girls of our country are permitted to writhe

in the grasp of a heartless, relentless, scheming, grasping
and hell-born set of moneyed aristocrats who worship at

the shrine of Mammon, and would sacrifice the flesh and

blood of their own country-people with less pangs of con-

science than the Hindoo mother who yields her child to
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the crocodiles of the Ganges. A leading journal has said

that "fifty cents per day for the labor of a woman is her

only barrier between a life of virtue and a life of shame. ' '

What a terrible admission ! Thousands of women yearly

go down to lives of shame driven by want and poverty

to desperation and dazzled and charmed by the glitter

and display which the money of Mammon and his satellites

shower upon the hell -holes of sin and their occupants.

Man neglects her, woman ignores her, the world passes her

by without notice while she remains virtuous
;
she sees her

sinful sister feted by the elite dressed in gorgeous apparel

set off in brilliant jewels; she loses confidence in humanity
becomes exasperated at the heartlessness of her own

sex chides the charity of the world doubts falters

falls.

" O the rarity

Of Christian charity

Under the sun."

If poverty hardens the heart unto desperation, and

riches niaketh it haughty unto wickedness, how great the

sin of the nation that has adopted a system of laws that

leads to these two extremes ! We are pleased to know that

one religious paper has taken up the cause of the oppressed.

We clip the following from the St. Louis Christian

Advocate

"In the further consideration of this subject, it is well

to inquire whether the present condition of the masses

denotes advancement and prosperity, or a tendency to

poverty and demoralization. It is doubtful if any period

of our history has been marked by a more general dissat-

isfaction than at the present. Undeniably there is a

widespread spirit of discontent. Many laborers are idle,

others working on short time and what they regard as low

pay. Many factories are silent, furnaces are either not

worked or yielding- no profits. Strikes on the part of
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workmen, or 'lockouts' on the part of employers, are

things of almost daily occurrence; while combinations,

'trusts' and monopolies of various kinds, affecting almost

all the necessaries and comforts of life, multiply in number

and increase in power, when a fair competition, which is

the life of trade, would enable the consumer to purchase
his supplies at a rate much lower than the monopolists

demand.

"This the great mass of people are beginning to

learn. They feel it. They writhe under and despise it

This monopolizing spirit has extended to the lands of the

country, and millions of acres have been bought by

companies, some at home, and some from abroad, or

granted to railroad companies; and, in either case, the

price has been raised to double, or five times, or ten times

that at which it could have been procured from the govern-
ment. Consequently the poor man's chances for obtaining
a home are lessened in proportion to this advance of price.

All of which is 'a sore evil under the sun.' By such

means the poor man has been more and more embarrassed

in his affairs, and finds it more and more difficult to meet

the demands for the necessaries and comforts of life. All

the while, the earth 'yields her kindly fruits for the

sustenance of man and beast,' the Father of all deals

bountifully with us, nor pestilence nor famine abounds;
and yet, because of the combinations referred to, the fruits

of the earth are grasped and monopolized, and dealt out

to the laboring man at extravagant prices. The flour, the

sugar, the butter, and almost everything else that supplies
the table come to the consumer with high prices, fixed by
the monopolists. So seriously have these things affected

the interests of the laboring class that the excitement

caused bodes no good, but only evil to the public welfare,

and the indications point to the worse rather than the

better.
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"But how did all this come about? To tell all would

require much space. It is a long story, and, in many of

its aspects, as discreditable, to some of the parties con-

cerned, as it is long."
But it is useless to continue to multiply evidence of

the sad and deplorable condition of the American laborer.

It might be continued indefinitely, but it seems so apparent
and "plain that a wayfaring man, though a fool, cannot

err therein. ' ' In vain has the farmer pleaded ;
in vain has

he sought that relief which his common sense convinces

him he is justly entitled to. He has been put off, on one

pretense and another until u forbearance has ceased to be a

virtue;" and having learned, to his sorrow, that in combi-

nation there is strength, he is seeking through a counter

combination of his fellow laborers to consummate that

which he knows can never be accomplished in any other

manner. Their appeals to the Legislatures and to the

Courts have been met with the corrupt use of the money
of corporations. The farmers are calling a halt. Hereto-

fore they have asked for that which they should have had

without the asking. It is a peculiar condition of affairs

that the most important class of society the producers

have received less consideration at the hands of the

Legislative and Judicial departments of the government
than any other. u

They have asked for a fish and been

given a serpent, for bread and been given a stone. " uWoe
unto him that buildeth a city in blood!" u Whosoever

soweth to the wind shall reap the whirlwind." The

prayers of the oppressed have l ( entered into the ears of the

Lord of Sabbaoth." The farmer and the laborer are

marching on to victory. A great general was once asked

why he did not at once move upon the enemy. He
answered: "I am organizing for victory." The farmers

and laborers of the United States are "organizing for

victory." They are preparing to move upon the enemy.
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Not in the gaudy trappings of war, with flying banners

and martial music, and amid the boom of artillery, the

rattle of musketry and the clash of swords, accompanied

with all the horrors of physical contest; but silently,

peaceably, and by force of reason and the potent influence

of the ballot do they expect to accomplish this mighty
revolution in behalf of oppressed labor.

It is useless for men to call attention to the many
railroads that have passed into the hands of receivers, or

been sold under mortgages, as evidence that the railroads

do not pay good dividends on the capital invested.

If it proves anything, it is the utter recklessness and

incapacity of some of those who engage in railroad

enterprises, and the criminal profligacy of their manage-
ment. If a wildcat railroad scheme is conceived and a

road built through a country where it is evident the traffic

will not support it, a business blunder has been committed

or a swindle perpetrated; either of which is no evidence

that railroads do not pay. The same failure might, and

does occur in all kinds of business. It would be unfair to

take such failures as evidence that the railroads of the

United States do not pay. A much graver question,

however, is the inevitable tendency of these grasping

monopolies that are springing up around and among us,

and the inexorable law which punishes corporate greed with

confiscation. No student of history, especially of the

history of the great corporations of the century, can fail

to discern the fate of many of our great railway companies.

One set of men after another growls and submits. One

Legislature after another threatens and is cajoled or bought
off. But the intolerable oppression continues to grow

worse, and year by year the instinct of rebellion grows

stronger and stronger, and it is to be hoped that the day
is not far distant, when it will have coherence enough to

make its demands with an emphasis that will brook no
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delay. Then no man can stem the tide of popular indig-

nation or set a limit to party fury or the popular will.

The mutterings of the coming storm are already heard

in the many labor organizations that have sprang up in

our midst within the past few years. It is worse than idle

to talk about measures being unconstitutional. Constitu-

tions may be be changed as well as laws, and if the policy

of the gigantic corporations is to utterly ignore the popular

will, setting every principle of justice at defiance, until the

indignation of the people is wrought to such a pitch that

the day of spoliation of railways will come, and neither

vested rights nor common honesty is likely to obtain a

heanng, they may console themselves with the reflection

that they were the transgressors.



CHAPTER III.

HISTORY OF THE WHEEL.

IT WOULD be strange indeed if the long suffering of

the farmers under the many and growing evils to which

they are subject did not culminate in an organized effort

to mitigate their hardships. Such an effort was the organ-

ization of the Grange, the Farmers' Clubs, the Farmers'

Alliance, Knights of Labor and other kindred organiza-

tions. The organization of the Agricultural Wheel was

also an effort in this direction. The objects, origin and

early history of the Wheel are not unlike that of other

organizations of a kindred nature.

It was the outgrowth of necessity the result of oppres-

sion. Like other great organizations that have for their

object the amelioration of the condition of the human

race, man}" false impressions and exaggerated statements

relative to its origin, growth and objects have gone out to

the world, which it is the object of this work to correct.

It is useless to state why the Wheel was organized.

The depressed condition of the laboring masses is so con-

clusively shown in the preceding chapter that it would be

a tedious repetition of the subject to add more to it.

W. W. Tedford, one of the founders of the Wheel,

says :

' ' The question has often been asked, what gave rise

to the Wheel? This question is as easily answered as asked,

Monopoly! This is the answer in a nutshell. A monopoly
that wants to buy the earth, and with it the souls and

bodies of the people who inhabit it. A spirit instigated by
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Satin, the head of the firm and proprietor-in-chief of the

entire concern, who has inaugurated the infamous system,

sent forth his agents, instructed to use every means possible

to reduce the world to hellish slavery. It demands every-

thing God has made, for its own use. It would absorb

Europe, Asia, Africa, America, Australia, and the islands

of the sea, with the cattle on a thousand hills, and every-

thing given mankind for his use and comfort. Monopoly

aspires to make the people its servants, politically, finan-

cially and socially, and demands that we offer on its golden
altar all that we are and have, souls, bodies, lives, liberty.

' 'God hates monopoly, and so do we, and heartily en-

dorse his condemnation of it. To all whose hands and

souls are stained with this vile sin we say kick as you may ,

your conduct has given rise to the organization of labor.

' ' What led to the Wheel movement ? Monopoly is

the true cancer, but like other cancers its roots penetrate
the entire body on which it subsists. In consequence of

which we challenge the world to produce the equal of some

Arkansas monopolists on a small scale. We know of a

certain mercantile firm who, twenty-five years ago, owned

nothing comparatively, but to-day owns 18,000 acres of

land, a great part of which is in cultivation; also several

mules, horses, cattle and several stores. Perhaps one

person would be more correct than a firm, for one person
owns the greater part of the property.

"The inquiry arises, how did this man, who had no

capital to start with, amass that amount of property in

twenty-five years, while farmers who had capital grew

poorer every year ? The answer is, monopoly and extortion !

These, in the instance named, were managed through the
' ' anaconda ' '

mortgage, which he succeeded in obtaining on

crops and stock, and often on lands. Then began the whole-

sale robbery by charging two and three prices for the goods

furnished, thereby reducing his victims to extreme poverty,
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yea, to financial skeletons. The poor victims, unable to

comply with the enormous demands, were "sold out" at

shamefully low prices, the mortgagee being the purchaser,

at two-thirds the cash value placed on the property by

appraisers chosen to put the lowest valuation that decency
would permit. In the name of reason and justice, why
should not the property bring its full value or no sale, or

better, that there be no mortgage.
At the time the Agricultural Wheel was organized

flour was selling under mortgages at $10 per barrel; meat

at 20 cents per pound; coffee from four to six pounds to the

dollar, and other things in proportion. I am stating what

I know, for as the Irishman said,
u
me, himself, was one

of the victims;" the merchant who was careful to charge

$2.50 for recording the mortgage, to his customer, did all

the weighing, measuring and pricing of both goods and

produce. With these advantages he accummulated almost

unconsciously great wealth, causing the property of the

country to come into the hands of the few to the impover-
ishment of producers. The nature of a mortgage is well

known in our State, but a quotation from a well-known

writer on it will not be out of place here. "The instant

one of these anaconda mortgages is executed the maker

becomes practically the slave of the mortgagee; he is

deprived of all means of obtaining credit elsewhere; he is

compelled to trade with the holder of the mortgage; he

cannot object to the quality or quantity of the goods offered

him, nor to the prices charged. If he wants a pair of No.

8 shoes and the trade has a pair of No. 12 unsalable boots,

he must take the latter; if he wants a bushel of corn meal,

and the trade has a barrel of sour flour he must take it at

a price double that of the sound barrel. If the season is

favorable and the industry of the tenant is likely to be

rewarded with a bountiful crop, so much the worse for

him; commodities at still higher prices are forced on
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him until the limit of the value of his crop is reached.
4 ' The hard-working and fortunate tenants are in this

way forced to pay the debts of the idle and vicious and the

unfortunate. At the end of the crop gathering time there

is no difference in the financial condition of the two

classes. We are told that one shall not plant and another

eat, but it was not given to the prophet Isaiah even, to

look down the vista of time for 2,500 years and read the

Statutes of Arkansas. Under them every man who exe-

cutes an anaconda mortgage is considered to plant and eat

not; for them the heavens might as well be brass and the

earth iron. Those that now sow not, reap; and those that

plant not, eat. As originally enacted, this law made it a

felony, punishable by imprisonment at hard labor in the

penitentiary, for not less than one nor more than two years,

for the mortgagor to remove beyond the limits of the

county, or sell, barter, exchange or otherwise dispose of

any part of the mortgaged property."
The same writer says by way of illustration,

(

| Samuel

N. Beard executed an anaconda mortgage on his stock

and crop to be grown; he drew $43 worth of supplies at

the usual price in such cases. His stock and crop were

worth more than that amount. His wife languished on a

bed of sickness during the summer, and at last was too

weak to digest any longer the strong and coarse food which

her husband had, and her doctor ordered beef tea. The
door of the cabin in which he lived had no shutter; the

chill November winds were sweeping through it, imperil-

ing his wife's life. In this extremity he bartered seventy

pounds of his cotton for lean beef to make soup for his

wife and for a shutter to the door. For this, Beard was

indicted and sent to the penitentiary one year. He offered

to show that the property covered by the mortgage
exceeded in value the mortgage debt, and that he could

have no intention to defraud; but the Court said that the
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Statute said nothing about the intention with which the

act was done, and that it was also immaterial whether the

remaining property was worth more or less than the mort-

gage debt, that the offense by the words of the act was

complete by the simple act of selling or trading any part

of the mortgaged property, without regard to motive or

any other facts, and the Supreme Court of the State

affirmed the judgment. (Beard vs. State, 43 Ark., p.

284.) But the Judges of that Court were so shocked at

the inhumanity of the law (and should have been none

the less shocked at the merchant) that they urged upon
the Legislature its repeal or modification, and under

pressure of that recommendation it was modified; but in

the meantime Beard was sent to the penitentiary. He
was pardoned by the Governor. ' '

At the time the Wheel was started this abominable

instrument held with an iron grasp the purse-strings of

Arkansas fanners, owing to a severe drouth that made it

almost a desert. The merchants, doctors and others,

instead of offering to sustain a part of the loss of crops,

only drew the reins tighter and harder. In this extremity
the doctors, whom the farmers had made, met in Lonoke
county and resolved that after a specified time that they
would not practice in any family indebted to them, unless

the head of the family would give a mortgage. All that

we could hear in Prairie county was mortgages! mort-

gages! MORTGAGES! It appeared that the devil had a

mortgage on the monopolist's soul and body which they
wanted to shift on all the laborers. Just here could be

related a true story of a victim of the mortgage, sad in its

details but enough has been written of that character,

as all these wrongs are recorded in a book not printed with

ink on paper, or subject to loss or decay, and will surely
be righted.

It is sometimes asked, why do farmers mortgage?
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This is a question asked by monopolists with evident

pride, if farmers give us a mortgage the right to dictate

prices goes with it. The answer is, to secure the debt,

and the fact that they are willing to make the merchant

safe and pay an additional per cent.
; yea! double the law-

ful interest on money, besides granting them the privilege

of weighing, measuring and pricing both goods and pro-

duce, would seem to be inducement enough to make even

the dishonest act justly, but such is not the case, or found

to be true in dealing with the average middle-man, who in

actions, says : Sir, you are obliging enough not only to pat-

ronize my house but to mortgage, and for this kindness I

am mean enough to take every advantage; yea, every piece

of bread out of the mouths of your children, and then let

you
( root hog or die.

' ' '

The above incidences, described by Mr. Tedford, illus-

trates the condition of the farmer in Arkansas, where the

Wheel originated.

The first Wheel was organized on the i5th of Feb-

ruary, 1882, in an old log school-house, eight miles south-

west of the town of Des Arc, in Prairie county, Arkansas.

On the 1 2th of that month a meeting had been arranged

by W. A. Suit and W. T. McBee. A general invitation

was given to the farmers in the neighborhood to meet at the

McBee School-house on the evening of the i5th.

When the time for meeting came, the following per-

sons were present: W. A. Suit, W. T. McBee, J. W.

McBee, H. B. Lokey, J. T. Thrasher, J. W. Walls and

W. W. Tedford, who took part in the meeting. W. W.
Burns and John McBee, of Lonoke county, were also

present but took no part in the proceedings.

A committee was appointed to draft a Constitution and

By-Laws. W. T. McBee, John W. McBee and W. W.
Tedford constituted the committee. One week afterwards,
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on the 22d of February, they met and adopted the follow-

ing Constitution and By-Laws:

ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION.

1. This organization shall be known as the Watten-

sas Farmers' Club.

2. Its objects shall be the improvement of its

members in the theory and practice of agriculture and the

dissemination of knowledge relative to rural and farming
affairs.

3. The members shall consist of such persons as will

sign the constitution and by-laws and who are engaged in

farming.

4. Its officers shall consist of one president, two vice-

presidents, secretary, chaplain and treasurer, who shall

jointly constitute the executive committee; also two senti-

nels, and shall be elected annually.

5. Its meetings shall be held on the first and third

Saturday nights in each month at McBee's School-house.

BY-LAWS.

1. The president shall preside at all meetings of the

Club and executive -committee, and have power to call

special meetings.

2. One of the vice-presidents shall perform the duties

of the president during his absence.

3. The chaplain shall open the meetings with

prayer.

4. The secretary shall record the proceedings of the

Club, and conduct all correspondence.

5. The treasurer shall receive all moneys and pay
out the same on the written order of the president, coun-

tersigned by the secretary.

6. It shall be the duty of the sentinels to see that

the hall is properly guarded.
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A secret work was also adopted about this time and

shortly afterward a ritual and charge, written by B. R.

McPherson, were added. In four weeks from the time

the first meeting was held there were twenty members be-

longing to the Club.

About this time it was decided to change the name of

the organization and it was called the Agricultural Wheel.

Mr. Tedford gives the following reasons for adopting this

name :

' ' No machinery can be run without a great drive

wheel, and as that wheel moves and governs the entire

machinery, however complex, so agriculture is the great

wheel or power that controls the entire machinery of the

world's industries. Who could live without the farmer?

And yet, who cares anything for him except his family and

the candidate for office? Another reason why it was

named the Wheel because we are surrounded by 'rings'

of many kinds, especially political rings; the Prophet

Kzekiel, in the tenth chapter, says: 'The wheel that he

saw, worked, as it were, with the regularity of a wheel

in a wheel,' and it was confidently expected that this

would be so; again the prophet says in the same chapter:

'As for the wheel it was said in my hearing, O, wheel,'

and so we hear it.

'

'Every editor who is opposed to our principles raises a

pitiful little wail, O Wheel, keep out of politics; you will

ruin the glorious organization. In answer, if we were to

burst both political parties into atoms, and scatter them like

star dust throughout the universe, the editors and others

who oppose us would lose nothing; we made them."

The Order obtained a certificate of organization Au-

gust 22d, 1882. At this time there were about 100 sub-

scribers to the Articles of Association of Wheel No. i.

This was divided, and Wheels Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were

chartered and soon became strong organizations.

The State Wheel was organized on the 9th day of
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April, 1883, at the residence of W. T. McBee, about one-

quarter of a mile from the birth-place of the Wheel. From
this time forward the order spread rapidly and soon ex-

tended to all parts of the State.

While many changes have been wrought, and the Con-

stitution enlarged to meet the requirements of the Order as

it extends its sphere of usefulness, it is a fact worth}- of

note, that the same words contained in the first paragraph
of the preamble adopted by the Wattensas Farmers' Club

in February, 1882, still retain their place at the head of the

preamble to the Constitution of the National Farmers'

Alliance and Industrial Union, adopted by the National

body at St. Louis in December, 1889.

We give the reader the full text of the Preamble and

the objects of the order as adopted by Wheel No. i, in

March, 1882:
* '

WHEREAS, the general condition of our country im-

peratively demands unity of action on the part of the

laboring classes, reformation in economy, and the dissemi-

nation of principles best calculated to encourage and foster

agricultural and mechanical pursuits, encouraging the toil-

ing masses, leading them in the road to prosperity, and

providing a just and -fair remuneration for labor, a just ex-

change of our commodities and best mode and means of se-

curing to the laboring classes the greatest amount of good.

We hold to the principle that all fanners should save

their own meat and bread; raise more corn, wheat, oats

and the grasses, and less cotton, so as to increase the de-

mand far beyond the actual supply, securing better prices,

and holding the stock of provisions from the greedy paws
of merciless speculators.

We hold to the priciple that all monopolies are danger-
ous to the best interests of our country, tending to enslave

a free people and subvert and finally overthrow the great

principles purchased by Washington and his glorious com-

patriots.
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We hold to the priqciple that the laboring classes have

an inherent right to sell and buy, when and wherever their

best interests are served, and patronize none who dare, by
word or action, oppose a just, fair and equitable exchange
of the products of our labor.

We denounce as unfair and unjust any set of men who
sell at large profits, and gain the advantage over the labor-

ing classes and obtain the product of their labor at greatly

reduced prices, thus forcing patronage and constituting a

hateful monopoly, making free and independent men
slaves.

OBJECTS OF THE ORDER.

1. The objects of this Order shall be to unite fratern-

ally all acceptable white males who are engaged in the

occupation of farming, also mechanics who are actually

engaged in farming.

2. To give all possible moral and material aid in its

power to its members by holding instructive lectures, by

encouraging each other in business, and by assisting each

other in obtaining employment.

3. The improvement of its members in the theory
and practice of agriculture, and the dissemination of

knowledge relative to rural and farming affairs.

4. To ameliorate the condition of fanners in every

possible manner.

PREAMBLE AS AMENDED.

uWe believe there is a God, the great Creator of all

things, and that He created all men free and equal, and

endowed them with certain inalienable rights, such as life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and that these rights

are a common inheritance and should be respected by all

mankind.
' 'We further believe, that any power or influence that
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tends to restrict or circumscribe any class of our citizens in

the free exercise of these God-given rights and privileges

are detrimental to the best interests of a free people.
u While it is an established fact that the laboring

classes of mankind are the real producers of wealth, we
find that they are gradually becoming oppressed by com-

binations of capital, and the fruits of their toil absorbed by
a class who propose not only to live on the labors of others,

but to speedily amass fortunes at their expense.
uWe hold to the principle that all monopolies are

dangerous to the best interests of our country, tending to

enslave a free people, and subvert and finally overthrow

the great principles purchased by Washington and his

glorious compatriots.
1 ' We hold to the principle that the laboring classes

have an inherent right to buy and sell when and wherever

their interests are best served, and patronize none who dare,

by word or action, oppose a just, fair and equitable ex-

change of the products of our labor.
"

The growth of the Wheel was attended with many
serious drawbacks, and met with much determined resist-

ance. The objects of the Order were not generally well

understood and were frequently misrepresented. It grew
with such wonderful rapidity that it became impossible to

furnish competent lecturers and proper literature to educate

the new members as to the real objects of the Order.

Thousands who belonged to the Order knew nothing of its

origin, and but little of its objects. They were, therefore,
in no position to repel the attacks made upon the organiza-
tion. But few newspapers had, up to this time, espoused
the cause of the Wheel, and these had but a limited circu-

lation. The professional politician saw, in the rapid pro-

gress of the Order, that the fanner was preparing to look out

for himself and a new order of things introduced in the

domain of politics. The merchant saw, in the success of
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the Order, a reduction in the profits of his business. All

these men were naturally arrayed against the Order.

No history had ever been written and circulated set-

ting forth the objects of the organization, and narrating its

origin and growth. This was a want greatly felt. The
enemies of the Order seized the opportunity to misrepre-

sent both its origin and objects.

With the object to supply this want of literature, the

author left his home and proceeded to the locality where the

organization first had an existence.

It was a cool, crisp and frosty morning, the 28th of

November, 1888, that the author stepped from the cars to

the platform at Carlisle, a little town on the Memphis and

Little Rock Railroad, and about fifteen miles southwest of

the site where the Agricultural Wheel first resolved itself

into tangible form. We had not long to wait. Col.

Morehead, the able and efficient secretary of the Arkansas

State Wheel, was there with his buggy, and we were soon

whirling away across the open prairie towards his quiet

country home. The bright sun kissed and warmed the

crisp morning breeze that imparted exhileration and new
life to the ride.

With Col. Morehead at one's side, a ten-mile ride

proved but a short pleasure trip. We were soon at his

home, and hospitably entertained by his estimable wife and

family. But our trip was not intended for pleasure. The
wildest speculations had been indulged in with regard to

the origin of the Wheel. Foul and slanderous charges
had been given the semblance of truth by respectable (?)

politicians,
* ( senile editors ' ' and '

'potato lawyers.
' '

Every
wild rumor had been twisted and contorted into a shape to

reflect discredit on the organization. The Order was going

through its
"
trial period." The 'foulest slanders were

readily caught up by the enemies of the organization and

circulated with a zeal that indicated the severe extremities
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to which they were reduced. The need of a reliable and

truthful history was never more severely felt by any

organization. That it was a scheme concocted by the

Republicans to demoralize the Democratic party of the

South, was heralded all over the State. The partisan press

helped to circulate this abominable story and it spread like

a deadly plague through the ranks of the organization.

The merchants, seeing their opportunity to deal the Order

a blow, lost no time in contributing to the general con-

fusion. Never before was there such a merciless, unceasing,
frantic and combined attempt to break the power of an

organization as was made in this State in the summer of

1888. To forever set at rest these infamous slanders and

give to the world the true history and objects, and the

origin of the Wheel was our mission into Prairie county.
To see and talk face to face with the founders of the Order,
and others who came in shortly after; to look upon the old

log school house whose walls had witnessed the first feeble

efforts to lift the burdens from oppressed labor; to take by
the hand the men who had given life and vitality to an

organization that was to sweep like the wind over the

Southern States, spreading, like the fire-flamed foxes of

Phillistia, consternation and dread among the cohorts of

monopoly. All these were inducements enough to visit

the scene of efforts- that were pregnant with such impor-
tant results. Through the kindness of Col. Morehead,
who furnished himself and conveyance, we were enabled

to see much, and gain information that we should,

perhaps, otherwise have missed. Bro. Morehead was one

among the first to join the Wheel after it started; has been

one of the most faithful workers, and has watched its growth
with deep interest Our conversation with the original
founders and others who are conversant with the early his-

tory of the Order, enables us to say that the history written

by W. W. Tedford, and published in the preceding chapter,
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is a faithful account of the objects and origin of the Order.

While its objects were to ''ameliorate the condition of the

farmer in every possible manner," it was never intended to

be a "secret political order." As Brother Tedford aptly

remarks, its was born of ' '

monopoly and oppression.
' '

It

discussed political questions, for otherwise it could not

have discussed monopolies. It looked hopefully forward

to the time when it would be powerful enough to control

legislation ;
not from a partisan standpoint, nor as a political

party, but as an independent factor, too honest to be

cajoled or bought off, and too powerful to be crushed.

May we still hope that their fond anticipations may be

realized. It is true there were many ups and downs

many obstacles to overcome which the world will never

know. But beginning with the seven brave, true men
who met in the McBee school house, on the night of the

1 5th of February, 1882, and including others who joined

shortly afterwards, the grand struggle for independence
has been going on until the power of the organization is

not only felt by the cross-roads' merchant, who looked

upon the farmers as servants to be used by him, but is

feared alike by the infamous trusts that have become an

incubus upon our body politic, and the political rings and

combinations that are responsible for them. Of the seven

original founders of the Wheel six are still living. H. B.

Loakey, perhaps the youngest of the seven, is dead. Six

of them were owners of land. They were all Democrats

by birth, education and practice. They were simple,

practical farmers. They were not political schemers, nor

were they influenced by those who were. They were

moved and actuated by an impulse born of self protection.

They saw the necessity of organization. Their minds

grasped the grand possibilities that might emanate from

one grand combination of the farming element. They
rnay have "builded wiser than they knew;" their efforts
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may have been blessed more abundantly than they dared

to hope; but the unselfish devotion, the indefatigable

will and determined perseverance of this little band of

men should be handed down to future generations as a

monument of unselfish and devoted patriotism. Others

there have been who have fallen in line and placed them-

selves amid the thickest of the fight; whose untiring

efforts have aided materially in spreading the good work

so well begun, and whose names ought to go down to

posterity as benefactors of their race; but the halo of glory

which centers round the importance and grandeur of this

noble organization should shed its light full upon the

names of that heroic band, who first met at the McBee
school house, and emblazon them in letters of gold that

will go down through the corridors of time receiving the

blessings of future generations.

As W. W. Tedford states, articles of incorporation

were filed in the. Circuit Clerk's office on the 22d day of

August, 1882; and the first Grand or State Wheel was

organized April 9th, 1883. Articles of association were

filed with the Secretary of State, September 28th, 1885.

E. R. McPherson was the first Grand President. On July

i8th, 1883, the State Wheel met at GofPs Cove. At this

time there were thirty-nine Subordinate Wheels organized,

most of which were represented at that meeting. At this

meeting B. R. McPherson was re-elected Grand President,

and steps were taken to extend the organization. A reso-

lution was passed prohibiting the organization of Wheels

within the limits of incorporated towns. The next meet-

ing of the Grand Wheel was held at Stony Point, on

January 9th, 1884. The Order had now increased to 114
Subordinate Wheels, most of which were represented by

delegates to this meeting. Some very important business

was considered. A committee on crop reports was ap-

pointed, and a system devised by which reports could be
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had from every county having an organization, of the

condition, kind and value of crops. The idea was a good
one had it been carried into effect. The constitution was
amended so as to provide for the organization of County
Wheels, when as many as five Subordinate Wheels existed

in a county. This was another important step in the way
of progress, and the utility of the County Wheel in the

past has proven the wisdom of the action. The meetings
of the State Wheel were also changed from semi-annually
to annually, and the time of meeting fixed for the fourth

Wednesday in July of each year. A resolution petitioning

Congress to prohibit the dealing in futures in grain, provis-

ions and cotton, was passed. A committee was appointed
to consider the practicability of organizing a National

Wheel. The following resolution on the mortgage system
was passed:

"
WHEREAS, The mortgage system in general is a

blight upon the energy and industry of our common

country; and

WHEREAS, The law granting mortgages is a barrier

to the material advancement of the agricultural interest of

the State, delegating to the tradesmen and the middle-men

the unqualified right of taking undue advantage of the

impoverished condition of our people, by extortionate

charges and forced sales, under its protection; thus, in a

measure, creating an artificial trade, beneficial alone to the

tradesmen, forcing the farmer to special instead of permit-

ting a diversity of crops; compelling him to go deeper and

deeper in debt, and final bankruptcy; and

WHEREAS, We consider it to be the sacred duty of

our Legislature to enact laws granting equal rights to all

without burdening any; therefore be it

Resolved, That it is the duty of every farmer and

laborer in the various counties of the State of Arkansas to
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protest against the continuance upon the statute books of

the State, the law granting liens and mortgages upon stock

or growing crops. And

Resolved Further, That we call upon our representa-

tives to our State Legislature to adopt such measures as

will relieve the country of the burdens this law imposes.
' '

The work accomplished at this meeting indicated that

the farmers knew what they wanted and were moving in

the proper direction to obtain it.

Several matters of a political nature came up and

were fairly discussed with the best of feeling.

The next meeting of the Grand Wheel was held at

Sulphur Springs, beginning on the 23rd of July, 1884.

The meeting was harmonious throughout and much good
has resulted from the work done there. Steps were taken

toward the organization of a National Wheel and extending
the influence of the Order into other States. A committee

was also appointed to confer with the Brothers of Freedom

with a view to affecting the consolidation of the two

Orders. John R. Johnson was elected President for the

ensuing year. The meeting closed with the best of feeling

prevailing and bright prospects for the future.

MEETING AT MOUNT CARMEN

On July 22nd, 1885, the State Wheel again met at

Mount Cannel, Lonoke county. At this meeting twenty
counties were represented by sixty-two delegates. The
Wheel had pushed its way to the State lines and some of

the border counties were represented. W. G. Moore was

there from Texas. The good news had crossed over the

line and our brothers in the Lone Star State sent up an

appeal to * ' come over and help them. ' '

John R. Johnson was re-elected Grand President and

R. H. Morehead, Secretary. Steps were taken to buy
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farm implements and machinery direct from manufacturers.

A new secret work was adopted. A resolution recom-

mending the establishment of an Agricultural College and

experimental farm was passed. Much of the time of this

meeting was occupied in amending the Constitution and

By-laws, and many important changes were made.

GREENBRIAR MEETING.

On the 1 5th of October, 1885, a called session of the

State Wheel was held at Greenbriar, Faulkner county, for

the purpose of affecting a consolidation with the Brothers

of Freedom. At this time there had been 462 Subordi-

nate Wheels chartered, and the Order was spreading into

other States. Ten Wheels had been chartered in

Alabama, three in Mississippi and four in Texas. The
consolidation was amicably effected, the Brothers of

Freedom dropping their name. A new Constitution and

By-laws, in substance similar to the old one, and a new
secret work were adopted. Isaac McCracken was elected

Grand President and R. H. Morehead, Secretary. The
Order now had assumed an importance which bid fair to

accomplish much good. It spread rapidly throughout the

State and began to attract attention from the oppressed

farmers in other States, and frequent calls for organizers

were made from abroad.

LITCHFIELD MEETING.

The next meeting of the State Wheel was held at

Litchfield, Jackson county, July 28th, 1886. A large

representation was present. Many brethren from other

States who had come as delegates to organize a National

Wheel were there. President McCracken made a stirring

address. He advised the organization of a National body
and suggested several important changes in the Constitu-
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tion. A letter was received and read from T. V. Pow-

derly, Grand Master Workman of the Knights of Labor,

pledging the aid of his Order in securing needed legisla-

tion, and the repeal of obnoxious laws. A committee was

appointed to act with the delegations from other States in

organizing a National Wheel.

Isaac McCracken was re-elected Grand President, C.

A. Stuart was chosen Vice-President and R. H. Morehead

was again made Secretary. At this meeting, after much
animated discussion, the word white was dropped from

the eligibility clause in the Constitution and provisions

made to organize the colored farmers into separate Wheels.

The Constitution and By-Laws of the National Wheel
were ratified.

HOLLYWOOD MEETING.

The fifth annual meeting of the Arkansas State

Wheel convened at Hollywood on the ayth day of July,

At this meeting nearly all the counties in the State

were represented. A resolution was passed asking that a

State Railroad Commission be provided for. Also, one

asking that measures be adopted to prohibit the dealing
in futures of all agricultural products. A committee was

appointed to confer with the Farmers' Alliance of Texas

and the Co-operative Union of Louisiana, with a view to

securing co-operative action in trade. The committee

reported a plan which was adopted. It provided for the

election of a State Wheel Business Agent, and similar

agents in the counties. Steps were taken to call all the

county agents together at Little Rock in September fol-

lowing, for the purpose of more perfectly completing a

plan of co-operative trade. T. J. Andrews was elected

State Business Agent, L. P. Featherston was chosen

Grand President, George Martin, Vice-President, and Col.
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R. H. Morehead was again retained as Secretary of the

State Wheel.

MEETING AT LITTLE ROCK.

The sixth annual meeting of the State Wheel of

Arkansas was held in the Hall of the House of Represen-

tatives, in the city of Little Rock, beginning on the 25th

day of July, 1888. This was, perhaps, the largest and

most interesting meeting of the kind ever held in the

State. Over one hundred delegates were present, and,

although in the midst of a hotly contested political cam-

paign, the best of feeling and general harmony prevailed.

At this meeting nearly every county in the State was

represented. Charters had been granted to 1,947 subor-

dinate Wheels. L. P. Featherston was re-elected Presi-

dent and the irrepressible Col. Morehead was again re-

tained as Secretary. W. H. Quayle was elected Treasurer.

The meeting was one grand success, and the delegates

left with high hopes for the future of the Order. It had

grown from the little band of seven who had met at the

McBee School-house to a meeting of delegates, in the Hall

of Representatives, representing 75,000 Wheelers in the

State, and comparing in point of intellect with any body
of like numbers that ever met in the capitol of the State.

Well might we be proud of our noble Order.

MEETING AT HOT SPRINGS.

The seventh annual meeting of the State Wheel of Ar-

kansas was held at Hot Springs on the 24th, 25th, 26th

and 27th of July, 1889. The action of the Meridian

meeting, consolidating the Wheel and Alliance was in-

dorsed, and the Constitution ratified. Preparations were

made to establish a State Exchange, and much other im-

portant business was accomplished. John P. Russ was

elected President of the State Union, and R. H. Morehead
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and W. H. Quayle were again re-elected to their respec-

tive offices of Secretary and Treasurer. Delegates were

elected to the meeting of the consolidated Order, to be

held at St. Louis, Missouri, December 3d, 1889. We will

now notice the spread of the Order into other States.

THE WHEEL IN MISSISSIPPI.

The first subordinate Wheel organized in Mississippi

was at Old Harmony Church, near the historic battle-field

of luka. It was organized by N. P. Campbell, of Arkan-

sas, on the 6th of August, 1885. Immediately afterward

Golden Dawn, No. 2, and Piney Grove, No. 3, were organ-

ized by Mr. Campbell. C. W. Baker, a member of No.

3, was then made Deputy Organizer for Tishomingo

county. He organized ten or twelve Wheels in the

spring of 1886. The first County Wheel was organized

at Liberty Church, Tishomingo county, in May, 1886.

Through the efforts of deputies the Order spread rapidly

over Tishomingo, Prentiss, Stawamba, Alcom and Tip-

pah counties. On the 4th of November, 1886, a conven-

tion of delegates, representing each subordinate Wheel in

the State, met with the Tishomingo County Wheel at Mt.

Pleasant Church and organized the State Wheel. On the

18th of November, following, the State Wheel met at

Jumpertown and completed its organization. In January,

1887, a called meeting of the State Wlieel was held at

Highland. A platform of principles, similar to what was

afterwards incorporated into the National Wheel Demands,
was adopted. The State Wheel was called together at

Jacinto, Alcom county, in December, 1887, for the pur-

pose of formulating a plan of co-operative trade. The
Rochdale plan was recommended. A number of stores

have been started in different parts of the State. Mr.

Blunt, the efficient Secretary of the State Wheel, in a

letter of recent date says:
' ' The Wheel in Mississippi has
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accomplished much good. Men are coming up to their

contracts better than formerly; buying cheaper and get-

ting nearer value for their products. This enables them

to pay and be less dependent upon the merchants."

In September, 1888, the State Wheel again met at

Booneville. Delegates were elected to the meeting of the

National Wheel at Meridian, and instructed to vote for

consolidation with the Farmers' Alliance. The entire

delegation voted for the minority report. of the committee

on Constitution and By-Laws, which differed from the ma-

jority report, only, in providing that each State should

control the eligibility and management of its colored pop-
ulation as it thought best.

The organization in Mississippi has never been

pushed vigorously, except in a few counties, where it is

in a healthy, growing condition.

THE WHEEL IN TEXAS.

On the 5th day of April, 18.84, G - W. Ritchie, of

Cleburne, organized Lone Star Wheel, No. i. It was the

first Wheel in Texas. The first County Wheel was organ-
ized at Hickory Grove, near Paris, July loth, 1885.

The State Wheel was organized at Moore's Springs,
three miles east of Paris, August 25th, 1886. John R.

Johnson, ex-President of the Grand Wheel of Arkansas,
assisted in the organization. The State Wheel meets on

the fourth Wednesday in August of each year.

The second annual meeting of the Texas State

Wheel was held with Hamilton Wheel, No. 6, at Sumner

Academy, Lamar county, on the 24th day of August,

1887. At this meeting a proposition was made by the

Texas Farmers' Alliance for the consolidation of the two

Orders; but as the proposition contemplated the entire

surrender of the identity of the Wheel it was not enter-

tained. Among other important business transacted at
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this meeting was the adoption of an amendment to the

Constitution, providing that at the death of a member in

good standing, the Secretary of the State Wheel be author-

ized to make an assessment of one dollar on each subor-

dinate Wheel, and pay the proceeds to the family of the

deceased. This amendment has been in effect nearly two

years and has been the means of assisting a number of

needy families. The State Wheel again convened Au-

gust 22d, 1888. This meeting was held with Independ-
ence Wheel, No. u, at West Point, Lamar county.

The influence of the Order on agriculture has been

highly beneficial; resulting in better methods of farming,

greater diversification of crops and an increased tendency
to grow all of the home supplies possible.

THE WHEEL IN KENTUCKY.

S. J. Thacker, of Dukedom, Tennessee, organized
the first subordinate Wheel in Kentucky at Felisianna,

Graves county, January 2Oth, 1886, with Harrison Pigg,

President, and P. H. Johnson, Secretary. James Ham-
mon then organized other Wheels in Graves county, and

on the aoth of February, following, the Kentucky State

Wheel was organized at Felisianna. S. B. Erwin was

elected President. The second meeting of the State

Wheel was held at Mitchell's School-house, Graves

county, July i5th 1886. At this meeting delegates were

elected to assist in forming a National Wheel. A called

session was held in Stubblefield, August 27th, 1886.

The organization of the National Wheel was ratified,

though considerable dissatisfaction existed on account of

the word ' ' white ' '

being left out of the eligibility clause

in the Constitution, which impeded the progress of the

organization to some extent. The State Wheel next met
in regular session at lyebanon, in Graves county, January
1 5th, 1887.
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( ' The sessions of the State Wheel have been regu-

larly held on the i5th of January and July of each year,

and the interest manifested seems to be marked with firm-

ness and decision. While the growth of the Order is

rather slow it is of a solid character. As an organized

body it has made no effort to influence the politics of the

State; yet, it is evident that our demands are treated with

courtesy by the law making power. The Order has had

a great influence on trade in more than one way. The
members are steering clear of the mortgage system and

trading direct through their agents with the manufactur-

ers. At the same time, the improvement in methods of

farming is no small matter, owing, in a great measure, to

the discussion of farm topics at the meetings of the subor-

dinate Wheels. These are certainly the most important

meetings of the Order. The life and progress of the Order

depends upon the interest taken by the subordinate Wheels.

The Executive Board of the State Wheel, knowing South-

ern Kentucky to be a tobacco growing district, conceived

the idea of a tobacco warehouse in the interest of the pro-

ducers. They went to work, and, in connection with

some of the Tennessee brethren, succeeded in establishing
a warehouse at Fulton, Kentucky, where tobacco is gath-
ered to be honestly packed, and under the management of

a competent Board, it is no longer an experiment. It is

commanding the attention of foreign buyers, and sells to-

bacco for a higher price than other warehouses, and with

less expense and lossage to the producer. With this enter-

prise, and others, Kentucky Wheelers feel proud of their

success.
' '

THE WHEEL IN TENNESSEE.

The first Wheel in the State of Tennessee was organ-
ized by R. Miles, of Prairie county, Arkansas, February

ist, 1884, in a little log school-house, about three

miles from Ralston. It is known by the name of
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Public Wells. J. R. Miles was elected president and G.

W. Miles, secretary. J. R. Miles was the first to go out

and organize Wheels at other places, and by him, and

through his influence, five new Wheels were organized

during the month of March, 1884. Then came the usual

opposition to all reform movements. The Order was

ridiculed by good men who did not understand its objects

and aims. This, to a great extent, prevented many from

joining who at first were favorably impressed with its

objects. It was not until in April, 1885, that any other

organizations were effected. But the iron will, indomitable

courage and persevering industry of Mr. Miles, who had

been diligently at work for more than twelve months,

began to inspire his community with confidence in the

Order, and work progressd more rapidly. From April

25th, 1885, to April 3Oth, 1886, one hundred and thirteen

Wheels were organized. These were confined to the

counties of Weakly, Henry, Obion, Carroll and Gibson.

In July, 1885, at a County Wheel meeting at Adams'

school house, in Weakly county, the State Wheel of

Tennessee was organized. J. R. Miles was unanimously
elected president, and J. M. Adams, secretary. The
records of this meeting were not all preserved, and it is

impossible to give a full account of its transactions.

The Constitution and By-laws of the State Wheel of

Arkansas were examined and adopted with but slight

change. The proper steps were taken to procure a

charter and seal. At this time, July 5th, 1885, there

were one hundred and fifty -four Subordinate, and

five County Wheels in the State. During the next

year the Order increased with wonderful rapidity, and

at the State Wheel meeting, which was held at Public

Wells, January yth and 8th, 1886, a larger representation
was present than had ever before assembled. At this

meeting much important business was transacted. A
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system for co-operative trade stores was adopted which has

since given general satisfaction. In the meantime the

opposition to the Order had not subsided, but was more
bitter and intense than ever. But the iron will of the

officers and members,defied opposition, and the Wheel con-

tinued to make rapid progress. Men of intelligence and

prominence, perceiving that the Wheel had "come to

stay," now joined, and people began to look upon it with

more respect than formerly. As its principles were better

understood it became more firmly established. The next

annual meeting of the State Wheel was held at Tumbling
Creek Church, Weakly county, July ist, 1886. The
usual routine of business was transacted. The Toiler, a

paper published at Fulton, Kentucky, was adopted as the

special organ of the Order. J. M. Adams resigned his

position as State Secretary, and W. T. Davis was elected

to fill the vacancy. C. C. Adams, who had been succes-

sively elected State Lecturer from the organization of the

State Wheel, was still retained in that position. The

following year was marked with an unprecedented growth
of the Wheel in the State. From July ist, 1886, to July

ist, 1887, seven hundred new Wheels were organized. By
this time the people were beginning to understand the

objects and aims of the Order, and were rapidly availing

themselves of the opportunities which it offered. State

Lecturer Adams was being constantly and urgently solicited

to visit various parts of the State and lecture on the objects

of the Order. Realizing the necessity and importance of

his work he labored incessantly; unselfishly devoting the

whole of his time to the work, often receiving barely enough
to pay his traveling expenses. To him, perhaps, more

than any other one member of the organization, the Wheel
is indebted for the rapid progress it made, and its present

respectable condition. Mr. Adams held his position until

July, 1888, when he refused to be re-elected, andj. F.
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Tillman was elected to perform the duties which he had

so ably and faithfully discharged.

On July 26th, 1887, the State Wheel again met at Wal-

nut Grove, Gibson county. At this meeting twenty-nine
counties were reported as organized, and all were repre-

sented. The delegates were addressed by G. B. Pickett,

vice-president of the Farmers' Alliance. The question of

a State organ wras again discussed, and the Toiler, edited

by J. H. McDowell, of Union City, was adopted. The
State Wlieel, of Jackson, edited by T. B. Ruff, was also

adopted as one of the official organs.

Delegates were chosen to attend the National meeting
of the Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union, to be

held at Shrevesport, Louisiana, on the second Wednesday
in October, 1887. Delegates were also chosen to repre-

sent the State in the National Wheel at McKenzie, Ten-

nessee, in November, 1887. The next meeting of the

State Wheel was held at Clarksville on the 24th of July,

1888. At this meeting a committee was appointed to

assist the colored Wheelers to organize a State Wheel.

President J. R. Miles, who had so faithfully and efficiently

discharged the duties of his office, was again re-elected.

A vote of thanks was tendered C. C. Adams for the val-

iant and efficient sen-ices he had rendered the Wheel, and

by action of the State Wheel he was allowed $575 for his

services.

At the same meeting the committee on ' ' State of the

Order " made the following report:
4 ' The Order is growing rapidly and strengthening

every day. One year ago twenty-nine counties were rep-
resented in the State Wheel, while to-day representatives
from thirty-seven counties are present, while five County
Wheels are not represented. At the last State Wheel, one

year ago, the Order covered the territory from the Missis-

sippi to Dickson and Hickman counties now it reaches
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as far as Smith county, with two Wheels in Putnam, and

five in Jackson county, a progress of 150 miles in twelve

months. The number of subordinate Wheels has in-

creased from 875 to 1,333, a S^n f 45$- The Colored

Wheel, which was not then in existence, now has 177
subordinate Wheels, and nine County Wheels, which have

been, since the meeting of this body, formed into a State

Weeel by our National Organizer, J. J. Matheny. We re-

port that 42,700 Wheelers are here represented, and the

number in Tennessee is not far from 50,000. The prin-

ciples of Wheelerism are growing, and not only are the

subordinate Wheels increasing in strength, but their

members are being educated in the cause, and becoming
more able and willing to uphold the Order. A willing

spirit is manifested in all quarters, and we believe that

this spirit will, in time, enable us to overcome all oppo-

sition, and finally lead to the reform which we desire to

secure. During the last year the State Business Agency
has been started, and has already done some good, though
like all new departures, the system has yet to be per-

fected, and we believe that the united intelligence of the

Order will be able to cope with the subject, and finally

bring about the great results of which it is capable. The
different counties are doing all they can to better the con-

dition of the producers, by establishing large warehouses,
which are already helping the farmers in the distribution

of their crops. Co-operative stores are also a success in

some of the counties, and we recommend that they be

run as much as possible in conjunction with the State

agency. The one dollar assessment has been met, to

some extent, and we believe that as Wheelers get to un-

derstand the principle better, the payment will be more

general.

The office of the Commissioner of Agriculture is, to

a great extent, attributable to the action of the State Wheel
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of Tennessee. In July, 1886, the Wheel passed a resolu-

tion petitioning Congress to create the office. The peti-

tion was sent to quite a number of Congressmen, and to

Commissioner Coleman. A bill was introduced by Hon.

P. T. Glass, of Tennessee. It died in the committee

room, but Mr. Glass, being returned to Congress, called

the matter up and pressed its passage until it became a

law. This alone was quite a victory for the agricultural

classes.

The next annual meeting of the Tennessee State

Wheel was held at Nashville, beginning on the 24th day
of July, 1889. At this meeting the Wheel and Alliance,

after ratifying the Constitution adopted at Meridian, were

consolidated. The election of officers resulted in select-

ing Hon. John P. Buchanan for President, and E. B.

Wade, Secretary. The Order in Tennessee has three

State Agencies, located respectively at Morristown, Nash-

ville and Memphis. The membership has increased very

rapidly in the last twelve months, and the organization
in this State ranks among the strongest of the organized
States.

THE ,WHEEL IN MISSOURI.

The first subordinate Wheel in the State was organ-
ized in Mississippi county, on the 7th day of November,
1886, by J. J. Matheny, of Henry county, Tennessee.

The first County Wheel was organized in Texas county,
March I4th, 1887, by T. P. Bryan, of Howell county,
Missouri. The State Wheel was organized at Gaines-

ville., in Ozark county, February ad, 1887, by S. T.

Grinnett, of Howell county. W. G. Conner was elected

President; J. C. Caldwell, Vice-President; T. P. Bryan,

Lecturer, and W. R. McCallister, Secretary. S. T. Grin-

nett, T. P. Bryan, W. J. Hopkins, J. R. Vanzant and

James Nelson were appointed State organizers. The first
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annual meeting of the State Wheel was held in the city

of West Plains, on the i2th to I5th of October, 1887. The

following officers were elected: President, H. W. Hick-

man; Vice-President, W. G. Conner; Lecturer, S. H.

Beshears; Secretary, J. W. Rogers; Treasurer, J. W.
Smith.

The next annual meeting was held at Dexter, Mis-

souri, September i9th to 22d, 1888. H. W. Hickman
was re-elected President; R. B. V. Nipper, Vice-Presi-

dent; J. W. Rogers, Secretary; S. H. Beshears, Lecturer;

J. D. Satterwhite, Chaplain, and J. W. Smith, Treasurer.

At this meeting an executive board was elected, delegates

were chosen to represent the State in the National Wheel,
and much other business of importance transacted.

The next annual meeting of the State Wheel was

held at Springfield, in August, 1889. The work of the

National Wheel, at Meridian, was endorsed, and the Con-

stitution ratified.

At this meeting the Alliance and Wheel, in the

State, were consolidated. The consolidated Order took

the name Farmers' and Laborers' Union. H. W. Hick-

man was elected President and J. W. Rogers, Secre-

tary. Since this meeting the growth of the Order in the

State has been wonderful, and the membership increased

to over 120,000. Much good is being accomplished in

the line of co-operation and the Order is making its in-

fluence felt in the the way of securing needed legislation.

The Order has saved its members many thousands of dol-

lars and has had a very beneficial influence on the general

condition of the farmers of the State. There are now

many co-operative stores and mills in operation and others

in process of erection. On the whole, the Order is in a

thriving and prosperous condition. The work of organ-

zation is being pushed, and at no distant day the State

will be thoroughly organized.
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THE WHEEL IX INDIAN TERRITORY.

The first subordinate Wheel was organized by J. H=

Bogard, Fanin county, Texas, at Bennington, a country

church, twenty miles east of Caddo, August 2d, 1886. Mr.

Bogard went into the Territory at the solicitation of A. H.

Nuttall and organized two Wheels. Mr. Nuttall was

then appointed deputy organizer, and in a few weeks had

organized twelve other Wheels. Delegates from these met

at Caddo, April ist, 1887, and organized a Territorial

Wheel with the following officers: President, A. H. Nut-

tall; Vice-President, M. M. Impson; Secretary, H. C.

Bouton; Treasurer, Wiley Stewart; Chaplain, M. C. Clark.

In November, 1886, the Blue County Wheel organized and

adopted a store in Caddo. The store consisted of a small

grocer}
7

,
the larger houses refusing to have anything to do

with the Wheelers. This store, owned by C. A. Hancock,
a shrewd young business man in Caddo, wTas subsequently

enlarged and a good stock of dry goods and farming imple-
ments added. In the meantime the Wheel continued

to prosper. The first annual meeting of the Terri-

torial Wheel was held at Pleasant Hill, July 27th,

1887. All the deputy organizers made favorable reports

and much important business was transacted. The second

annual meeting of the Territorial Wheel met at Kiowa,

July 25th, 1888. About one hundred delegates were pres-

ent. A. H. Nuttall was re-elected President; Gus C.

Schueler, Vice-President; D. S. Ivins, Secretary, W. G.

Ward, Treasurer. At a called meeting at Caddo, October

ist, 1888, J. W. B. Lloyd was elected a delegate to the

National Wheel at Meridian, Mississippi. The Wheel in

Indian Territory deserves great credit for its success.

THE WHEEL IN WISCONSIN.

John Hanson, of Maple Valley, Wisconsin, was ap-

pointed deputy organizer, and organized the first Wheel in
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that State, January ntli 1887, with seventeen charter

members. This number soon increased to over forty.

The growth of the Order in this State has been rather

slow on account of a want of efficient organizers. The

organization, however, is reported to be in a thriving con-

dition and rapidly spreading. No State Wheel has yet

been organized, and but little done in the way of co-oper-

ation.

THE NATIONAL WHEEL.

Early in 1885, the propriety of the organization of a

National Wheel was freely discussed. It was not, how-

ever, until July, 1886, at lyitchfield, Jackson county r
Ar-

kansas, that the organization was accomplished. The
States of Tennessee, Kentucky and Arkansas were repre-

sented by regularly authorized delegates to this meeting.
Members of the Order from other States were present and

encouraged the organization. A Constitution and By-L,aws
was adopted and ratified by the State Wheel of Arkansas,
which was in session at the same time and place. At this

meeting the question of eligibility of the colored race

came very near proving disastrous to the organization.

But cool heads and wise counsels prevailed and it was pro-

vided that the colored people have separate organizations.

The Wheel was now assuming proportions that would en-

able it to reach out and grasp opportunities which it had

hitherto been unable to do. The prospects for the future

were growing more encouraging. A new impetus was

given to its growth. The wisdom of a National organiza-

tion was proven by the rapid strides of progress which fol-

lowed. Hon. Isaac McCracken was elected President of

the National body; A. B. Gardner, Secretary-Treas-

urer, and Isom P. I^angley, Lecturer. Within twelve

months from the organization of the National

Wheel the States of Missouri, Mississippi, Alabama,
Texas and the Indian Territory were chartered
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and seven other States had applied for organizers.

Unfortunately, however, the provisions of the By-laws

placed the annual dues so low that the funds were not

sufficient to push the organization, or comply with the

demands everywhere for organizers. The greater part of

the work done in organizing new territory was solely
u a

work of love."

It is hardly necessary to state that the usual obstacles

were to be overcome in perfecting labor organizations.

Co-operation was a grand and distinctive feature of the

Order. Among the possibilities in this line were co-oper-

ative stores, purchasing and sales agents and co-operative

manufactures. The merchants fought it because it was

interfering with their business. The commission men

opposed it because it was an encroachment upon their

established trade; and the manufacturers boycotted it

because it was premeditated war upon high prices and

enormous profits. But there were other and greater

obstacles which the Wheel had to combat. The tone of

its preamble and objects as set forth in the Constitution,

and the ring of resolutions passed in its meetings indicated

that the farmers had begun to grasp the whole situation.

That they had not only concluded to practice economy at

home in buying and selling, and to educate themselves to

a knowlege of better methods of farming, but that class

legislation must cease; that monopolies must go; that

privileged classes must content themselves with even

chances with others in the race of life and the "
pursuit of

happiness.
' ' In other words, they demanded equality and

justice, and the practice of rigid economy in the adminis-

tration of government affairs. They did not pretend to

come into the field as a new political party they were

composed of all political parties but they boldly discussed

in their meetings all questions of political economy. They
taught that it was the duty of the citizen to educate him-
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self upon all questions of an economical nature, and that it

was liis right, nay his duty, to try to secure the ends of

justice through the medium of the ballot by the intelligent

use of the right of suffrage. Hence they formed their

demands. They may have been rudely constructed, as

the brains that conceived them and the hands that penned
them were not trained in the arts of the wily politician.

But they were prompted by honest hearts and founded on

the bed-rock of eternal justice. The men who drew up
those demands were prompted by no selfish motives. The

body that adopted them were inspired by patriotic impulses.

They were the outgrowth and legitimate result of a false

system and corruption in high places. They boldly

published them to the world. They were sufficiently

plain that politicians saw a new factor rising in the domain

of politics. They saw the demands of men whose

interests they had neglected.

The plodding farmer who was slow to revolt against

the methods which had surrounded him for years was

awakening from his lethargic sleep. He beheld the

Star-eyed Goddess weeping at the encroachments made

against liberty. This plain plodding man, who had been

as docile as a lamb, whose vote counted as much as a

Gould's or a Vanderbilt's, was rising up, and with the

dignity of an American citizen and freeman, was demand-

ing his rights. Some of these men might be threatened,

coaxed or cajoled for a time, but the professional politician,

the subsidized press and recipients of privileges from

class legislation saw that their doom was sealed if this

movement was not crushed. They prepared themselves

for the struggle. They set the press to work. They
secured the aid of the jack-legged lawyers. Through
flattery they secured the help of petticoated farmers.

They were aided and abetted by bankers, lobbyists,

railroad magnates, bondholders, thugs, thieves and
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sluggers. They denounced; they bought; they threatened;

they lied. They done everything in their power to fire

the mind of the public against the movement. But like

all other great reforms, the more they fought it the faster

it grew. The tearing up of a root here only served to

strengthen a branch in another place. It was like a

rubber ball, the harder they kicked it the higher it

bounced. The very nature of the contestants proved an

advantage to the organization.

On one side were arrayed the parasites who lived off of

the labor of the producers, the professional politicians and

hordes of monopoly. On the other hand were the people,

the producers of wealth the swarthy sons of toil and

the pride of the Republic. It is true that the manipu-
lators of trusts and the managers of combines were well

equipped with money which they could well afford to

spend to retain their grip upon the public, and the contest

was unequal from a money standpoint. But the farmers

met the conflict bravely. In some places along the line

they were compelled to recede; the redoubts of the enemy
were too strong; and, strange as it may seem, it was too

frequently the case that they had treachery in their own
ranks. But on the. whole they have advanced. They
have met opposition with courage and overcome obstacles

with persistence. They have combatted and removed

almost insurmountable difficulties with a manly courage,
devotion and patriotism equal to the heroes of the Revolu-

tion. In the face of all these difficulties the Wheel
continued to spread with wonderful rapidity.

The year 1886 rolled by. It will long be remembered

by labor organizations as one auspicious for their growth.
Not less encouraging, however, was the year 1887. It, too,

brought its trials and vicissitudes; but the organization
was now established on a firm footing and the fierce conflict

of the previous year had given way to local skirmishing.
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But our enemies were only preparing for a more

deadly encounter. Their redoubts were being strength-

ened and their agents busy sowing seeds of discord in the

ranks of our organization. Much good work,was done this

year. Business -agencies were established in several States.

In persuance of a resolution passed by the State Wheel at

Litchfield the previous year, the delegates chosen by that

body met the delegates of the Farmers' Alliance and Co-

operative Union, in convention at Slireveport, in October.

Delegates from other State Wheels were also present. The
Alliance plan of co-operative trade was adopted by the

Wheel; the Alliance degree was also conferred upon its

members. Decided steps were taken towards uniting the

two Orders. In November the National Wheel met at

McKenzie, Tennessee. Much important business was

transacted. The importance of a united effort upon the

part of the agricultural and laboring people was becoming
more apparent each day. . The fanners were suffering from

combinations on every 'hand. The price of their cotton

and other farm products was subjected to the manipulations
of speculators and gamblers. A resolution was passed that

the next annual meeting of the National Wheel be held at

Meridian, Mississippi, "for the purpose of meeting with

the Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union of Amer-

ica," with a view to consolidating the two bodies.

The next meeting of the National Wheel was held at

Meridian, Mississippi, in December, 1888. The States of

Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Tennessee, Mississippi, Ala-

bama, Kentucky, Wisconsin and the Indian Territory were

represented. The meeting of the Farmers' Alliance occur-

red at the same time and place, with a full representation.

The utmost enthusiasm prevailed at this meeting dur-

ing the entire session, which lasted four days. A commit-

tee consisting of W. S. Morgan, B. M. Nolen. and H. W.
Hickman, were appointed by President McCracken on the
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part of the Wheel, to confer with a like committee, con-

sisting of L. L. Polk, G. B. Pickettand C. T. Smithson,

on the part of the Alliance. The committee met early on

the first day and agreed upon the following report :

"We, your joint committee, appointed to consider a

plan for the consolidation of the National Agricultural

Wheel and the National Fanners' Alliance and Co-opera-

tive Union of America, beg leave to submit the following

report :

i st. We most heartily recommend the proposed con-

solidation of the two Orders.

2d. We recommend that the name of the consoli-

dated Order shall be the National Alliance-Wheel and Co-

operative Union of America.

3d. We recommend that the two bodies meet in the

Court House, in this city, at three o'clock this afternoon

in joint session, or in committee of the whole, to be pre-

sided over by the President of the National Alliance.

4th. We recommend that on all questions or matters

relating to the organic laws of such consolidated body, each

body shall be entitled to an equal number of votes, and on

all committees appointed to perfect such consolidation, the

two bodies are to have equal representation, to be deter-

mined by their respective Presidents. ' '

The report was adopted by both bodies, and at the

stated time they met in joint session. President Macune

appointed the following committee on Constitution and By-
Laws: G. B. Pickett, S. B. Alexander, R. T. Love, J. P.

Buchanan and A. T. Hatcher; and President McCracken

appointed W. S. Morgan, R. H. Morehead, J. M. Coulter,

T. W. Rogers and H. C. Brown to serve on the same com-

mittee.

The committee reported a Constitution and By-Laws,
which were adopted with but little change. The Consti-
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tution and By-Laws, as amended and adopted at St. Louis,

and which now govern the Order, will be found in another

chapter. The meeting at Meridian was harmonious in

every respect, and a consolidation of the two Orders effected,

subject to ratification by the organized States, a majority 01

which did ratify and send delegates to the St. Louis meet-

ing. From this time forward the Wheel was merged into

the largest labor organization in the world, which the

Meridian Convention named The Farmers' and Laborers'

Union of America. The following officers were then

elected:

President, Evan Jones, Dublin, Texas; Vice-Presi-

dent, Isaac McCracken, Ozone, Arkansas; Secretary, A.

E. Gardner, Dresden, Tennessee; Treasurer, Linn Tan-

ner, Cheneyville, Louisiana; Chaplain, J. D. Satter-

white, Bonne Terre, Missouri; Steward, G. L. Clark,

Texas.; Door-keeper, F. G. Blood, Illinois; Assistant

Door-keeper, Lee Clow, Ozone, Arkansas.



CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE.

THE FIRST Farmers' Alliance, having a permanent

existence, was organized at Poolville, Parker county,

Texas, July 28th, 1879. It seems, however, that the name

originated in L,ampasas county, Texas, about four years

previous to the organization at Poolville. The organiza-

tion in L,ampasas county was for the purpose of .protecting

the farmers from the depredations of the wealthy cattle

kings, who preferred that the country should remain in an

unsettled state. The existence of this organization, how-

ever, was of but short duration. Among its members was

W. T. Baggett, of Coryell county, who, in 1879, moved
to Parker county, and there organized the first Alliance at

Poolville. It seems that the organization in L-ampasas and

adjoining counties, though originally organized for the

protection of the farmers, had become, through the selfish-

ness of some of its members, a means by which they

expected to secure political prominence and lucrative

positions. This proved fatal to its existence and the

organization soon died out At the time of the organiza-
tion at Poolville everything of a partisan political nature

was eliminated from the original declaration of principles,

and from this small beginning the Order was destined to

become one of the grandest agricultural organizations in

the world. The declaration of principles has been but

slightly changed since. The second and seventh articles

have been added to those adopted by the Poolville organi-
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zation. From this organization the Order gradually spread

through Parker and adjoining counties. In a short time

twelve Sub-Alliances met at Central, in Parker county, and

organized a State Alliance. Several meetings of this

body were held during the year 1879, but the work of

perfecting a new constitution and ritual was not completed
until the close of the following year. Like all new

organizations, but little interest was manifested in the

Order by the public during the early stages of its exist-

ence. But strong, true-hearted and brave men nobly
battled for the principles it set forth. They were deeply

impressed with its importance and determined to impress
their convictions upon the minds of their brother farmers.

For years they had borne burdens and impositions, which
had taxed their patience to the utmost extent, and from

which they were determined to free themselves. It is

useless to recount their grievances, as they have already
been recorded in another part of this volume. Individual

effort could accomplish nothing. Organization was their

only relief. It was a noble effort, these few men battling

against such fearful odds. But a spirit of unrest was per-

vading the whole agricultural community. The yoke of

bondage was becoming more galling every day. The
Order at first grew slowly, but its growth was of a charac-

ter that gave it strength and respectability. The following
declaration of purposes indicate the principles upon which
the Order rests:

1. To labor for the education of the agricultural

classes, in the science of economical government, in a

strictly non-partisan spirit.

2. To indorse the motto,
u in things essential, unity ;

and, in all things charity."

3. To develop a better state, mentally, morally,

socially and financially.
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4. To create a better understanding for sustaining-

civil officers in maintaining law and order.

5. To constantly strive to secure entire harmony and

good will among all mankind and brotherly love among
ourselves.

6. To suppress personal, local, sectional and national

prejudices ;
all unhealthful rivalry and all selfish ambition.

7. The brightest jewels which it garners are the tears

of widows and orphans, and its imperative commands are

to visit the homes where lacerated hearts are bleeding ;
to

assuage the sufferings of a brother or a sister
; bury the

dead
;
care for the widows and educate the orphans ;

to

exercise charity towards offenders
;
to construe words and

deeds in their most favorable light, granting honesty of

purpose and good intentions to others
;
and to protect the

principles of the Alliance unto death. Its laws are reason

and equity, its cardinal doctrines inspire purity of thought
and life, and its intentions are "peace on earth and good
will towards men."

It would be a wonder if an order promulgating to the

world such a grand declaration of principles, did not attract

to its ranks the thousands of farmers who felt that the iron

hand of monopoly was each succeeding year tightening its

grasp upon the productive interests of the country, and

threatening to undermine the very foundations upon which

the business of the country was supposed to rest. In their

declaration of purposes they breathe the inspiration of

liberty. In this new document was embodied the very
essence of the declaration of American Independence. In

it were contained the teachings of the Holy Scriptures.

The authors of this declaration were inspired by a patriot-

ism and wisdom not surpassed by any body of men of any

age or time. There was no attempt at ostentatious

affectation
;
no demagogism. Simple in language, it

contains "thoughts that breathe and words that burn*"
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These men beheld with dismay the absolute indifference

everywhere manifested of the dangerous tendencies of the

times, and boldly declared themselves ready to labor "for

the education of the agricultural classes, in the science of

economical government.
' ' But knowing the rock upon

which other organizations had split, they were willing to

lay down party prejudice and "labor in a strictly non-

partisan spirit;" to take for their motto: "In things

essential unity, in all things charity." They desired to

better their condition, "inentally, morally, socially and

financially." They believed in the universal brotherhood

of man. They held that the producers of wealth should

enjoy the fruits of their toil. They abhorred sectional strife

and labored to secure harmony. They deprecated class

legislation, but avowed themselves in favor of "maintaining
law and order." Of the Order, they declared that "the

brightest jewels it garners are the tears of the widows and

orphans," and that its imperative duty was "to visit the

homes where lacerated hearts are bleeding, and assuage
the sufferings of a brother or a sister." They proclaimed
that "its laws are reason and equity, its cardinal doctrines

inspire purity of thought and life, and its intentions are
'

peace on earth and good will towards men. ' ' '

Proclaiming these doctrines to the world it went forth

fighting for equal justice for all. The only wonder is,

that, with these grand principles, based upon human rights,

it met- with any opposition. The purity of its purposes

might have been sung by the angels of Heaven, but they
would have met with opposition from the demons of hell.

An organization founded upon these grand principles was

not to succeed without being tried in the crucible of

stubborn opposition. The emissaries of Satan are always

busy. Not only was its progress greatly impeded by the

determined and obstinate opposition from without, but at

times its very existence was threatened with commotion
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from within. Different interpretations were held as to the

character and extent of its objects and the limit of its

powers. This was the natural result of the formation of

a new organization. Then, selfishness, malice and envy

are elements in the nature of man that are never entirely

eradicated, no difference how grand the objects of the

organization to which he belongs, or noble the purposes

which inspire him. Man is not only selfish but sensitive.

This latter element in his nature leads him to resent the

least appearance of being slighted, or not being properly

appreciated. Then, constitutions, notwithstanding much

pains may be bestowed upon their construction, and wis-

dom and foresight displayed in their formation, are never

perfect. All these elements, though easily bridged over

while the Order was in its infancy, presented, at a later

date, serious questions and obstacles with which the organi-

zation had to combat.
*

One of the most serious obstacles

with which the Alliance and all other labor organizations

had, and still has to combat, was the lack of education

among the masses upon those questions which mostly

relate to their interests. Passions and prejudices are the

natural outgrowth of ignorance. These elements are

inconsistent with the -teachings of the Order, and greatly

impede its growth. To conciliate our differences we must

have intelligent as well as harmonious discussion. This,

the Alliance has sought to do. With what results let the

present harmonious condition, and remarkable success of

the Order testify. The Alliance does not war against

individuals, only as those individuals represent systems

which are at variance with the best interests of the masses

of the citizens of the Republic. It is these false systems

which it seeks to correct. It would be useless to recite

the many objects of the Order, or the reasons for its exist-

ence. They are substantially the same as those of the

Wheel, which have already been discussed, and a rehearsal
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would only prove tiresome to the reader. The great suc-

cess which has attended the organization in the past is the

best evidence that the agricultural classes appreciate the

good purposes of the Order and are availing themselves of

its benefits. For more than a year after the first Alliance

was organized at Poolville, they worked without a charter.

It soon became evident, however, that to successfully carry

out the objects of the Order and secure the confidence of

the public, it was necessary to become a chartered institu-

tion. On the 6th of October, 1880, the following charter

was secured:

CHARTER.

State of Texas, J. N. Montgomery et al.

State of Texas, County of Parker.

Know all Men by these presents: That we, L. S.

Tackitt, J. H. Dover and G. M. Plumlee, citizens of the

State and county aforesaid, and such others as they may
hereafter associate with them, have heretofore, to-wit: On
the 1 2th day of August, 1880, formed themselves, with J.

N. Montgomery, J. C. Gilliland, J. W. Sullivan, Iy. G.

Oxford, Andrew Dunlap, J. S. Welch, William Thompson
and others, into an association and organization under the

name of "Farmers' Alliance," said association being
formed for the purpose of encouraging agriculture, horti-

culture, and to suppress personal, local, sectional and

national prejudices, and all unhealthy rivalry and selfish

ambition. The business of said corporation is to be

transacted in the city of WeatherforJ, county and State

aforesaid. The term of existence of this association is

fixed at twenty-five years, from August i2th, 1880.

The Trustees to-wit: J. H. Dover, W. T. Baggett
and L,. S. Tackitt, residents of Parker county, were duly

elected for the first year, ending August i2th, 1881.

Said society has no capital stock, and the estimated
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value of the goods, chattels, lands, rights and credit owned

by said association is fifty dollars.

The following persons were elected officers for twelve

months from August i2th, 1880:

President, J. N. Montgomery ; Vice-President, W. T.

Baggett ; Secretary, J. H. Dover
;
Assistant Secretary, J.

C. Gilliland
; Lecturer, L,. G. Oxford

;
Assistant Lecturer,

A. Dunlap ; Treasurer, J. W. Sullivan
; Doorkeeper, J. S.

Welch
;
Assistant Doorkeeper, William Thompson.

In witness whereof, we, as citizens of the State of

Texas, have on this the 6th day of October, 1880, sub-

scribed our names.

[Signed] L. S. TACKITT.

J. H. DOVER,
G. M. PLUMLEE.

At this time the organization had not extended beyond
a few counties, and had confined its efforts to remedying
social conditions and local business affairs. The great need

of the Order was proper literature for the education of the

masses. The want of such literature was sorely felt and

proved a great drawback to the progress of the organiza-

tion. The farmers .were even-where discouraged and

almost indifferent to their condition, which they could

readily see was growing worse each year. In February,
1 88 1, the State Alliance convened at Poolville, in Parker

county. The secretary was authorized to issue charters to

all Sub-Alliances. The Weatherford Herald was selected

in which to publish matters of general interest to the

Order, and the secretary of each Sub-Alliance was author-

ized to act as an agent to increase its subscription. August

9th and loth, 1881, the State Alliance met at Goshen; J.

N. Montgomery, president. A form for burial service and

a regalia were adopted and much other business of import-
ance transacted. In February, 1882, the State Alliance
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again met, in Weatherford, Texas. Andy Dunlap pre-

sided over this meeting, and C. M. Wilcox was secretary.

At this meeting the eligibility clause of the constitution

was amended, restricting the membership to white persons

only. The three degrees in which the Order had been

working were simplified and combined into one. This

placed the members upon an equal basis, and permitted the

humblest to enter any of the meetings of the Order. The

Alliance was, perhaps, the first secret order that ever

adopted this method. The next meeting of the State

Alliance was held at Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto county,

Texas, August 8th, 1882. Up to this time there had been

1 20 Sub-Alliances organized. As this was the year in

which the State election was to be held the subject of pol-

itics came before the body, and the result of the discussion

was the passage of the following resolution:

"Resolved, That it is contrary to the spirit of the

Constitution and By-Laws of our Order to take part in

party politics, and we will not nominate or support any
man or set of men for office as a distinct party or political

organization.
' '

The officers had up to this time performed their

duties without remuneration, but the work of the sec-

retary had increased to such an extent that he was now
allowed a salary of one hundred dollars per year for his

services. The next meeting of the State Alliance was

held at Weatherfora, Texas, August ;th, 1883. Although
the Order had now spread over Parker, Wise, Jack, Palo

Pinto and Hood counties, and a number of new Alliances

organized since the meeting of the previous year,

there were, at this meeting, the least number of delegates

in attendance of any of the State meetings since 1880. It

appeared as though the predictions of its enemies and the

fears of its friends were about to be realized, and the Alii-
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ance suffer disintegration. S. O. Daws, Lecturer, and C.

M. Wilcox, Secretary, were the only officers present.

Many causes are attributed to this apparent decline of the

Order. The organization was now entering its trial period.

Men's souls were being tried in the crucible of adversity.

But they were equal to the task. They rose with the occa-

sion. These hardy pioneers of reform were not to be so

easily discouraged. Many of their attempts at co-opera-

tive trade had been unsuccessful. Their efforts in this

direction had been treated with contempt. Altogether
the year had not been an auspicious one for the Order.

Many who had attached themselves to the organization

through selfish motives, or thinking its object was the

formation of a new political party, dropped out when they
discovered its real objects and interests. A number of Sub-

Alliances went down. But those that were left multiplied

themselves. They now put forth greater efforts than ever.

The zeal of the old members was rekindled and new ones

added to the organization. At the next meeting of the

State Alliance, held in February 1884, at Chico, Wise

county, there were about fifty Sub-Alliances represented.

W. L. Garvin was President and C. M. Wilcox, Secretary.

One month prior to this meeting President Garvin had

employed S. O. Daws as Traveling Lecturer. Mr. Daws

reported the organization of seventeen Sub-Alliances as

the result of this month's work. The body confirmed the

appointment made by the President and elected Mr. Daws

Traveling Lecturer for the ensuing year. Up to this time

the trade system had not given the satisfaction desired and

the body passed the following resolution:
'*

Resolved, That we encourage the formation of joint

stock companies in Sub and County Alliances for the pur-

pose of trade and for the personal benefit of the members

financially.
"

The State Alliance convened again at Weatherford,

20
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August 5th, 1884. There were present at this meeting
one hundred and eight delegates. On the cloud that had

looked so dark the year before now began to appear a

silver lining. The farmers were becoming aroused from

their lethargic indifference and were inspired with new

hope. In most all of their attempts to deal directly with

wholesale establishments and manufacturers they had met

with a cool reception. They began to realize how com-

pletely they were in the hands and power of merchants

and commission men. The State Alliance recommended

to the farmers the importance of establishing cotton yards

of their own with a view to act in concert and sell direct

to the factories. This movement was met with great

opposition from those who had hitherto speculated on this

important staple. However, they succeeded to an extent

that demonstrated the saving of many thousands of dollars

to the farmers of the State. The next meeting was held

at Decatur, Wise county, August 4th, 1885. J. A. Culwell

presided, and C. M. Wilcox was Secretary. The Order

had now began to assume an importance and develop a

strength which was surprising, even to its most enthusias-

tic friends. Over six hundred delegates were present and

the greatest enthusiasm prevailed. Co-operative trade was

discussed in all its relations to the interests of the faruiers.

Resolutions were adopted recommending to the County
Alliances the importance of concerted action in the sale of

the products of the farm, and plans devised to further

perfect the system of co-operative trade. Provisions were

also made to guard against such a large delegation,

restricting the counties to three delegates. The next

meeting of the State Alliance was at Cleburne, Johnson

county, August 6th, 1886. At this meeting eighty-four

counties were represented. The Order had met with much

opposition during the year, but on the whole it had

redounded to its benefit. The farmer was brought to see
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plainer than ever the monstrous evilb with which he had

for years been afflicted. He also saw, in this determined

opposition, a remedy for these evils. To break these

combinations and free themselves from the shackles that

bound them to a system which annually robbed them of

millions of dollars, they now earnestly set to work.

The committee on sale and shipment of cotton reported

as follows:

1. Recognizing that cotton is the most important

crop financially considered that concerns the fanners of

this great State
;

that its value for last year having been

$80,000,000, as paid by the spinners, and $64,000,000

paid to the producers, leaving a margin of $16,000,000,

over half of which immense sum was marginal profits;

that this year the crop will not vary much from that of last

year; hence, if concerted action is not taken by the pro-

ducers of Texas, eight or nine million dollars will again
be swallowed up as marginal profits, over and above all

fair charges, to liquidating expenses of transportation,

sampling, weighing, inspecting, classifying, handling, etc.

Eight or nine million dollars are lost each year to the pro-

ducers of Texas, principally through false weights,
defective sampling, cliques and corners, and enormous

charges for transportation. Therefore, your committee

recommends, after careful consideration, that the cotton-

yard system be adopted by the County Alliances as

the surest and most immediate relief to the producers of

the State.

2. It is recommended by your committee that the

County Alliances (either singly or where a number of

counties lie contiguous to an oil mill) make the best terms

possible for the sale of cotton seed, and that each County
Alliance making such arrangement shall report terms of

such to the secretary of the State Alliance for transmission
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to all the County Alliances of the State, if that officer deem

said report of sufficient importance.

3. Your committee recommend that each County
Alliance in the cotton district hold a called meeting for dis-

cussion and action on the cotton problem as soon after

receiving notice of this recommendation as possible.

4. Your committee suggests that the State secretary

or corresponding State secretary, if such an officer should

be elected, shall write to the general agent of the pooled
railroad lines in Texas as to the best rates that said pooled
lines will give on cotton shipments, and report such

answer to each county secretary. Also, to get statements

concerning best rates on cotton from railroad lines not in

the pool, for transmission to the County Alliances.

E. D. MACREADY,
B. F. ELLIS,
R. M. CHAMPION.

Much important business was transacted at this meet-

ing, the details of which would prove of but little interest

to the reader. During the year many co-operative enter-

prises had been established with a success which

demonstrated that the efforts of the organization had not

been in vain. The Southern Mercury was adopted as the

official organ of the State. Shortly after the Cleburne

meeting, President Andy Dunlap, Vice-President, J. D.

Eddleman, and John H. Harrison, chairman ol the execu-

tive committee, resigned their offices and C. W. Macune
became president of the Texas State Alliance. He at once

set about to perform the duties of his office, which by this

time had increased in extent and responsibility. Mr.

Macune at once saw and grasped the situation. He early
conceived the idea of a National organization of the

farmers. With this view he sent Hon. Evan Jones as a

delegate to confer with the Farmers' Union in Louisiana.
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He then issued a call for a meeting of the State Alliance

for trie purpose of electing a President, Vice-President and

Chairman of the Executive Committee, to perfect plans of

co-operation and to elect delegates with a view to organ-

izing a national body. This called session was held in

the city of Waco, on the i7th day of January, 1887, C.

W. Macune President pro tern.
,
and J. H. Moore, Secretary.

Hon. Evan Jones was elected President of the State

Alliance
;
B. F. Butler, Vice-President, and J. H. Harri-

son member of the Executive Committee. Delegates
were also elected to meet with representatives of the

Farmers' Union of Louisiana, for the purpose of consol-

idating the two bodies. The Union of Louisiana was an

organization having the same objects in view as those of

the Alliance. The first Union was organized at Antioch

Church, March loth, 1886. To Samuel Skinner and J.

A. Tetts, perhaps, more than any others belong the

credit of originating and perfecting the organization.

The Order spread rapidly throughout the State, and when
the Waco meeting was called, sent delegates there to aid

in the organization of a National body. The convention

for that purpose was held on the i8th day of January,

1887, and the organization effected. C. W. Macune was

elected President; J. A. Tetts, of Louisiana, First Vice-

President; G. B. Pickett, of Decatur, Texas, Second Vice-

President, and E. B. Warren, Secretary. A National

Constitution was framed and adopted and much other im-

portant business transacted. President Macune, realizing

the importance of organization, now began to send organ-
izers in other States and the Order rapidly spread over

most of the Southern States. Even*where the farmers

were realizing the importance of organization and united

action against those who were encroaching upon their

rights. During this time the Alliance in Texas was tak-

ing effective steps towards putting their co-operative
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plans into practical operation. A Cotton Congress was

held in the city of Waco, on the 4th of May, 1887. Plans

for manufacturing woolen and cotton goods were consid-

ered, and many business enterprises discussed, which

have since been put in practical operation. A short time

after this session the Alliance purchased, for $50,000, the

celebrated Marble Falls, situated in Burnett county, Texas.

These falls, said to possess over 2,300 horse power, are

centrally located in the State and surrounded by a country
rich in the production of raw materials. Here it is proposed
to erect woolen and cotton mills. The wisdom of this enter-

prise is unquestioned. With the savings of freight, storage,

commission and middlemen's profits thus effected, the

farmers of Texas will be profited many thousand dollars.

Besides the water power the purchase includes extensive

quarries of the finest granite, immense beds of variegated
marble and large deposits of coal and iron. Partly on

account of an oversight and for other reasons we have

unfortunately failed to obtain the proceedings of the State

Alliance for 1887. On the 2ist day of August, 1888, it

met in the city of Dallas. Hon. Kvan Jones had been

re-elected President and presided over this meeting. A
large delegation was present and the greatest enthusiasm

prevailed. The address of President Jones was able and

pointed. He reminded the delegates of the responsibili-

ties resting upon them. "You represent here to-day,"
said he, "one of the greatest industries, one of the most

powerful organizations in the world; an organization
founded on equity and justice, whose cardinal doctrines

inspire purity of thought and life, and whose intentions

are * Peace on earth and good will towards all mankind.'
* * At no meeting ever before held in the history of

our Order has the Farmers' State Alliance been confronted

with graver questions or business of greater importance
than the one now in regular session assembled. As a re-
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suit of the rapid growth of our organization and success

of our gigantic undertakings in business, we have encoun-

tered great opposition, and no effort will be spared by
that opposition to thwart our efforts to free ourselves from

the iron grasp of monopolistic oppression and slavery. In

dealing with these great questions it is of vital importance
that you lose sight of all selfish ambitions, remembering
that the weal or woe of more than 250,000 honest trust-

ing farmers is dependent upon your action."

The report of the committee on industrial depression

is so clear and pointed that we feel it best to append
the report in full:

COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSION.

To the President, Officers and Members of the Farmers' State

AUiance of Texas :

"We, your committee to enquire into the cause of

industrial depression, beg leave to submit the following

report, assuring you, however, that the time at the dis-

posal of your committee is entirely inadequate to make a

thorough investigation of the subject. We gather the

more prominent facts from authorized statistics, with the

most rational deductions we are able to make there-

from and present them for your intelligent consideration:

"
It is a fact which can not and should not be longer

disguised, that there is among the laboring and producing

people an alarming destitution of the means of maintain-

ing a progressive civilization. The masses of the people
who are engaged in productive industries, are being

driven, year by year, and day by day, nearer

a condition of serfdom and tenantry. Where
is the responsibility for this condition? Is it

the failing energy and enterprise of the peo-

ple? Has the increase of population outstripped the
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industry, intelligence and enterprise of the toilers of this

nation, upon a continent rich in all the natural elements

of production, blessed by Providence with every variety of

climate and soil demanded?
uThe total meat product in the United States in 1884

was 1,497,356,943 pounds ;
in 1885, 1,577,932,305 pounds ;

in 1887, 1,619,126,582 pounds, an average annual increase

of five and one-third per cent.
;

at this ratio the meat

product would double itself in eighteen and three-fourths

years. The total production of cotton in the United

States in 1867 was 2,019,774 bales; in 1868 it was

2,593,993 bales; in 1869 it was 2,439,030 bales; in 1885
it was 5,669,021 bales; in 1886 it was 6,550,215 bales; in

1887 itwas6,5i3,624bales, an increase in production of over

two hundred and fifty per cent, in twenty years, while the

average increase of population for the same period of time

is only sixty-six and two-thirds per cent. We are pre-

sented then with this anomalous condition. We find the

ratio of increase of production to the ratio of increase of

population two to one, the ratio of transportation facilities

is equal to the ratio of production. We find that the peo-

ple with greatly enlarged production and every facility for

transportation and communication, are growing poorer.

We conclude, therefore, that the cause of depression and

poverty among the producing classes is not a lack of

industry and attention to business
;

it is not because a

generous soil has refused to respond to the efforts of the

agriculturist ;
it is not because the earth has refused to

yield up her precious ores
;

it is not because our forests

are exhausted
;

it is not because fat kine are not upon the

thousand hills; we must look elsewhere for the present

depressed condition of the masses of our people. This

great increase of production results in a corresponding

increase of national wealth
;
but where is the wealth ? It

is not with the producers; it must be with some other
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class. We again examine the statistics. The total net

earnings of the national banks for the year 1887, were

$64,506,868,66. The net earnings of the national bank-

ing associations of the United States for the past seventeen

years is $857,639,430.66. This is the net profits of these

institutions, during a period of seventeen years, on a cir-

culation of notes that contain not an element of safety, nor

a monetary function that is not injected into them by the

statutes of the general government. During the last

twenty years the people have paid in interest on the

national debt, the enormous sum of $2,153,691,193. The

total amount of interest paid by the people in the past

twenty years, as interest on a bonded national debt, and on

a national circulation based thereon, will in the aggregate

amount to over $3,000,000,000, or $50 per capita. Here

is $3,000,000,000 that have gone into the coffers of a class

known as bondholders and national bankers.

"The public debts of the states in 1880, amounted to

$1,056,583,146. This draws from the people, not less

than $74,000,000 annually in interest.

"The people paid to the railway companies of the

United States in 1887, in gross earnings, $822,191,949.
Their net earnings for- the same year were $300,602,565.

"At this point we beg leave to refer you to an addrer.s

to his Excellency, Governor L. S. Ross, dated Austin,

Texas, April 4, 1888, signed by thirty-two members of the

Texas Legislature:

"First For six years or more the people of the

State have been demanding legislation to restrain the rail-

road corporations of this state, from violating plain

povisions of the constitution, and to restrict the powers of

the same to impose upon the products and merchandise of

the country, burdensome and extortionate charges for the

transportation of the same.

"Second To every legislature for the past six years
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have the people looked and appealed in vain for relief

from this form of taxation, so grievous and oppressive in

some counties that the revenue collected therein for the

support of State and county governments sinks into insig-

nificance compared with that annually gathered by the

railroads of the state for transporting the products of the

country to market.
* 'We submit that what is true in Texas in this regard

is true throughout the States of the Union.

"The net earnings of the Western Union Telegraph

Company for the past twenty years aggregate the sum of

$85,840,089. If we add to these vast sums the interests

and profits that are paid to other corporations and trusts,

together with the vast amount of interest on private

indebtedness, it is easy to discover why the condition of

labor is daily becoming more intolerable. The substance

of the people is eaten out by usury. The public debt of

the United States at the close of the war between the

States was $2,773,236,173.69, or $50 per capita, princi-

pally in the form of treasury notes circulating among the

people as money, and costing them no interest. These

served a beneficent purpose. They furnished an abundant

circulating medium. The people were individually out of

debt. Productive labor and legitimate business enter-

prises prospered. The people were making and gaining

homes, not losing them. Churches and schools were well

sustained.

"The government entered upon a contracting policy
at the close of the war, in order to resume specie payment.
The treasury notes were converted into interest bearing
bonds and national bank notes, and gradually substituted

for them in circulation. This contracting policy, coupled
with the hoarding policy, ostensibly maintained to success-

fully maintain resumption, has withdrawn the circulation

from the people and congested it in the United States
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treasury and money centers of the country, until there is

no money among the masses to enable them to effect

exchanges without submitting to the tolls and exactions

of the organized money trusts in this country. The people
have been forced to the expedient of doing business on

chattel mortgages or bills of sale to the sweat and blood

of labor instead of legal tender currency. The above facts

unmistakably point out the causes of industrial depression.

We therefore recommend the following legislative reme-

dies:

WE DEMAND

1. That the national banking system shall be abol-

ished.

2. That the money of the country shall consist of

coin and United States treasury notes, all a full legal tender

for all debts, public and private, and in sufficient volume

to do the business of the country in cash.

3. That there shall be unlimited coinage of silver as

well as gold.

4. That there shall be constitutional amendments

submitted to the States prohibiting forever hereafter the

issuing of interest-bearing bonds, or the chartering of

banks with the power to issue notes that shall circulate as

money, and requiring that the President and Vice-Presi-

dent of the United States and postmasters be elected by a

popular vote.

5. That the inter-state commerce act be so amended
as to secure to the whole people the benefits of railway

transportation at just rates, and rigidly enforced by a rail-

road commission.

6. The passage of a law prohibiting the formation

of trusts and combinations by speculators to secure control

of the necessaries of life for the purpose of forcing up
prices on consumers, imposing heavy penalties.
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7. The passage of a law prohibiting alien ownership
of land in the United States.

8. That corporations holding grants of public lands

from State or National Government be required to alienate

to bona fide settlers in small bodies, not exceeding three

hundred and twenty acres to each purchaser, all lands

within a period of twelve years from date of grant, or

forfeit of title.

We demand of our State government the following

Legislative reforms:

1. That all questions involving the outlay of public

money for any purpose beyond the current expenses of

the county, or bonding the county for any purpose what-

ever, a vote of the qualified voters shall be had, and

commissioners' courts shall act in accordance with a

majority vote.

2. That unimproved lands be assessed for taxation

at the same value per acre as improved lands of same

quality and locality, or market price, and that the land

commissioner rigidly enforce the law requiring actual

settlement of the lands sold by the State.

3. That the homestead law be not tampered with.

4. That the State establish maximum freight and

passenger rates on railroads chartered by the State, upon
a basis that will allow no more than a reasonable income

on the money actually invested in the road and to defray

the cost of repairs and operating -the roads.

J. M. PERDUE, Chairman;
T. M. SMITH, R. J. SLEDGE,
H. A. TAGE, J. M. GRIFFIN,

Committee on Industrial Depression.

C. W. GEERS, Chairman;
A. W. CIBSON, HASTEN TWOMEY,
B. M. CLARK, J. B. THOMPSON,

Committee on Good of the Order.

21
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While the growth of the Order was remarkable in

Texas, it was also rapidly extending into other States.

THE ALLIANCE IN ALABAMA.

In the spring of 1889 President Macune sent organ-
izers into the State of Alabama. Prior to this, however,
S. T. Jacobs had come from Texas to North Alabama and

organized a number of subordinate Alliances. The first

of these was organized at Beech Grove, Madison county,
and received its charter March 3Oth, 1887. Organizations
in Jackson, Marshall and Limestone counties quickly fol-

lowed, and when President Macune' s organizers reached

the State, they found a State Alliance already organized.

J. P. Oliver, the efficient Secretary of the State Alli-

ance says : .

" The Alabama State Alliance called a con-

vention to meet at Cave Spring, Madison county, August

2d, 1887. This was their second convention. The first

had met when they applied for incorporation. In the

meanwhile the men sent out by the National organization

had done good work in Chilton, Russell, Lee, Tallapoosa,

Coosa, Bibb, Shelby, Lauderdale, Talladega, Perry, St.

Clair and Elmore counties. These counties, learning of

the Alabama State organization, decided to send delegates

to their convention at Cave Spring."
These delegations were admitted to the State Alliance.

W. J. McKelvey was the first President of the State

Alliance, and G. W. Jones the first secretary. At the

second meeting of the State Alliance, S. M. Adams was

elected President, and J. W. Brown, Secretary.

This convention elected five delegates to represent

Alabama at the convention of the National Union to be

held in Shreveport, La., the second Wednesday in Oc-

tober, 1887, and to apply for admission of the Alabama

Alliance into that body. The admission was granted, a

charter issued, and thus Alabama became a part of the

National organization.
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The remarkable growth of the Order is best shown

by the following statistics furnished by the Secretary:

"In January, 1887, the Order was totally unknown
to the general public. When incorporated, February,

1887, there were 500 members; at the August conven-

tion, 1887, there were represented 200 primary Alli-

ances and 1,500 members; by December 31, 1887, 279

lodges and 4,000 members; by August convention, 1888,

823 Alliances, and 17,000 members; by December 31,

1888, 1,289 Alliances and 35,000 members; by August

convention, 1889, 1,555 Alliances and 50,000 members; at

present (October 24, '89) , 1,600 Alliances and 64,000 mem-
bers And this army of men, banded together in a com-

mon cause, is increased by members of the "Wheel" in

north Alabama, to 80,000. There are now sixty-two of

sixty-six counties in the State fully organized, and there

is partial organization in all of the other four counties.

The third annual meeting of the State Alliance was

held at Camp Branch, in Shelby county, August 7th,

1888. Here a number of resolutions were passed de-

manding needed legislation. As a result of this action,

Mr. Oliver, the present State Secretary, says:
"
Now,

the multiplicity and variety of these resolutions (most of

them made public for the first time) may cause a renewal

of the charge that the farmers do more ' '

resoluting
' '

than anything else, and that they frequently meddle with

matters which do not concern them. L,et us examine:

One of the above resolutions appears to have been worth

$100,000, for that amount was appropriated to common
schools at the first session of the General Assembly after it

was offered. Representatives in Congress have begun ex-

ertions to have the national banking laws amended, so it

seems that the resolution on that line was loaded with

buck shot and didn't hang fire."

One of the resolutions was that the organizations in the
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different States should be represented at Congress by a Com-
mittee on Demands, for the purpose of securing legislation to

protect the interests of agriculture. The Legislative

Committee constituted by the National body at St. Louis,

in December, 1889, indicates that other States were in

line with Alabama on this important question. At this

convention S. M. Adams was re-elected President and J.

P. Oliver was chosen Secretary.

The next meeting of the State Alliance was held at

Auburn, in August, 1889. ^ne grea-t absorbing question
was the consolidation of the different agricultural organ-
izations. This convention, in addition to many other

resolutions, passed one asking that the government loan

money to farmers, on real estate at half its value, at two

per cent, interest per annum. Bills to that effect have

since been introduced in Congress by Senator Stanford, of

California, and Congressman Featherston, of Arkansas.

Alabama has a State Exchange with a large capital

and is saving the members of the Order many thousand

dollars each year.

The union of the Wheel and Alliance was perfected

October i5th, 1889. The Order in Alabama has educated

the people on political and economic questions, has

taught them improved methods of farming, has brought
about concert of action among them, and has united them
in feeling, in desire and in determination.

THE ALLIANCE IN DAKOTA.

The organization of the Farmers' Alliance in Dakota

began in 1884. In response to an informal call a

number of influential farmers assembled at the city
of Huron, December 19, 1884. The number assembled

was small, but they fully comprehended the need of an

organization, and the benefits to be derived from it. Sev-

eral local Alliances had been previously organized and
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were represented by delegates. Mr. N. E. Reed, of

Huron, was chosen Chairman and W. F. Eastman, editor

of the Dakota Farmer, Secretary. After adopting a ser-

ies of resolutions, the meeting adjourned, to meet in Hu-

ron, February 4th, 1885.

At this meeting a Territorial organization was per-

fected. The following officers were elected. President,

J. L,. Carlisle; Vice-President, S. R. Montague; Secre-

tary, W. F. T. Bushnell; Treasurer, A. D. Chase. The
work of organizing local Alliances went on rapidly and

the growth has been constant and healthy.

At the beginning of the year 1890, there had been

upwards of 900 Alliances organized in both Dakotas, the

membership ranging from seven to one hundred and more.

The year 1890 has witnessed a remarkable revival in Al-

liance work in Dakota. The oppressions of monopoly
and the extortions of trusts have aroused the people to the

necessity of united action.

The prospect of an early union with the great Na-

tional Alliance and Industrial Union has had a beneficial

influence. The Dakota Farmers' Alliance has saved

many thousands of dollars to the members. They have

attempted several lines of business with a marked degree
of success. They have a corporate company with an al-

lowed capital of $200,000. They are handling nearly all

kinds of farm machinery, twine and coal. They have

made a marked impression on the price of these articles.

They have organized insurance companies, and are now

carrying fire, hail and life insurance risks. The reputa-

tion of their insurance companies is second to none in

the State. The losses have always been promptly paid
and their adjustments given such entire satisfaction that

they have never yet been obliged to resort to litigation.

Their plan of insurance has been indorsed by the National

Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union, and it is ex-
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pected that a National insurance organization will be

made, with headquarters at Washington and branches in

all the States. When this is accomplished it will be pos-
sible to carry insurance at actual cost. The last annual

meeting of the State Alliance was held at Aberdeen, South

Dakota, November 26th, 1889. Owing to the division of

the Territory into two parts, and their admission as

States, the Alliance was divided. The South Dakota Al-

liance elected the following officers: President, H. L,.

Loucks, Clear Lake; First Vice-President, C. V. Gardner,

Postville; Second Vice-President, C. A. Soderberg, Hart-

ford; Secretary-Treasurer, Sophia M. Harden*, Woon-
socket. The Ruralist, published at Huron, E. B. Cum-

mings, editor, was made the official State organ. At

present there is a wonderful amount of enthusiasm among
the farmers of Dakota and organizing is very much easier

done than ever before. At the Aberdeen meeting the

North Dakota State Alliance elected Walter Muir, Presi-

dent, and M. D. Williams
^ Secretary.

THE ALLIANCE IN FLORIDA.

In the summer of 1887 Oswald Wilson went from

Texas to Florida and began organizing Alliances. So

successful were his efforts that in August of that year a

State Alliance was organized. Oswald Wilson was

elected President, and Thomas A. Hall, Secretary. Since

then the Order has spread rapidly over the State. In the

way of trading they have the Farmers' Alliance Ex-

change of Florida, which buys and sells for the members

and saves them thousands of dollars. The Exchange is

located in Jacksonville. It consists of a cotton and orange

department, with a special manager over each. In addi-

tion to this it handles all products of the farm, and pur-

chases for the members direct from the manufacturers.

The membership in December, 1889, was 25,000, It has
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increased rapidly since that date. The last meeting of

the State Alliance was held in January, 1890. R. F.

Rogers was elected President; A. P. Baskin, Secretary;

C. S. Young, Treasurer, and J. B. Young, Lecturer.

The annual meeting of the National Farmers' Alliance

and Industrial Union for 1890 will be held at Ocalla,

Florida.

THE ALLIANCE IN GEORGIA.

In March, 1887, J. B. Wilkes was sent into Georgia
as a National Organizer. He organized the first Alliance

at Antioch, in Troup county, with only thirteen charter

members. On December 2oth, 1887, the State Alliance

was organized at Fort Valley, with fourteen county organ-

izations, and one hundred and eighty Sub-Alliances. Eight
months afterward, at Macon, Georgia, the first annual

meeting of the State Alliance was held. Between the

time of the State organization and this meeting, there were

but few facilities for pushing the organization; yet, at that

date, August 2ist, 1888, there were 1,059 Alliances, with a

male membership of 28,000, and 6,000 females. From
this date the organization was rapidly advanced, and at the

annual session, August 2oth, 1889, there were 2,062 Alli-

ances, with a membership upon which dues had been paid

of 54,528, and a female membership of 15,089; total, 69,-

617. The State of Georgia is perhaps in the best shape

financially and otherwise of any of the organized States.

The members are loyal and determined, using, almost ex-

clusively, cotton bagging during the fall of 1889. The
State Exchange has been organized upon a business and

smooth working basis, with a paid-up capital of $70,000.
It has caused a universal reduction in prices of all commod-
ities purchased by farmers none more perceptible than

that of commercial fertilizers. In a letter of recent date,

L. F. Livingstone, the worthy and efficient President of

the State Alliance, says:
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' '

Every effort is being made to create a distrust in the

Order against the Exchange. There seems to be two sal-

ient points of attack at this time from the outside. First,

the Exchange. Second, any
" Political

"
affiliation or co-

operation among the membership. Those that oppress and

grow rich at the expense of the many find that the Ex-

change is very much in their way. And those that have

so long controlled the legislation of the State are wonder-

fully exercised over the probability of the farmers taking a

hand in future legislation.

"Co-operative stores, ware-houses, gins, oil-mills, guano
factories and other useful enterprises are common in many
localities in Georgia, owned and controlled by Alliance

men. The State is in a better condition financially than

for many years past. A much larger per cent, of farm

supplies were produced in 1889 than formerly. But little

in this line will be purchased in 1890. The masses are be-

ing educated more rapidly than we ever expected to see.

They have a better understanding of their business and

how farming stands related to other callings, and especially

to the real reasons of oppression and debt all over our land.

The monetary system of the country is being thoroughly
understood and universally condemned by the membership ;

transportation as it affects the farmer is being looked into,

and a demand is being made in Georgia that railroads shall

no longer be used to build up centers at the expense of the

rural sections of the State; and no denial will be taken

until this evil is done with. The Alliance people of Geor-

gia are reading and thinking, and this is one of the most

hopeful signs of the Order and its success. We have en-

deavored to keep a lecturer in the field all the time, and

this has been a great agency in the education and persever-

ance of the brotherhood, as well as to cause the outside

world to view us from a different standpoint. Alliancemen

in Georgia are strong in faith and hope that the Order will
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accomplish all that for which it was intended. The fight

on jute bagging began in Georgia, and has been successfully

waged in every section of the State. That much good has

been done is the universal admission on all hands. And
much more remains to be done."

The Georgia Alliance certainly deserves much credit

for the great work it has accomplished. L,. F. Livingston

is President and R. L. Burk, Secretary of the State Alli-

ance. The officers of the State Exchange are W. L,. Peek,

President, and W. S. Ledbetter, Secretary.

THE ALLIANCE IN KANSAS.

During the year 1887, a member of the Alliance in

Texas, whose name we have been unable to obtain, was

visiting some kin-folks in Cowley county, Kansas. Dur-

ing his stay in that county he succeeded in organizing a

few Sub-Alliances, and from this beginning the Order took

its start in the State. Sometime after another organizer

by the name of Shives came into the State and effected a

number of organizations in Harvey and adjoining counties.

About the same time W. P. Brush went into Cowley

county and succeeded in organizing many Alliances in that

and adjoining counties. The first County Alliance was or-

ganized in Cowley county. Others followed soon after,

and in November, 1888, W. P. Brush was empowered by
the National authorities to call a meeting and organize a

State Alliance. This organization was effected in Decem-

ber, 1888. B. H. Clover was elected President, and J. B.

French, Secretary. B. H. Clover, the worthy President

of the Kansas State Alliance and Vice-President of the

National Alliance, writing of the situation at that time,

says
' '

Immediately after the State organization the work

commenced in earnest, and the alarming business situation

caused a stampede into the Alliance ranks, in order to

formulate some plan of relief from the power of monopo-
lies.

"
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In a short time fully one-half of the counties in the

State were organized and at the next State meeting, held

at Newton on the i4th day of August, 1889, a large and

enthusiastic representation was present. B. H. Clover and

J. B. French were re-elected to fill the same positions.

Delegates were elected to the National meeting to be held

in St. Louis in December following. Since the St. Louis

meeting and the publication of the Demands there adopted,

the membership has more than doubled. There are at

present about 3,000 Sub-Alliances in the State with a mem-

bership of over 100,000.

The Alliance of Kansas has many strong advocates

among the public press. In this respect it stands, per-

haps, ahead of every other State. Many of these papers

have an extensive circulation and are ably conducted.

The Order is in good shape and ready to make a strong

fight for industrial freedom. At a recent meeting of rep-

resentatives of the Alliance, Grange, Knights of Labor

and other organizations it was decided to put out an inde-

pendent ticket in the State. The struggle will be fierce

and the result watched with great interest throughout the

nation.

THE ALLIANCE IN LOUISIANA.

Before the Alliance made its appearance in Louis-

iana, Samuel Skinner, J. A. Tetts and others had organ-
ized what was known as the Farmers' Union. This or-

ganization had the same objects in view as the Farmers'

Alliance. In its early existence the Union occupied the

territory east of Red River.

The first Alliance was organized west of Red River

by J. W. DeSpain and J. Groves, October yth, 1886.

On the following day they organized another Alliance in

Desoto Parish. This territory had been previously can-

vassed by T. J. Guise, and as a result Desoto Parish was
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rapidly organized ;
all of the Alliances being chartered by

the State Alliance of Texas. In May, 1887, the organ-
ized Alliances and Unions united, forming the State Un-
ion of Louisiana. The Alliances surrendered their char-

ters and received charters from the State Union. The
Order now increased rapidly throughout the State until at

the present time (February, 1890) there are thirty-nine

parishes organized, with about seven hundred subor-

dinate Unions. On the i8th day of January, 1887, the

Farmers' Union of Louisiana consolidated with the

State Alliance of Texas and formed the National Farm-
ers' Alliance and Co-operative Union of America.

THE ALLIANCE IN MISSOURI.

In the latter part of April, 1887, J. W. DeSpain and

J. Groves made their appearance as organizers in Butler

county, Missouri. Early in May following Mr. Groves

organized Liberty Alliance in Butler county, which was
the first Alliance organized in the State. Other Alliances

were soon formed and in a short time a County Alliance

was organized.

About the same time A. H. Bryson and P. G. Cotton

were commissioned by President Macune and sent into

Southwest Missouri.

During the summer of 1887 organization was con-

tinued rapidly till seven counties were organized and a

call was issued for a State meeting. Representatives from

the seven counties met in the city of Poplar Bluff on the

4th day of October and formed the Missouri State Alli-

ance. A constitution was adopted and officers .elected.

A. B. Johnson was chosen President and Frank Farrell

Secretary. The membership at this time was about

2,ooo. On the 24th day of April, 1888, upon the call of

President Johnson, the State Alliance convened in extra

session at Reed's Station in Jasper county. At this meet-
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ing steps were taken to extend the Order into unorganized

territory.

The second annual meeting of the State Alliance

was held in the city of Nevada, commencing on the 2ist

day of August, 1888, and continuing for three days. J.

\V. Anthony was elected President and G. W. Register,

Secretary. Up to this date 615 charters had been issued

and the membership was over 13,000. From August,

1888, till December of the same year, but little was done

in the way of organizing. The position which the Order

took upon certain matters pertaining to legislation provoked
considerable opposition from the professional politicians

of both parties, who did all they could to sow seeds of

discord among the members of the Order. After the

elections were over and the politicians had done with the

people, the Order again prospered and built up more rap-

idly than ever. The third annual meeting of the State

Alliance met at Springfield on the 23d day of August, 1889.

Thirty-eight counties were represented in this meeting
and the membership numbered over twenty thousand.

This was one of the most interesting meetings the Order

had ever held in the State. The Missouri State Wheel
had been called to meet at the same time and place. At

this meeting a consolidation was effected of the Wheel
and Alliance, which took the name of Farmers' and La-

borers' Union. H. W. Hickman was chosen President

and J. W. Rogers, Secretary. The membership in the

State at the present time (May, 1890,) is about one hun-

dred and fifty thousand. There are nearly four thousand

subordinate Unions in the State. In the way of co-opera-
tive enterprises but little has been done until recently . Some

co-operative stores are in successful operation, and a num-
ber of mills being built or contemplated. The Order has

a Business Agency established at St. Louis, with J. B.

Dines as manager. On the whole the outlook for much
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good being accomplished by the Order in Missouri is very

bright.

THE ALLIANCE IN MARYLAND.

The Farmers' Alliance first started in Maryland in

the spring of 1889. It made but little progress, however,
until the September, following, when a State Alliance was

organized on the 25th of that month at Marlboro. At

that time the membership was only about three hundred.

Since that time it has rapidly increased, and the outlook

is favorable for the complete organization of the State at

no distant day. Hugh Mitchell, of Port Tobacco, is

President, and T. Canfield Jenkins, of Pomonkey,

Secretary.

THE ALLIANCE IN MISSISSIPPI.

In February, 1887, President Macune commissioned

S. O. Daws, W. F. Price and others as National Organ-
izers and sent them into Mississippi in response to a

request from W. B. Hull. On the 3d day of March, fol-

lowing, S. O. Daws organized the first Alliance in the

State at Oak Hall in Carrall county. On the yth of

March, W. F. Price organized an Alliance at Wade Oak.

The State Alliance was organized on the 24th of August,

1887. So rapidly had organization progressed that at this

meeting thirty-two counties were represented. At this

session R. T. Love was elected President, a position

which he held for two years. C. T. Smithson was also

elected Secretary and has since been re-elected at each

State meeting.
At the present time (March, 1890), sixty-eight

counties are organized with 1,366 subordinate Alliances

and a membership of about 40,000. The Order has a

State Exchange located at Winona, Miss., with a branch

office at Memphis, Tenn., which is doing a good business

and saving the members money. There are some co-op-
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erative stores over the State, but the members do the

bulk of their trading through the Exchange. Nearly

every county in the State either owns or has stock in a

warehouse. The State Alliance has purchased and paid
for the Canton Cotton Mills and had it refitted for the pur-

pose of manufacturing cotton bagging. The Order in

Mississippi has accomplished much good and has a bright

future. Robert C. Patty is President, and C. T. Smithson,

Secretary.

THE ALLIANCE IN NORTH CAROLINA.

The appearance of the Alliance in North Carolina

was at a most opportune time. The Grange had failed

when the people were in a more prosperous condition and

they had come to see, as the times grew more oppressive
to agriculturists and money became scarcer, the necessity

of a stronger and more complete organization. Cotton

was bringing, in the local markets, only from 8 to

9 cents per pound, and there was a general depression
in every branch of business except the money lenders.

That untiring worker, Col. L. L. Polk, had already

begun the publication of the Progressive Farmer, and was

advocating the organization of farmers' clubs. Members
of the professions laughed and politicians sneered at him,
but it is due to his manly courage and untiring energy
that quite a number of farmers' clubs had been organized
in the State before the advent of the Farmers' Alliance.

The organization of these clubs was an important

auxilliary in organizing Alliances, as they furnished tim-

ber already hewn into shape for the new Order.

In many instances .these clubs were changed in a

single day into full-fledged Alliances. Their members
had already, through the columns of the Progressive Farmer,

received the rudiments of an Alliance education. The
first Alliance in the State was organized on the 2Oth day
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of April, 1887, in Robeson county, by M. T. Seely, and

was called the Ashpole Alliance. In about a month's

time Mr. Seely succeeded in organizing eighteen subordi-

nate lodges, and on the 28th day of May the first County
Alliance was organized in Robeson county. Some time

in May of the same year J. B. Barry came from Texas and

organized quite a number of Sub-Allianges in Wake
county in which a County Alliance was organized on the

2Oth of June. Other counties were rapidly organized and

on the 4th of October, 1887, a State Alliance was organ-
ized at Rockingham, in Richmond county, with S. B.

Alexander as President, and Iy. L. Polk, Secretary. The

Progressive Farmer was endorsed as the State organ, and has

occupied that position ever since. At this time there

were only 132 subordinate Alliances and eight counties

represented.

The next meeting of the State Alliance was begun on
the 4th day of August, 1888, in the city of Raleigh.
President Alexander and Secretary Polk were re-elected.

The report of the Secretary showed that fifty-two County
and 1,018 subordinate Alliances had been organized in the

State and that organizers were at work in eleven other

counties. The membership at this time numbered about

42,000.

A number of important resolutions were passed at

this meeting and the fight on the jute bagging trust

begun. It is worthy of note that the members through-
out the State made a gallant fight on the trust, many of

them refusing to use the ' ' trust bagging
' ' under any con-

dition. One year later the third session of the State

Alliance was held in the city of Fayetteville. At this

meeting Elias Carr was elected President, and L. L. Polk

was re-elected Secretary. Capt. Alexander was made
Chairman of the Executive Board. Steps were taken to

place the State Business Agency on a better footing, and
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W. H. Worth was elected Business Agent. The Business

Agency has prospered and saved the farmers of the State

thousands of dollars. At this meeting arrangements were

made to place an able corps of lecturers in the field. The

number of Sub-Alliances had increased from 1,018 to

1,815, with organizations in eighty-nine counties, repre-

senting a membership of 72,000. The consolidation of

the Wheel and Alliance on the basis of the agreement at

Meridian, Miss.
,
was ratified and delegates elected to the

National meeting at St. Louis. The following named

persons were elected: S. B. Alexander, L. L. Polk, Elias

Carr, W. A. Graham, E. A. Move and A. J. Dalby. This

delegation took an active part in the deliberations of the

National body and contributed no little to the success of

that meeting. Upon the election of Col. Polk to the posi-

tion of President of the National Fanners* cVlliance and

Industrial Union he resigned his position as Secretary of

the North Carolina State Alliance, and the Executive

Committee elected E. C. Beddingfield to fill the unex-

pired term. Under his able management the Alliance has

continued to prosper. Every county in the State has been

organized except two, and they have subordinate Alli-

ances. The Alliance in North Carolina is in a prosperous
condition and its prosperity is due in a great degree to the

able leadership of such men as S. B. Alexander, L,. L.

Polk, Thaddeus Ivey, Elias Carr and others, whose ener-

gies and patriotism have been directed in the proper
channels.

THE ALLIANCE IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

The Fanners' Alliance first made its appearance in

South Carolina in the Fall of 1887. Green Sea Alliance,

Xo. i, was organized in October of that year, by M. T.

Seely, of Texas, who was acting under a commission

from the National Organizer. This Alliance is in the
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eastern part of the State. The Order rapidly spread

through the eastern and northern part of the State until

at the organization of the State Alliance, July nth, 1888,

there were 153 subordinate Alliances, with a total mem-

bership of about three thousand. The State Alliance

was organized by L,. L. Polk, of Raleigh, North Carolina.

The Order spread rapidly throughout the State, and at

the second annual meeting of the State Alliance, held in

July, 1889, there were 740 subordinate Alliances. This

number has since increased to over one thousand, with a

membership of over thirty thousand.

At the organization of the State Alliance E. T.

Stackhouse was elected President, and J. W. Reid Secre-

tary. They were both re-elected at the second session,

held in 1889.

The Alliance has built a number of warehouses in

different parts of the State, with good prospects of suc-

cess. It is fair to state that the Order in South Carolina

is fairly started on the road to success and has a bright

future before it. With the efficient management, which

the present corps of energetic and enterprising officers

will give it, the membership should have no fears but

that success will crown their efforts.

THE ALLIANCE IN TENNESSEE.

The first Alliance in Tennessee was organized in

Wilson county, in March, 1887, by J- F. Alsup. He
found a great many difficulties in the way, but by perse-

verance and hard work he organized nine Sub-Alliances in

one county . The AgriculturalWheel having some time pre-

vious to this gained quite a hold in the State, the progress

of the Alliance was not so rapid as in some of the other

States. However, a State Alliance was organized in

March, 1888. This meeting
"

was held in the city of

Nashville. Hon. John P. Buchanan, was elected Presi-

dent.
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At a joint meeting held at Nashville, July 23, 1889,

the Wheel and Alliance in Tennessee were consolidated

under the name of the Fanners' aud Laborers' Union.

John P. Buchanan was elected President and E. B. Wade,

Secretary.

Efforts in the way of business co-operation are being

gradually extended throughout the State and are attended

with no little success. The State has a Business Agency
established at Nashville, with branches at Morristown for

the eastern part of the State, and at Memphis for the con-

venience of the members in the western part of the State.

This Agency is backed by a considerable fund raised by an

assessment on the members of the Order. A number of

warehouses and mills have been erected in different parts

of the State, and efforts are being made to build at other

points. The numerical strength of the Order in the State

is estimated at 100,000, and organization is being pushed
on every hand.

THE ALLIANCE IN VIRGINIA.

The first Alliance in Virginia was organized at Otto-

bine, Rockingham county, in September, 1887, by Jos. S.

Barbee, with G. T. Barbee as President. These two

brothers then proceeded in the wrork of organization

together, and succeeded in organizing some eighteen or

twenty Sub-Alliances in Rockingham, Page and Rappa-
hannock counties, wrhen J. S. Barbee was compelled to

abandon the work and return to his home in Texas. Col.

G. T. Barbee continued to push the work of organization,

and with the assistance of deputies made as rapid progress

as the existing conditions would permit. The people gen-

erally mistrusted the Order and would not take hold of it

until they were thoroughly satisfied that it was the only

way through which they could obtain relief. The first

County Alliance was organized at L,uray, Page county, in
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January, 1888, by Col. G. T. Barbee. On the i2th of

July, 1888, delegates from twenty-eight Sub-Alliances met

at Luray and organized a State Alliance. G. T. Barbee

was elected President, and J. J. Silvey, Secretary.

The Progressive Farmer, published at Raleigh by L. L.

Polk, was adopted as the official organ of the Order. At

this meeting President Barbee commissioned a number of

deputies to push the work of organization in different parts

of the State. At this time it seemed that the prospects for

the organization in the State were dark enough. But

three counties had been organized. Ninety-seven yet

remained to be enlightened and enlisted in the cause of

justice. Secretary Silvey, writing of this period, says:
4 '

During this dark period, when all seemed doubtful and

uncertain, Col. L. Iv. Polk, of the North Carolina Alliance,

with a few devout followers, came to its rescue; an act

deserving the gratitude of the Alliance men of Virginia.

"By the efficient work of these brethren many new
Alliances were formed, and from this time on the Order

assumed a new phase, the clouds of doubt and despair

began to roll away and the bright and cheering sun of a

new era arose.
' '

The impetus which the organization received in the

aid of these brethren has placed it in a prosperous condi-

tion in the State, and since that time it has grown with

wonderful rapidity; many who opposed it at the beginning
now espouse its principles and are its warmest supporters.

The second annual meeting of the Virginia State Alli-

ance was held in L,uray, Page county, on the 6th, ;th and

8th of August, 1889. Thirty-five delegates were present,

representing thirty-two counties and 460 Sub-Alliances,
with a total membership of nearly 8,000. Most of the old

officers were re-elected, among whom were the worthy

President, G. T. Barbee, and Secretary J. J. Silvey. Dele-

gates were elected to the National meeting to take place in
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St. Louis, December 3, 1889. The Rural Messenger, an

agricultural paper published at Petersburgh, Va., was

adopted as the official organ of the State Alliance. A com-

mittee was appointed to devise some means by which a

State Exchange could be established for the convenience of

the members in the State. Some progress has been made
in the way of co-operative business enterprises, among
which is a manufacturing company with a capital of $50,-

ooo, located at Iron Gate. The object is to manufacture

all kinds of implements necessary to the farming industry.

Since the time of the last State meeting the Order has had

a wonderful growth in the State. There are now over

seventy County organizations with over 1,000 Sub-Alli-

ances, representing a membership of over 30,000. Co-op-
erative manufacturing companies and Alliance stores are

being located in many parts of the State. In her rapid
strides of progress the Old Dominion has taken her place
abreast in her onward march to industrial freedom with her

sister States, and bids fair to outstrip some of them in the

success of her achievements.

THE ALLIANCE IN NEW MEXICO.

The first Alliance in New Mexico was organized by A.

D. Wallace, April 25, 1887, in Lincoln county. This was
followed by the organization of other Alliances, and, on the

3d of June, Mr. Wallace organized the Lincoln County
Alliance, which was the first County Alliance organized in

the Territory. R. R. Phelts and W. L. Breece were then

deputized to complete the organization in Lincoln county.
Mr. Phelts did not enter in the work, so the burden fell

upon Mr. Breece to organize the county. The- peculiar
difficulties of this work can be imagined when it is known
that Look Out Alliance, on Black River, being the most
distant one formed, is 175 miles from where the first Alli-

ance was organized, and there being but six neighborhoods
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or American settlements in the interval. Alliances were

organized in all these settlements but one. The present

worthy Secretary and former organizer writes: "From
these facts we may conclude that the sparse settlement of

our Territory by American farmers, has made organizing

rather more expensive than remunerative, and has made it dif-

ficult to the work of organizing done." Alter a time Mr.

Wallace again returned to the Territory and renewed his

work of organizing. The work was extended into other

counties. The sparsely settled Territory presented many
obstacles in the way of successful organization and the

establishment of co-operative enterprises, and several

attempts in this direction were attended with failure. The
work of organization, however, went on and on the 2 ad of

July, 1889, a Territorial Alliance was organized at Santa

Fe, with J. N. Coe as President and W. L,. Breece, Secre-

tary. Since the meeting of the Territorial Alliance, the

"ups and downs" of the Order have been of pretty much
the same nature as in some of the States, but the "true

and tried" members have to use the language of their

efficient Secretary "met the enemy and he is theirs."

They have bought a press and office fixtures and are now

issuing their own official organ, the Liberty Tlanner, and the

Alliances are wheeling into line.

THE ALLIANCE IN INDIAN TERRITORY.

The Alliance first made its appearance in the Indian

Territory in 1886. The first Alliances organized were

under the jurisdiction of the Texas State Alliance. On
the 1 2th of April, 1887, representatives of the Sub-Alli-

ances met at Buckhorn, in Tishomingo county, and

organized a Territorial Alliance, with Z. Gardner President

and M. E. Gough, Secretary. Under the administration

of Mr. Gardner the Order continued to flourish. The next

meeting of the Territorial Alliance was held at Armstrong
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Academy in August, 1888. At this meeting Hatch-

kins was elected President and M. M. Gough was re-elected

Secretary. The third meeting of the Territorial Alliance

was held at Stonewall, in August, 1889. At this meeting
H. C. Randolph was elected President and Lyman Friend,

Secretary. The Order is in a prosperous condition, the

worst obstacle in the way of its more rapid progress being
the floating population.

THE ALLIANCE IN KENTUCKY.

The first Alliance in Kentucky was organized by F.

T. Rogers, in Trigg county, in December, 1886. Mr.

Rogers was commissioned in Texas and sent into Ken-

tucky as an organizer. The growth of the Order, though
not as rapid as in some other State, was of a solid character.

On the yth of June, 1888, a State Alliance was organized
at Ezel, in Morgan county, by B. F. Davis. On the 29th
of August, 1889, the Alliance and Wheel were consolidated

into one body under the name of the Farmers' and

Laborers' Union. S. B. Krwin was elected President of

the consolidated body and B. F. Davis, Secretary. The

organization has established a number of co-operative

enterprises in different parts of the State, most of which are

meeting with marked success and saving the members

many thousands of dollars. Organization is progressing

rapidly, there being nearly 1,500 Sub-Alliances, with a

total membership of about 75,000.

THE ALLIANCE IN INDIANA.

In May, 1889, W. W. Wilson, a National Organizer
from Texas, began the first work in the State in Martin

county. From Martin county the work spread into Green,

Montgomery, Lawrence, Orange, Madison, Henry and
other counties, but the progress was slow in the beginning,

owing to the fact that the F. M. B. A. was strongly organ-
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ized in most counties where the Alliance first made its

appearance, yet there is entire harmony and good will

between the two organizations. It is altogether probable

that in the near future there will be a consolidation of all

kindred labor organizations in the State. Beginning with

the year 1890, after the St. Louis Convention, the Order

progressed more rapidly, and on the 26th day of April,

1890, Ben. Terrell, National Lecturer, effected a State

organization. This meeting was held in the city of Indian-

apolis, and 100 subordinate lodges were represented

through seven County Alliances. Thomas W. Force, of

Shoals, Indiana, was chosen President and Willard W.

Prigg, Secretary. Since the organization of the State Alli-

ance, work in the Order has been very much systematized,

and organizations are springing up in almost every county

in the State. The outlook for the Order in Indiana is

flattering, and, though it is yet in its infancy in that State,

the farmers are taking hold with an earnestness that will

soon place it side by side with that of her sister States in

the great battle for human rights.

THE ALLIANCE IN COLORADO

The first Alliances organized in Colorado were among
settlers on the so-called Mexican Land Grants in Las

Animas and Costilla counties, in the Spring of 1888.

The outrages which the Government allowed to be in-

flicted upon these honest, hard-working settlers caused

them to organize themselves into Alliances in order to

work more systematically in their endeavors to obtain a

hearing before Congress.
This organized effort, though futile, gave the Farm-

ers' Alliance a start, from which the organization has

spread all over the State.

The bloodshed and violence which resulted from the

attempt of the Maxwell Land Grant Company to drive
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the people from their homes cannot be charged to the

Alliance, but was simply an outburst of righteous indig-

nation, on the part of the people, against wrongs perpe-

trated which would have caused the patriotic blood of any
honest American citizen to boil.

R. W. S. Overstreet was commissioned by the Na-

tional Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union to

organize in New Mexico and Colorado, and formed a

number of organizations in Costilla, Los Animas and

Huerfano counties. In these counties, however, the

population was not sufficient to secure the immediate

results and awake the enthusiasm anticipated, but the

necessity of organization was growing more apparent

even' day, and the knowledge disseminated by the Alli-

ance worked a wonderful change in the minds of the

people.

In the year 1888 eastern Colorado had an unusual

amount of rainfall, and emmigrants from the East, at-

tracted by the level plains and fertile soil, settled in that

part of the State near the Kansas line. This part of the

State was considered productive without irrigation and

was, therefore, designated the "
Rain-belt," and filled up

rapidly with home-seekers. It is putting it mildly to say

that these good people failed to see their fond hopes real-

ized, and many, having little to start with, were reduced

to almost destitute circumstances. Coal was high, no

wood to be obtained, and almost even-thing to buy, rigid

economy was of course necessary, In this extremity the

idea of co-operation suggested itself, and the National

Farmers' Alliance, offering them a source of relief, Kit

Carson county was thoroughly organized during the

spring of 1889. J. H. Brammier took a leading part in

the work as an organizer for the National Farmers' Alli-

ance. A few scattering organizations were also made in

adjoining counties. At the time of the organization of
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the State Alliance, December lyth, 1889, the Northern

Alliance numbered about five hundred members in the

State, and the Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union

perhaps twice as many. The sanguine hopes of the or-

ganizers induced them to unite their forces and push the

work of organization until it had extended a helping
hand to every farmer in the State. A call for a meeting
of delegates to organize a State Alliance was responded
to by a sufficient number to effect a State organization.
The two forces were combined and a State charter

obained from the National Farmers' Alliance and Co-

operative Union. J. H. Brammier was elected President,

and W. S. Starr, Secretary, of the State Alliance, The
Alliance has joined other labor organizations in placing
an Independent State ticket in the field.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION.

As we have before remarked, a National organization
was effected in the city of Waco in January, 1887, with

C. W. Macune as President. We have also seen that

Mr. Macune commissioned and sent out organizers in

many different States. Further steps were now taken to

perfect and extend the National organization. Invita-

tions were extended to the Wheel in different States to

send representatives to meet the Alliance in Shreveport,

Louisiana, in October, 1887. *The object was to estab-

lish a uniform plan of co-operative effort throughout the

whole country. The convention met on the i2th day of

October. The States of Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas,

Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, Alabama, Florida,

Kentucky and North Carolina were here represented.
President Macune delivered his annual address, contain-

ing many suggestions, and forcibly presenting the

importance of more perfect organization among the

fanners. "It seemed," said he, "to be an admitted fact,
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that organization was the only hope of the farmer, and as

the Alliance was presented as strictly a farmers' organi-

zation, its ranks were rapidly filled with all those who
felt disposed to unite^and resist the encroachments of

other 6rgauizations, and who realized that it required

organization to meet organized power.'
7 He called the

attention of the delegates to the many important ques-

tions which would jperhaps be brought before the body,

and reminded them of the deplorable condition of the

farmers, and the causes which led to the necessity of

organization. "This," said he, "is a gathering of rep-

resentative men from States, men who represent the

greatest of all industries, assembled here, not merely for

the pleasures and emoluments to be gained by their at-

tendance, but, I trust, imbued with proper conceptions of

the great responsibility resting upon them, thoroughly
alive to the conditions of the times, and firmly resolved to

work out the proper and true solution of how to relieve

the depressed condition of agriculture in our beautiful

southland, and, when found, to stand shoulder to shoulder

in one solid phalanx till the effort is crowned with vic-

tory/' Delegates representing the Wheel from several

States were present at this meeting and took part in the

proceedings. The following Declaration of Purposes
was adopted:

Declaration of Purposes of the Farmers' Alliance and Co-opera-

tive Union of America.

PREAMBLE.
u WHEREAS, The wealth, strength and permanency

of a government depends mainly on the prosperity and

success of its agriculture and labor, and in these being

kept in a healthy state, lies a vigerous germ of all true

patriotism, and that pure and elevated moral public senti-

ment necessary to vitalize and keep in active operation
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the principles and teachings that alone will preserve and

perpetuate republican institutions and the blessings of

human liberty; and,

"
WHEREAS, One of the prime objects of good gov-

ernment should be to promote the intelligence, loyalty

and conservatism of its citizens, and afford them the high-
est possible facilities for securing and enjoying the full

measure of liberty, prosperity and happiness; and,

' '

WHEREAS, Viewing with alarm the tendency in this

government to reverse these cardinal conditions a re-

publican form of government and a free and prosperous

people by the concentration of its wealth and power in

the hands of a few, to the impoverishment and bondage
of the many, and the rapid growth of cetralization and

aristocracy; and,

1 (

WHEREAS, Believing that if these baneful influ-

ences and tendencies are not checked and overcome they
will subvert the government, destroy its form and spirit,

and in the end utterly impoverish and enslave the people ;

and,
"
WHEREAS, Believing further, that the overthrow

and certain destruction of the growing and menancing

dangers to the institutions of the country and the liberties

of the people depends on agitation, education and co-

operation, carried on by the means of a thorough

organization of the masses, and especially of the agricul-

tural classes, established on just and correct principles,

non-partisan and non-sectarian in character, with clear

and well defined objects and purposes; therefore, we, the

Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union of America,

in National convention assembled, in order to better per-

fect our organization and meet the necessities of our class

and a public want, adopt and publish the following Decla-

ration of Purposes:
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EDUCATION.

"
Regarding the education, of the people as funda-

mental to good government in sustaining its institutions

and multiplying its blessings, as well as an essential quali-

fication for accomplishing our purposes, we shall at all

times advance and encourage it in the highest possible

degree among farmers and laborers, and their children, by

every means in our power. Through the means of inves-

tigation and discussion in our Alliance meetings, our press

and public speakers, we propose to examine the various

methods and systems of education in use, with the view to

determine the best adapted to the wants and conditions of

the agricultural and laboring classes, believing the correct

theory, when established, will embrace the moral, physi-

cal and industrial, as well as mental training of our

children in every grade of schools; that this system will

strengthen the attachment of these classes to their profes-

sion instead of alienating them from it, as the prevailing

methods have a tendency to do; that it will better qualify

them for success and happiness in life; will render the

farm more attractive and remunerative
; give the means and

time for more general thought and useful study; increase

the opportunity and inclination to adorn the home and

practice the social virtues; broaden the spheres of their

knowledge and usefulness, and give character and influ-

ence to husbandry and labor; and for these reasons we are

specially friendly to industrial education, and shall labor

to advance and build up the agricultural and mechanical

schools of the country by extending them every possible

encouragement and support at our command.

BUSINESS MATTERS.

"In business matters we believe the prevailing system
is in many particulars wrong, and that between the pro-
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ducer and consumer, the buyer and the seller, the methods

should be changed, the process shortened and the expenses

reduced, and plans adopted that will more justly and sat-

isfactorily distribute the profits and give to labor a fair

share of its earnings. We believe that in co-operation a

remedy may be found for most of the evils and inequali-

ties growing out of the methods now in general use; that

in co-operation exists, as we believe, the very essence of

justice, fairness and equity; that when well understood and

closely observed, its principles, by intelligent and honest

management, may be successfully applied to most, if not

all, of the business pursuits and enterprises of the country;
that it possesses the elementary forces for solving the vexed

question of capital and labor, and for breaking the power
of monopoly; and, hence, we shall urge the study and

practice of co-operation in the Alliance as a mighty lever

that would lift the burdens and weight from labor and the

productive industries of the country that are lying with

such crushing force upon them, and by which the possi-

bilities of the Alliance for carrying out its good work may
be increased and strengthened.

POLITICAL MATTERS.

" Without disturbing political party lines or party

affiliations, or provoking partisan feelings or strife, we
shall boldly enter into the discussion and investigation of

all laws, public measures, and governmental policies that

have a direct or remote bearing on the productive indus-

tries of the country and its material welfare generally;

approving the good and condemning the bad, offering

through the ballot and other means in our reach such

remedies for existing evils and threatening dangers as we
believe the public interest demands.

"We shall teach unfaltering hostility to all class legis-
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lation, the tyranny and oppression of monopoly, excessive

taxation, the lavish expenditure of public moneys, and to

every species of wrong and abuses practiced in government

affairs, and shall denounce and expose fraud and corrup-

tion in public official places, whenever discovered, no

matter from what source they may come.
' 'We shall encourage and strive to increase the facilities

among ourselves for a closer study and .better understand-

ing of the organisms, powers and purposes of government;
more attention to the laws of the country, local and

general, the better to understand their scope and meaning,
their influence on society and the public good, and thus

educate ourselves in the science of economical govern-

ment, elevate the standard of citizenship, and qualify

ourselves, without bias, to judge correctly of the merits

of candidates for office, their efficiency after elected, and

then to co-operate with them in the execution of the law,

that it may be respected, order maintained and society

improved.
IN GENERAL.

"We shall discourage law-suits and litigation between

members of the Order, .and shall teach and insist that all

differences and misunderstandings shall be settled and

adjusted by arbitration in the Alliance; and in general we
shall strive to cement our brotherhood in the closest bonds

of a common interest, and perpetuate our Order by fre-

quently meeting together on all matters that relate to our

mental, moral, social and financial interest, and to educate,

train and discipline ourselves to work together in carrying
out the laudable objects of our Order.

"We shall teach and strive to induce our member-

ship to act upon the important truth that no great under-

taking and reform like the Alliance movement can be

successful without a clear understanding of its principles,
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purposes and plans, and an earnest and intelligent devo-

tion to the cause; that harmony of feeling and action,

coupled with a persistent effort, based upon the great cen-

tral thought or fundamental idea, that in things essential

there should be unity, and in all things charity and broth-

erly kindness to one another, and good will to all mankind,
are necessary to insure strength, influence and final tri-

umph to our cause; that the evils of which we complain
and the condition we would improve are the growth of

many years, aided largely by class legislation, and that it

will require bold efforts and long and continuous struggles

to change and better" them; that it must be accomplished

largely through a change of public sentiment, produced

by agitation, that will arouse and enlighten the masses,

and that those who desire and intend to aid in the glorious

work must enlist in the war.

"We shall constantly strive to suppress personal,

local, sectional and national prejudices ;
all unhealthful

rivalry and all selfish ambition, and teach that, as citizens

of one government, we should feel a common interest in

its affairs, and that our patriotism and good will for one

another should not be measured by sections or geograph-
ical lines to suit the purposes of politicians.

"By our frequent meetings we confidently believe we
shall be able to break up the isolated habits of farmers,

improve their social condition, increase their social pleas-

ures, and strengthen their confidence in and friendship for

each other.

"We propose to make the study and improvement of

practical agriculture in all its branches a part of the Alli-

ance mission, that its standard may be raised, its profits

increased and its iollowers made more prosperous and con-

tented.

"We shall encourage more diversity of farming; the

production of less cotton, more grain and meat; selling
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less raw material and more in manufactured articles.

u ln our meetings and through our press we shall dis-

cuss and examine into the best and most approved methods

of farming; the preparation of the soil; planting, cultiva-

tion, harvesting, handling and^ marketing of crops and

farm and agricultural products generally; also the raising

of live stock, dairying, fruit growing, gardening, etc.
;

.and, in short, every branch of agriculture that goes to

make up the full line of farm life and render it pleasant

and profitable.
"
Through our organization we shall endeavor to fur-

nish facilities for and shall encourage the study of the laws

of business and trade, the best methods for buying and

selling, and the transaction of all kinds of business it may
be found desirable for farmers and laborers to engage in,

and under all circumstances shall discourage the credit

system.
4 'We propose to attend to our own business affairs in

our own way, and make no fight against any legitimate

business, but shall oppose methods found to be contrary to

justice and equity.

"Believing that a strict observance and practice of

these teachings, principles and purposes will insure our

success, we submit our cause to a fair and impartial pub-

lic, invoking the blessings of heaven upon our undertak-

ing."
In addition to the above declaration of purposes they

also made the following demands upon Congress:
( l

Resolved, That we, the National Farmers 1 Alliance

and Co-operative Union of America, in convention assem-

bled, advocate and indorse the following principles as in

accord with the sentiments and demands of the tillers ol

the soil:

i. We demand, first, the recognition, by incorpora-

tion, of trades unions, co-operative stores, and such other
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associations as may be organized by the industrial classes

to improve their financial condition or promote their gen-
eral welfare.

2. We demand that all the public lands be held in

small bodies, not exceeding 320 acres to each purchaser,
for actual settlers, on easy terms of payment.

3. That large bodies of land, held by private indi-

viduals or corporations, shall be assessed for taxation at

such rates as they are offered to purchasers, on credit of

one, two or three years, in bodies of 160 acres or less.

4. That, whereas, large bodies of our public lands

have been sold to foreign capitalists, thus tending to the

establishment of land aristocracy in this country, similar

to that which reduced the people of Ireland and other

monarchial governments to a condition of abject serfdom;
we demand the passage of laws forbidding the ownership
of lands by aliens, whose allegiance belongs to other

nations, and that the public domain be held as the heritage
of our own people and our childre'n after us.

5. That all lands forfeited by railroads or other

corporations immediately revert to the government and be

declared open for purchase by actual settlers, on the same

terms as other public lands.

6. We demand that all fences be removed, by force

if necessary, from public lands unlawfully fenced by cattle

companies, syndicates, or any other form or name of

monopoly.

7. We demand the extinguishment of the public
debt of the United States by operating the mints to their

fullest capacity, in coining silver and gold, and the ten-

dering the same without discrimination to the public
creditors of the nation, according to contract.

8. We demand the substitution of legal tender

treasury notes for the issues of National banks; that the

Congress of the United States shall regulate the amount
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of such issue by per capita circulation, that shall' increase

and keep pace with the growth of the country's popula-
lation and the expansion of her business interests. We
further demand the repeal of the present National banking

system.

9. We demand that the Department of Agriculture
be made one of the Departments of State; that it shall be

increased in scope and efficiency, and in connection there-

with, there shall be established a bureau of labor statistics.

10. We demand the enactment of laws to compel

corporations to pay their employes, according to contract,

in lawful money for their services, and the giving to

mechanics and laborers a first lien upon the products of

their labor to the extent of their full wages.
11. That the law relating to the suppression of the

transmission of immoral, profane or obscene literature

through the mails be made more stringent, and be extended

so as to suppress the transmission of such literature by

any public carrier.

12. We demand that the United States government

purchase, by right of eminent domain, the telephone and

tel-egraph lines, and operate them as adjuncts of the

United States postal service.

13. That in view of the fact that the delegates to

this body represent a majority of the cotton producers of

the cotton belt of America, which belt produces over two-

thirds of the cotton of the whole world, and in view of

the further fact that two-thirds of the cotton in the cotton

belt is demanded and used for export to a foreign power,
which fixes the price on every pound of our cotton; and.

in view of the fact that the said power is debarred from

returning to this country a single yard of manufactured

cotton, thereby making said power interested in crowding
down to the lowest figure the price of cotton, we hereby
demand that the United States government adopt a speedy
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system of reduction of the import duty on manufactured

cottons, in such a way as to do justice to this, the greatest

of all classes of producers.

14. We demand such a revision of the tariff as will

lay the heaviest burdens on the luxuries, and the lightest

on the necessaries of life, and as will reduce the incomes

from imports to a strictly revenue basis.

15. That as a remedy against the unjust accumula-

tion and encroachment of capital we demand a graduated
income tax.

1 6 That as upon the intelligence of the people depend
the stability and perpetuity of our own free government,
we demand for the masses a well-regulated system of indus-

trial and agricultural education.

17. That we oppose the continued influx of pauper
labor from the monarchies of Europe, whose anarchic

views and communistic doctrines are breeding discontent

and disloyalty to law, order, peace and good government,
and by an overplus of worthless labor, reducing our own

laboring classes to starvation, we therefore demand more

stringent laws to prevent this country being further used

as an asylum for the communists and paupers of other

countries.

1 8. We demand that the Constitutions, both State

and National, be so amended as to provide for tne election

of United States Senators by direct vote of the people.
' '

C. W. Macune was elected president, and much

important business was transacted at this meeting, the

details of which would prove of but little interest to the

reader. New life and vigor was infused into the Order

and hundreds of business enterprises have been organized
as a result. The next meeting of the National Alliance

was held at Meridian, Mississippi, December 5, 1888.

Thirteen States were represented by full delegations. One
of the objects of this meeting was to consolidate with the
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Agricultural Wheel, which was holding its annual

National meeting at Meridian, at the same time. An
account of the consolidation is given in another chapter.

As the great event of this meeting was the consolidation

of the two bodies, the business which they transacted was

necessarily limited. Steps were taken with a view to

establishing a plan by which the cotton raisers could con-

trol the sale of their cotton. C. W. Macune was re-elected

President, and steps were taken to carry out the plan of

consolidation. Thus the organization had grown from

the single Sub-Alliance at Poolville, in 1879, to its present

magnificent proportions, representing thirteen States and

almost a million members. Of the grand work which it

had accomplished it is almost impossible to make any-

thing like an accurate estimate.

Co-operation is the distinctive feature of the Farmers'

Alliance. The objects are fully and clearly set forth in

the Declaration of Purposes. Its principles are founded

upon equity and justice. It has entered the conflict

against monopoly, and on its banners is inscribed its

motto: "In things essential, unity; in all things,

charity." It can not afford to turn back. It is in the

fight. Its position is exposed. The enemy's guns are

turned upon every vulnerable point. It will not do to

stand still. Nothing but an aggressive warfare will win.

Monopoly and privileged classes are intrenched behind

fortifications which the farmers have builded for them.

The fight on the one side is waged to retain the privilege

to rob and plunder; on the other hand, it is made to

regain constitutional rights. The fight on the part of the

farmer is being made, not only for himself but for genera-
tions yet unborn. It is a fight for liberty, equality and a

just reward for his labor. To lose is to be dependent,

poor and miserable. To win is to be free, comfortable

and happy. To banish monopoly of every description is
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to give new vitality to every industry, and strengthen the

foundations of government. To fail, is to drift into cen-

tralization, where money and aristocracy will rule and

land monopoly be the prevailing system. No, brethren,

we cannot afford to turn back. To do so is death, dark-

ness and despair. Revolution would follow and the land

be bathed in blood. Other battles have been fought upon
these same questions within the past twenty years with

more or less success; but their importance was small when

compared with the present effort. Upon the part of the

producers a mighty and almost universal effort is being
made to free themselves from the iron grasp of privileged

classes. It is the final struggle for the peaceful solution

of the great issue between the people and Shylock. If

this effort, this last hope, more sweet than the grapes of

Eschol, fail; if it burn to ashes upon fallen altars, noth-

ing short of a desperate revolution will ever save the

Republic. It is the duty of every citizen to do all in his

power to avert such a dreadful catastrophe. We must

press forward. Our numbers are overwhelmingly in our

favor if we can only extend our organization and secure

the co-operation of our brethren. Shall we falter? Shall

we heed the jeers of our enemies, the minions of Mam-

mon, Shylock and the Devil? Or, shall we press forward

to victory? That the latter shall be the watch-word of

every true Alliance man is the hope of the author. And
that victory may crown the noble efforts of the Order, is

the prayer of millions who are watching this contest with

a degree of anxiety that indicates the danger of the situa-

tion and the depressed condition of the people.



CHAPTER V.

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AND INDUSTRIAL UNION.

As the reader has, perhaps, already anticipated, the

harmonious work accomplished by the two National bodies

at Meridian, Mississippi, in December, 1888, could only
result in their final Consolidation. By the I5th of Septem-

ber, 1889, nearly every organized State had met and

ratified the constitution. A proclamation to this effect was

issued by the Presidents of the Wheel and Alliance and

the consolidation declared to take effect on the ist day of

October, 1889. This was a grand step in their onward

march. The new Constitution set the time of meeting for

the National body on the first Tuesday in December.

The place chosen for the first National meeting of the con-

solidated organization was St Louis, Missouri. Delegates
were chosen to this meeting from the following States:

Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Indian Ternton*,

Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Mary-

land, North Carolina, Nebraska, Oklahoma, South

Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia, eighteen in all.

Representatives were also present from the Farmers' Mutual

Benefit Association. The meeting of the National

Farmers' Alliance of the Northwest convened in the city

at the same time. Also the National Colored Farmers'

Alliance.

T. V. Powderlv, Grand Master Workman, and Ralph
Beaumont, Chainnan of the Legislative Committee of the

Knights of Labor, and A. W. Wright, also of the Knights
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of Labor, were there to arrange for co-operation on such

legislative measures as could be agreed upon. This was

without doubt the largest representation of labor ever

convened.

At 10 o'clock A. M. the delegates assembled at Enter-

tainment Hall in the Exposition building, where they were

entertained by addresses of welcome by Governor" Francis

of Missouri, and Mayor Noonan of St. lyouis. Appro-

priate responses were made by J. H. McDowell of

Tennessee, and A. J. Streeter of Illinois. The Conven-

tion then adjourned until 1:30 P. M.

Promptly at that time President Jones called the

convention to order, and prayer was offered by J. D. Satter-

white, of Missouri. The proper officers were appointed as

provided for by the Constitution and the convention then

proceeded to the transaction of business.

FIRST DAYS' PROCEEDINGS.

Communications were received from the Farmers'

Mutual Benefit Association and from the Farmers' Alliance

of the Northwest, looking towards co-operation and con-

solidation. Committees of conference were appointed by
President Jones to meet like committees from those organi-
zations to arrange a basis for consolidation and co-operation.

President Jones then delivered his annual address.

He said:

1 'This is certainly an auspicious occasion, it being
the first meeting of our organization; an organization
that to-day stands without a peer in its influence for good

not to the farmers and laborers only, that you represent,
but to every legitimate and necessary interest of a free

and independent government; and upon the perpetuation
of its principles and therr influence upon our people depend
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the prosperity and liberty of all classes, and the stability

and power of our nation. An organization whose funda-

mental principles are founded upon equity and justice and

whose cardinal doctrines inspire peace on earth, a love of

liberty and good will to all mankind; an organization

whose rise and progress is without a parallel, and which

is destined in no distant day to embrace the entire agricul-

ture and laborers of the world, and whose power and

influence shall protect their liberty and interest from the

encroachment of rings, trusts and soulless combinations,

which are absorbing all of the profits of labor, and thereby

paralyzing the industries of our country.
( ' The wonderful growth of our order during the brief

period of ten years, and the rapid strides it has taken in

establishing its various business enterprises, based upon
fair and equitable principles, have had a salutary influence

upon commerce and excited the admiration and respect of

the business world.

"It has also aroused the hostility of the greedy and

avaricious trusts, rings and monopolistic combinations to

such an extent that great and persistent efforts are put
forth by them to thwart us in every attempt at reform or

effort to correct the prevailing evils that now environ and

threaten the destruction of our industrial classes.

" Ours is no common effort. We are approaching a

period of social and political development that will test the

wisdom and patriotism of our whole people, and will

demand the most guarded and conservative action of our

greatest statesmen.
4 ' The weal or woe of onr nation depends upon the

intelligent action of the industrial and conservative classes

through organization, education and co-operation.

"Brethren, in view of the above facts, and recogniz-

ing you as representing the intelligence of the various

State organizations in this, our highest legislative body (a
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creature of the National Farmers' Alliance and Co-opera-

tive Union of America and the National Agricultural

Wheel, the consolidated power and influence of which

makes it one of the greatest organizations in the world),

would call your attention to the gravity, magnitude and

importance of this occasion, and impress upon you the

necessity of the most guarded, intelligent and conserva-

tive action.
********

CO-OPERATION.
u The advancement of civilization, the development

of the natural resources of our country, the promotion and

perpetuation of our free institution, the stability, power
and influence of our republican system of government, the

creation and successful operation of all our gigantic enter-

prises, which gives strength and influence to government,

depends largely, if not wholly, upon the intelligent appli-

cation of the true principles of co-operation. The most,

if not every failure of all the various business efforts of

our order, is due to a want of a proper understanding and

a strict adherence to the business principles of co-operation.

"It is the foundation that underlies the whole super-

structure of our noble order, and a strict adherence to its

principles will lead the membership to a degree of pros-

perity that shall gladden the hearts of all, and bring joy

and contentment around the family circle.

' '

I would recommend that you spare no effort in pro-

viding the necessary facilities for the better education of

the membership in these great principles.

FINANCE.

"The monopolization of finance has been, and now

is, the fountain from which all monopolies, rings, trusts

and oppressive organizations draw their support, strength

and power.
' *

Money in shringing and insufficient volume remits

labor to idleness, reduces the price of products, plants
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mortgages on the homes of our people, bankrupts those

who are forced to borrow, paralyzes our industries, and

produces hard times and great privations among the

masses.

"It is impossible to have an equitable adjustment of

capital and labor so long as money is contracted below

that which is adequate to the demands of commerce,

hence, if we would correct the abuses and powers that are

now prostrating and enslaving onr industries, lift the

mortgages from the homes of our people, restore peace and

prosperity to our now paralyzed and almost ruined agri-

cultural and laboring people, we must have a circulating

medium in sufficient volume to admit of transacting our

business upon a cash basis.
' '

I would therefore recommend that you demand at

the hands of the law-making functions of our nation a

monetary system that shall conform to the interest of the

producing and laboring classes as well as the speculator
and usurer.

"That the coinage of silver be as free as gold, and

that gold and silver be supplemented with treasury notes

(which shall be a full legal tender for all contracts) ,
in a

sufficient amount to furnish a circulating medium com-

mensurate to the business necessities of the people.

LAND.

"There is, perhaps, no question that demands more

serious attention at this time than the present condition

of our land.
* ' From its many resources flow all the wealth of our

nation; and upon its proper and just distribution depend
the prosperity, contentment, and happiness of the yeo-

manry a class upon whom all nations must largely

depend for strength and support.
"
During the greatest prosperity of Rome, about 85

per cent, of her population owned titles in land. It was
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then that she was founded upon a rock, and was mistress

of the world; but in the course of her history, through the

monopolization of her lands by the few, through unjust

legislation, the homes were wrenched from the hands of

the masses, and when the dark death ford was reached,

upon which civilization was to die, less than 2 per cent, of

the people controlled the land; and it is said that about

1,500 men controlled the wealth of the world.
' '

To-day we find in America millions of acres of her

fertile lands, bought by the lives and efforts of our fore-

fathers, which should have been held sacred for homes for

their posterity, squandered upon railroads and other cor-

porations, and millions more are owned and controlled by
domestic and foreign syndicates; while a large per cent,

of our homes are hopelessly mortgaged, and about 50 per

cent, of our sons are tenants.

"This wholesale absorption of land by aggregated

capital must be checked, or it will finally enslave the

honest yeomanry of our country, and inevitably destroy our

much loved republic.
1 ' The hope of America depends upon the ownership of

the land being vested in those who till the soil.

"Give the people homes, theirs to improve, theirs to

cultivate, theirs to beautify, and theirs to enjoy, and our

grand republic will stand as the acme of modern civiliza-

tion and national greatness.
' '

I would recommend that you demand legislation for

the better protection of the lands and homes of our people,

and a law prohibiting the alien ownership of land in

America.
( *

L,ands of America should be owned and controlled

by citizens of America.

TRANSPORTATION.
u As a means of developing the many natural resources

of our great and powerful nation and the distribution of our
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products for the use and comfort of our people, the rail-

roads take the lead as a benefactor of the human family if

properly used, but the avarice and greed manifested on the

part cf these great corporations, have through their unjust

manipulation of transportation destroyed all competition,

and become oppressors rather than servants of the people
for which they were created. These corporations have

rights that should be protected; a right to business, to

legitimate profit, to property and restricted power.
"
It is not the railroads of which the people complain,

but the abuses of their powers, chartered rights and

privileges.
1 '

Everything they have and enjoy hangs like a plum-
met to its cord upon law alone; and, as the law derives its

strength solely trom the will and obedience of the people,

every rail, car, stock, bond and charter has its security and

protection chiefly from that tender homage and reverence

which emanates from the hearts of our law-abiding and

liberty-loving agriculturists; and in oppressing them, they
are chafing the cords upon which alone hangs their profits,

franchises and existence.
* '

I would recommend that you demand such legisla-

tion, both National and 'State, as shall regulate and control

rates and classifications of freights on all lines of transporta-

tion, that fair dealing and justice may be secured to all.

POLITICS.
' ' While our Order, as an Order, is strictly non-partisan

in politics, yet Section I in our declaration of purposes says :

4 That wre shall labor for the education of the agricultural

classes in the science or economic government, in a strictly

non-partisan spirit.'
4 '

It is an evident fact that the origin and power to

perpetuate the existence of the various rings, trusts and

combines that now oppress our people and threaten the

overthrow of our free institutions is due to unjust legislation
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and the intimacy and influence that still exists between our

representatives and these powerful corporations and com-

bines, are such as to give good reason for serious alarm.
' 'We have reached a period in the history of our gov-

ernment when confidence in our political leaders and great

political organizations is almost destroyed, and the estrange-

ment between them and the people is becoming more

manifest every day.

"The common people are now beginning to see that

there is no just cause for the now almost universal depres-

sion that pervades the laboring classes of every section of

our country, and are disposed to attribute the same to the

corrupting influence that these great combines and corpora-

tions exert over our leaders and political, moral and social

institutions.

' ' So long as our people neglect to inform themselves

upon the great issues of the hour, and continue to follow

blindly machine politicians to the neglect of their own

interest, they will continue to lose their individuality,

influence and power in our political institutions, and be

wholly at the mercy of the soulless corporations that are

now wielding such, an influence over our Government.

"The very existence of our free institutions and

republican form of government, the very life and pros-

perity of the agricultural and laboring people depend

largely, if not wholly, upon financial, land and transporta-

tion reformation.
"
It is a conceded fact that a republican form of gov-

ernmet lives alone in the hearts of the people; and its

destiny depends entirely upon the purity of the ballot, and,

as this is in the hands of every man, there can be no safety,

except as is guaranteed by its intelligent use.

"This is the fortress of our nation's strength; and if

our Order would reach that high degree of usefulness for

which it was created, it must through a well-defined system
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of economic questions, produce this intelligence and virtue,

thus preparing our people for an intelligent use of their

franchise.
' '

A number of special sommittees were appointed,

among which were: Committee on President's Address,

Committee on Demands, Committee on Constitution, and

Committee on Cotton Tare and Bagging.

SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

The following additional committees were appointed:

Committee on the Monetary System of this Country, Com-
mittee on the Landed Interest of the Country, and

Committee on Transportation.

During the day representatives from the Farmers'

Alliance of the Northwest and of the Mutual Benefit Asso-

ciation were seated in the hall and listened to an address by
C. W. Macune. The day was principally taken up in dis-

cussion of resolutions and reports of committees.

THIRD DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

A number of resolutions were read and referred to the

appropriate committees.

The report of the Joint Committee on Conference with

Northwestern Alliance was read and adopted as follows:

"The Joint Committee of the National Alliance and

National Farmers' and Laborers' Union, appointed to

formulate a plan to secure practical co-operation of said

organization and of other kindred organizations for the

accomplishment of the objects common to all, recommend
the adoption of the following resolutions, to-wit:

"Resolved, i. That the Presidents and other author-

ized representatives chosen by the Executive Board of
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each National and State agricultural and industrial organ-

ization in the United States be requested to assemble in

the city of Washington, on 22d day of February, A. D.

1890, to consider and agree upon a basis for a federation

of such organizations for the purpose of securing needed

reform and remedial National and State legislation, and

for the promotion of such other objects as may be found

to be of common interest to such organizations; it being
understood that such plans as agreed upon shall be sub-

mitted to the various National and State organizations

participating therein for ratification and adoption.

"2. That an Executive Committee of two each on

the part of the National Fanners' Alliance and the

National Farmers' and Laborers' Union be appointed,

with authority to take all necessary steps to carry out the

foregoing resolution, and to arrange for an immediate

federation of said organizations, if same be now possible.

"3. That the President of the National Farmers'

Alliance and National Farmers' and Laborers' Union and

the General Master Workman of the Knights of L,abor,

now in this city, be authorized and requested to take all

necessary steps to carry out the foregoing resolutions, and

to arrange for an immediate federation, if the same be

now possible."

The following resolution relative to taking census

was read and adopted:
"
WHEREAS, Statements are often made and the belief

is growing, that we are becoming a nation of landlords

and tenants, and that the homes and farms of the country
are very largely under mortgage, and

u
WHEREAS, Exact knowledge on this subject is of

great importance in the study of the social and economic

questions of the day; therefore, be it resolved by the

National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union,
<(

i. That Robert P. Porter, Superintendent of the
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Eleventh Census, be respectfully requested to collect evi-

dence in the next census, what percentage of the people

in this country occupy their own homes and farms, and

what porportion are tenants; and of those who occupy
their own homes and farms, what proportion have their

property free from debt; and of the homes and farms

which are under mortgage, wrhat percentage of the value

is so mortgaged, and also what proportion of such indebted-

ness is for purchase money.
U
2. That if the present law providing for the cen-

sus enumeration does not include provisions to take a

complete census of farm indebtedness, we request the Con-

gress of the United States to so amend the present law as

to provide for the above enumeration, and, further, that

the publication setting forth the above facts shall be the

first report given to the public.

"3. That the Secretary forward a copy of the above

resolutions to the Superintendent of the Census and each

member of Congress and Senate.'*

During the day T. V. Powderly, Ralph Beaumont,
A. W. Wright and Gen. J. B. Weaver addressed the

convention.

On motion the following resolution was adopted:

"WHEREAS, Our Order has no suitable music or col-

lection of songs for use; therefore,

"Resolved, That a committee of five, viz., W. S. Mor-

gan, Elias Carr, N. A. Dunning, B. H. Clover, WT
. J.

Northen, be, and they are hereby appointed to investigate

the advisability of securing the publication of such a work

and report to this body."
On motion the following resolution was adopted:

"That it is the sense of the Farmers' and Laborers'

Union of America that the benefits of the Weather Bureau

should be extended to the agricultural districts throughout
these United States by means of signals displayed from
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every telegraph office in the United States at i o'clock in

the day, and that sufficient appropriation be made by

Congress for that bureau to perfect the gathering of the

necessary information to make it subservient to the pur-

porse of the agricultural interests."

On motion the following resolution was adopted:
u WHEREAS, Bro. W. S. Morgan has written and

published a History of the Wheel and Alliance;

"WHEREAS, Said history has been endorsed by many
of the leading and most eminent members of the Order;

and
u WHEREAS, This convention recognizes the fact that

the circulation of the book as an educator will contribute

much to the advancement of the great principles of our

Order; therefore, be it

"Resolved, That this convention endorses this book as

a reliable history of the Order and a true exponent of its

principles; and we commend it to all members of the

Order. We take especial pleasure in commending this

book to all members desiring information regarding the

history of the Wheel and Alliance and the great Impend-

ing Revolution."

FOURTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

Committee on Constitution reported amendments,
which were taken up by sections, discussed and passed,

then adopted as a whole, as follows:

CONSTITUTION

OF THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AND INDUSTRIAL UNION.

DECLARATION OF PURPOSES.

WHEREAS, The general condition of our country

imperatively demands unity of action on the part of the
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laboring classes, reformation in economy, and the dissemi-

nation of principles best calculated to encourage and

foster agricultural and mechanical pursuits, encouraging
the toiling masses leading them in the road to prosperity,

and providing a just and fair remuneration for labor, a

just exchange for our commodities and the best means of

securing to the laboring classes the greatest amount of

good; we hold to the principle that all monopolies are

dangerous to the best interests of our country, tending to

enslave a free people and subvert and finally overthrow

the great principles purchased to the fathers of American

liberty. We, therefore, adopt the following as our decla-

ration of principles:

1. To labor for the education of the agricultural

classes in the science of economical government, in a

strictly non-partisan spirit, and to bring about a more

perfect union of said classes.

2. That we demand equal rights to all and special

favors to none.

3. To endorse the motto, "In things essential,

unity; and in all things, charity.
n

4. To develop a better state mentally, morally,

socially and financially.

5 . To constantly strive to secure entire harmony and

good will to all mankind and brotherly love among our-

selves.

6. To suppress personal, local, sectional and

Xatonal prejudices; all unhealthful rivalry and all selfish

ambition.

7. The brightest jewels which it garners are the

tears of the widows and orphans, and its imperative com-

mands are to visit the homes where lacerated hearts are

bleeding, to assuage the sufferings of a brother or sister;

bury the dead, care for the widows and educate the

orphans; to exercise charity toward offenders; to construe
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words and deeds in their most favorable light, granting

honesty of purpose and good intentions to others, and to

protect the principles of the Farmers' Alliance and Indus-

trial Union until death. Its laws are reason and equity,

its cardinal doctrines inspire purity of thought and life,

its intention is,
u On earth, peace, and good will to

man."

ARTICLE I. NAME AND POWERS.

SECTION i. This organization shall be known as

the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union.

SEC. 2. This organization possesses and shall exer-

cise such powers as are delegated to it by charter from the

Government of the United States, and such further

powers as are herein expressed.

ARTICLE II. DIVISION OF POWERS.

SECTION i. The powers of this organization shall

be divided into three branches, to wit: A Legislative, an

Executive and a Judicial Department.
SEC. 2. The Legislative Department shall be

supreme in authority, and its sessions shall be known as

the Supreme Council of the Order.

SEC. 3. The Executive and Judicial Departments
shall be of equal power and authority, and subordinate

only to the Legislative .

ARTICLE III. MEETINGS.

SECTION i. The regular annual meeting of the

Supreme Council shall be on the first Tuesday of Decem-
ber of each year, and at such place as may be determined

by majority vote of the body.

ARTICLE IV. LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.

SECTION i. It shall be the duty of the Supreme
Council to make laws, rules and regulations governing its

meetings and usages.

SEC. 2. The Supreme Council shall be composed of
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the officers of the organization and delegates from the

various State organizations elected by the States upon
such basis of representation as the Supreme Council may
prescribe. It shall be the duty of the Supreme Council to

adopt rules governing such representation: Provided, That
the delegates to the Supreme Council shall be not less

than 2 1 years of age ;
and the basis of representation shall

not allow more than two delegates from each State and

one additional delegate for each 10,000 active members or

majority fraction thereof. Active members under this

section are such members only as have paid the regular

yearly^dues of 5 cents each.

SEC. 3. The Supreme Council shall elect at each

regular annual session the following officers, who shall

hold office until their successors are elected and qualified:

A President, a Vice-President, a Lecturer, a Secretary,
and a Treasurer.

SEC. 4. The President shall be presiding officer of

the Supreme Council and the official head of the Execu-
tive Department.

SEC. 5. The Supreme Council shall provide laws

and rules prescribing the powers, duties and methods of

the officers, and may limit the term of office, fix sal-

aries, etc.

ARTICLE V. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
SECTION i . The President shall be the chief execu-

tive officer; he shall have power to direct and instruct all

executive officers and all executive work in this depart-
ment subject to the laws and regulations made by the

Supreme Council.

SEC. 2. The President shall have authority to

interpret and construe the meaning of the laws of the

Order by official rulings, and such rulings shall have the

force and effect of laws and be promptly presented to the

Judiciary Department for consideration, and if the Judici-
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ary approve the ruling it shall then be the final construc-

tion of the law; but if the Judiciary refuse to concur in a

ruling, then, and in that case, such ruling shall be held

in abeyance until the next meeting of the Supreme Coun-

cil, which shall decide the matter.

SEC. 3. The President shall be the custodian of the

.secret work, and shall provide for its exemplification and

dissemination. He shall be authorized to issue special

dispensations and be held responsible for the same, all of

which shall be matters of record.

ARTICLE VI. JUDICIARY.

SECTION i. The Judiciary Department shall be

composed of three Judges, one of whom shall, after the

first year, be elected annually by the Supreme Council.

Three Judges shall be elected the first year, one of whom
shall be for a term of one year, one for two, and one for

three.

SEC. 2. The regular term of office for the Judges of

the Judiciary Department shall be three years.

SEC. 3. No person shall be eligible to office as

Judge in the Judiciary Department who is under 30 years

of age.

SEC. 4. The Senior Judge shall be called the Chair-

man, and shall be the presiding officer of the court.

SEC. 5. The Judiciary shall have authority to act

upon the rulings of the President; to try and decide

grievances and appeals affecting the officers or members

of the Supreme Council; to try appeals from the State

bodies.

SEC. 6. The decisions and findings of the Supreme

Judiciary shall be a matter of record, and shall be pre-

served in the archives of the Order, a careful report of

which shall be made to the regular annual session of the

Supreme Council.

SEC. 7. For the purpose of carrying out the above
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provisions and rendering the workings of the Judiciary

Department effective, the Supreme Council shall provide
rules and regulations.

ARTICLE VII.

SECTION i. The Supreme Council shall fix such

salaries for officers as may be a fair remuneration for ser-

vices required, and for such expenditures of the various

departments as may be consistent with strict economy.
SEC. 2. A per capita tax of 5 cents shall be paid for

each male member into the National Treasury by each

State organization on or before the ist day of November
of eacrTyear.

SEC. 3. The Supreme Council shall at each session

fix the mileage and per diem to be paid the actual dela-

gates to the body, subject to a limitation of not over 3

cents per mile each way by the nearest and most direct

traveled route, and not over $3 per day for such days as

are actually spent in actual attendance at the session.

ARTICLE VIII.

SECTION i . No person shall be admitted as a mem-
ber of this Order except a white person, over 16 years of

age, who is a believer in the existence of a Supreme

Being, and has resided in the State more than six months,
and is, either: First, a farmer, or a farm laborer; second,

a mechanic, a country preacher, a country schoolteacher,
or a country doctor; third, an editor of a strictly agricul-

tural paper.

Provided, That each State and Territory shall have

the right to prescribe the eligibility of applicants for

membership in reference to color within the limits of the

same. Presided, further, That none but white men shall be

elected as delegates to the Supreme Council.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the Supreme Council

to enact a uniform eligibility clause for the various State
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Constitutions, also to enact laws defining the eligibility of

persons of mixed or unusual occupations or residence, sub-

ject to all the limitations of this article.

ARTICLE IX. STATE BODIES.

SECTION i. A State organization may be chartered

by the President in any State having as many as seven

county organizations, provided, that any State containing

less than seven counties may be chartered when one-third

of its territory is organized.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the President to issue

a charter to any State organization qualified under section

one of this article, when they shall file evidence that they

have, first, adopted a Constitution that does not conflct

with this Constitution, second, that they adopt the secret

work and acknowledge the supremacy of the National

Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union.

ARTICLE X. RESERVATION OF POWERS.

SECTION i. All rights and powers not herein

expressly delegated are reserved to the State organizations

severally.
ARTICLE XI. AMENDMENTS.

SECTION i . This Constitution can not be altered or

amended, except upon a written resolution clearly setting

forth the changes or additions to be made, which must be

read in open session on at least two separate days and

adopted by two-thirds majority.

The statutory laws were taken up, and, after discus-

sion and amendment, were adopted, as follows:

STATUTORY LAWS.

SECTION i . The basis of representation of the State

organizations in the Supreme Council shall be as follows:

Two delegates from each State and one additional dele-

gate for each 20,000 active members or majority fraction

thereof.
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SEC. 2. Delegates to the Supreme Council will not

be entitled to seats in the body unless settlement of the

National per capita dues of 5 cents for each male member

has been made by the State Secretary, accompanied by
the proper amount of money to the National Secretary,

and State Secretaries shall make such remittance and

report promptly on or before the ist day of November.

SEC. 3. The annual election of officers by the

Supreme Council shall be by ballot.

SEC. 4. The President shall appoint from the actual

delegates^ the session of the Supreme Council a Chap-

lain, Assistant Lecturer, Door-keeper, Assistant Door-

keeper, Seargeant-at-Arms, and such other executive

officers as the business of the session may require. The
term of office for such officers shall expire at the close of

the session; such appointed officers to receive nothing in

addition to mileage and per diem as delegates.

SEC. 5. The President shall be the presiding officer

of the Supreme Council and shall conduct the business

according to the accepted rules of parliamentary usages
and the requirements of the ritual.

SEC. 6. The President shall have authority to call

upon any executive officer or committee to make reports

and showing of the business entrusted to him at such time

as in his judgment it seems best.

SEC. 7. The President may, when notified of any
deriliction of duty or violation of the rules of the Order

suspend any officer or committee and summon them to

appear before the Judiciary Committee to make showing
to the Chairman either by oral or written evidence as to

their guilt or innocence of the charges.

SEC. 8. The President shall have full authority to

enforce order and decorum during the sessions of the

Supreme Council.
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SEC. 9. The President shall have power to call a

meeting of the Supreme Council at such a time and place

as in his judgment is for the good of the Order. When

petitioned by one-fourth of the State Presidents in the

jurisdiction of this Order, he shall call a meeting of the

Supreme Council. He shall state in the call specifically

for what purpose the meeting is convened.

SEC. 10. The Vice-President's duties shall be to

assist the President, and in his absence to perform his

duty.

SEC. ii. The order of succession in vacancy shall

be: President to Vice-President, and Vice-President to

Chairman of the Executive Board.

SEC. 12. The Secretary's duty shall be to keep a

record of the proceedings of the Supreme Council, con-

duct its correspondence, to receive all money of the

Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union and pay it over

to the Treasurer and take his receipt for the same, to read

all communications, reports and petitions in open Supreme
Council when necessary, to affix the seal of the Farmers'

Alliance and Industrial Union to all documents requiring

the same, to prepare for publication a copy of the pro-

ceedings of each annual or called session immediately
after adjournment. He shall have charge of the seal,

books and papers of the Farmers' Alliance and Industrial

Union. His books shall at all times be open to the

inspection of the President, or any committee appointed

by the President to inspect the same, to keep a correct

account between each State and the Farmers' Alliance

and Industrial Union. He shall furnish the Secretaries

of each State Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union with

a blank book properly ruled, with suitable column heads

for classifying and recording the contents of the reports

from the Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union. Also

suitable blanks for making reports to his office and to the
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Chairman of the Executive Committee. He shall also

make a list of all the officers, standing and special com-

mittees of the Supreme Council, with name and post

office address, which list shall be a part of the printed

proceedings of the Supreme Council.

SEC. 13. The Treasurer's duty shall be to receive all

money from the Secretary approved by the President.

He shall file with the Secretary a bond for double the

amount of money that is likely to pass through his hands.

SEC. 14. It shall be the duty of the Lecturer to

visit each State in the jnrisdiction at least once a year
and hold himself in readiness at all times to visit such

localities and perform such duties as may be designated

by the President.

SEC . 15. There shall be elected by the Supreme Coun-

cil an Executive Board composed of three members, who
shall be an Advisory Board of the President, and shall

represent the Supreme Council during recess. The Chair-

man of the Executive Board shall be located at the

official headquarters of the Order in the city of Washing-
ton, and be ex-Officio Chairman of the Legislative

Committee.

SEC. 16. It shall be the duty of the Executive Board

to require and pass upon the bonds of Secretary and Treas-

urer, to audit all bills and accounts, to examine and audit

the Secretary and Treasurer's books, and in a general

way perform detail of executive work.

SEC. 17. The Secretary of the Executive Board shall

be the crop statistician of the entire Order, and shall make
such crop reports to the President as he may require.

SEC. 1 8. Each State body in this jurisdiction is re-

quested to select and report, by the ist day of January, a

State crop statistician, who shall require such reports from

county statisticians and make such reports himself as may
be required by the Secretary of the Executive Board.
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SEC. 19. The regular term of office for members of the

Executive Board shall be three years, but of the Board

first elected one shall be for one year, one for two years

and one for three years, and thereafter one shall be

elected each year.

SEC. 20. The eligibility clause of the Constitution is

hereby declared to apply to persons of the following
classes and conditions as herein expressed: Persons

engaged in farming, who live upon their farms and whose

greatest interest is that of farming, may be admitted and

retained as members, even though they conduct a small

mercantile establishment located upon the farm, which

receives the support and endorsement of the nearest Sub-

Union, and be controlled by an Executive Board of Sub-

Unions. Farmers, in fact, who are personally engaged
in farming shall not be debarred from membership, even

though they may own stock in a banking or other cor-

poration as a means of investment, but in no wise devote

their personal attention to the business of such corpora-

tion; provided, that the bank stock owned shall not

exceed more than one-fifth of agricultural investment.

Persons selected to buy and sell as agents of the Order are

eligible, but persons engaged in the practice of law,

banking, insurance, railroading, manufacturing, speculat-

ing, merchandising, brokerage or commission are not

eligible. Merchandising under this section shall mean
such persons as give their personal attention to mercantile

pursuits as a means of profit and leading source of revenue,

as distinguished from those who conduct stores on the

farm for the benefit of those in the neighborhood, and

controlled by a Board of the Order. Land agents, can-

vassers and all kinds of solicitors for machinery or

commodities, or purchasers of farm produce for specula-

tive purposes are ineligible.

SEC. 21. All persons who are ineligible for member-
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ship who make application should be notified of the facts in

the case, and "no ballot or action taken. When members

of the Order engage in an occupation that would have

rendered them ineligible before initiation, they shall,

upon sufficient evidence, be immediately dismissed by
motion of the President in open lodge, and shall be

granted a withdrawal card.

SEC. 22. Each Supreme Council shall, when con-

vened, fix the mileage and per diem of its members, subject

to the restrictions of the Constitution.

SEC. 23. The salary of the President of this organi-

zation shall be $3,000, office expenses and $900 for a

stenographer, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.,

and traveling expenses.

SEC. 24. The salary of the Secretary shall be

$2,000 and office expenses.

SEC. 25. The salary of the Treasurer shall be $500.

SEC. 26. The salary of the Lecturer shall be $3,000
and actual traveling expenses.

SEC. 27. The salary of the Chairman of the Execu-

tive Board shall be $2,000.

SEC. 28. The salary of the members of the Execu-

tive Board shall be $500 each, and actual expenses while

in actual sendee.

SEC. 29. No State Organization or member of this

Order shall, under any circumstances, be allowed to print

or distribute the rituals of the Order, except as the Execu-

tive Board shall cause them to be, and they shall be dis-

tributed as the President may direct.

SEC. 30. All charters for State, County and subordi-

nate bodies in unorganized States must emanate from and

contain the signature of the National President, and those

for bodies under State jurisdiction shall be issued by the
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President and Secretary of the State body having jurisdic-

tion over them.

SEC. 31. It shall be the duty of the Executive

Board to secure from each of the States copies of their

forms of reporting from Sub, County and State Secre-

taries, and endeavor to secure a uniform system of

quarterly reports throughout the entire Order.

On motion the convention proceeded to the election

of officers, with the following result:

L,. L,. Polk, of North Carolina, was elected President;

B. H. Clover, of Kansas, Vice-President; J. H. Turner,

of Georgia, Secretary; H. W. Hickman, of Missouri,

Treasurer; Ben. Terrell, of Texas, Lecturer.

On motion a committee from the Northwestern Alli-

ance was received, and considerable time given to a

conference with this body.

Brother Polk was asked to take the chair to receive

the committee.

Adjourned to meet at 7:30 P. M.

Convention called to order at 7:30 P. M.
,
President L.

L. Polk in the chair.

On motion the body proceeded with the completion

of the organization.

The election of three Judges resulted as follows:

R. C. Patty, of Mississippi, for a term of three years;

Isaac McCraken, of Arkansas, two years; Evan Jones, of

Texas, one year.

The Committee on Demands made the following

report on confederation with the Knights of Labor.

Adopted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DEMANDS.

"ST. Louis, Mo., Dec. 6, 1889.

4 *

Agreement made this day by and between the under-

signed committee representing the National Farmers'

Alliance and Industrial Union on the one part, and the

undersigned committee representing the Knights of Labor

on the other part, Witnessefh, The undersigned com-

mittee representing the Knights of Labor, having read

the Demands of the National -Farmers 1 Alliance and

Industrial Union, which are embodied in this agreement,

hereby endorse the same on behalf of the Knights of

Labor, and for the purpose of giving practical effect to

the demands herein set forth, the Legislative Committees

of both organizations will act in concert before Congress
for the purpose of securing the enactment of laws in

harmony with the demands mutually agreed.

" And it is further agreed, in order to carry out these

objects, we will support for office only such men as can

be depended upon to enact these principles in statute law

uninfluenced by party caucus.

u The demands hereinbefore referred to are as follows:

4 *
i . That we demand the abolition of national

banks and the substitution of legal tender treasury notes

in lieu of national bank notes, issued in sufficient volume

to do the business of the country on a cash system; regu-

lating the amount needed on a per capita basis as the

business interests of the country expands; and that all

money issued by the Government shall be legal tender in

payment of all debts, both public and private.

41
2. That we demand that Congress shall pass such

laws as shall effectually prevent the dealing in futures of

all agricultural and mechanical productions; preserving a

stringent system of procedure in trials as shall secure the
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prompt conviction, and imposing such penalties as shall

secure the most perfect compliance with the law.

* '

3 That we demand the free and unlimited coinage
of silver.

"4. That we demand the passage of laws prohibit-

ing the alien ownership of land, and that Congress take

early steps to devise some plan to obtain all lands now
owned by aliens and foreign syndicates ;

and that all lands

now held by railroad and other corporations in excess of

such as is actually used and needed by them
,
be reclaimed

by the Government and held for actual settlers only.

"5. Believing in the doctrine of 'equal rights to

all and special privileges to none,' we demand that taxa-

tion, National or State, shall not be used to build up one

interest or class at the expense of another.

4 ' We believe that the money of the country should

be kept as much as possible in the hands of the people,

and hence we demand that all revenues, National, State

or County, shall be limited to the necessary expenses of

the Government economically and honestly administered.
U

6. That Congress issue a sufficient amount 'of

fractional paper currency to facilitate exchange through
the medium of the United States mail.

"7. We demand that the means of communication

and transportation shall be owned by and operated in the

interest of the people as is the United States postal

system.
1 ' For the better protection of the interests of the two

organizations, it is mutually agreed that such seals or

emblems as the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial

Union of America may adopt, will be recognized and pro-

tected in transit or otherwise by the Knights of Labor,
and that all seals and labels of the Knights of Labor will

in like manner be recognized by the members of the
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National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union of

America.

S. B. ERWIN, Chairman,
N. S. HALL, Secretary,

J. D. HAMMONDS,
F. M. BLUNT,
B. H. CLOVER,
M. PAGE,
J. R. MILES,
W. H. BARTON,
N. A. DUNNING,

J. D. HATFIELD,
S. B. ALEXANDER,
D. K. NORRIS,
H. S. P. ASHBY,
R. F. PECK,
R. C. BETTY,
W. S. MORGAN,
J. W. TURNER,
A. S. MANN,

S. M. ADAMS,
Committee on Demands of the National Farmers' Alliance and

Industrial Union.

T. V. POWDERLY, RALPH BEAUMONT,
A. W. WRIGHT,

Committee Representing the Order of the Knights of Labor.

The Committee on Cotton Tare and Bagging reported

as follows:
4 ' MR. PRESIDENT Your Committee on Cotton Bag-

ging and Tare on Cotton Bales beg leave to submit the

following report:
' ' We recommend to this body that you demand that

all future cotton crops be sold at net weight with actual

tare and the advance in price over the present tare

that is just and equitable; and that each State Alliance or

Union in the ' ' Cotton Belt ' ' secure from their respective

Legislatures such legislation as will enforce this demand.
4 ' Your Committee further recommend that all cotton

producers connected with this organization be required to

use cotton bagging as a covering for cotton, or any other

fiber than jute, and that said cotton bagging shall be 44
inches wide and not less than twelve ounces per yard in

weight, and of the same texture as the Odenheimer cot-

ton bagging.
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"And we further recommend that each State Alli-

ance or Union be required to manufacture or secure

bagging sufficient for the use of their respective States,

and that the President, for the time being, shall be charged
with the appointing of all committees or other necessary

arrangements to secure said bagging for their respective

States.

"We suggest also that seven yards of bagging be

used as a covering for a bale of cotton, and that all pack-

ages shall be neatly and securely fastened at the ends of

the bales.

' 4 We most earnestly protest against the wasteful and

extravagant method of sampling cotton; also the unjust

weights and classification of cotton, as now being

practiced.

"We also recommend and require of our National

and State Legislatures to enact such laws as will effectu-

ally and entirely prevent the selling of cotton or grain

futures except when actual delivery and a bonafide sale

shall have been made, or intended delivery shall be

expressly a condition of such sale.

"Your Committee further recommend that cotton

producers be advised liot to contract any debt in the future

that will obligate them to deliver their cotton on a given

day, sooner than the 25th of December.
( ' Your Committee also recommend that no cotton

from an Alliance man or Union, grown or controlled,

shall be shipped or sold to any point or party antagonistic

to our demands hereinbefore set forth.

* ' We hereby tender the thanks of this committee to

the Cotton Exchanges of this country that endeavored to

assist us this season, and respectfully invite all Cotton

Exchanges in the United States to join us in the future in

securing our demands as hereinbefore set forth.
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4 'Your Committee desire, through this body, to con-

gratulate the brotherhood that so faithfully adhered to

cotton bagging for the present season, and thereby dem-

onstrated that farmers could and would make any reason-

able effort or sacrifice to maintain the high ground taken

by the National Alliance and Co-operative Union at

Birmingham.
4 ' Your Committee recommend that the foregoing

enactments and resolutions be published in our official

organs at the earliest period practical, and a copy sent to

each State President calling his attention to his duties in

the premises; also to the Presidents of the Cotton Ex-

changes of the United States.

L. F. LIVINGSTON, Georgia, R. J. SLEDGE, Texas,
R. F. KOLB, Alabama, ELIAS CARR, North Carolina,
B. M. HORD, Tennessee, W. S. MORGAN, Arkansas,
T. J. GUICE, Louisiana, E. G. STACKHOUSE, South
R. F. RODGERS, Florida, Carolina,

A. M. STREET, Secretary, Mississippi.

FIFTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

Committees on Constitution reported on the mon-

etary system, which, 'after an animated discussion, was

adopted by a large majority.
u
We, your committee on- the monetary system, beg

to submit the following report, and recommend that 50,000

copies of this report, with complete arguments in support
of the same, be published and distributed to the members

of our Order and to the country, under the supervision of

the National Economist, provided the printing and distribu-

tion shall be done at actual cost by said journal, to be paid
on the 2oth day of November, 1890.

C. W. MACUNE, L. L. POLK,
L. F. LIVINGSTON, W. S. MORGAN,

H. S. P. ASHBY.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE MONETARY

SYSTEM.

"The financial policy of the general Government

seems to-day to be peculiarly adapted to further the inter-

ests of the speculating class, at the expense and to the mani-

fest detriment of the productive class, and, while there are

many forms of relief offered, there has up to the present

time been no true remedy presented which has secured a

support universal enough to render its adoption probable.

Neither of the political parties offer a remedy adequate

to our necessities, and the two parties that have been in

power since the war have pursued practically the same

financial policy. The situation is this: The most desir-

able and necssary reform is one that will adjust the financial

system of the general Government so that its provisions

cannot be utilized by a class which thereby becomes

privileged and is in consequence contrary to the genius of

our Government, and which is to-day the principal cause of

the depressed condition of agriculture. Regardless of all

this the political parties utterly ignore these great evils and

refuse to remove their cause, and the importunities of the

privileged class have no doubt often led the executive and

legislative branches of the Government to believe that the

masses were passive and reconciled to the existence of this

system whereby a privileged class can, by means of the

power of money to oppress, exact from labor all that it pro-

duces except a bare subsistence. Since, then, it is the

most necessary of all reformes, and receives no attention

from any of the prominent political parties, it is highly

appropriate and important that our efforts be concentrated

to secure the needed reform in this direction, provided all

can agree upon such measures. Such action will in no

wise connect this movement to any partisan effort, as it can

be applied to the party to which each member belongs.
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"In seeking a true and practical remedy for the evils

that now flow from the imperfections in our financial sys-

tem let us first consider what is the greatest evil, and on

what it depends. The greatest evil, the one that outstrips

all others so far that it is instantly recognized as the chief,

and known with certainty to be more oppressive to the

productive interests of the country than any other influ-

ence, is that which delegates to a certain class the power
to fix the price -of all kinds of produce and of all commodities.

This power is not delegated directly, but it is delegated in-

directly by allowing such class to issue a large per cent, ofthe

the money used as the circulating medium of the country,

and having the balance of such circulating medium, which

is issued by the Government, a fixed quantity that is not

augmented to correspond with the necessities of the times.

In consequence of this the money issued by the privileged

class, which they are at liberty to withdraw at pleasure,

can be, and is, so manipulated as to control the volume of

circulating medium in the country sufficiently to produce
fluctuations in general prices at their pleasure. It may be

likened unto a simple illustration in philosophy: *The

inflexible volume of the Government issue is the fulcrum,

the volume of the bank - issue is the lever power, and price

is the point at which power is applied, and it is either

raised or lowered with great certainty to correspond with

the volume of bank issue. Any mechanic will instantly

recognize the fact that the quickest and surest way of

destroying the power of the lever to raise or lower price is

to remove the resistence offered by the fulcrum the in-

flexible volume of Government issue. The power to regu-
late the volume of money so as to control price is so

manipulated as to to develop and apply a potent force, for

which we have in the English language no name; but it is

the power of money to oppress, and is demonstrated as fol-

lows: In the last four months of the year, the agricultural
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products of the whole year having been harvested, they

are placed 011 the market to buy money. The amount of

money necessary to supply this demand is equal to many
times the actual amount in circulation. Nevertheless the

class that controls the volume of the circulating medium

desire to purchase these agricultural products for specula-

lative purposes, so they reduce the volume of money by

hoarding, in the face of the augumented demand, and

thereby advance the exchangeable value of the then inad-

equate volume of money, which is equivalent to reducing

the price of the agricultural products. True, agricultur-

alists should hold their products and not sell at these

ruinously low prices. And no doubt they would if they

could, but to prevent that, practically all debts, taxes and

interest are made to mature at that time, and they being

forced to have money at a certain season when they have

the product of their labor to sell, the power of money to

oppress by its scarcity is applied until it makes them turn

loose their products so low that their labor expended does

not average them fifty cents per day. This illustrates the

powerof money to oppress; the remedy, as before, lies in

removing the fulcrum power the inflexible Government

issue and supplying a Government issue, the volume of

which shall be increased to correspond with the actual addition

to the wealth of the nation presented by agriculture at har-

vest time, and diminished as such agricultural products are

consumed. Such a flexibility of volume would guarantee

a stability of price based on cost of production which

would be compelled to reckon the pay for agricultural

labor at the same rates as other employment. Such flexi-

bility would rob money of its most potent power the

power to oppress and place a premium on productive

effort. But how may so desirable a resultbe secured? Let

us see. By applying the same principles now in force in

the monetary system of the United States with only a slight
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modification in the detail of their execution. The Govern-

ment and the people of this country realize that the amount

of gold and silver, and the certificates based on these

metals, do not comprise a volume of money sufficient to

supply the wants of the country, and in order to increase

the volume, the Government allows individuals to asso-

ciate themselves into a body corporate, and deposit with

the Government bondswhich represent national indebtedness,

which the Government holds in trustand issues to such corpor-

ation paper money equal to ninety per cent, of the value of

the bonds, and charges said corporation interest at the rate

of one per cent, per annum for the use of said paper

money. This allows the issue of paper money to increase

the volume of the circulating medium on a perfectly safe

basis, because the margin is a guarantee that the banks

will redeem the bonds before they mature. But now we
find that the circulation secured by this method is still not

adequate; or to take a very conservative position, if we
admit that it is adequate on the average, we know that the

fact of its being entirely inadequate for half the year
makes its inflexibility an engine of oppression, because a

season in which it is inadequate must be followed by one

of superabundance in order to bring about the average, and

such a range in volume means great fluctuations in prices,

which cut against the producer, both in buying and sell-

ing, because he must sell at a season when produce is low,

and buy when commodities are high. This system, now
in vogue by the United States Government, ofsupplementing
its circulating medium by a safe and redeemable paper

money, should be pushed a little further and conducted

in such a manner as to secure a certain augmentation of

supply at the season of the year in which the agricultural
additions to the wealth of the nation demand money,
and a diminution in such supply of money as said agricul-
tural products are consumed. It is not an average adquate
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amount that is needed, because under it the greatest

abuses may prevail, but a certain adequate amount that

adjusts itself to the wants of the country at all seasons.

For this purpose let us demand that the United States

Government modifiy its present financial system:
"

i. So as to allow the free and unlimited coinage of

silver or the issue of silver certificates against an unlim-

ited deposit
of bullion.

"2. That the system of using certain banks as

United States depositaries be abolished, and in place of

said system, establish in every county in each of the

States that offers for sale during one year $500,000 worth

of farm products; including wheat, corn, oats, barley,

rye, rice, tobacco, cotton, wool and sugar, all together;

a sub-treasury office, which shall have in connection with

it such warehouses or elevators as are necessary for care-

fully storing and preserving such agricultural products as

are offered it for storage, and it should be the duty of

such sub-treasury department to receive such agricultural

products as are offered for storage, and make a careful

examination of such products and class same as to quality

and give a certificate of the deposit, showing the amount
and quality, and that United States legal-tender paper

money equal to eighty per cent, of the local current value

of the products deposited has been advanced on same on

interest at the rate of one per cent, per annum, on con-

dition that the owner or such other person as he may
authorize will redeem the agricultural product within

twelve months from date of the certificate or the trustee will

sell same at public auction to the highest bidder for the

purpose of satisfying the debt. Besides the one per cent,

interest the sub-treasurer should be allowed a trifle for

handling and storage, and a reasonable amount for insur-

ance, but the premises necessary for conducting .this

business should be secured by the various counties
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donating to the general Government the land, and the

Government building the very best modern buildings,

fire-proof and substantial. With this method in vogue
the farmer, when his produce is harvested, would place
it in storage where it would be perfectly safe and he

would secure four-fifths of its value to supply his pressing

necessity for money at one per cent, per annum. He
would negotiate and sell his warehouse or elevator certifi-

cates whenever the current price suited him, receiving from

the person to whom he sold, only the difference between

the price agreed upon and the amount already paid by the

sub-treasurer. When, however, these storage certificates

reached the hand of the miller or factory, or other con-

sumer, he, to get the product, would have to return to

the sub-treasurer the sum of money advanced, together
with the interest on same and the storage and insurance

charges on the product. This is no new or untried

scheme; it is safe and conservative; it harmonizes and

carries out the system already in vogue on a really safer

plan because the products of the country that must be

consumed every year are really the very best security in

the world, and with more justice to society at large. For

a precedent, attention is called to the following.

"In December, 1848, the London Times announced the

inevitable failure of the French republic and disintegra-

tion of French society in the near future, but so wise was
the administration of the statesmen of that nation that

two months later it was forced to eat its own words say-

ing in its columns February 16, 1849:
u * As a mere commercial speculation with the assets

which the bank held in hand it might then have stopped
payment and liquidated its affairs with every probability
that a very few weeks would enable it to clear off its. lia-

bilities. But this idea was not for a moment entertained

by M. D'Argout, and he resolved to make every effort to

keep alive what may be termed the circulation of the
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life-blood of the community. The taskwas overwhelming.
Money was to be found to meet not only the demands of

the bank, but the necessities, both public and private, of

every rank in society. It was essential to enable the

manufacturers to work, lest their workmen, driven to

desperation, should fling themselves amongst the most

violent enemies of public order. It was essential to pro-
vide money for the food of Paris, for the pay of troops,
and for the daily support of the industrial establishments

of the nation. A failure on any one point would have
led to a fresh convulsion, but the panic had been followed

by so great a scarcity of the metallic currency, that a few

days latter, out of a payment of 26,000,000 fallen due,

only 47,000 francs could be recorded in silver.'

u ' In this extremity, when the bank alone retained

any available sums of money, the Government came to

the rescue, and on the night of the i5th of March, the

notes of the bank were, by a decree, made a legal tender,
the issue of these notes being limited in all to 350,000,000,
but the amount of the lowest of them reduced for the

public convenience to 100 francs. One of the great
difficulties mentioned in the report was to print these

loo-franc notes fast enough for the public consumption.
In ten days the amount issued in this form had reached

80,000,000 francs.
' ' * To enable the manufacturing interests to weather

the storm at a moment when all the sales were inter-

rupted, a decree of the National Assembly had directed

warehouses to be opened for the reception of all kinds of

goods, and provided that the registered invoice of the

goods so deposited should be made negotiable by in-

dorsement. The Bank of France discounted these

receipts. In Havre alone 18,000,000 were thus

advanced on colonial produce, and, in Paris, 14,000,000
on merchandise; in all, 60,000,000 were made available

for the purposes of trade. Thus the great institution had

placed itself, as it were, in direct contact with every
interest of the community, from the Minister of the

Treasury down to the trader in a distant outport. Like
a huge hydraulic machine, it employed its colossal

powers to pump a fresh stream into the exhausted arteries
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of trade, to sustain credit and preserve the circulation

from complete collapse. From the Bank Charter Act, and the

Rate of Interest, London, 1873:
'

"This is proof positive, and a clear demonstration,

in 1848, what this system could accomplish when a

necessity existed for resorting to it. But since that time

every conceivable change has tended toward rendering
such a systeni^easier managed and more necessary. The
various means of rapid transportation and the facilities

for the instantaneous transmission of intelligence, make
it no disadvantage for the produce of a country to be

stored at home until demanded for consumption, and the

great savings that will follow the abolition of local ship-

ments shows what great economy such a system is. In

this day and time, no one will for a moment deny that

all the conditions for purchase and sale will attach to

the Goverment certificates showing amount, quality and

running charges that attach to the product.
' ' The arguments sustaining this system will present

themselves to your minds as you ponder over the subject.

The one fact stands out in bold relief, prominent, grand,
and worthy the best effort our hearts and hands; and that

is
' this system will emancipate productive labor from the

power of money to oppress' with speed and certainty.

Could any object be more worthy? Surely not; and none

could be devised that would more enlist your sympathies.
1 ' Our forefathers fought in the Revolutionary War,

making sacrifices that will forever perpetuate their names
in history, to emancipate productive labor from the

power of a monarch to oppress. Their battle cry was

'Liberty.' Our monarch is a false, unjust, and statutory

power given to money, which calls for a conflict on our

part to emancipate productive labor from the power of

money to oppress. Let the watchword again be
*

Liberty.
' ' '

On motion the convention proceeded to the election
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of the Executive Committee. Brother C. W. Macune was
elected chairman of said committee for the term of three

years; Brother Alonzo Wardall, for the term of two

years; Brother J. F. Tillman, for one year.

Committee on Demands reported as follows:
u

i. We, the Committee 011 Demands, hereby recom-

mend that this National Farmers' and Laborers' Union
of America appoint a National Legislative Committee of

two to act in concert with a like committee of the Knights
of Labor, to the end of securing industrial freedom.

U
2. That we recommend to the different State

organizations that they discuss the Australian system of

voting, and press upon their State Legislatures to enact

the same or some similar system.

"3. Resolved, That this committee recommend that

we press to the front as the most important the three prob-
lems of finance, land and transportation.

"4. Resolved, That all internal revenue tax on

tabacco be repealed.

"5. Resolved, That we condemn the purchase of

Government bonds at a premium, and demand that they
be redeemed and called in according to the law, as pro-

vided in section 3,693 of the Statutes "of the United

States."

For want of space and lack of general interest,

much of the proceedings of the St. Louis convention are

necessarily omitted. On account of some complications,

efforts to consolidate with the Farmers' Alliance of the

Northwest and the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association,

were unsuccessful. The State organizations of Kansas

and South Dakota, however, ratified the National Con-

stitution, and were admitted into the organization. It is

to be hoped that in the near future all the agricultural

organizations will be united in one solid and compact

organization.



CHAPTER VI.

ORGANIC LAW OF THE UNION.

For any body of men to be effective they must be

organized, and every organization, to be perfect, must

have a head and a corps of able officers. This fact is

realized and put into effect by men of professions. Law-

yers, teachers, physicians, bankers, brokers and tradesmen

of all classes have their organizations through which

they expect to protect their interests, become more pro-

ficient in their respective callings and wield a more perfect

and powerful influence. Then why not the farmers and

laborers adopt the same methods? Until of late years it

has been the practice of farmers when meetings were had

to call upon some lawyer or doctor to address them on

questions relating to their interests and tell them what he

knew about farming." The Union proposes to correct

these practices. They prefer to discuss their own affairs

in their own way. They have never been invited to par-

ticipate in the meetings of lawyers and bankers, for the

obvious reason that it was not their calling. For the

same reason they have concluded that it is best for them,
in the future, to manage their own business affairs. For

this reason, and in order to secure among its members, in

the internal working in the Order, the greatest degree of

harmony, confidence and security, they have made it a

secret organization. For the purpose of accomplishing
the desired efficiency, extension and unity, they have

organized and adopted a Constitution and By-Laws.
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They have realized the importance of unity of action and

identity of interests. Many objections have been

expressed against the Union on account of it being a

secret organization. It is proper to remark that most of

these objections are made by parties who would much
rather see no organization of farmers of any character;

from men whose interests are served by frustrating the

accomplishment of the objects of the Order. In fact, if

we trace all the objections made against labor organiza-

tions, we would discover that it is not so much the

character or form of the organization as it is that which

it is intended to accomplish that gives rise to the numer-

ous criticisms to which they are subjected. That the

Union is a secret organization is not for the purpose as

our enemies would indicate of taking undue advantage
of merchants and tradesmen, or for secretly caucusing

against some political party, but simply for their own

protection. They have made up their minds to discuss

matters relating to their interests among themselves, free

from interference by men engaged in other occupations,

and the Babel that would ensue thereby from a conflict of

interests. The original object of the Order was to restrict

the membership exclusively to those who were actually

engaged in farming. It was afterwards extended to

include mechanics who did not employ more than three

hands. Its membership, however, includes most all

classes of individuals who are engaged in rural pursuits.

No political or religious test is necessary.

The organic law is founded upon the principles of a

Democratic Republic. Each member is endowed with

equal privileges, is entitled to admission to all meetings,

National, State, County and Subordinate, and has the

right of trial if charges are preferred against him. This

privilege is extended to the right of appeal from the Sub-

ordinate to the County Union, and from the County to
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the State Union. Provisions are made in the Constitu-

tion for a National body; also for State, County and

Subordinate organizations. Each of these organizations
have their powers expressly defined in the Constitutions

governing them. The Subordinate organizations, also

those of the County and State, are privileged to form

their own Constitution and By-Laws, provided they do not

conflict with those to which they are subordinate. The
National body has jurisdiction over the State Unions, and

the State Unions over the County and Subordinate Unions.

Each of these Organizations are duly chartered and

invested with legislative and executive powers. Each
Subordinate Union has jurisdiction over its own members.
The members have the right of appeal from the decision

of the presiding officer. Each body is entitled to the fol-

lo"wing officers: A President, Vice-President, Secretary,

Treasurer, Chaplain, Seargeant-at-Arms, Lecturer, Door-

keeper and Assistant Door-keeper. They may also have
a Board of Trustees, an Executive Board and the usual

necessary committees. Organizers are appointed by the

Presidents of the State Unions on the recommendation of

the County Unions. The State Union exists by virtue of

a charter from the National Union. Representatives
from seven counties are required to constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business in the State Union. The
annual dues for each member is fixed by the State Union.
The State Union is required to pay into the treasury of

the National Union a per capita tax of 5 cents for each

member in the State. The National Union is composed
of its officers and two representatives from each State

Union and one additional representative for each ten

thousand members and majority fraction thereof. They
are elected annually by the State Union. The National

Union meets annually unless an extra session is called

by the President on the first Tuesday in December, at
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such place as shall be determined by a majority of repre-

sentatives present.

The meetings of the State Unions are determined by
that body usually once a year. The State Union is

composed of its officers and such representation from each

county as it may provide for. The representatives are

elected by the County Unions. The effect of the plan of

organization is to enable the Order to concentrate and

unite the efforts of all in the same direction. The State

Business Agent may buy for a single member of the

Order as well as for Subordinate and County Unions and

Co-operative Union stores. He is also authorized to sell

the products of the members of the Order. While it can-

not be claimed that the organization has attained to

perfection in the way of co-operation and the means of

accomplishing the objects in view, it has, nevertheless,

made wonderful strides in the right direction. Much,

however, remains yet to be done to place the farmer in a

condition that will render him independent of the middle-

men who manipulate the price of the products of his

labor.

For the convenience of State, County and Subordi-

nate Unions, while sitting as deliberative bodies, we

publish the following Manual of Parliamentary Rules

which we take from the National Economist Almanac. The
table of rules preceeding the Manual is designed to show
the power and precedence of any motion at a glance,

which will greatly facilitate any one in the study of the

same, making the time in mastering them about half

what it would be otherwise. The numbers designate
the rule governing the motion. All officers, as well as

members, should be familiar with the text and power of

motions so that all business can be smoothly and

speedily transacted. The rapid transaction of business

gives spice and animation to a meeting.
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MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY USAGE.

Especially Preparedfor Use in Farmers* Alliances,

Wheels and Unions.

FIRST CLASS OF MOTIONS.

To fix time to which to adjourn, 4.

To adjourn, 5.

Questions of privilege, 6.

Orders of the day, 7.

SECOND CLASS OF MOTIONS.

Appeal (questions of order), 8.

Objections to considering a question, 9.

Reading of papers, 10. .

Withdrawal of a motion, n.

Suspension of the rules, 12.

THIRD CLASS OF MOTIONS.

To lay on the table, 13.

The previous question, 14.

To postpone to a certain day, 15.

To commit, 16.

To amend, -17.

To postpone indefinitely, 18.

FOURTH CLASS OF MOTIONS.

Principal motion, 19.

MISCELLANEOUS MOTIONS.

To reconsider, 20.

Filling blanks, 21.

Renewing motion, 22.

These motions have power and take precedence gen-

erally in the order in which they are placed in the above

list, except the miscellaneous class, which vary in power

according to circumstances. A motion of the fourth-class
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when properly before the house does not prevent the

introduction of any of those above it in the list, but it

does prevent the introduction of another motion of equal

power to itself, and so on with each of the different

motions and classes. Usually when a motion is made its

position in the above list indicates that no motion below

it is in order, and any motion above it may be in order.

The three motions given above as the miscellaneous class

are not strictly a separate class, since they always, when

introduced, belong to one of the first four classes named;
e. g., a move to renew a motion, if applied to a motion

to adjourn, becomes a motion of the first-class, or a

motion to fill blanks, if applied to a motion to read papers,

becomes a motion of the second-class, etc.

Motions of the fourth-class are plain, simple motions

of any kind, and are here called principal motions;

they do not take precedence over anything but like

motions of the same class, hence the old rule that "a
motion is not in order when another motion is pending;

"

it, however, applies to principal motions only.

Motions of the third-class are motions which modify
or affect action upon a motion already before the house.

They are usually called subsidiary motions. They must

always be disposed of before the question they are intro-

duced to affect.

Motions of the second-class are motions which are

incidental to the business in hand, and which should be

disposed of before the pending question receives further

consideration. Motions of this class are called incidental

motions, and are in order when a question of the third or

fourth-class is before the house.

Motion of the first-class are motions affecting the

meeting or its members, and of such general or necessary

scope as to be allowed precedence over either of the other
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classes of motions. They are called privileged motions,

and are always in order when properly introduced.

PARLIAMENTARY RULES.

1 . A motion is not properly introduced unless the

person making it has first risen to his feet, addressed the

President by saying, "Mr. President," and been recog-

nized by the President as having the floor.

2. If a motion has been before the house and lost,

the same motion cannot again be entertained at the same

meeting unless it be a privileged question, and not then

unless other business has intervened.

3. No person has a right to speak more than once to

a question, except he who introduced the motion, until

all have spoken. The mover of a question has a right to

operfand close the debate. A person desiring to speak
more than once to a question should ask permission of the

Chair, who will generally say,
"

If there is no objection

offered by the house the brother will be allowed to speak

again." If no one objects the brother is allowed the

floor, but if objection is raised the President will take the

vote of the house (without motion) and announce the

result as a majority may decide.

4. A motion "To Fix the Time to Which to

Adjourn" is not a motion to adjourn. It is generally

expressed thus,
"

I move that when the body adjourns it

adjourns to meet on the day of
,
18

,
at ."

If the motion is introduced when another motion is before

the house, it is a motion of the first-class, a "privileged

motion," and is not debatable. It may, however, be

amended as to time only. It is in order after a vote to

adjourn has been taken, provided the result has not been

announced by the President. If this motion be intro-

duced when there is no other 'motion before the house it

loses its power as a privileged motion and becomes sim-
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ply a principal motion, with only such force as attaches

to motions of the fourth-class.

5. A motion (( To Adjourn," if unqualified, belongs

to the first-class or privileged motions. It cannot be

amended or debated. A motion, "That this body pro-

ceed to close in due form," is an unqualified motion to

adjourn, and is the best manner of moving adjournment
in a secret society having closing exercises. When a

motion to adjourn is modified, as, to adjourn to a certain

time or place, it is not a privileged motion but a principal

motion, and belongs in the fourth-class, and is subject to

all the laws governing the fourth-class.

6.
u
Questions of Privilege" should not be con-

founded with privileged questions. A question of privi-

lege may be general, /. e., relating to the welfare or

comfort of the whole body, or special, relating to the wel-

fare, comfort, or rights of the individual. In either case

it is a motion of the first-class, and the person introducing
it after rising and securing the floor in the regular way
says,

u Mr. President, I rise to a question of privilege."

The President then requests him to state his question of

privilege. He should then simply state why the question

he desires to introduce is one of privilege, and the Presi-

dent will rule whether it is or not. If it is ruled a

question of privilege he has a right to make the motion,

even though another may have the floor and be in the

midst of a speech. Final action on the question is not,

however, imperative. A question of privilege may be

amended and is sometimes debatable.

7.
" Orders of the Day" are general and special, and

belong to the first class. To make any business a "Special
Order ' '

requires a two-thirds vote and gives it the preference

over General Orders. Special Orders cannot be taken up
before the time specified, except by a two-thirds vote.

Orders of the Day may be postponed by a majority vote.
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The call for Order of the Day does not require a second,
and cannot be debated or amended, neither can any of the

third-class of motions be entertained pending a call for

Order of the Day. When the time set for any general or

special orders of the day arrives, it matters not what may
be before the house The President should announce that the

time has arrived for considering them by saying, "Shall

the orders of the day be taken up?" If there is no objec-

tion the pending business is stopped and the orders taken

up, but if there be objection made then the President puts
the question to the house without motion,

" Shall the orders

of the day be taken up?" It is decided by a majority

vote, aud if in the negative the order of the day stands

postponed till the pending business is disposed of.

. APPEAL. Is a second class or "incidental"

motion. An appeal from the ruling of the President on a

point of order is not debatable, but if the ruling is on a

question of law it may be debatable. It cannot be amended.

It must be seconded. A motion to lay it on the table or a

motion to reconsider may be entertained, and a motion for

the previous question applies if the appeal is debatable.

If a motion to table an appeal prevails it does not affect

the ruling from which an appeal was taken; the appeal

only is disposed of.

9. OBJECTION TO CONSIDERING A QUESTION.
Second-class. Does not require a second; cannot be

debated or amended; cannot have any third-class motion

applied to it. Must be made when the question is first

introduced or before it is debated, and requires a two-thirds

Vote. To make this motion, a member gets the floor in the

proper manner and says,
4 ' Mr. President, I object to the

consideration of this question." The President then

immediately, and without any second, puts the question to

the house, "Shall the question be entertained?" If

decided in the negative the whole matter is dismissed for
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the entire session. The object of this motion is to keep
out such questions as may be unwise or improper.

10. MOTION TO "READ PAPERS." Second-class.

Cannot be debated or amended. Any member has a right

to have papers read before he votes, and the President

should have papers read on the call of one person unless

objection is made. When, however, someone objects, the

vote of the house should be taken without debate.

11. WITHDRAWAL OF MOTION. Second-class. A
motion once properly made is the property of the house,

and can only be withdrawn by the mover when there is no

objection, but should there be an objection offered to with-

drawal, then a motion to withdraw duly seconded is

necessary, and cannot be debated or amended.

12. SUSPENSION OF THE RULES. Second-class.

Requires a two-thirds vote. Cannot be reconsidered or

have any third-class motion applied to it. Is not debat-

able. Cannot be repeated for same purpose.

13. To L,AY ON THE TABLE. Third-class. Can-

not be debated or amended. If carried in the affirmative

cannot be reconsidered. Does not admit of any other third-

class motion. Removes the subject only till taken from the

table. A motion to table an amendment or a substitute

carries with it the main question and everything apper-

taining to it; all goes to the table together. This,

however, does apply to cases of appeal or to reconsider or

amend the minutes. The object of a motion to table is to

postpone action on the subject in such a manner that it

can be taken up at any time, which is done by making a

motion to take the question from the table. This requires

a second, and is not debatable. A motion to lay on the

table may be entertained even after the previous question

has been ordered up to the time of taking the last vote on

the main question.
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14. THE PREVIOUS QUESTION. Third-class. Can-

not be amended or debated. Does not admit of any third-

class motion except to lay on the table. Applies to ques-

tions of privilege and to all debatable questions. Must be

seconded. Requires aH;wo-thirds vote to carry. May be

confined to an amendment. Member may offer resolution

and move previous question atsame time. Much confusion of

understanding sometimes exists as to this motion. It does

not apply to any motion previously introduced, as its name
would seem to imply, but is called previous question

because it requires the question or vote to take precedence
over the debate. It applies to the question before the

house, whether it be main question, amendment or substi-

tute, and is practically a motion to stop the debate and

call for the vote. If a question and amendment is pend-

ing when a motion for the previous question is carried the

President at once proceeds to take the vote, first on the

amendment to the amendment, second on the amendment
as amended, and then, third, on the main question as

amended or not, as the case may be. All this is implied

by the previous question unless the mover limits it to the

amendment, which he has a right to do and which exhausts

the previous question when the vote is taken on the amend-

ment, and leaves the main question open for debate the

same as when originally introduced. The previous ques-
tion is also exhausted on a motion to reconsider, and

therefore does not shut off debate on the main question
after the motion to reconsider has prevailed. It is not

exhausted on a motion to commit, which, therefore, when
decided in the negative, requires the vote on the main

question without debate. It is exhausted on a motion to

postpone, and the main question is debatable when the

motion to postpone is lost. It is also exhaiisted on a

question of privilege. Bear in mind that regardless of the

name of this motion its object is simply to stop the
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debate and bring the house to a vote; it may therefore be

made when only one motion without any amendments or

modifications is before the house; in fact, a member may
introduce a motion that he does not want debated by

moving the previous question at the same time he intro-

duces the resolution. The proper way to move the

previous question after having secured the floor in the

the regular way is to say, "Mr. President, I move the

previous question;" if this meets with a second the Presi-

dent will immediately take the vote of the house by

saying,
' ' Shall the main question be now put ? Those in

favor of the motion will manifest.it,
1 '

etc. If decided in

the negative the discussion goes on as before; but if

decided in the affirmative (which requires two-thirds of

the votes cast), then the President proceeds to take the

vote on the amendments and questions as above.

15. THE PREVIOUS QUESTION. Third-class. Can-

not be taken up before that time except by a two-thirds

vote. Previous question is exhausted on this motion and

does not affect the main question. Different questions

postponed to different times and not reached on time should

be considered in the order in which they were postponed.
This motion only admits of debate on the merits of post-

ponement.
1 6. To COMMIT. Third-class. Can be amended;

is debatable and opens main question to debate. The
usual form for this motion is,

U
I move to refer the subject

to ."

17. To AMEND. Third-class. An amendment
can be amended, but an amendment to an amendment can-

not be amended; no further modification of this subject

can be allowed without a vote. A substitute, however,

may be offered for the whole business. Amendments
should be in writing if requested by the President. When
the President takes a vote on a question to which an
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amendment and an amendment to the amendment has

been offered he will take the vote of the last amendment

first and announce the result. He will then take the vote

on the first amendment and announce the result. He
will then take the vote on the main question. This

sometimes dauses confusion because the adoption of the

amendments seems to settle the question. For example,

say the following motion is introduced: "
I move that

the regular meetings of this body be changed to Thurs-

day night;'' and the following amendment is offered: "I

move to amend by saying Wednesday night in place of

Thursday night;" and this, in turn, is sought to be

changed by an amendment to the amendment saying,
"
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock." The President calls

for the first vote on the amendment, which is carried.

Now at first glance it would seem that the whole business

was disposed of and that the regular meetings were

changed to Wednesday night at 8 o'clock. But such is

not the case, because the vote simply means that if the

meetings are changed to Wednesday night, then they are

to be at 8 o'clock; consequently the President takes the

vote on the amendment as amended, saying, "The vote

now recurs on the amendment as amended." This is

also carried and the status of the question now is, "If the

regular meetings are changed they are to be changed to

Wednesday night at 8 o'clock." But no vote has been

taken on the original motion to change the meetings.
The only questions decided are, that it is the will of the

body that the form of the motion be changed. Con-

sequently it is necessary for the President to say, "The
vote now recurs on the original motion to change the

time of meeting as amended;" and when this question is

decided the question is disposed of, and not till then.

18. To POSTPONE INDEFINITELY. Third-class.

Cannot be amended. Is debatable and opens main ques-
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tion to debate. The previous question is exhausted on

this motion and does not, therefore, shut off debate when
indefinite postponement is lost. When this question

prevails it removes the question for the entire session.

19. PRINCIPAL MOTION. Fourth-class. It does

not take precedence of anything but another principal

motion, and therefore it yields to everything except
another principal motion, and cannot be made when any
other question is before the house. It should be in writ-

ing when requested by the President.

20. To RECONSIDER. Is one of the miscellaneous

motions and may belong to either the first, second, third

or fourth-class of motions according to circumstances. It

cannot be reconsidered. It may be introduced when
another question is before the house, but cannot be acted

on till the question is disposed of. No question can be

twice reconsidered. A motion to adjourn, or suspend the

rules, or an affirmative vote to lay on the table, or take

from the table, cannot be reconsidered. It may be laid

on the table. The previous question partly executed, or

any vote which has caused action that cannot be reversed,

cannot be reconsidered. It must be made on same day
that the motion to be reconsidered was passed, and must

be offered by one who voted on the prevailing side. It is

always in order till the vote on adjournment has been

announced by the Chair, must be seconded and only

requires a majority vote. When it is made while other

business is pending that would make action or considera-

tion of the question to reconsider out of order, the person

introducing it should introduce the motion to ' ' reconsider

and spread upon the minutes." This arrests all force or

action in pursuance of the motion sought to be recon-

sidered until such time as the motion to reconsider is

called up and disposed of. By courtesy no one calls up
the motion to reconsider except the one making or sec-
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ending same. This motion is debatable if question to be

reconsidered is debatable, and then it opens main question

to debate. A motion to reconsider a vote on a third-class

motion takes precedence of a fourth-class motion pend-

ing, and yields to first and second-class motions, except
orders of the day. Previous question is exhausted on a

motion to reconsider. Amended motions must be recon-

sidered before the amendment can be. If a motion to

reconsider is adopted it places the original question in

the same position it was before it was passed. The
motion to reconsider requires but a majority vote. If a

question requiring a two-thirds vote to adopt be voted on

and lost, a motion to reconsider would have to come from

one who voted in the negative, because that was the

prevailing side. If a motion to reconsider a question

prevails a member who exhausted his privilege of debate

during first consideration of the question is not

again entitled to the floor, but he has a right to the floor

to discuss the question on its merits while the motion to

reconsider is pending, and this rule is often utilized by
members who have exhausted their privilege of debate on

the question, and enables them to get in another speech.

21. A MOTION TO FILE BLANKS. A miscellaneous

motion, but generally of the third class. The largest sum
and longest time should first be put to vote.

22. RENEWING A MOTION. A miscellaneous mo-

tion, and frequently of the first-class. It sometimes

happens that a member will, through courtesy, yield the

floor to another having something urgent to offer, and as

soon as that business is disposed of the first will claim the

floor for the purpose of renewing his motion.

23. Even- member of the Alliance, Wheel or Union,
if he expects to keep posted on the work of the Order,

should be a regular subscriber to his State organ of the

Order, which is The National Eccmomist.
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When a meeting convenes with neither President nor

Vice-President it is the duty of the Secretary to call the

house to order and request them to elect a President

pro tern. An appointment or election pro tern expires
with the first adjournment thereafter. When a called

session convenes it is the duty of the Secretary to state

that it is a called meeting and read the call.

A meeting is only the assembling of the membership
one time, as is usual in the subordinate bodies that have

regular meetings in which all the business is transacted

before an adjournment. A session may have one or more

meetings, as the County, State or National bodies, which,
when assembled, have several days' work to perform, and

hold adjourned meetings from time to time till it is

finished. All these meetings taken together comprise
the session. The single meeting of the subordinate body
is also a session.

The President should rise to put a question, but may
state it sitting. He should always refer to himself in the

third person, as "the Chair decides," 'etc., not "I

decide,
n or "your humble servant believes," etc. A

motion referring especially to the President should be put
to vote by the Vice-President. The Secretary should

hand to each Chairman of a committee a list of the com-

mitteemen and a written statement of the business they
are to perform. If it is found, even after the President

has announced the result of a vote, that a member arose

and addressed the Chair before the negative was put, he

is entitled to be heard, and if he has a right to the floor

and discusses the question on its merits, the vote had

counts for nothing and the question is in the same condi-

tion as if no vote had been taken.

The maker of a motion may vote against his own

motion, but he cannot speak against it.
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A committee is one or more members selected to act

as a small assembly. The first person named on a com-

mittee is regarded as the Chairman until the committee

meets, when their first^cluty is to elect a Chairmen. A
committee (except a committee of the whole) may
appoint a sub-committee. When the business of a com-

mittee is finished a motion is not made to adjourn, but

"that the committee rise," and the Chairman or some

one selected report to the assembly. As soon as the body
receives the report the committee ceases to exist, unless it

be a standing committee.

When a report or communication is allowed to be

read
jJL

is "received" without the formality of a motion,

unless some one objects, in which event it is not received

by the house until a motion to that effect has been passed.

The form of report for standing committees is "beg
leave to submit the following report," but special com-

mittees should state what business was referred to them in

their report, A minority report should state "the under-

signed, a minority of the committee to which was

referred," etc.

When a report contains several sections it is the cus-

tom for some member to move that it be adopted by

sections, and the proper way to adopt by sections is to

fiist have the entire document read through without inter-

ruption, then commence at the beginning again and have

the first section read and pause to give any member a

chance to amend that section; if any amendments be

offered they are considered and voted on at once, but the

adoption of the section is not then voted on. After the

amendments are disposed of, or if no amendments are

offered, the President says: "If there are no amendments
the Secretary will read the next section." After it is

read a pause is again made, and so on till all the sections

have been read and offered for amendment. The Presi-
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dent should then notify the body that the entire document

has been read and considered by sections, and that before

calling for the vote on its adoption as a whole it is open
for amendment in any of its parts; the vote is then taken.

A list of officers reported by a committee is treated as a

different section for each name.

A member is guilty of contempt and should be repri-

manded who will attempt to influence the business, by

sitting in his seat and shouting, "I move we adjourn/'

or, "I move the previous question" on any other motion.

No motion is in order till the mover gets the floor in a

proper manner, and such interruptions are very dis-

courteous.

A member may establish his usefulness and influence

in the meetings by heeding the following suggestions:

Never ask the floor of the house unless you have

something very important to offer. A man has more

influence who seldom speaks, but when he does speaks to

the point, than one who is always jumping up.

When he desires to introduce a motion or resolution

he should first consider it well, and after deciding that it is

very necessary, arrange in his own mind the arguments by
which he will sustain it, then think over the assembly and

if there is any person present whom he has reason to sup-

pose will fight his motion he should consider the propriety
of first seeing such man for the purpose of disarming him.

Never introduce a motion or a resolution unless you
are very sure it will pass, because nothing weakens your

prestige like defeat.

If you have a right to the floor and claim it do not

yield to any interruptions, but demand that the President

sustain you in your rights.

Never indulge in any discussion that can be avoided,

and never insist on any measure to which you see there

is a strong opposition.



CHAPTER VII.

OBJECTS OF THE UNION.

No one thing, perhaps, has been more detrimental to

the steady and rapid growth of the Order than a miscon-

ception of its objects. And this is not confined alone to

those who are not members, or to its enemies, but unfor-

tunately, many who sit in its councils, and partake of its

benefits, have but a small conception of the possibilities

which the Order is intended and calculated to accomplish.

During the earlier stages of its growth, when the toiling

masses were suffering from the terrible encroachments of

monopolistic greed, the farmers hailed the advent of the

Order as a harbinger of joy, and many persons seemed to

conceive the idea that it was an instantaneous cure-all

for every evil which inflicts humanity. These were

persons who were the goody-goody members, and made
more noise than anybody. Where are they now? Like

the Arabs, "They have folded their tents and silently

stole away.
' '

Some of them had an impression that the Order had

a mission to redress a specific private grievance. Some

thought that the paramount object was to wage hostile

war upon the one-horse country merchants, and hailed it

with delight as the means by which said merchants were

to be driven out of business. Others who had been

swindled by commission men, conceived the idea that its

special mission was to displace this class of tradesmen.

Still others, who were riding some political hobby, thought
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they saw their opportunity to use the organization for the

purpose of airing their views, and, possibly, riding into

some lucrative office on this promising young steed.

Many others had a vague idea that something was going to

happen. They did not know exactly what, or how, but

saw there was a great popular uprising which would

revolutionize things, and they permitted themselves to be

carried along with the current, not knowing where or why,
and really too lazy and indolent to make the proper effort

to learn. "It takes all kinds of people to make a world;"

and it might truly be said that we have, or did have, a

sample of each kind in the Union. But of all classes of

so-called members, we have the greatest contempt for that

class who had some little private imaginary wrong which

they desired to revenge, or some political axe to grind,

and when they learned they could not use the organiza-

tion to accomplish their purpose, turned their backs upon
it, and, Judas-like, went over to the enemy. There is

another class of individuals, however, for which the word

contempt fails to express our feeling. It is for the man
who, by his own acts and professions of loyalty, secured

the confidence of the organization to the extent that it

placed him in a position of trust, and he then turned and

"burned the bridge that had carried him over the

stream. " It is little wonder that with all these characters

in the organization, and fierce opposition without, that it

"tried men's souls" to stand at the helm and preserve the

organization intact. But the Order has passed its "trial

period." It is now established on a firm foundation the

solid rock of human rights.

One of the chief causes for a lack of the proper under-

standing of the objects of the Order, has been the want of

means to keep lecturers in the field to instruct the mem-
bers. Another prominent cause is the lack of newspapers
devoted to the interests of the organization; and still
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another is the infamous lying sheets, which, while pre-

tending to represent the interests of the masses, are

fawning upon the minions of monopoly, and doing their

bidding under the cloak of hypocrisy.

Were we asked to define the objects of the Order in

as few words as possible, we would answer,
*
'it is a school

of education." Here the farmer discusses all questions
which pertain to his welfare. Its grand objects are not

only general improvement in husbandry, but to increase

the general happiness, wealth and prosperity of the

country. It is founded upon the axiom that the products
of the soil comprise the basis of all wealth; that indi-

vidual happiness depends upon general intelligence and

mental culture of the producing classes. The object is to

accomplish a thorough and systematic organization among
farmers, horticulturists, and those engaged in rural pur-
suits throughout the United States, that will secure

among them intimate social relations and acquaintance
with each other, for the advancement and elevation of

their pursuits, with an appreciation and protection of

their true interests. By such means may be accomplished
that which exists throughout the country in all other

vocations and among all other classes combined co-opera-
tive association for the individual improvement and

common benefit. Among the advantages which may be

derived from the Order, are systematic arrangements for

procuring and disseminating, in the most expeditious

manner, information relative to crops, demand and sup-

ply, prices, markets, and transportation throughout the

country; also for the purchase and exchange of stock,

seeds and desired varieties of plants and trees, and for the

purpose of procuring help and furnishing situations for

those seeking employment; also, for ascertaining and

testing the merits of newly invented farming implements,
and those not in general use, and for detecting and
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exposing those that are unworthy, and for protecting, by
all available means, the farming interests from fraud and

deception, and combinations of every kind. To accom-

plish all this requires time, patience and money. News-

papers are needed to educate the members of the Order to

the importance of these things. A bureau of statistics

and information is required, from whence can be issued

blank reports, for stating the condition, acreage, price

and value of crops; the number and value of live stock,

experiments with new seeds, and all other information

necessary to equip the farmer to make his arrangements
and calculations for the future. These reports can be

condensed, printed in pamphlet form, and distributed

among the members of the Order. Co-operative buying
and selling, which is fully discussed in the chapter on

co-operation, is another prominent feature of the organiza-

tion, and which, carried into effect, will save the farmers

of the United States many millions of dollars. Co-opera-
tive manufacturing is not only among the possibilities,

but has been successfully demonstrated, where properly
tried. Not least among the objects of the Order is that of

the protection of the farmer in his rights. This can only
be accomplished through organization and united action.

Farmer Smith and Farmer Jones may each have the same

grievance, but each has a different remedy, and neither

able to apply it. These two men are brought together in

the Union, and discuss, not only their grievances, but a

proper remedy.
" In a multitude of council there is wis-

dom," and,
u In union there is strength." Through

discussion and exchange of ideas the members arrive at

clear any well denned views of the evils from which they
are suffering, and at once set about to devise a remedy.
The farmers, with their usual frankness, admit that they
are partly responsible for their present condition. Hence,

they have begun to apply themselves to the study of better
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methods of husbandry. But, he reckons wrong who
flatters himself that they have not also perceived that they

are not wholly responsible for^the present depressed condi-

tion of agriculture. Excessive rates of transportation,

usury, taxes, finance, tariff, bonded indebtedness, and

other evils which can only be reached through legislation,

are rightfully engaging their attention, and marking out

new avejiues for the direction of their efforts in the cause

of reform. It is but natural that they should make the

suppression of these gigantic frauds upon the people one of

the principal objects of the organization. It is proper to

state, in tbis connection, that they do not seek to over-

throw any particular political party and institute a new

one; they desire to accomplish the desired objects through
the existing political organizations. But it must not be

presumed that they will permit the continuance of the

existing evils; that he and his family shall be robbed of

their earnings and turned out of a home; that his alle-

giance to his party is stronger than the ties which bind

him to his own interests, and to the proper discharge of

his duty to his family, his fellow-man, his country and his

God. Slow to move, but when once the spirit of revolt is

stirred within him by -a knowledge of his wrongs, the

farmer is terrible in his wrath.

We do not wish to be understood that the Order is hos-

tile to transportation companies, merchants, commission

men, bankers, and others engaged in legitimate business.

None are more ready than the farmer to admit the usefulness

of these agents of commerce; but it the is false system upon
which they are based, and the legalized frauds which they

practice upon the public; the excessive charges, extor-

tionate rates of interest and exorbitant profits which the

public is compelled to pay into their hands, that they war

against. They realize that there is an unequal division of

the opportunities and privileges; that the avenues of trade
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and profitable employment are closed against them; and

that franchises and privileges are conferred only upon the

rich and those who possess political influence.

The Union constitutes itself the protector of the

farmers and their interests, and thus, at the outset, appeals

to their sympathy aud secures their co-operation. Its acts

are the result of the combined wisdom. Its deliberations

insure the avoidance of rash and hot-headed action. Noth-

ing is done until all means are discussed. The farmer is

conscious that he has powerful and unscrupulous enemies,

and needs protection against them; self-interest prompts
him to join the organization. However much the farmers

of the country may have differed in the past as to the

nature of the evils they were compelled to endure and the

real causes of their depressed condition, it seems now to

be an established fact that they have settled down and

agreed upon the real and leading causes of depression,

and the chief object now is to agree upon a remedy. They
claim to be the best judges of the wisdom and efficiency of

measures of reliefand decline to allow their enemies to decide

the question for them. Such opposition as it has met, has

come from the monopolies and their supporters; but as one of

the objects of the Order is the destruction of these frauds,

this opposition is natural, and was to have been expected.

It cannot be expected, however, that the changes which the

Order proposes to make and the objects it desires to accom-

plish can be effected in a month or a year. It has not yet

perfected its system of operations. The evils it seeks to

combat are so well established and fortified that years may
be required to remove them. Let us hope that the reme-

dies employed will not only thoroughly eradicate the evils,

but forever prevent their recurrence. It is to the patient,

persevering and untiring energies of men of iron nerve,

stout hearts and unswerving integrity that we must look

for the consummation of this grand work.



CHAPTER VIII.

CO-OPERATION IN THE UNION.

IT IS STRANGE that a feature so important as co-oper-

ation should engage so little of the public attention. It is

one of the grandest themes for the contemplation of

mankind. It is harmony in nature, perfection in science

and success in governments. Its universal practice would

bring health, happiness and comfort to the human family.

Its harmonious actions are clearly denned in the mechan-

ism of the heavens, and in the animal, vegetable and

mineral kingdoms. It is the perfection, the aggregate

success of all other laws. Competition is the reverse of

co-operation.

u Civilization rests upon and is dominated by the

competitive system. This system is the outgrowth of the

selfish propensities inherent in humanity, and it is in the

social world what the law of the "survival of the fittest"

is in the animal creation. Through the struggle for exist-

ence the human family has moved onward and upward
from one stage of development to another until a great

industrial civilization has been attained, of which the con-

trolling forces are capital and labor. Capital is the accu-

mulated wealth of labor, and labor is only another term

for the energy of the race
;
one is a passive instrument

the other the living, vitalizing force of humanity. Under

a right business system the apparent distinctions which the

names imply would cease to exist, for capital would be
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recognized as a form of labor, and labor as the source and

creator of capital. As it is, however, growing divergence
and conflict characterize the relations of these two forces.

A few words can outline the cause of this disturbance. In

the course of two decades the wealth of the country has

increased to such an extent as to become the marvel of the

world. But not only has this accumulation of wealth not

been accompanied by a corresponding improvement in the

condition of the toilers, but during the past five or six

years, wages in many instances have fallen. This reduc-

tion has forced women and children from their homes to

take part in the struggle for existence, thus still further

intensifying the strife of competition.

"It must be remembered that labor is hired by capital ;

that apart from organization it has no governing power
over its wages, no vgice in the control and management of

business; no ownership in the means of production; it is

simply hired by capital, and its abundance or scarcity

determines its market value. Now this is the condition of

labor. Let us see what are the industrial conditions.

During the past twenty-five years machinery has multiplied
until its productive power here and in England is equal to

the working power of a thousand million men. This new
force that has been thrown into industrial life if owned

wholly by capital, and acting under the law of demand and

supply is in direct opposition to the interests of labor. For

whenever the supply of labor exceeds to any great extent

the demand and men compete for work, wages must fall.

* ' This is what political economists call the ' ' iron law

of wages.
"

They saw that the natural increase of popu-
lation would under the competitive system make the

supply of labor greater than the demand and that the re-

sult would be increasing concentration of wealth, and the

keeping of wages down to the mere point of subsist-

ence. That this is the tendency of the present wage
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system, save as it is modified by other influences, there can

not be the shadow of a doubt, and this tendency^ is aggra-

vated by the introduction of machinery, and the great tide

of immigration that for many years has been pouring into

the country. These three forces, the natural increase of

population, machinery and immigration, render the con-

tinuance of the competitive wage system a constant menace

to society and a fruitful source of peril. There can be no

lasting peace, no stability of social institutions so long as

the land, the mines, the woods, the machinery, the whole

of the means whereby wealtn is produced, are in the

hands of a few people and the great majority of mankind

are forced to compete for starvation of wages.
"The same pressure, however, that drove capital to

organize its forces and institute joint stock companies for

mutual protection and benefit is also compelling wage
earners to form labor unions and kindred associations.

These organizations, necessary as they are to the welfare of

workingmen, are yet apt to occasion trouble and conflict

Union men, perceiving that industrial salvation lies in

organization, often refuse to work with non-unionists, and

employers, unable to discern the changed conditions of

industrial life, refuse to be dictated to by their men. Thus
a spirit of antagonism is engendered between employer
and employed. As labor organizations increase in strength

and power, and the good of one becomes the good of all,

a reduction of wages in one direction, or the importation
and employment of foreign labor, may occasion a strike

of such magnitude as to seriously effect the industries of

the entire country. The industrial question is a compli-
cated one, and needs to be carefully studied. The growth
of society must be recognized, and the changes now

impending seem to be intimately connected with the

growth.

"We are in a transitional period in every sense of the
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word, and changes from one order of life to another are

always fraught with danger. We must learn what the law

of competition is, and how and why at the present time it

is operating banefully upon society. Then we will begin
to understand the meaning of labor organization, that it is

the effort of human reason to control the operation of what

is known as a "great natural law." Then we will also

see that the effort on its inception is apt to occasion the

troubles referred to business depression, strikes and con-

comitant evils; but we will also see, that no matter what

the difficulties may be, incident to the organization of

labor, that the movement must go on. For under the

condition 'of things as they are to-day, with capital

solidified into great corporations; with machinery con-

stantly superseding human labor; with the markets of the

world being opened, and competition from Asia to the

United States acting with unlimited license, there would

be without the counteracting effects of labor organization,

a social system of wretchedness, vice and crime engen-
dered such as the world has never seen.

"It should never be forgotten that all the available

wealth of the world has been produced by labor, and that

capital is only the accumulation, the stored up energy of

labor. Without the vitalizing power of labor, civilization

would cease to exist. Labor is to the business world what

the soul is to the body its vitalizing, constructive force.

Up to the present time the full value and power of labor

have not been adequately recognized. From age to age it

has been held in bondage, controlled and directed by the

power that its activity has called into existence

"The wondrous wealth of resources with which God
has endowed the world, has been brought forth in every

conceivable shape of use and beauty, but only the favored

few have profited by the prodigality of nature. To the

great majority life offers nothing better than err11 ess
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toil, penury and suffering. Now, however, labor has the

power through the great principle of co-operation, to

fund its savings, and thus obtain capital for larger under-

takings. Air. Holyoake, writing on this subject, says:

'When I first knew Rochdale all the working people

needed relief. All who could get it had it, and the chief

fear of others was that the work-house might not be too

full when their turn came. Now, they subscribe to

relief funds, to hospitals, present fountains to the town,
and in all things give like gentlemen. It is co-operation

which has enabled them to do this.'

"The annual report of the chief registrar of the

co-operative societies in Great Britain shows that .984

societies made official returns to the central board in 1885,

and that the membership of these societies in that year was

687,482, and that their sales for the year amounted to $425,-

616,425, or nearly $500,000,000.
"Distributive co-operation, which pays on an average

a rebate on purchases from 10 to 14 per cent, and 5 per

cent, on capital invested, is well established in England
and is rapidly spreading. 'Leeds' has upwards of 20,000
members. It has so many branch stores, and is so contin-

ually erecting new ones, that they keep a staff of builders

who move from place to place as new stores have to be

built During the last twenty years the business done by
the working men there is estimated at over a thousand

million of dollars, and the profits of about one hundred

millions have gone into their own pockets. Out of the

retail stores has grown the wholesale, with its trading

capital of nearly $4,000,000. And now, productive

co-operation, with the men as their own employers, is

developing naturally from the 'seed-bed' of the dis-

tributive societies. The most prosperous cotton mills in

Great Britain are those run on co-operative principles.

The yearly co-operative congress of 1886, held in Man-
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Chester, was attended by over a thousand representatives

from the various distributive societies of the kingdom.
L,ast year the congress was held at Carlisle, and dele-

gates from Wales, Scotland, France and the United States

participated in the proceedings. In France, owing to the

heroic efforts and examples of Godin and Leclaire, the

system of profit sharing is gaining ground. The largest

and most successful store in Paris, the Bon Marche, divides

profits with every employe in the establishment. The
shares of profits are conditioned upon the sales, and the

shares are not, as with lyeclaire and Godin, converted into

shares of stock. It is simply a system of profit sharing
with no attempt at industrial partnership.

u David Dudley Field, in an article in the North

American Review upon the relations of capital and labor,

says, 'Is there any reason why corporations created for

profit, that heretofore have been the aggregations of capital

only, should not be made also aggregation of capital and

labor. Suppose a manufacturing corporation to be formed

with a capital of half a million dollars, divided into shares

of five dollars each, three-fifths of. them payable in cash and

the other two-fifths in prospective labor; the former to be

invested in lands, buildings, machinery, materials for

manufacture and supplies for the consumption for the

working shareholders; one hundred workmen to be received

as members of the corporation, the skilled workmen to be

allowed wages, say $3 a day, the others 1.50, and each one

to be inscribed on the books for four hundred shares. If

the earnings were 6 per cent, on the capital, each skilled

workman would be credited in twelve months with about

$900 for wages and $120 for profit. Deducting say $500
for food, clothing and lodging, there would be a net balance

to his credit at the end of the year of $520, which would

pay for 104 shares of the stock. In less than four years
he would pay for all the 400 shares of marketable stock.
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The fixing of the rate of wages, the purchase of supplies,

the admission or dismissal of working members, and the

discipline of the establishment should be vested in the

hands of all the members, but the financial department, the

purchase and sales, should be in the hands of the actual

shareholders.
4 * In the development of any great movement or social

tendency, a natural law produces four distinct stages;

first, the birth of the idea; second, its propagation by

missionary work; third, its embodiment in practical

forms; and, finally, the growth of these forms into

permanent institutions. In regard to co-operation in

this country, only the second stage has, in reality,

been reached. For although distributive societies

exist in various places, they are more the result

of individual energy and thought than any common
social impulse. But the thought the idea is in the

world, and it has come to stay. And there is this to be

remembered for encouragement to those seeking to develop

co-operative industry in the United States; fifty years ago,

co-operation, in the sense in which the word is now used,

was almost an unknown term now it is on the lips and in

the thoughts of millions. Forty years ago the principle
for the first time was being out-worked by twenty-eight
men in Rochdale, driven almost to desperation by want
and suffering, and with only faith in God and the

immutable laws of right to sustain them in their under-

taking, and the result of their labors stands before the

world to aid and inspire the action of others. The germ
planted by the men of Rochdale and nurtured by the

warmth and consecrated devotion of Kingsley, Maurice,

Owen, Neale, Holyoake and others, is bearing rich

fruit, and is destined to transform the existing indus-

trial system and bring in a new social order based upon
principles of equity. The work here in the United States
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is to sow the seed and make known the moral and econ-

omic benefits of co-operation. The harvest is sure to come,
and the different enterprises of a co-operative character that

are coming to life in all parts of the country, are yet to

unite their forces and become permanent institutions."

Imogene C. Fales in Industrial News.

One among the more important branches of co-opera-

tion which farmers' and laborers' organizations are adopting
is that of establishing co-operative stores. Many of these

have been organized of late years with a degree of suc-

cess entirely commensurate with the plan adopted, and the

earnestness with which they were supported. It would

seem from a careful survey of the past experience of

co-operative stores, that the failures and only partial

successes were, mostly, if not altogether, attributable to a

lack of proper education among the people upon this

question. There has been too mu"ch dependence on the

business manager to make it a success. He would be a

shrewd man indeed who could make a success of a co-oper-

ative business, when the people for whose benefit the

business was organized would not, or could not, see the

importance of co-operating with him, at least to the extent

of giving him their patronage. There are some things

which the people must see, and, seeing, must carry into

effect, if we would be successful in our efforts to emanci-

pate ourselves from the iron grasp of those who manipu-
late our trade. The great trouble is that we do not teach

far enough. We explain to a member how, by the co-oper-

ative system, he will be enabled to buy his goods cheaper,

and obtain better prices for his products. He grasps the

idea readily enough. But his conception of co-operation

does not extend beyond the locality nor into the future.

By not being more comprehensive we lay the foundation

for failure. We leave a gap down for our enemies to

enter. The store is established on this principle. We
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have fierce competition to meet. Other competitive stores

will put the price down on articles to a point, perhaps,

under cost. We cannot afford to meet their prices. Here

is where the trouble comes. We have started out on the

narrow and single plank that u
it is best to buy where you

can buy the cheapest and sell where you can get the most."

We have made co-operation a side issue. We have failed

to impress the patrons with the idea that this is "our store,
"

and that it is the means to loosen the shackles which bind

us to a false sytem of trade. The men whom we have

taught to "buy where they can buy the cheapest," and on

whom we depended for our patronage, go elsewhere to buy,

never pausing to think of the difference in the objects of

the two concerns. The object of the co-operative store is

to do a legitimate business; to furnish goods at living

profits. The object of the other stores is to break down
the co-operative plan and re-establish high prices. The

very fact that they offer to sell goods at, or below,
'

'cost,
' '

is

evidence of a sinister design, and the member that "bites" at

such a transparent
'
'bait'

' *

'sells his birth-right for a mess of

pottage." We must start out on a broader basis. We
must instruct our members that we are bound hand and

foot by a system of trade over which we have no control,

and no chance of control, except by being true to our-

selves, and through united action and individual effort.

Each individual forms a link in the chain of effort to throw

off this yoke. When he fails of his duty the force of the

effort is broken, and failure is likely to ensue. "Well, but

I save money in buying where I can buy the cheapest,
' '

is

the excuse for patronizing other stores. But it is not true.

You do not save money in the end, but lose. By with-

drawing your trade from a business that was established for

both your present and future benefit, you destroy the very
means which enabled you to save money in a single

purchase. You "kill the goose that laid the golden egg."
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Do you suppose the merchant is going to continue selling

goods at that rate? u
Oh, then I'll go back to the co-

operative store.
n You will? You goose! You've got no

co-operative store now. You've killed it by your neglect.

You've got no more sense than the man who sat on the

wrong end of the limb and sawed it off.

"But didn't those other fellows keep up the co-opera-

tive store?'* No. They went and acted a fool like you did,

and now you are again at the mercy of high prices. O,

fools of men ! When will we have sense enough to set a

goose on a hillside? These things are transpiring every

day. People are paying millions of dollars exorbitant profits

into the hands of greedy middle-men, and persist in saying

they are satisfied with this condition of things. The
merchant fixes the price on what he sells you. Do you
fix the price on what you sell him? If it is cotton the

price is fixed in England and each middle-man must have

a slice off of that. If it is beef or pork the price is fixed

by a combination of packers. So with all other things

which the producer has to sell. The financial condition

of the farmers is such that they cannot hold their products

for better prices. Merchants take advantage of this. They
take the farmers' cotton, hold it at their pleasure, and buy

goods on it as security. Why not the farmers organize

business enterprises and do the same thing? All these

things prove that we must work on a broader ground and

go to the deeper roots of the problem. We cannot hope
to obtain justice for the toilers while the elements of pro-

duction and distribution remain under the control of the

few. Neither can we hope to get control of these elements

in any other way than by co-operation. The evils of

which we complain are as largely due to defects in our

industrial and social system, as they are too dishonest in

our political system, for the former is the foundation and

the latter is a structure resting on it, and when the source
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is a cut-throat competitive game of 'get money any way

you can,' the structure must necessarily be the same.

The producers must learn that exact justice gives to every

producer the full fruits of his toil and nothing more.

Under such a system, no intelligent, moral, industrious

person would be very poor, and none would be very rich.

But the work must commence with the producers them-

selves. "It must be based upon principles of sound mor-

ality, conducted by lofty intelligence and the wheels must

glide in the celestial grooves. There is no place in it for

the bummer, self-seeker, jealous disturber or political

parasite. The very nature of the work to be done must

exclude these parasites. Genuine co-operation has no

attraction for them. It is the one industrial and social

organization whose principles, objects, aims and methods

should exclude the parasites. The immoral, wilfully

ignorant element can no more exist in a genuine co-opera-

tive association than can a fish live on dry land. If he

accidentally gets in and fails to destroy the organization,

he soon drops out and remains the tool and foot-ball of

monopoly to help enslave honest industry/*

For various reasons, which we have not space to dis-

cuss here, the progress -of genuine, thorough and successful

co-operation will necessarily be slow. The power of

selfishness, greed, jealousy, envy and ignorance, which

induces workingmen to stand aloof from each other while

the combined monopolies fleece and enslave them in detail

will prevent that union of action which would lead to a

speedy eradication of monopolies of every description.

These evil passions must be educated and turned into new
channels of thought and action.

''Co-operation is so little understood by the average

workingman, that it is no wonder that it is a hard matter

to start an enterprise of the kind among them that will

come to anything more than talk. Hundreds of enterprises
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have been started which have never succeeded in getting

beyond the mere spoiling of the white paper upon which

the names of a few subscribers are inscribed. Several

things are requisite for the workingmen to learn before

they can successfully start or carry out co-operation.

ist. They should study the subject in all its bearings.

Become familiar with all the workings of co-operation

not in one particular form, but its general scope. That

cannot be done, except by a course of reading and study,

and that course will also give them an insight into other

matters which will be of great value to them.

2d. Cultivating that spirit of mutual confidence

which should obtain among them at all times and in all

things. That is a virtue that is sadly lacking among

workingmen, and its absence acts as a bar to anything

they may undertake to build themselves up. The debris

scattered along the pathway of time, records the wrecks of

many assemblies, caused by this lack of mutual confidence.

3d. They must disabuse their minds of the erroneous

impression that co-operative enterprises pay them some-

thing for nothing; that their one dollar's investment will

pay them five dollars every thirty days; that they have

done their share of the work after they have paid in their

money, and that it is not necessary for them to do anything
else to assist in building up the enterprise. Co-operative

enterprises are like all business they require working up
to a paying basis.

4th. Decide on what kind of co-operation you wish

to invest your money in, and then go to work to raise the

necessary capital. After that is done and the money is in

bank, then organize by selecting your directors and mana-

ger. Right at this point is the beginning of the end, and

oftentimes the end of many co-operative enterprises. They
are so suspicious, and so ignorant of business, that they

proceed at once to bind up the manager in such a net-work
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of rules and provisos that, no matter how good a business

man he may be, he is powerless, and dare not act promptly
in cases of emergency, where the good of the business

demands, without consultation, thereby losing valuable

time.

5th. After the business has been inaugurated, then

let each one go to work to build up.
J '

Co-operative enterprises are business enterprises, and

as such must be entered into and carried out in like

manner. They can be made the means of relieving the

workingmen of much of the oppression under which they

suffer.

The following Constitution is suitable for co-operative

societies for the transaction of most any kind of business.

The wording can be arranged to suit the enterprise.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I. The object of this Co-operative Associa-

tion is to improve the social, moral, intellectual, physical

and financial condition of producer and consumer, espec-

ially wage workers and farmers.

ARTICLE II. We,shall associate our talents, energies,

capital and labor in production and distribution and do

equal and exact justice to all, giving the poorest an equal

opportunity with the wealthiest, and. ever giving to each

such portion of the savings as his labor or patronage

produced.

ARTICLE III. Industrial and moral worth, not wealth,
shall be and ever remain the indispensable qualifications

of membership. No person addicted to indolence, dis- .

honesty, drunkenness, falsehood, jealousy, disturbance, or

calumny, shall ever be admitted to membership in this

association.

ARTICLE IV. Such interest as shall be provided in
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the by-laws (not to exceed six per cent.) may be paid on

capital, but no dividends shall be declared on capital

stock.

ARTICLE V. The by-laws shall limit the amount of

stock which each member can hold, and no member shall

draw any portion of the dividends hereinafter provided

for until he has acquired the full limit of stock allowed to

each member.

ARTICLE VI. Each member shall be entitled to a

certificate for all paid up stock, and he shall have one vote

and no more, and the by-laws shall provide the amount of

stock which each member shall have before he is entitled

to a vote.

ARTICLE VII. No person shall ever be debarred

from participation in the benefits in this association on

account of poverty. The board of management shall

therefore provide a card of membership and shall furnish

the same, at a cost not to exceed one dollar, to any person

eligible to membership who desires to patronize the enter-

prise and such person holding such card shall be entitled

to the same dividends on his purchases paid to the

shareholder, and the same shall be paid to him in shares

of the stock until he has acquired the limit of stock.

ARTICLE VIII. All investments in the enterprise, or

accumulations of money over and above the limit of stock

which one member can hold, shall be considered "loan

capital,
' ' and it shall bear such rate of interest as shall be

fixed by the by-laws, and the by-laws shall also provide for

its withdrawal.

ARTICLE IX. After all expenses, including interest

on share and loan capital, if there be any, are provided

for, the net gains shall be distributed as follows:

ist Not less than five per cent, shall be set aside as

an educational fund, to be used to spread sound co-opera-

tive and economic ideas.
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2d. Not less than five per cent, shall be set aside for

deterioration of stock.

3d. Not less than five per cent, shall be set aside as a

fund for the relief of distressed members.

4th. Not more than ten per cent, shall go to employes
in proportion to their compensation.

5th. All remaining dividends shan go to customers

under the conditions provided in the by-laws.

ARTICLE X. All goods and wares shall be purchased
as far as possible from the manufacturers, and the business

shall be conducted as near as possible on a cash basis in

no case giving credit to anyone in a sum greater than one-

half his paid up stock.

ARTICLE XI. The business of this association shall

be under the control of a board, of not less than five and

not more than nine directors, who shall be elected annually
at a meeting of the stockholders, and a majority of all the

votes cast shall be necessary to elect The secretary shall

give thirty days' notice of the time and place of holding of

such meeting, to each stockholder, by mailing the same to

his address. The board of directors shall choose from

their number a president, secretary and treasurer; prepare

by-laws for their government and the conduct of the busi-

ness; select a business manager and take a bond from all

custodians of funds, and make such other and further

arrangements as are necessary for the successful conduct

of the business, and at all times exercise . such supervision
over the affairs of the association as shall protect the mem-
bers from loss, and as far as possible insure the success of

the enterprise.

ARTICLE XII. Shareholders removing, or desiring
to withdraw from the association shall surrender their

shares to the secretary who shall pay for the same, in

accordance with the provisions of the by-laws, the market

value, which shall in no case be greater than the face

12
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value and such dividends or interest as may be due the

member, but all assessments, fines, dues or other obliga-

tions due the association by such member shall be deducted

from the amount paid such member on transfer or surrender

of stock. "

ARTICLE XIII. The board of directors shall require

the business manager to make a quarterly statement

showing the assets and liabilities of the asssociation, and

a copy of the same shall be furnished to each member,

together with such suggestions as in their opinion will

benefit the members and inure to the success of the

business.

ARTICLE XIV. At the same meeting at which the

board of directors is elected, and in the same manner, the

stockholders shall elect a board of education of not less

than three nor more than nine members, who shall disburse

the educational fund in lectures, the distribution of tracts,

and other co-operative literature, and in such other ways
as may seem best to increase membership and interest

in the work of co-operation, and report annually to the

stockholders.

ARTICLE XV. This constitution can be altered or

amended only by a two-thirds vote of the stockholders

present at a meeting, the time and place of holding which,

and the amendments or alterations to be acted upon, due

notice shall have been given to the stockholders, as pro-

vided for in Article XI of this constitution.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP.

I, (name) ,
a (occupation)

, (age) . . . years of age, (married or single)

. . . .
,
do hereby apply for membership in the (People's

Provision Company). I have read the constitution and

indorse all of its provisions, and I hereby agree to abide
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by the constitution and by-laws, give all possible patronage

to the enterprise; devote my talents and energies to this

great educational work; discountenance dishonesty, indo-

lence, intoxication, calumny, violence, and any and all

other forms of immorality; and I further agree, to at all

times cheerfully do and perform such work as may be

assigned me for the advancement of social, industrial and

political co-operation, the best and surest remedy for

the emancipation of honest industry from monopolies of

all kinds.

(Name)
The above constitution embodies all the vital pro-

visions of the Rochdale and other successful co-operative

associations, all technical and mystifying verbiage being
eliminated.

As the by-laws relate principally to the management
of the enterprise, they can be arranged for that specific

purpose. We give below by-laws suitable for a retail

supply store:

BY-LAWS.

ARTICLE I. Name and Location. This association

shall be known as the Co-operative Company,
and its principal office shall be in

ARTICLE II. Object and Aim. Its object shall be to

conduct a retail family supply store; furnish its patrons

good, pure articles, full weight and measure, and give the

savings to the patrons.

ARTICLE 1 1 1. Capital Stock. The capital stock shall

be $5,000, divided into 1,000 shares of $5.00 each, and the

rate of annual interest on paid up capital shall be five

per cent.

ARTICLE IV. Limitation of Shares. Bach member
shall be entitled to ten shares of stock and no more, and

all interest on capital, dividends accruing to a member on
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purchases or labor, shall be applied to payment on stock

until he has ten shares fully paid up.

ARTICLE V. Membership. Any person of good
moral character and sober and industrious habits, is

eligible to membership in this company, upon signing the

constitution and agreeing to give the greater portion of his

patronage to the company and complying with the rules,

regulations and by-laws.

ARTICLE VI. Representation. Each stockholder

shall be entitled to one vote and no more, no proxies shall

be allowed, and no one shall be considered a stockholder

unless he has one share fully paid up.

ARTICLE VI I. Meetings of Stockholders. The reg-

ular meetings of the company shall be held quarterly, on

the second Monday in January, April, July and October,

and the January meeting shall be the annual meeting for

the election of directors.

ARTICLE VI 1 1. Board of Directors. Section i. The
affairs of this company shall be under the control of a

board of seven directors, who shall be elected at the annual

meeting in January, and hold office one year, or until their

successors are duly elected and qualified.

Sec. 2. The board shall elect a president and secre-

tary from their number, who shall prepare stock certificates

and issue and sign the same, and make all transfers.

Sec. j. The board shall select and fix the compensa-
tion of a treasurer and business manager, who shall be the

same person, but not a member of the board, and who
shall give bond in a sum to be fixed by the board, but in

no case less than one-half of the capital stock, which bond

shall provide that said manager and treasurer shall well

and truly account to the company for all moneys and

property coming into his hands, and that he will turn the

same over to his successor unimpaired.
Sec. 4. The board shall also provide a membership
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card, to be furnished to any person eligible to membership,
and who shall make a regular application for membership,

agreeing to give the greater portion of his patronage to the

store and take his dividends in stock until he shall have ten

shares paid up. The price of said card shall be fifty cents,

which sum shall go to the educational fund.

Sec. 5. The board shall prepare semi-annual state-

ments showing the financial condition of the company,
and report the same to the company in April and October.

Sec. 6. The board shall appoint two stockholdrs who
shall audit the books and accounts of the company
immediately prior to the publication of the semi-annual

statement.

Sec. 7. The members of the board must all be stock-

holders in the company, and it shall have power to fill any

vacancy that may occur by resignation, or otherwise, until

the next annual election of directors.

ARTICLE IX. Officers and their Duties. Section z.

The president shall preside at all meetings of the company
or board of directors, but in his absence a chairman may
be chosen. He shall also have general supervision of the

business, have access, when necessary, to books, bills, and

papers, inquire into finances, and require from the manager
statements and information concerning the condition of

the company, and call special meetings of the board, or of

the company, when, in his judgment, it is necessary,

or when a majority of the board, or of the company,

require it

Sec. 2. The secretary shall have charge of the

stock book, and other books, papers and documents of

the company, and shall keep a correct record of the

proceedings of all meetings of the company and of the

board.

Sec. j. In addition to the duties enumerated in

Article VIII of the by-laws, the business manager shall
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employ all his assistants and fix their compensation,

subject to the approval of the board. He shall devote

his entire time to the business, and manage it to the

best of his ability, and in the true interests of the com-

pany, and the advancement of the great principles of

co-operation.

ARTICLE X. Transfers of Stock. Members desiring

to dispose of their stock shall first offer their shares to the

company at their par value. In case the funds of the

company will not permit the purchase of the same, or the

seller will not accept the price or terms offered by the

board, then the seller may dispose of his stock to any one

eligible to become a member, and in case he cannot so dispose

of it, then the board shall post a notice of the sale of such

stock in a conspicuous place in the store, and at the expir-

ation of ten days shall sell such stock to the highest bidder

who is eligible to membership.
ARTICLE XL Loan Capital. After a stockholder

has ten shares paid up he is entitled to draw out any
interest or dividend annually, but in case he permits the

same to remain with the company, or in case he advances

money in starting the business, over and above his limit

of stock, such dividends, interest or advances of money
shall be considered loan capital, and he shall be paid such

annual rate of interest for the same as the board may agree
to pay, not to exceed six per cent.

ARTICLE XII. Applications for Membership. All

applications for membership must be signed by the

applicant and by a stockholder and shall be carefully

investigated and acted upon by the board, a majority vote

electing the member.

ARTICLE XIII. Dues. All members shall pay one

dollar on application, and not less than twenty-five cents

a week regular dues until such payments and his dividends

on purchase or labor and interest on paid up capital shall
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have fully paid up ten shares of stock, but this article

shall not debar those who take a membership card and

who cannot afford to pay regular dues. To aid such

persons is one of the grandest works of co-operation.

ARTICLE XIV. Quorums. In all meetings of this

company one-third of the members in number or one-fifth

in interest shall be a quorum, and in all meetings of the

board a majority of their number shall be a quorum.
ARTICLE XV. Complaints. The board, on receiving

in writing suggestions or complaints in relation to the

quality or price of goods supplied at the store, or* respect-

ing the conduct of any of its employes, shall investigate

and take measures to have rectified whatever may be found

wrong.
ARTICLE XVI. The Profits. The net profits accru-

ing to this company shall be disposed of according to the

constitution, giving to non-members one-half the dividend

paid to members.

ARTICLE XVII. Amendments. Any alterations or

amendments to these by-laws must be proposed in writing
one meeting, at least, previous to action being taken

thereon, and can only be adopted by a two-thirds vote of

a quorum of the board.

The above by-laws contain the essential provisions for

the organization and management of a retail family supply
store. Of course, each company would change name,
amount of capital, etc.

,
and perhaps make some alterations

to adapt them to various circumstances.

"Co-operation is a science and not a passing incident

of the industrial movement, to be discarded or supple-
mented by something better after it has served its purpose.

It is the highest of social sciences it deals with the social

and industrial relation of man in all their ramifications

it is the normal condition of man under a high state of

civilization it is practical Christianity.
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* 'The science of co-operation cannot be mastered in

weeks, months, or years. At present many regard it as a

scheme to make money only, and engage in it in that

spirit, but persons having no higher conception of co-oper-

ation are not likely to succeed such persons should

uncover their head and wash their feet before entering
even the vestibule of true co-operation.

"Co-operators can't be held together by signs or pass-

words, or verbal obligations, or constitutions or by-laws on

paper; sound morality, a spirit of justice and lofty intelli-

gence are the cohesive principles which hold true

co-operators in bonds of unity. For this reason, in admit-

ting members, the greatest care should be exercised in

carrying out Articles two and three of this constitution.
4

'Correct ideas always precede successful action, there-

fore a thorough knowledge of the causes of industrial and

social evils, and the power of co-operation to remedy them,
should be acquired by the members before attempting any

co-operative project. Knowledge and not capital is the

potent agency which will ultimately make co-operation a

success.

"To secure this knowledge the people must look more

to themselves than to lecturers. The lecturer may awake

a few sleepers, but he is expensive, as half the money
necessary to give a lecture would flood the whole com-

munity with co-operative literature that would do infinitely

more good than the lecture. n

The beauty of the plan here given is, that it excludes

no one on account of poverty and the dividends are made
to the purchaser according to the amount of goods pur-

chased. Every member thus becomes interested in the suc-

cess of the enterprise. The. goods are sold at a reasonable

price, much below the usual figure, but still at a per cent,

of profit that will pay interest on the money invested by
the stockholders, the running expenses of the enterprise,
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and liberal dividends to the purchasers. The patronage of

those not members who are induced to trade by the low

prices and quality of goods helps to swell the dividends

of the purchasing members. The employes are also pro-

vided for in the distribution of profits. Where the enter-

prise is organized by the Wheel, Alliance or other organi-

zation, provisions should be made in the by-laws to have

two-thirds of its stockholders members of the Order. The

management can then be kept within the control of that

organization and can become a part of the grand system of

co-operation which we hope to see at an early day. Great

care should be exercised in the selection of a business man-

ager. He should be a man in whom the utmost confidence

can be placed, and of unquestioned business capacity. He
should be particularly qualified for the business which he

is expected to take charge of. He should be experienced.

The difference between the wages of a first-class business

man and one" of indifferent qualifications is a mere baga-
telle in the matter. It is better to economize anywhere else

than in the wages paid the business manager. His ever

watchful eye, his ability, energy and spirit will contribute

more than any one thing to the success of the enterprise.

He can not be expected to work for less wages than his labor

will command in the market. If a man can be obtained

that can command a salary of one hundred dollars per
month in the market if other mercantile establishments

can afford that sum it is evidence of his fitness, and little

fear need be entertained on account of the business man-

agement of such a man. We are aware of the fact that

there are men who are penurious enough to begrudge a

man such wages, and will urge that the principles of the

Order are opposed to high wages. But it is exactly the

reverse. The object of the Order is to establish a price on

everything according to its merits and real worth, and inde-

pendent of unnatural and unjust manipulation. It is this
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( '

penny wise and pound foolish ' ' nonsense that is standing
in the way of legitim ; i and necessary reform. It has its

origin in selfishness and a lack of proper appreciation of

the real merits of things.

The sooner people see that it is better to pay a prac-

tical business man a salary of one thousand or twelve

hundred dollars a year to make an enterprise successful

and save them thousands of dollars, than to pay an ineffi-

cient one three or four hundred dollars to make it a failure,

the better it will be for them. If a farmer has a horse to

sell that is worth one hundred dollars in the market, he

may hardly be expected to sell him for fifty dollars. It is

possible to make a mistake and pay a three hundred dollar

man a thousand dollar salary, but you will hardly be able

to obtain the services of a man worth one thousand dollars,

and who can command that salary in other stores or make

it by establishing one of his own, for three hundred

dollars. We do not wish to be understood that all enter-

prises of this nature will have a sufficient volume of

business to justify the payment of a thousand dollar

salary. In many instances the business will be limited,

and the expenses must necessarily be so. But in cases

where enterprises are centrally located and sharp competi-

tion is to be expected where it is possible to do a large

trade a good practical business manager is indispensable.

Men may say that they do not make that amount of money
on their farms. We answer, they never will until success-

ful co-operation is established, and monopoly and high

prices are abolished. Another very common mistake is

to employ a manager and then to proceed with him as

though he were a thief or a fool, by tying him up and

restricting him to such an extent that he is almost power-
less to accomplish any good. This method has been

practiced to such an extent that the manager could hardly

make an order for a dozen spools of thread without
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convening the board of directors. Such a narrow and

contracted policy is almost sure to result disastrously. It

is evidence of the incapacity of the directors. If you
think your manager is going to steal, or don' t understand

his business, discharge him and get one in whom you have

confidence. If you can't find such a man you had better

employ yourselves to run the business. If the plan given
is adopted, and the people are thoroughly in earnest and

secure a good manager, restricted with a liberal code of

rules, there need be no fear whatever of its success. The
outsider is benefited by the low price of goods, and every

member, whether a stockholder or not, is interested in

giving the enterprise the largest volume of trade possible.

This plan will suit those who are cautious and hesitating,

as they can take it in broken doses until their constitution

will stand larger ones. It gives them a chance to test the

efficacy of co-operation without any risk or responsibility.

It will be a true test of the sincerity of those who make
loud professions of being

"
Agricultural Wheelers,

" and

apostles of co-operation. It will lay bare the selfish ambi-

tion of those who have an u axe to grind." If it is desired

to establish an enterprise on a different basis, one in which

the stockholders alone shall share the profits of the busi-

ness, we give below a form of articles of association for

that purpose.

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION,

Of Co-operative Society, County of

State of

Section i. The object of this Association shall be to

buy and sell goods, wares and merchandise, perform and

transact a general mercantile business.

Sec. 2. This association shall have the power to sue

and be sued, plead and be impleaded, answer and be

answered, to make a common seal, to alter or break the
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same, and to do all things of right, done by individual cit-

izens of the State of

Sec. j. The capital stock of this association shall be

$ and shall be composed of

shares, of $25 each, and the business may be commenced

when per cent, of the capital stock shall have

been subscribed, and per cent, of the subscribed

stock paid in, and shall continue until dissolved by a

majority vote of the capital stock.

Sec. 4. Any person may become a stockholder of the

capital stock of this association to the amount of . . . .

shares, and no more; but two-thirds of the subscribed

stock shall belong to members of the AGRICULTURAL

WHEEL, or other labor organization.

Sec. 5. Each share of the capital stock shall entitle

the owner thereof to one vote in the election of officers of

the association: Provided, THAT IN NO CASE SHALL ANY
VOTE BE CAST BY PROXY, and no one shall cast more votes

than the number of shares of stock to which members
are limited.

Sec. 6. The domicil of this association shall be deter-

mined by a majority vote of the capital stock, at the first

meeting after the requisite amount of the capital stock has

been subscribed, and a sufficient amount paid in to authorize

the organization, and when located, may, at any time

thereafter, be removed to any other location by a two-

thirds vote of the capital stock
; Provided, Sixty days'

notice of the proposed removal be given to the stockholders,

by publication in some newspaper printed in the county.

Sec. 7. It shall be the duty of the stockholders of this

association, at their first meeting,, and afterwards on the

last Saturday in each year, to elect not less than five, nor

more than eleven of their number, each of whom shall be

a member in good standing of the Agricultural Wheel or

other labor organization, as a board of directors, who shall
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serve for one year, except the first board of directors, who
shall serve until the last Saturday in the year of their

election
;
and the board of directors, upon their election,

shall at once organize by electing one of their number

president, and another secretary of said board of directors.

Sec. 8. At the first or second meeting, the board of

directors shall elect a business manager, who shall have a

good English education, and be a stockholder in this asso-

ciation, who shall hold his position during the will of the

board of directors, or for a specified time, and who shall

give a good and sufficient bond to the board of directors for

the faithful accounting of all merchandise, and payment
of all sums of money that may come into his hands by
reason of his position as business manager ;

but no percent-

age or perquisites shall be allowed him.

Sec. 9. The board of directors shall establish rules and

by-laws for the collection of subscriptions to the capital

stock, and do any and all necessary acts pertaining to the

management of the affairs of this association
; they shall

supervise and control the business
; inspect the books of

the business manager ;
make settlements with him at least

once in six months
;

fix the rate of per cent, to be charged
on the goods; declare - dividends

;
call meetings of the

stockholders
;

fill vacancies in the office of business man-

ager ; employ assistance for the business manager, and fix

the wages to be paid them, etc.
,
etc.

Sec. 10. Subscriptions to the capital stock of this

association may be taken as follows:

i st. In cash.

ad per cent, of the capital stock

subscribed for in cash, and the balance in notes to this

association, payable in one and two years, bearing interest

at the rate of ten per centum per annum from date, and

secured by deeds of trust upon improved unincumbered
real estate, worth at least twice as much as the amount of
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the notes; which done, the stock shall be certified on the

books as paid up stock.

3d per cent, in cash, and the bal-

ance in installments, as they may be called by the board

of directors.

Sec. ii. The association shall issue certificates of

stock, signed by the president and secretary, and attested

by the seal of the association, which may be in the follow-

ing form:

No.

18 . . .

THIS CERTIFICATE entitles the holder thereof to

shares of the capital stock of the MER-
CANTILE CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION, of

in county, State of

President.

Secretary.

Sec 12. No stockholder shall hold stock in the name
of any other person, and any stockholder who holds stock

for another, and votes said stock, shall forfeit to the asso-

ciation all the stock he may own, and all stock voted in

violation of this section shall be forfeited to the asso-

ciation.

Sec. ij. Any person purchasing capital stock of

this association of individuals, shall notify the secretary of

the board of directors, at least ten days before the annual

meeting of the stockholders, and have his name enrolled

on the books of the association as a stockholder, and no

stock shall be allowed a vote that is not enrolled in the

name of the proper owner.

Sec. 14. A majority of the shares of stock actually

sold shall constitute a quorum of the stockholders, and a

majority of the board of directors shall constitute a quo-

rum for the transaction cf business.

Sec. 15. Any person who by reason of inheritance,
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or otherwise, who shall become the owner of capital stock

of the association in excess of the limitation under the

laws of the association, shall report the fact, with the

amount of stock held above the limit, to the board of direc-

tors, whomay buy the stock, at not exceeding its par value,

for the benefit of the association: but under no circum-

stances shall said excess of stock be entitled to representa-

tion in the annual election; provided, however, said stock

shall share in the profits of the association the same as any
other stock.

Sec. 1 6. The stockholders, by a two-thirds vote of

the stock represented at the annual meeting, may amend

these articles of association, and may increase or decrease

the capital stock of the association.

Sec. 17. No stock dividend shall ever be made.

Sec. 1 8. No credits shall be given to any person by
this association, except upon ample security. The board

of directors may give credit to stockholders upon the deposit

of their stock with the association as security, to the amount

of fifty per cent, of their PAID up stock and no more.

Sec. 19. No dividends or interest shall be paid to any

person indebted to this association in cash; but all such

dividends or interest shall be credited upon their indebted-

ness.

Sec 20. Any stockholder of unpaid up stock of this

association, who shall fail to pay assessments made by the

board of directors within .... days after the same shall

be due and payable, notice of such assessment having been

given by publication in some newspaper published in the

c ounty, shall forfeit to the association the said unpaid stock,

or the same shall be sold, or a sufficient amount thereof

(if more than one share) to pay said assessment, as the

board of directors may elect.

Sec. 21. No stockholder shall receive a dividend on
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a larger amount of money than lie has actually paid in.

Sec. 22. We, the undersigned, agree and bind our-

selves, severally, to take the amount of stock set opposite

our respective names, in the Co-OPERATivE ASSOCIATION

of in the County of .

State of and pay all assessments thereon

made by the board of directors :

NAMES.
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Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and Florida have estab-

lished Exchanges by which the farmers are enabled to

save the vast profits on merchandise, and the sale of

their products that now go into tne pockets of middle-

men; and,

WHEREAS, Cotton, corn, wheat and other products

of farmers cannot be handled by farmers and direct trade

had with manufacturers and consumers without an Ex-

change; and,

WHEREAS, An Exchange is absolutely necessary to

give financial standing in the commercial world to the

State, county and subordinate agents, so that in any case

of rejection of cotton or other products sold for the reason

of overgrading, loss of weight, or unsoundness, financial

reparation can be had without delay or doubt; and,

WHEREAS, Said agents cannot purchase many articles

direct from manufacturers and supplies from farmers and

other State Agents without the assistance of an Ex-

change; and,

WHEREAS, It has been and is demonstrated that in

the selling of cotton and other produce, the farmer can

save all commission and expenses that now go to the

middle-men, and sell and ship direct to manufactories in

this country and Europe through the use of an Exchange.

PLAN OF THE EXCHANGE.

We, the Executive Committee of the State Wheel of

Arkansas, and the Exchange Committee appointed for

the purpose of revising the Georgia plan of Exchange so

as to apply to the convenience and necessities of the

people of Arkansas, do, by the authority vested in us by
the State Wheel of Arkansas, hereby adopt the following

plan and laws to govern the Exchange:
i. The name of the corporation shall be the

Farmers' and Laborers' Union Exchange of Arkansas.
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2. The purposes for which this corporation is

organized are: To conduct a general mercantile busi-

ness. To act as agent for the purchase and sale of all

kinds of farm and orchard products, and general forward-

ing agent for all kinds of commodities. To erect, manage
and operate warehouses, stockyards, grain elevators and

packing establishments. To manufacture guano or other

fertilizers, and all such other enterprises as may be found

necessary or advisable to profit and betterment.

3. This corporation shall have the power by and

under its corporate name to enjoy the following rights and

privileges, to-wit: It shall be capable in law to purchase,

receive and hold and enjoy, lands, goods, chattels and

property of any kind and effects whatsoever; the same to

grant, sell, mortgage and dispose of, sue and be sued,

plead and be impleaded, contract and be contracted with,

to make a common seal, to alter or break the same, to

establish and put in execution by-laws governing the

the corporation, to issue and float debenture or other

bonds, and to do a printing and publishing business.

4. The capital stock of this corporation shall be

$100,000, divided into four thousand shares of.$25 each

25 per cent, of stock subscribed to be paid in during the year

1889, the remainder in three installments of 25 per cent,

annually, and when $10,000 is paid in the Board of

Directors shall begin operations.

5. The term for which this corporation shall exist

shall be ninety-nine years.

6. Subscriptions for shares of capital stock shall be

made by Wheels, Alliances, Unions and members of the

same, and shall be accompanied by 25 per cent, in cash

of the amount of subscription.

7. It is hereby understood or agreed that each

Wheel, Alliance or Union adopting this exchange system,

and thereby ratifiying this plan, is firmly bound to sub-
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scribe for and make settlement on stock as above specified,

to the number of shares dne from it under the following

schedule of ability, to wit: Those having less than

twenty-five members shall be apportioned one share;

twenty-five to fifty members, two shares, fifty to seventy-

five members, three shares; seventy-five to one hundred

members, four shares; all above one hundred members,
five shares; provided that this shall not prevent any
subordinate body from taking as many shares as they
choose.

8. Each subordinate body or member, holding one-

or more shares of stock in his Exchange, shall be entitled

to one trustee stockholder, who shall be elected annually
at the regular election of officers [except individuals who
shall represent their own stock]. He shall represent

such subordinate body in the county meeting of trustee

stockholders, and shall be entitled to as many votes as

he represents shares of stock. The county convention of

trustee stockholders shall, at a regular annual meeting,
elect from their number, one delegate for all shares of

stock owned in that county, who shall be known as

county trustee stockholder, and authorized to represent

the stock held in that county in the State meetings of the

trustee stockholders of the corporation, and shall be

entitled to as many votes as he represents shares of stock.

Each trustee stockholder shall be the representative of

the Exchange in his Wheel, Alliance or Union, and shall

give bond to the amount of one-half of the stock held by
such subordinate body for the faithful performance of

duty.

9. For the purpose of giving this movement tangible
form and insuring its success, the Executive Committee

of the State Wheel, together with the Committee of

Exchange, the President of the State Wheel and Presi-

dent of the Farmers' Alliance of Arkansas, shall constitute
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a Board of Directors to carry into effect the plan here

adopted. They shall designate a General Manager and

elect a Treasurer, both of whom shall give bond in suffi-

cient amount to cover all monies and effects which may
come into their hands, said bond to be approved by the

Board of Directors. A majority of this Board of Directors

shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

As soon as $10,000 of the capital stock has been paid in,

the Treasurer shall make the same known to the President

of the Board of Directors, and he shall thereupon issue a

.call for a meeting of the County Trustee Stockholders, in

the city of L,ittle Rock. At this meeting, the stock-

holders shall proceed to organize the Exchange, for the

purpose of transacting such business as is set forth in the

purposes for which it was organized. They shall elect

from their number a Board of Directors, composed of two

from each Congressional District and one from the State

at large. They shall also adopt such by-laws for the gov-

ernment of the Exchange as they see proper.

10. The State meeting of the County Trustee Stock-

holders shall be held annually at the same time and place

as the regular annual meeting of the State Wheel or

Union.

11. The Board of Directors shall elect from their

number a President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treas-

urer. They may employ or discharge such assistants as

is necessary, taking sufficient bonds to cover all responsi-

bility reposed. They shall enact such suitable laws and

regulations as the exigencies of circumstances require,

subject to approval by the next meeting of stockholders,

but all such by-laws and regulations shall have the full

force of law until the stockholders shall have refused to

concur in them.

12. At the written request of five of the Directors,

the President of the Board shall call a special meeting of
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the Board of Directors to meet any emergency that may
arise between the regular annual meetings of the County
Trustee Stockholders.

13. All moneys arising from subscriptions to stock,

dues and initiation fees, shall be forwarded to the Treas-

urer selected, first by the Board of Trustees, and afterward

by the stockholders, who shall issue his receipt for the

same, together with a certificate stating the amount of

stock subscribed and the amount paid in, to the Secretary
of the subordinate body subscribing the same; and the

business manager shall issue to each member of said body,
who has contributed $i or more, a certificate of mem-

bership in the Farmers' and Laborers' Exchange of

Arkansas, and said certificate shall entitle such member
to all the benefits of the Exchange together with a vote

in the selection of its Trustee Stockholder. Said certifi-

cate shall not be transferable, and any members using it

or permitting it to be used for the benefit of any other

person not entitled to the benefit of the Exchange, shall

forfeit the same with all the privileges to which said cer-

tificate entitles him.

14. No person who has not contributed $i or

more to the Exchange fund shall be entitled to the

benefits thereof. And no member who has contributed

more than $i shall be entitled to any special privi-

leges, either in voting for Trustee Stockholders or extra

privileges in trade.

15. The money raised for the purpose herein set

forth shall constitute a trust-fund, which shall be used for

the purposes herein mentioned, and for no other purpose.
It shall at all times be subject to the disposal of the Board
of Directors and the General Manager of the Exchange,
who shall act under and in accordance with the instruc-

tions of the Board of Directors. A two-thirds majority of

the Stockholders shall have power to dissolve this cor-
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poration; in which event, or any other event that may
terminate in the dissolution of this Exchange, all funds on

hand after all debts are paid, shall be returned pro-rata to

the subordinate bodies and individuals holding the stock

of said corporation.

1 6. Under no circumstances shall any cash divi-

dends be declared until the capital stock shall have

reached the authorized amount of $100,000. But at the

end of each fiscal year, which shall terminate on the 3Oth
of June, the Directors shall have prepared a statement of

the financial condition of the Exchange, which statement

shall be sufficiently explicit and comprehensive to be

easily understood by the stockholders.

17. When the Exchange shall have been in opera-

tion four years, or at the end of the fiscal year 1893, the

profits accruing from the business shall be the basis of a

distribution of new stock among those then holding the

stock of the corporation, to wit: To those who have sub-

scribed stock in 1889, 50 per cent.; to those who
subscribed stock during the year 1890, 25 per cent.; to

those who subscribed stock in 1891, 15 per cent.; and to

those who subscribed stock in 1892, 10 per cent. Said

distribution to be made on the basis of capital actually

paid in.

1 8. Until further arrangements are made, the funds

of the Exchange shall be deposited in the bank at Little

Rock and shall not be drawn out except upon the order of

the Board of Directors."

The above Constitution can be altered or amended so

as to suit the condition of members in any State, and such

by-laws adopted as will be necessary to carry out the

provisions of the Constitution.

Space forbids us here to give this subject the atten-

tion which its importance demands. If properly discussed
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it would fill a large volume. The possibilities of co-oper-

ative work are absolutely without limit.

Next in importance, to the farmer and laborer, to

the subject just treated is co-operative manufacturing.
The necessity of this is obvious to all. Enough has

already been done in this direction to demonstrate its

success and utility. When the farmers, especially those

of the South and West, get tired of paying three and one-

half dollars for a pair of boots that cost in the East one

dollar and fifty cents to manufacture, they will begin to

see the importance of this branch of co-operation. When
they once realize the silliness of shipping their cotton,

hides, hemp and other raw materials from the farm, over

the railroads at which they make such loud complaint on

account of exorbitant rates of freight, then shipping them

back again, besides paying various profits to commission

men, manufacturers, merchants and others who handle the

goods, they will cease to kick at one dollar assessments

and other plans of raising means to emancipate them

from a system that is, to say the least, no credit to intelli-

gent men to continue for any considerable length of time.

We sometimes think the farmers and laborers ought to

follow the example of the young man who permitted
himself to be influenced by his ' * best girl

' ' to spend five

dollars for ice cream, candy and other little trifles which

her feminine taste prompted her to ask of him. Returing
home he held an indignation meeting,

c * reconsidered the

matter ' ' and unanimously passed a resolution that he had

acted a u
gol darned fool." He then tied himself to

the bed-post and administered a sound thrashing, accom-

panied by such ejaculations as,
" You go and act a

(whack) fool again (whack), will you? You spend five

dollars (whack) on a girl again because she has pretty

eyes (whack) and rosy lips! You idiot (whack), let me
see you going (whack) to another picnic (whack) this
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summer! You're a pretty (whack) fellow to be caught
with (whack) such small bait Now take that (whack,

whack, whack) and go and hide yourself for the rest of

the day, you born fool!"

The farmers can hardly fail to see the importance of

establishing co-operative business enterprises. The sub-

ject of co-operation presents a wide field for the employment
of the talent and means of labor organizations. We fre-

quently hear it urged that co-operation is a failure and

the experience of the Grange is cited as an example. It

is unfortunately true that the history of co-operation in

the Grange abounds with failures, and but few of the

many enterprises which it established are still stemming
the tide. But these few are evidence that when properly

managed co-operation is a success. The history of the

failures of co-operative enterprises in the Grange should

furnish a lesson to the Wheel, Alliance and other organi-

zations that they will do well to profit by that of

learning and shunning the rocks which wrecked the

efforts of the Grange. The trouble with the Grange
and the same may be said of other organizations was

that is was born of the necessity of the hour and sprang up
like a mushroom, giving the people no time for preparation
to accept the new situation and educate themselves in

their new relation to trade. It was want of education and

experience. The Wheel, Alliance and other organiza-
tions have the lamp of past experience to guide their feet,

and are proceeding with a caution born of knowledge erf

past failure. We shall be surprised if their intelligence

does not conceive methods which will be crowned with

success. True, there will be failures, but each failure

will discover some new obstacle to overcome, and we
doubt not that the wisdom of the Order will be abundantly
able to apply the proper remedy.



CHAPTER IX.

SOCIAL FEATURES OF THE UNION.

Another important feature of the Union which

renders it almost indispensable to the farmers, is the oppor-

tunity it offers themselves and families to cultivate the

social relations, and attain to a higher degree of civiliza-

tion. Few who have not been residents of the country
can rightly understand the monotony of the farmer's life.

Day after day he and his family pursue the same ap-

pointed round of toil. There is no change, save the

regular recurrence of the Sabbath, and attendance upon
religious services, when such privileges are accessible.

During the busy season, constant toil leaves but little

leisure on the hands of any member of the household;
but when the long winters set in, and several months
of comparative 'inactivity is forced upon them, the

monotony is hard to bear. It is always felt, even by
the dullest. Visiting is rare, and as a rule is not encour-

aged. Strange to say, the majority of our farmers do not

value social intercourse, yet no one needs it more. He
usually lives a lonely and secluded life, rarely going beyond
the limits of his farm, except to town, the country store

or post-office on business. Occasionally a circus, or some

traveling show draws the farmer and his family out of

their seclusion, but with this exception the monotony is

unbroken. No wonder, then, that with constant toil

and unbroken solitude as his only companions, the farmer

should be a careworn, prematurely old man. No human
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being can exist without a certain amount of recreation

and change. If these be denied, the whole mental and

moral nature must suffer. To change this indifference of

the farmer to social pleasure and relaxation is one of the

grand objects of the Order. But, however oppressive
this isolated condition may be to -the farmer and his

sons, it is - immeasurably more so to his wife and

daughter. Women are much more dependent upon soci-

ety than men. Monotony affects them more quickly and

more powerfully, and they need more relaxation and amuse-

ment than men. Yet how dreary is the lot of the

farmer's wife and daughter. Theirs is a life of constant

toil the same routine day after day, week after week
with scarcely a break in it. A funeral, or a wedding, or a

county fair, are great events in their existence, as they

bring them together with their neighbors and afford them

some little society. But, as a rule, the loneliness of their

lives is unbroken. They are, for the most part, confined

to the limits of the farm. It is not because the farmer and

his family are not calculated to enjoy themselves in each

other's society, as well as other people. Who that has

attended a county fair, picnic, or other public gathering,

where amusement was the object, has failed to mark the

noisy and, what city folk would term unnecessary mirth of

the farmers' wives and daughters? These outbursts

of mirth and loud peals of laughter may, to some, seem

ridiculous; but they are natural. They are the assertion

of the protest of nature against the long and dreary

restraint that has been put upon them, and the mirth

of these women is as natural and irresistible as the song of

the long imprisoned bird escaping from its cage. They
laugh and enjoy themselves because they have been silent

and care-burdened so long. Such occasions, such oppor-

tunities for enjoyment come rarely to them, and they are

quick to take advantage of them. Their time for pleasure
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is brief and they make the most of it Then they go back

to their dreary monotony at home, for no matter how com-

fortable the home, how liberal the provisions of the

husband and father, there is a monotony and loneliness

about it which the most loving wife and dutiful daughter
feels most keenly. To the watchful care, the unremitting
and unselfish efforts of the cleanly housewife depends all

the comforts of home. Few women but what like to

render home as attractive as possible; this requires work

and care, and the wife is obliged to make a slave of her-

self, working from daylight to bedtime through the long
hot summer days until nature itself fairly gives way. I

do not exaggerate; I have seen the haggard looks and

heard the weary sighs of overworked farmers' wives. I

have seen broad acres of highly cultivated land groaning
under the abundant crops, good houses and barns, and fine

stock, but the order and cleanliness that reigned in-doors

in harvest time, when twenty hungry men sat around the

farmer's table, were too often purchased at the price of the

premature old age of the wife. Anything that will break

in upon this tread-mill life which, though not quite uni-

versal, is altogether too common, should be hailed with

joy by the farmer and his family.

The Order, proposes to change this state of affairs, and

render the farmers and their families one of the greatest

services towards making his life happy that can be done for

him. It offers them the means of improving their social

intercourse, of adding to their pleasures, and of improving
their condition mentally as well as socially.

Mankind, in their natures, are social beings, and when
in solitude all pine for social and friendly intercourse. This

being an organization designed more especially for farmers

than any other class, we say that its social features are par-

ticularly pleasing, and well adapted to meet the necessity
which exists for some method to bring them and their
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wives and families together, so that they may know each

other better, and be brought into a closer connection and

sympathy than now exists. If there is anything which

tends to break up the humdrum life which the farmers have

been living, and are living, it should be fostered with every

possible means. Of all the evils that fetter and hamper
this class of our people, there is nothing so destructive to

that happiness human beings were permanently destined

to enjoy, as the seclusion in which they drag out their lives.

Isolated from the arena of business life, with nothing to

stimulate thought, they too often live and die strangers to

those finer and nobler feelings which are so readily nur-

tured by commingling of society. To whatsoever cause it

may be accredited the farming class are not as socially

inclined as they were in the early history of the country

when they would walk ten miles to attend a house-raising

of a week-day or preaching on Sunday. This disposition

of itself tends to a neglect of the common interests, and

the nurturing of those passions and prejudices so frequently

manifested during times of political excitement. In the

monthly meetings of the subordinate Unions, the farmers

of a community are brought together twelve times a year

if no oftener, and should be accompanied with their wives

and daughters. The ordinary proceedings of each meet-

ing should be such as to interest and instruct them, and

place them in a happy frame of mind for the cultivation

and promotion of social relations. Acquaintances are made,
new friendships are formed, and old ones strengthened.

The farmer is taught that the world does not end for him

at the boundaries of his farm; that there are hopes, fears,

joys and sorrows beyond his domain in which it his duty
to take an interest; that the fields for the cultivation of the

intellect are broader than his acres of wheat, and more

extensive than his fields of corn; that there is a moral, an

intellectual, and social side to farm life. That if he would
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make his boys perfect men he must give them opportuni-
ties of social intercourse and intellectual development. He
must teach them that the fields of ambition, the places of

trust, the rewards of society are as open to the honest,

upright and intelligent farmer as they are to other classes.

The entire farming community is bound together by the

bonds which unite men working for a common cause. A
few hours is spent in pleasant intercourse. The week or

the month has one bright spot in it for those who have

taken part in the meeting. The farmer is taught that

social relaxation and pleasure are a necessity of human

existence, and the duty of granting these to his family and

dependents is made an obligation which he is bound to

comply with. The social condition of the farmer hereto-

fore has been anything but satisfactory. But few have

realized the importance of social relaxation; a less number
have taken it or granted it to their families. The tenden-

cies have been for the 'farmers to transform themselves and

families into wheat, corn and cotton producing machines;
to consider himself and help as he did his mules and

horses, as capable of producing so many bushels of wheat

or corn or so many bales of cotton. Of business methods

they have studied but little. It is rare that a farmer is

able to tell how much it cost him to produce a bushel of

corn or of wheat, a pound of beef, pork or butter, or a ton

of hay. Such a state of affairs can not be corrected in a

month or a year. These evils have taken root and are

deeply seated. Young men who have grown up on the

farm, and are naturally timid, shrink from mingling in

the society of those who have had opportunities to culti-

vate those traits which enables them to appear in public
with that ease and grace which opens to him avenues of

success which his less favored brother does not reach;
while on the other hand the more ambitious young man
of the farm, tired and disgusted with its hum-drum life,
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tears himself away from the home-nest to seek his fortune

in the city. The history of the wrecks of many lives of

noble young men who might otherwise have been success-

ful, attests the many obstacles in the way of those who
have thus sought to better their condition. But the Union
and other labor organizations have it in their power to

eradicate these evils. The greatest obstacle to the accom-

plishment of this is the farmers themselves. The regular

meetings of the Order are doing much towards accom-

plishing this object. In the first place it brings together
the farmers of a neighborhood, old and young, men and

women, and, if it did nothing more, it would not have been

established in vain. A portion of the time, however, is

spent in the discussion of topics that are of special interest

to the farmers. The best crops for particular lands, the

best methods of cultivation, the experience of different

members, the cost of different kinds of crops, those which

pay the best any questions, the solution or discussion of

which tend to make better farmers, are discussed. The
women may read essays or choice selections on the various

duties of their departments, and thus learn to be better

housewives. The exercises from month to month can be

varied sometimes social and moral questions may be

considered, and at others, questions of a literary character.

Some who are inclined to see a humbug in every new

movement, no matter what its character, are opposed to

the admission of women into the Order. Upon what

grounds this opposition is based depends, to some extent,

on the character of the individual who makes it, and the

extent of his observations as to the influence which woman

has, in all ages, exerted on the cause of reform. In

all meetings of the Order, in all its gatherings for pleas-

ure, the two sexes are brought together, and placed upon
an equality, and the farmer is thus quietly and forcibly

reminded that ids wife and daughters are ladies, entitled
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to all the courtesies and attentions of polite society, and

not mere drudges, charged with the household work.

The field for usefulness of women is gradually and

justly widening, and many avenues of trade and the

professions, which were formerly closed against her, are

now thrown open. In many of these she has entered and

attained a degree of success, which has proved the fallacy

of the theory, that woman's only and proper sphere was

to wrestle with pots and skillets and perform the drudgery
incident to the kitchen. Woman's presence exercises a

moral influence in all the exercises of the Order, which

makes itself felt in the attainment of its objects. We
know of no reason which can be urged against the admis-

sion of women in the organization which cannot, with

equal propriety, be urged against the majority of men.
"A woman of true intelligence is a blessing at home,

in her circle of friends, and in society. Wherever she

goes, she carries with her a health-giving influence.

There is a beautiful harmony about her character that at

once inspires a respect which soon warms into love. The
influence of such a woman in society is of the most salu-

tary kind. She strengthens right principles in the

virtuous, incites the selfish and indifferent to good actions,

and gives to even the light and frivolous a taste for food

more substantial than the frothy gossip with which they
seek to recreate their minds. ' '

Thackeray says: "It is better for you to pass an even-

ing, once or twice a week, in a lady's drawing room, even

though the conversation is slow, and you know the girl's

song by heart, than in a club, a tavern, or a pit of a

theater. All amusements of youth, to which virtuous

women are not admitted, rely on it, are deleterious in their

nature. All men who avoid female society have dull per-

ceptions, and are stupid, or have gross tastes, and revolt

against what is pure. Your club swaggerers, who are
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sucking the butts of billiard cues all night, call female

society insipid. Poetry is uninspiring to a jockey; beauty
has no charms for a blind man; music does not please a

poor beast who does not know one tune from another; but

as a pure epicure is hardly tired of water, sauces, and

brown bread and butter, I protest I can sit for a whole

evening talking with a well regulated kindly woman about

her girl Fanny, or her boy Frank, and like the evening's

entertainment. One of the great benefits derived by man
from a woman's society, is that he is bound to be respectful

to her. The habit is of great good to your moral men,

depend upon it. Our education makes us the most

eminently selfish men in the world. "

uNo community has ever exhibited the refinements

of civilization and social order, where women were held

in contempt and their rights not properly respected and

reserved. Degrade woman and you degrade man more.

She is the fluid of the thermometer of society, placed

there by the hand of the great Creator. Man may injure

the instrument, but can neither destroy or provide a

substitute for the mercury. Her rights are as sacred as

those of the male sex. Her mental powers are underrated

by those only who have either not seen, or were so blinded

by prejudice, that they would not see their development.

Educate girls as boys, put women in the business arena

designed for men,- and they will acquit themselves far

better than boys and men would, if they were placed in

the departments designed for females. As a species, the

perception of woman, especially in cases of emergency, is

more acute than that of the male species; unquestionably

so designed by an all-wise Creator, for the preservation

and perpetuity of our race. Her patience and fortitude,

her integrity and constancy, her piety and devotion, are

naturally stronger than in the other sex. If she was first

in transgression, she was first in the breach. Her seed has
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bruised the serpent's head. She stood by the expiring

Jesus, when boasting Peter and the other disciples had

forsaken the Lord. She was last at the tomb, embalmed

his sacred body, and the first to discover that he had burst

the bars of death, risen from the cleft rock, and triumphed
over death and the grave. Under affliction, especially

physical, the fortitude of woman is proverbial. As a

nurse, one woman will endure more than five men.
4 ' That she is more honest than man, our penitentiaries

fully demonstrate. That she is more religiously inclined

the records of our churches will show. That she is more

devotional, our prayer meetings will prove." We fre-

quently hear it urged that women know nothing about

business matters. Then educate her. She can become a

helpmate. If she is left alone as thousands are she is

equipped and qualified to make her way through the

world. In cases of adverse fortune and extreme poverty
the heroic fortitude and unselfishness of woman is sublime.

Many of our readers will, perhaps, remember the touching
tribute paid to this trait in woman's character by that best

of American writers, Washington Irving:
' '

I have often,
' '

says he,
( ' had occasion to remark the

fortitude with which , women sustain the most over-

whelming reverses of fortune. Those disasters which

break down the spirit of man, and prostrate him in the

dust, seem to call forth all the energies of the softer sex,

and give such intrepidity and elevation to their character,

that, at times, it approaches to sublimity. Nothing can be

more touching than to behold a soft and tender female,

who had been all weakness and dependence, and alive to

every trivial roughness, while threading the prosperous

paths of life, suddenly rising in mental force to be the

comforter and supporter of her husband under misfortune,
and abiding with unshrinking firmness, the bitterest blasts

of adversity.
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i4 As the vine, which has long twined its graceful

foliage about the oak, and been lifted by it into sunshine,

will, when the hardy plant is rifted by the thunderbolt, cling

round it with its caressing tendrils, and bind up its shattered

boughs; so is it beautifully ordered by Providence, that

woman, who is the mere dependent and ornament of man
in his happier hours, should be his stay and solace when
smitten with sudden calamity; winding herself into the

rugged recesses of his nature, tenderly supporting the

drooping head, and binding up the broken heart "

"The treasures of the deep are not so precious

As are the concealed comforts of a man
Lock'd up in woman's love.- I scent the air

Of blessings, when I come but near the house

What a delicious breath marriage sends forth

The violet bed 's not sweeter! " Middleton,

May woman's presence ever shed its genial influence

over the grand work which the Union and Alliance are

destined to accomplish.

A custom that has grown extensively since the

beginning of farmers organizations, is that of holding festi-

vals, picnics and mass meetings. While it is impossible

for the farmer to leave his business for a month in the

summer and visit the sea-shore or some fashionable water-

ing place, he can, however, take a day now and then

during the season, and with his family attend a gathering

of his brother farmers, for the purpose of pleasure and

relaxation. These meetings are always well attended, and

the mirth of the youngsters engaged in some innocent

amusement affords a pleasure to the older ones which they

are not slow to appreciate.

It is usual at such meetings to have speaking and

music. One feature of these meetings which marks the

progress of intelligence among the farming class is, that
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unlike former times when the speaker was usually a lawyer,

doctor or other professional man, the speaking is usually

done by the tanners themselves. This is a feature that

the organization will do well to extend, and spare no efforts

to cultivate the talent which its ranks afford. It is upon
the honest, intelligent manhood of the hardy sons of toil,

that success in all the affairs which render a nation happy
and prosperous depends.



CHAPTER X.

IS THE UNION A POLITICAL ORGANIZATION?

IN THE consideration of this branch of our sub-

ject, we are aware that we are treading on grounds,

every inch of which has been hotly contested. In

the outset, we desire to state that what we shall

say on this subject is done with a spirit of due defer-

ence to the opinions of those who may see cause

to differ from us. We hope in treating this subject that

we are prompted by a desire to do justice to all. Politics

in the wheel as also in other labor organizations has

been a great bug-bear since its organization. The trouble

is not so much in the fact that the Union has something to

do with politics, as it is for the want of a proper

understanding as to the true meaning of the term,

and the relation which the Order should assume

in carrying out its cherished objects. The fact is

too frequently lost sight of that there is a wide dif-

ference between the terms partisanship and politics. If

we were asked the question, "Is the Union a partisan

organization?" we should answer, No. But if asked,
uls it

a political organization?'* we should answer, Yes.

We cannot express our reason for this any better than

to quote the language of T. V. Powderly, as applied to the

organization of the Knights of Labor:
uThe world as

knighthood would make it, would take up more time than

I could give it here to-night. 'Thy will be done, thy

kingdom come,' These are the words spoken by all
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denominations, in prayer. Do you mean what you say in

these words? Men say Knights can never attain what is

aimed at in their declaration of principles. Then they go to

church and pray for better things than the Knights ever

dreamed of. Knighthood would not pave the streets with

gold, and men who pray that this earth be made as the

kingdom of heaven would deny us a place in the legisla-

tive halls. These places are not the kingdom of heaven.

The men who make these prayers lie when they make
them. They are hypocrites. Knights of labor respect the

law and they intend to take a hand in making the laws.

How many millionaires are there in this room to-night?

[laughter] Not one. Well, how many men and women of

moderate means? I would not ask you to stand up, for

that would get you all on your feet We intend to educate

our people so that they will be able to go there. They
should be educated so that they will be able and fit to take

high positions in life. Our organization is not a partisan

organization ;
but in the true sense of the word it is a

political organization. The man who studies with us will

be able to vote intelligently ;
if he is not there is some-

thing wrong with his head. We are an organization.

Nothing ever is still but a corpse, and we have ' kickers. ' ' '

These were noble words. They were prompted by a

spirit of independence that should characterize every Amer-
ican citizen. With a firm reliance in the power and intel-

ligence of his organization, Mr. Powderly tersely stated

what they must do to secure their rights. There was no

spirit of partisanship there; no cringing cowardice or fear

of party bosses. He did not say "we will educate our

members in the ranks of the Democratic or Republican party
so that they will be able to fill positions of trust.

' ' He
did not intimate that they would be educated according to

the creed of this party or that one, or be bound by the

caucuses of either. The same can be said of the Union.
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It is made up principally of farmers. They propose to

think and act for themselves. If the laboring man was to

remain silent on questions of political economy, take what

was given them and ask for no more, there would be none

of this hue and cry against them which the ring bosses and

a subsidized press raise at each election.

So long as the professional politician was allowed to

do the thinking for the laboring masses everything went

along smoothly. But when they assert their right to think

and act for themselves without consulting the political

bosses, the English language is incapable of furnishing

epithets strong enough, and mean enough, to apply to those

who thus assert their rights. If the farmers and others in

the country see fit to withdraw their support from a party

which they have long trusted in the vain hope that it

would do something to relieve them, whose business is it

to question their act? Must they go to the boss of some

court house ring to apply for this privilege? Have the

farmers any independence, intelligence and manhood of

their own? Who is to look after their rights if they do not?

Of what use is the right of suffrage if they must vote as

dictated to by machine politicians? Is it not to secure

these rights that we are organized? What rights are we

demanding? What wrongs are .we suffering? What is

the nature of the evils with which we are afflicted?

How are we to act intelligently unless we discuss these

matters among ourselves? The preamble to our consti-

tution says that "all monopolies are dangerous to the best

interests of the people,
" and " calculated to enslave them."

The National banking system is a monopoly. A trust is a

monopoly. These things are chartered by law. They
are fostered by the government. To discuss them and a

remedy against the evils which they impose, would be

intrenching upon the domain of politics. It would be the
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discussion of politics in the Order. Dare we do it? Are

we willing and ready to surrender our rights as American

citizens the moment we enter the sacred precincts of our

Order, for fear that the mere mention of these evils will

hurt some poor brother's feelings? Away with such non-

sense. The men who, for years, have been suffering from

the evils of vicious class legislation, are strong enough to

"eat meat." We have never yet seen the man who was

opposed to the Order going into politics, provided it was

his politics, or the politics of his party, they were about to

embrace. This u milk and cider" and "sugar-teat" way
of breaking the ice must be abandoned. Tell the truth.

Tell it like a man, boldly, bravely, resolutely. If it is

bad, tell it. If it is good, tell it. "Hew to the line, let

the chips fall where they may." Is it any harm for a

member to say that National "banks are more dangerous
than standing armies?" "Yes," says one. "Why?"
"Because history records the fact that the Republican

party instituted the system, and our Republican brethren

will think you are making war upon their party."

'Fudge ! Then history records that other fact that Demo-
crats have taken kindly to the system, fostered it, and

loaned them more free money than the Republicans ever

dreamed of.' But that is not the question. Is the state-

ment true? If so, then National banks ought to be

abolished. To accomplish this requires a plan. To dis-

cover these remedies, and apply them, requires something
to do with politics. Without discussing these questions
and the proper remedies, we could not proceed intelli-

gently. The greater part of the trouble about this

booger-boo, "politics in the Union," is from a popular mis-

conception of the real definition of the word politics. In

Chamber's Encyclopedia, Volume VI, page 341, the fol-

lowing definition is given:

"That branch of ethics which has for its subject the
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proper mode of governing a state, so as to secure its pros-

perity, peace and safety, and to attain, as perfectly as

possible, the ends of civil society. Among the subjects

which political science embraces, are the principles on

which government is founded, the hands in which the

supreme power may be most advantageously placed,

the duties and obligations of the governing and the

governed portions of society, the development and

increase of the resources of the state, the protection of the

rights and liberties of the citizens, the preservation of the

morals, and the defense of the independence of the state

against foreign control or conquest. While the philosophy
of governing constitutes the science of politics, the art of

politics consists in the application of that science to the

individual circumstances of particular states.
' '

Now, if we are to prohibit the discussion of politics,

we prohibit the discussion of any and all of the subjects

embraced in the above definition. That it would be best

to exclude all these matters from consideration and action

none will be so bold as to claim. The impression is too

widely prevalent that politics consists in one man getting

up and calling another a liar or thief. That the manner

of conducting campaigns have furnished good grounds for

this belief can not be denied. It would seem from the

real definition of the words as given by Mr. Chambers,
that the Wheel, Alliance, and other labor organizations,

are the only genuine political organizations in the country.

The modern definition of politics as interpreted by the acts

of the existing parties ought to read :

' ' The art of getting
there if you can." If the existing labor organizations

could, through their influence, induce the two political par-

ties to "go into politics" right, the necessity of said labor

organizations would soon cease to exist. The Union is,

and should always remain non-partisan in its character.

The reasons for this is obvious to every intelligent reader.
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An organization that makes the success of any particular

party a paramount object, would sow the seeds of conten-

tion among its members and disintegration would be sure

to follow. Its members should be willing and ready to lay

aside all partisan prejudice, to abstain from all sectional

strife, and to labor to secure the objects of the Order. It

should be so strictly non-partisan that its members would

sever their allegiance with all parties, and be able to cast

their vote as a unit for the party (no matter which one),

that would be first to indorse its demands and carry out its

measures. This should be done without friction or con-

tention, an easier matter than many are willing to admit

We do not wish to be understood that any constitutional

provisions, by-laws or previous obligations, shall bind its

members to vote for measures and candidates which they
can not conscientiously endorse. To do this would be to

adopt a system of which we now have just grounds of

complaint. But we should arrive at the point of unity of

action by thorough education. We should teach our mem-
bers that we are all striving for the same object, that our

interests are identical, and that "the general condition of

the country imperatively demands unity of action on the

part of the laboring classes," and to bear u in mind when

exercising the right of suffrage that many of the objects

herein set forth (in our constitution) can only be obtained

through legislation.
' ' That there should be uniform and

concerted action on the part of the members of the Order

in buying and selling, in the establishment of co-operative

enterprises and the advancement of our social and financial

condition, no one has ever for a moment doubted. Why,
then, the same unity of action is not as desirable and as

imperative in the overthrow of the vast monopolies that

are fattening on the profits of our industry, is a question
that remains yet to be satisfactorily answered. If it is

necessary to unite in order to eradicate a system of vicious
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class-legislation that is filling the country with want, pov-

erty and crime, who will take the responsibility to say no ?

Shylock and his tools. There are only two sides to the

question. On which side are you, my kind reader? With

Shylock or the people? "True," says one "but how is

this to be accomplished? You can not get Republicans to

vote the Democratic ticket, nor is it possible to induce

Democrats to vote the Republican ticket, These men
must be allowed to vote as they always have done in order

to preserve peace and harmony in the Order." We must

admit, with the existing prejudices, ignorance of better

methods of government, selfish ambition and the power of

the party lash, that this objection is not without foundation;

and unless we can instruct our members that the success

of the Order and the accomplishment of its objects are

above all other considerations and paramount to all other

things, it would be impossible to unite them in this direc-

tion. But give us men who can say: "I am a free born

American citizen, with guaranteed constitutional rights,

breathing the inspiration of liberty from the Declaration

of Independence of my fathers; I belong to no party, wor-

ship at the shrine of no man's ambition, and fear no party
lash. I owe allegiance only to God, patriotism to my
country, devotion to my family and duty to my fellow

man." Breathing, living, acting these sentiments, men
will be able to lift themselves above the low, cringing, and

deplorable condition of serfs. They will loathe corrup-

tion, despise hypocrisy, and ignore the efforts of the poli-

ticians to engender strife and spread dissension. With
such men it would be an easy task to accomplish the

objects in view. "Then" says one "the logical result of

this is the formation of a new party and the disorganiza-
tion of the old. We can never consent to that. What !

The party of Jefferson and Jackson; of Lincoln and Ste-

vens to be scattered to the four winds, after all they have
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accomplished ! It will never do ! We will never consent

to it." "O ye wicked and false generation !" How long

do you expect these parties to live on what Jefferson, Jack-

son, Lincoln and Stevens HAVE done ?

But no, my dear brethren; don't get scared just yet

If these parties are saved at all, it will not be for any good

they have accomplished within the last twenty years. Pull

off your hats now and let us have a little talk about it.

You came very near getting angry just now. But don't

do it, at least not until we get through with this chapter.

If these grand old parties are saved, it will be by the

laboring men of the country, for they "are the salt of the

earth, and if the salt lose its savor, wherewith shall it be

salted?" "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the

prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee, how

often would I have gathered thy children together, even as

a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye

would not." How often have we "asked for bread and

been given a stone ?
" "

for a fish and been given a serpent.
' '

We have started on the road to reform. If anybody is

going our way, they are welcome in our ranks. We have

invited our dear and grand old parties to travel with us in

this direction. But they have refused. If they persist in

their refusal and prefer to wander in the wilderness, we are

not responsible. If they get in our way we will be com-

pelled to clear the road. They have not killed our

prophets, but they have crucified the truth, slandered

justice, and rejected the teachings of the fathers.

There are three things which we are bound to consider

if we arrive at a proper understanding of the real situation,

and a correct remedy for the evils with which we are

burdened:

First. Our Condition.

Second. The Cause.

Third. The Remedy.
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To some extent these three propositions have already

been discussed. They will be more thoroughly treated in

Part Second of this volume. With regard to the condition

of the country we are all agreed. Upon the cause there is

but little difference of opinion. If we can agree upon the

remedy the battle is already half won. If we fail to agree

our effort will have been in vain. If we delay the appli-

cation of the proper remedy, the evils of which we

complain will assume a more aggravated nature, and the

bonds of slavery be more securely fastened. We have

already clear and well denned views of our wrongs and their

cause. We are aware that we must have some legislation

to remedy them. How are we to secure this without

going into politics? If we had nothing to do but reduce

our grievances to writing, and indicate our desires, and

hand them over to some party that was willing and ready
to enact the measures into law, it would be an easy task.

But where is that party? We have adopted the conserva-

tive method. We have formulated our demands and

published them to the world. They were consistent, just

and reasonable. They were in line with the teachings of

Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln and Stevens. As such they
should have been endorsed by the grand old parties, and

incorporated into their platforms. They were presented
in printed form to both these parties, with a request that

they be adopted or indorsed. How were they received?

They were ignored; treated with silent contempt. We
" asked for bread and they gave us a stone; for a fish and

they gave us a serpent.'' Now, what are we going to do?
u
Keep out of politics," say some of our good brethren,

1 ( and ask for another fish.
' ' But we do not need another

serpent. We have got "more snakes now than we can

kill." What did we mean by making those demands?

Was it mere child's play? Did we mean business? Did

we consider them to be just? If so, there is only one of
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three things to do. "We must fight, run or surrender. "

We have the power of numbers, the force of intelligence

and the means at hand to carry our demands to a success-

ful termination. Do we lack the manhood? Are we

wanting in courage?/ If parties have left the highways of

statesmanship, of honesty and justice, are we compelled
to follow them for fear some imaginary foe will set upon
them and rob them of a success which they have forfeited

by their neglect of the rights of the people? Must we
condone their wrongs? Is party success so dear to the

American farmer, as to be purchased at the price of hard

labor for life, and perpetual financial bondage to his

children? Is the success of the demagogue more desirable

than the overthrow of monopolies? Can the siren songs
of the wily politician be harmoniously blended with the

groans of the hungry, naked and distressed? Does alle-

giance to a party fostering a system that robs the poor,

ignores the cries of the oppressed, and laughs at crime,

harmonize with the teachings of Christianity, and render

sweeter to the ear the songs of Heaven? What is the

matter with the people? They have all got pitch-forks

and want to pitch the blame on some one else. For

shame ! Be men, at least long enough to compare the

platforms of your party with the demands of labor. Read

the speeches of your Senators and Congressmen. Not the

speeches they send out to you, but the ones they don't

send out; the ones which they prefer you should not

read.

"Oh, our party has not had a chance," says one.

Hasn't it? Did it have a chance to make its own plat-

form, and define its policy? Did it have a chance to

embody your demands therein? Did it have a chance to

leave the old nominating political machine in the closet

for once, and allow a representation of farmers in the legis-

lative halls in proportion to their numbers and interests?

15
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Did it have a chance to say to old - time convention

manipulators, "stand back and let the laboring man have

a fair show?" No. What did it say? "Stick to the

grand old party. Don't bolt the convention, or scratch a

ticket. Don't act independent, you'll be one of the other

fellows if you do. Vote 'er straight. Don't kick. Help
us this time. If you don' t see what you want in our plat-

form, ask for it. Wait till we get there, and we'll show

you how 'tis done. Whoop 'em up down in your neigh-
borhood. Use d/namite and lay it on the other party.

Use whisky. Vote 'em wherever you find 'em, niggers
and all. Cry negro domination; low tariff; high tariff;

radical
;
reconstruction

;
Powell Clayton; rebel; liar; thief;

scoundrel; anarchist; bloody shirt; war; rebellion; blood

and thunder. Anything to get up an excitement, and

rouse men's passions. If you can't carry your point that

way, buy voters, bribe judges, stuff, steal and burn ballot

boxes. It's all right. The other fellows do it, and we
must get there this time or the country will go to

the dogs."

Great questions can never be settled by men calling

each other thieves and rascals. It is more like the acts of

children than men. Being Republicans doesn' t make men

honest; nor does being Democrats make them dishonest.

Human nature is the same. If you elect a Democrat

to office, and he is a thief, he will steal or take a bribe if

he has the opportunity. The same is true of a Republican.
Then why all this tirade of abuse which people indulge in

during times of political excitement. Men go wild over

the success of candidates who only use them as stepping-
stones to position. "Oh, but my party has a different

policy from the other; that is what distinguishes it," says
one. This is the cry everywhere. How do you know it

has a different line of policy? The proper and only
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correct way is to judge by the platforms and acts of these

parties. How many do that? How many men who voted

for Harrison and for Cleveland read the
t platform of both

parties. How many read their letters of acceptance? How

many know how the representatives of their parties voted

on the bill to re-charter National banks? On refunding

the National debt? On contraction of the currency? On
the bill to abolish trusts? On the Oklahoma, inter-state

commerce, silver coinage, free deposits in National banks

and other bills which relate to matters of interest to the

people? How many speeches have your congressmen sent

you in favor of abolishing National banks, establishing

free coinage of silver, abolishing trusts and regulating
railroad traffic? Or to do any of the things which the

demands of labor require? It becomes us as men to look at

these matters in their proper light Not as Republicans
or Democrats, b:it as citizens. The Dutchman's politics

of ' * two glasses of beer for five cents, and fifty cents per
bushel for corn," is not so bad. The principle is good

enough politics for the farmer. A man's own interest and

his politics should mean the same thing. What does it

matter to you, to the Wheel and Alliance, which party

gives us the relief asked for, provided we get it? What
are we going to do if neither party will grant it? There

is only one of two things that we can do, get it ourselves,

or do without. Which are you going to do? Your party
has ignored your demands. Are you going to continue to

ask for fish?
u But this will be going into politics!

"
Just

step over to your neighbors and borrow a little courage of

some ' ' old granny
' ' until we talk to you a little bit Cer-

tainly. Yes, it will te going into politics. Don't we go
into politics when we undertake to secure this legislation

through our respective parties ? Did we not go into poli-

tics when we made our demands and presented them to

these parties? Are we now asked to stay out of politics
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since they have so silently ignored them? Are we going
to follow the example of the celebrated

"King of France with twenty thousand men,
March up the hill and then march back again?

"

O faithless and perverse generation of men! A pup

gets its eyes open in nine days. How many years will it

take the people to see their own interests? u But how is

this to be brought about without organizing ourselves into

a political party?" Is the American Banker's Association

a political party? Are the associations of brokers, merch-

ants, millers, lawyers, doctors and other trades and profes-

sions, political parties? Yet they secure legislation by

being represented by men of their respective vocations.

Corporations secure legislation by being represented by men
who are in their paid interests and by bribery. We must

put our intelligence against their trickery, and our man-

hood against their money. We must demand and obtain

representation in the legislative halls in proportion to our

numbers and our interests. We should not stop for a

moment to inquire to what party a man belongs. L* he

honest ? Is he able ? Is he a farmer whose interests are iden-

tical with ours? Will he work to our interests? These

are the questions which should present themselves to the

mind of every man. These are the qualifications which

should be demanded of the man who seeks to obtain our

suffrages. The writer has in mind the name of a man
who was the regular nominee of the Democratic party.

The following questions were asked during the campaign:
"

Is he honest ?'
'

Answer,
* (

No, but he is a good Demo-
crat." u

ls he able?" "No, but he has sense enough to

vote with his party." "Is he a farmer?" "No, he's a

lawyer, but he'll do as well as the rest of them." And he

was elected simply because he was a Democrat. Thous-

ands of Republicans have been elected in the same man-
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ner. We should ignore partisan politics altogether. Stay

away from the machine conventions. If the nominations

suit us and the names of our preferences may be sent into

the convention vote for them; if not, bring out and vote

for a man that does suit us. We have been dancing to

other people's music long enough. Let them dance to ours

awhile. Being a Democrat or a Republican is no qualifi-

cation for office. If it was we could go to the penitentiary

for candidates and make an improvement, for that matter,

on some that we get from the convention machine. It is

natural for men to legislate in the interest of that branch

of industry in which they are engaged. Hence the farmer,

as well as others, should be properly represented. But he

has not been for twenty years. Every class of trades and

professions are better represented than him, and he has

been considered the legitimate prey of all other classes.

There is only one obstacle in the way of obtaining

justice. It is party prejudice. The men who persist in

being controlled by unchristian, unreasonable and unholy

passion to the exclusion of the enjoyment of the privileges

and immunities of a free, happy, and prosperous govern-

ment, has not even the consolation that His Satanic

Majesty had when hurled from the battlements of Heaven

into the Stygian pool:

"To reign is worth ambition though in Hell,

Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven.'*

They do not reign but serve for the " crumbs that fall from

their master's table.
"

Ask a free, independent American citizen how he is

going to vote next year. He will tell you for the men and

party that represent the true principles of government, and

have the backbone to incorporate them in their platforms
and proclaim them in their acts. Ask the man who is con-
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trolled by prejudice and he will tell you,
u for his party;

he never scratches a ticket.
' '

And he means what he says, and will vote for the ver-

itable "yaller dog" if said dog was the nominee of the

party. The Hindoo mothers exercise the same admirable

and heroic devotion when they sacrifice their children to

the crocodiles of the Ganges. A story is told that in the

canton of Berne, in Switzerland, the people had grown up
under the system of keeping a bear at the public expense ;

and had been taught that if the bear died there would be

some great national calamity fall upon them. So they

kept the bear notwithstanding the expense and the fact

that he would frequently inflict fatal injuries on the child-

ren, and make raids on the pigs and lambs that came

within his jurisdiction. But one day he sickened and

died. Great efforts were made in vain to secure another

bear. "During the interim the people were amazed and

delighted to see that the sun continued to shine, the corn to

grow and the vintage to flourish, and everything went on

the same as before, saving the danger and expense of the

bear, so they came to the sensible conclusion not to keep

any more bears." There are those in this country who
insist that it is necessary to keep two bears, and maintain

that if either dies the country will go to wreck and ruin.

And not only that, but they still further insist that one por-

tion of the farmers and laborers shall worship one bear and

the balance the other. We may be dull of comprehen-

sion, but we have been studying the color, size, weight
and habits of these two animals for fifteen years and hope
we may be excused if we can not discover any material

difference in the two, except that at times one gets more to

eat than the other and appears fat, sleek and contented,

while the other keeps up a continuous growling, and acts

* ( worse than a bear with a sore head. ' ' We can not see

how the death of either one or both of these provided
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some other useful animal could be substituted in its place

would be a great calamity. For our part we are in favor

of either compelling them to work in the harness or giv-

ing place to some useful animal that will work, and not

stand and growl at one of its own species. The following
from the Tennessee State Wheel is so appropriate to the

subject under consideration that we cheerfully quote it

Some men speak alarmingly of the prospects of the

Agricultural Wheel going into politics, and say that it will

overthrow the dominant party.

"The Wheel is determined to keep out of corrupt

politics, and equally determined to keep politics out of it.

If the two ruling parties were purged of all corrupt and

hackneyed politicians and purified from all their venal

tenets, there would be no cause for alarm; nor would there

be a necessity for the existence of an organization of the

agricultural elements of both political parties to demand
their rights as citizens of a government that guarantees

equal rights and equal privileges to all classes.

"We are not arrayed in the opposition to any party,
nor do we express antipathy to any political organization,
but we are organized against a class of evils hostile to the

agricultural interest of- the country, which both parties
have fostered for twenty years by a system of class legisla- (

tion. Our wants have been ignored, and our repeated

petitions to our law makers, both in Congress and the

Legislature, have been unheeded. We stood in the broken
lines and drew a picture of our sufferings, and asked that

the discriminations that proved a hangman's halter to the

farmer and a golden girdle to monopolists, be removed,
and we be placed on an equality before the law, but we
were not in a position to command recognition, because

we were not in such as to wield power. Now we
present an unbroken line and demand our rights, and the

cry is, we are going into politics. Let politics get out of
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the way. We think the country of more value than any

party, and the farmers are no longer willing to be sacrificed

upon the altar of their country, simply to vindicate a

party and to place some man in office, to become the hired

servants of monopolists and the enemy of the men who
elevated them to place and position.

"All political parties have a code of principles upon
which they go before the people with pledges of all

necessary reforms, and when placed in power their pledges
are forfeited

;
the constituency left to suffer, and all the

interests antagonistic to the farming classes strongly pro-

tected.

"Farmers have no interest in any political party that

secures them no relief, and should hold themselves aloof

from any organization that has repeatedly deceived them.

Our object is not to go into politics, nor to be controlled

by the corrupt influences that belong to political organiza-

tions, but we propose to place ourselves in such position as

to be recognized as an element of power, and make such

demands as tend to our interest and to the purification of

the politics of the country.

"If we represent the mountain to which the political

Mohammed must go, we will content ourselves by holding
the balance of power and wield it for the common good.

"The interest of the farmer is greater than any poli-

tician, and to emphasize our position, we repeat that the

agricultural interest of the country is worth more than any

political party, and it is for this class we are laboring, and

if the destruction of a party becomes necessary in order to

subserve the interest of the whole people, let the party

go, and let the country rise in prosperity upon its ruins.
' ' The principles and pledges upon which the political

factions of this country are founded are sound enough,
and if carried out would distribute the burdens of taxa-

tion equally among all classes, and there would be little
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room for complaint except with the professional

politician. But the policy of all has been: 'Give us

offices with all the honors and emoluments, and we will

distribute the burdens equally among the farmers and

laborers and protect the capitalist, the monopolist and

the railroad magnate, because these are the elements of

power in their organized capacity.' Their system of

class legislation has created the breach of which they

now complain. They accuse us of arraying one class

against another, when the guilt lies at their own door,

through broken pledges, forfeited promises and corrupt

dealing.

"Wheelerism means equal burdens, equal taxation,

equal rights, equal privileges and equal protection to all

classes of citizens, whether laborer, mechanic, banker or

speculator, and the party that will purge itself of cor-

ruption, and go before the country with these principles

and with the assurance of good faith, will receive the

co-operation of every tiller of the soil.
"

Similar expressions from many sources might be

quoted. They are the honest expressions of sincere hearts.

They are the low rumblings in the distance which indicate

the coming storm.

Many of the agricultural, mechanical and other trade

organizations have persistently ignored politics and forbid-

den the discussion of political questions in their associa-

tions, and the result is they have never accomplished a

thing for which they have been contending.

They have met, organized, contributed money, made
able speeches and written voluminous documents setting

forth their grievances, only to be laughed at by their

oppressors, and ridiculed by a subsidized press. They re-

gard the issue between themselves and capitalized monop-
oly as moral and not political, and they labor for a moral

reformation of capital rather than to control it by legisla-
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tion. They seem to forget, or not to comprehend, the fact

that all the power possessed by capital to oppress labor is

derived from legislation. They seem not to know that

politics is the vital force of capital, the holy religion of

combinations of wealth and corporate monopoly.
If they will study the records of Congress, and even

State Legislatures, they will see that nine-tenths of the leg-

islation is in the especial interest of capital and corpora-

tions to fortify them against the growing murmurs of labor

and to grant them special powers and privileges to rob and

oppress individual enterprises. Because labor organiza-
tions have ignored political action, political parties have

ignored the laborer, and hence he has neither voice or

representation in Congress. Without political action the

labor organizations are as helpless as are the Chinamen, or

as were the slaves at the south.

The average Congressman fears nothing but the ballot,

and respects nothing but well-directed and ably-conducted

political action.

Five million laborers in rank and file, shooting reso-

lutions and moral essays at Jay Gould, would only amuse

him, and perhaps encourage him to give the thumb-screw

another turn. But let five hundred thousand, or even half

that number, shoot ballots at his nefarious schemes and

privileges of robbery, and he will turn pale and tremble

like an aspen leaf.

The agricultural districts, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, have their industrial and economic associations

and alliances. They have for years met and discussed

their grievances, they are all familiar with the pernicious

laws which have enabled capital to oppress them, they are

unanimous in their hatred of law-created monopolies, and

are agreed generally upon the proper remedies, but because

they have ignored political action, the evils increase and

multiply, as they go from their anti-monopoly council-
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halls to the polls -and cast their ballots, half-and-half for

the two old parties of monopoly.
If their votes are thus to be equally divided between

the political parties, which are the authors and instigators

of the evils and abuses which they meet month after

month to denounce and resolve against, how can they

expect relief ?

In the present reorganization of the laboring and use-

ful classes, it is to be hoped that their resolutions and

principles will be backed up by practical and united political

action. Without such action all their efforts to secure

relief will be as futile as would be the efforts of a million

unarmed soldiers, attempting to batter down the walls of

a fortress by proclamation.

It can hardly be expected that the walls of the modern

Jericho can be thus beaten down.

"This is theoretically a government of the people, a

delegated democracy, the power being conferred by the

constitution upon certain citizens who are elected by the

people to enact the laws under which wTe live. If the laws

now in force are unjust and bear inequitably on a majority

of the people, we, being the majority, certainly have the

power to effect their repeal, if we be sufficiently enlight-

ened to know which special laws should for that reason be

repealed. In the past, instead of studying these questions,

so as to enable us intelligently to perform the duty of

citizens and let our votes express absolutely our convic-

tions of justice, we have been absorbed in our home work,

leaving these important duties, such as shaping the policy

of the party to which we might happen to belong to some

one else, often for no better reason than that our fathers did,

perfectly content to vote for the regular nominee, often

without knowing or caring what special policy he stood

pledged to pursue; placing party name above principle

and blindly following its behests. The result is that
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this nation to-day is dominated by money. What little

we have left in circulation has been gathered into the

hands of a few, giving them a power so vast that before it

our servants (our law makers) crouch and cower, and for-

get the rights of the people, their masters and their

political creator. So vast and unscrupulous has the money

power become by a failure of the people to intelligently

contend for their rights at the polls, that one of the grand
old tribunes of the people has been led to almost lose faith

in the power of the people to ever, without revolution,

free themselves from their thraldom. If we did not know
that the spirit of inquiry is abroad, and that the people are

examining and investigating, determined to find where

the wrongs exist, and when found make their vote demand

its correction; to support and recognize a party by the

principles it represents we say if we did not see and

believe this, we would share the opinion above quoted
no reformation without revolution (that is, force.) But

when we see, as surely we do, that we are oppressed by the

law known as the national banking act, and that only a

few of the millions of the nation are benefitted by it, we

certainly can unite at the polls in demanding its repeal.

When we look around and see all values prostrated, except
the use of money, we know that with an increased circu-

lation the price of our produce would increase and the

price of money decrease, so that a just ratio should exist

between the two. Knowing that a larger circulation

would help to bring that about, we should certainly be able

to unite on that demand at the polls. When as farmers

and wageworkers at the end of the year we cast up accounts

for the year and find we have hardly retained enough of

what we have raised to enable us to live, while the rail-

roads that carried our produce to market, and in turn

brought back goods for our consumption, have performed
a needed work, we know that during 1887, the last
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authentic statement at hand, they charged so largely for it

that after paying all expenses for running the road, inter-

est on bonds and all other interest for which they were

liable, rents and $20,000,000, called by them a miscel-

laneous fund, they still had $80,000,000 to divide among
themselves and leave in the treasury almost $20,000,000 as

surplus. When we think, we know we furnished the pro-

duce which they hauled, and bought the goods they

brought back, and that we paid to them the surplus mil-

lions, and this was the result of waiting many years for

railroad competition to regulate charges, we ought to be

able to unite in demanding by our votes that these giant

corporations be controlled in their charges in both freight

and passenger traffic, fixing them at such rates as will pay
the owners a reasonable percentage

4

upon the money act-

ually invested in them. When we unite in our demands

at the ballot box for these changes we will get them, and

not before. When we get them the nation will receive a

new lease of prosperity, the wheels of industry and com-

merce will start anew and the people will be content and

happy.
' '

Men who are nominated and elected on wishy-washy,

meaningless and ambiguous platforms are not bound to any
direct line of action. The Order has demonstrated its wis-

dom by making its demands on the existing parties, and

pledging itself to support only those who would promise

faithfully to carry out those measures. But it has fell short

of its own pledges, in many instances, by supporting,

for party's sake, men whose interests were antagonistic

to their own. And this, in many cases, where they had

the opportunity of voting for one of their own brethren.

Many have thus done what they condemn in the law-

makers served the interests of Mammon. But a new era

is dawning. The people are taking greater interest in the

political affairs of the country, and demanding relief from
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the hands of legislators with an emphasis and earnestness

that cannot be ignored. Time has fully demonstrated

the wisdom of such a policy. It is positive proof that

the members of the Union regard their own preserva-

tion and protection as paramount to party success.

This surrender of partisan prejudice gives evidence of

an independent manhood which never can be shackled by
the chains of slavery. For an organization to accom-

plish a reform, it must be united upon all measures of

public policy. And when there is a union of sentiment

in regard to measures, there must be harmony respecting

the manner through which the principles can be put in

operation. If both parties have left the highway of reform,

there is no alternative left for those who are seeking the

good of equal rights and justice, but to turn away from

following after false guides. If parties place themselves in

the way of carrying out the necessary reform, they court

their own destruction. Those who have honestly and loy-

ally adhered to their own party, through its trying

vicissitudes in the great battle for human rights, will

not be expected to continue their allegiance when its

policy and its efforts are directed against their own
interests. If its leaders who dictate its policy and manip-
ulate its conventions persist in fostering evils which impose

unjust and unnecessary burdens upon the largest and most

respectable class of citizens, they must do so at their own

peril, and at the risk of defeat and overthrow. If they
are in sympathy with the demands of labor, the Union, or

any other organization,
* '

going into politics
' ' will not hurt

them, unless it be to deprive some of them of the monop-

oly of office, on which they seem to hold a life tenure.

You can always tell, when standing on the tail of a

dog, how much it hurts by the amount of noise he makes.

If parties are honest in their professions of sympathy with

labor, how is it going to ruin their organization to elect a
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few farmers who will aid them in their battle against

monopoly? The farmers are tired of unredeemed pledges

and broken promises. They want to go to the front where

the fiercest battle wages. If they use their own brains,

and have moral courage, they are abundantly able to take

care of themselves. The Order has persistently ignored

partyism. The organization has never permitted itself to

be the tail to anybody's kite. But nothing has been

farther from their intentions, from the start, than ignoring

politics. It was the evident, avowed, and expressed intention

to exert an influence on legislation that would eradicate

class laws from the statutes, overthrow monopoly and enact

laws that would guarantee equal rights and protection to

all. In ignoring partyism they have acted wisely.

"But is politics nothing but partyism? Is there no

politics except such as is embraced in the platform of one

or the other of the old-time parties? As a matter of fact

there is very little of real politics in the old parties. It is

little less than a struggle of 'ins' to keep in and

of the 'outs' to get in. We believe that politics, in its

truest and highest sense, involves totally different prob-
lems. It is the science of government. It has for its aim,
to administer the laws, ,and otherwise conduct the affairs of

government on the principle of the 'greatest good to the

greatest number.' This ought to be the sole aim of any

party which bids for popular favor. Any man who asks

for the vote of the people on any other ground, ought to

be denied the votes of even his friends. Honesty and

efficiency ought to be the sole requirements in a candidate,
and no man should vote for another merely on personal

grounds, any more than he ought to do it for a five dollar

bill or drink of whisky. When the Wheel and the

Grange and the Alliance go into politics of this sort, and
stand by each other like men, and will not sell out, the

farmers can accomplish what they please in reforming
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the government. But if they are so narrow as to

eschew politics altogether because they cannot distin-

guish between partyism and politics, they will remain the

slaves of monopoly and place-hunters forever. By no

means permit the Wheel, Grange or Alliance to become a

mere political machine; if it does it will be no better than

the other parties; but if it refuses to consider those mat-

ters relating to law and government, just as vital to the

farmer as to any other class, then they might as well 'shut

up shop' for all the good they will do."

If farmers would read more from papers endorsed by
the Order, and devoted to their interests, the obstacles in

the way of united action would soon be overcome.

Newspapers that look to corporations and election

committees for the greater part of their support, should

not be patronized by members of the Order. From the

very nature of things, they will pander to the policy and

interest of those whose patronage they mostly enjoy.

Their mission is to engender party strife, and keep the

people divided on the important issues. They are the

nurseries of party prejudice. They have a way of meas-

uring a gnat so that it will appear as large as a mountain.

They represent all the bad in one party and all the good
in the other. They insinuate themselves into the home
of the laborers and breathe their deadly poison upon the

sacred precincts of the family altar. Their information

is altogether one-sided. Like a poisonous vapor they

permeate the whole country with their deadly influence,

spread dissension, arouse the passions and smother the

nobler instincts and sentiments of manhood.

Worse even than the seven plagues of Egypt, the

seeds of error they succeed in sowing are left to germinate

among the generations yet to come. The power of the

press is wonderful. One of the leading objects of all

reform organizations should be to furnish its members
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with pure and wholesome reading. One of the first duties

of the member should be to subscribe and pay for a paper

devoted to his interests. If the truth will overthrow some

of our cherished theories, or antagonize our favorite party,
let it come.

"Truth crushed to earth will rise again,

The eternal years of God are her's."

Let every man study political economy. Let him

teach it to his ch.il.dren, expound it to his neighbors and

proclaim it to the world. Let the sword of justice fall.

The arm is already lifted to deal the blow. The bright

blade gleams in the sunshine of Liberty, Equality and

Justice. Its dazzling brightness is felt flashing in the

face of monopoly. The minions of Mammon are trembling

behind their strong intrenchments. 'Justice is mine,

saith the Lord."



CHAPTER XL

PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES OF PROMINENT MEMBERS.

THE history of an organization Would be incomplete
without some reference to the lives and merits of those

prominently connected with it. It has ever been charac-

teristic of human nature to want to know something of

the lives, the circumstances and traits of character of

those who stand at the helm of a grand movement and

guide it safely through the rough channels of dissension

within and opposition without.

It has been the purpose of the author to gather such

information regarding the lives and traits of the prominent
members of the Order, as would be of general interest to

the reader. It is not to be expected, however, in a

work of this kind, that mention can be made of all those

who have labored with heroic courage to advance our

cause. Many are necessarily left out who have done val-

iant service. In the preparation of a work of this kind, the

author is goverened, to a great extent, by circumstances.

As a rule, we have made mention only of those who
are holding official position. It is natural that the atten-

tion of the public mind is turned toward this class with a

desire to know something of their lives. In following

this rule, we hope we may be excused for omitting mention

of many who have done much towards strengthening the

Order and disseminating its principles. We have the con-

solation, however, of knowing that it is not public print

that makes men great, but grand and generous deeds.



PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

LEONIDAS L,. POLK.

Leonidas L. Polk, President of the National Farmers'

Alliance and Industrial Union, was born in Anson county,

North Carolina, on the 24th day of April, 1837. He was

the only child by the second marriage of his father. He is

a descendant of the Mecklenburg family of Polks, to which

belonged Col. Thomas and William Polk of Revolutionary

fame, and James K. Polk.

His parents died when he- was 14 years old, and he

begun the struggle, single-handed, in the battle of life.

Having been reared on a farm, he most naturally adopted

farming as his profession, and which he prosecuted with
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success until 1877, when he was called to another sphere.

He was married at 31, and soon thereafter a nomina-

tion for the Lower House of the General Assembly was

tendered him and he was elected by a nattering vote. He
served the regular and two extra sessions, 1860, 1861, and

volunteered and went to the war a private, declining the

Captaincy of a splendid company. He served in the

Twenty-fifth and Forty-third North Carolina Regiments,
until the fall of 1864, when his comrades in the army
nominated him as the "Army Candidate," and elected

him again to the Legislature. In 1865, although he

earnestly besought his people not to put him forward, he

was triumphantly elected to the State Constitutional Con-

vention, called by President Johnson. On the day of

the election he remained at home and ploughed, and until

his election as Commissioner of Agriculture for his State, in

1877, ne was found on his farm at work not directing it,

but doing it.

He took a prominent and leading part in advocating
the establishment of a Department of Agriculture as early

as 1870, and continued to agitate and discuss it until it

was accomplished in 1877. The Legislative Committee

drew him away from his farm to aid in constructing the

bill. He was elected, and served as Commissioner of Agri-

culture until 1880, when he resigned. He has been a fear-

less friend of the farmer and of the masses.

In 1886 he began the publication of the Progressive

Farmer, and with it began the organization of Farmers'

Clubs; and when in 1887 ne was induced to espouse and

advocate the Farmers' Alliance, he had organized nearly

five hundred clubs in his State. His paper also began, in

its first issue, the agitation of an Agricultural and

Mechanical College and the restoration of the Land Script

Fund to that purpose, which was then applied to the State

University, and his plan was adopted against strong oppo-
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sition from most influential quarters. His paper was the

first to bring the Alliance before his people, and so faith-

fully did it labor that it was adopted as the official organ of

the Order, at its organization in 1887, and Col. Polk was

elected State Secretary of the Alliance, to which position

he was re-elected in 1888, and again in 1889.

He attended the National Alliance for the first time in

1887, and was unanimously chosen as First Vice-President

of the great Order. He was chosen as a delegate to the

National Convention held in St. Louis, in December, 1889,

and took an active part in the work of that meeting.

In 1887 the Interstate Farmers' Association, composed
of delegates from all the cotton States, was organized in

the city of Atlanta, and Col. Polk was made President by
acclamation. This was a most distinguished honor, com-

ing as it did from one of the finest bodies of representative

men ever assembled in the South. He was again elected,

at its annual meeting in Raleigh, North Carolina, in 1888,

and again at Montgomery, Alabama, in 1889 each time

by acclamation.

Col. Polk has always been identified with the agricul-

tural interests of his State, and always among the foremost

in advocating whatever- he conceived to be for its advance-

ment. He has the courage of his convictions. He has

opinions and is bold to express them whenever necessary.

He is one of the most zealous and indefatigable workers in

the Alliance cause. He has been a member of the Baptist

Church from his youth. In politics he was an old Henry
Clay Whig, until the proclamation of President Lincoln,

since which time he has been a Democrat.

At the meeting held in St. Louis, in December, 1889,

Col. Polk was elected President of the National body. His

administration has been wise and conservative. Under his

management the Order has spread with wonderful rapidity.

The work of organization has been pushed in new territory,
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and quite a number of new State Alliances have been

formed. President Polk possesses a magnetism that

renders him extremely popular with the people. His tour

through the Northwestern States was a perfect ovation.

At Bmporia, Kansas, he addressed an audience of 20,000

people. His speeches in those States have done more to

allay existing sectional prejudices than any other influence.

The attacks upon his personal reputation to which all

great men are subject have fallen like pointless darts upon
an armored Hector. As the representative of the great

industrial masses he stands without a spot upon his reputa-

tion or a blemish upon his character. He is a true

representative of the American citizen. His firey eloquence

.wins the hearts of the people and his invincible logic con-

vinces their judgment. The administration of President

Polk has proven that the St. Louis Convention made no

mistake in choosing him as their standard bearer.

Col. Polk, aside from his recognized ability as a writer,

has two qualificatione which have largely added to the

deserved success he has obtained. They are his gifts as a

public speaker and as a presiding officer. He has in a

remarkable degree the tact of entertaining and instructing

an audience, and in pleasing and thrilling them as well.

He not infrequently rises to the highest oratory and

enthuses his hearers. He never fails to impress them and

win their applause.

He has had much experience as a presiding officer.

To preside well and impartially is a talent given to but

few men who are accomplished public speakers. Col.

Polk has the experience, the knowledge of parliamentary

law, the grace and tact needed for presiding over a large

body of men. He never loses his head, nor forgets a rule,

nor fails to recognize the proper man on the floor. He is

one of the foremost of the wise Alliance leaders in the

South.
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BENJAMIN H. CLOVER.

Benjamin H. Clover, Vice-President of the National

Farmers* Alliance and Industrial Union, was born in

Franklin County, Ohio, in 1838. He lived there until he

was 25 years old. Was married at the age of 21, and has

five sons and two daughters, all of whom, together with

their mother, are living exponents of the doctrine of
u
Equal rights and exact justice for all, and special privi-

leges for none." In the spring of 1865 he moved from

Ohio to Douglas county, Illinois, where he remained for

five years. From here, in the fall of 1870, he moved to

Cowley county, Kansas, and settled on the u claim" where
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he now lives. This was before the land was surveyed by
the Government. Mr. Clover, in his usually characteristic

manner, writes :

' ' Here I endured the privations of a new

country and find it was Heaven, compared to the glorious

civilization begotten of monopolistic greed and the newly
advanced doctrines, that, taxing a man makes him rich,

and putting him in a condition to compel him to borrow

money from Shylock makes him prosperous and happy.
At the age of 52 years, after a long life of toil, economy
and self-denial, I find myself and family virtually paupers.

With hundreds of cattle, hundreds of hogs, scores of good

horses, and a farm that rewarded the toil of our hands with

sixteen thousand bushels of golden corn, we are poorer by

many dollars than we were years ago. What once

seemed a neat little fortune and a house of refuge for our

declining years, by a few turns of the monopolistic crank,

has been rendered valueless. n

Mr. Clover was elected President of the first State

Alliance in Kansas, which was organized in 1888. At the

second annual meeting, in 1889, he was re-elected. From
the first he has been one of the foremost Alliance men in

the State. He is a man of extraordinary industry and

ability, and is brilliant in common sense. He is a good

practical farmer, an occupation he has followed all his life.

In 1889 the State Alliance sent him, as a delegate, to the

National Convention at St. lyouis. He took an active part

in the work of that convention, and his abilities were

properly recognized by his unanimous election as Vice-

President of the National body. He could have had the

nomination for Governor of his State on the "People's"
ticket but he refused. At the earnest request of the mem-
bers of the Order he accepted the nomination, on the

"People's" ticket, for Congressman of the Third District.
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J. H. TURNER.

J. H. Turner, Secretary of trie National Farmers'

Alliance and Industrial Union, was born on a farm in

Troup county, Georgia, July 23, 1855. While not at

work on the farm he attended the common schools of the

county until 1871, when he entered the Farmers' High
School. Here he remained until the fall of 1873, when
he was appointed to a scholarship in the Mechanical and

Agricultural College in the State University of Georgia,
where he pursued his studies until 1875. On account of

hard times he was compelled to leave college and return

to the farm. In November, 1885, he concluded to seek
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his fortune in the West, and went to Tarrant county,

Texas. The first six months of the year was employed

teaching a County School near Fort Worth. That fall he

removed to Johnson county, near Alvarado, where he

remained, teaching and farming, until October, 1881,

when he returned to the old homestead of his childhood.

He was married in 1883 to Miss Lilla E. Smith, and their

union has been blessed with four children. Being an

old-time Greenbacker, he had studied the causes which

produced the depressed condition of the country, and he

gladly hailed the advent of the Farmers' Alliance into

Georgia. He joined the State L,ine Farmers' Alliance,

No. 2. He was commissioned as Deputy Organizer and

began at once the work of organization. Before the

organization of the State Alliance he had organized three

or four counties. He was a delegate to the convention

that organized the Georgia State Alliance, at Fort Valley,

December 20, 1887; was Secretary of the Committee on

Constitution, and was elected State Organizer. When he

assumed his duties as Organizer, there was not a cent in

the treasury and many other obstacles confronted him.

But he prepared for the work, appointed his Deputies and

pushed the work of organization, night and day, until the

next meeting of the State Alliance. During this year the

number of Sub-Alliances increased from 181 to 1,100.

At this meeting he was again put on the Committee on

Constitution and re-elected State Organizer, which posi-

tion he held until the State Alliance met in 1889. The
Sub-Alliances had increased to over 2,000, He was a

delegate from his State to the National meeting held at

Meridian, Miss., in December, 1888, and was heartily in

favor of the consolidation of the Alliance and Wheel. He
was a delegate to the National meeting held at St. Louis

in December, 1889, and was there elected Secretary of

the National body, with headquarters at Washington.
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CAPT: H. W. HICKMAN.

Capt. H. W. Hickman, Treasurer of trie National

Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union, was born in

Humphreys county, Tennessee, on the 2d day of Decem-

ber, 1833. In December, 1835, his father moved to West

Tennessee, in Obion county, and remained a citizen of

that county until his death, which occurred in 1877. At

the age of 20 Capt. Hickman went to Laclede county,

Missouri, where he spent three years farming and teach-

ing school. He then returned to his native State and

again located in Obion county. In 1855 he was married

to Miss Mary Louisa Howard. He then purchased a
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small tract of land and continued in the occupation of

farming. When the war broke out he joined a company
of volunteers and was elected First Lieutenant. After

the battle of Shiloh he was promoted Captain in Company
A, 33d Tennessee Volunteers. He was in the battles of

Shiloh, Perryville, Murfreesboro, Chickamauga, Mis-

sionary Ridge, Resaca, Marietta, Atlanta and Jonesboro.
He was captured and sent to Johnson's Island, where he

remained eight months a prisoner. When he returned

home he found his property destroyed and engaged for a

short time in the mercantile business. In 1869 he was

appoinred Deputy Sheriff. He then served seven years
as Sheriff. At the expiration of his term he moved to

Stoddard county, Missouri, where he still resides.

He joined the first Wheel organization in his county
and has since been prominent in the Order in Missouri.

He served two years as President of the Wheel, and when
the Wheel and Alliance consolidated at Springfield in

August, 1889, was elected President of that body, which

took the name Farmers' and Laborers' Union. Capt.
Hickman was a delegate to the National Wheel at

McKenzie, Tennessee, where he made a National reputa-

tion as an intelligent, energetic and zealous worker. He
was also a delegate to the National meeting at Meridian,

Mississippi, in December, 1888. Here he served on

several important committees, and contributed much
towards effecting a consolidation of the two Orders. Capt.

Hickman is a man of undoubted integrity and ability.

Under his administration the Order in Missouri has made

rapid progress. In the Democratic Convention, in 1890,

he received the nomination for Railroad Commission for

the State of Missouri. Born and reared among the labor-

ing classes, his sympathies are naturally alive to their

wants and necessities. He is one of the most popular
members of the organization in his State.
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BEN. TERRELL.

Ben. Terrell, National Lecturer of the Farmers' Alli-

ance and Industrial Union, was born on the loth day of

July, 1842, in Colorado county, Texas. He was raised

on a farm and stock ranch until he was 18 years of age,

when he enlisted in Campany A, 4th Regiment Volunteer

Infantry Hood's old regiment which formed part of

that famous old brigade that participated in so many
battles during the war. He took part in most of the

battles fought by Lee's army; was slightly wounded

several times, and, at the battle of Sharpsburg, received

a severe wound. After recovery he rejoined the army
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and remained until after the surrender. After the war he

returned to Texas and began farming in Gaudeloupe

county, where his parents had moved during the war.

Becoming dissatisfied with the political condition of his

native State he went to Mexico, and stayed five years,

when he returned to Gaudeloupe county and again

engaged in farming. In 1876 he was married to Miss

Katie Heaner, of Gonzoles county, whose parents were

natives of South Carolina. He continued the occupation
of farming until November, 1886, when he joined De

Laney Alliance as a charter member, and was its first

Lecturer. He was sent as a delegate to the County Alli-

ance at its January meeting, in 1887. From here he

was sent as a delegate to a called meeting of the State

Alliance, which met at Waco in the same month. He
was also a delegate from his county to the regular meet-

ing of the State Alliance, which was held in Waco in

August, 1887. At this meeting the National Alliance

was organized and he was elected National Lecturer. He
was also elected one of the Executive Committee of the

State Alliance and an Exchange Trustee for the Seventh

District. At a meeting of the trustees he was elected one

of the Directors of the Exchange. At the first meeting of

the National Alliance, held at Shreveport, Louisiana, he

was re-elected National Lecturer, and at the National

meeting at Meridian, Mississippi, was again elected to

fill the same position. When the Alliance and Wheel
consolidated and met at St. Louis in December, 1889,
Mr. Terrell was again re-elected to the position of

National Lecturer, a place that he had for three consecu-

tive years filled with honor to himself and credit to the

organization.

Mr. Terrell is a man of strong personal character-

istics. His speeches, while not remarkable for oratorical

power, are eloquent in common sense. There is
,
a mag-
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netism in the man that captivates the audience. As a

speaker, he is cool, calm and deliberate, but every
sentence is delivered with telling effect. Courteous in

his manner, conservative in his views and invincible in

the presentation of living truths, he is such a man as the

Order has reason to be proud of. The choice of Ben.

Terrell as National Lecturer is another exemplification of

the fact that the St. Louis convention of fanners knew
what they were doing and how to do it.

The choice of a Lecturer is a matter of grave import-
ance. His responsibilities are even greater than those of

any other officer. He is at the head of the educational

department. He is regarded as the representative expon-
ent of the principles of the Order. While he is expected
to take the principles laid down in the platform or dec-

laration of purposes, he has at the same time opportunities

for doing the Order great injury. -In his field of reform

work, Mr. Terrell has been governed by the demands laid

down by the National body. In doing this he has voiced

the sentiment of the majority of the members of the

Order. His work, on the whole, has culminated in much

good. He has visited almost every organized State and

Territory and his lectures are highly complimented by
the press and the people.
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C. W. MACUNE.

Among the many active, able and efficient members

who have rendered the Farmers' Alliance, one of the most

successful and remarkable organizations in the world,

none have contributed more to that result than its Presi-

dent, C. W. Macune. He was born on the 2oth day of

May, 1851, at Kenosha, Wisconsin, where his parents had

just moved from Canada. His father was of Scotch and

Irish descent, was a blacksmith by trade and also acted as

a local Methodist preacher. His mother was a McAfee

and her grandfather was one of the McAfees who crossed

the mountains with Daniel Boone in the early settlement
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of Kentucky. His mother, on her mother's side, was of

Dutch extraction. The father of the subject of our sketch

died on his way to California in 1852, at Fort Laramie, of

cholera. Being thus left at the tender age of i year with

a widowed mother he received but a limited common
school education at the public school of Freeport, Illinois.

At the age of 10 years he went to work on a farm to assist

in providing for a widowed mother. He went to Cali-

fornia in 1869, and to Kansas in the fall of 1870. From
there he went to Texas in the summer of 1871. He occu-

pied his spare time for five years in the study of law and

medicine. In the fall of 1875 he married Miss Sallie

Vickrey, of Salado, Bell county, Texas, a very estimable

and accomplished lady who was born in Kentucky. In

1887 he commenced the practice of medicine which occu-

pation he followed until the work of the Alliance claimed

all of his time. He became a member of the Farmers'

Alliance in the spring of 1886, in Milam county, Texas.
' ' The same year he was called to active service as Chair-

man of the Executive Committee of the State Alliance of

Texas. In this capacity he developed that executive

ability which won for him the admiration and high regard
of the membership of the Order. By the resignation of

the President and Vice-President of the State Alliance he

became Ex-ofHcio President of the Order, in the fall of

1886, which position he filled, in addition to his duties as

Chairman of the Executive Committee, until the called

meeting of the State Alliance in the city of Waco, on

January 18, 1887. It was during the session of this body
at Waco that the National Farmers' Alliance and Co-op-
erative Union of America was organized and the subject

of this sketch elected President."

In the summer of the same year he was made the

business manager of the Texas Alliance Exchange at

Dallas, and in the following October was re-elected Presi-
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dent of the National Alliance at Slireveport, Louisiana.

His report to the Texas State Alliance on the business of

the Exchange, and his messages bear evidence of a well

cultivated mind of high order. His mature judgement
and active and persevering industry have done more to

firmly establish the Order in the Southern States than

anything else. At the meeting at Meridian, Mississippi,

in December, 1888, he was again re-elected to the office

of President of the National Farmers' Alliance until con-

solidation could be completed.
At the National meeting held at St. L,ouis in Decem-

ber, 1889, he was unanimously elected Chairman of the

National Executive Board. His management in this

capacity has been wise and judicious. He is also a mem-
ber of the Legislative Committee and has done some very

important work in bringing needed measures of relief

before Congress, chief among which is the Sub-Treasury
bill. Much credit is due him for his untiring energy and

industry in bringing this measure before Congress and

the people.

Mr. Macune is a representative of the highest type of

American manhood. At home he is a most considerate

husband, affectionate father and respected citizen. His

marriage has been blessed with five children. He is no

office-seeker or vain caterer for public applause. The

positions which he has occupied have been pressed

upon him for the sole reason that his ability and discre-

tion recommended him as the person to fill them with

credit to the organization. And in this his brethren have

not been disappointed. He is at present the managing
editor of the National Economist of Washington, D. C.

He is a member of the Methodist Church and has always
been a consistent Democrat. His ability as an officer and

his untarnished honor recommends him to the highest
consideration of the members of the Order.
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ALONZO WARDALI,.

Alonzo Wardall, member of the National Executive

Board, and also of the National Legislative Committee,
was born in a log cabin near Union, Rock county, Wis-

consin, January 12, 1845. At that time Wisconsin was

yet a Territory, not having been admitted into the Union.

His father was an Englishman and his mother came of

Revolutionary stock, two of his great-grandfathers having
served in the Patriot Army. In 1885, the family moved
to Mitchell, Iowa, remaining there until 1850. From
here the subject of our sketch moved to Grant county,
Dakota Territory, where he has since resided. In 1861
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he enlisted in Company I, 3d Iowa Volunteer Infantry,

and served through the war. Returning home in 1865,

scarcely 20 years of age, he entered Cedar Valley Semi-

nary, Osage, Iowa, graduating from there in 1867. In

1868 he married Miss Elizabeth Murray, a graduate from

the same school, and a bright and talented woman who
has made him a worthy helpmate and who is a useful and

energetic Alliance worker. Mr. Wardall is not only a

reformer, but is a philanthropist, and can always be

found on the right side and at the front. He was an

active worker in the Grange movement for many years.

He went into the Alliance at the beginning in Dakota

and at once came to the front as an organizer and

disciplinarian. He started the Alliance insurance enter-

prise, under instructions of the Dakota State Alliance,

including fire, life and hail, each in separate departments,
and has made it a grand success saving to the members

many thousands of dollars and giving unqualified satisfac-

tion. By request of the National officers he is now per-

fecting a plan to extend the benefit of cheap and reliable

insurance to the members of the Order in every State,

under the auspices of the National Alliance. Mr. Wardall

is a man of unusual ability and integrity, and possesses

the confidence of all his associates. He is a member of

the South Dakota Alliance Executive Board, and much
credit is due him for the success of the Order in his State.

In the fall of 1889 the Alliance supported him for United

States Senator. He was a delegate to the St. L,ouis Con-

vention in December, 1889, and did some good work in

behalf of consolidation. He is a strong temperance man
and a champion of equal suffrage. Personally, Mr.

Wardall is a man of fine appearance, standing 6 feet and

3 inches high, and weighing over 200 pounds. He is the

picture of vigorous health and boundless energy
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EVAN JONES.

" Evan Jones, President of the Farmers' State Alli-

ance of Texas, was born in Woodford, Kentucky, June 19,

1846. In 1857 his

parents emigrated to

Schuyler comity, Mis-

souri. His father died

soon after their arrival,

leaving him at the

tender age of 1 1 years

to fight the battle of

life in a strange land

and among strangers.

Fully aware of the im-

portance of an educa-

tion and undaunted by
the many obstacles in

his pathway, he

applied himself and
Evan Jones. succeeded in acquiring

a good education. In 1866 he professed religion and

joined the Methodist .Church, and is still a useful and

consistent member of that organization. Was married

to Miss Mary C. Meador, daughter of Wm. C. and

Angelina Meador, November 12, 1868; learned the

tobacco manufacturing trade when a boy, but after mar-

riage he settled on a farm in Schuyler county, Missouri.

4 'Here his early manhood days were spent. Having
heard glowing accounts of the healthy climate and fertile

soil of Texas, in 1876, as a health seeker, moved and

settled on Green Creek, near Dublin, Krath county, Texas,

where he still resides and is engaged in farming and stock

raising. He is a charter member of Harbin Farmers'

Alliance, No. 131, the oldest organization of the kind in
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the county. He represented Harbin Farmers' Alliance at

the organization of the Erath County Alliance, February,

1883; was appointed Treasurer in April and Vice-Presi-

dent in October of that year. He was elected President

of Erath County Farmers' Alliance in 1884, which position

he held until July, 1888. He also represented the

Farmers' Alliance of that county in the State Alliance at

Weatherford in 1884, and was one of the Committee on

Constitution. He represented the Erath County Farmers'

Alliance again in 1885, at Decatur, Wise county, Texas.

Here he was appointed on the Finance Committee of the

Farmers' State Alliance of Texas, for the ensuing year.

He was elected a member of the Executive Board of the

Farmers' Alliance at Cleburn, Texas, in 1886, which

place he filled with credit until the called session in Jan-

uary, 1887. He represented the Texas State Alliance in

the Louisiana State Union which convened at Rouston in

called meeting, January n, 1887, and presented to them

propositions of consolidation, which brought the necessity

of a National organization. For its flattering prospects

the Farmers' Alliance is greatly indebted to Evan Jones.

He, it was, who introduced the resolution in the State

Alliance of Texas, providing for the organization of the

National Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative Union of

America. He was elected President of the State Alliance

of Texas in January, 1887, to fill the unexpired term of

Brother Dunlap, who had resigned; was re-elected in

August the same year.

"He was nominated by the Farmers' and Stock-

raisers' Convention, July 3, 1888, for Governor of Texas,

but, realizing the responsibility that rested upon himself

as President of the Farmers' State Alliance of Texas, and

as leader in the present great reform movement, he was

of the opinion that he could do more for his country and

people by continuing his work in the Farmers' Alliance
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than to be Governpr of Texas. Hence he declined to

accept the honor conferred npon him by the people whom
he represented.

" He was re-elected as President of the Farmers'

State Alliance of Texas, at Dallas, August 24, 1888, by

acclamation, which position he now holds. He repre-

sented the National Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative

Union of America in the Northwestern Farmers' Alliance,

and a meeting of the Executive Committee and National

Officers of said body at Des Moines, Iowa, February 13

and 14, 1888, and presented to said body the necessity of

co-operation in such a forcible manner that his mission

resulted in the appointment of a committee of five to meet

with the National Farmers' Alliance and Co-operative

Union of America at its next meeting at Meridian, Miss-

issippi, to perfect a plan of co-operation between the two

great National bodies.
1 ' At the annual meeting of the National Alliance in

Meridian, Mississippi, a consolidation of the National

Farmers' Alliance and National Wheel was affected, pro-

vided three-fourths of the States ratify the action of that

meeting. Evan Jones was elected President of the new

organization, the Farmers' and Laborers' Union of Amer-

ica. A wiser head could not have been found."

Mr. Jones is a man of quiet and modest manners,

untiring industry and unimpeachable integrity. He pos-

sesses, in a large degree, the unflinching and unselfish

patriotism which characterized the fathers of the Ameri-

ican revolution. Amid the storm of opposition which

assailed the organization in his State, of which he was

President, he stood calm, cool and determined. His

excellent judgment and executive ability did much
towards adding to the strength and success of the Order

in the Lone Star State. He is a forcible and logical

speaker and a good parliamentarian. His well trained
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mind grasps at once the deplorable, condition of those

whom he has the honor to represent and suggests the

proper remedy. He has studiously and laboriously con-

sidered the whole situation and is fully abreast of the

times. Though cautious and discreet he is nevertheless

aggressive. Kind and affectionate in his disposition, he

never lacks for friends. He is the ideal type of the

American farmer.

ISAAC MCCRACKEN.

The history of an organization is intricately inter-

woven with the lives of the men who labor for the

dissemination of its principles and the attainment of its

objects. To the unselfish devotion of such men the world

owes its present advanced condition in civilization. Among
those who have actively engaged in the grand work, pro-

mulgating the principles of the Order, and placing it in

the high position which it now occupies as a labor organi-

zation, none have, perhaps, figured more conspicuously, or

accomplished greater good than Isaac McCracken, the

President of the National Wheel.
" Isaac McCracken was born in Huntington, Canada

East, in the year 1846, of Scotch-Irish parents. His

parents lived in the little town in which he was born until

Isaac was 8 years of age, when they moved to Lowell,

Massachusetts. After having attended the common

schools, his parents apprenticed him to a block cutter.

Disliking the trade, and being of a roaming disposition,

Isaac concluded to try a sea-faring life; this was in the

year 1860. He shipped as a common seaman before the

mast in a whaling vessel, and during three years he fol-

lowed the sea. He visited Cuba, St. Domingo, Jamaica,

the Bermudas and Western Islands, also the coast of

Central America.
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'Upon returning home he was apprenticed to a

machinist at which trade he worked in Lowell and Fall

River, Massachusetts, Sparta and LaCrosse, Wisconsin,

Minneapolis and St. Anthony, Minnesota.
' ' Mr. McCracken was married in the town of Sparta,

Wisconsin, to a daughter of Hon. J. H. Allen, who now

resides at Eau Claire, Wisconsin, President of the Com-

mercial Bank of that place. He went to Arkansas in the

year 1870, and settled upon the farm where he now resides,

and has lived continuously upon the farm, except about

two years spent in working as a machinist in the Iron

Mountain shops, located at Little Rock. Mr. McCracken 's

first connection with a labor organization was with the

Blacksmiths' and Machinists' Union. Upon laying down

the hammer and the file for the plow, he saw the necessity

of organizing the farmers, and proceeded to organize under

the name of the 'Brothers of Freedom,' and at the time of

the consolidation of the Agricultural Wheel and the

Brothers of Freedom, he had succeeded in organizing 643

Subordinate organizations of the Brothers of Freedom,
with a membership of 43,000. He worked for the con-

solidation of the two organizations, which was consum-

mated in the fall of 1885.
4 ' He has been honored with the position of President

of his county organization, and also of the State organiza-

tion of the Brothers of Freedom, as long as it had an

existence, and upon the consolidation of the two organiza-

tions, he was chosen President of the body as consolidated,

which was then known as the Agricultual Wheel of the

State of Arkansas, which then had organizations in four

States, and a National organization was formed in 1886.

He was then honored with the position of President of the

same, and was re-elected at the last meeting of the National

organization, which was held at McKenzie, Tennessee.'
1

Personally, Mr. McCracken is a man of plain and
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unpretentious manner. He is firm in his convictions of

right and unswerving in integrity. As a presiding officer

he is without a superior. As an organizer he has displayed

extraordinary skill. He possesses the qualifications of a

leader without being hampered with the fault of selfish

ambition. His sympathies are with the laboring classes.

He is an enthusiastic advocate of united action upon their

part. He is opposed to national banks, perpetual bonded

indebtedness and all forms of class legislation. He
believes if a party is sincere in their expressions of

sympathy for the laboring masses, that they would incor-

porate the principles expressed in their demands into their

platforms. He despises hypocrisy in all of its forms and

takes pleasure in unmasking the schemes of political wire-

pullers and machine politicians. At the meeting of the

National Wheel at Meridian he was re-elected President of

that body, making the third time he has been honored

with that important position. At the consolidation of trie

Wheel and Alliance he was elected Vice-President of that

body. In his calm, clear and cool judgment the people

recognize a safe and successful leader.

S. M. ADAMS.

S. M. Adams, President of the Alabama State Alli-

ance, was born in Dallas county, Alabama, on the loth

day of December, 1853. His father died in the Confed-

erate service, leaving Mr. Adams as the only means of

support to his mother, two sisters and a younger brother.

With the same devotion to duty and true manliness that

has ever characterized his life, he labored faithfully to

supply every want of his mother, to rear and educate his

sisters and brother. As a result, his early education was

almost entirely neglected, but after a hard day's toil he

studied assiduously at night, and with these limited facili-
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ties and a determination to acquire an education, he

succeeded so well as to become a useful citizen, a faithful

and successful minister of the Gospel, and a popular Presi-

dent of one of the most

powerful organizations in

the history of the State.

He married a Miss Whatley
in 1872, and joined the

Baptist Church in 1877.

He was ordained to the

work of the ministry in

March, 1881, since which

time he has preached al-

most every Sunday and

baptised a large number of

people. After he began to

preach he felt the great

necessity of a better

education, and having
neither money nor time to attend school, returned to the

habits of his boyhood, and by the light of a pine-knot fire

he acquired much useful information. He has a cosy little

home in the town of Randolph, embracing ninety acres of

land, and his business life beautifully illustrates one of the

cardinal principles of the Alliance to "pay as you go," for

he. does not owe a dollar. Impressed with the deplorable

condition of the farmers, and actuated by laudable desire to

improve the surroundings of his fellow-beings, he became

a member of the Farmers' Alliance in 1887, when it was

first established in the State. In August, 1887, he was

elected President of the State Alliance, and re-elected in

1888 and 1889. In August, 1888, he was elected a mem-
ber of the Legislature from Bibb county by a large majority.

Mr. Adams' career has been that of the typical American.

ffi is struggles with and triumph over poverty, and the

-^
S. M. Adams.
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acquisition of an education under very trying circumstances

is suggestive of the men who, in the earlier days of the

Republic made it powerful and famous, and his patriotism

and love for his fellow-men increases the similarity between

him and the pioneers of our civilization and greatness. As a

Legislator, hewas thoughtful, consciencious and painstaking.
The daily walk and conversation of but few men more

pleasingly typify the grand principles of the Alliance than

does that of Mr. Adams. And it is doubtful whether there

is a member of the Order in Alabama who is more earnest,

untiring and unselfish in his efforts to promote its welfare.

His election at Auburn for the third time as President of

the State Alliance was a just recognition of his fidelity and

labor in behalf of the Order. And the brotherhood may
rest assured that if he commits any errors in the discharge
of his great trust, they will be of the head and not of the

heart. To have been President of the Alabama State

Alliance from its inception, and to have been a potent

factor in enabling the Order to servive all the dangers that

beset it, is an honor of which any man might feel proud.

ELIAS CARR.

Elias Carr, President of North Carolina State Alliance,

was born in Edgecombe county, North Carolina, on the

25th day of February, 1839. He was raised upon a farm,

has always followed that occupation, and is considered

one of the largest as well as one of the most suc-

cessful farmers in the South. He attended the

University of North Carolina; joined the Alliance in

1887, and was elected Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee of the North Carolina State Farmers' Alliance at

its first organization; was re-elected in 1888, and, in 1889,

was elected President of the State Alliance by acclama-

tion. Brother Carr refused to have his photograph taken
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to send us, hence we go to press without being able to

give to our readers a cut of his features. It is safe to say
that no State has a more able, consistent, modest and

unpretending leader than Mr. Carr.

PAUL T. DAVIDSON.

Paul T. Davidson, President of the* Arkansas State

Alliance, was born in

Clark county, Arkansas,

April 21, 1852. Hehas
resided in the same

county all his life; has

always followed the oc-

cupation of farming and

raising stock. On ac-

count of the war his

opportunities for educa-

tion were limited; is a

member of the Metho-

dist Church and Masonic

Fraternity. He was an

active member of the

Grange, Brothers of
Paul T. Davidson. Freedom and Wheel.

Was elected President of the State Farmers' Alliance in

1889, and re-elected in 1890. He has taken an active part

to bring about a consolidation of the Arkansas State

Union and State Alliance. He is one of the leading men
in the State in the cause of industrial reform.

JOHN P. H. Russ.

John P. H. Russ, President of the Arkansas Farmers'

and Laborers' Union, was born in Floyd county, near
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Rome, Georgia, April 27, 1852. His parents moved from

North Carolina to Georgia in 1851; moved back to North

Carolina in 1859, and in 1860 moved to Alabama. At
the close of the war,

having lost all of his

slave property, his

father moved to How-
ard county, West

Tennesse, and from

there, in 1869, moved
to White county, Ar-

kansas, where the

subject of our sketch

has since resided.

Mr. Russ joined the

Agricultural Wheel
in 1883, while it was

yet in its infancy.

He was at once elected

John P. H. Russ. Lecturer, a position

he has held ever since with the exception of one term that

he served his subordinate Wheel as President. He has

been a delegate to every State Wheel since its organization

except two. He was present at the meeting when the

Wheel consolidated with the Brothers of Freedom, and

took an active part in effecting the union of the two

bodies. He has held successively the positions of Senti-

nel, Steward, Conductor, Lecturer, member of the

Executive Committee and President of the State organiza-

tion. He was elected President of the State Union at

Hot Springs in July, 1889. He was a delegate to the

National meeting held at Meridian, Mississippi, in

December, 1888, and took an active part in the work of

consolidating the Wheel and Alliance. He is an active

and consistent member of the Methodist Church. Politi-
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cally, he has always been a Democrat until of late years

he has affiliated with the independent political element,

and sincerely believes that reform can be effected through
united independent political action upon the part of the

laboring people. He was nominated, in 1890, for the

State Senate, and was elected by a flattering majority.

Mr. Russ is a man of fine appearance and attractive

manners. He is one of the leading men in the Order in

his State. He is kind and obliging, and has a host of

friends. The Order needs hundreds of more such men in

the great fight against organized monopoly and a false

system of class laws.

LEONIDAS F. LIVINGSTON.

Leonidas F. Livingston, President of the State Alli-

ance of Georgia, was born April 3, 1832 ,
on a farm in Newton

county, Georgia. His

father, Alfred Living-

ston, one of the most

successful farmers in

Georgia, both with

slave and free labor, is-

still living and farming
on the plantation on

which his son, Leon-

idas, was born. The

grandfather of Mr. Liv-

ingston came over with

two brothers from Scot-

land to this country
before the Revolution-

ary War. Two of the

brothers settled in the Leonidas F. Livingston.
State of New York and the other one in Georgia. Col. Liv-
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ingston's grandfather was a soldier in trie Revolutionary

War. He is of Scotch-Irish descent. After leaving

school he spent most of his time, prior to the war between

the States, in overseeing his father's slaves thus having
the advantage of his father's direct and valuable instruc-

tions on the farm. He entered the army in 1861, at

Richmond, Virginia, as a private in Cobb's Legion. In

March, 1862, he joined the Western Army under General

Bragg, and remained in the service of the Confederate

States until the close of the war, receiving his parol May
24, 1865. Returning home, with nothing left but a wife

and three children, he bought, on time, one of his father's

plantations, and with free negros began what proved to be

a successful farmer's life. He is still living on the same

farm with many of the conveniences and luxuries of life

surrounding him.

In 1869 he was elected a member of the Executive

Committee of the Georgia State Agricultural Society, an

organization of great power and good in Georgia until the

organization of the Farmers' Alliance. In 1871 he was

elected one of the Vice-Presidents of that association and

was successively re-elected Vice-President from his Con-

gressional District without opposition until February,

1884, when he was unanimously elected President, to

which position he was re-elected for several successive

years, finally resigning. He was elected Vice-President

of the Georgia State Alliance in August, 1888, and in

January, 1889, upon the resignation of Rev. H. R. Jack-

son, President of the State Alliance, became President.

In August, 1889, ne was elected President. His public

life has been a success. He served his county in the

lower branch of the State Legislature from 1874 to 1879.

In 1882 he was elected to the State Senate. In all his

legislative career he espoused the cause of the people

against monopolies and combines and was considered the
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leader and champion of every measure looking to the

elevation and betterment of the farmers of Georgia. He
filled in both houses of his State Legislature the Chair-

manship of the Committee on Agriculture. In debate he

is well versed in parliamentary law, and but few men can

cope with him in public discussions. He never fails to

carry his audience with him on any subject he may be

discussing. He has long been an Elder in the Southern

Presbyterian Church and has often represented his Pres-

bytery (Atlanta) in the General Assembly of the Church.

His debate with and defeat of Rev. S. K. Smoot, D. D.
,

of Texas, in the St. Louis Assembly of 1887, on tne

question of closer relations with the Northern Presby-

terian Church, gave him a national reputation of which

he can well be proud. He is beloved and supported by
his home people which is the highest compliment that can

be paid mortal man. In this respect he is an exception
to the rule that ' ' a prophet is not without honor save in

his own country." In 1890 the people of his district

nominated him for Congress and will elect him by an

overwhelming majority. Mr. Livingston is progressive
and aggressive, with that large, broad and self determin-

ing will power so characteristic of the Scotch-Irish race.

He is a power in both the State Alliance in Georgia and

in the National Alliance. His speech on the Sub-

Treasury plan before the Senate Committee on Agricul-
ture was terse, logical and convincing. His determined

and unrelenting fight against the "jute bagging trust"

contributed more to its defeat, perhaps, than the efforts of

any other man. He is diligent in his efforts to expose the

wicked and oppressive monetary system of this country.
He is forcing the fight in his State against the present

monetary system, unfair and unjust railroad management
and alien ownership of lands. As a public speaker he has

but few equals. Personally, he is kind, obliging, liberal
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and sociable. He is just such a man as the people can

look to with confidence as a leader in the present struggle

for industrial freedom.

HUGH MITCHELL.

Hugh Mitchel, President of the Maryland State Alli-

ance, was born in Charles county, Maryland, August 9,

1838. He was edu-

cated at Charlotte Hall,

Maryland, and Prince-

ton College, New Jer-

sey. Began farming
in 1857; entered the

Confederate army in

June, 1861; served in

the ist Maryland Regi-
ment as Lieutenant,

and afterwards in the

Signal Service; re-

turned to his farm

after the war and has

resided on it since;

joined the Grange in

1876, and was electedHugh Mitchell.

Master of the organization in his county; joined the

Farmers' Alliance in September, 1889, and was elected

President of the State Alliance at its organization.

T. S. ADAMS.

Thomas Scott Adams, President of the Farmers'

State Union of Louisiana, was born in Richland district,

South Carolina, in the year 1840. In 1853 his father

moved to Louisiana and settled on a plantation near Clin-
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ton, East Feliciana parish. In 1859 the subject of our

sketch was sent to Furman University, South Carolina,

graduating from that

school in the early part

of 1 86 1. Soon after

this he married Miss

Holloway, a grand-niece
of Col. Travis, of Texas

fame. From this mar-

riage there are five living

children. When scarcely

of age Mr. Adams en-

tered a South Carolina

regiment, known as the

Hampton Legion. He
served through the en-

tire war and rose from

private to captain. At
the end of the war he
returned home with

T. S. Adams. shattered health and the

remnant of his fortune scattered. Of the latter nothing
was left him but the t>rave woman he married and two

bright baby boys, born during the war. But he went to

work with a will and is now the owner of a plantation

home, and is engaged in cotton and general farming and

stockraising. At the general election of 1884 he was

elected to the lower house of the General Assembly. As
a member of the Legislature he introduced many measures

of reform, chief of which were: "An Industrial School

for White Girls of the State,
"

"Making Dealings in

Futures a Felony," and a joint resolution "Remodeling
the Judiciary System of the State." But the crowning
act of his public career was securing the United States

Barracks at Baton Rouge to the State, thereby turning
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over to Louisiana nearly, ii not quite, a quarter of a mil-

lion dollars. This important measure he not only

conceived, but planned and successfully executed by pass-

ing a memorial through both branches of the Louisiana

Legislature and securing the co-operation of our members

of Congress. At the close of his public life, Capt. Adams

returned home disgusted with the corruption in politics,

and though time and again importuned by his constitu-

ency, has persistently declined allowing his name to go

before the public.

In August, 1888, he was elected Vice-President of the

State Union, and in 1889 was elected its President. He
has filled many other important positions in the Order.

He is a man of sincere, honest convictions, courteous,

modest and educated, and, above all, zealously devoted to

the great progressive movement of the Farmers' Alliance.

L. P. FEATHERSTON.

Louis Porter Featherston, President of the State

Wheel of Arkansas, was born at Oxford, Mississippi, on

July 28, 1851. He desired to adopt the law as his profes-

sion, and with that end in view spent some time in its

study, but, his eyes failing, he, at the age of 20 years

engaged in farming, which has since been his vocation.

In politics Mr. Featherston has always been a Democrat.

He was elected to the lower house of the Arkansas Legis-

lature in 1887, on the Democratic ticket, and during the

time he served in the General Assembly of the State he

was conspicuous in his efforts in behalf of the people as

against the oppressive corporations which were grinding

them down. He drafted and introduced the measure

known as the ' ' Featherston American Cotton Seed Oil

Bill," and succeeded in effecting its passage in the

House, but it was killed in the Senate. He assisted
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materially in the passage of the "Anti-Free Pass Bill,"

and the ' * Three Cents a Mile Bill.
' ' He was also a strong

supporter of the Balch

railroad bill, which was

also killed in the Sen-

ate. In July, 1887,

Mr. Featherston was

elected President of the

State Agricultural
Wheel of Arkansas,

and unanimously re-

elected the following

year. He now holds

the position and dur-

ing his entire adminis-

tration the Order has

prospered and he has

filled the position to

L. P. Featherston. the satisfaction of the

fraternity. At the request of the representatives of the

independent voters of the First Congressional District, in

1888, Mr. Featherston became a candidate for the Fiftieth

Congress against Judge Cate, a lawyer and banker, and

regular nominee of the Democratic party. After one of

the most heated campaigns in the history of the district

he was fairly elected, though the peculiar political methods

employed in some parts of the district resulted in having
a majority turned against him, and the will of the people

was defeated. To his friends Mr. Featherston is as true

as steel
;
to his enemies gentle and forgiving in an unusual

degree. He is a natural leader among men. Brilliant in

intellect, intense in his convictions, eloquent in speech,

the soul of honor, a generous friend and an open foe, he is

one of nature's noblemen. He not only possesses the

courage of his convictions, but a rarer quality among
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public men, the courage of his contempt. He hates

hypocrisy, despises duplicity, scorns baseness and does not

fear to show it. His manly courage, independent man-

hood and unswerving devotion to the interests of the

people, have won their esteem and admiration, and placed

him in the front rank among the reform leaders in the

State. If it was necessary to say anything more, it could

all be summed up in a few words: <( He is the highest

type of American manhood. "

J. P. BUCHANAN.

John P. Buchanan, President of the Tennessee State

Farmers' and Laborers' Union, was born in Williamson

county, Tennessee, October 24, 1847. Farming has been

his occupation all his life. At the age of 16 he entered

the Confederate army and served to the close of the war.

In 1878 he moved to Rutherford county where he has

since been successfully engaged in farming and raising

blooded stock. Mr. Buchanan is a self-made man who
has by his energy, common sense and good judgment risen

from the financial condition left him in by the reverses of

war to that of a prosperous farmer. He is a man of firm and

unwavering convictions and the courage to advocate what

he conscientiously believes to be right. In 1886 he was

elected from the plow handles to represent the county of

Rutherford in the General Assembly of Tennessee, where

he made character as an aggressive leader in upholding
and defending the interests of agriculture and all matters

affecting the public good. In 1888 he was again elected

to fill the same position, and rapidly went to the front as

an aggressive, able leader in debate, always watchful of

the interests of his constituency. He was a member of

both Wheel and Alliance, and in March, 1888, at the

organization of the State Alliance, he was elected its first
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President, and on August 14, following, he was re-elected

by acclamation. He is a splendid parliamentarian, and

presides with dignity

and ease. He is firm

in the discharge of

duty, though courteous

in demeanor, with

naturally quick per-

ceptions to catch a

point and decide it.

As President of the

State Alliance in Ten-

nessee he developed
unusual ability as a pre-

siding officer. When
the Wheel and Alli-

ance consolidated he

was chosen unani-

mously, by acclama-

/. P. Buchanan.
tion, as President of

the consolidated body. He was a delegate from his

State to the National Alliance which convened at

Meridian, Mississippi, in 1888, and was in hearty

sympathy with the effort to consolidate the two bodies.

He was a member of the committee that prepared the

Constitution and By-Laws of the National Farmers' and

Laborers' Union, and took an active part in securing their

adoption. He was a delegate to the St. Louis Conven-

tion in December, 1889, and contributed' much towards

the successful work accomplished there. His recognized

ability as a leader, coupled with his sterling integrity,

brought him prominently to the front and he was pressed
to become the Alliance candidate for Governor of Ten-

nessee. Notwithstanding a strong effort was made by the

tools of monopoly to defeat him, his friends made such a
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gallant fight that they secured his nomination. He will be

the next Governor of Tennessee, and the rights of the people
will be secure in his hands and protected so far as he has

the power. With such men as Hon. John P. Buchanan

in the Gubernatorial chairs, and in the National and State

lyegislatures, monopoly and corporate greed would soon

receive their death blow and intolerable burdens lifted

from the shoulders of the producers.

J. H. BRAMMIER.

J. H. Brammier, President of the Colorado State

Alliance, was born in Cedar county, Iowa, on the loth

day ofNovember, 1851.
He received a common
school education, in

both English and Ger-

man, after which he

attended the Wilton

(Iowa) Academy. In

1870 he moved, with

his father, to Mills

county, Iowa. He was

raised on a farm and

has been engaged in

that,occupation all his

life. He was a mem-
ber of the Grange and

took an active part in

/. H. Brammier. wnat is known, in

Iowa, as the "Anti-Monopoly" campaign of 1873. In

March, 1874, he was married to Miss Maggie A. Traucht,
of Williams county, Ohio. His wife dying in 1883, he

was was again married in 1884 to Miss Emma M. Dan-

ford, of Henderson, Iowa. In March, 1887, he moved to
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Elbert county, Colorado. Was a member of the School

Board of Commissioners for that county in 1888. In 1889
the county was divided and he was elected Chairman of

the Board of Commissioners for Kit Carson county. He
was a charter member of Pioneer Alliance, No. 2, and in

December, 1889, was elected President of the State Alli-

ance of Colorado. He took an active part in bringing
about a conference meeting between the Grange and

Alliance as to what political action it was best to pursue,

which resulted in a call for a delegate convention in which

all industrial organizations were invited to be represented.

This convention met in a two days' session in Denver,

August 20 and 21, 1890, and nominated an Independent
State ticket. Mr. Brammier was nominated by acclama-

tion for Lieutenant Governor.

ROBERT F. ROGERS.

Robert F. Rogers, President of the Florida State

Alliance, was born in Darlington county, South Carolina,

in 1846. His parents emigrated to Florida and settled

in Columbia county in 1857. He was born of poor par-

entage and raised on the farm, and, therefore, deprived of

the advantages of a classic education. He was too young
to serve in the war between the States, except towards the

close he served in the Florida Militia. He married quite

young and has been blessed with a large family of

children. Since reaching his majority he has always been

regarded as a leader among men. A wide circle of

friends and acquaintances has enabled him to grow in

popular favor, and his fidelity to the interests of agricul-

ture and the principles that tend to elevate and dignify
the vocation of fanning has long since raised him to the

point where he has but few peers in his adopted State.

The county where he has resided from childhood has
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honored him with office of almost every kind in the gift

of her citizens. In 1875 he was elected Secretary of the

Florida State Grange.
He served that Order

with credit to himself

and constituents until

1878, when the Grange,
in Florida, became ex-

tinct. In 1885 he was

elected to the State Con-

stitutional Convention,
and has the honor of

creating the office of

Commissioner of Agri-

culture, provided for in

the State Consitution.

In 1888 he could have
Robert F. Rogers. been nominated for Com-

missioner of Agriculture, but declined the nomination to

accept, from the hands of his county, the nomination for

State Senator, to which office he was elected by the largest

majority ever given anyone in his county. In the State

Senate of 1889 he introduced and carried through the bill

organizing the Bureau of Agriculture and the Bureau of

Immigration. He was the author and prime mover of

many other measures looking to the elevation of farming.
At the annual meeting of the State Alliance in January,

1889, he was elected President, and the Order so pros-

pered under his administration that at the annual meeting
in January, 1890, he was re-elected without a dissenting

vote. He is a logical and forcible speaker and a Christian

gentleman of dignified appearance. He was a delegate

from Florida to the Convention of the National Farmers'

Alliance at St. Louis in December, 1889, and worked

hard to secure the next meeting of the National body in
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Jacksonville, Florida, which was accomplished. On his

return home he went to work to make ready for the recep-

tion of the National Farmers' Alliance. Throngh his

untiring efforts the Florida Farmers' Alliance wr
ill meet

the National Alliance in 1890 with a generous welcome

and a magnificent exhibition of agricultural and horticul-

tural products of Florida.

J. D. FIELDS.

J. D. Fields, President of the Texas State Farmers'

Alliance, was born in Abingdon, Virginia, April 19, 1845.

Attended the common schools until he was 15 years old,

when he was sent to Abingdon Academy, where he

remained until the war broke out. He entered the Con-

federate Army before he

was 17, serving under

Gen. John S. Williams

as Lieutenant of

scouts. He afterwards

served under Gen. John
H. Morgan until he

was killed at Green-

ville, Tennessee. He
was wounded five times

during the war, and

fell into the hands of

the Federals four times,

always succeeding in

making his escape
until the last time,

when the war ended.

He joined the first / D - Fields-

Alliance organized in his neighborhood, and was elected

President. Served as County President two years,

and in August, 1889, was elected President of the State
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Alliance. He was also elected President of the Exchange,
but resigned. Mr. Fields is a man of unusual ability and

energy. The consummation of the consolidation of the

Wheel and Alliance in his State, under his administration,

together with the increased interest in the order, reflects

great credit upon his management. With such men at

the head of the organization the Texas Alliance will do

credit to the fact that the Lone Star State is the home of

the Alliance movement.

B. T. STACKHOUSE.

E. T. Stackhouse, President of the South Carolina

State Alliance, was born on a farm near where he

now lives in Marion county. He received only a com-

mon school education. He taught school between the

ages of 19 and 23 years. He then settled down to

farming and has since devoted his whole business life

to his chosen occupation. He has been three times

elected to represent his county in the State Legisla-

ture. At the organization of the State Alliance he

was elected President, and was re-elected at its first

annual meeting in 1889. A representative of the Atlanta

Journal, who visited the home of Col. Stackhouse, says:

"During a day spent at the home of Col. E. T. Stack-

house, the President of the South Carolina Fanners'

Alliance, I ate absolutely nothing that was not raised on

his farm. (In order to make this statement I refrained

from drinking coffee) but I fared, nevertheless, as

sumptuously as a king. Col. Stackhouse 's surroundings
show him to be a model of independence. He is 65 years

old; was born and raised on a farm in Marion county,

near where he now lives, has devoted his whole business

life to farming and farm improvement; is a leader in the

intensive system; belongs to all the organizations in his
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State looking to agricultural development, and has

recently been elected a Trustee of the Clernson, or State

Agricultural College.

During the late war

he served in Long-
street's corps, and sur-

rendered as Colonel of

his regiment.

He fertilizes

heavily, spending an-

nually $6 to the acre,

and has always made
:Wmmmmi^mmiim^ money farming. For

the last thirteen years

he has averaged on his

wages farm, 660 pounds
of lint cotton to the

E. T. Stackhouse. acre. Last year the

180 acres cultivated on his home farm yielded 179 bales.

This season he picked thirty-six bales from thirty acres.

His wages farm, during the last thirteen years, has yielded

an average of forty bushels of corn to the acre. Since the

war he has doubled the increase of corn to the acre, but

has not been able to make much improvement in cotton.

He has no bottom land. He fertilizes corn heavily and

plants it 6 feet in the row and 18 inches in the drill. He
believes in giving good distance to cotton, and thinks that

the importance of grass crops are rapidly becoming known.

A man of character and intelligence, he admirably
fits his position as President of the Farmers 7 Alliance.

JASPER NEWTON Coe.

Jasper Newton Coe, President of the New Mexico

Territorial Alliance, was born in Marshall county, Vir-
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ginia (now West Virginia), March 21, 1848. When 9

years of age his father moved with his family to Washing-
ton county, Iowa. Not liking the country he remained

there but one year, when he removed to Schuyler county,

Missouri, where he purchased a farm and settled upon it.

Here the subject of our sketch was reared. As Missouri

was at that time a comparatively new country his oppor-

tunities for attending school and acquiring an education

were limited. In 1868 he crossed the plains with a train

of wagons. After visiting different parts of the Great

West and working at various occupations he finally settled

in New Mexico, where he had a brother living. At that

time but few Americans lived in the Territory, and law-

lessness and crime were common and almost every day
occurrences. At times, the few pioneers, who had settled

there for the purpose of making it their home and acquir-

ing property in a legitimate way, were compelled to resort

to arms to drive out lawless characters. In most instances

the determined will of the honest frontiersmen prevailed.

With the exception of three years spent in California, Mr.

Coe has lived in New Mexico since 1869. He has always
been a farmer and is proud of his calling. He has always
been earnest and persistent in his efforts to elevate and

dignify the occupation. In the winter of 1872-73 he

returned to his old home in Schuyler county, Missouri, to

visit his old friends. While there he improved the time

courting Miss Ada Saunders, whom he married in August,

1873. Soon after he returned with his wife to New
Mexico. He owns a good farm and, besides making a

comfortable living, is giving much of his time to Alliance

work in the Territory. Mr. Coe has been an active mem-
ber of the Alliance since its first advent into the Territory

in 1887. Although the obstacles in the way of the pro-

gress of the Order in New Mexico have been almost

insurmountable, the persistent and untiring efforts of
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President Coe, aided by his efficient Secretary, Mr. Breece,

has placed the organization on a solid basis. The political

sentiments of President Coe are best expressed in his own

words, contained in a letter from him of recent date. He

says: "My politics are, vote for the men who are willing
to pledge their sacred honor and their all to labor for the

emancipation of the toiling millions."

H. L. LOUCKS.

H. L. Loucks, President of the National Alliance

(Northwestern) and also President of South Dakota State

Alliance, was born in

Russell, Ontario,
Canada, in 1846. He
lived on the farm most

of the time until he was

19 years of age, then

spent two years in the

iron regions of Michi-

gan. He then returned

to Canada, where he

remained twelve years.

He then moved to Mis-

souri in 1879, where he

engaged in contracting

and steamboating until

the spring of 1884,

when he moved to his farm in Dakota where he has since

lived. Having no political ambition, Mr. Loucks has

never been a candidate for any office, and hence has no

political record. His opportunities for education were

limited to the country school. In 1877 he was elected G.

W. C. T. of the I. O. G. T. of Quebec, and re-elected in

1878, resigning when he came West. He was elected

H. L. Loucks.
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President of the Dakota Farmers' Alliance in 1885,
has served in that capacity continuously ever since. When,
at the last annual session, it was decided to divide, he was

elected President of the South Dakota Alliance. At the

meeting in St. Louis in December, 1889, he was elected

President of the National Farmers' Alliance of the North-

west. President Loucks is a man of unusual energy and

ability, and much of the success of the Order in Dakota is

due to his untiring and well-directed efforts. His style as

a writer is clear cut and logical, and his pen is ever ready
to be wielded in the cause of suffering humanity.

B. F. DAVIS.

Benjamin Franklin Davis, Secretary of the Kentucky
Farmers' and Laborers' Union, was born near West

Liberty, Morgan county, Kentucky, September 13, 1856.

He attended the common schools of the county; began

teaching school at the age of 16, and taught of falls and

winters for ten years, working on the farm during the sum-

mer months. In 1872 he moved with his father to Kzel

county. He became a member of the Grange in 1873,

and served as Secretary in that Order as long as it con-

tinued in active operation in his county. In April, 1877,

he married Miss Gorrella B. Wheeler, of Mennefee county,

which union has been blessed with five children.

He became a charter member of Pine Grove Alliance

No. 17, August 3d, 1887. This was one f tne ^rst Alli-

ances in the Northern part of Kentucky. He was elected

Secretary of the organization and has since continued to

hold that position.

In the winter of 1888 he was commissioned as organ-

izer by the President of the National Alliance, and

contributed largely in starting the Alliance work in Ken-
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tucky. He organized the Kentucky State Alliance at

Ezel in June, 1888, and was elected Secretary at its organi-

zation, a position which he held until the consolidation of

the Wheel and Alli-

ance, at which time he ^

was elected Secretary
of the consolidated

Union. He has served

as Chairman of the

Committee on Constitu-

tion and By-Laws, and

held many other im-

portant positions in the

Order. He was a dele-

gate to the National

meeting held at St.

Louis in December,

1889, and gave his

hearty support to the

work of that conven-

tion. He has always
B. F. Davis. lived on a farm and his

sympathies are with the laboring people. Mr. Davis is a

man peculiarly fitted for the position which he holds. Of
his efficiency as Secretary the Labor Journal of Fulton,

Kentucky, says:

"We have found in no body a more capable or effici-

ent officer than Secretary B. F. Davis of the State

Alliance. He seems to know just how much to say and no

more to record properly the proceedings of the meeting."

Personally, Mr. Davis is kind, considerate and courteous.

His close attention to his duties and the success attending
his efforts in the capacity in which he has served his peo-

ple, has made him many warm friends. He is a man of

sterling integrity and staunch patriotism. Mr. Davis is one
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the young men in the Order who will, doubtless, live to

realize the ultimate success of his efforts and fruition of his

hopes.

W. L. BREECE.

W. L,. Breece, Secretary of the New Mexico Terri-

torial Alliance, was born on a farm near Coshockton, in

Coshockton county,

Ohio, on the 2Oth of

November, 1853. In

1865 he removed

with his father to

Effiingham county,
Illinois. Here in the

winter of 1875 he

taught his first school.

In 1876 he went

to Texas where he

divided his time be-

tween the farm and

school- room until

June, 1884, when he
W.L. Breece. removed to New

Mexico, where he engaged in farming, occasionally teach-

ing a school. On the introduction of the Alliance in the

Territory he at once became an active member and worker.

He was appointed organizer, and" at the organization of

the Territorial Alliance was elected Secretary, a place
which he has held ever since.

H. C. RANDOLPH.

H. C. Randolph, President of the Alliance of Indian

Territory, was born in Grayson county, Texas, in 1845.
He was raised on a farm and has followed that occupatino
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all his life. He moved to the Indian Territory in 1874,
and has belonged to the Alliance since its first organiza-
tion in the Territory. He is an active and efficient worker

in the Order, a consistent and upright Christian gentle-

man, and a man whose sympathies are strongly enlisted in

the cause of industrial reform.

E. C. BKDDINGFIELD.

E. C. Beddingfield, Secretary of the North Carolina

State Alliance, was born on the loth of October, 1862, in

Wake county, North Carolina. His father was a Confed-

erate soldier and died in the .hospital at Gordonville,

Virginia, in 1863, leaving his wife and son dependent

upon the care of her father, who was a plain, substantial

farmer, at that time over 70 years of age. Sherman's

Army having left the country in a destitute condition, it

was with considerable

sacrifice that they man-

aged to send . young

Beddingfield to a sub-

scription school for a

few months in each year

until he was old enough
to plow. A corrupt

Legislature having rob-

bed the public school

fund of several million

dollars there were no

public schools in North

Carolina at that time.

As soon as he learned to

read, however, he mani- E. C. Beddingfield.
fested a great fondness for books, and through the

kindness of friends was enabled to borrow and read many
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which he could not otherwise have done. Every leisure

moment was thus employed in reading standard works of

history, fiction and poetry, and his young mind was thus

stored with useful information, which, in after life, served

him a good purpose. When he was 14 years old he man-

aged, through the kindness of an uncle, to attend an

Academy for one year. At the age of 16 he began teach-

ing school a portion of the year, working on the farm the

remainder of the year. Throughout his whole career he

has kept up his habits of study.

In the fall of 1881 he married a Miss Peebles, by
whom he has five children. For several years he served

as magistrate and a member of the Democratic Central

Committee in his county. In 1888 he was, with four

others, nominated as a candidate for the State Legislature.

Up to this time he had never delivered a public speech in

his life, but he soon showed considerable ability as a

speaker and was able to hold his own with the old politi-

cal orators. His canvass of the county was a brilliant one

and he led his ticket by a hundred votes r being the only
Democrat elected. Mr. Beddingfield at once took a

prominent position in the Legislature, and no man in that

body, perhaps, exercised a wider influence. He has stood

for Alliance principles on every occasion. He aided

materially in passing the bill to establish a Railroad Com-

mission, and drew and introduced a bill against "trusts"

which passed both Houses, and should be read by every

member of the Order. His career in the Legislature was

a success. When Col. L. L. Polk resigned his position

as Secretary of the State Alliance he was appointed by
the Executive Committee to fill the unexpired term. In

this position he has shown the prudence, wisdom and

ability that has always characterized his course, and the

Alliance in the State
*

continues to prosper under his

management.
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ISOM P. LANGLEY.

Isom P. Langley, Chaplain of the Arkansas State

Wheel, was born September 2, 1851, in Clark county,
Arkansas. His early life

was spent on a farm,

where he was actively

engaged until 25 years

of age. At the early

age of 1 6 years he

made a profession of

religion, and joined the

Missionary Baptist

Church. He was
licensed to preach Sep-
tember i, 1877, and

the following year was

ordained a minister of

the gospel. His early

opportunities for edu-

cation were limited, on

account of the war. About fifteen months will cover his

career as a student in the very inferior schools of his

county at that date. - He married Miss Martha A. Free-

man, August 20, 1870. He began the study of law in

1873, and was admitted to the bar December n, 1875.

In February, 1876, he began the practice of law at Arka-

delphia, Arkansas, and soon rose to distinction as a

criminal lawyer. In 1880, in connection with Capt. J.

W. Miller, he began the publication of the Arkadelphia

Signal, a Democratic paper. In 1882 he published the

Arkansaw Clipper, a Greenback paper. A short time

after he established the Hot Springs daily and weekly
News. He gave up the practice of law. In 1885 he

joined the Knights of Labor, and was chosen editor of the

Industrial Liberator, the official organ of the State

Isom P. Langley.
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Assembly. He became a member of the Agricultural

Wheel in 1886, and from that date has been an active

defender of the Wheel Demands and the principles of

organized labor. He was the editor of the National

Wheel Enterprise from May i to December i, 1888. Was
President of the Famous Life Association, of Little Rock,

Arkansas, from October 20, 1887, to January i, 1889.

The association, under his management, was a grand suc-

cess. He has filled many of the leading pulpits of his

church in the State. He assisted in the organization of

the National Wheel at Litchfield, Arkansas, and was a

delegate to the National Wheel at Meridian, Mississippi,

when the question of consolidation with the Farmers'

Alliance came before that body. Mr. Langley is a man
of fine personal appearance. -Possessed of an energy and

firmness that fits him for work among the great army of

reformers, he has lifted himself up from the humble plow-

boy to take his place among men of rank. As a speaker
and writer he has but few equals. His style of delivery is

pleasing, and commands the entire attention of his audi-

ence. His telling argument convinces the most obdurate.

His written articles are full of pith, and abound with good
sense. As a satirist and critic, he wields a two-edged
sword. He is a self-made man. Warm-hearted, and

with broad and liberal views, he ranks among the fore-

most men engaged in labor reform.

J. W. RODGERS.

U
J. W. Rodgers, Secretary of the State Wheel of

Missouri, is a native of Tennessee, and was born in Hay-
wood county, in that State, on the 25th day of November,

1845. I11 the year 1854 his father moved to Dyer county,
in the same State, where he remained and worked on his

father's farm until the great civil war broke out. In
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1863 young Rodgers left Tennessee and went to Madison,

Indiana, for the purpose of attending school in that city,

but becoming imbued

with the spirit of pat-

riotism he volunteered

and entered the 5ad

Regiment Indiana In-

fantry Volunteers,
serving until the close

of the war. He was

discharged at St. L,ouis,

July 10, 1865, and

again entered his life-

long occupation that

of farming settling

in Williamson county,

Illinois. In 1873 ^e

moved to Clay county,

J. IV. Rodgers. Arkansas, where he

bought a new farm and followed the plow-handles through

crop time for five years. Getting in very bad health, in

1883 he moved to Stoddard county, Missouri, where he

has since resided. He was elected delegate to the State

Wheel in September, 1887, the annual meeting of which

convened at West Plains, Missouri, October 12, 1887.

While attending this meeting his business abilities were

recognized and he was elected Secretary of the State

Wheel. Under his able control the Missouri State Wheel
is fast taking rank among the most able, efficient and

best conducted State Wheels of America. He is always

ready and willing to work for the best interests of the

Order. At the annual meeting of the State Wheel at

Dexter, Missouri, on the i9th of September last, he was

unanimously re-elected Secretary for another term of one

year, and also elected a delegate to the National Wheel,
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which assembled at Meridian, Mississippi, on December

5, 1888, and was a member of the Committee on Constitu-

tion and By-L,aws. By his close attention to business he

has won the confidence and esteem of the Missouri

Brotherhood, and the thousands of letters he has filed

away attest the confidence and high regards of the writers.

His correspondence is simply immense and occupies his

whole time and attention."

W. W. PRIGG.

Willis W. Prigg, Secretary of the Indiana State Alli-

ance, was born on a farm near Middleton, Indiana, July

29, 1855. His education consists of what could be secured

in a country school at the period of his school age and

part of two years' attendance in High School. At the age
of 20 he began teaching,
and for thirteen years was

regarded as one of the

most prominent teachers

in his county. The

highest tribute to his

ability as a teacher is

the fact that for seven

years he held the posi-

tion of Principal of the

High School of his

native town. During
most of this time he

has carried on farming
under his personal direc-

tion. At the organiza-
W. W. Prigg. tion of the State Alli-

ance in April, 1890, he was elected Secretary.
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J. J. SlLVEY.

J. J. Silvey, Secretary of the Virginia State Alliance,

was born in Rappahannock county, Virginia, September

23, 1861. He gradu-
ated at the head of the

class of 1884 from the

Virginia Agricultural

and Mechanical Col-

lege. He was one of the

first to join the Farm-

ers' Alliance in his

State, and was one of

the delegates at the or-

ganization of the State

AllianceJuly 1 2, 1 888,

at which time he was

elected State Secre-

tary. He was re-elected

at the next State meet-

ing by acclamation,

/. /. Silvey. and now holds that

office. Mr. Silvey is a prominent member of the Order,

an earnest advocate of its principles and a hard worker for

the cause which he so dearly loves. He is one of the

most efficient officers in the Order and is held in the

highest esteem by the Alliance-men of his State. He
has gained many friends by his courteous bearing and gen-
erous nature, and is much respected for his honesty and

integritv.

W. S. STARR.

W. S. Starr, Secretary of the Colorado State Alliance,

was born in Baxter county, Missouri, June 12, 1863. In

1873 he moved with his father to Colorado, His educa-
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tion was limited to such as could be acquired in the

common schools, and one year's attendance at St. Mary's

College in Kansas. He
has spent most of his

life on a farm; taught
school two years. He

joined the Farmers'

Alliance in August,

1889, and has taken an

active part in its or-

ganization in Colorado.

He was a delegate at

the time the State Alli-

ance was organized at

Pueblo, December 17,

1889, and was elected

Secretary of that body.
He has given much of

his time to the work,
W. S. Starr. and {s deservedly popu-

lar with members of the Order. He is at present the

Independent nominee for State Auditor in Colorado.

MRS. SOPHIA M. HARDEN,

Mrs. Sophia M. Harden, Secretary of the South

Dakota Farmers' Alliance, was born in Gainsville, Wyom-
ing county, New York, August i, 1846. She attended

the district school until 16 years of age, when she entered

the Gainsville Female Seminary and remained there until

her school days were over. To her a school-room educa-

tion was but the foundation for a higher and more

practical knowledge which she afterwards, with diligence

and industry, acquired, and her mind is a rich storehouse

of useful knowledge. Her maiden name was Marsh. In
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1868 she married James Harden, an honorably discharged
soldier of three years' service. In 1872 they moved to

Michigan, and later to Iowa, where Mrs. Harden was her

husband's assistant and constant companion in a school of

which he was principal. While in Osage, Iowa, Mrs.

Harden was elected President of the Woman's Suffrage
Assocciation of that city. The belief that man and

woman were created equal, and that with fair play and an

equal chance in life's battle, woman would prove herself

the equal of man, enabled her to fill the position with

which she had been honored with great credit. In the

meantime she edited a column in the interest of woman

suffrage in one of the Osage papers.

In 1883 Mrs. Harden accompanied her husband to

Dakota, where they settled upon a homestead, where they
have since resided. At the annual meeting of the

Farmers 1 Alliance held in Aberdeen, South Dakota,
November 20, 1889,

Mrs. Harden was elected

Secretary-Treasurer of

the State organization, a

position which she is

filling to the entire satis-

faction of the members
of the Order.

The personal traits

in the character of Mrs.

Harden are so truthfully

and entertainingly de-

scribed in a recent letter

which the author re-

ceived from Mrs. Nettie

C. Hall, M. D.,of Wes-

sington Springs, South

Dakota, who is her personal friend and acquaintance
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that we are pleased to publish, liberal extracts. Mrs. Hall

embodies in her letter, together with many other things,

the following:
4 4 A more delightful task could not have been assigned

me than that of attempting to give a brief sketch of the

life and doings of Mrs. Sophia Harden, in whom I have

found combined the unfaltering devotion of a wife and

mother, the trustworthiness of a friend, as well as execu-

tive ability, scholarly wisdom and the sweet graciousness
of womanhood. * * * My first acquaintance with

this family began in 1883 in Juald county, South Dakota,
where they took a homestead in what was then a new

country. I remember when I first met Mrs. Harden and

found a woman of so much culture and refinement, and

one so peculiarly adapted to the vocation of teaching, I

was puzzled to know why she should bury herself and

talents in what was then considered almost a desert. But

her now cozy home, delightful for situation in a lovely

grove of ash, box-elder and cottonwood, with the library

with its scholastic air, revolving book-cases, easy chairs,

piano, birds and flowers in profusion, in doors and out, all

leave no lingering doubt as to the wisdom of her choice.

One would naturally fall deeply in love with farm life did

we visit many such country places, with its cheery home-

like air, high-grade stock, hennery with its different

departments, with heating-stove for the comfort of the

fancy fowls; the sleek, well-cared-for horses, the farming

implements all in good order, and well-kept grounds, all

of which not only betoken thought and care, but has won
for Mrs. Harden an enviable reputation as a farmer, which

she well merits, because with her husband's unavoidable

absence had she not known all the details of farm work
and been able to assist by hand or voice, their home and

farm to-day would not be such complete source of pride to

the county as well as the owners.
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uThe horses miss her kindly ministrations if she is

absent from home, as it is no uncommon occurrence for

her to groom and care for five of them while the girl pre-

pares the breakfast. I have been much amused at the

impression some have who have never met the lady, but

have heard of her exploits, and pictured her out in their

own mind as of Amazonian proportions, and very much

of a Bohemian, when, really, she is a dainty bit of femi-

ninty, weighing 100 pounds, wearing a No. i shoe, and so

slight in build that when she mixes or kneads her whole-

some bread (which is the envy of her neighbors) she is

oblighed to place her bread-bowl on a chair. She is a

woman with a style so gracious, mild, gentle and refined

that no position in society would find her at a loss. She

has, to my knowledge, ploughed a man's stint and then

drove eight miles to deliver a lecture on the capabilities of

woman, (herself the best exponent of her doctrine) . The
careful training she has given her son, superintending his

education, entering into his boyish sports and ambitions

has made the mother and son companions. Although
Mrs. Harden is a general favorite wherever known, yet
she has no more ardent admirers or appreciative, con-

genial associates than husband and son.

u Mr. Harden is in full sympathy with her on the

woman question, and while tender and solicitous of her

comfort, yet realizes that it is her privilege to spend her

time according to her own tastes and desires. For years

they held opposite political views, but since they began
farming, and thinking and reading of the interests of the

farmer they have joined hands on the broad platform of

the Farmers' Alliance, working earnestly for all measures
which tend to the benefit of the farmer and give to agri-
culture an uplift that will elevate the tiller of the soil and

give him the position he so richly deserves. "
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JOHN WILSON MCFARLAND.

John Wilson McFarland, Secretary of the Louisiana

Farmers' Union, was born in the year 1848, in Bienville

Parish, Louisiana,
where he received an

education upon which

he afterwards founded

a useful and practical

knowledge. His op-

portunities there were

limited to the Sparta

High School, which

was broken up by the

war. When the war

broke out his father

enlisted and went to

the front, and young
McFarland was thrown

on his own resources

at the age of 14 years.

John Wilson McFarland. He served a short time

in the arsenal at Shreveport. At the close of the war he

farmed for several years, after which he was engaged in

the study of mechanics until 1878. Since that time he

has followed farming and milling, and has been reasonably

successful, seeming to have a natural inclination toward

the science of agriculture. He was one the first men to

join the Farmers' Alliance in Claiborne parish in 1887,

and was elected President of his subordinate Union and

Secretary of his Parish Union at their respective organi-

zations. Both of these offices he has held by re-election

to the present time. He was a delegate to the conven-

tion at Ruston, Louisiana, at the time of the consolidation

of the Union and Farmers' Alliance. He has been a dele-

gate to all the sessions of the State Union held in
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Louisiana. Being a public spirited man he is ever ready

to indorse all associations that have for their object the

good of the State and the people.

He is a noted temperance man, a zealous Farmers''

Union man, and has ever been a modest, unassuming
Chaistian gentleman. He was married in the year 1873
to Miss Frankie Whitson, of Claiborne parish, and has

enjoyed an exceptionally happy domestic life.

M. D. WILLIAMS.

M. D. Williams, Secretary of the North Dakota State

Alliance, was born on a farm in Bedford county, Pennsyl-

vania, July 29, 1849. He attended the common schools

for two or three months in winter and worked on a farm

in the summer until 22 years of age, when he attended the

State Normal School at Millersville, Pennsylvania, for

three months. He then taught school for six or eight
winters. He married in 1873, and in 1879 emigrated to

Kansas, where he remained until the spring of 1882 when
he removed to Dakota, locating near Jamestown, where he

now resides. He has worked on the farm every summer

except in 1876, when he was Inspector of Customs on the

Centennial grounds at Philadelphia.

A. P. BASKIN.

A. P. Baskin, Secretary of the Florida State Alliance,

was born, in Houston county, Georgia, January 20, 1844.
His education was limited to that received through attend-

ance at the common schools of the country. At the age of

17 years he enlisted in the Southern Rights Guards, ist

Georgia Regiment, and served through the war. After

the war he began farming on the place upon which he
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was born. In 1872 lie removed to North Alabama and

settled on tfre Coosa River in Cherokee county. By an

overflow in 1874 he lost all he had accumulated after the

war. He then moved to Marion county, Florida, where

he has since resided, engaged in the fruit and vegetable

business. In 1887 he was elected to the Legislature and

re-elected in 1889.

C. T. SMITHSON.

C. T. Smithson, Secretary of the Mississippi State

Alliance, was born in Charlotte county. Virginia, Septem-
ber 12, 1852. He
moved to Mississippi

in 1870; was married

February 23, 1873, to

Miss Julia Landrum,
who died in 1888, leav-

ing four children. He
was married the second

time January 22, 1890,

to Miss Lula Turner,

of Sallis, Mississippi.

His profession, up to

1880, was book-keep-

ing, since which time

he has been farming in

C. T. Smithson. Leake county. He was

elected Secretary of Canaan Alliance at its organization in

June, 1887. In July, 1887, at the organization of the

Leake County Alliance, he was made its Secretary, which

office he still holds. At the organization of the State

Alliance, August 24, 1887, he was elected Secretary, and

has since been re-elected at each annual meeting to fill that

important position.
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S. B. ERWIX.

S. B. Erwin, President of the State Wheel af Ken-

tucky, was born in Gibson county, Tennessee, May 22,

1842. He moved with

his parents to Kentucky
in 1851. He was raised

on a farm. In April,

186 1, he left school to

join the Confederate

Army in which he served

until captured by the

Federals at Selma, Ala-

bama, in April, 1865.

After the war he re-

turned to Paducah, Ken-

tucky, and engaged in

the mercantile business

until the spring of 1867.

He then returned to his

home in Hickman
county, Kentucky. Here he married one of Kentucky's
favorite belles, Miss, Annie V. Seay. He now turned his

attention to farming and stock-raising, which occupation
he has since followed. He has taken an active part in

every farmer's organization that has been in Kentucky.
He is a member of the only living Grange in the southern

part of the State. When the Agricultural Wheel rolled

over into the ' ' Blue Grass ' '

State, he was among the first

to join it and extend the hand of welcome. At the organi-

zation of the State Wheel he was elected President, a

position he has ever since held. At a meeting of the State

Wheel in January, .1888, he was elected State Business

Agent. He was one of the delegates from Kentucky to

Litchfield, Arkansas, in 1886, to organize the National

S. B. Erwin.
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Wheel. He was elected Second Vice-President of that

body. At the meeting of the National Wheel at McKenzie,

Tennessee, in November, 1887, he was elected National

Lecturer, but shortly after resigned that position on

account of his election as State Business Agent and his

inability to attend to the duties of both offices. He was sent

as a delegate from Kentucky to represent his State in the

meeting of the National Alliance at Shreveport, Louisiana,

in 1887. Was also a delegate in the convention of Labor

organizations which met in the city of Cincinnati,

February 22, 1887. On his mother's side, Mr. Erwin is

of Irish descent. His grand-father on his father's side was

a Captain under Gen. Green in the Revolutionary War.

On his mother's side he is a direct descendant of the

family of Alexander Hamilton. His great grand-mother
was a sister of Hamilton, and married a Davis. His

grand-mother was Margaret Davis, sister to Col. Joe Davis,

of Kentucky; also of Sam Davis, his brother. William

Hess, his grand-father, also served as Captain under Gen.

Jackson at New Orleans. Mr. Brwin had only one own

brother, who was killed at the battle of Belmont, Missouri,

on the 7th of November, 1861. He had four half-brothers,

two of whom were killed at the taking of the City of

Mexico. One of his half-brothers, Marcy Welborn, of the

7th Kentucky Regiment, was killed at the battle of Shiloh

in 1862. He is the soul of honor, and a true type of

Southern manhood.

S. O. DAWS.
<( Mr. S. O. Daws is an old citizen of Wise county,

residing on his farm near the Parker county line, a few

miles from Springtown, his post office. He was born in

Kemper county, Mississippi, thirteen miles west of DeKalb,
on the 28th day of December, 1848, making him now
bout 42 years of age.
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S. O. Daws.

"The ancestors of Mr. Daws, on his father's side, are of

Ireland, while his maternal forefathers came from the

colder region of the

Baltic. From the Emer-
ald Isle cosmopolitan
America draws mainly
her genius of wit, quick

intellect, sentiments of

bravery, venturesome-

ness and irrational im-

pulses, while the sturdy

Teutonic blood soothes

our nationality with in-

dustry, caution and the

love of equal liberty in

all its aims. Having
been born of poor par-

ents, it is readily conjectured that the facilities held out

to him for an early education were limited, since in those

days he did not have the advantages now given the poorest

youth of this generation by beneficent laws to acquire a

common school learning; but, as he says, by some hook or

crook, he managed to acquire these rudiments, which only
stimulated his mind with a thirst for a broader knowledge
of the world and its highest creati n man. This desire

he nourished by reading history, especially that of his own

country. Later on he gave to agriculture his studious

application, not only as a means for individual subsistence,

but from a more intellectual standpoint, when finally

important public topics, touching social and economic

relations, attracted his inquiry. He is cheerful to acknowl-

edge, also, the great benefits he derived, when a boy, from

his regular Sunday-school attendance, and from the divine

lessons of life as expounded from the pulpit to the congre-

gations of God. Thus taught in his early life that
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systematic application and a faithful discharge of any task

imposed upon him was the most satisfactory way in which

a duty could be performed, and though he may have

demurred to the rule of his parents, requiring him to be

afield at the break of day and to remain at his hoe or plow
until the setting of the sun, this became at last a habit to

which Mr. Daws now attributes, in no small degree, his

health, his vigorous strength and the confidence reposed
in him by his associates.

u Mr. Daws emigrated to Texas in August, 1868,

where he resumed his life-long occupation, being now a

farmer in Wise county.
u He was appointed in July, 1881, by J. N. Mont-

gomery, President of the State Alliance, organizer for

Parker county. At the annual meeting of the Grand

State Alliance, held at Goshen, August, 1881, Mr. Daws
was elected to the same position for Wise county, which
is now one of the strongest Alliance counties in the State.

In August, 1882, the regular annual meeting was held at

Palo Pinto, when his tried ability was called again into a

more extended service. Here Mr. Daws had conferred

upon him by the growing organization the responsible
office of State Lecturer. During the winter of 1883, the

President, Secretary and other officers of the State Alli-

ance, deeming it important for the best interests of the

Order to extend more rapidly its principles, Mr. Daws was
selected from among his brother members by W. L. Gar-

vin, then filling the office of President, Traveling
Lecturer for the whole State. At that time there were

153 organized Alliances, but fifteen of which were in

actual working order. At the semi-annual meeting of the

Grand State Alliance, held in February, 1884, at Chico,
Wise county the Traveling Lecturer made a report, which
was approved, and he was unanimously elected to continue

his good work in that capacity for the remainder of the
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year. The annual meeting of that year was held a;

Weatherford in the month of August, when Mr. Daws was

re-elected, the number of Alliances being then 187.
u The Traveling Lecturer had large powers conferred

upon him. He visited the various counties in North and

Middle Texas, lecturing, appointing local organizers in

"each county, and acting as 'the general director and mana-

ger of the affairs of the organization, now grown to

enthusiastic robustness. His labors day and night in its

behalf, his growing solicitude for the cause, and his inces-

sant devotion, were amply rewarded with the most

satisfactory results, for his annual report at Decatur, in

August, 1885, showed the Order to consist of 550 active

Alliances working together in constitutional harmony.
Six hundred delegates convened at that meeting, who
manifested the greatest satisfaction over the success and

work of their Order, not yet five years old, under the new

regime. Again Mr. Daws was elected Traveling Lec-

turer for the ensuing year, and the immense strides and

marvelous growth of the Order since January, 1884, in an

immeasurable degree are due to the sound advice, the

comprehensive addresses and practical directions given by
the Traveling Lecturer to the officers and members of the

subordinate Alliances in every county through which he

has traveled in his official capacity, and in every instance

the local Orders are in a healthy condition zealous in

their objects."

Since the above article appeared in the public press,

January 15, 1886, S. O. Daws continued in the discharge
of his duties as Traveling Lecturer until the meeting of

the Grand State Alliance at Cleburne, August 6, 1886.

His annual report showed an increase of 2,200 Sub-Alli-

ances during that year. The Grand State Alliance this

year discontinued the office of Traveling Lecturer, the

Order being established on a firm basis in the State,
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After the National Alliance was organized he served as

National Organizer in Mississippi until the meeting of the

National Alliance at Shreveport.

Since the meeting at Shreveport Mr. Daws has been

almost constantly engaged in Alliance Work. He is one

of the foremost members of the Order. In 1887, in con-

nection with W. L. Garvin, he published a history of the

Alliance, which has met the hearty approval of members
of the Order.

JOHN B. FRENCH.

John B. French, Secretary of the Kansas State Alli-

ance, was born in L,awrence county, Indiana, in 1857.

Having to depend upon his own resources from boyhood, his

opportunities for education were limited. By employing
all his leisure time, however, he succeeded in acquiring
considerable general information, and by saving his money,
earned by working on a farm, he was, in time, enabled to

enter the Preparatory Department of the Indiana State

University, from which he graduated in 1880. He then

began teaching school, working during vacations on the

farm and at the carpenter trade. In 1884 he went to

Kansas and settled in Harvey county. He joined Sub-

Alliance, No. 20, July 13, 1888, and at the organization of

Harvey County Alliance, September 2, 1888, he was
elected Secretary of that body. He was a delegate to the

meeting that organized the State Alliance at Augusta,
December 22, 1888, and was largely instumental in

harmonizing differences and securing a harmonious

organization. His efforts in this direction, together with

his peculiar fitness for the position, secured his election as

Secretary of the State Alliance at that meeting. He at

once entered into the work with all the ardor of an

enthusiastic nature and the rapid progress which the

Alliance has made in Kansas is partly due to the active
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efforts which he has made in its behalf. As a student of

political economy he had long been aware of existing

abuses and was at the

time the Alliance made*

its appearance in Kan-

sas an ardent advocate

of reform. At the first

annual meeting of the

State Alliance after

its organization Mr.

French was re-elected

to fill the position,

which he had held

with credit to himself

and the organization.

Mr. French is one of

the hardest working
and hardest worked

Secretaries in the

John B. French. Order. When he was

first elected, in September, 1888, there were but fifty-

eight Sub and five County Alliances. In July, 1890,

there were 2,735 Sub-Alliances in the State, 1,900 of

which had been organized within twelve months.

Personally, Mr. French is kind, obliging and courte-

ous. His devotion to the cause of industrial reform is one

of the most distinguishing traits in his character. He

possesses extraordinary business qualifications. The
records of his office are kept with such method and pre-

cision that he can readily give any required information

relating to the condition, growth and strength of the

Order in his State. He is honest, upright and conscien-

tious, a good citizen and is regarded as one among the

best Secretaries in the entire Order. The members in

Kansas have occasion to be proud of their State Secretary.
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J. W. REID.

J. W. Reid, Secretary of the South Carolina State

Alliance, was born at Reidville, South Carolina, August

11,1862. He received

High School training

at the Reidville Male

High School and en-

tered Davidson Col-

lege, North Carolina,

in the fall of 1878, and

graduated there in

June, 1882, standing
third in a class of

twenty-one. He then

taught school three

'//, years when he went

to farming. He was

elected Secretary suc-

cessively of Reidville

Alliance, No. 55, April

20, 1888; Spartanburg County Alliance, May 15, 1888,

and South Carolina State Alliance, July n, 1888. He
was appointed by the Governor a delegate to attend the

eighth annual session of the National Farmers' Congress,
which met at Topeka, Kansas, November 16, 1888. He
was re-elected Secretary of the State Alliance in

July, 1889.

THOMAS CANFIELD JENKINS.

Thomas Canfield Jenkins, Secretary of the Maryland
State Alliance, was born September 30, 1864, at

Pomonkey, Charles county, Maryland. His present occu-

pation is farming; earlier in life he was a practical book-

keeper and spent a portion of his life in Kansas City,
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Missouri, engaged in that business. He is an excellent

business man, enthusiastic in the cause of reform, and
devoted to Alliance principles. The work of organiza-
tion in Maryland is rapidly advancing under his excellent

management.

J. B. DINES.

J. B. Dines, President of the State Business Agents'
Association and State Business Agent for Missouri, was
born on October 12, 1850, in St. Louis county, Missouri.

In September, 1871, he wTas married in St. Francois

county, where he followed the occupation of farming until

his business as State Agent called him to leave the farm

and remove with his family to St. lyouis. Mr. Dines

joined the Alliance at its first organization in St. Francois

county in the winter of 1886, and was elected President

of the Sub-Alliance, serving two terms. When the

County Alliance was formed, in the spring of 1887, he

was elected its President,

serving two terms there

also. He was elected as

a delegate to represent
his county at the State

meeting at Reed's

Station, Missouri, in the

summer of 1887. Again,
in 1888, he was elected

as a delegate to the State

Alliance held at Nevada,

Missouri, where he was
ij

'l
elected State Business

Agent. In March, 1889,
he removed to St. L^ouis

to better attend to his/. B. Dines.

busines as State Agent. In August, 1889, at the conscli-
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dation of the Wheel and Alliance at Springfield, Missouri,

he was elected State Business Agent of the consolidated

body. In December, 1889, at the National meeting of

the State Business Agents in St. Louis he was chosen

President of that organization. As State Busines Agent
Mr. Dines has done an extensive business and saved the

fanners many thousands of dollars.

ETHEL BARKSDALE WADE.

Ethel Barksdale Wade, Secretary of the Tennessee

State Alliance, was born in Rutherford county, Tennessee,
in 1844, where he has

since resided. He
served four years in the

Confederate Army as a

private until March,

1863, in the 1 8th Ten-

nessee Infantry, after

that time and until the

close of the war on the

staff of Gen. John B.

Hood. He was elected

Assistant Clerk of the

Tennessee House of

Representatives two

terms, 1871-1873, and
Ethel Barksdale Wade. was elected Principal

Clerk of that body six terms, 1877 to 1889. He was

elected Secretary of the Farmers' and Laborers' Union in

July, 1889, and elected a delegate to the National Union at

St. Louis at the same session. Mr. Wade is an efficient

and able officer and the Order in Tennessee is prospering
under his management,
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R. H. MOREHEAD.

Col. R. H. Morehead, Secretary of the Arkansas

State Wheel, was born near Yorkville, Pickens county,

Alabama, March 25, 1833. His father was a farmer and

local Methodist minister. He grew to manhood on the

farm, remaining with his parents until 24 years of age, at

which time he married and continued the occupation of

farming for himself. In 1861, when the political horizon

was darkened and the war clouds gathered over the

Nation, he enlisted in the 35th Regiment of Mississippi
Volunteers and cast his lot with his native State. Enter-

ing the army as a private he rose to the rank of Second

Lieutenant. He was distinguished both for his bravery
and his devotion to duty. He participated in many hard

fought battles and after a continuous service for three and
one-half years was captured and paroled near the close of

the war. He then returned home and again resumed the

occupation of farming. In the summer of 1866 he was
elected Circuit and Chancery Clerk of Choctaw county,

Mississippi. When the new (Sharkey) Constitution was

adopted he was re-elected to the same position. After

filling the office for one year of his second term, wishing
to again engage in farming, and better his condition, he

resigned the office of Clerk and on the 3d of November,
1867, he moved" to Prairie county, Arkansas, where he
still continues to reside. Here he began farming on the

shares and now owns a beautiful farm and is surrounded

by a happy family. In 1874 he was appointed Colonel of

the 5th Regiment of Arkansas Militia by Gov. Garland.

He became a member of No. i, the first Wheel ever

organized, and has since been one of the most zealous

workers in the State, and one of the most active advo-

cates of labor reform. He was elected Secretary of the

State Wheel of Arkansas in July, 1885, has been continu-

ously re-elected ever since, and now holds the position for
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the fourth time. As an officer Mr. Morehead has no

superior. He is faithful, efficient and ever obliging. As

a citizen he stands among the foremost in the State. He
is strong in his convictions of what is right and has the

manly courage to contend for them. He is an uncompro-

mising enemy to fraud and deception of every kind and

despises the cringing cowardice with which men bow to

the dictates of political bosses. He was a member of the

committee which drafted the Constitution and By-Laws

adopted by the Farmers 7 and Labors' Union at Meridian,

Mississipppi, was Secretary of that committe, and was one

of the two who signed and contended for the minority

report. He stands in the front rank in his organization

as an active and earnest worker and efficient officer. As
a friend he is everything that could be desired.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE progress of the human mind, and of human soci-

ety, is seldom marked by regular and successive steps. At

some periods, civilization appears to be stationary; at

others even to retrograde; at others again, to spring for-

ward with rapid, gigantic, and almost convulsive strides.

This irregularity of advance is, doubtless, ostensible rather

than actual. Preparations are gradually made, ideas slowly

matured, and the foundations of the future superstruc-

ture laid with secret and patient industry. But these

subterranean workings are for the most part unnoticed, till

in the fullness of time, a rich harvest of consequences is

developed with apparent suddenness, from causes which

have been accumulating in silence for many years. The
fall of the Roman empire constituted one of these great

eras. It was the demarkation between the old world and

the new. From that period, society and nations alike as-

sumed a new aspect, and the world commenced a new
career. It was the moral deluge, upon the abatement of

which a new condition of society, new systems of govern-

ment, and new methods of thought sprang up. The
reformation effected another mighty change. It intro-

duced pure religion into the realm of almost pagan super-

stition, civil liberty into the empire of tyranny, and science

into the depths of national ignorance. One of its immedi-

ate and most momentous consequences was the struggle

for constitutional rights, in England, in the seventeenth
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century a struggle in which civil liberty and religious

freedom and tolerance won their most substantial victory.

The great rebellion against feudal and mental oppression

in France which broke forth publicly in 1789, and resulted

in the overthrow of the French throne, is among these

memorable transitions, and is deeply interesting to the

present generation, being nearest to our own time, more

in harmony with the present condition of our people, be-

sides being most extraordinary in character, and far reach-

ing in its consequences. No period in history is more

fertile in attractions than that of the French nation from

the out-break of the revolution in 1789, to the downfall of

Napoleon III in 1871; certainly none presents more scenes

of thrilling interest, more subtle problems of character,

more intricate intrigues, more truths of political philoso-

phy, or more lessons of profound wisdom. No period is

richer in materials for the contemplation of the statesman,

the moralist or the Christian; none presents more warnings

against profligacy in high places and an utter disregard of

the rights, liberties and condition of the masses. The
fall of the empires of the ancient world, exhibiting scenes

of extensive suffering in their progress, and melancholy

calamity in their consummation, bore a somewhat different

character. The foreign sword helped to strike the diadem

from the brows of tyrannical rulers already sinking under

the weight of sovereignty, and the remains of empires
mouldered away by the course of nature.

But the French monarchy was unassailed by any
external violence. In the midst of what seemed to the

eyes of Europe the full vigor of life, it perished in rapid

agonies, for which the public experience had no remedy,
and human annals scarcely a name. Like a body whose

flesh and blood would turn into fire, it consumed with

internal combustion, and at length, after an inter

indescribable torture, without a parallel in the hisU/.
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the world, sunk in ashes, and was no more. The circum-

stances which made this result appear more miraculous

and cause the powers of Europe to tremble for their own

safety was the agency of a new power by which it was

consummated a power which must inevitably prove

stronger than the fortresses or armed legions of despots

the power of Opinion !

In the trials of the older empires, the motives of

action were mainly confined to the higher ranks. Wars
were undertaken by ambitious princes to extend their con-

quests, or they were occasioned by the rivalry of aspirants

to sovereignty. The French revolution was of a different

character. It was a warfare between the people and the

sovereign a rebellion against privilege and for equality.

It was not a conflict to decide who should be recognized as

the oppressor of the people, but it was a warfare against

oppression itself. We call the attention of our readers to

these facts because there is a closer analogy between the

French nation in 1789 and the present condition of our

country than many would suppose. It is true, that like

the phantasmagoric effect of a magic lantern, the scene

has been changed, and in place of a ruler we have adopted

systems which, under the magic hands of a. master pro-
duce the same effect, without, however, revealing the

cause.

These systems are not new, but old under a new dis-

guise, and, equally oppressive in the burdens which they

impose and diabolical in the effects of their consummation.

In every age of the world it has been, on the part of

the great masses of the people, a constant struggle for

liberty, and, although there are periods when it seemed
that every vestige of freedom and civilization had been

blotted from the face of the earth, and rapine, plunder
and vice in all its worst forms reigned supreme, the

candle of liberty still burned with a feeble flame that

27
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was destined to break forth with renewed splendor, and

shed its light abroad over the nations of the earth.

Such a period was that following the fall of the Roman

empire. "During this period the most extraordinary and

baneful changes took place in the condition of the world.

Population dwindled and commerce, arts, wealth and free-

dom all disappeared. The people were reduced to poverty
and misery and the most degraded condition of serfdom and

slavery. The disintegration of society was almost com-

plete. The conditions of life were so hard that individual

selfishness was the only thing consistent with the instinct of

self-preservation. All public spirit, all generous emotions,

all the noble aspirations shriveled and disappeared as the

volume of money shrunk and prices fell. History records

no such disastrous transition as that from the Roman Empire
to the Dark Ages."

The condition of the French people prior to the

Revolution was scarcely less deplorable than that following

the fall of the Roman Empire. The State was rotten in

every department. The utmost licentiousness prevailed

among the nobility; the king spread the contagion of his

own example by riding in open carriage with his chosen

mistress. The utmost extravagance was indulged in the

expenditure of the revenues. The people were only

regarded as things to be taxed; the life of a peasant was

worth less than that of a wild boar. In the judicial depart-

ment justice was bartered for money. Through the

influence of the nobility, and for a price, men and women
were thrown into the vilest dungeons on the slightest pre-

text and often without even the semblance of trial. The
Bastile was crowded with victims of private animosity;

these numbered 15,000 in the reign of Louis XV. The

nobility, regardless of the social relations, debauched with

impunity, the lower classes. The clergy shared in the

general corruption; their salaries were excessive and their
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wealth became enormous; they abandoned all pretensions

to superior sanctity; many of them abandoned themselves

to the utmost licentiousness; the few
^
feeble sermons that

were preached, were, as it is to-day in our own country,

directed against the beggar on the street and the petty

sins common among them. The Legislature was composed
of infidels, who availed themselves of the abuses of the

church and attacked its doctrines in open debate. Every-

thing was demoralization, and it became a festering sore

upon the body politic. Beneath all was the bulk of the

population, of whom it might truthfully be said, possessed

no rights except that of paying taxes. All the burdens

of the State fell on the industrious and productive classes.

The nobility and clergy were exempt from taxation. The
most oppressive mode of collecting prevailed. Two-thirds

of all the lands in the country were in the possession of

the nobility and clergy, who, not content with their fiscal

exemption, imposed upon the cultivators feudal dues and

services of the most onerous and harassing description.

It was impossible that agriculture could flourish under

such circumstances. Instead of being protected and

encouraged in his indispensable calling, the husbandman
was regarded as a species of drudge, appointed by nature

to toil for the benefit of superiors. The king, the nobility,

and the clergy, all considered him in this light, and con-

tended which should wring from him the most in the

various shapes of taxes, rents, dues, and tithes. Trav-

elers, who visited France at this period, concur in

representing abject poverty and wretchedness as the uni-

versal lot of the peasantry.

Nor was it any better in the domain of commerce.

Industry was fettered by a thousand shackles. Rulers have,
in ever}

7 age and country, with strange perversity, marked
trade for their legitimate prey. The right to monopolize
a business was a matter of purchase; afterwards the price
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of the business was charged to its customers. Everywhere
and in every department corruption was apparent. Thus
the French labored under a despotism to which the horrors

of Hindoo servitude were comparative freedom. A vol-

ume would scarcely suffice to describe all the oppression
to which the French subject was exposed. Debauchery
and blasphemy, selfishness and disregard of right, in the

high places, had done their worst. Nothing short of

miraculous interposition could have saved France from the

legitimate consequences of her own infamy. Revolution

was sure to follow. And such a revolution! It is, per-

haps, without a parallel in the annals of history. That

it failed of its purpose, is not the fault of the revolution,

but in the preparation of the public mind to receive it.

The festering sores of corruption in high places had per-

meated the whole social structure of the people.

France was in turmoil. Her morals were no better

than her government. She was able to tear down because

to do so only required courage and physical strength; but

to build required unity, wisdom, and a due regard for the

rights and opinions of others. But the people were not

properly educated. Every faction hated the king, but

every faction despised every other faction, and the revolu-

tion failed because the people were not prepared to accept
its results. Revolution itself is horrible; no great revolution

can be accomplished without excesses and miseries at which

humanity revolts. This is eminently true of the French

revolution. It was a destruction of great abuses, executed

with much inhumanity, violence and injustice. But not-

withstanding the crimes of the revolution and the suffer-

ings it caused, it effected a beneficial change. A revolution,

at its best, is a painful and perilous remedy; at is worst, it

is the severest trial a nation can undergo. It is well that

such trials seldom occur. They are only justifiable in
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cases where hopeless slavery and irreparable decay are the

only alternatives.

Revolution is the natural outgrowth of oppression and

is sure to follow when oppression reaches its maximum.

The best remedy is to remove the cause that is oppression.

We have seen that revolution wras the legitimate result

of oppression, and were we to study the causes which

have at all times, and in all ages, precipitated the people

from a condition of comparative freedom and happiness, to

one of abject poverty, degradation and despair, we would,

undoubtedly, in a majority of cases trace them to the same

source. Every period of distress and political disaster that

has not been the immediate result of foreign invasion, con-

tinued famine or malignant pestilence, has, no doubt, been

precipitated by a system of burdensome laws and unjust

exaction of "the powers that be." That history will

repeat itself is an axiom proven by the experience of the

ages; and, "like causes will produce like effects," is a

philosophical truth.

The condition of the laboring classes of the American

people is not new; neither are the causes which have

produced it. It would seem that all the abundant resources

of a country endowed by Nature's God with extraordinary

facilities of commerce, and replete in all the concomitants

of wealth, that the American people should, not only be

the most intelligent, the most prosperous, and the hap-

piest on the face of the earth, but should present to the

eyes of the world a government granting larger liberties in

its constitution, more equitable justice in the administra-

tion of its laws, and greater protection to the weak in the

application of its power, than any other in existence. If we
are asked why, we answer: that from its very inception, nay,

from the time the pilgrims first conceived the idea of

braving the dangers of the mighty deep to take refuge in

an isolated land, they breathed the inspiration of liberty.
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It was engraven by nature on the rocks of New England's

shore, and the wind whispered its sweet requiems among
the boughs of the trees. It was inculcated in the hearts

of the patriots of '76, consummated in their blood upon
the batte fields of the Revolution, and consecrated in the

self-denial, daring courage, manly endurance and long

sufferings of the best, the bravest, and most heroic people
of any age or time. Because we have the light of the

experience of all ages to guide us in the administration of

justice, and possess a country peculiarly fitted for defense

against outward attack, and a people who are at once

magnanimous, brave, intelligent and powerful.

Yet, with all these advantages there is in existence

to-day, a deep-seated feeling of discontent, that, like some

contagious disease, is becoming wide-spread throughout
the Union, and to such an alarming extent that we may
well pause to consider whether it is predicated on a real or

imaginary foundation. If from the latter, if it be a fact

that there exists no real cause for this growing dissatisfac-

tion on the part of the masses, it would long ago have

vanished for want of a foundation.

When, however, we examine the complaints that are

constantly coming from all quarters, from among our

laboring classes, we are inclined to believe, as we have

already intimated, that there is some analogy existing

between the condition of our people and that of the

French nation prior to the Revolution of 1789. We have

corruption in high places. Our trade and commerce

is fettered and competition is strangled. We have extor-

tion in transportation and communication and the most

unjust exactions on all classes of producers. Crime is on

the increase and suicides becoming more numerous. Our

prisons are filled with criminals, and our alms-houses with

paupers. Our houses, barns and fences are decaying, and

our churches and school houses remain unrepaired. Every
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productive industry languishes ; tramps and idlers are

becoming more abundant and our children are clothed in

rags. L/abor is oppressed on every hand, debts increasing

with fearful rapidity, notes maturing, mortgages being
closed and the people rendered homeless. From every

quarter comes the cry of distress, and hope has almost

gone down in the depths of despair.

These evils are not mitigated by the constant efforts

of a subsidized press and dishonest politicians to make
them appear imaginary or to conceal the real cause. To

apply a false theory as to their real nature or the cause of

their existence is but to aggravate the trouble by delaying
the remedy.

Our condition, like that of the French, has become a

festering sore upon the body politic and is preying upon
the vitals of our whole social structure and undermining
the foundations of constitutional liberty. It can not be

explained away. It is here; and it has come to stay until

the proper remedy is applied. It makes no difference how
the people may differ as to the causes, they all agree that

the condition the effect, is real. To those who have

suffered and toiled under the conditions which we have

described it would be useless to add any further testimony
than a mere recital of their wrongs. They realize the

truth of their existence by coming in daily contact with

their baneful effects. But there is a certain class who,
from the peculiar position they occupy and surrounded by
circumstances adverse to a clear comprehension of the

actual condition of the poorer classes of our people and the

real causes thereof, whose attention we desire to enlist on

the side of suffering humanity. We refer to all those who,

though not engaged in productive industries, are following
vocations so directly and intimately connected with the

success of these enterprises that their own weal or woe

depends upon their rise or fall.
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Aside from questions of humanity it is only surprising

that these persons are not among the first to sound the

alarm, and enlist their efforts in lifting the burdens from

the shoulders of the producing classes.

Is it possible that these people "have been per-

suaded," (to use the mild expression of Thad. Stevens), to

help rivet the chains of bondage on their fellow men?
In order that we may not be thought to have overdrawn

the picture in describing the present condition of our

Republic, and our tendency toward that state of society

which is the sure precursor of revolution, we present the

following statements from eminent authorities:

"The labor movement in our politics grew out of a

feeling among intelligent voters, by no means confined

to the working people, that the government is being

perverted from its real objects and that neither of the

old parties is making such a stand as is needed against the

dangerous tendencies of the times. If there were not

some reason for such a feeling, it could not have become

so general and so strong within so brief a period. This

government was founded upon the principle of the equality

of its citizens. Democracy is equality and equality is

democracy. But things are no longer equal in a republic

when a poor man cannot be elected to high offices. They
are not equal when a constituency elects "John Doe" to

Congress, and, through the influence of a great corpora-

tion's money, "Richard Roe" so "explains things" to the

representative that he favors the corporation against the

people. Thomas Carlyle explained Anglo-Saxon govern-

ment as due to "respect for the constable," this official

symbolizing the law. The foundation of good govern-

ment is disturbed when citizens lose their respect for the

law. And they are losing their respect for it in this coun-

try, owing to the prevalent belief, for which there is,

unhappily, too many supports, that law-makers are cor-
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ruptly influenced, that even executives and judges are not

free from partisan, from corporation or from money control.

A money-bags Senate of the United States, with railroad

presidents and attorneys and Standard Oil servants among
its members, is not calculated to inspire confidence among
the people. In the domain of business the perversion

is equally plain. Under the forms of law corporations or

combinations fix the production, and regulate the prices of

coal, of iron, of oil and many other necessaries of life or

essentials of industry. They have rendered it impossible

for individuals to undertake many kinds of business that

were formerly open to all. Combination has killed com-

petition, and the conspiracy laws operate to punish men
for striking against starvation wages. It was plainly time

that an earnest protest should be made against this condi-

tion and the tendencies. As one party had no disposition

to do it, and the other seemed to lack the courage or

ability, the labor movement started.
" New York World.

"The great American agricultural industries, which

give employment to more than one-half the workers for

wages, whose welfare is held up (properly so) as the high-
est aim of legislation, and whose products constitute at

least 80 per cent, of our exports, receive no real considera-

tion here, and are not even ranked among the industries

of the country over which Congress is asked or expected
to throw its protecting arm. * * * It seems as though
it was thought to be the duty of Congress to see to it that

the rich be made richer by making the poor poorer.''

Senator Beck in his speech in the United States Senate^
December 2$th, 1885.

"The rapid growth of corporate power and the malign
influence which it exerts by combination on the National

and State Legislatures, is a well grounded cause of alarm.

A struggle is pending in the near future between this over-
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grown power, with its vast ramifications all over the

Union, and a hard grip on much of the political machinery
on the one hand, and the people in an unorganized condi-

tion on the other, for control of the government. It will

be watched by every patriot with intense anxiety. Great

corporations and consolidated monopolies are fast seizing

the javenues of power that lead to the control of the gov-
ernment. It is an open secret that they rule States

through procured Legislatures and corrupted courts; they

are strong in Congress, and that they are unscrupulous in

the use of means to conquer prejudice and acquire influ-

ence. This condition of things is truly alarming, for

unless it be changed quickly and thoroughly, free institu-

tions are doomed to be subverted by an oligarchy resting

upon a basis of money and of corporate power." Hon.

David Davis, formerly Judge of the Supreme Court of the

U. S.

"In my judgment the Republic cannot live long in

the atmosphere which now surrounds the ballot box.

Moneyed corporations, to secure favorable legislation for

themselves are taking part in elections by furnishing large

sums of money to corrupt the voter and purchase special

privileges from the government. If money can control

the decision at the ballot box it will not be long until it

can control its existence." Governor Gray, of Indiana,
in his message to the Legislature.

4 ( Amazed now at the power that corporations seem to

have to embarass necessary legal proceedings taken against

them; that the increase of the influence of corporations in

this country, and their ability to thwart the supervisory

proceedings taken against them by the public authorities

to prevent great
'

monopolies or to subject them to proper

restraints, are among the most alarming characteristics of

the time, and constitute a danger to which all the people
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must be aroused before long if we would preserve our free

institutions." Attorney General of the State of New
York.

At the request of the New York Chamber of Com-

merce, ex-Judge Black of Pennsylvania, than whom no

other perhaps is better authority, has prepared a paper on

railroads and their legal relation to governments. After

reciting some of the abuses to which these corporations

subjected the people, Judge Black continues:

"To perpetuate these abuses they seek political power.
In many places elections in the face of this influence have

become the emptiest forms. The railroads send their

agents to the Senates and Assemblies of the States. Laws
are passed or resisted as they dictate, and Governors

approve or veto legislation at their bidding. In the House

of Representatives they have their attorneys and in the

Senate of the United States their confidential allies. The
President can not ignore them and the politicians who
nominate presidents curry their favor. They control

thousands of votes in this and neighboring States, and

order them to be delivered as if the suffrage were pork or

pig-iron.
* * *

This, as we have said, so far irom being
in any sense a wild statement, is but a partial epitome of

uncontradicted evidence laid before the public as the result

of official investigations.

u The cheerful persons who keep on believing that

things are running beautifully, though indeed they be

running with all the feet they have in the worst possible

direction, may still, as some do, persist in believing that

there is no immediate danger, and by and by, if any evil

does accrue, the people, in some way not specified, will

find a perfect remedy; but those less given to consulting

hope than their common sense, are not likely to remain

idle much longer. There is a pretty general feeling that
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the Continent of America was not discovered by Columbus,
and civil liberty established by the Fathers of the Repub-

lic, to the end that fifty millions of people might be made

tributary to a band of railroad magnates, or that farmers,

artisans and merchants might, by hard work and keen

competition, raise up a dozen Vanderbilts, with each

several hundreds of millions of dollars.

" Those who entertain this feeling have become per-

suaded that the time has arrived for the industrious masses

of this country to protect themselves, if they ever intend

to do so. It will certainly not be easier after the adver-

sary has grown stronger. In this contest every delay is to

the disadvantage of the people. Let the issue be deferred

for a few years, and nothing but a miracle or a revolution

as violent as that of France will overthrow the oppression.

Of all misleading delusions, there is none more mischiev-

ous than the notion that popular suffrage and popular

power are synonymous. Given the means of bribing

multitudes, of intimidating others, of wrecking opponents,

coupled with actual possession of the government, and

adverse sentiment must be paralyzed. In the face of such

influences the right to vote is the veriest snare. Will the

workman vote himself into the poor-house? Will the

favored merchant vote against the capitalist to whom he

owes his fortune? Does anyone expect the average politi-

cian to be so fired with patriotism as to oppose that which

gives him office?

4 *The ballot is like a sword, utterly useless to the arm

that cannot wield it. If the suffrage is to be our salvation,

it must be applied sharply while there are still odds on the

side of unbought and unterrorized manhood. * * *

Into the general bearing and legal philosophy of all this,

it is not necessary to go further at present. The subject is

now fairly before the American people, and there is every

reason for believing that they will not lose sight of it
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until it has been settled in a proper manner. The era of

sentimental politics is over. The right to earn a living

and enjoy the fruits of industry is now up. We look with

reasonable confidence to a solution which will be less

favorable than the existing laws are to the accumulation

by railroad owners, in the course of a few years, of fortunes

as large as the Rothchilds point to as the result of gener-

ations of scheming and exertion."

The following is from the report of the investigating

committee appointed by the New York Legislature to

examine into the management of the Brie railroad.

Testimony of Mr. Jay Gould:

"I do not know how much I paid toward helping

friendly men. We had four States to look after, and we

had to suit our politics to circumstances. In a Democratic

district I was a Democrat; In a Republican district I was

a Republican, and in a doubtful district I was doubtful;

but in every district and at all times I have always been an

Erie man."

The report of the committee says: "It is further in

evidence that it has been the custom of the managers of

the Erie Railway, from year to year, in the past, to spend

large sums to control elections and to influence legislation.

In the year 1868 more than one million dollars ($1,000,000)
was disbursed from the treasury for extra and legal

services.

"Mr. Gould, when last on the stand, and examined

in relation to various vouchers shown him, admitted the

payment, during the three years prior to 1872, of large

sums to Barber, TwTeed and others, and to influence legis-

lation or elections; these amounts were charged in the

India-rubber account The memory of this witness was

very defective as to details, and he could only remember large

transactions; but could distinctly recall that he had been

in the habit of sending money into the numerous districts
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all over the State, either to control nominations or elections

for Senators and members of Assembly. Considered that,

as a rule, such investments paid better than to wait till

the men got to Albany, and added the significant remark,
when asked a question, that it would be as impossible to

specify the numerous instances as it would to recall to

mind the numerous freight cars sent over the Erie road

from day to day."

The committee conclude their report as follows:

"It is not reasonable to suppose that the Brie railway

has been alone in the corrupt use of money for the pur-

poses named; but the sudden revelation in the direction of

this company has laid bare a chapter in the secret history

of railroad management such as has not been permitted

before. It exposes the reckless and prodigal use of money,

wrung from the people to purchase the election of the peo-

ple's representatives, and to bribe them when in office.

According to Mr.^Gould, his operations extended into four

different States. It was his custom to contribute money to

influence both nominations and elections."

The following letters were brought to light in a trial

in which General Colton's widow sued the Central

Pacific railroad for services rendered by her husband:

NEW YORK, May i, 1875.
Friend Colton:

* * * I notice what you say of L,uttrell; he is a

wild hog; don't let him come back to Washington; but as

the house is to be largely Democratic, and if he was to be

defeated likely it would be charged to us, hence, I think it

would be best to beat him with a Democrat; but I would

defeat him anyway, and if he got the nomination, put up
another Democrat and run against him, and in that way
elect a Republican. Beat him. * * *

Yours truly, C. P. HUNTINGTON.
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NEW YORK, Jan. 14, 1876.
Friend Colton:

Yours of December 30, and the ist inst, Nos. 120

and 12 1
;
also your telegram that William B. Carr has had

for his services $60,000 S. P. bonds; then asking how
much more I think his services are worth for the future?

That is a very difficult question to answer, as I do not

know how many years Mr. Carr has been in our employ,
or how far in the future we want him. In view of the

many things we have now before Congress and also in this

sinking fund that we wish to establish, in which we propose
to put all the company's lands in Utah and Nevada. It is

very important that his friends in Washington should be

with us, and if that could be brought about by paying
Carr say $10,000 to $20,000 a year, I think we could afford

to do it, but, of course, not until he controlled his friends.

They could hurt us very much on this land matter,

although I would not propose to put the land in for any
more than it is worth, say $2.50 per acre? I would like

to have you get a written proposition from Carr, in which

he would agree to control his friends for a fixed sum, then

send it to me. Between the business here and in Wash-

ington, I am worked to my capacity.

Yours truly, C. P. HUNTINGTON.

NEW YORK, May 2, 1876.
Friend Colton:

Herewith I send you a copy of telegraphic dis-

patches that came over yesterday. Who is this Webster?

Is it not possible to control the agent of the associated

press in San Francisco? The matter that hurt the C. P.

and S. P. most here are the dispatches that come from San
Francisco. Scott has a wonderful power over the press,

which I suppose he has got by giving them free passes, for

many years, over his roads. Yours truly.

C. P. HUNTINGTON.
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We give the above as a sample of the letters written

to Gen. Colton. The reader should bear in mind that Mr.

Huntington was the principal manager of the Southern

Pacific and Central Pacific railroads; and that Gen. Colton

was his Western manager. Below we make short extracts

from letters running from November 8, 1874, to September

30, 1878:

( ( Cannot you have Safford call the Legislature together
and grant such charters as we want, at a cost, say of

$25,000?

"I believe the Legislature could be called together by
the people for $5,000 and such a charter granted."

"I had a talk with Bristow, secretary of the treasury.

He will be likely to help us fix up our matter with the

government on a fair basis."

( '

It cost money to fix things so that I would know .

that his bill would not pass. I believe that with $200,000
I can pass our bill, but I take it that it is not worth that

much to us."

* ' The railroad committee of the House was set up for

Scott, and it has been a very difficult matter to switch a

majority of the committee away from him, but I think it

has been done."

( (
I notice what you say of Wigginton, L,uttrell and

Piper. The latter should be defeated at almost any cost.
' '

U I am doing all I can to have the government take

6,000,000 acres of land and give the railroad company credit

for $15,000,000, but the prospect of their doing it is not as

bright as I wish it was. I wish you would have the news-

papers take the ground that this land ought to be taken

by the government and held for the people, so that when

they wanted it they could have it, etc. Something that

the demagogues can vote and work for.
' '
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"I told Senator Gordon of Georgia, if he would get

up a party of the best men of the South, we would pay all

their expenses, which, I suppose, would not be less than

$10,000, and I think it would be money well expended."
* *

I stayed in Washington to fix up the railroad com-

mittee in the Senate. Scott was there working for the

same thing; but I beat him for once, certain, as the com-

mittee is just as we want it.
"

u
jay Gould went to Washington about two weeks

since, and I know saw Mitchell, Senator from Oregon,

since which time, money has been used very freely in

Washington.
' '

"The T. and P. folks * * offered one member of

Congress $1,000, cash down; $5,000 when the bill passed;

and $10,000 of the bonds when they got them, if he

would vote for the bill.
' '

Note also the following:

. "President Cleveland has filled out three-fourths of

the presidential term, and the social extravagance and

display in official circles at Washington are increasing

ten-fold. The fashionable gorgeousness of Central Pacific

railroad money and Standard Oil wealth has well nigh

paralyzed the nation. The costly feasts that are reported

in every daily paper would beggar a small principality.

China plates valued at $100 each, with a gold table service,

the price of a king's ransom, wines by the dozen kinds,

and delicacies the most rare and expensive that money can

buy, nightly spread for guests and officials to bewilder the

silly minded legislator and tempt the greedy officeholder. "

A tlanta Constitution.

The report of the railroad commissioners of the State

of Georgia, says:
u The moral and social consequences of these cor-

ruptions are even worse than the political; they are simply

appalling. We contemplate them with anxiety and dis-

28
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may. The demoralization is worse than that of war as

fraud is meaner than force, and trickery than violence.

Aside from their own corruptions, the operators aim

directly at the corruption of the press and the govern-

ment. Worse even than a purifying storm is this malaria in

the air, which poisons all the body politic, and corrupts

the youth of the country by presenting the highest

prizes of society to its most unscrupulous and unworthy
members. ' '

Were it necessary, volumes could be filled with the

evidences everywhere manifested of the political, financial

and social extravagance which pervades our body politic.

Its permeations and deadly influences have reached, and

are demoralizing the structure of our whole social system.

A premium is placed upon dishonesty. While we have no

crowned potentates or hereditary princes, clothed with

regal power, we have a long list of money kings, railroad

kings, Standard Oil kings, coal kings, and manipulators.

on '

Change that prey upon the people, levy taxes on trans-

portation, on trade and commerce and exchange, with the

same relentless and remorseless greed that characterized

the kings and princes and feudal lords of Europe. It

shall be our endeavor in the succeeding pages of this vol-

ume to examine into and unmask the systems by which it

is accomplished. In the discussion of the subjects relative

to the causes which have given rise to a general discontent

among the producing classes throughout the country, we

shall attempt to treat of the leading features of the

demands of labor. For convenience and perspicuity we

shall, as far as practical, arrange them under four distinct

heads and discuss them in their regular order.

ist. Monopoly of Exchange.
2d. Monopoly of Transportation.

3d. Monopoly of Trade.

4th. Monopoly of Land.
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CHAPTER I.

MONOPOLY OF EXCHANGE MONEY CONTRACTION.

MONEY is a medium of exchange. Its function is to

circulate as such and to pay debts. It should be clothed

with every attribute to facilitate the accomplishment of

these ends. It is a ticket a receipt from the great ware-

house of American productions, entitling the holder to so

many units in value of any of the products of labor. If

every man produced everything he needed there would be

no use for money, for he could then possess everything he

needed by the application or exchange of his labor. But,

then, every man would have to possess some knowledge of

every trade, and his productions would, to say the least,

be but rude models compared with the perfect products of

the skilled artisans of the present day. "Every man to

his trade," is one of the results of civilization. It is

founded both upon laws of convenience and economy.
A man's efforts directed to the prosecution of one object,

and the production of one class of articles, is capable
of attaining to greater perfection, as well as greater

production. But this necessitates an exchange for some-

thing 'else that he needs but does not produce. Hence,
barter or trade was instituted in the early history of man-
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kind. This was succeeded by fixing upon some particular

commodity as a medium of exchange.
The character of this medium has assumed various

forms during the successive centuries which have elapsed

since the earliest history of the world. Cattle, slaves,

shells, beads, gold, silver, copper, iron, paper and leather

have each served the purpose as a medium of exchange.
It is not our purpose to enter into a full discussion of the

relative merits of the different materials which have been

used as money. It would require a much more lengthy

chapter than is necessary for the purposes of this book.

We shall be content to confine ourselves principally to that

feature of money which effects labor by fixing the price

of its products.

THE VOLUME OF MONEY.

That money is a medium of exchange of commodi-

ties is an axiom so well established no one will attempt to

deny. It is as necessary to the prosperity of the country,

to the development of its resources and the employment
of labor, as the blood is to the health and vitality of the

human body. Good money is as necessary as good blood;

and the same reasoning will also apply as to quantity; but

uniformity of volume is the great object to be attained.

Expansion or inflation of the currency makes prices of the

products of labor high, while contraction of its volume

makes prices correspondingly low. The rise and fall in

prices depends upon the rapidity with which the volume is

expanded or contracted. Now we have the fundamental

principles with regard to currency which directly affect the

prices of the products of labor.

We are aware of the fact that there are those among
the cross-roads politicians, petty lawyers and u senile edit-

ors,
' ' who profess to be public educators, but who vigor-

ously and persistently deny that money has anything to do
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with prices; that the law of supply and demand (which
we will notice in its proper place), fixes the price of the

products of labor. As these self-constituted political econ-

omists and advisors of the people appear to be so obtuse

that nothing short of a cyclone of facts and an avalanche

of authorities will convince them of their error, we take

pleasure in devoting several pages of this work to their

special benefit.

The following extracts are taken from the report of

the silver commission, a committee appointed by Congress
on account of their peculiar ability, to inquire into the

causes of the industrial depression in the United States.

"The effects of a decrease of the volume of money in

a particular country arising from its abnormal outflow or

withdrawal from the channels of circulation through the

distrust which prevails, when unsound and speculative

undertakings are breaking down, or when the country is

convulsed by political disturbances, are the same as the

effects of a general decrease in the volume of money.
The result in both cases is a fall in prices. But in the

first case the equilibrium is restored by a quickly-return-

ing wave of prosperity, and the evils resulting are confined

to individuals and to special localities; and those dealers

are fortunate who purchase in the first stages of decline.

But in the second place the cause of the fall in prices is

radical, and must continue until prices go out of existence,

unless the decrease in the volume of money is arrested.

In the whole history of the world every great and general
fall of prices has been preceded by a decrease in the vol-

ume of money. There never has been a decrease in the

volume of money, unless accompanied by a stationary pop-
ulation and commerce, which has not sooner or later

resulted in a general fall of prices, and there has never

been a reqovery therefrom except through a preceding
increase in the volume of money.
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After the volume of money has begun to decrease

every dollar of credit extended at the old range of prices

aggravates the disaster -which must come sooner or later.

Stagnation and panic are nothing more nor less than the

results of a struggle to make prices express truly the rela-

tion between money and all other things." Report of
Silver Commission, page 38.

" Whenever it becomes apparent that prices are rising

and money falling in value in consequence of an increase

of its volume, the greak . activity takes place in exchanges
and productive enterprises. Every one becomes anxious

to share in the advantages of rising markets. The induce-

ment to hoard money is taken away, and consequently the

disposition to hoard it ceases. Its circulation becomes

exceedingly active, and for the plain reason that there

could be no motive for holding or hoarding money when
it is falling in value, whilst there would be the strongest

possible motive for exchanging it for property, or for labor

which creates property, when prices are rising. Under
these circumstances labor comes into great demand and at

remunerative wages. This results in not only increased

production, but increased consumption. The wants and

expenditures of laborers increase with their earnings."

Report of Silver Commission, page 49.
" While the volume of money is decreasing, even

although very slowly, the value of each unit of money is

increasing in corresponding ratio, and property is falling

in price. Those who have contracted to pay money find

that it is constantly becoming more difficult to meet their

engagements. The margins of securities melt rapidly

away, and the confiscation by the creditor of the property
on which they are based becomes only a question oi time.

All productive enterprises are discouraged and stagnate
because the cost of producing commodities to-day will not

be covered by the prices obtainable for them to-morrow.
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Exchanges become sluggish because those who have

money will not part with it for either property or services,

beyond the requirements of actual current necessities, for

the obvious reason that money alone is increasing in value,

while everything else is declining in price.

This results in the withdrawal of money from the

channels of circulation, and its deposit in great hoards,

where it can exert no influence on prices. This hoard-

ing of money, from the nature of things, must continue

and increase not only until the shrinkage of its volume

has actually ceased, but until capitalists are entirely sat-

isfied that money lying idle on special deposit will no

longer afford them revenue, and that the lowest level

of prices has been reached. It is the hoarding of money,
when its volume shrinks, which causes a fall in prices

greater than would be caused by the direct effect of a

decrease in the stock of money. Money, in shrinking

volume, becomes the paramount object of commerce in-

stead of its beneficent instrument. Instead of mobilizing

industry, it poisons and dries up the life currents. It is the

fruitful source of political and social disturbance. It foments

strife between labor and other forms of capital, while

itself hidden away in security gorges on both. It rewards

close-fisted lenders and filches from and bankrupts enter-

prising borrowers. It circulates freely in the stock

exchange. It has, in all ages, been the worst enemy with

which society has had to contend. The great and still

continuing fall of prices in the United States has proved
the most disastrous to nearly every industrial enterprise.

n

Report of Silver Commission, page 53.
u The worst effect, however, economically considered,

of falling prices, is not upon existing property nor upon
debtors, evil as it is, but upon laborers, whom it deprives
of employment and consigns to poverty, and upon society,

which it deprives of that vast sum of wealth which resides
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potentially in the vigorous arms of the idle workman. A
shrinking volume of money transfers existing property un-

justly, and causes a concentration and dimunition of wealth.

It also impairs the value of existing property by eliminat-

ing from it that important element of value conferred upon
it by the skill, energy, and care of the debtors from whom
it is wrested. But it does not destroy any existing pro-

perty, while it does absolutely annihilate all the values

producible by the labor which it condemns to idleness.

The estimate is not an extravagant one, that there are now
in the United States three million persons willing to work,
but who are idle because they cannot obtain employment.
This vast poverty stricken army is increasing and will con-

tinue to increase so long as falling prices shall continue to

separate money capital, the fund out of which wages is

paid, from labor, and to discourage its investment in other

forms of property.
* * However great the

natural resources of a country may be, however genial its

climate, fertile its soil, ingenious, enterprising, and indus-

trious its inhabitants, or free its institutions, if the volume

of money is shrinking and prices falling, its merchants will

be overwhelmed with bankruptcy, its industries will be

paralyzed, and destitution and distress will prevail."

Report ofSilver Commission, page 53.

u The true and only cause of the stagnation in indus-

dustry and commerce now everywhere felt is the fact

everywhere existing of falling prices, caused by a shrirrk-

age in the volume of money." Report of Silver Commis-

sion^ page 121.

"We find that in every kingdom into which money

begins to flow in greater abundance than formerly, every-

thing takes a new face; labor and industry gain life, the

merchants become more enterprising, the manufacturers

more diligent and skillful, and the farmer follows his plow
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with greater attention and alacrity. The good policy of

the government consists of keeping it, if possible still in-

creasing, as long as there is an undeveloped resource or

room for a new emigrant, because by that means is kept

alive a spirit of industry in the nation, which increases the

stock of labor, in which consists all real power and riches.

A nation whose money decreases, is actually weaker and

more miserable than other nations, which possess less

money, but are on an increasing hand." David Hume,
in Essay on Money.

"All intelligent writers on currency agree that when
it is decreasing in amount, poverty and misery must pre-

vail." Wm. H. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury, in

his report, Feb. 1820.

4

'Diminishing money and falling prices are not only

oppressive upon debtors, but they cause stagnation in busi-

ness, reduce production, and enforce idleness. Falling
markets annihilate profits, and as it is only the expecta-
tion of gain that stimulates capital to invest in operations,

inadequate employment is found for labor, and those who
are employed can only be so on diminished wages."
American Review.

"If a government contracted a debt with a certain

amount of money in circulation, and then contracted the

money volume before the debt was paid, it is the most hein-

ious crime a government could commit against the people."
Abraham Lincoln.

"It is an undoubted fact that during the late civil war
the activity of the work-shops, factories, mines, machinery,

ship-yards, railroads and canals of the loyal States, caused

by the issue of legal-tender currency, constituted an inex-

haustible fountain of strength to the national cause."

Supreme Court of the United States, 12 Wallace 564.

"Any one who knows anything about finance will
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tell you that the values of all property, the values of all

labor, the value of all things in commerce is governed by
the amount of money in circulation. If there is a full

amount in circulation prices are high, and the prices of

labor are high, but if you extract from the channels of

trade all the money there is in circulation, there would be

no sales; there would be nothing but barter, and that

would be confined to little localities; business would be

stopped and destitution and suffering would stalk through
our ruined land." Roger Q. Mills in his speech at Chicago,

August 2$th, 1888.

u That prices will fall or rise as the value of money
be increased or diminished, is a law that is as unalterable

as any law of nature." Prof. Walker.

41 If the whole volume of money in circulation

were doubled, prices would double. If it was only
increased one-fourth, prices would rise one-fourth. The

very same effect would be produced on prices if we

suppose the goods the uses for money diminished in-

stead of the money increasing, and the contrary effect if

the goods are increased or the money diminished. So that

the value of money all other things remaining the same

varies inversely as its quantity, every increase in quan-

tity lowering its value, and every diminution raising it, in

a rate exactly equivalent." -John Stuart Mill.

" In the restless enterprise and activity which free and

ready money among the people produces, is found that

opportunity for labor and employment, and that impetus
to business and production, which bring in their train

prosperity to our citizens in every station and vocation.

New ventures, new investments in business and manufac-

ture, the construction of new and important works, and

the enlargement of enterprises already established, depend

largely upon obtaining money upon easy terms, with fair
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security ;
and all these things are stimulated by an abun-

dant volume of circulating medium. Even the harvested

grain of the farmer remains without a market, unless

money is forthcoming for its movement and transportation

to the seaboard. The first results of a scarcity of money

among the people is the exaction of severe terms for its

use
; increasing distrust and timidity is followed by a

refusal to loan or advance on any terms. Investors refuse

all risks and decline all securities, and in a general fright

the money still in the hands of the people is persistently

hoarded. It is quite apparent that when this perfectly

natural, if not inevitable, stage is reached, depression in

all business and enterprise will, as a necessary consequence,

lessen the opportunity for work and employment, and

reduce salaries and the wages of labor." Grover Cleve-

land, in his letter of acceptance, 1888.

Mr. Gurney, member of the British Parliament, says.

"The contraction of the paper circulation of the British

empire from the results of the act imposing the resumption
of specie payments on the Bank of England and 230

county banks was a reduction from ^60,000,000 during

the last years of the [Napoleonic] war to a little more than

half that amount. Such was the calamity, and so exten-

sive the distress that followed that it pervaded every part

of the country. The landed proprietors could get no rents,

the manufacturers no markets, the laborers no employment.

Bankruptcy was universal. Fluctuations in prices were

frightful, descending 50 per cent."

M. Ricardo says:
u That commodities will rise and fall

in price in proportion to the increase or diminution of money
I assume as a fact that is incontrovertible. That such

would be the case the most celebrated writers on political

economy are agreed."

Like authorities might be quoted indefinitely, but it
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would seem that the above is sufficient to convince the

most obdurate and obtuse mind. Having seen that con-

traction, or a decreasing volume of currency, causes a fall

of prices of property and labor, and produces stagnation

of all industrial enterprises, it now remains to be seen

whether we have had such contraction in the United States,

and if so, if it has produced the effects indicated by the

eminent authorities just quoted. We give below one of a

series of the letters by the author, which appeared recently

in the National Wheel Enterprise:

"Shylock, the devil and his co-conspirators having
secured the aid of the people's mis-representatives in car-

rying out the programme laid down in the Hazzard circular

in the interest of the capitalists, to the extent of incorpor-

ating the National banks in our financial system, and to

the end that they might still further extend their power,
influenced the Secretary of the Treasury to recommend to

Congress the policy of contracting the currency, with the

ultimate object of destroying the greenbacks; because

Hazzard says: "It will not do to allow them to circulate

as money any length of time, for we cannot control them. ' '

We come now to a consideration of the history of the

legislation that enabled them to carry out their diabol-

ical scheme. Was there any necessity for it, or was it

through ignorance of its effects or on account of u
pure

cussedness?" Did they know what they were doing? If

not, we might exclaim in Scriptural language: "Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they do."

Read and judge for yourselves. In speaking of the

resumption of specie payments Secretary McCulloch said:

"The first thing to be done is to establish the policy

of contraction." Report to Congress, Dec. 4, 1865-

Satan had entered our garden of Bden.

On the 18th of the same month Congress said:
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^Resolved, That this House cordially concurs in the

views of the secretary of the treasury, in relation to the

necessity of contracting the currency, with a view to as

early a resumption of specie payments as the business

interests of the country will permit, and we hereby pledge

co-operation to this end and as speedy as possible.
' '

David A. Wells said:

"
Discarding all methods I would adopt what might

be called the cremation process, or I would have it enjoined

on the secretary of the treasury to destroy, by burning, on

a given day of every week, commencing at the earliest

practical moment, a certain amount of legal tender notes.
' '

While this matter was pending, John Sherman, before

he made up his mind to imitate that noted individual Judas

Iscariot, gave this fearful warning:

"I wish to show, as we are governed in great measure

by example, that the proposition made by the committee

on finance, is in exact accordance with the course that has

been passed in England, (See Hazzard circular,
c ( Led on

by England"), from 1819 to 1823. ^ is n t possible to

take this passage without the sorest distress.

"To every person, except a capitalist, out of debt, or

a salaried officer, or annuitant, it is a period of loss, danger,

lassitude of trade, fall of wages, suspension of enterprise,

bankruptcy and disaster. What prudent man would dare

to build a house, a railroad, a factory, or a barn, with the

certain fact before him that the greenbacks he puts into

his improvement will, in two years, be worth 35 per cent,

more than his improvement is worth.

"When that day comes all enterprise will be sus-

pended, every bank will have contracted its currency to the

lowest limit, and the debtor compelled to meet in coin a

debt contracted in currency. He will find the coin

hcarded in the treasury, no adequate representation of
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coin in circulation, his property shrunk not only to the

extent of the depreciation of the currency, but still more

by the artificial scarcity made by the holders of gold.

"To attempt this task by a surprise on our people by

arresting them in the midst of their lawful business, and

applying a new standard of value to their property, with-

out any reduction to their debts or giving them any oppor-

tunity to compound with their creditors or to distribute

their losses, would be an act of folly without an example
of evil in 'modern times."

Speaking of its effects in England, he said:

' ' Small traders, debtors and laborers were reduced to

the sorest distress."

It would be impossible for this man, with all his

power and eloquence and knowledge of the history and

examples of the past to have more truly depicted the

actual condition of affairs which grew out of the criminal

policy of contraction.

By the year 1878 the currency had been contracted

from $1,996,658,770 to $765, 679,685.

Over $1,230,000,000 of the people's circulating

medium had been destroyed or exchanged for interest-

bearing bonds. In the meantime, we had the great
financial crash in 1873, and a general suspension of enter-

prise. Prices of all kinds of produce fell so low that

'farmers and producers were obliged to sell at ruinous

prices in order to pay even the interest on their debts.

Many were compelled to sell their hogs as low as $1.75
to $2 per hundred pounds, and wheat for 5oc and 6oc per
bushel. The " honest dollar" had made little hogs.

Farmers were compelled to sell wheat at 6oc per bushel to

obtain money to pay debts contracted when wheat was

worth $1.50 to $2 per bushel. Farms were sold under
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mortgage and 3,000,000 men were thrown out of employ-
ment. The "honest dollar'* was asserting its power.

The banks were "
controlling wages by controlling the

money.
" The number of bankruptcies had increased

from 632 in 1866, with liabilities or losses of $47,333,000,
to 10,478 in 1878 with losses amounting to $234,383,132.
' ' The sorest distress was everywhere among small traders,

debtors and laborers."

Had it not been for the enormous crops of that year
the people might have been bankrupted; but Heaven
blessed the producers with an abundance and the heaviest

burden fell upon the wage-workers thrown out of employ-
ment Note the subjoined table showing the fall of prices

from 1866 to 1887, in New York city:

ARTICLE. 1866. 1877.

Cotton, .......... 51^ 12 ]&

Wheat, ....... ... 187^ 147

Corn, . . . ...... 1 . 95^ 59

Hams, ...........
Sugar, ..........

Who bears the burdens of these falling prices? The

agents of Shylock will say, "what a man has to buy is so

much cheaper that it makes things equal;" but what a man
has to buy some other man (or woman or child) has to

make or produce, for they are producers likewise. Cheap
clothing means cheap work for those who make them as

well as cheap cotton and cheap wool for the producers of

those articles. Cheap sugar makes low wages on the sugar

plantation, and cheap productions is a benefit only to the

man who has a surplus of the big "honest dollars "

because they represent more property than they did before

the currency was contracted and the consequent fall of

prices.
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But, suppose we admit, for argument's sake, that the

Shylock theory is correct; what has that to do with the

surplus of production over and above the amount actually

needed for home use. Farmer Jones is in debt, and also

has taxes to pay; he raises 300 bushels of wheat and five

bales of cotton. It requires 100 bushels of wheat for seed

and bread, and three bales of cotton to buy groceries and

clothing, boots and shoes for his family; 200 bushels of

wheat and two bales of cotton then represents his surplus

to be sold and the money applied to the payment of his

debts. Before contraction 200 bushels of wheat was worth

$400 and two bales of cotton $240, making a total of $640
to be applied to the payment of his debt and taxes.

How is it now? Two hundred bushels of wheat

brings him $140, and two bales of cotton $80, or a total of

$220. Where has the difference gone? It has been

squeezed into the "big" dollar to make it "honest," and

Farmer Jones is robbed of $420 to enrich the banker and

bondholder. Is it any w6nder that Farmer Jones has come

to the conclusion that Shylock "studies finance and gets

rich without work, while he works and gets poor without

studying finance. ' ' The average exportations of our pro-

ducts for the past fifteen years has been, in round numbers,

$600, ooo, ooo per annum, or a grand total of $9, ooo, ooo, ooo.

This, at least, is a fair representation of our surplus pro-

ductions for the fifteen years. It is safe to say that the fall

in prices, as the result of the contraction policy, has been

on an average 40 per cent. This would indicate a loss to

the producers of $6,000,000,000. Add this sum to the

net profits of National banks, already obtained in a former

article, of $2,500,000,000, and we have the neat little sum
of $8,500,000,000, or a sum equal to one-half the capital

now employed in agricultural pursuits in the United States.

Eight thousand five hundred million dollars to place

against the burdens imposed by a wrong system of tariff
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laws, which the people can charge to the account of the

grand and glorious system of National banks, with their

privilege to contract the currency at will.

u Those who endeavor to enrich one part of society at

the expense of another, find it necessary to act with great

caution and reserve, and to substitute artifice for open and

avowed injustice. Instead of directly altering the stipula-

tions in the contract, they ingeniously bethought
themselves of altering the standard (making big "honest

dollars") by which the stipulations were to be adjusted.

They have not said in so many words that 10 or 20 per
cent, should be added or deducted from the mutual debts

of society, but they have, nevertheless, effected this by

making a difference in the value of currency.
"

Prof.

McCulloch in the Encyclopedia Britannica.

"At the Christian era the metalic money of the

Roman Empire amounted to the sum of $1,800,000,000.

By the end of the fifteenth century it had shrunk to less

than $200,000,000."

Allison says: "The fall of the Roman Empire, so

long ascribed in ignorance to slavery, heathenism and

moral corruption, was in reality brought about by a decline

in the gold and silver mines of Spain and Greece.''

The darkest period in history followed the fall of the

Roman Empire, known as the dark ages.

The silver commission says: "Money is the great
instrument of association, the great fiber of social

organism, the vitalizing force of industry, the protoplasm
of civilization, and as essential to its existence as oxygen is

to animal life. Without money civilization could not have
had a beginning; with a diminishing supply it must lan-

guish, and, unless relieved, finally perish."

My countrymen! You see your prototypes among the

States of antiquity; your future condition is written in let-

29
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ters of living fire in the history of financial legislation in

modern times.

u
History will repeat itself." If we travel the same

road we cannot escape the same doom. The history of

the pauper labor of the States of Europe will be the

history of our children and their posterity; they will rise up
and curse the day that we forged the chains that bind

them to a condition of serfdom worse than slavery. The
wealth of the nation, by the aid of class laws, is being
centralized in the hands of a few individuals. Wealth is

power, and the centralization of wealth is the centraliza-

tion of power; avoid it, as you would avoid the bite of a

deadly serpent. We have been warned by the teachings

of Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln and Stephens. Statesmen

have sounded the death warning in the legislative halls;

philosophers have taught it in the schools of science;

historians have emblazoned it on the pages of the world's

history, and poets have reduced it to epic song.

"Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay;

Lords or princes may flourish or may fade;

A breath can make as a breath has made;
But a bold peasantry, our country's pride,

When once destroyed can never be supplied."
Goldsmith*

But it must not be, oh, my countrymen; there is yet

patriotism enough left to enable us to rise above the

low plane of partisan prejudice and crush this monster

monopoly.
' '

As early as 1862 the capitalists of Europe foresaw

that the civil war in the United States would involve the

people in an enormous debt. They hailed the event with

manifestations of devilish delight, as |it gave them the

long sought opportunity of undermining the free institu-

tions of America. Twice had the British lion been
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vanquished on the field of battle. - Lexington, Bunker

Hill, Monmouth, Yorktown and New Orleans awakened

no pleasant reflections in the minds of the British capital-

ists, who beheld with greedy eyes the fertile resources of

America; but, who, on account of the freedom of our

institutions, and our independence of British tyranny and

British trade, could not fatten off of the profits of Ameri-

can industry. It was their golden opportunity. Immedi-

ately they laid their plans and formed their conspiracy.

But it was necessary to have help; to secure the

co-operation of traitors in our own land. They did not

falter at this. As their ancestors had bribed Benedict

Arnold nearly a century before, so these conspirators

expected to find aid on American soil; men who would

sacrifice the interests of their own country for the sake of

gold. Well knowing the treachery which had always
characterized the capitalists, when the safety and welfare

of the nation was threatened, they issued the following
circular to the bankers of America.

* '

Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power,
and chattel slavery destroyed. This, I and my European
friends are in favor of, for slavery is but the owning of

labor, and carries with it the care for the laborer; while

the European plan, led on by England, is capital control

of labor by controlling wages. This can be done by con-

trolling the money. The great debt that capitalists will

see to it is made out of the war, must be used as a measure

to control the volume of money. To accomplish this the

bonds must be used as a banking basis. We are now

waiting to get the secretary of the treasury to make this

recommendation to Congress. It will not do to allow the

greenback, as it is called, to circulate as money for any

length of time for we cannot control it." HazzarcPs Cir-

cular of 1862.

They had not lon<j to wait for the secretary of the
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treasury to make the recommendation. The willing tool

in the hands of the conspirators, he issued the following:

"No measure, in my judgment, will meet the necessi-

ties of the occasion, and prove adequate to the provision

of the great sums required for the suppression of the

rebellion which does not include a firm support of the

public credit, through the establishment of a uniform

national circulation, secured by bonds of the United

States." 5. P. Chase.

By act of Congress, March 25th, 1863, national banks

were created. The capitalists had already, Feb. 25th,

1862, (as will be seen hereafter) "persuaded" Congress to

cripple the greenback by limiting its legal tender qualities.

So far all went well with the conspirators. For England
it was a greater victory, and one of more momentous con-

sequences than she had ever achieved upon the field of

battle. To her capitalists it was the opening of a new
field of enterprise that was destined to bring millions into

their coffers. To America it was a direct blow at her free

institutions.

Here we have a part of the hellish conspiracy "con-

ceived in sin and born in iniquity," that was destined to

rob the people of their just rewards by being empowered
to put a price upon their labor a league between the devil

and the money gods of Europe and America; the golden
calf in the wilderness of sin as compared with the tablets

of the law guaranteeing equality and justice to a free and

liberty loving people. England's opportunity to humble
a proud and free race whose liberty was enlightening the

world and giving the lie to the old barbarian doctrine that

kings ruled by divine right. Bunker Hill, Trenton,

Yorktown, and a hundred victories of a brave people

avenged by the success of this hellish plot; the victory

of New Orleans wiped out by the money of the Rothchilds.
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But it
" would not do to let the greenback circulate as

money for any length of time, for we cannot control

them," said Shylock of England to Shylock of America;
and the American banker issued the following circular:

BUELL'S BANK CIRCULAR.

DEAR SIR: It is advisable to do all in your power to

sustain such daily and prominent weekly newspapers,

especially the agricultural and religious press, as will op-

pose the issuing of greenback paper money, and that you
also withhold patronage or favors from all applicants who
are not willing to oppose the greenback government issue

of money. Let the government issue the coin, and the

banks issue the paper money of the country, for then we
can better protect each other. To repeal the law creating

National banks, or restore to circulation the government
issue of money, will be to provide the people with money,
and will therefore seriously affect your individual profits as

banker and lender. See your member of Congress at once,

and engage him to support our interest that we may
control legislation. JAS. BuELL, Sec'y.

No. 247 Broadway, Room 4.

The above circular was sent out to the bankers of the

United States.

Was ever audacity so bold, or villiany so complete ?

Read it, ye who toil in sunshine and rain u from early

morn till dewy eve," who have struggled for years to

keep hunger and want from your door; who have wit-

nessed the bare feet and naked limbs of your own children

exposed to wintry blasts; who have watched the pale, wan
face of her whom you have sworn to u

love, cherish and

protect,
' ' as she bends over the little one lying in a rude

box cradle, and sheds bitter tears as she sees its young life
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ebbing away for the want of means to save it. Read it

and ask yourself if this is the rightful condition of the

American citizen.

On December 4th, 1865, Hugh McCulloch, who had

succeeded Salmon P. Chase as secretary of the treasury, in

his report to Congress, said:

u The first thing to be done is to establish the policy

of contraction. That the legal tender acts were war

measures, passed in great emergency; that they should be

regarded only as temporary; that they ought not to remain

in force a day longer than would be necessary to prepare
for a return to the gold standard; and that the work of

retiring the notes, which have been issued, should be com-

menced without delay, and carefully and persistently

continued until all are retired.
n

On the 1 8th of the same month the House passed the

following resolution:

u
Resolved, That this House cordially concurs in the

views of the secretary of the treasury in relation to the

necessity of contracting the currency, with a view to as

early a resumption of specie payments as the business inter-

ests of the country will permit, and we hereby pledge

co-operation to this end as speedily as possible.
' '

Only six men voted against the above resolution. In

further proof of the fact that the object of the conspiracy

was to entirely wipe out the greenbacks, we quote again
from this man McCulloch' s Report:

* (
It will be observed that I favor the entire withdrawal

and extinguishment of the greenback, I desire the Federal

Government to get out of and abandon forever, and as soon

as possible this whole business of creating and issuing

paper money to be redeemable or irredeemable. ' '

The law to contract the currency was not passed until
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April 1 2th, 1866. The vote upon this bill will be seen on

another page. The provisions of the law, (which may be

found in Laws Relating to Loans and the Currency, page

75), were for retiring "any treasury notes, certificates of

indebtedness, certificates of deposit, or other representa-

tives of value, which have been or which may be issued

under any act of Congress.
' '

Our circulating medium at that time amounted in the

aggregate to $1,996,000,000. We had also, of registered

bonds, which could be used as banking securities $808,-

000,000. There is frequently a misconception or misrep-
resentation with regard to the 7.30 treasury notes, which
are included in the above statement. As they were an

interest bearing note, with coupon attached, it is claimed
f

that they formed no part of our circulating medium.
But the records show, without a doubt, that they were

issued and circulated as money. In 1873, President

Grant said:

u The currency has been contracted by the withdrawal

of the 7. 30 notes or bonds, for they were drawing interest

as bonds, when the law said they could be paid in ojeen-

backs."

The treasurer of the United Slates issued and paid
out over $830,000,000 of these 7.30 notes, and when
written to asking if they were put out as money to pay
debts, he replied as follows:

4 *MOHAWK, N. J., August 17, 1876.
Dear Sirs:

Your letter of the i5th instant has been received. In

answer I have to say, that the 7.30 treasury notes were

intended, prepared, issued and used as currency.

Very respectfully yours,

F. E. SPINNER,
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The Chicago Inter-Ocean, June 29, 1878, said:

u So the shrinkage went on at the beck and bid of the

money power, till the volume had been contracted $1,230,-

990,086, leaving a volume of money of $765,679,685."

Senator Stewart of Nevada, in reply to the question,

"What is the cause of so much dissatisfaction among the

laboring men of the country?" replied:

( ' Contraction of the circulating medium
* * *

The price of labor has declined and this has been produced

by contraction. * * * The system of contraction has

been constantly going on. This is in pursuance of the

cherished policy of the bondholders. They never have, in

any one instance, since the war closed, suggested a measure

of legislation which did not involve contraction."

If any further evidence is required that the currency
has been contracted u

let every man examine himself,"

arid ask his neighbors if money is as plenty as it was

twenty years ago. The answer will be conclusive.

It should not be thought, however, that this measure

passed Congress without some opposition, or a full

knowledge of the direful effect it would produce. As has

been seen on a preceding page, John Sherman, before he

became "
persuaded" to serve the bondholders, uttered his

note of warning against the infamous measure, which he

said was an * '

evil without a parallel in modern times. ' '

The general effect of a diminishing volume of money has

already been pointed out. We will now proceed to

exhibit some of its effects on the American laborer within

the past twenty years. The following table shows the

amount of circulating medium t>er capita and its contrac-

tion from 1865 to 1877:
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NUMBER OF BANKRUPTCIES.

YEAR.
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It will be seen by reference to the above tables that

for the years 1862 to 1865 inclusive, during which time

the volume of money was greatly increased, that there

were but few business failures in the United States. The

period of loss and u financial disaster" dates with the

beginning of the process of contraction.

The following table shows the purchasing value of a

dollar at different periods. In 1866 money was plenty, the

per capita circulation being $50.76. The year 1879 was

the date set to resume specie payments, for which it was

thought necessary to contract the currency. The per

capita circulation had been reduced to $14. One dollar

would purchase:

YEAR.
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13,333,000 bales. The debt has since been reduced to

$1,700,000,000. At the prices now obtainable for cotton

it would require 30,900,000 bales to pay this balance.

In other words, after paying over one thousand mil-

lion dollars of the principal of the debt, besides interest

during the whole time, it will now require more than

twice the amount of cotton to pay what is left than would

have been required to have paid the whole debt at first, or

in 1866.

Take the period that it has pleased a partisan press

and the "bosses" to style as "Powell Clayton's infamous

Republican administration in Arkansas. Suppose a man' s

taxes were $50. Cotton was worth 20 to 25 cents per

pound; wheat $2, and corn $i per bushel. At that time

250 pounds of lint cotton, 25 bushels of wheat or 50
bushels of corn would have brought money enough to

have paid the $50. Suppose that under the present
administration these taxes are reduced one-half on the

same amount of property, and are now only $25. The

prices of cotton, wheat, and other products of the farm,

have experienced a greater reduction in value, and to

obtain the money at the present prices to pay the $25

taxes, the farmer is obliged to sell 300 pounds of lint

cotton, 33 bushels of wheat, or 75 bushels of corn, and is

actually worse off than he was before. In 1868, ,when

times were "flush," money plenty, prices good, and labor

remuneratively employed, a man came from one of the

New England States and bought a farm for $2,000. He

paid $1,000 down, the balance to be paid in yearly install-

ments. He was in the prime of life and the full vigor of

manhood. He had a right to expect that he would

obtain prices commensurate with those then existing for

such as he produced to sell.

At such prices he could easily make his payments.

But, through unforeseen misfortunes and constantly falling

i
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prices, he was only able to pay the interest and taxes. Con-

traction, over which he had no control, reduced the price

and value of everything but his debt. That still remained.

He beautified his home. His good, hard working wife

adorned the yard with flowers and shrubbery. With unre-

mitting care an orchard was grown and furnished them

with its luscious fruits. Children were born to them and

ripened into manhood and womanhood. All worked ener-

getically to save the dear old home. The father, under

the weight of debt and care for his family has grown pre-

maturely old. But the mill of contraction grinds on.

Through hard work and exposure the oldest son has sick-

ened and died. The once raven black hair of the father

has grown gray; his eyes are sunken and his form bowed
with grief and care.

But the prices continue to fall. Shylock must have

his pound of flesh. After a time the father too is taken

sick. For days he tosses about on his bed scorched with

malignant fever. He talks incessantly of his dead boy as

though he were still alive. He speaks of the time when
he was strong and active and full of hope. He talks inco-

herently of the mortgage hanging over the place and

hopefully says to his son, "We can pay it off we must

pay it off." To-night, the doctor says, the crisis will arrive

a change for the better or for the worse. "My God!"
exclaims the grief-stricken wife, "may it be for the better.

Oh, my husband!" As though to hide its face from the

scene about to be enacted, the sun has disappeared beneath

the horizon, and the shades of night have fallen upon that

once happy home. The family have gathered around the

bed of the loving father. The physician sits holding the

hand of the sick man, anxiously waiting for the moment
that will tell him whether the small thread that still sepa-
rates life from death shall be broken or receive new vitality.

The care-worn wife sits on the opposite side of the bed
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holding the other hand. The afflicted and grief-stricken

children are waiting, with suppressed breath for the awful

moment. The ticking of the clock only, disturbs the

death-like stillness. The crisis arrives. With a look of

disappointment and sympathy that could not be mistaken,
the physician tenderly lays down the hand and leaves the

room and the dying man. His spirit is being wafted to

that other shore "where all is bliss and joy and love."

No Shylocks can enter there. No tears; no mortgages;
no taxes; no suffering to those who sing praises to the

"Lamb of God."

But who can describe the agonies of that family?
Who can compensate for the loss of that father and

husband? The funeral is over. The family return to

their home. Yes, their home. By every principle of

justice and right; by every consideration of Christian

charity; by every noble impulse of the human heart, that

home belongs to them. But the mortgage was closed and

the wife and children turned out of their home; the home
that they had beautified, and from the land they had made
"blossom as the rose." Contraction had killed the son;

had murdered the father, and robbed the wife and children.
' 4 Thou shalt not kill.

" " Thou shalt not steal.
" " Thou

shalt not covet that which is thy neighbor's." Stand up !

Ye who have advocated this infamous system of contrac-

tion and be "judged according to the deeds done in the

body." The blood of this man and of this boy is upon

your souls; and the curses of the wife and children are

upon your heads.

It is this system of contraction and power over the

currency that is robbing labor of more than all other things

put together. Our representatives in Congress have leg-

islated in the interest of capital. The hordes and swarms

of lobbyists that have thronged the corridors of our

National capitol, and brought reproach upon American
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legislation, have, through corrupt means, succeeded in

fastening upon the producing classes a system of laws that

are eating up the profits of industry and striking at the

very foundation of constitutional liberty.

The act providing for the contraction of the currency

was passed, and approved April I2th, 1866. The vote

in the House, as shown by the public records, stood as

follows:

For the bill: Republicans, 55; Democrats, 28; total, 83.

Against the bill : Republicans, 52 ; Democrats, i
;

total, 53.

In the Senate but seven Republicans and no Demo-

crats voted against it. Thus it will be seen that a majority

of both parties voted in favor of this infamous system
that has wrought ruin to millions of homes, consigned
thousands to premature graves, filled our alms-houses and

our prisons. Through its blighting influence crime has

increased and insanity become more common. Idleness

has been enforced and immorality induced.

Like a deadly pestilence, this monstrous robber has

stalked through the land, laying its blighting hand on

every industry, mocking the people in their poverty,

laughing at their misfortunes, deriding their cries, ignor-

ing their sufferings, scorning their appeals, and trampling
with the audacity of tyranny upon their rights. It is the

great grapple-hook of Shylock to gather in the profits of

labor. Not the- Shylock in the " Merchant of Venice,
"

who only desired the pound of flesh and refused the princi-

pal; this modern Shylock, more exacting than his

prototype, demands not only the pound of flesh, but the

life of his debtor and the confiscation of his property.



CHAPTER II.

RESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.

NEVER since the days when the doctrine that ( '

kings
ruled by divine right" prevailed, has there been a

more stupendous fraud practiced upon an unwary people

than the system of specie payments. To the end that

specie payments might be resumed, the contraction act of

1866 was passed. In another chapter we have called the

attention of the reader to some of the evils that followed.

To say that specie resumption is right, is but to say that

contraction, with all the evils that follow in its train, is

right. To say that gold and silver is the only material fit

for money is to propagate a stupendous lie; is to say that

there is gold and silver enough in the country to furnish

an adequate amount of circulating medium. The strong-

est advocates of the system will not for a moment claim

this. They hold that it can and should be used as a basis,

and that experience has demonstrated that one dollar in

coin is a sufficient basis for three dollars in paper; that the

foundation can be much smaller than the structure with-

out danger of toppling over. This very confession shows

the utter fallacy of the whole system. There is to-day in

the United States Treasury one hundred million dollars in

coin as a basis for the three hundred and forty-six million

dollars of greenbacks in circulation.

This was an assumption on the part of the specie

basis advocates, that the fools which might exist in this

country were in the proportion of the amount of green-
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backs in circulation. In other words that about one-third

of the people would take their paper money to the

treasury to get coin for it. But the sequel proved that

they were mistaken. Instead of presenting paper money
for redemption, millions of dollars of gold and silver were

deposited in the treasury, and gold and silver paper certifi-

cates taken in preference. These certificates, though not

clothed with legal tender qualities, circulate and perform
all the functions of money, for the very simple reason that

the people are willing to receive them as such. The

question might naturally arise, is it necessary to keep all

this coin hoarded in the treasury for a contingency that is

not at all likely to arise, and if it should arise the

inadequacy of the coin to meet the demand would only be

an additional proof of the utter fallacy of the system?
Is it necessary to keep hundreds of millions of dollars

of a commodity (for such is gold and silver) locked up in

the treasury, that has a commercial value in the markets

of the world, and could be converted into other forms of

property that would confer a blessing on society, and be an

auxiliary to the Nation's prosperity? One of the greatest

objects to be attained with regard to the circulating

medium, is uniformity of volume. This would be impos-
sible if gold and silver were the only money, or if the

other money is made convertible into gold and silver.

The volume of currency would then depend upon the out-

put of the present existing mines, or the chances of dis-

covering new ones. The fact that gold and silver are unfit

to be the sole medium of exchange has frequently been

indicated by the supporters of the metallic system. In

1849 when gold was discovered in large quantities in Cali-

fornia, closely following rich discoveries in Australia, the

capitalists of Europe became so alarmed at the rapidly

increasing supply, and the consequent rise in prices, and

reduced value of the stock of coin on hand, that they

80
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talked seriously of, and in some countries did demonetize

it. It will be remembered that the discovery of the

Comstock lode and consequent increased output of silver

had a like effect. Several countries of Europe demone-

tized it. In 1873 the United States, yielding to the
( '

persuasion
' ' of Ernest Seyd, who is said to have been

sent over here by English capitalists with five hundred

thousand dollars for that purpose, demonetized silver.

So great, however, was the public clamor against this

act, that in 1876, Congress restored its legal tender quality,

but restricted its coinage. It will at once be seen, by any

intelligent mind, that with the ever varying circumstances

governing the production of these metals, the chances of

discovering new mines, or the failure of the old ones,

together with the constant danger of demands for expor-
tation to foreign countries, that it would be impossible to

preserve a uniform volume of currency, or one relative at

all times to the constant and rapidly increasing population
and extended business of the country. "It is the limita-

tion of the quantity of money, without any reference to

the cost of its production, that regulates the value of each

unit of money, whether fiat or metallic. In the case of

fiat money the limitation is imposed by law. In the case

of metallic money, it is imposed by nature. The effect

of limitation upon the value of money is precisely the

same in both instances. In the one case the limitation is

regulated by the wisdom and justice of man; in the other

it is regulated by the variable and uncertain obstacles

which nature opposes to the production of the metals.

The value of money, of whatever kind, is measured by the

cost of obtaining it after it has been produced, and not by
the cost of its production, and this value is indicated by the

general range of prices.

"The calculations of those who contract to pay

money are always based upon the general command which
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units of property and services have over units of money,
and their expectations of meeting their contracts when

they mature, rest upon their confidence in a steady con-

tinuance of that command and upon their knowledge that

the services of property which they control will, at that

rating, be sufficient. But such contracts can only be satis-

fied legally by the delivery of the specified number of the

units of money.
14 If in the meantime, population, commodities, and

commerce should increase, and the stock of money should

not increase in a corresponding ratio, or, if commerce and

population remain stationary, and a large portion of the

money in existence when the contract was made were

struck down by legislation, the equilibrium between

money and other things would be disturbed. The money
unit would rise in value and prices would fall. The
debtor would find that it required more labor and more

property to . meet the terms than it would to meet the

equity of his contract. But the terms, not the equity,

must be met, and the debtor must submit to the partial or

entire confiscation of his property."

It would be hard indeed to state the case plainer than

is done in the above extract from the report of the Silver

Commission. From the facts therein set forth we may
deduct the following conclusions:

i st. That the value of money is regulated by the

limitation of its quantity and not by the cost of its

production.

2nd. The quantity is regulated, either by law, fixing

its volume, or by nature, governing the production of the

material of which it is made.

3rd. The wisdom of man can fix the volume and

regulate the value of paper money; but the quantity of

gold and silver money depends solely on the ever varying
and uncertain obstacles which nature opposes to the pro-
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duction of those metals. Our position may now be briefly

stated as follows:

ist. The limitation of the volume of currency

regulates its value.

2nd. To preserve steady values and prices a uniform

volume of money is indispensable.

3rd. The volume of gold and silver cannot be regu-

lated by law or the wisdom of man.

4th. The law can issue and the wisdom of man

regulate the volume of paper money.

5th. Paper money is better than gold and silver.

It would seem to be a settled fact that the volume of

money governs the price of property and the products
of labor. Experience has demonstrated it and authorities

emphasize it. If the volume of money in circulation is

diminished, prices fall and industry languishes. If the

volume is increased, prosperity and general activity fol-

lows. It would very naturally occur, then, that govern-
ments should have the power over the currency; to fix the

limits of its circulation by legal enactments, keeping pace
with the advance of civilization, growth of business and

population, and the consequent and ever increasing

demand for a greater circulating medium. For this

purpose Congress was given power over the currency.

The great Daniel Webster, whose ability as a statesman

won for him the title of "constitutional expounder,"
said in his great speech in 1837:

"The great interests of this country, the producing
cause of all prosperity, is labor, labor, labor. The gov-
ernment was made to protect this industry; to give it

both encouragement and security; to that very end, with

this precise object in view, power was given to Congress
over the currency and over the money system of the

country." The justice and wisdom of this will at once

be seen in the fact, that it looks more reasonable that a
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body of representatives, elected every two years by the

people, and responsible to them for their actions, sworn to

do their duty and to support the constitution, would be

better calculated to guard the interests of their country-

men by fixing and preserving a uniform volume of

currency, in sufficient quantities to give life and activit)^

to trade, commerce and the productive industries, and

preserve a steady range of prices, than would a body of

bankers and capitalists, who are responsible to no one, and

whose e /cry interest and inducement would lead them to

do as they have done, increase the value of the money
which they own by limiting its supply.

For the very reason that gold and silver does not, nor

ever has existed in sufficient quantities to furnish an ade-

quate amount of circulating medium, or an honest basis

for a sufficient quantity of paper money, is one of the most

potent arguments of the fallacy of the specie basis system

with its twin brothers, Contraction and Resumption.
For a government to issue bonds to purchase coin as a

basis for its own money, and thus entail an interest burden

upon a people who possess real estate and other property

enough to form a sound basis for twenty times the amount

of money needed, is" a fraud and inconsistency entirely out

of keeping with the advanced intelligence and civilization

of the latter part of the nineteenth century.

As far as gold and silver will circulate with an abso-

lute, irredeemable, fiat paper money, well and good. Let

everything issued as money be endowed with every attri-

bute of money, and the purchasing and debt paying power
will be as great and uniform in one as the other. We are

not unaware of the fact that, in advocating the theory of

fiat paper money, we are treading on grounds, every

inch of which is, and has been for ages, vigorously con-

tested. We feel certain, however, in being abundantly
able to sustain our position. The fiat money theory is not
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a new one; it is as old as civilization itself. It is the only

method, and the only means that will ever break up the

monopoly of a few bullionists, who, by controlling the

material of which money is made, are enabled to furnish

and control the currency also. It is the David of the

people going forth to battle with the Goliath of Shylock.

Under our present laws, and controlled by a syndicate

of bankers, money is our master. Issued and controlled

by the people, it becomes their servant. Controlled by
men whose only principle is greed, and who are moved by
a spirit of avarice, it robs the producer by fixing a price

upon his products. Controlled by wise legislation it

becomes a lever in the hands of the people to increase

prosperity; the key to unlock the resources of wealth.

There are many reasons why an absolute, irredeemable

paper money would take precedence to, and establish a

more perfect, just and equitable system of exchange than

metals whose production is too limited to furnish money
in sufficient quantities to fill the necessary and wholesome

demands of trade. We cannot, however, in the limited

space of this chapter, enter into an exhaustive discussion

of this subject. We shall content ourselves with a brief

indication of some of the advantages which a money, com-

posed of a material possessing comparatively no intrinsic

value, would have as a circulating medium. As we have

previously remarked, a variety of materials have, at differ-

ent periods of the world's history, been used as money.
The early inhabitants of America used wampum and

cocoanuts, and the colony of Massachusetts, at one time,

made wampum a legal tender for the payment of debts.

Britain at an early day had two kinds of money;
4 *

living money
' ' and ' * dead money,

' ' or slaves and cattle,

and land and metal.

"In the fourteenth century the Chinese used a money
coined from the inner bark of the mulberry tree,"
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"At an early day deer and coon skins were a legal

tender in Illinois.
v

u ln 1574, large amounts of paste-board money were

coined in Holland. ' '

* c Rome used both wooden and leather money about

700 B. C."

"Tin money was used by Dionysius I, tyrant of

Syracuse.
' '

The Spaniards used leather money as late as 1575.

Carthage and France also used leather money.
" Seneca tells us that Spartacus created money of

leather, fixing the stamp to denote its value and by what

authority issued.
"

( ' Homer never speaks of gold or silver money. He
values the armour of Glaucus at 100 oxen and that of

Damocles at nine oxen."

Jonathan Duncan, speaking of the exportation of coin

as one of the obstacles to its use as money, said:

"One of the earliest plans adopted to surmount the

difficulty was the creation of a national currency in each

independent State, for internal trade; and its distinctive

characteristic was the total absence of intrinsic value,

WHICH EFFCTUALLY PREVENTED ITS EXPORTATION.

"This invention greatly economized the use of the

precious metals, allowing them to be wholly employed in

discharging the balance offoreign trade. ' '

Lycurgus, the great "law giver,
n made money of

iron, but deprived it of its intrinsic value by destroying its

maleability.

Plato recommended two kinds of money in every

Nation, one for home and one for foreign trade. He says:

"A coin, for the purpose of domestic exchange and to pay

wages to hired servants and settlers, for which purpose I

affirm it must have value among the members of the State,

but no value to the rest of the world." For visiting and
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purposes of exchange in other States he proposed a coin

having intrinsic or commercial value.

Xenophon says: 'That most of the States of Greece

have money which is not current except in their own ter-

ritory.
'

It will be observed that according to the above au-

thorities, gold and silver, having a high commercial

value throughout the world, has at all times been subject

to export from one country to another, thus creating a

scarcity of money in the country from which it is exported.

To overcome this obstacle, money composed of material

having but little or no intrinsic value, has been resorted

to in all ages of the world. That the recent improve-
ments in the manufacture of paper, embracing lightness

with firmness in texture, presents a material that fills all

the requirements of a non-exportable currency is a well

settled fact.

"Every requirement of a perfect system can be met

more nearly and more certainly by paper money than by

any other ever devised. Not paper money based upon

gold, silver, or any fluctuating commodity, whose measure

it should be, nor upon a promise of commodities, near or

remote, definite or indefinite, of governments, or .banks;

nor like the French assignats, based upon lands; nor

fastened to gold or silver by a chain sure to snap when the

metals are wanted; nor convertible into bonds and thereby

offering the bribe of interest for its withdrawal from cir-

culation; nor of any use to its owner except when parted

with; nor capable of yielding profit except when employed
in the production and distribution of wealth; but an abso-

lute money, whose value, conferred by the sovereign

authority, and regulated by a pre-arranged and perfected

system, and not by the passions and caprices of the hour,

would rest impregnably on functions essential to civiliza-

tion and progress.
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"Such money would be portable, divisable, distinguish-

able and difficult of imitation. The power to regulate its

value by fixing its volume would always be present because

inherent in the people. It is produced without cost and

destructible without loss to society. While the bullion

value of gold and silver adds nothing to its value and

uses as money, the world is deprived of its value as a

commodity by affixing the stamp and creating money out

of it Society must bear this loss without compensation.
' *

Thomas Law, an eminent writer on finance, gives

seven reasons why a paper circulation is better than coin:

"ist Because it can be regulated so as to always
bear a proper proportion to the industry and property of a

nation, whereas, coin, being an article of commerce

fluctuates in quantity.

"2nd. Because the precious metals disappear, being
hoarded or exported in times of* difficulty when most

required, whereas, the paper always remains.

"3rd. Because, as the value of fixed capital and the

interest of money depends upon the quantity of money, it

is requisite to have a sufficient quantity without excess.
'

U
4th. Because paper money is more cheaply and

rapidly transmitted from one quarter of the country to the

other than specie.
U
5th. Because by this facility of remittance it

lowers the rate of internal exchange.
4 (

6th. Because paper money permits the exportation

of bullion for advantageous mercantile transactions

without derangement of home trade and interchange of

'labor for money.
U
7th. Because paper money increases manufactures

and improvements and exports bring back specie.
"

UA currency would be in its most perfect state if it

consisted wholly of paper money of the same value as

gold and silver. It is impossible, however, to attain to this
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degree of perfection so long as paper money is made con-

vertible into coin, as such convertibility renders paper of

the same value as metallic money, but it is defective inas-

much as it does not banish the latter from circulation, and

does not save, therefore, the whole expense of a metallic

currency." McCnlloctt s Political Economy.
The great English financial writer, Thomas Atwood,

says:
u Contrast all the dangers, the changes, the fluctua-

tions, the unjust ruin, the unjust aggrandizement attend-

ant upon a metallic standard, with the security, the equality

of prices and of values, the exemption from unjust losses,

and from unjust gains, and the general stability of all

profits and of all prosperity, which a non-convertible paper

currency presents, self existent, self dependent, liable to

no foreign actions, entirely under our own control; con-

tracting, expanding, or remaining fixed according as the

wants and exigencies "of the community may require a

non-convertible paper currency presents every element of

national security and happiness without the possibility of

injuring any one class of the community. By it we may
forever insure a wholesome range of prices, neither too

high nor too low, but securing at all times the due reward

of industry to the productive classes, and the due distribu-

tion of mutual rights and interests among all other classes

of the community. I have reflected upon the subject for

twenty years; I have continually turned it in my mind in

a thousand shapes and ways, and I still most firmly retain

the opinion above expressed. And one important fact I

ought to mention, in confirmation of this opinion: I have

never met one single individual who has had leisure and

disposition to turn his thoughts to this subject who has not

fully adopted the same opinion in the end."

"If these arguments are wrong, is it not strange
that no one has ever been found to point out their error?

All the experience that we have had in Great Britain con-
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firms their truth. Every shock that our circulating system
has sustained from the year 1791 to this day can be directly

traced to the pressure of the metallic standard. In 1816

and 1819 the very foundations of society were giving way.
In 1826 the whole circulating system was suddenly falling

upon our heads. In every instance the paper saved us,

and nothing but the paper.
' '

In the United States Senate, in 1838, Henry Clay said:

"Whatever a government agrees to receive in pay-
ment of public dues, is a medium of exchange is money,
current money, no matter what its form may be."

John C. Calhoun, the idol of Southern Democracy,
and the most eminent statesman of which that party can

boast, said: "It appears to me after bestowing the best

reflections I can give on the subject, that no convertible

paper, that is, whose credit rests on a promise to pay, is suit-

able for currency. On the other hand, a national currency,
while it would greatly facilitate its financial operations,
would cost next to nothing, but would give to every branch

of industry great advantages. And I now undertake to

affirm, without the least fear that I can be answered, that

a paper issued by the government, with but the single

promise to receive it for dues, would form a perfect paper

circulation, which could not be abused by the government;
that it would be as uniform in value as metals, and I shall

be able to prove that it is within the constitution and power
of Congress to provide such a paper, according to the most

rigid rule of construing the constitution."

Thomas Jefferson said:

"Treasury bills bottomed on taxes, bearing or not

bearing interest, as may be found necessary, thrown into

circulation, will take the place of so much gold and silver.
"

Notwithstanding this array of evidence from the emi-

nent authorities above quoted there will still remain some
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' '

doubting Thomas' .

' ' Men whose business consists prin-

cipally of politics, and whose success, like that of the

physicians and pharmacists who surround their prescrip-

tions with the mystery of Latin names and abbreviations,

depends on keeping the people in ignorance of the true in-

wardness of their party's doings, will sneeringly ask a

score of unreasonable questions, and present a number of

imaginary obstacles in the way of adopting an absolute

paper money. To the mind of the party slave who would

wear a collar with his bosses' name thereon, these questions

and objections might appear plausible and even "smart"

and " shrewd." Anticipating that the reader of this work,
and the student of this branch of political economy will

be subjected to such an ordeal, the author deems this chap-
ter incomplete without subjecting some of these fancied

objections to the light of reason.

One of the most common among these is,
4 ( This

money will be worthless because irredemable." And it is

often sneeringly remarked by the objector, "If I was to

give you my note without any promise to pay what would

it be worth?" The sweet, innocent, child-like ignorance

displayed by some self-important and bigoted
( ' cross-roads' '

politician, in' asking this question, should commend him

to our careful consideration. In the first place we are not

aware that the note of the aforesaid politician would be

worth anything with his "promise to pay" inscribed

thereon. If he is not more honest in his business transac-

tions than he is in politics, we are inclined to be a little

doubtful of his paper.

In the second place, the premises are not well taken;

as in the one case the giver of the "note" would be the

government possessing absolute power, and clothing it

with some of the attributes of money, while in the

other case the giver of the note would be an individual

forming the insignificant one sixtieth of a millionth part
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of the government. Lastly, the whole proposition is

incorrect; for it is not proposed to issue notes at all, and call

them money; but to issue a full-fledged money in itself.

Suppose that we subject gold and silver to the same test.

Who redeems it? "Oh, it redeems itself," says the

metal ist. Let us see how far this is true. Government

takes 41 2 Y?, grains of silver, worth in the market 75 or 80

cents, according to its fluctuations, puts a "buzzard" and

the words, "UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE DOLLAR"
on one side, and the head of a man and U E. PLURIBUS

UNUM ' ' and the date on the other, and it passes as current

money for one hundred cents in every State and Territory

in the Union. The difference between the bullion value,

or 80 cents, and the legal value, or 100 cents, are fiat; yes,

fiat money. Now, who redeems that? It is redeemed in

the same manner that it is intended that all money shall

be redeemed, in the products and the labor of the country.

A gold dollar is redeemed in wheat, corn, flour, beef, pork,

prints, woolen goods, or anything its owner wishes to pur-
chase. It is all the redemption it needs. A paper dollar

is redeemed every time it passes from one individual to

another in exchange for products or labor. It is redeemed

in whatever the owner receives for it. It is all the

redemption it needs. In such redemption and the pay-
ment of debts it has performed the functions of money,
and that is all the use society has for it. Everybody is

satisfied with it but the bullionist. To redeem it in coin

and retire it from circulation brings us to the bond system
in order to obtain the coin; to contraction and resumption
with all their attendant evils.

Another common objection to a paper money is:

"That it will not circulate in foreign cotmtries"

This is one of the reasons why an absolute paper cur-

rency forms one of the most perfect circulating mediums.

We are not engaged in making money for other nations;
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never have been, nor do we wish to be. Neither do we
desire that foreign nations shall have anything to do with

controlling our own circulating medium. For the very
reason that this money will not circulate abroad, we will

always have it at home. It is like a good dog, the closer

it stays at home the more useful it is.

By being able to keep our currency at home, we can

preserve a uniform volume of circulating medium. If it

would go abroad the volume of money would be subject to

fluctuation contraction and expansion. This is one of

the greatest objections to gold and silver. It leaves us

when we most need it. It goes abroad, not as money
however, but as bullion, as a commodity; and like beef

and pork or any other commodity, goes for what it is worth

by weight, and at the market price then ruling. If the

American traveler wishes to visit on the Continent, he does

not provide himself with the money of his own country,

but deposits his money of whatever form it may be

paper in an American bank, and takes a draft or letters

of credit on some foreign bank. When he arrives in

England he must provide himself with the money of that

country, pounds, shillings and pence. In France he must

have napoleans and francs; in Germany, the thaler and

florin; in Sweden, the ducat and rix dollar; in Russia, the

rouble. And so in almost every country or nation, he

must have a different form of money.
There is no such thing as u

money of the world,"
as we frequently hear it applied to gold and silver. These

metals are recognized by the different nations as a commod-

ity, and a material out of which money is made, and as

having a commercial value in the markets of the world,

but the money of one nation is seldom recognized as the

money of some other nation. If there is any such thing
as God's money it is not one that is calculated to rob labor

of its just reward, and bring starvation and ruin to millions
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of people. This u so -called" God's money is the same

that the Savior upset in the temple of Jerusalem and drove

its owners, whom he very strongly intimated were a set of

thieves, out of the house of God. "But if foreign coun-

tries will not receive this money how will we pay our

foreign debts, and buy foreign goods ?
" In answer to the

first question we would say, that unless we go abroad and

negotiate loans, debts due to foreigners are payable in our

own country, in its lawful money, unless otherwise stipu-

lated in the contract. Does any one suppose that the

bonds of the United States, purchased by foreign capital-

ists during and after the war, were paid for in gold and

s-ilver coin? The foreign capitalist, like his American

"cousin," exchanged his coin for greenbacks at about fifty

cents on the dollar, and exchanged these for United States

bonds at their face value, and these bonds were payable at

the treasury of the United States.

But suppose we agree to pay coin to foreign capitalists.

The use of paper money does not exclude gold and silver;

nor does it shut down our mines in the production of these

metals, which can be used, not only in paying our debts,

but in carrying on trade and commerce with foreign Nations.

We would produce as much gold and silver from our mines

if we had a paper circulating medium, as we should if we
had a mixed currency, or one exclusively of coin. "Plenty
as leaves on the trees.

" u Give it to everybody that wants

it." "Back up your cart and get what you want. " "It

would be so cheap that you could not pack enough on a

mule to buy a farm. " "It would take $500 of it to buy
a breakfast." "Print the debts to death," and many
other wild expressions similar to the above are frequently

indulged in by the "shrewd politician," and the subsidized

press, for the purpose of alarming the people and to pre-

vent them from doing anything that will destroy the busi-

ness of those who have always had a monopoly on the
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issue of the money, and by controlling it held an iron grip

on the industries of the country.

The wildest dreamer of financial reform has never

advocated a greater amount of circulating medium per

capita than existed at the close of the war. At that time

the circulation was exclusively of paper. There was com-

paratively no coin in sight. When the war broke out

gold and silver, cowardly as its owners, slunk out of sight

and hid itself until the danger was over. Then, it emerged
from its hiding place, and, with an audacity that would

have put Annanias to shame, it not only claimed the honor

of suppressing the rebellion, but insisted that it had a

right to crucify the real Savior of the country the green-

back. In 186 1, when the slogan of war sounded, the

government called upon the bankers for aid. They fur-

nished $150,000,000 in coin and then every mother's son

of them suspended specie payment. In the hour of the

greatest need the capitalists proved traitors to their country.

The system of specie basis failed, as it always does at the

time something is expected of it. Then the government
smote the rock of public credit. In the face of the opposi-

tion of the bullionists, a paper money, crippled with a fatal

exception, and only partially clothed with the functions

of money, sprang forth and gave new life and vigor to the

arm of the nation. It equipped armies, built ships, and

supplied provisions and clothing to the men who had gone
to the front. It opened up the workshops, built new
factories and supplied the munitions of war to a million

of men in the field. When the war was over it permeated

every State and Territory and helped to restore the waste

and exhausted resources of the nation. Did any one say,

at that time, that it was as "
plenty as leaves," or that it

"took $500 of it to buy a breakfast?"

As an organization we only demand a u volume suffi-

cient for the business of the country." We have a respect
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for the worm that crawls on the ground, only stinging- when

trod upon; for the dandy whose only glory is to dress well

and act a fool generally; for the idiot who is not idiot

enough to be placed in some charitable institution, but too

much of an idiot to be of any use in the world, to himself or

anybody else
;
but for the self-willed, self-imposed, self-im-

portant, blatant demagogue, whose brains would rattle in

the hollow of the hair of a horse's tail, and whose soul is

so small that a thousand of them could dance upon the point

of a cambric needle, we have an unutterable, inexpressible

contempt, that is perhaps a sin to manifest and a greater

sin to attempt to conceal. Such are those who indulge in

the above and like expressions. Absolutely ignorant of

the first principles of finance, or with an utter and totally

depraved disregard for truth and justice, they would sacri-

fice the interests of their country and their fellow-man

upon the altar of their own unholy ambition and avarice.

"It is unconstitutional. "

We are pleased to remark that in answering the above

objection, we are dealing with a more respectable class

than the one we have just paid our respects to.

From the early days of the Republic to the first

years succeeding the close of the late war between the

States, it seems to have been a mooted question among some

of our ablest statesmen, as to whether the issue of legal

tender paper money was constitutional. The object of

the constitution is clearly stated in the preamble, which

says:
u
We, the people of the United Slates, in order to

form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domes-

tic tranquility, provide for the common defense, and secure

the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do

ordain and establish this Constitution of the United States

of America.'*

Section eight of the Constitution gives Congress the

power
u to coin money and regulate the value thereof.'*

31
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We have already seen that the value of money was regu-

lated by its volume; and, that upon the volume of money

depends the prices of property, of the products of labor,

and of labor itself; that the body that is empowered to

"regulate the value," must also possess the power to con-

trol its volume; and that this power should be always

present and exercised with wisdom and justice. In con-

nection with this point, the great Daniel Webster has said:

* (

By denying the states all power of emitting bills of

credit, or making anything but gold and silver a tender in

payment of debts, the whole control over the standard of

value and medium of payment is vested in the general

government. Delegating this grant to Congress and pro-

hibiting it to the States, a just reading of the provisions is

this:

"
Congress shall have power to coin money, emit bills

of credit AND MAKE ANYTHING BESIDES GOLD
AND SILVER A LEGAL TENDER IN THE PAYMENT OF

DEBTS."

Thomas Jefferson said:

"And so the nation may continue to issue its bills as

far as its wants require and the limits of its circulation

will admit"

John C. Calhoun said:

"I shall be able to prove that it is within the consti-

tution and power of Congress to provide such a paper,

according to the most rigid rule of construing the consti-

tution."

But whatever doubts may have existed in the past

with regard to the constitutionality of the issue of paper

money, they are now put to rest by the decision of the

Supreme Court of the United States. The celebrated

cases of Parker vs. Davis and Knox vs. Lee were consoli-

dated and brought before the court At the request of the
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court the constitutionality of the legal tender acts was to

be fully argued and finally settled by the court, so that the

question should be forever put at rest. The best legal

talent of the country was present, representing the bul-

lionists of both Europe and America. The greatest efforts

possible were made by capitalists to secure an adverse deci-

sion against the legal tender qualities of the greenback

currency. We give below extracts from the opinions of

the court.

" Before we can hold the legal tender acts unconstitu-

tional we must be convinced they were not appropriate
means, or means conducive to the execution of any or all

of the powers of Congress or the government, not appro-

priate in any degree (for we are not judges of that degree
of appropriation), or we must hold they were prohibited."

12 Wallace U. S. Supreme Court Reports, page

"The degree of the necessity for any Congressional
enactment, or the relative degree of its appropriateness, is

for consideration in Congress, not here. When the law is

not prohibited, and is really calculated to effect any of the

objects intrusted to the government, to undertake here to

inquire into the degree of its necessity, would be to pass
the line which circumscribes the judicial department, and
to tread on legislative ground." 12 Wallace, 542.

"The constitution was intended to frame a govern-
ment, as distinguished from a league or compact, a

government supreme, in some particulars, over States and

people. It was designed to provide the same currency
having a uniform legal value in all the States. It was for

this reason the power to coin money and regulate its value
was conferred upon the Federal Government, while the
same power to emit bills of credit was withheld from the
States. The States can no longer declare what shall be

money, or regulate its value. IVJiatever power there is

over the currency is vested in Congress. If the power to

declare what is money is not in Congress it is annihilated.
12 Wallace, 5^5.

44 And generally when one of such powers was ex-
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pressly denied to the State only, it was for the purpose of

rendering the federal power more complete and exclusive;
how sensible, then, its framers must have been that emer-

gencies might arise when the precious metals might prove
inadequate to the necessities of the government and the de-

mands of the people when it is remembered that paper
money was almost exclusively in use in the States as a

medium of exchange, and when the great evil sought to

be remedied was the want of uniformity in the current

value of money, we say, that the gift of power to coin

money and regulate the value thereof, was understood as

conveying general power over the currency and which had

belonged to the States and which they had surrendered. ' '

12 Wallace,

"The issue of the circulation commonly known as

greenbacks was necessary and was constitutional. They
were necessary to the payment of the army and navy, and
to all the purposes for which the government uses money.
The banks had suspended specie payment, and the gov-
ernment was reduced to the alternative of using their

notes or issuing its own." 12 Wallace, 577.

"The two houses of Congress, the President who
signed the bill, and fifteen State courts, being all but one
that has passed upon the question, have expressed their

belief in the constitutionality in these (legal tender) laws."

Justice Miller. 8 Wallace 338.

"It is not doubted that the power to establish a

standard of value by which all other values may be meas-

ured, or, in other words, to determine what shall be lawful

money and a legal tender, is in its nature and necessity a

government power. It is in all countries exercised by the

government." ChiefJustice Chase, 8 Wallace 615.

"If it be held by this court that Congress has no
constitutional power, under any circumstances, or in any
emergency to make treasury notes a legal tender for the

payment of all debts, a power confessedly possessed by
every independent sovereignty other than the United

States, the government is without those means of self

preservation which, all must admit, may in certain con-
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tingencies, become indispensable, even if they were not

when the acts of Congress now called in question were
enacted." 12 Wallace 829.

It will be seen that the question involved in the above

decisions, was the constitutional right and power of

Congress to say what should be the lawful money of the

country, and to issue paper money. The decision of the

Court is not, as often claimed, exclusively as a war measure.

The court held that the necessity of issuing a paper cur-

rency and making it a legal tender was not for it to decide,

but for Congress. And if Congress thought the necessity

existed it had a perfect right under the constitution to

issue paper money and declare it a legal tender. The fol-

lowing is conclusive upon this point:

u There are times when the exigencies of the State

rightly absorb all subordinate considerations of private

interest, convenience, or feeling; and at such times the

temporary though compulsory acceptance by a private
individual of the government credit, in lieu of the debtor's

obligation to pay, is one of the slightest forms in which the

necessary burdens of society can be sustained.

uWhen the ordinary currency disappears, as it often

does in time of war, when business begins to stagnate and

general bankruptcy is imminent, then the government must
have power at the same time to renovate its own resources

and to revive the drooping energies of the nation BY SUP-
PLYING IT WITH A CIRCULATING MEDIUM.
What that medium shall be, what its character and quali-

ties, will depend upon the greatness of the exigency and
the degree ofpromptitude which it demands. THESE
ARE LEGISLA TIVE QUESTIONS. The heart of the

nation must not be crushed out. The people must be aided
to pay their debts and meet their obligations. The debtor

interest of the country represents its bone and sinew, and
must be encouraged to pursue its avocations. If relief

were not afforded universal bankruptcy would ensue, and

industry would be stopped, and government would be paral-

yzed in the paralysis of the people." 12 Wallace, 464,4.65.
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There are other objections of minor importance some-

times urged by the advocates of the metallic system which

we have not time, nor do we think it necessary for the

purposes of this chapter, to consider. We have clearly

demonstrated to the reader that, to retain and depend

solely on a metallic standard, with paper convertible into

coin, that we must have, from time to time, periods of

contraction, expansion and resumption, with periods of

financial distress, wide-spread ruin, and general bankruptcy
that have ever been the results of that system ;

that by the

adoption of the non-convertible, absolute paper system,

and the issue of a sufficient quantity to satisfy the business

demands of the country, and that volume to be kept
uniform with, and relative to" the growth of the population
and business of the country, would be a remedy against

the present prevailing financial distress, and against its

probable recurrence in the future.

We believe, however, that this chapter would be

incomplete, were we to omit the history of the position of

the two great political parties in existence in the govern-
ment to-day upon this all important question. As has

already been seen, contraction was a measure preparatory
to resumption, for which a majority of the representatives

of both parties voted in 1866.

We now come to a consideration of the position of the

two old parties on the Resumption Act of 1875, and on the

principle of resumption in general. The Act of 1875, was

passed by a strictly party vote; the Republicans voting

for, while the Democrats voted against it. Both parties,

however, favored the resumption of specie payments. The

objection which the Democratic party had to the act of

January 14, 1875, was that it fixed the time to resume

about four years ahead, or January i. 1879.

As it has been, and is still claimed by many Demo-
cratic speakers in the West and South, that the Democratic
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party is in favor of greenbacks and opposed to resumption,

it will be necessary to call attention to the record of the

party while this matter was pending. It has already been

shown that all the Democrats, except one, voted for the

act to
( ( contract the currency with a view to as early a re-

sumption of specie payments as possible.
' * This act was

a preparatory measure to resumption.

The next place we find them on record is in the act

of February 4th, 1868, which reads as follows:

"That from and after the passage of this act, the

authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to make any
reduction of the currency, by retiring or canceling United

States notes, shall be, and is hereby suspended."
This act passed the House, December yth, 1867, by

127 yeas to 32 nays, only 24 of those voting yea were

Democrats.

In 1872 they declared in their platform that:

"A speedy return to specie payments is demanded

alike by the highest considerations of commercial morality
and honest government" Plank 8 ofplatform.

Again, in 1876, we find them declaring as follows:

"We denounce the failure for all these eleven years

of peace, to make 'good the promise of the legal tender

notes, which are a changing standard of value in the

hands of the people, and the non-payment of which, is a

disregard of the plighted faith of the nation. * * *

We denounce the financial imbecility and immorality of

that party which, during eleven years of peace, has made
no advance towards resumption ;

no preparation for resump-
tion

; but, instead, has obstructed resumption.
* *

And,
while annually professing to intend a speedy return to

specie payments, has annually enacted fresh hindrances

thereto. As such a hindrance we denounce the resumption
clause of the act of 1875, and we hereby demand its

repeal,
' *
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Now, we are getting to the bottom of it. They de-

nounce the resumption clause of the act of 1875.

What is that? Here we have it :

u
And, on and after the first day of January, Anno

Domini, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, the Secretary

of the Treasury shall, etc.
,
etc.

' '

The time was the only point of difference. The Re-

publicans wanted resumption to take place in 1879; the

Democrats wanted it sooner. That this is true, it is only

necessary to call attention to the fact that at the Demo-
cratic convention, held in St. L,ouis in 1876, Mr. Bwing,
of Ohio, offered as a substitute for that part of the platform

which "demanded the repeal of the resumption clause of

the act of 1875," one which "demanded the repeal of the

whole resumption act forthwith."

Mr. Bwing' s substitute was voted down by a majority

of 550 to 219. Thus we see that both parties were in favor

of contraction, and both were in favor of resumption, and

the final destruction of greenbacks.

In further support of this fact, note the following:

"The retirement from circulation of the United States

notes, with the capacity of legal tender in private con-

tracts, is a step to be taken in our progress towards a safe

and stable currency, which should be accepted as the

policy and the duty of the government and the interest

and security of the people in it." President Hayes
1 Mes-

sage, December 2d, 1879.

"It would seem, therefore, that now and during
the maintenance of resumption, it (the legal tender clause),

is a useless and objectionable assertion of power, which

Congress might now repeal on the grounds of expediency
alone." John Sherman 1

s Report, 1879, page 12.

''''Resolved, That from and after the passage of this reso-

lution, the treasury notes of the United States shall be
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receivable for all dues to the United States, excepting

duties on imports, and shall not be otherwise a legal

tender." Senator Bayard*
1

s Resolution, Dec. jd, 1879.

"I am now for resumption, and the Democratic candi-

dates for president and vice-president want the same kind

of resumption that I do a real and not a sham resump-
tion. We want the resumption intended to be secured by
the resolution I offered in the Senate last December. * *

* It was a resolution right on the ancient pathway of

constitutional Democracy, withdrawing from the treasury

notes when paid and redeemed at the treasury, any power
of enforced legal tender when re-issued. n Senator Bay-
ard's New York Speech, September 23, 1880.

It will appear, from the above, that Hancock and

English were ia favor of destroying the greenback. Sen-

ator Bayard was in a position that rendered him capable

of knowing.

"It would be sound policy, therefore, for us to do our

duty and wipe out the greenbacks. But whether we
should succeed or fail, whether it is expedient or not, I

would make the fight on this issue and on this line."

Letter of Wade Hampton, December, 1879.

Had it not been for over 300,000 men who voted for

Gen. Weaver of Iowa, in 1880, the greenback would per-

haps, ere this, have been destroyed.

It was a manly protest against any further contraction.

We call particular attention to the action of the National

Democratic Convention at St. Louis in 1876, that nomi-

nated Samuel J. Tilden for president. We present the

planks adopted by that convention to the consideration of

Democratic speakers and editors who seek to convey the

impression that the Democratic party is opposed to resump-
tion. Is it not inconsistent to abuse the Republican party

for doing everything in its power to bring about resumption
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when their own party platform in 1876, denounces them

as having made no "advance towards resumption, no

preparation for resumption, but, instead, has obstructed

resumption." They then denounced them because they
had not resumed. They denounced the greenbacks or

legal tender notes as a "changing standard of value in the

hands of the people." It cannot be denied that Mr. Til-

den was a representative Democrat. In him the party

trusted as its great leader. From a letter written by Mr.

Parke Godwin an intimate friend and supporter of Mr.

Tilden in 1875, we are enabled to learn more clearly the

position of the Democratic party and its illustrious leader

upon the question of resumption. Mr. Godwin, speaking
of the financial plank, as quoted from the Democratic

platform, in 1876, says:

"It is proper to recall before we scrutinize the scope
and meaning of these phrases that were stoutly opposed,
both in committee and convention, by inflationist leaders.

Whatever their real purport, these men saw in them a flat

contradiction of their own schemes.

"General Bwing and Mr. Voorhees, who spoke for

the minority, denounced them as a complete surrender to

the hard-money theorists. The former, in order to obtain

a partial recognition of his ways of thinking, moved a

substitute proposing a repeal of the whole Resumption
Act * forthwith ' " Mr. Dorsheimer of the majority of the

committee, refused to accede to it, saying: "I propose

right here to make a straight issue between hard and soft

money. By that we stand or fall." He was sustained by
the convention, and the substitute rejected by a vote of

more than two and a half to one 550 to 219. The result

was regarded as a decisive victory for the advocates of the

sounder doctrines. I cannot doubt that such is the right

interpretation of the result; for I discover that these
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resolves are mainly a summary of the teachings of Gov.

Tilden, to be found in his luminous messages to the New
York Legislature, wherein he speaks in no ambiguous

language. Governor Tilden was originally opposed to the

issue of irredeemable notes, and counseled Secretary Chase

against the expedient, which he averred would greatly en-

hance the cost of the war, and lead to the ernbarassments

and disasters we have since experienced. When they were

once issued he insisted that they should be held redeemable

at all times in the interest-bearing obligations of the gov-

ernment, which Mr. Spaulding, the author of the Legal
Tender Act, tells us was the original intention of its

framers. At the close of the war, one of his grounds of

quarrel with the party in power was, that it did not at

once engage actively and efficiently in preparationsfor their

redemption.
' '

The above letter was endorsed by the National Dem-
ocratic Committee and printed ;and circulated as a Demo-

cratic campaign document in the Tilden campaign of 1876.

In 1880 they declared for:

" Honest money.
* * *

consisting of gold and

silver, and paper convertible into coin on demand. n

It is useless to pursue this subject further. To the

unprejudiced mind it must appear that both of the exist-

ing political parties are responsible for the present sad

condition of the American laborer.

"To secure resumption of specie payments by the

shrinkage of values has bankrupted two hundred thousand

of the most enterprising business firms in this country.

It has caused wide-spread stagnation of business and finan-

cial distress. It has caused forced sales of merchandise,
of household goods and farming stocks, far below the cost

of production and has caused, besides, various sacrifices of

landed property. It has caused a general suspension
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of labor, the only legitimate source of wealth, by which

thousands of our most useful citizens are rendered destitute

of the means of living, and reduced to extreme poverty
and despair. It has created criminals and organized an

army of tramps overflowing our prisons and alms-houses,

and consequently increasing the burdens of taxation.

Debts are inflated, while the means for paying debts are

shrunk out of sight, all for the visionary hallucination of

resumption of specie payments, which is only an idea and

not a fact. Time is not long enough the recuperative

energies of the American people are not strong enough
for the next ten generations to outgrow the blighting
effect of this attempted resumption, which, in any event,

is a fallacy a fraud upon public credulity. The equaliza-

tion of values may be effected, but to pay all individual

and public dues in specie on demand is simply promulgat-

ing a monstrous lie. Resumption is a wide-spread a

withering curse, and is full of dead men's bones. It is

chargeable with more distress upon the American people,

more moral degradation, the destruction of more property
and the creation of more misery in this country during the

past years than all the combined work of all the villians

and felons of the civilized world, during the same period

of time. Yet, boasted statesmen politicians and pro-

fessed Christians, insist upon resumption and contraction,

with their blighting curses in trying to effect that which

has not, and can not be, resumption. To attempt which

has only resulted in that which the country has been

suffering from these many long years, of business disaster

and financial ruin miseries for the many good times

for the few."



CHAPTER III.

NATIONAL BANKS.

THE ACT incorporating the national banking system
for twenty years was passed by Congress and became a law

March 25, 1863. One of the obvious reasons why we
demand the abolition of national banks is set forth in the

preceding chapters. It is founded upon the specie basis

system and has control of the volume of circulating

medium. Besides this it has many other objectionable

features. Government bonds, which the rich alone possess,

is made a special and the only security, by which its ben-

efits can be derived.

The banking law with its various amendments covers

sixty-five pages. (See Laws relating to Loans and the

Currency, pp. 153 to- 218.) We give below some of its

leading features.

It can issue its notes without limit:

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America in Congress
Assembled, That so much of section five thousand one
hundred and eighty-five of the Revised Statutes of the

United States as limits the circulation of banking associa-

tions, organized for the purpose of issuing notes payable
in gold, severally to one million dollars, be, and the same
is hereby repealed; and each of such existing banking
associations may increase its circulating notes, and new
banking associations may be organized, in accordance with

existing law, without respect to such limitation.
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"Approved January 19, 1873. See Laws relating to

Loans and the Currency, p. 212. ' '

SECTION 3. That section five thousand one hundred
and seventy-seven of the Revised Statutes, limiting the

aggregate amount of circulating notes ol national banking
associations be, and is hereby repealed; and each existing

banking association may increase its circulating notes in

accordance with existing law without respect to said aggre-

gate limit; and new banking associations may be organ-
ized in accordance with existing law without respect to

said aggregate limit. Approved January 14, /<?7J. See
Laws relating to Loans and the Currency, page 144.

SECTION 5150. Every association, after having com-

plied with the provisions of this title, preliminary to the

commencement of the banking business, and before it shall

be authorized to commence banking business under this

title, shall deliver to the Treasurer of the United States,

any United States registered bonds, bearing interest, to an
amount not less than $30,000 and not less than one-third

of the capital stock paid in.

SECTION 5.
* * * The comptroller of the cur-

rency shall give to any such association powers of attorney
to receive and appropriate to its own use the interest on
the bonds which it has so transferred to the Treasurer.

SECTION 5171. Upon a deposit of bonds as pre-

scribed by sections fifty-one hundred and fifty-nine and fifty-

one hundred and sixty, the association making the same

shall be entitled to receive from the comptroller of the

currency circulating notes of different denominations, in

blank, registered and countersigned as hereinafter provided,

equal in amount to ninety per centum of the amount of

bonds at the par value thereof, if bearing interest at the

rate of not less than f:ve per centum per annum.

Be it resolved, etc.
,
That the secretary of the treasury

be authorized to anticipate the payment of interest on the

public debt, by a period not exceeding one year, from time

to time, either with or without a rebate of interest upon
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the coupons, as to him may seem expedient Approved,
March //, 1874.

SECTION 2.
* * * And all stocks, bonds, and

other securities of the United States held by individuals,

corporations, or associations, within the United States,

shall be exempt from taxation by or under State authority.

It will be seen, by the above acts of Congress, that

the prominent features of the banking system are:

i st. They are privileged to either extend or contract

their circulation.

2nd. Government bonds are made the only security

in the establishment of a national bank.

3rd. They draw interest on the bonds thus deposited,

and this interest may be paid one year before it is due.

4th. They receive ninety per cent, of the amount of

bonds deposited in currency, which they are enabled to

loan to the people.

In addition to the above, they pay no taxes on their

bonds, none on their capital or deposits, and only one per

cent, on their circulation. Some of these banks are also

designated as government depositories, and receive the

benefit of the use of millions of dollars free of charge.

Notwithstanding all this legislation in the interest of

the banks, it is claimed that they pay but small dividends

on their capital. The report of the Comptroller of the

Currency for the year 1887, places the dividends on the

capital invested at less than eight per cent These

tables are made use of by the politicians to deceive the

people with regard to the enormous profits of the sys-

tem. We will now proceed to examine into the workings
of the system and learn, if we can, where the profits go.

We quote the following from the Chicago Tribune of

July 13, 1888:

1 ' The National banks of Chicago are averaging not
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far from ten per cent, on the capital stock, and are con-

stantly adding to the surplus. Of course everybody

recognizes the leadership of the First. It is the largest

bank as to deposits in the United States. Its statements

show that its SURPLUS FUND, PUTS THE DIVI-

DENDS paid to the stockholders during the last Jive years
would amount to over $3,000,000, or 100 per cent, on the

capital stock. A bank that earns for its stockholders an

average of twenty per cent, a year is certainly doing well

enough. There, however, seems to be no reason why all

banking institutions in the city should not continue to

grow as rapidly as they have heretofore. The new ones

are all in a condition to pay dividends if they choose; but

the policy followed is to secure a surplus first. The
American Exchange is the only one that has come into the

dividend list this year, and that pays three per cent, semi-

annually. The Metropolitan earned twenty-one per cent,

last year and thirteen per cent, the first half of this, and it

is claimed that the Park earned ten per cent, in the twelve

months ending June 30."
It will be seen by the above that u the policy followed

is to accumulate a surplus" and not declare large divi-

dends. And some banks are declaring no dividends at all,

but transferring all their profits to the ''surplus" fund.

Yes ! Why not? Poor bankers ! They are eking out a

poor, miserable existence on an 8 per cent, dividend,

(according to the comptroller's report) and a few cents

transferred to the surplus fund, all amounting to the mere

trifle of 100 per cent, or double their capital in five years.

And still they are yawping for tnore legislation in their

interest, as will be seen hereafter. But how is it with the

farmers, in the meantime, in the great State of which

Chicago is the metropolitan city? The following table was

prepared by Charles F. Mills, the secretary and statistician

of the Illinois State Board of Agriculture, and shows the
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loss to the farmers in the production of corn crops for the

years 1882 to 1886. inclusive:

For the year 1882 $ 1,273,560.

For the year 1883 8,621,440.

For the year 1884 11,480,559.

For the year 1885 11,381,700.

For the year 1886 . ..... 19,870,258.

Total loss in five years . . $52,377,528.

It is unnecessary to comment on the above compar-
ison.

William H. English of Indiana, president of a

national bank at Indianapolis, and the nominee of the

Democratic party for vice-president of the United States

in 1880, submitted to the stockholders the following

report:

"I congratulate the stockholders of our enterprise.

The bank has been in operation 14 years, under my control,

with a capital stock of $500,000. In the meantime it has

voluntarily returned $500,000 of capital stock back to its

stockholders, besides paying them in dividends $1,496,250,

part of which was gold, and I now turn it over to you with

a capital unimpaired and $327,000 of the undivided earn-

ings on hand. To this might be added the premiums of

United States bonds, at present prices amounting to $36,-

ooo, besides quite a large amount for lost or destroyed bills.
' '

The items of profit are as follows:

Returned to stockholders ... $ 500,000
Dividends to stockholders . . . 1,496,250
Undivided earnings 327,000
Premium on bonds 36,000

or destroyed bills .... 24,000

Total $2,383,250

82
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The banks have another way of deceiving the people

in the way of profits. Five or ten men form themselves

into a banking association, make themselves officers, and

draw salaries as follows:

i President, salary $ 3,000.

i Vice-President, salary 2,000.

5 Directors, salary 5>ooo.

i Cashier, salary 2,000.

i Assistant Cashier, salary .... 1,500.

i Book-keeper, salary JjS00-

i Policeman, salary 500.

i Janitor, salary 500.

Rent 1,000.

Total $17,000.

It will be observed that the larger part of the above

total goes to the owners of the capital while the bulk of

the work is done by those who draw the smaller salaries.

We have 3,049 of these banks, which cost on an average,

perhaps, to operate, the above sum for each bank, or an

aggregate of $51,833,000.
This immense sum is taken from the productive indus-

tries of the country to pay the salaries of the officers of the

national banks of the United States. The average circu-

lation of bank notes for the past twenty years has been

about $300,000,000. The average rate of interest at which

this money is loaned is, perhaps, not less than ten per cent

per annum, or an annual interest burden 'of $30,000,000.

Or $600,000,000 in interest paid on bank notes in twenty

years, which the government has furnished to the bankers

at one per cent, per annum. But the influence which this

vast aggregation of wealth exercises over the political

affairs of our government is worse, if possible, than the

financial burdens it lays directly upon the wealth producers

of the country. With a capital many times greater than
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the old United States bank
;
with its arms stretched out in

every State and Territory of the Union
;
with a firm grip

not only on the political machinery, but upon the entire

business of the country, it enters our legislative halls with

an audacity that is alarming, and its immense power
threatens the destruction of the liberties of the people.

As the New York Tribune says, they are so well organized

that "they can at a single day's notice, act together with

such power that no act of Congress can overpower or resist

their decision."

"It is the cheapest kind of foolishness to contend that

National banks are oppressing the people to the extent

that the wild-eyed orators and ranting newspapers of the

Union Labor party are trying to make believe." Beacon,
Democratic paper.

"So there is not such a great boogerboo in the

National banks after all." Beacon.

"The banks are not oppressing the farmers who do

not borrow their money. They were a public necessity at

the time of their incorporation in order to furnish funds

for the government. They are so closely connected with

the business of the country that I do not think it would be

advisable to abolish them at this time. They are not an

issue in the campaign." Sam. H. Davidson, Senator-

electfrom the 2nd District, Arkansas.

"It is the best banking system in the world."

Republican Party.

The above quotations are samples of expressions from

Democrats and Republicans who give an honest opinion
of the position of their respective parties on this important

question. How different from the opinions of the pure
and patriotic statesmen of the past! Let the people read

the following authorities and judge for themselves whether

Jefferson, Calhoun, Benton and others were fanatics, or
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whether modern Democracy and Republicanism has drifted

from their old time moorings.

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM FROM 1840 TO i860.

( *

Resolved, That Congress has no power to charter a

United States bank; that we believe such an institution one

of deadly hostility to the best interests of the country;

dangerous to republican institutions and the liberties of

the people, and calculated to place the business of the

country within the control of a concentrated money power,

above the laws and the will of the people.
' '

* * "I sincerely believe with you, that banks are

more dangerous than standing armies. * * Put down
the banks, and if this country cannot be carried through
the longest war, against her most powerful enemy, with-

out loading us with perpetual debt, I know nothing of my
countrymen.

" Thomas Jefferson.

In a letter to Mr. Gallatin, December 13, 1803, Mr.

Jefferson said of the old United States bank:

u This institution is one of most deadly hostility exist-

ing against the principles and form of our constitution.

"The nation is at this time strong and united in its

sentiments, and cannot be shaken. But suppose a series

of untoward events should occur, sufficient to bring into

doubt the competency of the government to meet a crisis

of great danger, an institution like this, penetrating by its

branches every part of the union, acting by command and

in phalanx, may in a critical moment upset the government.
u/ deem no government safe which is under the vas-

salage of any self-constituted authorities, or any other

authority than that of the nation or its regular functiona-

ries. What an obstruction could these banks be in time

of war! They might dictate to us the peace we should

accept, or withdraw their aid.
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Ought we to give further growth to an institution so

powerful, so hostile ? That it is hostile we know,

First. From a knowledge of the principles of the

persons who compose the body of their directors and stock-

holders.

Second. From their opposition to the measures and

principles of the government and those friendly to them.

Third. From the sentiments of the newspapers they

support.

Should we not make a beginning toward an independ-
ent use of our own money, towards holding our own bank,

and letting the treasurer give his draft or note for pay-

ment at any particular place, which in a well conducted

government ought to have as much credit as any private

draft or bank note or bill, and would give us the same

facilities which we derive from banks.

Treasury bills or notes, bottomed on taxes, and thrown

into circulation, will take the place of so much gold or

silver, hit bank paper must be suppressed, and the circula-

tion restored to whom it belongs.
' '

Jackson, in his farewell address, speaking of the United

States bank, said:
" u The immense capital, the peculiar

privileges bestowed upon it, enabled it to exercise despotic

sway over the other banks in the entire country. From its

superior strength it could seriously injure, if not destroy,

the business of any one of them which might incur its

resentment, and it openly claimed for itself the power of

regulating the currency throughout the United States. In

other words, it asserted (and undoubtedly possessed) the

power to make money plenty or scarce, at its pleasure, at

any time, and in any quarter of the Union, by controlling

the issues of other banks, and permitting an expansion, or

compelling a general contraction of the circulating me-

dium, according to its own will. The. other banking
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institutions were sensible of its strength, and they soon

generally became its obedient instruments, ready at all

times to execute its mandates
; and, with the banks necessa-

rily went also that numerous class of persons in our com-

mercial cities who depended altogether on bank credits for

their solvency and means of business; who are therefore

obliged, for their own safety, to propitiate the favor of the

money power by distinguished zeal and devotion in its

service.

"The result of the ill-advised legislation, which estab-

lished this great monopoly, was to concentrate the whole

moneyed power of the Union, with its boundless means of

corruption, and its numerous dependents, under the

direction and command of one acknowledged head; thus

organizing this particular interest as one body, and secur-

ing to it unity and concert of action, throughout the

United States, and enabling it to bring forward, upon any

occasion, its entire and undivided strength to support or

defeat any measure of the government. In the hands of

this formidable power, thus perfectly organized, was also

placed unlimited dominion over the amount of the circu-

lating medium, giving it the power to regulate the value

ofproperty and thefruits of labor, in every quarter of the

Union; and to bestow prosperity or bring ruin upon any

city or section of the country, as might best comport with

its own interest or policy.
uWe are not left to conjecture how the moneyed

power thus organized and with such a weapon in its hands,

would be likely to use it. The distress and alarm which

pervaded and agitated the whole country, when the Bank of

the United States waged war upon the people, and in order

to compel them to submit to its demands, cannot yet be

forgotten. The ruthless and unsparing temper with which

whole cities and communities were oppressed, individuals

impoverished and ruined, and a scene of cheerful prosperity
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suddenly changed into one of gloom and despondency,

ought to be indelibly impressed on the memory of the

people of the United States. If such was its power in a

time of peace, what would it not have been in a season of

war with an enemy at your doors? No nation but the

freemen of the United States could have come out victori-

ous in such a contest; yet, if you had not conquered, the

government would have passed from the hands of the

many to the hands of the few; and this organized money

power, from its secret conclave, would have dictated the

choice of your highest officers, and compelled you to make

peace or war, as best suited their own wishes. The forms

of your government might for a time have remained; but

its living spirit would have departed from it.
' '

At another time he said:

u The question is distinctly presented, whether the

people of the United States are to govern through repre-

sentatives chosen by their unbiased suffrages, or whether

the power and money of a great corporation are to be

secretly exerted to influence their judgment and control

their decisions. It must now be determined whether the

bank is to have its candidates for all the offices in the

country, from the highest to the lowest, or whether candi-

dates on both sides of political questions shall be brought

forward, as heretofore, and supported by the usual means. ' '

Message of December j, 1833.

"The bank is in the field, enlisted for the war, a bat-

tering ram not to beat down the walls of hostile cities,

but to beat down the citadel of American liberty; to com-

mand the elections and elect a bank president by dint of

bank power. The bank is in the field, a combatant, and

a fearful and tremendous one in the presidential election.

If she succeeds, there is an end of American liberty, an

end of the Republic. The president of the bank and the
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President of the United States will be cousins in the royal

sense of the word. They will elect each other; they will

transmit their thrones to their descendants." Thomas H.

Benton in U. S. Senate.

"The bank has thrown herself into the political arena

to control the presidential election. If she succeeds in that

election, she will wish to consolidate her power by getting

control of all other elections. Government of States,

judges of the courts, Representatives and Senators in

Congress, all must belong to her. The Senate especially

must belong to her, for there lies the power to confirm

nominations and to try impeachments. To get possession

of the Senate, the legislatures of a majority of the States

will have to be acquired. The whole government will fall

into the hands of this money power. An oligarchy will

be established, but that oligarchy will in a few years ripen

into a monarchy." Thomas H. Benton, in U. S. Senate.
1 ' Place the money power in the hands of a combina-

tion of a few individuals, and they, by expanding or

contracting the currency, may raise or sink prices at pleas-

ure; and by purchasing when at the greatest depression,

and selling when at the greatest elevation, may command
the whole property and industry of the community, and

control its fiscal operations. The banking system concen-

trates and places this power in the hands of those who
control it. Never was an engine invented better calculated

to place the destiny of the many in the hands of the few,

or less favorable to that equality and independence which

lies at the bottom of our free institutions."^^ C. Cal-

houn, in U. S. Senate.

The following able and eloquent speech made in the

House, February 29th, 1888, by Gen. James B. Weaver,
of Iowa, is so pertinent to the subject, and such a thorough

exposition of the manner in which the people's money has,

and still is being used, that we publish it entire. The bill
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authorizing the purchase of bonds being under considera-

tion, Gen. Weaver made the following speech:

Mr. Chairman:

In the commencement of my remarks, I wish now to

disclaim any intention of making an attack upon any
executive officer who may now be, or who may have been

heretofore, in power. But I intend to tell what I believe

to be true, let it hurt whom it may. The truth ought to

be told, and told without apology.

Sir, this country is now within the grasp of a gigan-

tic, cold-blooded money trust, which limits the money out-

put, prescribes the conditions on which it deigns to accept
the currency at the hands of the government, determines

the channels through which it shall reach the people, and
the terms upon which it shall be doled out

This trust usurps the sovereignty of the nation, mocks
at the suffering of its victims, and relies upon the painful
"necessities" of the situation to keep them in subjection.

[Applause. ]

For a quarter of a century this trust has overawed

Congress, and at this time is setting at defiance laws which
it does not approve. It is a national organization, with
ramifications everywhere. It holds annual sessions, has an
executive council, which meets in secret, and is clothed

with power to collect large sums of money and to disburse

the same for purposes which are not made public. It is

the architect of our present financial structure. They
have built to suit the cupidity of the usurer and so as to

administer to the devouring appetite of money ghouls,
rather than to serve the legitimate wants of business and
trade. They have made it a snare, a delusion, and a rack
of torture to those who are content to accumulate wealth

by production, and it has proved a bed of quicksand to

business energy and honest thrift.

I regard the situation to-day as not presenting a con-
test between the people and any executive department of

this government, but a contest between the people and the

non-political moneyed oligarchy that controls all depart-
ments, and seeks to control all political parties.
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Where is the money which this resolution seeks to

pay out in the purchase of government bonds? It is

not in the treasury. Fifty -nine millions of it are in

national banks, and they are using it without interest.

The secretary of the treasury has serious doubts about his

authority under the law of March 3, 1881, to purchase
bonds with the money. It is a little singular that some
doubts did not arise in his mind as to his power to deposit
this amount of money in the national banks.

Under what law did he deposit it? You will find the

law on page 365 of Loans and Currency.
u All national banking associations designated for that

purpose by the secretary of the treasury shall be depos-
itories of public money, except receipts for customs, under
such regulations as may be prescribed by the secretary,
and they may also be employed as financial agents of the

government.
' '

Now, Mr. Chairman, when was that law passed? It

was passed June, 1864,. during the struggle for the preser-
vation of the Union, when the government had to disburse

large sums of money in various parts of the country in

payment of the army and in payment for supplies. That
was the necessity under which the law passed, and the

necessity having ceased, the rule ought to have ceased

also.

There was no design in the passage of that law to

make the national banks depositories of government funds

for their convenience and benefit. It was the convenience
of the government that was uppermost in the minds of

Congress, and when the necessity ceased, the deposit
of money in the national banks should have ceased also.

But, sir, it is true, that there are fifty or more national banks
in this country that have been literally stuffed with

government funds for the past quarter of a century; money
wrung from the people by unjust and oppressive taxation

has been stuffed into the banks, and by them loaned back
to the poor wretches* from whom it was extorted. Who
on this floor will deny that? Fifty-nine millions? Where
is it? Scattered promiscuously over the country, without

regard to the convenience of the government, utterly in
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defiance of sound policy, and solely with reference to the

convenience and at the behest of the banks.

Let me give yon a specimen or two. I find on the list

I hold in my hand the Hamilton National bank, of Fort

Wayne, Ind., which has nearly $100,000 of the public

money. Whose bank is that? That is the bank in which
an ex-secretary of the treasury (Mr. McCulloch) is largely
interested. His salary as secretary of the treasury ceased

long ago, but his profits from the use of this $100,000 of

government money continues, and amounts to nearly or

quite as much per annum as his salary used to be. He is

using the people's money that has been wrung from them
at the expense of their homes, at the expense of thousands

of hungry children all over this country, who are half-clad,
half-fed, and less than half educated. [Applause.] Who
else have their clutches on this government money ? The
Chase National bank, of New York, has $1,100,000 of it.

Who presides over the Chase National bank? Mr. Cannon,
late comptroller of the currency. He still has his hand in

the treasury, and is using without interest $1,100,000 of

government funds, the profit upon which far exceeds the

salary which he received when he was comptroller of the

currency. Then comes the First National bank of New
York. That is the bank that was caught with $43,000,000
of the public money in it when Mr. Sherman was secretary
of the treasury, and when its own capital stock amounted
to less than a quarter of a million dollars. What kind of

official honesty is this, and what an example to the country!

That bank to-day has $1,100,000 of government
money which it has the use of without interest. While
the farmers of my district and my State are ground down
by their mortgages and crushed into the earth by their

debts, this gentleman and his bank are the favored ones
and have the free use of $i, 100,000 of the people's money.

Then we have the National Bank of the Republic in

New York, with $930,000 of the government money.
Who presides over that bank? John Jay Knox, an ex-

comptroller of the currency. He, too, has his arm into

the treasury up to the elbow, and the profit which he
derives from the use of this $930,000 of the government
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funds far exceeds the salary which he received when he
was comptroller.

Next we have the National Bank of the Republic in

the city of Washington, a bank in the same city with the

national treasury, and alongside of it. What necessity is

there for a government depository here in Washington?
Everybody knows that it is a mere gratuity to the bank,
and I denounce it as a shameless exhibition of ^ad official

morals.

This National Bank of the Republic is presided over,
I am told, by ex-Postmaster General Creswell. It has

$165,000 of public funds.

Mr. Bayne Did the gentleman mention the National

Bank of the Republic?
Mr. Weaver Yes, sir; a bank here in Washington.
Mr. Bayne That is not located alongside the treasury

department.
Mr. Weaver How far from it?

Mr. Bayne Down on Seventh street. [Laughter.]
One word more

Mr. Weaver No, sir; I do not wish to be further in-

terrupted. My time is limited.

Mr. Bayne Mr. Creswell is not president of that bank.

Mr. Weaver Well, Mr. Creswell' s bank is using gov-
ernment money, as I understand. If I have the wrong
bank by the ear I have not the wrong ex-postmaster gen-
eral by the ear. [Laughter.] I may have placed the right
man in the wrong place.

Now, I come to the Western National bank of New
York. That Bank, it will be remembered, was organized

during the second session of the forty-ninth Congress, by
three prominent treasury officials, concerning one of whom
(peace to his ashes) I will not say a word; but two other

treasury officials, the treasurer of the United States, Mr.

Jordan, and the sub-treasurer of the United States, at New
York, Mr. Canda, were prominent in organizing that bank
and are prominent stockholders in it to-day. How much
government money has this bank? One million one hun-
dred thousand dollars. It deposited bonds to the amount
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of $1,000,000 and received $1,100,000 of government
funds, which are being used by this bank, as well as all

these other ex-officials are using government funds for

their own profit and advantage. F. O. Matheissen, one
of the prominent characters in the infamous sugar trust,

was conspicuous in organizing this bank and is a promi-
nent stockholder in it. I examined the record with regard
to this bank, and I want to give what it says. The book
which designates the amount that these banks shall receive

shows this order concerning the Western National, Mr.

Jordan's bank: "Fill the bank from banks outside of

New York."

Is not that good? [Laughter.]
I have a letter from the secretary of the treasury con-

cerning this bank which I desire to read for the edification

and instruction of this house. It is dated Washington, D.

C, October 8, 1887, and is directed to the treasurer of the

United States.

SIR: The Western National Bank of New York city
has been designated as a United States depository, and the

security fixed for the present at $1,000,000 of United
States four per cent, bonds. In order to avoid the usual

delay in obtaining a balance by accumulating revenue

deposits, I will thank you, when the bonds are received, to

cause to be transferred to said bank from national bank

depositories other than those in New York city such
amounts as may be deposited therein to the credit of your
general account in excess of their authorized balances,
until the sum of $1,100,000 is reached, which amount the

Western National bank will be authorized to hold as a

fixed balance. Respectfully yours,
C. S. FAIRCHILD, Secretary.

Now, this was an order to the treasurer of the United

States, whereupon he issued his order to the banks outside

of New York to transmit their balances directly to the

Western National bank not to the secretary of the treas-

ury but directly to that bank, and to telegraph the amount
of their remittances to the secretary of the treasury.

And then at this session of Congress the secretary of
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the .treasury has sent in an item showing a deficiency in

the telegraphic expenditures, and he states in his letter,

that the deficiency is solely owing to the large amounts of

deposits placed in the national banks. That is to say, the

cost of telegraphing, both to and from the banks that are

using this government money for nothing, is paid out of

the treasury of the United States; and in order to meet
the expense, an item has been allowed in the urgent
deficiency bill, which passed this House. What excuse is

there for this?

Mr. Bayne What is the date of the letter just read

by the gentleman?
Mr. Weaver October 8th, 1887.

Then we have also the Third National bank at

Buffalo, New York. Whose bank is that? It is a bank
controlled by a gentleman prominent in the Standard Oil

trust. Yes, the Standard Oil Company has its hand in the

treasury also, through this and other banks. Think of the

shame and disgrace of such a transaction. No wonder the

people are losing confidence in the government.
This Standard Oil bank, the Third National bank

of Buffalo, has $165,000 of the government money; and
the Sea-board National bank of New York, in which
Daniel O'Day, the general manager of the Standard Oil

Pipe line, and J. J. Vandergrift, the president of the

Standard Oil Pipe line, are prominent stockholders, has

$515,000 of the government money.
The president and treasurer of the American Bankers'

association are presiding over national banks which have
been designated as depositories, and twelve out of the

twenty-one members of the executive council of that
' '

trust
' ' are also connected with banks that are deposito-

ries, and are using government money.
Mr. Chairman, it is true that one and all these u

trusts''

that are to-day choking the very life out of the people of

this country are, through their national banks, using to a

greater or less extent the government money, and are using
it to oppress the people. I say this is a public outrage and
a villainous shame. Here Congress has been sitting for

nearly three months, and not half a dozen voices have
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been raised against it; not a move has been made to remedy
the evil or to rebuke the crime. On the contrary, efforts

have been made to extend the privileges of the banks. I

denounce it, and trust I shall be pardoned by my Democratic
brethren for my Jeffersonian and Jacksonian eccentricities

on this subject. I think we ha've reached a time when the

Democratic party can afford to be Democratic.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I have already indicated that

this money is not in the treasury, but in the banks. The
banks are simply the lenses through which, like a radia-

tion, this money reached the people. It is now in circula-

tion and the business of the country has adjusted itself

to it.

Now, I repeat the question: Why has this money
been placed in the banks in the first place ? I know the

answer, and the only answer that can be given. It was
done to avoid a panic then pending. Let us grant that to

be true. I assert here and now that if you recall that

money as this bill is intended to do, you will inevitably

precipitate a panic, and nothing can prevent it. You can

not take it from circulation again through the banks with-

out serious embarassment

This bill .will not have the effect which is desired, nor

will the secretary of the treasury undertake to carry it out.

He dare not. He may undertake to buy a few bonds with
the surplus actually in the treasury, and not in the banks,
or which may hereafter accumulate. He will not take the

responsibility of calling the money into the treasury in

the present stringency in the money market. The banks,

sir, are the masters of the situation, and not the secretary;

but, you will answer, we can demand the money of the
banks or compel them to sell their bonds held for deposits.
You can do nothing of the kind. They will say to you:
Our bonds are valuable and w7e do not want to sell. If

you want your money we will call in our loans and pay,
but you, Mr. Secretary, must take the responsibility of a

panic, which is likely to follow. That is what they will

say. Another fact, Mr. Chairman: The secretary has
increased the premium on these bonds by this enormous

system of deposits, and this bill proposes to authorize him
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to buy the bonds at the premium to which his wretched

policy has boomed them. This is something worse than

folly. By this policy he boomed the price of the bonds in

the hands of the bondholders, and now you propose to buy
these bonds back at the increased price.

Well, indeed, may the secretary of the treasury hesi-

tate. He was authorized, if he saw proper, to buy under
the law of March 3, 1881, but he was never authorized by
any law to first boom the bonds and then buy them back at

the increased premium.
If this proposition passes and the secretary undertakes

to call in this money, I say to the business men of the

country they had better prepare to stand from under. You
all know that as well as I do. What shall be done then?

Ah, I will tell you the remedy. What power have we
over these bondholders? I wish I had every tax-payer of

the country within the sound of my voice. What have
we the power to do? More than $2,400,000,000 of inter-

est have been paid by the people to the bondholders since

the close of the war, and more than $1,600,000,000 of

principal, making $4,000,000,000 a sum as great as the

present national debt of England !

What is the present proposition? It is that we shall

compel the people of the United States to pay over twen-

ty-five per cent, premium on the bonds held by these bond-
holders. Why, that is not a statutory obligation. Have
we ever contracted to pay it? We have the money in the

treasury and we have the moral right to insist on payment
at par under the sovereign power possessed by the govern-
ment.

England at one time insisted upon this right and
exercised the power. You will find the whole matter ably
set forth in Senator Sherman's speech on the credit-

strengthening act and the funding bill previous to the issue

of these very bonds.

Mr. Chairman, at the proper time I will move as a

substitute, that which I ask the clerk to read.

The clerk read as follows:
u Be it enacted, etc., That the secretary of the

treasury is hereby authorized and directed to apply the
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surplus money now in the treasury, and such surplus

money as may hereafter be in the treasury and not other-

wise appropriated, to the redemption of United States

bonds at par until all of said bonds together with the

accrued interest thereon, are called and paid; and from
and after the date fixed in the call of the secretary of the

treasury for the presentation and payment of said bonds,
all interest thereon shall cease. And in making calls for

bonds for redemption as aforesaid, the secretary shall first

call the bonds held to secure government deposits.
"

Now, sir, I have the entire list in my hand of the

national depositories which have been created under this

policy of the treasury department, and they number 208,
which number has probably been increased by the addi-

tion of eight or ten since the list was prepared. I append
the list, and ask that it be printed in The Record.

Mr. Springer When was this policy inaugurated?
Mr. Weaver It was inaugurated in October, as I

understand it that is, the present extended policy; but the

law was passed in 1864, and to a limited extent banks have
been designated by all the secretaries. The policy, how-

ever, of depositing the par value of 4^ per cent bonds
was inaugurated by the present secretary of the treasury

during the last summer or fall. The policy heretofore

obtaining only gave the banks from 80 to go per cent

The above speech is part of the Congressional record,

and the statements therein made have never been called

into question. The policy of large free deposits was inau-

gurated in October, 1887, under President Cleveland's

administration, by his own appointed secretary of the

treasury. It will be observed that three prominent treas-

ury officials, Manning, Jordan and Canda, all Democrats,
were largely interested in the Western National bank of

New York city, of which they were stockholders and

officers, and which was using eleven hundred thousand

dollars of government money, free of charge. It was of

this bank that Secretary Fairchild wrote to the treasurer

33
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of the United States, to fill it with funds from banks out-

side of New York, and without delay.

The Republican party instituted the national banking
system, but if they ever dreamed of making such wholesale,

gratuitous donations of the free use of the people's money,

they did not put their plans in operation. The Democratic

officials have certainly out-Heroded Herod himself. Upon
this issue it is useless for the Democratic libertine to throw

stones at the Republican harlot, for both are guilty. That
the leaders of the Republican party are open and avowed
advocates of national banks is not denied by their adhe-

rents. It is strange, however, that with inexcusable

inconsistency, the large body of followers in the Demo-
cratic party, who claim to adhere to the time-honored

principles and doctrines of the old constitutional Democ-

racy as taught by such illustrious statesmen as Jefferson,

Jackson, Calhoun and others, will still persist in the face

of the records, and action of their leaders, in believing that

their party is opposed to national banks. That such was
the case up to 1860 there is not the shadow of a doubt.

And as late as 1868, the party, assembled in national con-

vention, adopted the following conservative plank in their

platform :

u SECTION 5. One currency for the government and

the people, the laborer and the office-holder, the pensioner
and the soldier, the producer and the bond-holder.''

It was the last intimation, as a national party, of any

opposition to national banks. At that time, and for years

afterward, August Belmont was chairman of the National

Democratic Committee. Mr. Belmont was a banker

and the American agent of the Rothchilds, who held

millions of dollars of government bonds. He succeeded

in side-tracking the Democratic party upon the National

banking question. For a number of years, however,
States and individuals made a gallant fight for this old
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time principle. In 1878 several States passed resolutions

in their platforms, condemning the National banking

system and demanding its abolition. The Democratic

party of Missouri said:

"We regard the national banking system as being

oppressive and burdensome, and demand the abolition and

retirement from circulation of all national bank notes and

the issue of legal tender notes in lieu thereof, and in quan-
tities from time to time sufficient to supply the wholesome

and necessary business demands of the entire country, and

that all greenbacks so issued shall be used in the purchase
and retirement of the bonds of the United States, so that

the interest bearing debt of the country may be lessened to

the extent of the greenbacks thus put in circulation."

Missouri Democratic State platform, 1878.

The New York Day-book, a Democratic paper of the

East, greeted the above declaration with the following

unique and complimentary article:

4 * The Missouri Democrats are a set of poor ignorant
fools to say that they are in favor of greenbacks. They
ought to have sense enough to know that any honest man

opposes a fraud, and all Greenbackers are frauds. How-

ever, we will allow them to amuse themselves with that

childish idea during the campaign, as this election is of no

importance but in 1880 they will be compelled to fall in

line with us. The Missouri. Democratic platform is desti-

tute of principle, and amounts to nothing more than a

jumble of unmeaning and senseless words. We Eastern

Democrats treat all such with kindness, because of their

ignorance.
' '

That party lashing was sufficient The Missouri

Democrats never made another protest against national

banks. The next national Democratic platform, in 1880,

contained the following plank:
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u Honest money," gold, silver and paper convertible

into coin on demand^'

The first plank in the Missouri State platform that

year read:

uWe accept and indorse the principles embodied in

the platform adopted by the National Democratic party in

June, 1880."

"In 1880 they will be compelled to fall in line with

us," said the New York Day Book, in 1878. And in

1880 they did fall in line and have never kicked since.

In 1878 the Democrats of Arkansas declared in their

platform as follows:

u
ist. We are in favor of making United States treas-

ury notes a full legal tender for all dues where the terms

of the original debt or contract are not expressly to the

contrary, and that they shall be receivable for all duties

and interest on the public debt.

U 2nd. The national bank notes should be retired,

their further issue prohibited, and United States treasury

notes substituted therefor.

"3rd. The power to issue paper money and coin as a

legal tender is vested only in the national government, and

this power should be exercised from time to time so as to

accommodate the necessities of trade, labor, and the general

wants of the people of a growing country.

1 (

4th. We are opposed to any plan of funding the debt

of the country by which an unjust contraction of the cur-

rency, below the necessities of the whole people, can be

established, and which has not for its object the funding of

the debt at home."

It was the last protest of Arkansas Democracy, in

State convention, against the infamous and damnable sys-

tem of national banks. It was their last expression of
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allegiance to the teachings of Jackson, Jefferson and Cal-

houn on this important question. She is as silent as

the tomb. Indiana, Ohio and other States adopted like

resolutions. They were the declarations of pure Dem-

ocracy as the party drifted into the maelstrom of political

corruption. Mammon had been set on the hill tops of

liberty, and its leaders fell down and worshipped. The

golden god which the Republicans had set up was

worshipped by the followers of Jefferson and Jackson.

Its dazzling brightness had bedimmed their vision. The

gold of corporations had proven to be a more potent agent
than the petitions of the people. Jackson's memorable

words,
u That it is not in a splendid government, sup-

ported by powerful monopolies and aristocratic establish-

ments that they (the people) will find happiness, or their

liberties protected, but in a plain system, void of pomp,

protecting all, and granting favors to none. It is such a

government that the genius of our people requires," has

given way to the following proud boast of the leading
administration paper of the National Capitol. The

Washington Gazette (Democratic) in a recent issue, says:
uThere has been, almost imperceptible in its progress

but decidedly visible in its effects, one grand and important

change in the constitution of the two great parties of the

country. For many years the bankers of the country, the

leading merchants, the very wealthy men were all, with

very few exceptions, allied with the Republican party.

The banks, the great manufacturing and commercial inter-

ests, all the varied forms of corporate and lucrative

industry are not concerned with the success of party

except as that party protects the interests of these indus-

tries. So while the moneyed interests of the country
heretofore have been with the Republican party, averse to

change, supporting it under all circumstances, content to

endure the ills they had for fear of flying to evils they
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knew not of, yet the Democratic party under Cleveland has

proved itself so eminently calculated to take care of these

great interests, so conservative, so cautious in its movements,
that these great moneyed interests, recognizing the fact that

the Democracy is in power, and that it has deserved well

of them, have changed their allegiance from the Republican
to the Democratic party. It is the latter now which the

moneyed and commercial centers desire to keep in power.
' '

The Gazette seems to have no fear but that the rank

and file of the Democratic party will follow this new Shy-
lock crowd with Cleveland as its bell-wether. It says:

* ( The Democratic party, as all men see, follows Cleve-

land. * * * They will continue to march to the music

he has played for them. This fact is perceived by the

moneyed interests of the country, and consequently we
shall find the latter on the side of Democracy."

u
L,ike a

lamb ' ' the people are to be " led to the slaughter.
' '

For twenty years the Democratic party has failed

to have a plank in opposition to national banks in

their platform. In not a single one of the various

messages of President Cleveland has he recommended

to Congress their abolition. Other matters of much
less importance have been the theme of large and

luminous messages; but on the question of national

banks he has remained 'as silent as the tomb. If

he is opposed to the system why does he not speak

out as he has on the tariff question? Hon. John G.

Carlisle is speaker of the House, and as such, has

in his power the appointment of all the committees. By
the appointment of men favorable to certain measures, he

wields an influence over legislation that shapes the policy

of his party. In the fiftieth Congress, Mr. Carlisle ap-

pointed as chairman of the Committee on Banking and

Currency, Mr. Wilkins of New York, who is a friend of
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the banking system, as are also a majority of the other

members of the committee. The bankers desired an

amendment to the national banking law, that would enable

them to draw the full face value of their bonds in cur-

rency, instead of ninety per cent, as under the existing law.

Mr. Wilkins (Democrat) and the committee (Democrats)

appointed by Mr. Carlisle (Democrat), reported the bill to

the House in due time and recommended its passage. A
preliminary skirmish indicated that the House (Demo-

cratic) would pass the bill. Mr. Weaver, who had pre-

viously given notice that he would defeat the measure if

he had to resort to parliamentary tactics to do so, said: "I

rise to move that this House do now adjourn.
n

"Mr. Anderson from Kansas moves that the vote be

taken by ayes and nays, and then and there these men rise

to fight on the issue for nearly a week, and Wilkins was

wilted because he couldn' t get a vote in a legal way to pass

his measure through.
' *

Some one had said that the Democratic party was

opposed to national banks. It came to the ears of Senator

Bayard of Delaware, who has since ornamented Mr. Cleve-

land's cabinet as secretary of state. No one has the

hardihood to doubt his Democracy. He said in a speech
made in New York City, September 20, 1880:

"I have seen it charged that the Democratic party
were foes to national banks

;
but I am at a loss to know the

authority for this. The platforms of the party contain no

such suggestion and admit of no such construction, and it

is very certain that for the second place on our ticket we
have named Mr. William H. English, of Indiana, one of

the ablest financiers and best business men in the whole

country, whose management of the affairs of a national

bank of which he was president was conspicuous for its

success. This disposes of this charge at least'*
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In December, 1885, Senator Beck, of Kentucky, one

of the most eminent statesmen of the Democratic party, in

a speech made in the United States Senate, said:

"I desire to state, with great distinctness, that I am
not making war on bondholders, or national banks, or

bankers. I voted to renew their charters, to repeal all

taxes on their capital and deposits, and will cheerfully vote

for any and all measures necessary to add to their useful-

ness, either by increasing their circulation to par with the

bonds deposited, or, if it can be done with justice to their

competitors in business, repeal the tax on their circulation.

When the vote was taken on the bill to recharter the

national banks, but 56 Democrats out of 137 in the House,

voted against it.

On June 2nd, 1888, Mr. Wilkins, (Democrat) chair-

man of the Committee on Banking, made the following

report to the House:
"
Owing to the success attendant on the national

banking system and the recognized benefits it now affords

the whole country, the question of its continuance to a

period co-equal at least with the existence of government

bonds, seems well settled by both Congress and the people.
' '

From the report of W. L,. Trenholm, Mr. Cleveland's

comptroller of the currency, made to Congress in

December, 1888, we quote the following extracts as an

indication of the Democratic policy with regard to national

banks. He says:

"The $346,000,000 of greenbacks are the weak point
in our currency system. The gold coins and certificates

stand first, the national bank notes next, the silver coins

and certificates third, and the greenbacks last in the order

of assured value, and it would be a great benefit to the

whole mass of the country if this, its frailest element

could be eliminated from it
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"The present state of things seems favorable to the

substitution of national bank notes for greenbacks, and to

that end I venture to submit for the consideration of

Congress the following measures:

FUND INTO BONDS FOR NATIONAL BANKS.

"ist. Funding into bonds the greenback debt of

$346,681,016, or so much of it as may be presented at the

treasury within a limited period of time, say three years.
" 2nd. The bonds to be issued only to national banks

presenting greenbacks for that purpose; to bear a low rate

of interest, not exceeding 2y2 per cent.
,
and to mature only

upon the failure of the bank or upon its dissolution,

whether voluntarily or upon the expiration of its corpor-

ate existence.
U
3rd. The bonds so issued to be available only as a

deposit to secure national bank circulation, and to entitle

the banks depositing them to receive circulating notes

to the amount of their face.
' '

Mr. Trenholm adds, as his reason for the adoption of

this policy, the following:

"The national bank system will be restored to

healthy activity and stimulated to fresh growth especially

in those parts of the country where they are most needed

and are found in least numbers. "

It is certainly evident to every thinking and unpreju-
diced mind that the two great parties have joined hands

on this issue and are determined to perpetuate the national

banking system. It is a part of the programme of the

Hazzard circular,



CHAPTER IV.

FREE COINAGE OF SILVER.

FOR the reasons set forth in the preceding chapters

the want of a sufficient volume of money "we demand
the free coinage of silver.

"
It is useless to enter into an

extensive discussion, why we should have unrestricted

coinage of silver. The whole ground has been gone over

in the chapter devoted to the subject of contraction. It

might not be out of place, however, to show that the

restricted coinage of this metal has contributed largely

towards the hard times everywhere prevalent. We give
below a series of resolutions presented by Senator Stewart,

of Nevada, and adopted by the Industrial convention

recently held in Washington, D. C. :

"Resolved, That the value of a dollar in money
depends upon the number of dollars per capita in circula-

tion, and not upon the material of which the dollar is made.

"Resolved, That it is the duty of the government to

furnish the people for circulation the same number of dol-

lars per capita at all times, and thereby avoid the evils of

expansion and the calamities of contraction:

"Resolved, That gold and silver were used for more

than two thousand years previous to 1875 to limit the

amount of money in circulation, and for no other purpose,
and that the only excuse for the use of the precious metals

was that governments could not be trusted to place a limi-

tation upon a circulation, but that the quantity of gold
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and silver in existence, was a necessary limitation to avoid

violent fluctuations.

"Resolved, That while gold and silver were scarce by
reason of failure of production, the creditor class insisted

upon their use as a necessary limitation, but as soon as

there was a prospect for sufficient production to keep pace
with population and avoid contraction, that class in 1875
consummated the demonetization of silver, and thereby

reduced the supply of the precious metals over one-half

and doubled the obligation of contracts.

''''Resolved, That since the demonetization of silver

the price of property and labor throughout the world has

already depreciated about 33 /^ per cent, and must con-

tinue to depreciate while the circulating medium is limited

to the single gold standard.

"Resolved, That it is the duty of Congress to restore

silver and permit a free use of both of the precious metals,

or repudiate both and adopt some other means of limiting
the circulation, which will be known to all the world.

''''Resolved, That the time is past for the secret manip-
ulation of money by the bondholders and bankers, either

by influencing legislation or by secret negotiations in Wall

street with the secretary of the treasury.
*

''Resolved, That the people" have a right to know the

amount of money in circulation per capita, and a right to

demand that that amount shall not be diminished.

"Resolved, That there is nothing in the national

banking system calculated to maintain a sufficient or regu-
lar supply of money, but on the contrary it is a temporary

expedient whereby a favored few obtain double interest

and expand and contract the currency in the interest of

manipulators who are accumulating vast fortunes at the

expense of the masses.

"Resolved, That it is the duty of the government to
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issue all the money in circulation among the people,

whether it is based on gold and silver, or whether it be

national currency, called greenbacks, or both, and that the

suggestion that it is necessary to do this through the

agency of the national banks, or any other combination of

speculators, is an assumption that the people are too ignor-

ant to detect such a palpable fraud.

"Resolved, That the present depression of business,

falling prices, growing discontent, labor strikes, and suffer-

ing among the masses, is the result of contraction, produced

by legislation for the benefit of monopolies, and that a

remedy for this intolerable evil is more important than all

other questions demanding the attention of Congress and

the administration.

"Resolved, That this convention is in favor of the

passage of a law whereby both gold and silver may be

deposited with the government and coin certificates issued

therefor, according to their standard value, as now estab-

lished by law, and that coin certificates and national

currency, commonly called greenbacks, be made the only

money in circulation, except such a limited amount of

subsidiary coin, as may be required to make change, and

that Congress fix by law what amount of money per

capita shall be in circulation, and under no circumstances

allow the amount so fixed to be reduced, and whenever

C9in certificates are insufficient to keep the requisite

amount of money in circulation, greenbacks be issued to

make up the deficiency." W. M. STEWART.

The views of Senator Stewart as embraced in the

above resolutions are pertinent to the subject, and emanate

from one who, having thoroughly investigated the matter,

has the honesty and manhood to maintain his position.

We give below an account of an interview which a repre-

sentative of the Washington Gazette had with the Senator.
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It will, perhaps, give the reader a more comprehensive
view of the silver question than we could convey in any
other way:

"Senator, I think the people would be very much
interested if they could see in cold type your views as to

the cause of the * hard times,
' and I wrould be gratified if

you will allow me to take them in short-hand and publish

them. Have you any objection?"

"None in the world," was the courteous reply.

"Well, then," began the reporter, "what is the cause

of so much dissatisfaction among the workingmen of the

country ? Why so many strikes and so much complaint in

business circles?"

"Contraction of the circulating medium," promptly

replied the Senator.

"What has produced the contraction?"

"The demonetization of silver."

"WT
hat do you mean by the demonetization of sil-

ver?"
" Both silver and gold were treated as money metals

by all civilized countries for about 3,000 years, previous to

the year 1875. During all that period either one of these

metals could be taken to some government establishment,

such as an assay office or a mint, and exchanged for

money at a fixed value. For example: Up to that time

in the United States 25 8-10 grains of gold, 9-10 fine,

could be exchanged at the mint for a dollar. So also,

could 415^2 grains of silver, 9-10 fine, be exchanged for a

dollar. Between 1871 and 1875, by governmental action,

each civilized country of Europe and America, refused to

receive silver in exchange for money at any fixed price.

This action reduced silver to a commodity and demone-

tized it."

"To put the business interest of the country in good
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condition, the workingmen on a good footing, make them

prosperous and contented once more, what would you

suggest?"

"Remonetize silver," answered the Senator,
<( liberate

the people from the tyranny of the legalized robbers the

bond-holders and the national banks and prosperity is

assured. That will relieve the producer and the laboring

man of the terrible pressure of contraction, low wages,

poverty and starvation. I have been a laboring man

myself. It was by the means of the axe, the scythe, the

pick, and the shovel, that I made a start in life. I chopped
wood at fifty cents a cord, and many a cord at -that. I

have mowed grass at fifty cents an acre. I have swung
the cradle at a dollar a day, and worked a good many days

at it. I have made brick at $12 a month and worked

twelve hours a day; and I worked in the mines for two

years in the early days of California. I have always sym-

pathized with the laboring man, and I am rejoiced that

they are consulting their own interests by organizing and

devising ways and means against the wicked conspiracy of

the bond-holders to enslave them."

"What have the bondholders to do with it? Why
are they to blame?"

"Because they are the authors of the unrest, depres-

sion, stagnation, low wages, and hard times now existing.

You will understand that if the money of the world were

doubled at once, prices would go up. You will also under-

stand that if one-half of the money of the world were

destroyed, prices would go down. The bondholders

understand this perfectly. The man that goes in debt sells

money short, in the language of Wall street. That is to

say, he agrees to deliver something that he has not got.

If he agrees to deliver a certain amount of money at a

future time, and when that time arrives one-half of the
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money lias been destroyed, it makes it more difficult for

him to deliver the money. The same as it would if he

sold New York Central stock short, when there was, say

1,000,000 shares, and the stock should be so pooled, when
the time for delivery came less than half of the stock

was on the market In that case, in the language of the

street, he would be "cinched." This would be contrac-

tion of the circulating medium in the one case, and of the

New York Central stock in the other.

"But how do you apply this to the bondholders ?
n

"In 1850 there were in the civilized world about

$200,000,000 of gold and silver in circulation among the

people. The discovery of gold in California and Australia

occasioned avast increase in the supply of gold. Prices of

labor and commodities went up. It was easy to pay debts.

The bondholders immediately declared that it was the

duty of every government to stop using gold as money ;

that gold was a base and worthless metal
;
that the use of it

would drive silver, which was the better metal, out of exist-

ence as a circulating medium. They employed Chevalier,

of France, and Maclaren, of England, to write against the

use of gold, in the same way that the bondholders are

employing David A. Wells and Edward Atkinson to write

against silver to-day. Germany and Austria, in 1857,

demonetized gold by excluding that metal from their

mints, and Belgium and Holland adopted the single silver

standard. Chevalier and others contended that gold was

not a legal tender in France, as others contend that silver

is not now a legal tender in the United States.
"

"Why did they not continue the war on gold?''

"Because early in the '70's it became certain that the

product of silver would equal, and probably exceed, that

of gold, and silver would be the plentier material. At
that time the national debts of the civilized world exceed-
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ed twenty-five billions, and the other indebtedness such as

states, municipal, railroad and other corporate debts, and

mortgage securities, exceeded seventy-five billions, aggre-

gating more than one hundred billion dollars throughout
'

the civilized world. The persons who contracted these

debts, at the time the obligations were incurred, had the

privilege of paying in either gold or silver. The object in

demonetizing silver was to make them pay in gold alone.

You understand that it would be much more difficult to

pay in gold alone, than it would be to pay in both metals,

or to pay in either, at the option of the debtor. In other

words, the reduction by one-half of the world's money,
caused by the demonetization of silver, would more than

double the days of toil of the working masses to procure

this one hundred billions of gold, which would be required

if the debtor were allowed to pay in either gold or silver,

according to contract. This same process more than

doubles the value of bonds. For example, a bond that

cost 50 cents in coin during the war, upon which interest

has been paid twenty-five years, is now worth 130 cents.

More than one-half of the national debt has been paid, yet

to-day it will take more days of labor, bushels of wheat, or

other products .of labor, to pay it than it would at the close

of the war. This is the result of contraction."

"How long has this contraction been going on?n

"It commenced immediately after the close of the

war; first, by the retirement of greenbacks to reach specie

payment; and secondly by the demonetization of silver to

reach a gold basis to enhance the value of bonds. The
demonetization of silver was finally accomplished in 1885,

when every mint in Europe and the United States was

closed against silver. From 1850 to 1875 the product of

gold and silver was nearly two hundred millions annually.

The prosperity of the world progressed without a parallel,
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notwithstanding the Franco-Austrian war, the Crimean

war, the Austro-Prussian war, our own civil war, and the

Franco-German war. Wealth and population increased

throughout the civilized world more in twenty-five years

than in any preceding century. Notwithstanding the

destruction of eight billions of property in the war for the

Union, and the contraction of more than one billion of the

circulating medium to resume specie payments, the value

of property in the United States rose from seven billions,

in 1850, to thirty-one billions, in 1870. During this period

there was a gradual rise in the price of labor and its pro-

ducts, which stimulated man to his noblest exertions, and

produced these wonderful results."

"Have prices declined to any serious extent since

1875, and if so, why?"

"Yes, the price of labor and all its products has

declined at least 33% per cent, and this has been produced

by contraction. Since 1875, the annual product of gold
and silver has been fully two hundred millions. Silver

has been refused admittance into the circulation as money,
denied access to 'the mints of the civilized world, and

forced to find a market in Asia, thereby reducing the

annual supply of the precious metals for use as money
about one-half. The reduction would be more than one-

half were it not for the compulsory act of Congress of

1878, requiring the coinage of about twenty-five millions

per annum of silver. The annual supply of gold has

been gradually decreasing. In 1875 it was one hundred

and thirteen millions; in 1887 it was reduced to ninety-

five millions, and if silver mining is stopped the reduction

in the production of gold will be enormously great, for

more than one-third of the entire product of gold is found

in combination with silver, and obtained from the silver

mines. The stoppage of silver mining will cut off this

34
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supply. The inevitable result of the maintenance of the

gold standard is perpetual contraction, while our popula-

tion is constantly increasing.
"

u Do I understand you to say that as the population

of this country increases, a system of contraction is

constantly going on?"

; ( Most assuredly. This is in pursuance of the cherish-

ed policy of the bondholders. They never have, in any
one instance, since the war closed, suggested a measure of

legislation which did not involve contraction. The bonds

originally payable in greenbacks, interest only payable in

coin, were made payable by the act of March, 1869, in

coin. Over a billion of greenbacks were destroyed to

resume specie payments. In 1870, the funding act pro-

vided that the bonds issued thereupon should be paid in

coin of the then standard value, viz: in dollars consisting

of either 25 8-10 grains of gold, nine-tenths fine, or 412 1-2

grains of silver of the same fineness. The next move of

the bondholders was to enhance the value of bonds by

destroying silver as money and compelling payment in

gold alone. The national bank system is organized on .the

principle of contraction. As the bonds are paid their

circulation is being retired, and if no false or fraudulent

legislation can be obtained to patch up the system, all the

national bank circulation will go out of existence upon
the payment of their bonds in a very few years. The sys-

tem itself is a curious one.

"The United States has hundreds of millions of

greenbacks in circulation drawing no interest. They issued

a large quantity of bonds, say between three hundred and

four hundred millions, and sold them for greenbacks, upon
which the government has since paid interest. John Doe

and Richard Roe, who bought these bonds, were allowed

to deposit them in the treasury and continue to draw
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interest on them. The United States, for the privilege of

keeping these bonds in the vaults of the treasury without

charging a cent, gave John Doe and Richard Roe 90 cents

on the dollar of the face value of the bonds to loan to the

people, and make the latter pay ruinous interest. The
excuse for this proceeding was that the credit of the gov-
ernment was not good money, and it was argued that if the

United States could get both John Doe and Richard Roe

to endorse its paper we would have a sound and reliable

circulating medium. "

"If this contraction continues ten or twenty years

longer, what in your opinion will be the result?'*

"Universal bankruptcy and ruin. The symptoms of

it are everywhere. Unrest among the people, paralysis in

every enterprise, cheaper labor, and starvation and misery,

are inevitable, unless a change of policy is immediately

adopted."

"What is the remedy?'*

"Use both money metals gold and silver, stop the

contraction, give us more money per capita. It has been

reduced more than one-half by contraction. Double it,

and do it at once, and you will have no more strikes, no

more attempts to reduce wages to starvation rates. All

existing enterprises will be revived; new enterprises of

every description will be brought into existence, wages
will be enhanced in value and restored to the standard of

twelve years ago before the demonetization of silver.

Return to the good old times of high wages. When
labor is well paid and the laboring man is content, pros-

perity is assured. Plenty of money ; plenty work. L/ittle

money; little work. That's the whole story.
"

Perhaps the question most naturally occurring to the

reader is: "Why do we not have free coinage of silver?'*

The answer is the "same old song." The leaders the
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men who shape the policies of both the great political

parties, have concurred in keeping its coinage restricted.

Both parties are in favor of the restriction of the coin-

age of silver.

U I would, however, strongly urge upon Congress the

importance of authorizing the secretary of the treasury

to suspend the coinage of the silver dollars upon the pres-

ent legal ratio." President Hays* Message to Congress,

December 2, 1879.

"I have seen no reason to change the views expressed
in my last annual message, on the subject of this compul-

sory coinage, and I again urge its suspension on the

grounds contained in my former recommendation."

President Cleveland^ Message to Congress, December

6, 1886.

President Cleveland is supposed to represent the views

of, at least, a large majority of his party, especially its

leaders, who control its policy. If my friendly Democratic

readers have any doubt as to the truth of this, let them

consider the further proof as contained in the following

history of the position taken by the party upon the

question:

In the Senate, December 21, 1885, Senator Beck of

Kentucky, (Democrat), made an able and exhaustive

speech relating to the President's, Secretary Manning's and

the government's position upon the silver question. We
make the following extracts from his speech :

"It seems as though it was thought to be the duty of

Congress to see to it that the rich are made richer by

making the poor poorer.
* * The present crusade

against silver is only another evidence of the audacity of

the organization of wealth. They have always secured

all they demanded, however unjust their demands. They
have succeeded in alarming the president and secretary of
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the treasury, as they have done several preceding admin-

istrations.

"There is not an outstanding obligation which can

not be legally and honestly discharged by the payment of

the present standard silver dollar. It is simply an attempt
to repeat the legislation of 1869, anc^ ^ne same pretenses

are made now that were made then.

"An honest dollar for the working man was then, as

now, held up as the patriotic object of those who repudi-

ated the greenback. The last report from the treasury

bureau of statistics shows that the silver dollar, which it

has become fashionable to malign and denounce in aristo-

cratic circles, will now purchase from twenty-five to thirty

per cent, more of all the toiling millions of this country
labor to produce, and of all that men need money to obtain,

than it would in July, 1870. In the light of these official

facts and figures why should it be stricken down?

u The president says:
(A special effort has been made

by the secretary of the treasury to increase the amount of

our silver coin in circulation, yet not one dollar, so far as

I am advised, has ever been paid in silver as interest on the

public debt, or in the purchase of a single bond for the

sinking fund. The public creditors have unjustly de-

manded gold for the interest on their bonds without any
semblance of right. And every secretary of the treasury

has disregarded the law and acceded to their demands.

Our officials have thus aided and abetted the organization

of the most powerful body of capitalists in the United

States, against silver coinage men who control the cur-

rency of the country and hold the obligations of all its

business concerns; men who can contract or inflate the cir-

culating medium on which all our commercial transac-

tions depend.''
* * *

"These men control boards of trade, chambers of
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commerce, and the best talent of the press; they can crush

all who are in debt if they dare dissent from, or object to

the demands they make. The reports of their conventions

and speeches are laid before us with a parade and semblance

of authority equal to the report of the secretary of the

treasury, or the message of the president.
* * *

"And now, having captured the executive branch of
the government, the bondholders and their attorneys are

besieging Congress to enforce their demand for gold alone

in the settlement of their claims, all law, justice and equity
to the contrary notwithstanding, by striking down the sil-

ver of the standard value of July, 1870, which they then

demanded and inserted in the face of every bond they hold,

as one of the coins in which the bond should be paid.
' '

It would seem that the fact that no attempt is being
made by the leaders of either political party to remove

the restriction on the coinage of silver, while on the other

hand there have been frequent and persistent attempts to

suspend its coinage, is sufficient evidence that there is

cause for alarm, and that if this spirit is not checked the

day is not far distant when silver will be demonetized.



CHAPTER V.

OVER-PRODUCTION THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND.

THERE is, perhaps, no greater mistake made than the

theory contended for by some of our cross-roads politicians

and hair-brained editors, that money has nothing to do

with controlling prices; that the law of supply and demand
alone fixes the price of every commodity. If these self-

appointed political economists were to allow the scales of

prejudice to fall from their eyes long enough to examine

the true principles which underlie and govern commerce,

they would learn that "
price" is simply the expression of

the relation that exists between money and commodities

or articles of commerce; and that they are as relative to

each other as one commodity is relative to another; and

that both are governed by this same law of supply and

demand. Were it possible to remove the influence which

this law exercises over money, and allow its actions to

effect only the commodities of the country, their theory

might be tenable, and we would have a true u standard of

value." This school of political economists and strange
to say it includes many respectable and intelligent advo-

cates affirm that if wheat, corn, or any other product of

labor is plentiful that prices will be correspondingly low;
that if there is a large output of all the commodities there

will be a general fall of prices. But they utterly fail to

see that money is subject to the same law; that if it is

plentiful it is cheap; that it does not take so much of the

different commodities nor so much labor to procure it;
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and if money is scarce it is dear and requires more of the

products of labor to obtain it. Money is said by some to

be a measure of value. .This is only true in part; for a

dollar does not measure the value of a bushel of wheat any
more than the bushel of wheat measures the value of the

dollar. But their values are relative to each other and are

both fixed by the law of supply and demand. Neither can

it be established that gold or silver, or both, is a standard

of value; for their price is fluctuating and quoted in the

markets the same as other commodities; the price being

governed by the law of supply and demand.

The dollar is only the unit of expression in fixing the

relative value between money and commodities. If wheat

is plenty and money scarce it takes more wheat to obtain a

dollar than if wheat was scarce and money plenty. And
this condition does not rest upon the fact that a bushel of

wheat will make more flour or satisfy more hunger than

when plenty, but simply because the relative conditions

existing between wheat and money are changed; both

being subject to the law of supply and demand. It is

rather strange that those who are so ready to apply the law

of supply and demand to the present condition of prices,

and cry over-production, are so loth to apply the same law

to the present supply 6f money.

As has been urged in the preceding chapters, and for

reasons that will readily appear to the intelligent reader,

the relation existing between money and commodities

should be kept as near equal as possible, and this is only

possible by keeping the volume of money uniformly apace
with the increase of population and production. The
result would be stable, and approximately uniform prices.

The writers of both schools of this branch of political

economy, that is, the advocates of the metallic and the

paper system concur in the fact that plenty of money
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means cheap money as measured by the commodities of

the country.

This is an open confession, that commodities measure

the value of money, as well as that money measures the

value of commodities. Hence, the importance of a fixed

relation between the two.

Things are neither equal or equitable, when the

holders of money, and evidences of debt which must be

liquidated in money, have exclusive power to control and

fix the relation between money, and commodities which

must be parted with to secure money to pay those debts.

And this condition does and will exist so long as the

holders of this indebtedness have control over the issue of

the money, or over any considerable portion of it This

condition is based upon the inequitable theory, that the

creditor has the right to say to his debtor,
u You must

give me two bushels of wheat, corn, oats, or two pounds
of cotton, beef or pork, where you only contracted to pay
me one." It may be building up a nation of u

grandeur
and pomp," and u

increasing our credit abroad,
n

but, it

is wrong to root the -grandeur of the nation in the poverty
of the people.

Over-production is impossible so long as the wants of

the human family are unsupplied. Rather call it under-

consumption. It is the proper term. The product of

one thing creates a demand for another, inasmuch as the

producer desires to exchange it for something else which

he needs. This creates a demand for a medium of ex-

change and means of transportation. Medium of exchange
and facilities for transportation are the two principal

agents of distribution. These agents should exist in pro-

portion to production. A proper system of distribution

will overcome so-called "over-production."

It is to these two agents that the future statesman
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must address his attention if he would overcome and

relieve the distress everywhere prevailing. With the

proper means of distribution production will be stimulated,

but instead of producing wide-spread distress and poverty,

as is claimed by some, would add to the wealth, the hap-

piness and comfort of the producing classes. To have

over-production is as impossible as to become too wealthy.

We may have under-consumption by cutting off th2

means of transportation or having an inadequate amoun
of currency or medium of exchange, and the product of

certain commodities may become gorged on account of a

deficiency in the means of distribution, and that distress

exist, which is felt in times of excessive drouth, which is

produced, not by a scarcity of water, but by improper
distribution of it.

To remedy this we must have what nature has pro-

vided in her economic system, compensating laws, or laws

that will properly distribute that which has been produced.
It is rather strange that it has never occurred to the advo-

cates of over-production, that it is those who produce so

much who are the real sufferers, while a rich harvest is

reaped by those who provide and control the means of dis-

tribution. The farmer who produces large quantities of

the cereals may suffer for want of the clothing and shoes

of which the men who make them have large quantities

on hand. And the men who make the clothing and shoes

may suffer for the breadstufFs of which the farmer has

plenty. But it is not on account of an over-production of

these necessaries of life and comfort, but owing to excess-

ive rates of transportation and want of a sufficient medium
of exchange. There are two things which the future

patriotic statesman will take into consideration.

The first is, to stimulate production by encouraging
labor. The second is, to provide the proper means of

distribution. On these two points the greatest writer of
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the age, Victor Hugo, says:
u For various reasons we can

not discuss here, from the theoretical point of view, the

questions raised by socialism, and we limit ourselves to an

indication of them. All the questions which the socialists

proposed laying aside cosmogonic visions, reverie, and

mysticism may be carried back to two original problems,

the first of which is, to produce wealth, and the second,

to distribute it. The first problem contains the question

of labor, the second, the question of wages; in the first,

the point is the employment of strength, and in the second,

the distribution of enjoyments. From a good employ-
ment of strength results public power, and from a good
distribution of enjoyments, individual happiness. By
good distribution we mean, not equal, but equitable, dis-

tribution, for the first quality is equity. From these two

things, combined public power abroad and individual

happiness at home, results social prosperity, that is to say,

man happy, the citizen free, and the nation great.
u
England solves the first of these two problems she

creates wealth admirably, but distributes it badly. This

solution, which is completely on one side, fatally leads her

to these two extremes, monstrous opulence and monstrous

misery; all the enjoyments belong to the few, all the pri-

vations to the rest that is to say, to the people, and

privileges, exception, monopoly and feudalism spring up
from labor itself. It is a false and dangerous situation to

base public power-on private want, and to root the grandeur
of the state in the suffering of the individual; it is a badly

composed grandeur, in which all the material elements are

combined, in which no moral element enters. Communism
and the agrarian law fancy that they solve the second ques-

tion, but they are mistaken. Their distribution kills

production, and equal division destroys emulation and con-

sequently labor. It is a distribution made by the butcher

who slaughters what he divides.
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Hence it is impossible to be satisfied with these pre-

tended solutions, for killing riches is not distributing them.

The two problems must be solved together in order to be

properly solved; the two solutions demand to be combined

and only form one. If you solve but the first of these

problems you will be Venice, you will be England; you
will have, like Venice, an artificial power; like England, a

material power, and you will be the wicked rich man
; you

will perish by violence, as Venice died, or by bankruptcy,
as England will fall, and the world will leave you to die

and fall, because it allows everything to die and fall which

is solely selfishness, and everything which does not repre-

sent a virtue or an idea to the human race. Of course it

will be understood that by the words Venice and England
we do not mean the peoples, but the social constructions,

the oligarchies that weigh down the nations, but not the

nations themselves. Nations ever have our respect and

sympathy. Venice, as a people, will live again ; England as

an aristocracy, will fall, but England, the nation, is

immortal.
u Solve the two problems, encourage the rich and

protect the poor, suppress misery, put an end to the unjust

exhaustion of the weak by the strong; bridle the iniquitous

jealousy which the man still on the road feels for him who
has reached the journey's end. Adjust mathematically and

paternally the wage of the laborer, blend gratuitous and

enforced education with the growth of childhood, and render

science the base of manhood; develop intelligence while

occupying the arms, be at once a powerful people and a

family of happy men; democratize properly, not by abol-

ishing, but by universalizing it, so that every citizen

without exception may be a land owner, an easier task

than it may be supposed; in two words, know how to pro-

duce wealth and to distribute it, and you will possess at

once material greatness, and moral greatness, and be worthy
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to call yourself France. Such was what socialism, above

and beyond a few mistaken sects, said; this is what it sought
in facts and stirred up in minds; they were admirable efforts

and sacred attempts." Victor Hugo in Les Miserables^

PP- 547, 548.

In treating of the cause of the "present universal

derangement of commerce and industry," the Silver Com-

mission says:

"The real cause of the present universal derangement
of commerce and industry must be ascertained before the

proper remedy can be devised. The causes assigned are

various and contradictory. Many of them never had any
existence in fact. Others are inadequate or absurd in

themselves, or by reason of being confined to narrow local-

ities or special interests, cannot have proved a mischief

which reaches all places and all productive interests.

"Over-production is one of these alleged causes,

although food, clothing, houses, and everything useful to

mankind are, and probably always will be, in deficiency,

as compared with the needs of them. The constant effort

of the human race is, and ought to be, to multiply pro-

duction.

"The aggregate effective demand for products, that

is to say, the aggregate demand accompanied with the

ability to purchase, always increases with production.

Supply and demand mean substantially the same thing,

and are nothing but two faces of the same fact. Every
new supply of any product is the effective basis of a new
demand for some other product. The" capacity to buy is

measured exactly by the extent of production, and there is

practically no other limit to consumption than the limit of

the means of payment. Over-production of particular

things may occur, but that is soon corrected by the loss of

profits in producing them. Over-production in the genera]
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and in the aggregate is impossible. The contrary opinion

will be held only by those who will regret the discovery of

the steam engine, the spinning-jenny, and the sewing and

threshing machines, and who believe that while mankind

have the skill to devise methods of increased production

they have no capacity to provide for the distribution of the

products of industry.
u Production is the sole and only source of wealth,

and in fact is but another name for wealth. Over-produc-
tion must therefore mean superabundant wealth, and the

idea that either superabundant wealth or the facilities for

producing it can be the inciting cause of rapidly spreading

poverty is repugnant to the common sense of mankind.

All reputable authorities concur in treating the idea as the

idlest of fancies, and wholly unworthy of serious notice. "

Report of Silver Commission, pages ///, 118.

It would seem useless to continue the discussion of

this branch of our subject further. To say that over-pro-

duction is the cause of "hard times,
"

is to say that the

people are too industrious; that they could make a better

living if they did not work so hard; that they have raised

so much they are starving to death, and manufacturing so

many clothes that they are compelled to go naked. It is

a little strange that those who claim that the law of supply
and demand alone fix the price of products and attribute

low prices to over-production, are frequently heard to make
use of that other common expression,

4 ( there are none so far

from market as those who have nothing to sell," and the

author has himself heard a speaker attribute the u hard

times ' ' to both causes in the same speech.



CHAPTER VI.

GREENBACKS AND BONDS.

THE HISTORY of greenbacks and bonds is co-relative.

The greenback was a necessity, growing out of the war,

and, as seems to be evident to a great majority of the

people, is a necessity still. A complete history of the

present greenback would be highly interesting to the

American citizen. Born of the necessities of the times,

when the nation, was struggling for existence, it was

immediately fell upon by the banker and capitalist, and

has been a bone of contention ever since. From the first

it was looked upon as an intruder upon the old system,

which allowed a syndicate of capitalists and bankers to

issue and control the paper money circulation for the

people. It having become absolutely necessary for the

government to issue its own notes as money, or use the

banker's, it chose the former. When it became known to

the bankers of Europe and America, that the United

States would issue a legal tender paper money, the

capitalists of both countries set to work to cripple, as far

as was in their power, the usefulness of the greenback,
and to reap a rich harvest for themselves in the way of

government bonds. "It will not do to let the greenbacks
circulate as money any length of time, for we cannot

control them," they said through the Hazzard circular.

Had the capitalists succeeded in their schemes that is,

after having used the greenback as a medium to secure the

bonds of the United States at about one-half their face
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value, and then caused the entire destruction of the green-
back it would have been, perhaps, one of the most con-

summate pieces of villainy ever perpetrated on the people
of any government within so brief a period. How near

they succeeded in doing so has been partly shown in

previous chapters.

The I^egal Tender Act for the first issue of green-
backs was passed by Congress and became a law February

25, 1862. The capitalists had already provided that for

every greenback issued there should be a bond issued to

catch it. The law of 1862 authorized the issue of

$150,000,000 in greenbacks, and about $500,000,000 in

bonds with which to fund them. Here was, perhaps, the first

mistake of the government, as it was also the first success

scored by the capitalists. The greenbacks authorized by
this act were made exchangeable, at their face value, for

the bonds which the secretary was authorized to issue by
the same bill. Had the government continued to issue

greenbacks as its wants required from time to time, and

without bonds, we should not have been burdened at the

end of the war with a large interest bearing debt, and the

evidences of the non-interest bearing debt would have

been in the hands of the masses of the people in the shape
of a circulating medium. That such a plan was practical

we have not the least doubt, and our convictions are

strengthened by the utterances of one of the greatest

of American statesmen. Thomas Jefferson says:

"And so the nation may continue to issue its bills as

far as its wants require and the limits of its circulation will

admit. * * Put down the banks, and if this country could

not be carried through the longest war, against her most

powerful enemy, without ever knowing the want of a dol-

lar, without dependence on the traitorous classes (the

capitalists) of her citizens, without bearing hard on the

resources of the people or loading them with an indefinite
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burden of debt, I know nothing of my countrymen.
"

The object of the House in passing the legal tender act was

to create and issue a full legal tender currency, which

should be receivable in payment of taxes, duties, imports,

excise, debts and demands of every kind due to the United

States, and for all salaries, debts and demands owing by the

United States to individuals, corporations and associations

within the United States, the same to be lawful money and

legal tender in payment of all debts, public and private, in

the United States. In short, Money; as much so in every

sense as gold and silver coin ever were. This Congress
did for two reasons:

i st. Money must be had to carry on the war, and in

such quantities as could not be procured from any other

source. It was an absolute necessity, on which hung the

success of the efforts then being put forth to perpetuate
the union and save the nation.

2nd. Because it had the constitutional right to coin

money out of any material it deemed best

The whole grounds of expediency and constitutionality

were thoroughly discussed in both branches of Congress.
Mr. Spaulding, the author of the bill, said:

"The secretary of the treasury, in his annual report,

does not recommend the issue of demand treasury notes,

although he points out many advantages that would result

to the government from the issue. He suggests two plans:

First, the issue of demand treasury notes, and, second, a

national currency, secured by a pledge of United States

stocks to be issued by banks and associations, with proper

regulations for their redemption by the banks themselves.

On the propriety of the issue of treasury notes by the

government, to be put in circulation, the secretary says:
'

It has been already suggested that the substitution of a

National for a State currency, upon this plan, would be

35
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equivalent to a loan from the government without interest;
* * * * while the people would gain the additional

advantage of a uniform currency, and relief from a consid-

erable burden in the form of interest on debt. ' ' '

"This is the capital, $16,000,000,000 in amount, on

which your treasury notes and bonds rest. This claim of

the government, in the hands of Congress, is direct and

specific on the banks throughout the United States, inclu-

ding the gold and silver in their vaults; on commerce; on

all kinds of production and business; on railroads, steam-

boats, and their passengers; on gas companies; on manu-

facturing companies of all kinds in short, all real and

personal estate of every kind is held subject to the pay-
ment of the treasury notes and bonds issued by the gov-
ernment. Congress is clothed with this mighty power to

sustain the nation at this time.

"All governments fix the value of gold and silver,

and without the government stamp gold would be a simple

commodity, like all other things having intrinsic value.

Some governments fix the value of coin higher and some

lower, just as each for itself chooses to determine. Any
other thing that should be stamped, and its value regulated

by all the governments of the world, would pass equally

well, in all commercial transactions, with gold and silver,

although not intrinsically as valuable. Exchequer bills or

treasury notes, whose value is fixed by government and

stamped as money, would pass as money in the payment
of debts within the jurisdiction of the government fixing

such value.

* *

Congress may decide whether it will authorize the sec-

retary of the treasury to issue demand treasury notes, and

make them a legal tender in payment of debts, or whether

it will put 6 or 7 per cent, bonds on the market, at ruinous

rates of discount, and raise the money, at any sacrifice the
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money lender may require, to meet the pressing demands

upon the treasury. In the one case the government will

be able to pay its debts at fair rates of interest; in the other

it must go into the streets shinning for the means, like an

individual in failing circumstances, and sure of being used

up in the end by the avarice of those who may exact

unreasonable terms.
* '

But, sir, knowing the power of money, and the dis-

position among men to use it for acquisition of greater

gain, I am unwilling that this government, with all its

immense power and resources, should be left in the hands

of any class of men, bankers or money lenders, however

respectable and patriotic they may be. The government
is much stronger than any of them. Its capital is much

greater. It has control of all the banker's money, and all

the broker's money, and all the property of all the thirty

millions of people under its jurisdiction. Why, then,

should it go into Wall street, State street, Chestnut street

or any other street, begging for money ? Their money is

not as secure as government money. All the gold they

possess could not carry on the government for ninety days.

They issue only promises to pay, which if Congress does

its duty, are not half as secure as United States treasury

notes based upon adequate taxation upon all the property
of the country.

u
Why, then, go into the streets at all to borrow

money? I am opposed, in our present extremity, to all

shifts of this kind. I prefer to assert the power and dignity
of the government, by the issue of its own notes, pledging
the faith, the honor and property of the whole loyal people
of the country to maintain their circulation -and provide
for their redemption. The demand notes put in circulation

would meet the present exigencies of the government in

discharge of its existing liabilities to the army, navy and

contractors, and for supplies, materials, and munitions of
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war. These notes would find their way into all channels

of trade among the people;
* * * These circulating

notes in the hands of the people would enable them to pay
the taxes imposed, and would facilitate all business opera-

tions between farmers, mechanics, commercial business

men and banks, and be equally as good as, and, in most

cases, better, than the present irredeemable circulation by
the banks.

u The British government and the Bank of England
remained under suspension from 1797 to 1821-2 a period
of twenty-five years. During this time England success-

fully resisted the imperial power of the Emperor Napoleon,
and preserved her own imperilled existence. During all

this time the people of Great Britain advanced in wealth,

population and resources. Gold is not as valuable as the

productions of the farmer and mechanic, for it is not as

indispensable as food and raiment. "

The bill finally passed the House and went to the

Senate, where the great battle was fought over. On the

loth day of February, 1862, Mr. Fessenden, chairman of

the Committee on Finance, reported the House bill very

materially altered and amended as it had originally passed
the House. The most important of these changes was,
"That the legal tender notes should be receivable for all

claims and demands against the United States, of every
kind whatsoever,

(

except the interest on the public debt

and duties on imports.'
n In the long and heated discus-

sion which followed it was made obvious to everyone that

these amendments would weaken the legal tenders. The

jeopardized interest of the country and the welfare of every

productive and legitimate operation in the nation demanded
that they go forth on their mission, clothed with all the

power and strength Congress was able to bestow upon
them.
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But this power was what the Shylocks dreaded. Their

strength and independence, as full legal tenders, would

preclude the possibility of their being monopolized by the

money ring. A full legal tender money created and issued

by the government, would remove entirely the necessity

for banks, and destroy the office and profits of banker.

Alarm and dismay had seized the Shylocks, for, in the

House bill they saw that, while it would save the country,

it would ruin them; so acting upon the first law of nature,

they determined at all hazards to save themselves, though
the flag of the nation trailed in the dust, and the Goddess

of Liberty sweat great drops of blood in her struggle to

save the Union of States. They besieged the Senate.

They said :

' * We will be compelled to go into a for-

eign market to raise money to prosecute the war, and

unless we provide to pay the interest on all loans in a cur-

rency recognized by foreign nations, we cannot do it

Therefore, to create these notes full legal tenders would be

virtually to tie our hands and cut off all hope and chance

of borrowing a dollar abroad. To provide for meeting this

coin interest, all that is necessary is to lop off another leg
of the legal tenders and 'except duties on imports.'

n

The original House bill had but few friends in the

Senate. Senator Wilson saw that it was doomed, and

made but little resistance. However, he left on record his

opinion .of the amended bill. On page 789, of the Con-

gressional Globe of the second session of the thirty-seventh

Congress he says:
U I look upon this contest as a contest between the

curbstone brokers, the Jew brokers, and the money
changers, and the men who speculate in stocks on one side,

and the productive toiling men on the other. " It was a

struggle on the part of the Shylocks to maintain their

ungodly ascendancy over the labor and liberties of the

toiling masses; and while the latter were bleeding upon
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the battle-field, starving and dying in prisons and hospitals,

or toiling in the far off harvest fields, these money
lenders, these sharks and ghouls, were plotting treason of

the most damnable kind in the very temple of liberty, and

laying deep and broad the foundation of a moneyed aris-

tocracy, which should, eventually, as effectually rule over

and enslave them, as ever did the Southern master over

the dusky sons of the rice field and the cotton plantation.

The bill passed the Senate, and thus mutilated and loaded

with shackles was reported back to the House on the i4th
of February.

On February i8th Mr. Stevens reported the bill as

amended by the Senate, and said:

"I have no purpose of considering the bill at this

time. I desire that it shall be referred to the Committee

of the Whole, and be made the special order of to-morrow

at one o'clock. I hope gentlemen of the House will read

the amendments. They are very important, and, in my
judgment, very pernicious, but I hope the House will

examine them."

On Wednesday, the I9th, Mr. Spaulding opened the

debate in opposition to some of the amendments in the

following language:

"Mr. Chairman:

"I des'ire especially to oppose the amendments of the

Senate, which require the interest on bonds and notes to

be paid in coin semi-annually, and which authorize the

secretary of the treasury to sell 6 per cent, bonds at the

market price for coin to pay the interest. The treasury

note bill, as reported first from the committee of Ways and

Means as a necessary war measure, was simple and perspic-

uous in its terms, and easily understood. It was so plain

that everybody could understand that it authorized the
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issue of legal tender demand notes, to circulate as national

currency among the people in all parts of the United

States. I am opposed to all those amendments of the

Senate which make unjust discrimination between the

creditors of the government A soldier or sailor who per-

forms service in the army or navy is a creditor of the

government. The man who sells food, clothing and mate-

rial of war for the use of the army and navy, is a creditor

of the government. The capitalist who holds your 7 3-10

treasury notes, or your 6 per cent, coupon bonds is a cred-

itor of the government.
*******

"I am opposed to all these amendments of the Senate

which discriminate in favor of the holders of bonds and

notes by compelling the government to go into the streets

every six months to sell bonds at the 'market price,' to

purchase gold and silver in order to pay the interest 'in

coin' to the capitalists who now hold United States stocks

and treasury notes heretofore issued, and that may hold

notes and bonds hereafter to be issued
;
while all other per-

sons in the United States (including the army and navy
and all who supply them with food and clothing) are

compelled to receive legal tender treasury notes in pay-
ment of demands due them from the government. Why
make this discrimination? Who asks to have one class of

creditors placed on a better footing than another class?

Do the people of New England, the Middle States, or the

people of the West and Northwest, or anywhere else in

the rural districts, ask to have any such discrimination

made in their favor? Does the soldier, the farmer, the

mechanic, or the merchant ask to have any such discrim-

ination made in his favor? No, sir; no such unjust

preference is asked for by this class of men. They ask

for a national currency, which shall be of equal value in

all parts of the country. They want a currency that shall

pass from hand to hand among all the people in every
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State, county, city, town, and village in the United States.

They want a currency secured by adequate taxation upon
the whole property of the country, which will pay the

soldier, the fanner, the mechanic and the banker alike for

all debts due.

Who then, are they that ask to have a preference

given to them over other creditors of the government?

Sir, it is a very respectable class of gentlemen, but a class

of men who are very sharp in all money transactions.

They are not generally among the producing classes not

among those who, by their labor and skill, make the

wealth of the country ;
but a class of men who have accu-

mulated wealth men who are willing to lend money to

the government, if you will make the securities beyond
all question, give them a high rate of interest, and make
it payable in coin. Yes, sir, the men who are asking these

extravagant terms, who want to be preferred creditors, are

perfectly willing to lend money to the government in her

present embarassment, if you will only make them per-

fectly secure, give them extra interest, and put your bonds

on the market at the u market price," to purchase gold
and silver to pay them interest every six months. Yes,

sir, entirely willing to loan money on these terms ! Safe,

no hazard, secure, and the interest payable
" in coin!"

Who would not be willing to loan money on such terms ?

Sir, the legal tender treasury note bill was intended to

avoid all such financiering and protect the government
and people who pay the taxes, from all such hard bargains.

It was intended as a shield in the hands of the patriotic

people of the country against all forced sales of bonds,

and all extravagant rates of interest. Legal tender treas-

ury notes can be used for all business purposes, without

compelling the government to sell its bonds at fifteen to

twenty per cent discount to procure coin when it is entirely

unnecessary."
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Mr. Hooper said: U
I am opposed to this amendment

of the Senate, which requires the interest on government
notes and bonds to be absolutely paid in coin, because its

effect will be to depreciate these notes as compared with

coin, by declaring them in advance to be so depreciated

It creates a necessity for the government to obtain a large

amount of coin by purchase, if it is not received in taxes

and loans, which hold out an inducement to speculate oc

the necessity of the government, by collecting and hoard-

ing the coin against the time that it will be required by
the government to pay its interest; and because it is an

unnecessary inconvenience to require the whole amount of

the interest to be paid in coin, when only the small amount

is necessary that is to be remitted to foreign holders of

bonds, which could easily be obtained at small cost if the

effect of the issue of the government notes should be what

the friends of this bill expect.
***** If the

opponents of this bill have proved anything they have

proved too much in reference to the question now before

the House, which is to make a distinction in favor of the

holders of government securities, and pay what may be due

to them in coined money, while all other creditors of the

government shall be paid in what they have denounced to

the country from the high places they occupy here as the

meanest paper trash.
' '

The closing remarks on the bill was made by Mr.

Stevens, the chairman of the House Committee of Ways
and Means. We make the following extracts from his

speech :

"Mr. Speaker: I have a very few words to say. I

approach the subject with more depression of spirits than

I ever before approached any question. No personal

feeling or motive influences me. I hope not, at least. I

have a melancholy foreboding that we are about to con-

summate a cunningly devised scheme which will carry
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great injury and great loss to all classes of the people

throughout the Union, except one. With my colleague, I

believe that no act of legislation of this government was

ever hailed with as much delight throughout the length
and breadth of this Union, by every class of people,

without exception, as the bill which we passed and sent to

the Senate. Congratulations from all classes merchants,

traders, manufacturers, mechanics and laborers poured
in upon us from all quarters. The Boards of Trade from

Boston, New York, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

Louisville, Chicago and Milwaukee, approved its provisions

and urged its passage as it was. * * * It was true,

there was a doleful sound came up from the caverns of

bullion brokers and from the saloons of the associated

banks. Their cashiers and agents were soon on the

ground, and persuaded the Senate, with but little deliber-

ation, to mangle and destroy what it had cost the House

months to digest, consider and pass. They fell upon the

bill in hot haste, and so disfigured and deformed it that

its very father would not know it. [ Laughter. ]
" Instead of being a beneficent and invigorating meas-

ure, it is now positively mischievous. It has all the bad

qualities which its enemies charged on the original bill,

and none of its benefits. It now creates money, and by its

very terms declares it a depreciated currency. It makes

two classes of money one for the banks and brokers, and

another for the people. It discriminates between the rights

of the different classes of creditors, allowing the rich capi-

talist to demand gold, and compelling the ordinary lender

of money on individual security to receive notes which the

government had purposely discredited. * * *

"But now comes the main clause. All classes of peo-

ple shall take these legal-tender notes at par for every arti-

cle of trade or commerce, unless they have money enough
to buy United States bonds, and then they shall be paid in
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gold. Who is that favored class? The banks and brokers

and nobody else. They have already $250,000,000 of State

debt, and their commissioners would soon take all the rest

that might be issued. But how is this gold to be raised?

The duties and the public lands are to be paid for in United

States notes, and they or bonds are to be put up at auction

to get coin for these very brokers, who would furnish the

coin to pay themselves by getting 20 per cent, discount on

the notes thus bought.
* * * *

* '
I have proposed an amendment to the Senate amend-

ment upon the principle of legitimate parliamentary rules,

that you may make as palatable as you can an amend-

ment which you do not like before the vote is taken upon
it. My amendment is offered for the purpose of curing a

little the evils and hardships of the original amendment
of the Senate. And though it may be adopted I shall

vote against the whole as amended. My amendment is to

except from the operation of the legal tender clause the

officers and soldiers of the army and navy, and those who

supply them with provisions, and thus put them upon the

same footing with the government creditors who hold

their bonds. I hope' they will not be thoughtless merito-

rious than the money-changers. I trust it will be adopted
as an amendment to the Senate amendment, so that if this

pernicious system is to be adopted, if the beauty of the

original bill is to be entirely impaired, those who are fight-

ing our battles, and the widows and children of those who
are lying in their graves in every part of the country,
killed in defense of the government, may be placed upon
no worse footing than those who hold the bonds of the

government and the coin of the country." A Conference

Committee on the part of the House was appointed to

meet a similar committee from the Senate. They were

unable to agree upon any compromise other than the bill

as passed by the Senate.
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Berkey says: "That the Senate was controlled in its

action in regard to the legal tender bill by improper influ-

ences is not a matter of conjecture, but of history.''

In a speech made by Hon. W. D. Kelley, at Philadel-

phia, January 15, 1876, he says:
U I remember the grand old commoner, Thaddeus

Stevens, with hat in his hand and his cane under his arm,
when he returned to the House after the final conference,

and shedding bitter tears over the result. 'Yes,' said he,

'we have had to yield. The Senate was stubborn. We
did not yield until we found that the country must be lost

or the banks be gratified, and we have sought to save the

country in spite of the banks. ' '

So the bill passed the House with the Senate amend-

ments, and the President signed it.

Thad. Stevens knew that the New York, Boston and

Philadelphia bankers had bought up the Senate. He
knew those bankers' avarice, and the Senate's greed for

money outweighed their loyalty or love of country. He
knew that they would see the republic shattered into frag-

ments, the government crippled and handcuffed and the

soldiers unpaid and starving, rather than yield their grasp
on the money monopoly of the nation.

"The money kings of Europe, who had made their

billions from the war debts of the old country, looked to

the fertile soil of American enterprise for a harvest.

"We had no bonds for them to set on, and absorb our

increasing wealth. They looked with eager eyes to our

growing prosperity, and licked their bloody chops to devour

our increase. WT
ar was their only hope. War they must

have. War would necessitate money money would

demand bonds bonds would draw interest, even gold

interest, with which they could fill their European coffers;

and interest would prove a sickle with which they could

harvest the annual crops of American industry.
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u
They had planned for years. England had commis-

sioned and fed her Thompsons and other emissaries to

scatter the fire-brand of dissension among our people.

Sectional strife, hatred and animosity were created, engen-
dered and encouraged. Slavery was made the bone of

contention, and Northern and Southern ears were rubbed

by the emissaries of the gold king, until both factions

were wrought to a pitch of wild frenzy. The Bast began
to see slavery with new eyes. Its enormous wickedness

and ungodly form were magnified with every new rub of

the ears. The South was goaded and lashed into fury at

the growing anti-slavery sentiment of the East When
their ears had been rubbed up to battle pitch, but feared

their weakness, the money king's agent, August Belmont,

planted himself at the head of the Democratic party, and

pledged slavery, a divided North and a Democratic

alliance.

"In the North, the Goddess of Liberty and John
Brown were carried to the front to intensify the patriotism

of the soldiers of Mammon. The fires of the Revolution

were kindled afresh upon the decaying altars of liberty.
1 Star Spangled Banner' and 'Hail Columbia' were set to

new voices to fire the blood of sons and sires.
' f

Mothers and wives caught up the refrain and offered

up their husbands and sons with the zeal and devotion of

Hindoo mothers yielding their offspring to the crocodiles

of the Ganges. The best blood and treasure of the South

were yielded up. Planters and farmers were badgered into

the support of the war through fear of losing their chattels.

Laboring men fought to u
protect their rights," and even

slaves doubled their chains for fear of being captured and

eaten up by abolition gorrillas. In the North it was said,

that it would be a mere u breakfast spell" to quell the

insurrection, while the people of the South were told that

one Southern man could "whip five Northern men," and
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the war would not last more than thirty, or sixty days at

most. Billions of treasure and hundreds of thousands

of lives were sacrificed, and this fair land, the pride and

boast of its people, desolated and strewn with wrecks

of homes and bones of the slain, whose dirge the buz-

zards and carrion crows of desolation croaked and sang,

as American liberty and prosperity yielded their scepter

and crown to the conquering bondholder at Appomattox.
When the smoke of battle shall have cleared away
when prejudice" shall have yielded to reason and judg-

ment, when the trophies of victory shall have been

compared with the sacrifices of the conflict, when the gilded

honors of national triumph shall be placed in the balance

with the woes, the sorrows, the anguish and the heart-

wounds that cluster around a million graves and extend

to every fireside in the land when careful, dispassionate

and unbiased investigation shall prove that the yoke which

the slave king had placed upon four million blacks has

been transferred by the money king to the necks of fifty

million whites, people will discover that the battles of

the rebellion were not fought in the interest of humanity,
or to perpetuate the will of the people.

By the aid of the crippled greenback the North suc-

ceeded, and so did the money king. The North succeeded

on the battlefield after the war had been purposely pro-

longed to satiate the bond-thirst of the Shylocks. The

conspiracy of the money kings of Europe and America is

thus made evident. To provoke war. War would create

a necessity for money. But when the government sought
to exercise her prerogative the prerogative of every sov-

ereign power and issue paper money, Congress was

besieged on every side. The government was induced to

issue bonds and obligate itself to pay the interest in coin.

Coin was scarce. This suicidal policy of the government
created an abnormal demand for it. The bullion brokers
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and capitalists held the coin. Importers and the govern-
ment were compelled to have it. The brokers saw their

opportunity, and they not only discounted the notes and

bonds of the government 20 per cent, as was predicted by
Mr. Spaulding and Thaddeus Stevens, but demanded and

obtained them at a discount of 50 and 60 per cent. Gold

rapidly rose until in 1864 it reached 2.85. The bonds and

notes of the United States were exchanged at an enormous

rate of discount. Six per cent, interest exchanged for

greenbacks at the discounts amounted to 16 and 18 per
cent. This was immediately converted into more United

States bonds, and thus by compounding semi-annually the

capitalists succeeded in obtaining control over the entire

public debt. This policy of creating two classes of cred-

itors, and of the government knowingly and inexcusably

placing itself in an attitude of helplessness in the hands

of the money kings, was a folly unprecedented in the finan-

cial history of any nation. But, notwithstanding the

mutilated form in which the greenback went out from the

Treasury Department, they performed a marvelous work.

The producing forces of the nation were set to work,
and there was no longer any difficulty in rendering the

resources of the people available to the government Of
this period, and the immediate effects of the greenback,

Judge Kelley thus pictures the change which followed the

passage of the bill. His picture will apply to what we

might again realize by a full legal tender, and a restoration

of a sufficient volume of currency to meet the demands of

industry :

"But the patriots (Lincoln and Stevens) to whom I

have referred had studied the constitution of the United

States. They knew that it imposed upon them the duty
of saving the nation. They knew that money was the

sinew of war, and that it must be had. They knew that
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the constitution authorized the coinage of a public credit

into money. 'They smote the rock of public credit and

power and prosperity gushed forth.' They called into

existence the 'Rag Baby.' They said to every man that

would work, 'Here is your wages; this Rag Baby will pay

you.
'

They said to the ship owners,
' Unfurl your rotting

sails and open your hatchway ;
we have brought you grain

from the farm
; carry it abroad to buy us clothing and arms,

for our industries are stricken and we cannot provide cloth-

ing and arms for the army that is to sustain the Union.

The Rag Baby showered greenbacks upon them, and the

ships spread their sails and carried rich cargoes to foreign

lands, which were exchanged for clothing, arms and muni-

tions of war. Industry was rife throughout the land. The

farmers, who had been without an adequate or remunera-

tive market for years, were getting good prices for their

grain were paying their local merchant, .who in turn

paid his to those of the great cities.

"A marvelous child was this Rag Baby. It lighted
the fires in every forge and furnace in the country. It

hired ships and bought others. It blockaded the whole

Southern coast. It rallied an army of 500,000 men. We
heard ringing through the streets the shout of well paid
and well fed and clothed soldiers, 'We're coming, Father

Abraham, three hundred thousand more. ' The Rag Baby
was welcomed by every commissary, quartermaster and

paymaster. It furnished transportation. It met all

demands. The American people were prosperous as they
never were before : I name it not the '

Rag Baby.
' I take

the derisive term from the door of the Presidential

mansion. ' '

Under the various acts from July 17, 1861, to March

3, 1866, the following amounts and kinds of money were

issued:
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Treasury notes, (Act March 2, 1861,). . . .$ 20,153,455
Demand notes, (Acts July 17, Feb. 12, 1872) 60,000,000
Non-interest bearing legal tenders, (Act Feb-

ruary 25, 1862,) .......... 400,000,000
Treasury notes, 7-303, (Act March 3, 1866.) 806,900,750
Temporary loans, one year certificates . . . 259,168,327
Treasury notes, payable in two years . . . 153,471,450

Compound interest notes ......... 193,756,080
Three per cent certificates ........ 52,120,000
Fractional currency..... . ..... 45,961,295

"This amount was issued directly by the government,
and was exclusive of State bank circulation, which was in

1863, according to Fawcett, $238,671,210. The largest

amount of circulation outstanding at any one time was

September i, 1865, an(^ was as

United States notes .......... $ 433,160,569
Fractional currency .......... 26,344,742
National bank notes .......... 185,000,000
Compound interest legal tender ..... 217,024,160
Temporary loan certificates ....... 107,148,713
Certificates of indebtedness ....... 85,053,060
Treasury notes, 5 per cent ....... 32, 536,951
Treasury notes past due ........ 1,503,920
State bank notes ........... 78,826,575
Last issue 7. 303 ............ 830,000,000

Total, ....... $1,996,678,770

Such was the birth and growth of the greenback.

We have already (in the Chapter on Contraction) indicated

the beginning of its decline.

Another unjust and, we might add, criminal attack

upon the greenback was the so-called Credit Strengthening
Act of 1869. Upon the back of every note issued was the

following sacred pledge of the government:
"This note is a legal tender at its face value for all

86
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debts, public and private, except for duties on imports and

interest upon the public debt."

No one doubted for a moment but that the principal

of the public debt could be paid in greenbacks. It was so

understood when the bill passed. No exception was made
in favor of the principal. As has already been seen, a vig-

orous fight was made against paying the interest 'in coin.'

With this understanding the people received them in

exchange for their products, and their labor, though they

were worth but forty to fifty cents 'in coin.' They were

representatives of the war debt that was being piled moun-

tain high.

They were paid out directly to the people who labored

and to the soldiers and sailors who were fighting for the

government. Not a dollar of them was ever paid to the

bondholder or the bullion broker. The government had

provided that they should have their pay
' in coin.

' The
bullionists and brokers bought the greenbacks at a ruinous

rate of discount and exchanged them for interest bearing
bonds at their face value. These bonds cost them 'in

coin' but 40 to 60 cents on the dollar. Equity, justice,

humanity and a decent regard for the rights of the people
would forbid paying the bonds in money of greater value

than that which the bondholder gave for them. But the

avarice of this infamous, damnable and traitorous set of

thieves knew no bounds, and was only equaled by the

audacity with which they set about to carry into effect

their hellish schemes. In 1866 they had secured the pas-

sage of the Contraction Act. The success of the

Democratic party was, in 1868, the only thing that stood

in the way of having the bonds payable 'in coin.' It was

necessary to secure the defeat of Seymour and Blair. The
convention that had nominated them declared in favor of

paying the bonds in greenbacks. If a bill passed to pay
them 'in coin' Seymour might veto it. August Belrnont
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was chairman of the National Central Committee of the

Democratic party. Mr. Belmont was a national banker

and agent of the Messers Rbthchilds of England. Roth-

childs held large amounts of the bonds of the United

States, which they wanted paid 'in coin.' The sequel is

easily guessed. The New York World, the leading Dem-
ocratic paper, controlled by Belmont, "throwed up" the

race. Gen. Grant was elected, and the first bill he signed

was the one which stripped from the greenbacks the power
to pay the bonds. The "grand old Republican party"
has almost the sole credit of this stupendous steal. An
act that is only second in infamy to the contraction and

resumption acts. Early after the war the capitalists set

about to have the bonds payable in coin. It was their

original intention. The law for the payment of the bonds

was this:

"And such United States notes shall be received the

same as coin, at their par value, in payment for any loans

that may be hereafter sold or negotiated by the secretary

of the treasury, and be reissued from time to time, as the

exigency of the public interests shall require."

In 1868 the Republican platform read :

"The national honor requires the payment of the pub-
lic debt in the interest of good faith to all its creditors at

home and abroad, not only according to the letter but the

spirit of the law under which it was created."

This was put out as a feeler; "according to the spirit.
"

What did that mean? It was the insidious work of the

money power; it was "breaking the ice." Yet the masses

of the Republican party would not believe that it indi-

cated a change in the contract. Thad. Stevens, "the

grand old commoner," and the leading statesman and

patriot in the Republican party, said: "When the bill

(the five-twenty) was on its final passage, the question was
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explicitly asked of the chairman of the Ways and Means

committee, and as explicitly answered by him, that only
the interest was payable in coin. ' '

SPEECH IN THE SENATE.

"I want to say if the loan (five-twenty) was to be

paid according to the intention of the gentleman from Illi-

nois (Mr. Ross), if I knew that any party in this country
would go for paying in coin that which is payable in

money, thus enhancing it one-half if I knew there was

such a platform and such a determination this day on the

part of any party, I would vote for the other side, Frank

Blair and all. I would vote for no such swindle on the

tax payers of this country. I would vote for no such spec-

ulation in favor of the large bondholders, the millionaires

who took advantage of our folly in granting them coin

payment in interest. And I declare well, it is hard to

say it but if even Frank Blair stood upon the platform

paying the bonds according to contract, and the Republi-
can candidate stood upon the platform of paying bloated

speculators twice the amount which we agreed to pay them,
then I would vote for Frank Blair, even if a worse man
than Seymour headed the ticket.-'

'

Congressional Globe,

Pt. 5, page 147, July 77, 1868.

Upon this subject Ben Wade, another leading and

influential Republican, said:

" VICE-PRESIDENT'S CHAMBER, 1

"
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 13, 1867. /

"My Dear Sir Yours of the 8th inst. is received,

and I most cordially agree with every word you announce

in it. I am for the laboring portion of our people; the rich

can take care of themselves. While I most scrupulously
live up to all contracts of the government, and fight repu-
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diation to death, I will fight the bondholder as resolutely

when he undertakes to get more than the pound of flesh.

We never agreed to pay the 5-20 bond in gold; no man can

find it in the bond, and I never will consent to have one

payment for the bondholder and another for the people.

It would sink any party, and it ought to." Waders Letter

to Denny.
Oliver P. Morton, whose patriotism to his country and

devotion to the rights of the people was unquestioned,

said, when the bill to pay the bonds in coin was on its

passage":

"And now I propound the question: It is either

intended by this bill to make a new contract or it is not.

If it is understood to make a new contract I protest against

it. We should do foul injustice to the government and

people of the United States, after we have sold these bonds

on an average of not more than sixty cents on the dollar,

now to make a new contract for the benefit of the bond-

holders. It gives to those laws a construction I do not

believe in and that I have shown is contradicted by at least

four acts of Congress.

"Sir, it is understood, I believe, that the passage of a

bill of this kind would have the effect in Europe where

our financial questions are not well understood, to increase

the demand, and that will enable the great operators to sell

the bonds they have on hand at a profit. It is in the

nature of a broker's operation. It is a bull movement to

put up the price of bonds for the interest of parties dealing
in them. This great interest is thundering at the doors of

Congress and has been many months, and by every means

attempting to drive us into legislation for the purpose of

making money for the great operators. This is what it

means and nothing else." Speech in U. S. Senate.

Such was the language of the representatives of the

great Republican party. Even John Sherman, the Janus-
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faced Judas of the people's interests, before "he was "seen"

said:

"I say equity and justice are amply satisfied if we
redeem these bonds at the end of five years in the same

kind of money, of the same intrinsic value it was at the

time they were issued. * * *
Senators, sometimes, in

order to defeat the argument of an antagonist, say this is

repudiation. 'Why, every state in the Union, without

exception, has made its contracts, since the issue of legal

currency, and paid them in currency." Speech U. S.

Senate^ July 27, 1868.

He also, in a letter to Mr. Mann, dated March 20,

1868, said:

"Your idea is that we propose to repudiate or violate

a promise, when we offer to redeem the principal in legal

tender, is erroneous. I think the bondholder violates his

promise when he refuses to take the same sort of money he

paid for the bond. * * * If under the law as it stands,

the bondholder can demand only the kind of money he

paid, then he is a repudiator and an extortioner to demand

money more valuable than he gave.
' '

Just one year after writing the above the same John
Sherman wrote the following:

"
I do assert as a question of policy, that it is wise for

us to declare that the 5-20 bonds and greenbacks alike shall

be paid in gold and silver.'
1

He had been "seen," and such was the persuasive
influence of the bondholders' "logic," that he performed
the astonishing feat of turning a complete somersault on

the bond question. The bill was passed March 18, 1869,

by almost strictly a party vote, the Republicans voting for

and the Democrats against it. The vote stood as follows :

For the bill: Republicans, 96; Democrats, i; total 97.

Against the bill: Republicans, 13; Democrats, 34;

total 47.
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The result of this infamous law was to increase the

burdens of the people and put into the pockets of the

bondholder about six hundred million dollars which the

premium on gold would amount to at that time. If, how-

ever, we calculate the rates of discount at which they
obtained the bonds it will exceed that amount Senator

Beck, in the Senate of the United States in 1869, said:

"The bondholders had, up to 1869, received one

thousand million dollars of profit before they got the prin-

cipal of their bonds made payable in gold. It can be

shown by the treasurer's reports, from year to year, giving
the amount of bonds sold each year, and the premium on

gold from 1862 to 1869, that the purchase of the bonds

with paper at its face value, and the purchase of the paper
at the discounts, gave a profit to the bondholders as

follows:"

1862 $ 28,138,989
1863 94>555>7 I 3

1864 306,551,552
1865 110,159,367
1866 53,747)i83
1867 . . . 167,915,741
1868 i53^59>765
On acc't of 5 per cent bonds 98,287,894

Total $ 1,012,536,204

The above represents the discounts which the

government made good to the bondholder by the law of

1869. ^ne whole scheme is now made apparent. The
first thing was to cripple the greenback with the "exception
clause. " Get up a corner on gold. Buy greenbacks at a

discount and exchange them at their face value for bonds.

Institute a national banking system with bonds for a basis.

Burn up and destroy the greenbacks and have the bonds

made payable in coin. And through the national banks

issue the paper money and control the volume of currency.
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So far they had been eminently successful. Fearing,

however, that the people might elect another Congress that

would repeal the obnoxious law of 1869, the bondhold-

ers now set about to have the old bonds exchanged for new

ones, and the contract written on the face of the bond.

This was secured by the Funding Act of July 14, 1870.

The debt was now payable in coin of a fixed standard of

weight and value and no Congress had a right to annul the

contract. One would naturally think that with the

consummation of this infamous scheme, that the greed and

avarice of the bondholder would have been satisfied. But

they desired the banking system to be perpetual, and as the

bonds were the basis of the system, the bonded debt also

must be perpetuated. The only way to accomplish this

was to make it more difficult to pay. In 1873 they secured

the passage of the law demonetizing silver. This provided
for the payment of the debt in gold only. The people,

however, became so indignant at this assault on silver

money that they elected a Congress that partially repealed
the law and provided for a restricted coinage of silver.

The fight upon greenbacks has also been continued in a

manner that indicates that it is the purpose of the money
kings and their tools the leaders of the two old parties

to eventually wipe them out.

President Hayes, in his message to Congress December

2, 1879, saYs:

".The retirement from circulation of the United States

notes, with the capacity of legal tender in private con-

tracts, is a step to be taken in our progress toward a safe

and stable currency, which should be accepted as the pol-

icy and duty of the government and the interest and

security of the people of it."

On December 3, 1879, Senator Bayard (Democrat)
offered the following resolution:
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"Resolved, etc., that from and after the passage of

this resolution, the treasury notes of the United States

shall be receivable for all dues to the United States,

excepting duties on imports, and shall not be otherwise a

legal tender; and any of said notes hereafter issued shall

bear this inscription." yw whor^y pu^y

In 1880, Mr. Bayard said, in a speech in New York:

"I am now for resumption, and the Democratic can-

didates for President and Vice-President want the same

kind of resumption that I do a real and not a sham

resumption. We want the resumption intended to be

secured by the resolution I offered in the Senate last

December. It was a resolution right on the ancient path-

way of constitutional democracy, withdrawing from the

treasury notes when paid and redeemed at the treasury any

power of enforced legal tender when reissued. There is

great danger to us, and our posterity is, and will be, in

great jeopardy, so long as the legal tender credit currency
is in existence."

Thus talked the secretary of state under President

Cleveland in 1880. We ask the question in all candor,

can we reasonably expect reform in financial matters so

long as such men are kept in the highest and most import-
ant offices in the land?

'

Again, hear what Wade Hampton has to say: "It

would be sound policy, therefore, for us to do our duty and

wipe out the greenbacks. But whether we should succeed

or fail, whether it is expedient or not, I would make the

fight on this issue and on this line. It is the line of con-

sistency and principle, and we had better be whipped
fighting for the right than to win upon any other ground."
In 1881, $782,000,000 of the bonds fell due, or came within

the option of the government to pay. The resources of

the government to pay the debt were rapidly increasing.
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It was evident to the holders of the bonds that even with

limited coinage of silver the revenues of the government
were so abundant that in a short time the debt would be

paid. Something must be done. Willing leaders in both

parties were ready to do the bidding of Mammon. Bills

were introduced from both sides of the House to refund

the debt in long time bonds. While this matter was pend-

ing, General Weaver of Iowa introduced the resolutions

which we give below. The running debate following the

introduction of the resolutions, and which we give also

is part of the Congressional record :

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, APRIL 5, 1880.

Mr. Weaver. I move to suspend the rules and adopt
the resolution which I send to the desk.

The clerk read as follows:

"Resolved, That it is the sense of this House that all

currency, whether metallic or paper, necessary for the use

and convenience of the people, should be issued and its

volume controlled by the government, and not by or through
the bank corporations of the country; and when so issued

should be a full legal tender in payment of all debts, public

and private.

''Resolved, That, in the judgment of this House, that

portion of the interest-bearing debt of the United States

which shall become redeemable in the year 1881, or prior

thereto, being in amount $782,000,000, should not be

refunded beyond the power of the government to call in

said obligations and pay them at any time, but should be

paid as rapidly as possible, and according to contract. To
enable the government to meet these obligations, the mints

of the United States should be operated to their full

capacity in the coinage of standard silver dollars, and such

other coinage as the business interests of the country may
require.

' '
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Mr. Garfield Mr. Speaker, I never heard the provis-

ions of this resolution until it was read from the desk a few

moments ago. It has, however, attained some historical

importance by being talked about a good deal in the news-

papers, and by blocking the other business of the House

for some weeks. As I listened to its reading I noticed that

it is one of those mixed propositions which has some good

things in it which everybody would probably like and vote

for if separated ;
but the good things are used to sugar over

what, in my judgment, is most pernicious.

There are three things in this resolution to which I

wish to call the attention of the House before they vote.

The first is a proposition of the largest possible proportion,

that all money, whether of coin or paper, that is to circu-

late in this country, ought to be manufactured and issued

directly by the government. I stop there. I want to say

on that proposition to the majority in this House, who are

so strongly opposed to what they call centralization, that

never was there a measure offered to the Congress of so vast

and far-reaching centralism. It would create the treasury

of the United States into a manufactory of paper money.
It makes the House of Representatives and the Senate, or

the caucus of the party which happens to be in the major-

ity, the absolute dictator of the financial and business affairs

of this country. This scheme surpasses all the centralism

and all the Csesarism that were ever charged upon the

Republican party in the wildest days of the war, or in the

events growing out of .the war. Now I say, without fear

of contradiction, that prior to 1862, the wildest dreamer

in American finance was never wild enough to propose
such a measure of centralization as that single proposition

implies. The government should prescribe general laws

in reference to the quality and character of paper money,
but should never become the direct manufacturer and

issuer of it.
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The second point involved in this resolution, is that

the government of the United States shall pay all of its

public debts in this manufactured money, manufactured to

order at the treasury factory. Notwithstanding the solemn

and acknowledged pledge of the government to pay the

principal and the interest of its public debt in coin, this

resolution declares, that in this legal tender paper the

public debt shall be payable.

The third point I wish to call attention to

Mr. Ewing Will my colleague allow me to interrupt

him for a moment?

Mr. Garfield Certainly.

Mr. Bwing You certainly misunderstand the resolu-

tion. It declares that all public debts of the United States

shall be paid in the money of the contract, and not in any
coin or money the government may choose to pay them in.

Mr. Garfield Any money the government may issue

is by this resolution declared to be lawful money, and,

therefore, is to be made the money of the contract by the

legislation proposed to-day.

Mr. Kwing That is a mere quibble, based on a total

misconstruction of the resolution.

.MR. Garfield Answer in your own time.

Now the third point in this resolution is. that there

shall be no refunding of the $780,000,000 to fall due this

year and next, but all that shall be paid. How? Out of

the resources of the nation? Yes; but the money to be

manufactured at the treasury is to be called part of these

resources. Print it to death that is the way to dispose

of the public debt, says this resolution.

I have only to say that these three make the triple-

headed monster of centralization, inflation and repudiation

combined. This monster is to be let loose on the country
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as the last spawn of the dying party that thought it had a

little life in it a year ago. It is put out at this moment to

test the courage of the two political parties; it is offered at

this moment when the roar of the presidential contest

comes to us from all quarters of the country. In a few

moments we shall see what the political parties will do

with this beast. All I have to say for one is, meet it and

throttle it; in the name of honesty, in the name of the

public peace and prosperity, in the name of the individual

citizens of this country against centralism, worse than we
ever dreamed of, meet it and fight it like men. Let both

parties show their courage by meeting it boldly and

piitting an end to its power for mischief Let the vote be

taken.

Mr. Weaver I yield two minutes to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

Mr. Kelley I cannot say much in two minutes. I

can, however, say that the announcement of the gentleman
from Ohio, (Mr. Garfield) that to require the government to

make our money tended to consolidation was idle vapor, as

there never was an honest dollar, or franc, or mark, or

shilling that was not made by a government. No other

power than government can make money. Currency there

has been which government did not create, bank notes and

notes of individuals promising to pay money; but money
other than that made and issued by a government by its

authority and upon its responsibility, has never existed

here or in any other country. And all that the gentleman
said on that point was, I repeat, balderdash. So was his

allusion to the wildest dreamer that ever lived. In voting
for this proposition I will stand with that wildest of dream-

ers, to borrow the gentleman's wild phraseology. Thomas

Jefferson who, when portraying the dangers of using bank

notes as money, as was the practice at the time he wrote to

Mr. Eppes, said: "The power to issue money should be
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taker* from the banks and restored to Congress and the peo-

ple, to which it properly belongs."

The gentleman also vociferated against the resolution

because it proposes to put an end to the refunding of our

debt. If there is to be no more refunding of maturing or

matured bonds into those which are to have either thirty

or fifty years to run, I will thank God with fervent thanks,

for Secretary Chase never said a wiser thing than when he

told Congress that the optional control of the debt was of

vastly more importance than the rate of interest, unless he

at some time exclaimed: "It is with nations as with men;
out of debt, out of danger."

Just here I beg leave to tell the gentleman and the

House that if we convert redeemable bonds into those which

will have thirty or fifty years to run, as is proposed, we will

pay in premium to the members of the syndicate, from

whom we will be compelled to purchase them if our debt

is not to be perpetuated, more than we will seem to save

by having reduced the rate of interest on a debt, which,
since the 8th of November last, we have been extinguish

-

at the rate of $9,000,000 a month.

Mr. Weaver. I yield for a minute to the gentlemen
from Indiana.

Mr. Calkins asked and obtained leave to print some

remarks upon this subject.

Mr. Weaver. Mr. Speaker, I reckon myself most

happy in having an opportunity of witnessing a vote upon
these resolutions which have so attracted the attention of

this House and of the country for the past three months.

I am not surprised at the opposition of the gentleman from

Ohio, [Mr. Garfield]. I understand very well that that

gentleman and his party stand in the road blocking the.

progress of the people toward financial reform.

He assailed these resolutions with two distinct propo-
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sitions: First, that they favored centralization; second,

that they are in violation of the public faith of the nation,

in that they propose to pay the public debt in " manufac-

tured money," as the gentleman styles it. I call his

attention to the resolutions themselves in response to that

There is not one word in these resolutions looking to a

violation of the public faith or to the payment of the pub-
lic debt, in anything not strictly in accordance with the

contract. That is the language of the resolutions, that

the bonds shall be paid as rapidly as possible and accord-

ing to the terms of the contract. We all understand very

well what the gentleman means when he raises the cry,

that the public faith is about to be endangered. He means

that it is a violation of the public faith to pay the public

debt in silver dollars of 412^ grains. That is what the

gentleman means. The resolutions propose to pay the

bonded debt in silver dollars, if the bondholders prefer

coin. Every man of sense, in all this broad land, knows

that the holders of these bonds do not want them paid in

either, gold, silver, or greenbacks. They simply want

them to be funded perpetually and be exempted from the

burdens of the State.

I say here and now that the national Greenback party

is opposed to the violation of the public faith, and is

squarely opposed to the repudiation of any portion of the

public debt. [Applause.] We are in favor of the pay-
ment of the debt according to the contract, and we are the

only party that desires ever to pay it. And while we are

in favor of that, we are determined that the moneyed inter-

ests of the country shall not repudiate again those features

in the contract which are in favor of the people. We say

that the bondholder having specified in the law that he

would receive the silver dollar of 412^ grains in payment
for his bond, in all good faith he should be held to the strict
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terms of the contract. He may have his pound of flesh,

but not another drop of American blood!

We do not seek to compel the bondholder to receive

the greenbacks in payment of his bond. The people once

had the right to pay, but that right was ruthlessly and

wickedly taken away by a change of contract in 1869,

which took from the toiling tax-payers more than $600,-

000,000; more than half of which went to enrich foreign

princes and usurers. These resolutions do not pretend to

interfere with the contract, notwithstanding it was con-

ceived in sin and fraud and brought forth in iniquity. It

proposes to pay in standard silver dollars. Ah, it is not

greenbacks, it is not silver, that you hate. It is the pay-
ment of the debt that so enrages you. But the gentleman

charges, vehemently, that the resolutions tend to centrali-

zation and Csesarism. It is well that the gentleman has

announced to the House and to the country that the

Republican party prefers to trust the national bankers, and

the banking corporations, to control and issue the volume

of the currency, rather than a Congress of the sworn rep-

resentatives of the people. That he prefers the bankers

of the country, not elected by the people, and not respon-

sible to them, should have the power to control the volume

of the currency according to their own will, rather than

the representatives of the people, who are directly respon-

sible to their constituents. L,et that issue be sharply and

squarely drawn. [Applause.] It is the great practical

issue to-day in the American Republic. Who shall issue

the currency and control its volume? Shall the bankers

control it for their own selfish ends, or shall its issue and

volume be controlled by the whole people for the benefit

of all?

That, I say, is the colossal issue, and in it is involved

the very existence of this government and the freedom of

the people.
' 'Centralization !'

' The Congress of the United
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States, chosen for two years, coming directly from the peo-

ple and directly responsible to them for their conduct, are

not to be trusted! But the bankers of the country, who are

not chosen by the people, or elected by them, are to be

trusted with the great 'power involving the happiness and

welfare of fifty millions of people, and their countless pos-

terity, without a murmur from the gentleman and with his

express approval. Let me repeat it again, so that the

American people may fully understand it. These bankers

are to be trusted, says the gentleman, in preference to the

people and their chosen representatives !

Is there no centralization, no Csesarism here? In the

name of public peace, in the name of honesty and fair

dealing, in the name of the laboring millions, who toil and

dig, and pay the taxes of the country, I invoke the soft

money Democrats of the United States, and the hundreds

of thousands of Republicans who have been long looking
in vain for economic reform within their party, to join

with us in a death grapple with this corporate monster. In

the name of the humble poor who struggle not for office,

and who simply want a fair chance in the race of life, I ask

you to give one vote for the Republic. Let there be no

dodging to-day, no hiding in the cloak room; you cannot

serve two masters. You cannot avoid the issue if you
would. It is vital, permeating all classes, and engaging
the attention of the people as never before in our history.

This is a supreme moment in the history of men and of

parties in this House. Reflect well before you vote.

I ask the Congress of the American people to stand up
and assert with Thomas Jefferson that the issue of the cir-

culating medium should be taken away from the banks

and restored to the government, to which it properly

belongs. [Applause.] I ask my Democratic friends to

stand where Jackson stood when he said in his farewell

address that the banks could not be relied upon to keep the

87
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circulating medium uniform in amount. [Applause.] I

ask you to stand where Calhoun and all the other great
leaders of your party stood in the past and purer days of

your history.

And I ask my Republican friends here to repudiate

the doctrine of the gentleman from Ohio. You owe it to

your dignity and to the American people to repudiate the

doctrine that you cannot trust yourselves as the people's

representatives.
' '

The yeas and nays were ordered.

The question was taken; and there were yeas 85,

nays 117, not voting 90.

The resolutions were lost, less than one-third of the

people's representatives voting for them. We ask a close

examination of the above resolutions. They are in exact

accordance with the demands of labor organizations, yet

there was no disposition on the part of Congress to carry

them into effect. A bill to refund the debts into bonds of

long time was passed, and now the government is buying
her own bonds at 28 per cent, premium because those same

long time bonds are not yet due. Was ever such infamous

legislation inflicted upon a debt-ridden people?

And now, it is said, we have a surplus in the treasury

that is endangering the stability of trade and commerce.

Out of 292 congressmen only 85 had the courage and

honesty to vote for the above resolution.

Here is the only surplus connected with the present
condition of the treasury we have ever been able to see:

A surplus of 207 dishonest, scheming, cowardly and

inefficient congressmen; a surplus of ignorance or dishon-

esty; a surplus of lawyers and bankers; a surplus of

rascally raiders upon the rights of the people; a surplus of

fools in the guise of statesmen; a surplus of Shylock's

agents robbing the people; a surplus of men wanting to
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perpetuate a bonded debt for a basis of that most damnable

system of robbery, the national banks.

And what excuse did they offer the people for their

action ? A saving of one-half to one per cent. That was

seven years ago; they saved from three and one-half to

seven cents on the dollar in interest, and now they are

paying the bondholder twenty-nine cents premium on the

bonds as they buy them in; net profit to the bondholder,

twenty-two to twenty-six cents on every dollar.

Oh, we have got a set of smart statesmen! If we
could persuade the old women to leave off making catnip

tea for the babies long enough to go to Congress, for one

session, they could beat all such legislation as that, and put
in three-fourths of their time knitting.

The talent and purity of American statesmanship has

gone to seed.

A surplus, indeed ! What v.'ould be thought of a man

who, owing a debt, would carry half enough money in his

pocket to pay it, and complain of having a surplus? He
would be considered a natural born idiot

If President Cleveland is correct in his message, the

business of the country is languishing for the want of the

money locked up in the treasury, and great danger of finan-

cial collapse is threatened.

Senator Beck, in his speech in the Senate in 1885,

said:

"A thief who steals and squanders an unneeded sur-

plus, locked up in the treasury vaults, would inflict less

injury to the country and its business, if the money he

stole was put in circulation, than a secretary who holds

and hides in vaults, currency which the people want, and

refuses to use it to pay debts which the men who own this

money owe. It is easy to raise a clamor about a surplus,

but it will be difficult to explain to the people why such

vast amounts of the money, they have been so heavily
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taxed to furnish, is lying in the overloaded treasury vaults,

and they deprived of its use, while interest is running

against them on the bonds that can be, and ought to be

paid."
This is perhaps the first time in the history of the

world that a government has had a "surplus" of money
that it did not know what to do with. It is now being
used to "boost" the so-called campaign issue. It is

claimed that this surplus is the result of a high tariff. It

is a lie. We have had, practically speaking, the same tariff

since 1867. A "surplus" was never heard of until after

the bonds were funded and payment delayed until 1892
and 1897. If this money had been paid out in the dis-

charge of the public debt it would have been put in active

circulation and times would have been better. "The sec-

retary who holds this money in the treasury is worse than

a thief who would steal it and put it in circulation." The

Congress who by their enactment of laws, makes it possible

to do so is kparticeps criminis in the matter.

All the enactments of law in favor of the bondhold-

ers, together with the combined efforts of a well paid press,

have boomed the bonds until they command a premium in

the market, and the bondholders are now reaping a rich

harvest in the way of selling their bonds at a high premium.
It is financial suicide; it is worse than folly; it is legalized

robbery. It is the old story of the cats, a piece of cheese

and the monkey. The cats had found a piece of cheese

which they could not divide agreeably between themselves.

They decided to appeal to a monkey as judge. The

monkey proceeded to divide the cheese in such a manner
that one piece was larger than the other. In order, as he

said, to make them equal, he took an enormous bite off the

larger piece. This reduced its size to such an extent that

it gave him a pretext to take a bite off the other piece, the

result of which was that it was now the smallest, and
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the other piece had to be subjected to the same process

of absorption. This continued until the monkey had eaten

the whole. Equal rights was his pretext. The bonds were

funded at a lower rate of interest ostensibly in the interest

of the people. Now we are compelled to pay a premium
to the extent of five or six times the amount of the interest

saved. Do you see the point? A pup gets its eyes open
in nine days; the people ought to get theirs open in nine

years. O the bondholder is a patriotic citizen! He loves

the dear people so well! But some of our Democratic pol-

iticians will say :

uO that was the 'dog-goned
'

Republicans
who did this." Were there 207 Republicans in the forty-

sixth Congress? Were there only eighty-five Democrats?

Was Fernando Wood, of New York, who introduced the

bill to fund the debt, a Republican.
It was the members of both old parties who passed

the law. These men are opposed to the organization of

labor. They are opposed to the laboring classes uniting.

Laboring men ! You, who have toiled from early morn to

dusky eve; who have felt the burning rays of the hot

mid-summer's sun while you have worked in the cotton

fields; who have gazed with tender sympathy on the pale
and care-worn face of your faithful wives who toiled on by

your side; who have looked upon your children half-clad,

and less than half-educated, who were also compelled to

work at an age when their young minds should be in

training to prepare them to go out into the world to do

battle for themselves; you, who have witnessed the

financial wreck of thousands; the ruin of homes; the

agony of despair; the increase of crime and the ever-grow-

ing poverty of your fellow-man; you, I say, who have

witnessed all these things, while blindly following a party

belonging body and soul to the moneyed aristocracy of the

East, on which side are you enlisted in this great battle

for human rights?



CHAPTER VII.

MONOPOLY OF TRANSPORTATION.

WE HAVE heretofore remarked that the means for

transportation was one of the agents of distribution.

That upon a proper distribution of the products of labor

depended individual happiness. We have already treated

of the other principal agent of distribution money, or

the medium of exchange. We now address ourselves to

the discussion of the question of transportation. It has*

almost ceased to be a question as to what the people are

going to do with the railroads. It would, under the exist-

ing condition of things, be more proper to ask: uWhat
are the railroads going to do with the people?

More than 100 years ago, Oliver Goldsmith, of whom
it is said, "left no species of writing untouched by his

pen, nor touched any that he did not embellish,'' wrote

these lines:

" Teach erring man to spurn the rage of gain;

Teach him, that states of native strength possest.

Though very poor, may still be very blest
;

That trade's proud empire hastes to swift decay.

As ocean sweeps the labor'd mole away."

It is an eternal and inexorable law of nature that

everything gravitates toward a common center. To coun-

teract the effects of this law, God in His infinite wisdom

provided another, the law of inertia. Were it not so, the

great solar or planetary system would come together, and

we would have a crash of worlds. Water would all flow
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to and remain in the ocean. But, Nature provides com-

pensating laws; the great heating power of the sun trans-

forms water into vapor, lifts it into the air where the warm
breath of the ocean catches and carries it overland, until

it meets a colder current and is again condensed into water,

which falls and replenishes the earth. Otherwise, a great

dearth would result in ultimate and universal death.

Money is the life-blood of the nation; if it does not

flow freely back and forth in the channels of trade, the

industries of the nation languish, sicken and die. Laws
that operate to concentrate the wealth of a nation produce

congestion, and stagnation of business.

Money is the great circulating medium of exchange
of commodities. Wealth is the source of individual, tem-

poral happiness. Money is the representative of wealth.

Money is power. The concentration of money is the con-

centration of power.
All history teaches that power lodged in the hands of

a few, is more dangerous, more tyrannical, than when in

the hands of the many the people.

Under an equitable system of laws, where labor is

protected, where the proper compensating laws are pro-

vided, the people, the producers of all wealth, are happy
and prosperous.

But in a government where the laws aid the rich to

become richer and the poor poorer, the power passes from

the hands of the people into that of the possessors of

wealth. The grandeur of the nation is then rooted in the

poverty of the people; and we have, as Victor Hugo says,

"monstrous opulence" on the one side, and "monstrous

misery" on the other. The government then becomes one

of aristocracy; of glittering pomp and splendor; but there

are "cracks in the foundation," the whole sub-strata of the

social structure is in commotion; questions multiply them-

selves before the people in their fearful condition of
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wretchedness; and, we have strikes; we have riots; we have

revolutions, and the wrongs of the people are wiped out in

the blood of the patriot. Such was the revolution of

France; such the revolution of our fathers of- 1776; and

such will be the revolution in this country if our statesmen

persist in ignoring the encroachments of organized capital

upon the rights of the people.

Under the present condition of affairs a man may be

allowed the ''pursuit of happiness," but he will hardly
attain to its possession.

"We hold to the principle that all monopolies are

dangerous to the best interests of the country, and have a

tendency to overthrow the great principles purchased by

Washington and his glorious compatriots.
' ' Do we believe

what we say in the preamble to our constitution and the

declaration of our principles? Then we are threatened

with a multiplicity of monopolies that menace our liber-

ties. No country in the history of the world has ever

been cursed with so many and such gigantic monopolies as

free (?) America. Free, only in name. Free, only in the

fact that we still have a glimmering hope of crushing this

monstrous system of robbery by an intelligent use of the

ballot; that failing, all hope is lost, except that last fearful

resort revolution. May the God of our fathers prevent it.

What are the natural results of railroad monopolies?
Like all other soulless corporations, their only ambition is

gain; and that gain must come from the producer. With
this sole object in view, "they are blind to the true princi-

ples of government, and, like all other tyrannical powers,

regard not the rights of the people. They do not hesitate

to buy our executive officers, corrupt our courts and pros-

titute our legislators to the attainment of their nefarious

schemes.

The New York Times, of December 6, 1880, says:
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"There is forming on the face of the territory

comprised within the United States, a great confederacy
of railroads, whose ultimate power it is not easy to fore-

cast. However great the separate systems may be, and

however far they may be rivals in the business of

through transportation, they will have certain interests in

common. They will have a common interest in resisting

government control; in obtaining and maintaining laws

favorable to their purposes, and in strengthening and

guarding their power over the business of the country.

By compacts among themselves they may lay what tribute

they will upon the industries and commerce of the people.

They rest like one gigantic despotism of iron upon the

face of this land, and regulate the development of indus-

trial interests, direct the current of trade, and exercise a

control over all the energies of the people which they may
be powerless to resist. The public can work only through

legislation and the administration of laws, and the railroad

confederacy will vie with each other in making and con-

trolling legislatures and administrations. They have

already entered into the contest here and there, and at one

time and another, and not without remarkable instances

of success.' 7

Senator Windom said:

"The channels of thought and the channels of com-

merce, thus owned and controlled by one man, or by a few

men, and what is to restrain corporate power or to fix a

limit to its exactions upon the people ? What is then to

hinder these men from depressing or inflating the value of

all kinds of property to suit their caprice or avarice, and

thereby gathering into their own coffers the wealth of the

nation? Where is the limit to such a power as this?

What shall be said of the spirit of a free people who will

submit, without a protest, to be thus bound hand and foot?"
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James A. Garfield said:

"The modern barons, more powerful than their mili-

tary prototypes, own our greatest highways and levy tribute

at will upon our vast industries. And, as the old feudal-

ism was finally controlled and subordinated only by the

combined efforts of the kings and the people of the free

cities and towns, so our modern feudalism can be subordi-

nated to the public good only by the great body of the

people.
' '

We have quoted the above authorities as evidence of

the dangerous tendencies of the great corporations that

now control our highways of commerce, and are seeking

through the most corrupt means to extend and maintain

their power over the business and industries of the country.

In further proof of the baseness and venality of their

practices, we quote below a few of the famous C. P.

Huntington letters. These letters were brought to public

notice through a suit tried at Santa Rosa, Cal., to deter-

mine whether the widow of Gen. Colton, who was Mr.

Huntington' s western manager, was being fairly dealt with

by the managers of the Central Pacific railroad:

NEW YORK, December 23, 1875.
Friend Colton:

Yours, in relation to Messrs. Bird and Parrot, received.

I can do nothing with the parties. The last time I saw

Bird he was wildly mad. I spent an evening with Parrott;

he did not show temper like Bird, but said they had been

shamefully used, etc.
,
and said that when we could satisfy

Castle, he and Bird would be satisfied, etc.
;
now the busi-

ness must be done, I think, on that side, but we all

understand that we should have it if it can be got at a fair

price, and that soon. Please let me know what arrange-
ment we have had with Mr. Castle; how much we agreed
to pay him for his services, and as to whether he has been
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paid as agreed. Mr. Parrott says he has had no pay.

Please answer at once. Yours truly,

C. P. HUNTINGTON.

NEW YORK, Nov. 20, 1874.
Friend Colton:

Yours of the I2th is received, and I am glad you have

Luttrell under your charge, but you must be careful and

not let him get anything to strike back with, as he is a

cuss, and I do not think it safe for Stanford to talk with

him on our matters, as it would be just like him to get up
in Congress and lie about what S. said to him. He must

have solid reasons, or he will go back on you.

Yours truly, C. P. HUNTINGTON.

AN EXPENSIVE FIGHT.

NEW YORK, February 26, 1876.
Friend Colton:

I have been in Washington most of the time for sev-

eral weeks past, which, with my .other business, has kept
me so very busy that I have neglected my correspondence
with you.

* *
I do not write you much about matters

in Washington, but I am having the biggest fight I ever

had there, and expect to win it. Scott is doing his best,

and has an army of men in the lobby to help him. He told

me this week that he is sure to pass his bill. He said he

would give us enough to do to take care of what we had

without meddling with his. I said to him, with a smile,

that I hoped he would do nothing that would interfere

with my helping him on his Texas and Pacific. I have

sent H. S. Brown with Judge Evans, (Mr. E. is a citizen

of Texas,) to Texas to set the State right on the S. P.,

and I sent Doc Gwin to Mississippi, Louisiana and Ala-

bama to set some back fires on Scott. I expect to weaken
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Scott much by this move. This fight will cost us much

money, but I think it is worth it, as I have written you
from time to time. I have been trying to work parties up
that have interests in roads in Texas, outside of Scott's

interest, and they told me, a few days since, that if I

would get up a bill I could use their names, and I at once

done so, and they now like it very much; and I think it

makes us stronger than we were without. I send copy of

the bill with this Senate bill No. 500. Your letter to

Luttrell was good, and I noted its effects. Good articles

in the California papers sent to our members of Congress
would do good. They get many from our enemies which

hurts. Wigginton gets nearly every thing bad that is said

about us, I think. I have many things that I would like

to say, but it is dark, and I quit.

Yours truly,

C. P. HUNTINGTON.

A PROPOSED PICNIC PARTY.

NEW YORK, July 26, 1876.
Friend Colton:

I have been working for the last two months to get a

party of say twenty-five Southern members of Congress to

go out to California and over the line of the S. P. and see

what we have done and our ability to do. Of course I

want no one to go except the best men of the South; men
who will go for the right as they understand it, and not as

Tom Scott or somebody else understands it. / told Senator

Gordon, of Georgia, if he wouldget up a party of the best

men of the south we wouldpay all their expenses, which I

suppose would not be less than $10,000, and I think it

would be money well expended. When would be the best

time to come? I think it would be as well to take them

over the S. P. before the connection is made between
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Tehachapi and Los Angeles, as they could see what we
have done better than if they should go all the way by rail.

Then have the rail laid as far east as it could be, with men
at work between the east end of the rail and the Colorado

river: Give me your views on this. Yours truly,

C. P. HUNTINGTON.

NEW YORK, August 7, 1876.
Friend Colton:

Your letters, 190 and 191, are received. The dis-

patch as to suit between Central Pacific and Cohen or

Robinson was published here about as you sent it I

think I wrote you some two weeks since that I was to

meet Tom Scott and talk over S. P. and T. P. matters.

I did not meet him. I could not get away from Washing-
ton at the time. I shall endeavor to meet him before I

come to California. Scott is very ugly and strong in

Washington; but if he keeps up this fight, we will live

to see the grass growing over him. I think I am making
friends in the South for the S. P. I have telegraphed

to-day to have you get some of the prominent men in San
Francisco to telegraph to Gordon, Senator from Georgia^
with other Southern men, to go. While Gordon and some
others are not afraid to go, Gordon tells me that some of

his friends do not like to go on the invitation from the

railroad company. If I can get the right men from the

South to go to California, we can capture all the Gulf

States for the S. P. We must win in this fight. I was

glad to learn, as I did to-day by your telegram, that you
would connect with Los Angeles in thirty days.

Yours truly, C. P. HUNTINGTON.

NEW YORK, Aug. 14, 1876.
Friend Colton:

Your two letters of the 5th, Nos. 195 and 196, are
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received. I am glad you are getting along so well with S.

P. I will send to-day six copies each of my S. P. report

for 1873 and I ^74- I left Washington on Friday, the nth.

I think our matters are safe there for the session. I saw

Gen. Gordon just before I left. He had received a dis-

patch from some of the prominent men at San Francisco,

and he said he thought they would get up a party of say

thirty prominent Southern men, and visit California this

fall, starting from this city about the ist of September.
Yours truly, C. P. HUNTINGTON.

NEW YORK, November 15, 1877.
Friend Colton:

Yours of the 2nd, No. 27, came to hand some days

since, and would have been acknowledged before but for

the reason that I have been very busy in Washington
most of the time, and I return there again to-morrow

night, as I have a hearing before the Judiciary Committee

on Saturday. You can have no idea how I am annoyed

by this Washington business, and I must and will give it

up after this session. If we are not hurt this session it

}vill be because we pay much money to prevent it; and you
know how hard it is to get it to pay for such purposes, and

I do not see my way clear to get through here and pay the

January interest, with other bills payable to January ist,

with less than $2,000,000, and possibly not for that. I

hear from all directions that Scott is very sure of passing

his T. and P. bill this session. I do not believe it, but he

has never before, I think, made the effort that he is now

making. I think Congress will try very hard to pass some

kind of a bill to make us commence paying on what we
owe the government. I am striving very hard to get a

bill in such a shape that we can accept it, as this Wash-

ington business will kill me yet, if I have to continue the

fight from year to year, and then every year the fight
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grows more expensive, and rather than let it continue as

it is, from year to year, I would rather they take the road

and done with it Yours, etc.,

C. P. HUNTINGTON.

We give the above letters as an indication of what is

going on at the national capitol during the sessions of Con-

gress. Corporations keep a well paid set of lobbyists there

in their interests, to encourage special legislation in their

behalf, or to oppose any laws that would be averse to their

interests. Senators and Congressmen lend their aid to the

accomplishment of the schemes of designing corporations

with a zeal that would do credit to them were their efforts

directed to a more honorable undertaking, and inspired by
more patriotic motives. That railroads and other modes

of transportation, properly constructed and operated, are a

blessing to the human family, and necessary to a higher

civilization, cannot be denied; and few things, perhaps,

have been so conspicuous for rapidity of growth and expan-
sion as the American railway system. There are plenty of

men yet living who find no difficulty in remembering the

time when the canal- boat and the stage coach were the

only means of communication between the various parts

of the union.
44
It was not until 1826 that capitalists became satisfied

of the value of the railway as a means of communication

between distant points. The first road of this kind in

America was a mere tramway for the transportation of

granite from the quarries at Quincy to the Neposett river,

in Massachusetts. The total length of this road was about

three miles. It terminated at the quarries in a self-acting

inclined plane. It was built upon granite sleepers, seven

and a half feet long, laid eight feet apart. The rails were

laid five feet apart, were of pine, a foot deep, and covered

with an oak plate, and this with a flat bar of iron. The
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cars were drawn by Horses. " From this rude construc-

tion as a beginning, emanated the great system of American

railways. The first locomotive, built by George Stephen-

son, at his works at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, arrived at New
York in the spring- of 1829.

Other engines were introduced in the same year.

The first engine running on two trucks of four wheels

each was introduced in 1831. The same arrangement was

also applied to long passenger cars. From this date the

improvement in railroads and railroad equipments was

truly wonderful.

The following table will give the growth of our rail-

ways from the commencement to the year 1887:

YEAR.

182?
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of the railroads of the United States for the year 1887.

The following table shows the capital stock, the gross

and net earnings and dividends paid on the American rail-

ways for the years named:

Year.
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enterprise bought the land on which the road was built

and constructed it at their own expense. Of late years,

however, a great many of the railroads have been built

almost or entirely at the public expense.
u Previous to 1850, the United States possessed vast

tracts of lands in the Western States and Territories.

These lands were the common property of the States, and

were held by the general government for their benefit. It

was believed, at one time, that the sale of these lands

would produce a large revenue for the republic, which

could be expended in various enterprises for the benefit

of the people at large. In 1850, however, it occurred to

certain of our public men that the public lands might be

advantageously used for the purpose of defraying the cost

of the various railroads, which were then in contempla-
tion. Who first conceived the idea is not known, but it

was caught up by the Illinois Central Railroad Company,
and they succeeded in interesting Stephen A. Douglas,

Senator from Illinois, in the scheme. Mr. Douglas was

captivated by the idea of the great railway intersecting the

entire State, and bringing Northern and Southern Illinois

into rapid and direct communication with Chicago and

Cairo. He saw the importance of the undertaking, and

the magnitude of the expense attending it, and, in an evil

hour for the country, adopted the opinion that the general

government should aid the construction of the road by

bestowing upon the company a portion of the public lands,

since the successful accomplishment of the undertaking
would result in building up the population and increasing
the wealth of Illinois. Mr. Douglas, with all his great

genius, did not seem to recognize the fact that he was

really asking the
, people of the United States to build a

road for a corporation in his own State, or that he was

opening a way for a systematic fleecing of the nation, for

the benefit of private individuals.
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<{In 1850, the application of the Illinois Central Com-

pany for assistance from the government was presented in

Congress. It was hotly opposed, but supported by the

persuasive eloquence of Senator Douglas, An Act of Con-

gress, approved September 2oth, 1850, granted to the State

of Illinois six sections of land per mile of road, in aid of

the construction of a railroad from Cairo to Chicago and

Dunleith. This grant was transferred by the State to the

Illinois Central Company, in consideration of which, and

in lieu of all other taxes, the company agreed to pay to the

State an amount equal to seven per cent, of the gross

earnings from freight and passengers moved over their

lines. The amount of land embraced |in this grant was

about 2,595,000 acres. This immense property consisted

of a broad strip of land lying on each side of the line of

the road throughout the entire length of the State, and

for a distance of about six miles on each side of the track.

It was a magnificent grant.

"The company made a good use of the lands thus

acquired. They were promptly surveyed and laid off in

sections. Liberal offers for the company could afford to

be liberal, since the lands had cost them practically noth-

ing were made to actual settlers. As they comprised
some of the best lands in the State, the railway sections

were rapidly taken up, and all along the line of the road

there sprang up farms and settlements as if by magic. By
the first of January, 1873, the sales of the company
amounted to 2,250,633 acres, leaving 344,367 acres on

hand. The amount received and due for lands up to this

date was over $24,000,000. The example of the Illinois

Central company was not lost upon other corporations.

Each had its champion in Congress, and applications for

land grants began to pour in upon that body. Having
granted such aid in one case, Congress could not refuse it

in others, and the result was that the greater portion of the
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public domain was given away to railway corporations.

The people of the country practically receiving no valua-

ble consideration for these grants. These grants were

made to the States and by them conveyed to the respective

railways. Congress conveyed to each of the applicants
usix alternate sections of public lands of 640 acres each,

(and equaling 3480 acres to the mile) to be taken by the

odd numbers, within six miles of the line of road proposed.

In case such a number of sections of odd numbers of

public lands could not be found within six miles of such

line (in consequence of previous sale) then the grant was

to be enlarged so as to apply to the odd sections within

fifteen miles of the line on either side, so as to make up
the full amount intended to be granted. Many of the

grants were subsequently further enlarged so as to apply to

sections of odd numbers within twenty miles of the line."

"The trust or guardianship of these lands had been

confided in the Congress of the United States, and, while

the people at that time were not averse to the granting of

aid by the government to enterprises which are national in

their character, which are for the public good, and which

at some time would render an equivalent for the aid

thus extended; they are decidedly opposed to giving their

property away for the benefit of a private corporation, and

to such a use of it by Congress. While it can be truth-

fully said that Congress is aware of this, they appear to

entertain a lofty contempt for the will of the people, fancy-

ing that they are the masters rather than the servants of

the nation. Several years ago, a leading New York jour-

nal gave the following forcible statement of the popular
view of this question:

4 ' Let us say that the property of the government of

the United States meaning thereby, of course, the

common property of the United States is worth

$4,000,000,000. In the management of this property by
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the few hundred men who make lip what we call the gov-

ernment, the implied trust is that the property will, in all

oases, be managed for the benefit of the whole people, and

that in no case shall one or two, or half a dozen, or a hun-

dred citizens be given any portion to use for their own

peculiar personal profit, to the exclusion of the remaining
millions. Now if the government that is, the men
under this trust, the trustees of the people, in other words

give, say $500,000,000 of this property to a score of

men associated together as a railway or other company, to

have and to hold and to use it as their own as much as if

it were the product of their own toil, the implied trust is

broken; the trustees betray the confidence reposed in them.

This is not a fashionable view, we know, but still it is a

true one. The wrong is the same in the few men called

and calling themselves the government, as if they had

committed it in their individual capacities and as private

citizens. No man, in any capacity, has any right to

betray a trust reposed. And yet, that such betrayal is not

only not wrong, but that it is even nobly, gloriously,

beautifully right, is the doctrine underlying the subsidy

system.
u The government, (so the subsidy doctrine runs,)

may, and not only may but should, give the Union Pacific

Railroad company, and the rest, hundreds of millions of

public acres and scores of millions of public money for the

purpose of building up and operating a business for the

exclusive profit of the said companies, to the utter and

eternal exclusion of any and all of the millions of other

citizens whom the act of incorporation fails to recite. It

is right say the advocates of this subsidy system for the

government to give away to whom it will so much of the

$4,000,000,000 as it deems proper. It develops the country
to do this; it is progress; it is in the line of best patriotic

thought; the wilderness is thereby made to bloom and
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blossom as a rose there are, in short, an infinite variety

of fine phrases to conceal the real nature of the breach of

trust. One particularly specious plea is that unless the

millions were thus robbed in behalf of the scores, the

scores could not provide great and beneficent instrumen-

talities for the use of the millions. It is forgotten that the

scores charge the millions as much for the use of the

instrumentalities as if they had not been built with the

millions' own means, but had come bodily out of the bank

accounts of the scores. If a man steal from me enough
to buy him a horse and vehicle, and then insists he is

doing me an immense service by charging me $5 for car-

rying me a mile on my own property, he does that on a

small scale which subsidized corporations, railroad or any

other, do upon a large.

u
Such, then, is the morality of the subsidy system,

which has been fostered into such magnificent proportions.

The natural operation of the system is to generate about it

a fine swarm of adventurers, of all grades, from the benev-

olent looking company president, whose gold-rimmed

glasses would shrivel in the heat of his indignation did

anyone call him an adventurer, down to the professional

lobbyist, whom he uses as the huntsman uses his hound,
to run down the game. There being millions at stake,

these adventurers, each in his sphere, are instant in action.

They cajole, they seduce, they ensnare. All the arts of

temptation ooze from their tongues- in drops of honey, and

fall from their hands in streams of gold. What wonder if

success only too often rewards their nefarious efforts if the

not over-stubborn normal virtue of the Senator or Con-

gressman succumbs? If the records of the Credit Mobilier

investigation reveal anything, they disclose this that tac-

tics of this kind were employed with exquisite skill and

relentless tenacity; and despite the half-frantic denials of
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the victims, it is perfectly evident the strategy of the sub-

sidy adventurers won."

The lands granted by the government to the various

railroad corporations amount in the aggregate to over two

! undred million acres. A table comprising the greater part
of the grants will be found in another part of this volume.

"
Lands, however, were not alone in the things which

formed the limit of railway expectations. The greed of

these corporations extended to the public funds, and bonds

and money were demanded with as much coolness and

audacity as lands. The railroad corporations early learned

that with a pliant Congress, it is easy to draw from the

natijnal treasury the funds they were not willing to pro-

vide for their enterprises. In order to effect this they were

compelled to maintain at Washington a force of paid lob-

byists, whose business it was to influence the legislation of

Congress by unpatriotic and illegal means." That the

reader may the better understand the extent to which this

corruption is practiced, and the multiplicity of the schemes

on hand, we quote the following article from a Washington

correspondent who was present during the session of the

Fortieth Congress:
u At present," he says,

"
perhaps there is more money

in the various railroad schemes than any other. And this

thing is on a scale which the country does not compre-

hend, notwithstanding the common talk about it Thus

far, in the fortieth Congress, there have been seventy-two
railroad bills introduced in the Senate alone. Eight were

presented at the first short session, fifty-two at the second

session, and in the two weeks of the present session eleven

have been reported and printed. And these last do not

include four as gigantic as any which have been passed,

yet to come. One is in preparation for which its friends

are now gathering power, for the Northern Pacific, one for

the Albuquerque Hue and its several connections; one for
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Mr. Pomeroy's little private Atchison Pacific one of the

nicest and fattest speculations ever concocted and worked

through having these special qualifications of nice and

fat on -account of the small number to divide the spoils ;

one for two roads south and west from St. Louis, and two

or three for Southern Pacific lines from Memphis, New
Orleans, and points in Texas. In all this there are four

lines across the continent, with connecting roads enough
to stretch out into two more; and then such little ventures

as the Atchison and Denver lines by the score.
* ' Of all these bills, fully three-fourths were originated

by Republicans. Four Senators brought in nearly half of

them. Mr. Pomeroy reported eleven, Mr. Ramsey seven,

Mr. Conness five, and Mr. Harlan four. Mr. Pomeroy did

not confine his attention to any particular part of the coun-

try. He proposed one land grant through the rich lands

about Port Royal, South Carolina, and another one of his

measures was for the benefit of his Wisconsin brethren;

but, not desiring to be reckoned worse than an infidel, he

made full provision for his own political household in

Kansas. We find his name attached to a land grant for a

railroad from Lawrence to the Mexican line; to three bills

for roads from Ft. Scott to Santa Fe; to a pleasant arrange-

ment for the Southern branch of the Union Pacific road

whatever that may be and also to a land grant from

Irwing, Kansas, to New Mexico; and all for the national

good, of course.
1 *

These, it must be remembered, are such railroads as

Northern Companies, Northern lobby-men, and Northern

Congressmen have concocted. The word concocted is good
for most, though a few are meritorious. The Southern

States are just beginning to vote, and the scent of South-

ern men in Congress is now as keen in respect to all mate-

rial interests as the Northern Congressman's nose. The
reason is evident. Southern smelling is now done with
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Northern noses. Carpet bags have wrought this change
for the South; and as a result, among the very first sub-

jects to call for bills from Southern men are the railroad

interests.

u And heading the column comes Senator Spencer,

with a bill making a land grant, not through the public

domain on the plains, but through the States of Tennes-

see, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, with

permission to get all the *

earth, stone, timber and other

materials,' for the construction of its roads off the public

lands along its line, and then to receive ten sections of land

to the mile, wherever they can find that amount within

twenty miles of the line they may see fit to locate, and

from Mobile onward to the western boundary of Louisiana;

if the land cannot be found within twenty miles of the

road, these patriotic gentlemen are to be obliged to hunt it

up within forty miles of their line. What will the railroad

docket of the Senate not contain by the time
4
the South-

erners have brought up their side of the railroad jobs to

the present proud height of their Northern friends, and

shall have added to the Washington lobby its own army of

bloodsuckers, plausible gentlemen of unquestioned honor,

and thieves? for it takes all these, and more, to make a

lobby. What a nice thing it will be for tax payers! All

this presents the railroad interest merely in outline. Every
bill deserves a separate letter to show the means used to

get it before the Senate, the persons engaged in pressing it,

and the parties to be benefitted by it; and in due time the

principal ones at least will get that chapter. When the

railroad jobs are disposed of, then the deck is only cleared

for action against jobs in general. There are, aside from

these, the Niagara Ship Canal, with a coupon of twelve

millions attached; the Commercial Navigation Company,
with half as much on its coupon.''

Another correspondent says,
4l that one hundred and
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fifty-nine railroad bills and resolutions have been intro-

duced in the fortieth Congress, and that twice as many
more were in preparation in the lobby; that one thousand

million acres of the public land, and two hundred millions

in United States bonds, would not supply the demands of

these cormorants. In other words, their stupendous budget
of railway jobs would require sops and subsidies in lands

and bonds, which, reduced to a money valuation, swell up
to the magnificent figure of half the national debt."

"Well did the eloquent Illinois Congressman, Mr.

Washbun- exclaim, from his place in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

ut While the restless and unpausing energies of a

patriotic and incorruptible people were devoted to the

salvation of their government, and were pouring out their

blood and treasure in its defence, there was the vast army
of the base, the venal and unpatriotic, who rushed in to

take advantage of the misfortunes of the country and to

plunder its treasury. The statute books are loaded with

legislation which will impose burdens upon future gener-
ations. Public land enough to make empires has been

voted to private railroad corporations; subsidies of untold

millions of bonds, for the same purposes, have become a

charge upon the people, while the fetters of vast monop-
olies have been fastened still closer and closer upon the

public. It is time that the representatives of the people
were admonished that they are the servants of the people
and are paid by the people; that their constituents have

confided to them the great trust of guarding their rights

and protecting their interests
;
that their position and their

power are to be used for the benefit of the people whom
they represent, and not for their own benefit and the

benefit of the lobbyists, the gamblers, and the speculators

who have come to Washington to make a raid upon the

treasury.'
}>
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In the early days of railroad financiering it was cus-

tomary to make sure that funds were forthcoming in

sufficient quantities to finish the undertaking before

embarking in it But the times and manner of construct-

ing roads have changed since then. In the Western and

many of the Southern States, large grants of the public

lands, and, in some instances, of subsidies of government

bonds, have materially aided in the construction of the

numerous railroads, spreading like a net-work over these

States and the Territories. In many cases counties have

impoverished themselves for years by voting bond subsi-

dies for the construction of railroads.

Cities, towns and townships have also voted large
amounts of bonds to aid in their construction. To build a

railroad funds must necessarily be procured before the work
can be begun, and the manner in which these are generally
obtained reveals at once a mastery of the science of railroad

financiering. To begin with, it must be made to appear
that the road for which aid is sought promises well. But,

then, it does not yet exist. It is to be constructed. In

spite of this, however, the directors of the scheme proceed
to pledge the road for the cost of its construction; or in

other words they mortgage a road that does not exist. The
stock is worth nothing, but there is another means at hand.

Bonds are created and put in the market at a certain stated

price. They are usually placed in the hands of some lead-

ing banking house in the principal financial centers of the

country to be sold, and the work of constructing the road

goes on with the money obtained for them. uThe stock

itself then passes as a gratuity into the hands of those

advancing money upon the bonds. The result is, that by
this ingenious expedient the capitalist holds a mortgage,

paying a secured and liberal interest, on his own property,
which has been conveyed to him forever for nothing. The
stock is at once nothing and everything. Given ^.way, the
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donees own and manage the road, and, receiving a fixed

and assured interest upon their bonds, enjoy a further right

to exact an additional sum, and one as large as they are

able to make it, from the developing business of the coun-

try, as dividends on the stock. Instances of this form of

railroad financiering need not be specified, for it is now the

common course of Western railroad construction.

Perhaps the best instance on record of the manner in

which skillful directors of a railroad can procure the con-

struction of their road at the cost of other parties, and

secure the profits to themselves, is afforded, by the history

of the notorious Credit Mobilier company, which con-

structed the Union Pacific Railway; and, though the story

is now old, it will bear repeating here:

"The early history of the Pacific Railroad is a story

of constant struggles and disappointments. It seemed to

the soundest capitalists a piece of mere fool-hardiness to

undertake to build a railroad across the continent and over

the Rocky Mountains, and, although government aid was

liberally pledged to the undertaking, it did not, for a long

time, attract to it the capital it needed. At length, after

many struggles, the doubt which had attended the enter-

prise was ended. Capital was found, and with it men

ready to carry on the work. In September, 1864, a con-

tract was entered into between the Union Pacific Company
and H. W. Hoxie for the building by the said Hoxie of

one hundred miles of the road, from Omaha west. Mr.

Hoxie at once assigned this contract to a company, as had

been the understanding from the first. This company,
then comparatively unknown, but since very famous, was

known as the Credit Mobilier of America. The company
had bought up an old charter that had been granted by the

Legislature of Pennsylvania to another company in that

State, but which had not been used by them.

''In 1865 or 1866, the late Oakes Ames, then a mem-
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her of Congress from trie State of Massachusetts, and his

brother Oliver Ames, became interested in the Union

Pacific Company, and also in the Credit Mobilier Company,
as the agent for the construction of the road. The Messrs.

Ames were men of large capital, and of known character

and integrity in business. By their example and credit,

and the personal efforts of Mr. Oakes Ames, many men of

capital were induced to embark in the enterprise, and to

take stock in the Union Pacific Company, and also in the

Credit Mobilier Company. Among them were the firm of

S. Hooper & Co., of Boston; the leading member of which,
Mr. Samuel Hooper, was a member of the House. Mr.

John B. Alley, then a member of the House from Massa-

chusetts, and Mr. Grimes, then a Senator from the State

of Iowa. Notwithstanding the vigorous efforts of Mr.

Ames and others interested with him, great difficulty was

experienced in securing the required capital. In the

spring of 1867, the Credit Mobilier Company voted to add

fifty per cent, to their capital stock, which was then

$2,500,000, and to cause it to be readily taken, each sub-

scriber to it was entitled to receive as a bonus an equal

amount of first mortgage bonds of the Union Pacific Com-

pany. The old stockholders were entitled to take this

increase, but even the favorable terms offered did not induce

all the old stockholders to take it, and the stock of the

Credit Mobilier Company was never considered worth its

par value until after the execution of the Oakes Ames
contract hereinafter mentioned.

"On the i6th day of August, 1867, a contract was

executed between the Union Pacific railroad and Oakes

Ames, by which Mr. Ames contracted to build 667 miles

of the Union Pacific road at prices ranging from $42,000
to $96,000 per mile, amounting in the aggregate to $47,-

000,000. Before the contract was entered into, it was

understood that Mr. Ames was to transfer it to seven
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trustees, who were to execute it, and the profits of the

contract were to be divided among the stockholders in the

Credit Mobilier Company, who should comply with certain

conditions set out in the instrument transferring the con-

tract to the trustees. Subsequently, all the stockholders

of the Credit Mobilier Company complied with the condi-

tions named in the transfer, and thus became entitled to

share in any profits said trustees might make in executing
the contract. All the large stockholders in the Union

Pacific were also stockholders in the Credit Mobilier and

the Ames contract and its transfer to trustees were ratified

by the Union Pacific and received the assent of the great

body of stockholders, but not of all. After the Ames con-

tract had been executed, it was expected by those

interested, that, by reason of the enormous prices to be

paid for the work, very large profits would be derived from

building the road, and very soon the stock of the Credit

Mobilier was understood to be worth much more than its

par value. The stock was not in the market, and had no

fixed market value, but the holders of it, in December,

1867, considered it worth at least double the par value,

and in January or February, 1868, three or four times the

par value; but it does not appear that these facts were

generally or publicly known, or that the holders of the

stock desired they should be.

"As will be seen from the above statement, the stock-

holders of the Credit Mobilier were also stockholders in the

Union Pacific company. L,ike all great corporations of

the present day, the Union Pacific road was largely de-

pendent upon the aid furnished by the government for its

success. The managers of the company, being shrewd

men, succeeded in placing all the risks and burdens of the

enterprise upon the general government, while they secured

to themselves all the profits to be derived from the under-

taking. The railroad company was endowed by Act of
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Congress with twenty alternate sections of land per mile,

and had government loans of $16,000 per mile for about

200 miles; thence $32,000 per mile through the Alkali

Desert, about 600 miles, and thence in the Rocky Mount-

ains $48,000 per mile. The railroad company issued stock

to the extent of about $10,000,000. This stock was

received by the stockholders on their payment of five per
cent, of its face. When the Credit Mobilier came on the

scene, all the assets of the Union Pacific were turned over

to the new company in consideration of full paid shares of

the new company's stock and its agreement to build the

road. The government, meanwhile, had allowed its claim

for its loan of bonds to become a second instead of a first

mortgage, and permitted the Union Pacific road to issue

first mortgage bonds, which took precedence as a lien on

the road. The government lien thus became almost

worthless, as the new mortgage which took precedence
amounted to all the value of the road. The proceeds of

this extraordinary transaction went to swell the profits

of the Credit Mobilier, which had nothing to pay out ex-

cept for the mere cost of construction. This also explains

why some of the dividends of the latter company were

paid in Union Pacific bonds. As a result of these pro-

cesses, the bonded debts of the railroad exceeded its cost

by at least $40,000,000.
u Mr. Ames was deeply interested in the scheme,

being, indeed, one of its principal managers. Being a

member of Congress, he was peculiarly prepared to appre-
ciate the value of Congressional assistance in behalf of the

Credit Mobilier. It would seem that the object of the

Credit Mobilier was to drain money from the Pacific road,
and consequently from the government, as long as possible.

Any legislation on the part of Congress designed to protect
the interests of the government, would, as a matter of

course, be unfavorable to the Credit Mobilier, and it was
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the aim of that corporation to prevent all such legislation.

The price agreed upon was so exorbitant, and afforded

such an iniquitous profit to the Credit Mobilier, that it was

very certain that some honest friend of the people would

demand that Congress should protect the treasury from

such spoliation. It was accordingly determined to interest

in the scheme enough members of Congress to prevent any

protection of the national treasury at the expense of the

unlawful gain of the Credit Mobilier. Mr. Oakes Ames,

being in Congress, undertook to obtain the desired hold

upon his associates. The plan was simply to secure them

by bribing them, and for this purpose a certain portion of

the Credit Mobilier stock was placed in the hands of Mr.

Ames as trustee, to be used by him as he thought best for

the interests of the company. Provided with this stock

Mr. Ames went to Washington in December, 1869, a ^ ^ne

opening of the session of Congress. The story of his ex-

ploits there is now familiar to everyone.

"Reduced to plain English, the story of the Credit

Mobilier is simply this: The men entrusted with the man-

agement of the Pacific road made a bargain with them-

selves to build the road for a sum equal to about twice its

actual cost, and pocketed the profits, which have been esti-

mated at about THIRTY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS this

immense sum coming out of the pockets of the tax-payers
of the United States.

"This contract was made in October, 1867. On
June 17, 1868, the stockholders of the Credit Mobilier

received 60 per cent, in cash and 40 per cent, in stock of

the Union Pacific railroad; on the 2d of July, 1868, 80 per
cent, in first mortgage bonds of the Union Pacific railroad,

and 100 per cent, stock; July 3d, 1868, 75 per cent, stock

and 75 per cent, first mortgage bonds; September 3d, 1868,

100 per cent, stock and 75 per cent, first mortgage bonds;

December i8th, 1868, 200 per cent stock; while before
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this contract was made, the stockholders had received, on

the 26th of April, 1866, a dividend of 100 per cent, in

stock of the Union Pacific railroad; on the ist of April,

1867, 50 percent, of first mortgage bonds were distributed;

on the ist of July, 1867, 100 per cent in stock again.

After offering this statement, it is hardly necessary to add

that the vast property of the Pacific road, which should

have been used to meet its engagements, was swallowed

up by the Credit Mobilier."

It seems, however, that the rapacity of this company
knew no bounds. Not satisfied with the magnificent grant
of bonds and lands, they practiced the most diabolical

deception to still further increase and swell the enormous

profits of their enterprise.

We quote the following from the Chicago Express:
u The House of Representatives has been forced by

recent revelations to pass resolutions for the appointment
of a Commission to investigate the financial management
of the subsidized Pacific roads, and the peculiar methods

of the pack of wolves who have been preying on the

public by virtue of their control of the corporations in

question. Being joint resolutions, the concurrence of the

Senate is necessary to give them effect But as they were

passed in the House without a division, notwithstanding
the peculiar tactics of a Massachusetts member, the Senate

will hardly fail to adopt them, no matter what sophistical

arguments Senator Hoar may adduce against them.
u The facts in connection with those roads are as sur-

prising as the growth of the persons who control them
from the positions of village hucksters to be multi-million-

aires in metropolitan cities. The roads were built at the

public expense, but they are owned and operated by private

parties for their own personal emolument They owe the

government $157,323,615 at this time on second mort-

gages. On first mortgages they owe to capitalists nearly

30
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as much. The government thus holds a second mortgage
with an amount of debt nearly equal to its own ahead of

it All this enormous indebtedness was not incurred in

the construction or operation of the road or in the purchase
of the plant. The men who controlled the construction

went into the business with a capital of $100,000. They
spent only $50,000 of the money in preliminary surveys.

The government loaned them $16,000 a mile for construc-

tion of tracks on the level plains from Omaha to Cheyenne
at the foot of the alleged Rocky Mountains, (which, in

point of fact, don't exist on the line of the road), and

$16,000 more was obtained by sale of first mortgage
bonds. For several hundred miles across the supposed
Rockies the mortgages yielded $96,000 a mile. Thence,
over the nearly level plains to Salt Lake, and to the foot

of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, some 1,300 or 1,400

miles, $64,000 a mile was paid for a single track, with

wooden culverts and bridges, and almost without cuts or

fills; over the Sierras, $96,000 a mile, and beyond them,

$32,000. A prominent Senator, speaking of the point on

the California side of the mountain range where the $96,-

ooo a mile began to be reckoned from, said the other day:

"It is known that more than thirty miles of valley

was included in this mountain survey.'*

"Here is a confession by a legislator of his knowledge
of a steal of the difference between $32,000 and $96,000 a

mile for thirty miles, or about $2,000,000, to which he has

never before called attention. But the California "Big
Four" squeezed some three millions of subsidies out of

the cities and towns of California, and the two cormorant

companies clutched tens of millions from the proceeds of

construction bonds, and sale of town lots and subsidy
lands. Both roads, in point of fact, were built with half

the money the robbers obtained from the bonds and lands

sold. And the stock they have subscribed for on the
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books they have never paid for, while drawing dividends

'on it for eighteen years and defaulting regularly on their

obligations to the government all this while with the

knowledge and consent of a supine and recreant Congress!

"The states, territories, cities and villages have been

assessed and taxed to build up roads for private persons,

who charge double and treble for rates and fares. There

has been no idea on the part of the beneficiaries to recipro-

cate. On the contrary, they have contrived in every way
to bleed the public. They have monopolized territory,

made exorbitant charges, diverted trade, and prevented

competition just as it suited their own interests. They
are now starving out the Union Pacific road, so that they

may have no net earnings, and that the government may
thus be cheated out of its own percentage under the Thur-

man act. All the trade of the Pacific slope business is

diverted into the Southern Pacific, built out of the profits

of the Central Pacific, which is controlled exclusively by
the Huntington - Stanford - Crocker - Hopkins combination,
and to which the Thurman act does not apply. And yet

this Southern Pacific road, and the numerous other roads

(eighteen in all) controlled by the syndicate referred to,

were built by money owing and withheld from the govern-
ment. They were built out of earnings which under the

law should have been paid into the national treasury. Not

only that, but the public money has been used to bribe

steamship companies to extort exorbitant charges, to sub-

sidize lobbyists, to corrupt legislatures, and to debauch the

public life of the country. All this and more is proved by

figures recently printed.

"The 'combine* in control of the roads have pocketed

probably $150,000,000 in the way of dividends on stock

for which they have never paid more than i per cent, of the

face value. Why have these subsidized companies been

allowed by Congress to divide tens of millions of earnings
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on stocks that have never been paid for, while their indebt-

edness to the government has yearly grown larger?
u Yet Congress has never moved in the matter. The

robbery in this way has been public, shameful and

scandalous. The patriots of both parties who have been

crying out against monopolies, rings, combinations, etc.,

from the stump have not raised a finger or uttered a pro-

test against this steal of $150,000,000 or more.
' '

They have been as dumb as oysters about it. Can

the explanations be found in the generous contributions of

the 'Big Four' in the way of 'expenses?' Is there any
clue to the trouble in the fact that most of the outside

parties mentioned in the Huntington bill of 'expenses'

were ex-senators or ex-congressmen?
"Even the President, who, through his Secretary of

the Interior, if not through the public press, must have

learned of the wholesale roguery, has hardly alluded to the

disgraceful state of affairs, and has not suggested a remedy.
He has not even urged investigation, and he has refused to

institute suits against the syndicates when they palpably
violated the law, as in the Pacific Mail Steamship Com-

pany case.

1 'The investigation now to be undertaken will not and

should not end the matter. If honest, capable men are

appointed on the Commission, the rottenness of the last six

years will be as thoroughly exposed as the rottenness of the

ten preceding years has been by Mr. French. But the

matter can not be allowed to rest at exposure. There must

be legislation as well. The plunderers must be made to

disgorge some of the stolen goods at least. They must be

driven from the control of the roads. The original law

makes ample provision for legislation which would force

the corporations into bankruptcy, when the government
could become the purchaser for the protection of its own
interests. If such a purchase should be made the govern-
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ment could refund the 6 per cent, bonds at 3 per cent, in

the interest of the people instead of in the interest of the

syndicate, as is proposed by Senator Hoar's scheme.
*
'It will be impossible for Congress to shirk its full duty

in this matter now. The people are convinced of the

enormity of the swindle. A large portion of the stolen

property is in sight, and it can be restored to the rightful

owners if there are courage and honesty in our National

Legislature.
' J

The history of the Credit Mobilier is instructive upon
another point. It presents to us a skillful and successful

instance of what is now a common practice with railroad

companies the fictitious increase or watering of the stock

of the company.
Stock watering has become so common among cor-

porations of all kinds, and has been attended with such

success that it has, among many persons, become regarded

as a legitimate transaction.

A competent writer has defined the practice as (< the

re-appraisal by its owners of a corporate property which

has, or is alleged to have, increased on their hands, without

any new outlay, and the issue to themselves of new evi-

dences of value equal to such supposed increase,
' ' or more

properly, the increase of the stock of a corporation at the

expense of the public, and for the purpose of earning divi-

dends on money never invested.

By way of illustration, a railroad company builds and

equips a road at a cost of $6,000,000, which is represented

by 60,000 shares at $100 each.

We will suppose the profits of the road will enable them

to declare a dividend of thirty per cent, per annum.

This enormous profit on the investment the public
would not permit, but would, perhaps, by law, regulate

charges of transportation, reducing them to a liberal and

just basis. The corporations, anticipating this, proceed to
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water their stock, under various pretenses, by issuing, say,

30,000 more shares, which they distribute among the stock-

holders in proportion to the amount each holds, and free of

further charges. This they would call a stock dividend of

fifty per cent.

The road now, which originally cost $6,000,000, is

represented by a capital stock of $9,000,000, upon which

the public are taxed to pay dividends to stockholders.

The dividend, however, which was formerly 30 per cent,

has, by this fictitious increase of capital stock, been

reduced to 20 per cent, without any reduction of the real

profits on the original investment

Under various pretexts the above capital may be

increased until the nominal dividend will show up in the

books of the company and their reports to be but 8 or 10

per cent.
,
while it is 30 per cent, on the original invest-

ment.

The history of the companies which have been con-

solidated into what was known as the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne
& Chicago railroad, furnishes a very fair illustration.

Here the process of watering was early commenced as a

simple and desperate expedient for raising money, at an

enormous discount, for the purpose of completing an

enterprise of doubtful success. The stock subscriptions,

which were paid in cash into the treasury of the company
were very small amounting, perhaps, in all, to less than

23 per cent, on the final cost of building and equipping the

road. It is said, that of the $18,663,876, representing the

cost of the road, the stockholders had contributed less

than $4,000,000.

In 1870 the stock of the company stood at $11,500,000
and its indebtedness at $13,600,000 more, being in all some

$1,150,000, above the cost of the road as it stood upon the

books of the company.
In June, of this year, a lease was effected of the entire
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property of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. The
stock of the Fort Wayne was raised from $11,500,000 to

$19,714,000, while the entire road, which was claimed to

have cost only $24,000,000 was suddenly represented bv

$33,400,000 of securities.

In 1852, eleven roads went into a consolidation with

the New York Central, with an aggregate capital of

$23,215,600.
The stock lowest in value of the eleven was settled

upon as the par of the new concern, and the stocks of the

other ten companies were received at a premium, varying

from seventeen to fifty
ifive per cent.

By this financial arrangement $8, 894, 500 of securities

of which not one cent, was ever represented by property,

was made a charge, principal and interest, against future

income.

By the year 1868, this company, known as the New
York Central, had, under various pretexts, increased its

stocks to $40,000,000.
u ln 1867 the Hudson River Railroad watered its stock

to the amount of 50 per cent. Mr. Vanderbilt, who had

for many years been the president of that road, now ex-

tended his control over the Central. A stock dividend of

80 per cent, was declared. Over $23,000,000 securities

were thus created at once. The next measure was a con-

solidation of the Central and Hudson River railroads. This

was effected in the succeeding year upon a stock basis of

$90,000,000 a further watering of 27 per cent, being
allotted to the Central while the turn of the Hudson

River road now having come again, there was provided for

it the munificent amount of 85 per cent, stock dividend.

The result of these astounding feats of financial legerde-

main was, that the property, which, in 1866, appeared,
from its own books, to have cost less than $50,000,000, was

suddenly shot up to over $103,000,000 in. 1870, upon the
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whole of which interest and dividends were paid. At the

same time the cost of the road stood upon the books of the

company at less than $70,000 per mile, while in evidence

of property each mile was charged with no less than

$122,000. According to the books of the company, over

$50,000 of absolute water has been poured out over each

mile of road between New York and Buffalo. ' '

In 1871 the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern had a

nominal capital of $73,000,000 of which $20,000,000 was

water.

In 1868, the sworn statement of the secretary of the

Erie railway discovered the fact that from July i
,
to the

24th of the following October, the company had increased

their capital stock from $34,265,300 to $57,766,300, or by

235,000 shares in four months.

This unwarranted issue of stock created a panic in the

stock market, caused millions of money to be locked up,

and resulted in such a stringency of the money market,

that it was only when the government threatened to issue

$50,000,000 of currency to relieve the community that the

conspirators were checked.

Another way of watering the stock of a railroad is

illustrated in the history of the Credit Mobilier of Union

Pacific fame. The stockholders of the road are also stock-

holders of a construction company, sprinkled with enough

Congressmen and Senators to insure favorable legislation.

This is especially true when government aid is required in

the construction of the road. The stockholders then pro-

ceed to let the contract for the building of the road to the

construction company (which is themselves), at an enor-

mous profit, which becomes a source of magnificent income

to the company, as well as a future charge upon the traffic

of the road, or rather upon the people who use it. Thus,
while many of the Eastern roads were constructed at a

cost of less than $50,000 per mile, the Union Pacific,
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between Omaha and Sacramento, began life with a pre-

tended cost of $115,000 per mile.

While it is difficult to ascertain the exact amount of

watered stock of all the railroads of the United States,

it is variously estimated at from fifty to sixty-six per cent.

of their nominal capital. And when we take into consid-

eration the vast amount of land subsidies granted by

Congress and the State Legislatures, together with the

bonds, etc., granted by counties, cities and towns, to aid

in their construction, it is safe to say that of the real cap-

ital furnished to construct the railroads, by those who
control them, is less than half of the aggregated capital

said to be invested in the roads of the United States, and

upon which the traffic of the people is taxed to pay inter-

est and dividends. In other words, one-half of the capital

is fictitious.

The American Almanac, for 1888, page 28, compiles
from Poor's Manual of the railroads of the United States,

a table of comparative statistics of American railways.

The table exhibits an aggregate capital stock and funded

debt of $7,882,000,000 for the year 1886. Assuming that

one-half of this capital represents water, or is fictitious, we
have a real capital of $3,941,000,000. The same table

gives the net earnings at $297,000,000, one-half of which

is charged upon watered stock, and is therefore an uncalled

for and unjust burden upon the public; or an amount equal

to nearly $150,000,000 per annum wrongfully taken from

the people. The table above referred to also indicates the

gross earnings of the various railroads, for the same year,

to be $822,000,000.

Assuming $150,000,000 of these earnings to be unjust,

it would indicate that freight and passenger rates could be

reduced 18 per cent, and the roads then be able to pay the

present dividends on the capital actually invested. In

accordance with the above figures, if we take the aggre-
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gate gross earnings of the railroads of the United States,

we shall find that for the past 20 years there has been an

excess of charges, over a fair rate on the capital actually

invested, of one hundred million dollars annually, or a

sum total for twenty years of two thousand million dollars.

It may be proper to remark before closing this chapter,

that a number of bills have been passed working the for-

feiture of some of the unearned lands by the corporations

to whom said lands were granted. There is, perhaps, no

theme aside from the tariff that the politician does not

dwell upon with greater emphasis than the immense land

grants to the different corporations. It can, however, the

politicians to the contrary notwithstanding be truthfully

said that both parties are not without sin. As has already

been stated, the first land grant bill ever introduced in

Congress was by Stephen A. Douglas, Democratic Senator

from Illinois. From this time (September 30th, 1850)
to 1857, no less tnan forty-seven bills passed a Democratic

Congress, granting lands to the various railways in the

United States. These grants embraced about thirty mil-

lion acres of the finest lands belonging to the public
domain.

Both parties committed themselves to the land grant

policy in their platforms in 1856, and again in 1860. In

1860 the Democratic party declared: "That one of the

necessities of the age, in a military, commercial and postal

point of view, is speedy communication between the

Atlantic and Pacific States; and the Democratic party

pledge such constitutional government aid as will insure

the construction of a railroad to the Pacific coast at the

earliest practical period."
The Republican party the same year declared in their

platform :

"That a railroad to the Pacific Coast is imperatively
demanded by the interests of the whole country; that the
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federal government ought to render immediate and efficient

aid in its construction; and that, as preliminary thereto, a

daily overland mail should be promptly established. n

Members of both parties have continuously and persistently

voted in favor of granting lands to railroads. This is not

a question of partyism in any sense of the word. It has

been said by those who seek to attain to partisan success by
the use of demagogism, that the Democratic party has

restored to the public domain over 100,000,000 acres of

land. In the first place there has not been the half of

that amount restored by any and all parties. In the second

place a Democratic House has never restored a single acre

to the public domain that a Republican Senate has not

concurred in. All such claims are the worst kind of dem-

agogy. Nor does it appear that Congress, in either of its

branches, were as ready to recognize the popular clamor

for the forfeiture of all unearned land grants as their pre-

tended devotion to the interests of the people would lead

one to believe. Secretary Lamar, in his annual report to

Congress, December 5, 1887, said:
u Years have elapsed since many of the grants have

been made and other years since the withdrawals. Some
of the companies have constructed the entire line of their

roads, others fragmentary portions only, and others again
none at all; but the withdrawal of the lands were no less

effective as a barrier against the settlers in the one case

than in tie other. After years of waiting, Congress had

failed to empower the department to make the necessary

surveys, whereby sor^e of the grants might be adjusted, and
no immediate prospect of such surveys were in sight. But
a law was passed March 3d, 1887, (24 United States, 556),

whereby the Secretary of the Interior was directed to im-

mediately adjust each of the railroad land grants made by
Congress to aid in the construction of railroads."

Thus it is seen that while years had elapsed since the
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land grants were made to some of the companies, on the

condition that they saould construct their lines within a

prescribed limit of time, and that some of these companies
had not constructed any part of their line, and had thus

forfeited their grant by not complying with the conditions

thereof, these lands were still withdrawn from the public

domain and not subject to settlement. During all this

time Congress, one branch of which was Republican and

the other Democratic (with the exception of two years,

1 88 1 and 1882) had done nothing to restore these lands to

the public domain, until, as Secretary Lamar says in his

report, in March, 1887, a law was passed authorizing the

Secretary of the Interior to adjust the land grants. It

would seem that the above delay was almost criminal

negligence upon the part of Congress, as a bill declaring
the forfeiture of said lands and their restoration to the

public domain could have originated in either branch. In

the meantime the courts have decided that in the absence

of a prohibitive clause in the terms of the grant, the rail-

road companies can continue the construction of their lines

and the selection of their lands until Congress delares the

grant void. The delay of Congress to take action has

thus lost to the people millions of acres of said lands.

Thus, while Congress was filibustering for political

effect, millions of acres of land were passing into the hands

of the railroad companies, under the decision of the

Supreme Court, as they continued the construction of their

lines and the selection and sale of the lands thereunto ad-

joining. When it is claimed that any party or administra-

tion has restored 100,000,000 acres of lands to the public
domain it is simply an exaggeration of the truth, and with-

out foundation in fact. Acts have been passed, effecting

to some extent, millions of acres of public lands which

had been withdrawn from the public domain, and the diff-

erent railroad companies cited to show reason why the
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same should not be restored and opened for settlement In

some instances, to use the language of Secretary Lamar in

his annual report to Congress in December, 1887, "the

companies failed to show cause; others filed answers assent-

ing to the revocations, as they had received satisfaction of

the grant either in full or as far as possible; others assented

on condition that lands covered by selections already made

should be excepted from the order of revocation as illegal

and a violation of chartered rights.'
7 A part of these

lands were restored to the public domain while others are

still in dispute and unsettled. Mr. Lamar concludes his

report as follows:

"Following this action, instructions were subsequently
issued to the Commissioner of the General Land Office to

detail all the available force in his office to the work of

adjusting the road grants, and proceeding as rapidly as pos-

sible with the same. The amount of land restored to the

.public domain through the orders revoking the indemnity

withdrawals, is stated by the Commissioner of the General

Land Office to be 21,323,600 acres."

Nevertheless, we have the great national spectacle

presented, of the leaders of one great political party, rep-

resenting about five million voters, claiming to have

"restored to the people nearly one hundred millions of

acres of valuable land to be sacredly held as homesteads

for our citizens.
' ' While the other party in their platform

persistently "deny that the Democratic party has ever

restored one acre to the people, but declare that by the

joint action of the Republicans and Democrats about fifty

millions of acres of unearned lands originally granted for

the construction of railroads have been restored to the pub-
lic domain.'* Who are the public to believe?



CHAPTER VIII.

MONOPOLY OF TRANSPORTATION RAILROAD RATES

EXTORTION.

WE HAVE remarked in another chapter, that the rate

on the railroad traffic of the United States might be

reduced 18 per cent, and the companies still pay a fair

dividend on the capital actually invested. We will now

proceed to further test the truth of the statement, in the

light of the facts at hand. Relative to the cost of the con-

struction of roads and the amount of capital actually

invested therein, one of our most distinguished bankers

and financiers says:

"The mischief, financially, socially, and politically,

has not yet been reached. In a large number of cases

nearly all there has been financial reconstruction. Of

our 125,000 miles, with stock and debt of $7,500,000,000,

at least 60 per cent, has gone through the debt scaling

process.
' '

Here is the plan pursued: Bonds are issued and sold

for proceeds with which to build and equip the road; the

stockholders permit it to become hopelessly involved in

debt; the mortgage is foreclosed, the road sold for what it

will bring under the hammer, and the debt wiped out.

The stockholders purchase the road at a nominal

price; reconstruct and reorganize it under a new name.

The bondholders who furnished the money to build the

road get nothing; while the stockholders, whose stock
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represents water, get all. The Cotton Belt Route of our

own State (Arkansas) which recently wiped out a million

dollars of debt, is a fair illustration.

An eminent writer says: "Two billion dollars repre-

sents fully the real cost of the roads. ' '

The Chicago Grocer says: "The president of one of

our longest trunk lines believes that fares from New York

to Chicago might be reduced to $2. He says:
*We often

carry hogs from Chicago to New York, for $i apiece, and

feed them on the way, too. Yes, we have to unload them

twice and feed them, and transport their keepers from

Chicago to New York, at $i apiece. Now, men load and

unload themselves. Fifty men can get into a car. So, I

tell you that we can carry passengers from New York to

Chicago for $2 apiece and make money and for $i apiece,

provided we can carry a full train. n

If we take these figures as a just rate for passenger

transportation, we have the fare reduced to % cent per mile.

The average rate on all the roads in the United States is a

fraction less than 2^ cents per mile. The aggregate receipts

on all the roads for passenger traffic, for the year 1886, was

#212,000,000. This would indicate an extortion of $187,-

000,000 on passenger traffic alone, for one year. If,

however, we calculate the fare at four times what this

railroad president said he could afford to carry them at, or

i cent per mile, we still have an overcharge on passenger
fares for the yea* above indicated, of over $100,000,000.

"On page 652, Vol. 2, 'Transportation to the Seaboard,'

we find: 'Taking the figures of the quotations of the 28th

as our standard, and we may say it costs 39 cents to send a

bushel of wheat from St. Louis to New York. This is

12.4 mills per ton, per mile, for 1,043 miles, on the

cheapest kind of freight (except coal), known to commerce,
hauled the maximum distance, with the greatest profit to

the company.
"
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"The average rate on all the roads of the United

States, according to Poofs Manual of American Railways,

on all classes of freight, is 1.04 per ton per mile; while

the report of the Pennsylvania company show that on all

kinds of freight on a great number of more or less profita-

ble lines, the average rate of freight was only 8.98 mills

per ton per mile. The above figures would indicate a fair

and possible reduction of 16 per cent. But we have seen

that the railroads were charging 3QC for carrying a bushel

of wheat from St. Louis to New York.

"This is 12.4 mills per ton per mile for the 1,043

miles of road. If we take the Pennsylvania rate to be fair

and just, there is an over charge of 3.42 mills per ton.

This is not taking into consideration the fact that wheat is

below the average class of freight, as they are rated.

Taking the Pennsylvania road as a basis, the above figures

indicate a possible, fair reduction of 38 per cent. A ton

of wheat at 39 cents per bushel from St. Louis to New
York, will cost $14; but twelve men, weighing a ton (or

about 170 pounds each), are charged $20 apiece, or at the

rate of $240 per ton.

"We must take all the factors to arrive at a just basis

of rates. Coal has been carried in England, on roads cost-

ing nearly three times as much as our American railways,

for 3.2 mills per ton per mile."

Assuming that the difference in the cost of the roads

would offset the difference in the class of freight, our own
roads could transport wheat for 3. 2 mills per ton per mile.

At this rate the cost of transporting a bushel of wheat

from St. Louis to the seaboard, would be a fraction less

than 1 1 cents, or a net saving to the farmers of the West
and Northwest of 28 cents per bushel. It is safe to say
that there is an extortion on the rates of corn and wheat

shipped to the seaboard of 20 cents per bushel. In

1886 we exported 180,000,000 bushels of wheat, for which
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the farmers should have received 20 cents a bushel more

than they got, or the sum of $36,000,000. Of corn we

exported 187,000,000 bushels, on which the extortion

amounted to $37,000,000, or a total of $73,000,000 on these

two cereals, But the mischief does not stop here, as the

shipping price governs the local markets, the farmer is

compelled to sell to the feeder, the miller and others, at the

reduction caused by extortionate freight charges.

Jeremiah S. Black, ex-judge of the supreme court and

ex-attorney-general of the United States, in speaking of

the extortions of the railroad companies of the United

States, says: "They express their determination to charge
as much as the traffic will bear; that is to say, they will

take from the profits of every man's business as much as

can be taken without compelling him to quit it In the

aggregate, this amounts to the most enormous, oppressive

and unjust tax that ever was laid on the industry of any

people under the sun. The irregularity with which this

tax is laid, makes it still harder to bear. Men go into

business which may thrive at present rates, and will find

themselves crushed by the burdens unexpectedly thrown

upon them after they get started. It is the habit of rail-

road companies to change their rates of transportation
often and suddenly, and, in particular, to make their

charges ruinously high without any notice at all. The
farmers of the Great West have made a large crop of grain,
which they may sell at fair prices if they can have it

carried to eastern ports, even at the unreasonably high
rates of last summer. But just now it is said that the

railway companies have agreed among themselves to raise

the freight 5c per hundred weight, which is equal to an

export tax upon the whole crop of probably $75,000,000.
The farmers must submit to this highway robbery or else

keep the products of their land to rot on their hands."

"A committee of the United States Senate reported,

40
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six years ago, that even at that time the men who con-

trolled the four great trunk lines between New York and

Chicago, could,
*

by a single stroke of the pen, reduce the

value of property in this country by hundreds of millions

of dollars. An additional charge of five cents per bushel

on the transportation of cereals would,' they said, 'have

been equivalent to a tax of $45,000,000 o;. the crop of

1873.' No Congress would dare to exercise so vast a

power, except upon a necessity of the most imperative
nature. ' '

At the rate coal is carried, 3. 2 mills per ton per mile,

railroad cross ties could be shipped from Hardy, Arkan-

sas, to Kansas City, for 1 1 cents apiece, and from Jonesboro
for 13 cents; the present rate is 29 cents. Within the past

five years there has been 3,000,000 ties taken from the line

of the Kansas City, Springfield and Memphis railroad,

between the Missouri State lyine and Big Bay.
There was an average overcharge of, at least, 10 cents

per tie, indicating a loss to the people along the line of

$300,000 on the single item of railroad ties, and on a

territory of less than 100 miles in extent. A Philadelphia
merchant stated, that a car load of corn had been shipped
to him from Iowa; the freight and commission charges
were $233,70; and the grain brought only $233.07; leav-

ing a deficit to the shipper of 63 cents.

Another man went out to Iowa and bought a lot of

corn for 13 cents a bushel, shipped it to Springfield, Mass.,

where he sold it for 69 cents', and made just i cent a bushel.

The writer remembers having once shipped a car load of

flour from St. Louis, a distance of 226 miles, for which he

paid only $22, but at this point it was transferred to another

road, that charged $28 for hauling it twenty-three miles.

At another time he paid $16 for a car load of hogs a dis-

tance of seventeen miles, and at another $10 for a car load

of wood nine miles. By unjust and inconsistent charges
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and discriminations, railroad corporations have created a

prejudice against themselves on the part of the public that

bodes them no good in the near future. As a means of

developing the resources of the country, to lighten labor

and add to the happiness of the human family, when used

legitimately, railroads stand at the head of the column in

the benefactions to the human race.

But the avarice, the greed, the corruption and the

tyranny which has characterized the American railroad

corporations has known no bounds nor respected any rights

of either persons or property. Controlling the great high-

ways of the nation with all the multifarious network of

feeders, they have levied tribute on labor with all the

audacity and greater rigor than the lords and despots of

the feudal ages. Since the war Shylock, Wall street and

the devil has squeezed $2 worth of wheat and all other

products of labor into $i, and now this twin brother of

monopoly stands upon the public highways and demands

tithes five times greater than was paid to church and state

under the Mosaic dispensation, and the farmers are in a

worse condition than the man in the Scriptures who fell

among thieves between Jerusalem and Jericho. By a sys-

tem of rebates they have violated and set aside the operation

of the law. In this way they have assisted in the forma-

tion and growth of the giant monopolies of trade that have

become an incubus upon labor. In this way has the

Standard Oil company grown and prospered, its rebates

amounting to $10,000,000 in eighteen months. Under the

shadow of the protection of railroad monopoly exists the

greatest coal combination in the world, who have it in

their power to fix the limit of production and set a price

upon every ton of coal used in the cities of the Eastern*

States.

It is nonsense to talk about competition regulating

transportation and insuring a just schedule of charges.
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Whatever effect competition might have had in the early

days of railroads, it is no longer a factor in adjusting a

schedule of rates. Besides the most atrocious system of

stock watering and exaggerating of the real capital invested,

various other pretexts are resorted to, for the purpose of

absorbing and covering up the enormous profits wrung
from the industries of the people. Exorbitant salaries are

paid the officials, and frequently the most reckless extrava-

gance indulged in in the management of the road. Many
attempts have been made by the Legislatures of States to

control the traffic within their borders; but so far their

efforts have met with such limited success that it might
almost be said to be a failure. An open defiance of the

law has frequently characterized the railroad corporations,

and having such a total disregard for the rights of the

people that an issue in court depends, not so much upon
the justice of the cause, as the patience and persistence of

the people to hold out against the money of the corpora-

tion.

The Chicago Daily News statistician says:
u The

railways collect what the traffic will bear. The liabilities

of the roads in Illinois at the beginning of 1886 were

$73> O93> OO3> representing an actual value of one-third

this sum. In other words, it is endeavored to collect a

high rate of interest on property at three times its actual

cost. By what right does a public highway, deriving a

franchise and right of domain from the State for the public

good, to be exercised for reasonable compensation, go on

piling up capital account, adding in deferred dividends,

equipments, floating debts, surplus, increasing yearly the

total, and collecting on this fictitious total an exorbitant

fate of interest? We pay to the railways of this State

each year nearly twice the interest on the national debt.

The tax affects all classes indirectly, but the producer
the farmer the most. The middle man and the trader
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shift the burden; the consumer may curtail his consump-

tion, but the farmer must sell."

Just where and how the matter will end is hard to

foretell. The farmers demand protection, and it seems as

though the State Legislatures and Courts are either unable

or unwilling to grant it. Congress, yielding to the popu-
lar clamor, passed the Inter-State Commerce law. But the

provisions of the law are worded so intricately, and its

operations are so inadequate to the demands of the existing

evils, that it is a question whether the bill was got up and

passed in the interests of the people or the railroad corpor-

ations. The only clause in the law that could benefit the

people to any extent is the one referring to the long and

short haul, and it reads as follows: uThat they shall not

charge more for a short haul than a long haul under sub-

stantially similar circumstances and conditions, over the

same line running in the same direction."

Gen. J. B. Weaver, in a speech at Lima, Ohio, refer-

ring to this law, said:
"
I do not wish to omit the statement that Congress,

at its last session did undertake to regulate commerce

among the states and they passed a law known as the

Inter-State Commerce Law, and I can't be accused of

making a partisan statement here, because all parties sup-

ported this measure. But they passed a law, and having
been a pretty close student of the Bible, I will state before

this audience here to-night that it will be no harm for you
to worship it, for it is not like anything in the heavens

above, or the earth beneath. That law says, speaking of

the long and short haul, and that is about all there is in

the law, that they shall not charge more for a short haul

than for a long one. Well, this is remarkable, is it not?

But, if it stopped there, it would be a very good law, not-

withstanding some contradictions of terms. It says they
shall not charge more for a short haul than a long one under
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substantially similar circumstances over the same line in the

same direction. What does that mean? You know the

Knights of Labor believe in having laws so plain that the

people can understand them when the children read them.

I defy all the lawyers in Lima to tell me; there is no one

under the sun that can tell what it means. 'Shall not

charge more for a short haul than a long one under sub-

stantially similar circumstances and conditions over the

same line running in the same direction.
'

Why, it was

drawn so nobody could understand it.

"Just imagine the Great Law-Giver, when he gave
the ten commandments : Thou shalt not kill

;
Thou shalt

not steal, under substantially similar circumstances and

conditions over the same line in the same direction. (Loud
and tumultuous applause.) No, that was put in that law

for the purpose of deceiving the people. The people
clamored for a law regulating inter-state commerce, claim-

ing that commerce was put into the hands of these great

corporations and controlled by them. And they answered

you by giving you a law which was declared, in the face

of its promoters in the House, to mean simply to leave the

question to the railroads to decide what was the similar

circumstances and conditions. They passed it, and last

week the five commissioners decided it to mean exactly

what we told them it meant that the railroads must

determine what was substantially similar circumstances and

conditions, and then, if the people didn't like it they
could go where? The law tells them where, and only

where. Hither in the federal court, away off from their

homes, or before the five commissioners at Washington

City."

Section eight of Article first of our Constitution says:

Congress shall have power "to regulate commerce with

foreign nations, and among the several States, and with

the Indian tribes."
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Congress has exercised this right with regard to "for-

eign nations" and "Indian tribes," but who has been

regulating commerce among the "several States?"

"Three men meet in a room in New York. They
are not called kings, wear no crowns, and bear no scepters.

They merely represent trunk lines of railway from the

Mississippi to New York. Other points settled, one says,

"As to the grain rate; shall we make it fifty from Chi-

cago?" "Agreed; crops are heavy, and we shall have

enough to do."

"Business finished, the three enjoy sundry bottles of

good wine. The daily papers presently announce that the

trunk lines have agreed upon a new schedule of rates for

freight, which is, in effect, a trifling increase; on grain,

from forty-five to fifty cents from Chicago to New York
with rates to other points in the usual proportion. The con-

versation was insignificant, the increase trifling. But to

the farmers of the Northwest, it means that the will of

three men has taken over thirty millions from the cash

value of their products for that year.

"The conversation is imaginary; but the startling

tacts upon which it is based are terribly real, as West-

ern and Southern farmers have learned. The few men
who control the great railway lines have it in their

power to strip Western and Southwestern agriculture of

all its earnings, not after the manner of ancient high-

waymen, by high-handed defiance of society and laws

the rush of swift steeds, the clash of steel, and the stern

'Stand and deliver!' The bandits of modern civilization,

who enrich themselves by the plunder of others, come
with chests full of charters; judges are their friends, if

not their tools; and they wield no weapon more alarming
than the little pencil with which they calculate differences

of rate, apparently so insignificant that public opinion
wonders why the farmer should complain about such
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trifles. Yet the farmers have complained, and, complain-

ing in vain, have got angry."
For years the managers of railway systems have been

controlling the greater part of commerce between the

States; for years the people have been robbed by these

modern uncrowned but no less powerful kings.

There seems to be but one remedy for the evils grow-

ing out of our present railroad system. It is for the

government to take absolute supervisory control of the

roads, or, by right of eminent domain to become the

owner of the roads by gradual purchase. In advocating
this remedy we are not unaware of the fact that it is stoutly

opposed by the adherents of the two great political parties

in the country, and by the subsidized press. But for many
reasons which it is not our purpose do discuss here we be-

lieve it to be the only correct solution of the transportation

problem. The roads are public highways and of right

ought only to be operated for the public good. Any sys-

tem that is not for the public good that is detrimental to

the public welfare is and of right ought to be subject to

public control. Men talk about "Chartered Privileges"

and " Vested Rights." If a " vested right" becomes a

nuisance a public wrong it is no longer a "right,"

vested or otherwise; for a right can not exist in a wrong.
If such was a fact a man's right to carry on a slaughter

house within the confines of a densely populated city could

not be questioned, provided he held a deed to the property.

No man has a right to operate against the public welfare

and against their expressed will.

Private interests must give way to public good. There

is no reason why all the highways should not belong to and

be under the control of the government. England owns

and controls the greater part of her railroad system. Prus-

sia owns about all of the 20,000 miles operated in that

kingdom. France will, in a few years, have acquired, by
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purchase and otherwise, the full ownership of her entire

railroad system. Other European States have exercised

the same sound judgment in either preserving full control

of the railways or granting charters with limited privileges

for short periods. But it is objected that, should the gov-
ernment own the railways of the country, it would be

centralizing the power, and become a means of political

corruption. The same objection has been urged in regard
to the government issuing its own money; and could, with

equal propriety, be urged against the government control

of the postal department, as also of the department of the

army and navy, and of the internal revenue department.
All these departments had as well be farmed out or rented

to syndicates for so much a year, and confer upon them the

privilege of taxing the people what they see fit to pay the

expenses of keeping up these different departments, and

whatever profits they may see fit to make.

It is simply a question whether this centralization of

power in the hands of the government, which is the peo-

ple, would be more dangerous to their interests and their

liberties than when lodged in the hands of a few unscru-

pulous railroad officials, whose only object is gain, and

who have already distinguished themselves by corrupting
our legislatures and our courts. This question of trans-

portation is, to the farmer, one of serious moment. As
has already been remarked it is not a party question.

States having large Democratic majorities have been, and

are, as helplessly in the hands of corporations as those

which have large Republican majorities. It is a question
of serious consequence to the farmer. Upon its equitable

adjustment depends to a great extent whether in the future

farming will pay.



CHAPTER IX.

MONOPOLY OF TRADE THE TARIFF.

No BRANCH of our subject has received greater atten-

tion in the past twelve months than the tariff question.

Though the extent to which the rate of duties effect

internal trade has been a matter of difference between

statesmen since the foundation of the government, the

question has been discussed in all its details with as much

avidity as if entirely new. The following is the contents

of a letter written by the author to the National Wheel

Enterprise during the summer of 1888:

In a discussion of the tariff issue it is not intended to

cover all the grounds of that most complicated of all

questions; neither is it intended that we shall point out and

advocate a well denned policy to be pursued in the read-

justment of the tariff schedule. To do so would require

more time and greater facilities for obtaining the necessary

facts than we have at our disposal. It is only intended to

expose some of the fallacies of the different systems and

indicate the danger that threatens as the result of an

unjust and impolitic readjustment of our tariff laws.

While there is quite an element that is uncompromisingly
and openly in favor of free trade, it must be admitted that

a very large majority among the law-makers and the

masses favor protection in some form and to some extent.

The most remarkable feature, however, in connection with

this vexed question is the great amount of talking done,

compared with the little that is known about it. As an
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evidence of the truth of this observation let the reader ask

his neighbors and acquaintances what position President

Cleveland occupies in relation to the subject, and if he is

acquainted with the provisions of the Mills tariff bill now

pending in Congress.. Ask them if they know what the

present duty is on iron, steel, hemp, wool or woolen

manufactures, and what the Mills bill proposes to make it

on the same articles.

A few days since your correspondent put the question

to a prominent citizen who aspires to represent his county
in the Legislature, and he confessed that he had never read

the Mills bill. A Democratic county convention endorsed

the President's message and the Mills bill and nine-tenths

of them were not acquainted with either. It is only by a

diligent study of this, as of all other questions, that we are

enabled to form an intelligent opinion.

In glancing back over the platforms of the political

parties we learn that there are three distinct systems advo-

cated, viz:

A Tariff for Protection.

A Tariff for Revenue only and Free Trade.

The first of these systems may be defined as a tariff

imposed upon such articles as are manufactured or pro-

duced in this country as will, either partially or totally,

prohibit the importation from other countries of like

articles; thus shutting out from our home markets foreign

competition.

A tariff for revenue only might be defined as an adva-

lorem import duty levied on all foreign importations,

without regard to any special industry, and for the sole

purpose of raising the necessary revenues of a government.
This system, while it might afford incidental protection to

some articles, would leave others practically unprotected ;

while it would be levied alike on articles not produced in

this country, such as tea, coffee, etc.
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Free Trade means the abolition of all import duties

and the revenues raised, either by a direct taxation or an

internal revenue on domestic products such as is now levied

upon tobacco, whisky, etc.

With regard to the protective system there are some

things that might, perhaps, be urged as wise and judicious

measures and in harmony with the teachings of some of

our wisest and best statesmen; and, which experience has

shown to be consistent with the material advancement of

the Nation. But the evils that have grown out of this

system, by the utter disregard of our statesmen to adhere

strictly to the principles which would have resulted in all

the advantages of the system, have given us good cause

for alarm and brought the system into disrepute. In look-

ing after the special interests of certain industries, the

public good has been too sadly neglected. It is hardly

necessary to state that the tariff question is one that has

engaged the attention of our statesmen from the earliest

foundation of the government.

George Washington in his first message to Congress
declared that:

u The safety and interest of the people require that

they should promote such manufactures as tend to render

them independent of others for essential, and particularly

for military, supplies.
"

The very first act of the first Congress was prefaced by
a preamble, declaring its object, in this language:

"
WHEREAS, It is necessary for the support of the

government, for the discharge of the debt of the United

States, and the encouragement and protection of the man-

ufactures, that duties be levied upon goods, wares and

merchandise imported.
' J

In his second message to Congress, Washington said:

"Congress has repeatedly, and not without success,

directed their attention to the encouragement of manufac-
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tures. The object is of too much consequence not to insure

a continuance of their efforts in every way which shall

appear eligible.''

Benjamin Franklin, in 1771, says:

"It seems the interest of all our farmers and owners

of land to encourage our young manufactories, in prefer-

ence to foreign ones imported among us from distant

countries.
' '

Alexander Hamilton, in 1779, wrote:

"To maintain between the recent establishments of

one country and the long matured establishments of

another country a competition on equal terms, both as to

quality and price, is in most cases impracticable. The dis-

parity in one or in both must necessarily be so considerable

as to forbid a considerable rivalship without extraordinary

aid and protection from the government"

Henry Clay, in 1824, said:

u It is most desirable there shall be both a foreign and

a home market, but with respect to their relative superi-

ority, I cannot entertain a doubt. The home market is

first in order and paramount in importance. But this

home market, desirable as it is, can only be created and

cherished by the protection of our own legislation

against the inevitable prostration of our industry, which

must ensue from the action of foreign policy and legisla-

tion. If I am asked why unprotected industry should not

succeed in a struggle with protected industry, I answer:

The fact has ever been so and that is sufficient. If we

speculate on the causes of this universal truth, we may
differ about them, still the indisputable fact remains. The
cause is the cause of the country, and must and will

prevail. It is founded on the interest and affections of the

people. It is as native as the granite deeply embossed in

our mountains. "
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General Jackson, in 1824, wrote:

"It is time we should become a little more American-

ized, and instead of feeding the paupers and laborers of

England, feed our own."

Mr. Adams, in 1832, said:

"And thus the very first act of the organized Con-

gress, united with the law of self-preservation, by the

support of the government just instituted, the two objects

combined in the first grant of power to Congress; the

payment of the public debts and the provision for the

common defense by the protection of manufactures. The
next act was precisely of the same character: an act of

protection to manufactures still more than of taxation for

revenue. ' J

Daniel Webster, in 1833, said:

' ' The protection of American labor against the injur-

ious competition of foreign labor, so far, at least, as respects

general handicraft productions, is known, historically, to

have been one, and designed to be obtained by establishing

the constitution; and this object, and the constitutional

power to accomplish it, ought never to be surrendered or

compromised in any degree."

We desire to be distinctly understood, that we do not

make the above quotations from these eminent authorities

for the purpose of apologizing or in any way tolerating the

present iniquitous system of our tariff laws; but only to

sustain the old adage,
u self preservation is the first law of

nature
;

' ' and to impress upon the mind of our readers

that the interest of American labor is as intimately con-

nected with a just and equitable revision of our present

tariff laws as that of the manufacturers; and, that this

sentiment is concurred in by the able authorities above

quoted. The many evils growing out of the system are not
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traceable to the defects of the system itself, but like many
other matters, to its abuse.

The unpatriotic and unexampled selfishness and ava-

riciousness of those manufacturers who, not content with

the simple remedy of a tariff equivalent to the difference

in the price of labor here and the pauper labor of Europe,
thus placing them on an equal or better footing than their

foreign competitors in our home markets, have sought to

enrich themselves by securing the passage of laws that

fixed the rates so high that it practically shut out all for-

eign competition, and then, when this was accomplished,

have, by unjust combinations and the formation of trusts,

broke down domestic competition and increased the price

of their goods to an extent that it amounts to legalized

robbery, is a cause of well grounded alarm.

Under the shadow of our present tariff laws have

grown some of the most gigantic trusts, that levy tribute

upon the people with an iron hand and utter disregard of

all moral or legal considerations, or of the fearful conse-

quences which must inevitably follow. Mammon is the

god of their worship and their schemes of plunder are only
limited by the absorption of the products of labor.

It is not strange that the people view with well

grounded fears, the growing evils of the existing tariff

laws, and evince a disposition to rush blindly to the other

extreme. But before we take the leap into the doubtful

sea of free trade, let us stop for a moment and consider.

To illustrate the matter more plainly, let us suppose
that in the United States it costs the manufacturer four

cents to make a yard of cotton goods, of a certain grade;
and that, on account of cheaper labor, to manufacture the

same class of goods, in England, it costs but three cents.

The foreign manufacturer could, therefore, place his goods
in the market for one cent less than the American manu-
facturer.
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The result must be one of two things:

1. The American manufacturer must shut down and

go out of the business; or,

2. He must reduce the wages of American labor to a

foreign basis.

One of these two results is inevitable. None will

favor the adoption of the latter; but there are some who
will say :

' * If the American manufacturer cannot compete
with the foreign manufacturer let him 'close up' his business,

and the people buy where they can get goods cheapest.
"

At first glance this looks like a reasonable and sensible

view of the* matter; but if we trace its results to a final

termination we will, perhaps, arrive at a different conclusion.

We have already seen that, without foreign competi-

tion, in many cases our own manufacturers have combined

to break down home competition.

If we, then, permit our home industries to be

destroyed, we are wholly dependent on and at the mercy
of foreign manufacturers. Have we any guarantee, then,

after we have permitted them, with the aid of their

cheap labor, to break down our domestic industries, that

they will not do as our own manufacturers are now doing
form combinations and trusts, and put a price on their

goods as high or perhaps higher than we are now compelled
to pay? And what remedy could we resort to to prevent
it? We would have no legal jurisdiction over them as we
have over our own manufacturers. The only remedy
would be to again revive our own industries. And, in view

of the fact that protection might again be withdrawn by
the government, many years would elapse before our own
manufactories would reach their present proportions.

Another feature we have to take into consideration is,

that if we permit our own factories to be closed, the two

and one-half millions of people therein engaged will be
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compelled to seek employment at some other occupation;

and, while a few might become engaged in trade, trans-

portation, mining, personal and professional services, the

great body of this vast army would be compelled to

engage in the cultivation of the soil. The effect of this

can well be realized when we consider that these millions

who had once been the consumers of our own products,

now, not only produce what they consume, but compete
with us in supplying an already over-glutted market, and

whiph is made the more so by their becoming non-con-

sumers. An enormous over-production of the products of

the farm and garden would be the result and a consequent
ruinous fall in prices.

We would thus be placed in a position where we
would not only have to pay to foreign. manufacturers high

prices for goods, but would be compelled to exchange the

products of our own labor at greatly reduced prices. To
use an old and familiar expression, we would have (

'jumped
out of the frying pan into the fire." The manufacturer is

sufficiently protected if the tariff rate is equal to the differ-

ence in the price of labor in this and foreign countries.

He is then enabled to meet his competitor on an equal

footing in our home markets, and at the same time pre-

vented from forming combinations to increase the price of

his goods. To fix the tariff higher than this leads to a

monopoly of trade; to fix it lower than the difference in

wages is to degrade American labor, either arbitrarily by
a reduction of wages in the factories, or naturally by com-

pelling him to become a producer of the products of the

soil, causing over-production, and consequent reduction of

prices. As certain as it is natural for men to have affini-

ties for different trades and professions, it is right that a

Nation should have a diversity of interests. To be wholly

independent of other Nations is to be -prosperous and

happy; but without a diversity of interests it is impossible

41
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to be independent. We have within the bounds of this

government the resources of a great Nation; we possess all

the concomitants of wealth. It is a question of grave im-

portance to our people to consider whether we shall develop
these resources ourselves, and enjoy the natural and God-

given elements of comfort and happiness, or whether we
shall permit foreign capital to reap the harvest.

As we have before remarked,
u a tariff for revenue

only" might afford incidental but inadequate protection to

some articles; it might also protect some that did not need

it, and thus foster a monopoly as gigantic in its proportions
and as merciless in its exactions as some that have grown
from the present system.

Having indicated some of the evils attending the

different systems, we will now turn our attention to the

measures which, it is urged, will correct the evils and

inequalities of our present tariff laws.

We desire to state, however, in the outset, that it is

almost impossible, under the existing party methods, to

bring up and pass a measure calculated to relieve the

burden of taxation now oppressing the people. Why?
Because there is not ability enough in the Fiftieth Con-

gress? No.

Because New York is the key to the to the the

the the situation the offices. Under the existing party

methods, New York dictates who shall be President, and the

President dictates who shall hold the offices. Both parties

are pledged to the people to revise the tariff. Both parties

are pledged to the manufacturers not to injure their inter-

ests. Just how the people are going to be relieved without

somebody else being the loser is a matter that has not

occurred to some of our wise solons, and will be somewhat

difficult to explain to the people. Both parties have

adopted the battle cry,
u relief for the laboring man."

Between the threatening attitude of the manufacturers on
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one side and the labor organizations on the other, the poli-

ticians are in a "peck of trouble. n The Democrats in

Congress adopted the aggressive, and now they wish they
had not done it. The ominous mutterings in their own

party over the Mills bill, and the wrangling of the com-

mittee on platform at the St. Louis convention, had given
them the * ' weak trembles. ' ' The echoes of the voices of

the delegates from the u
far west," pledging to the conven-

tion the solid support of the Pacific States, had hardly died

away, when the news "Oregon's Republican 4,000,"
flashed over the wires and threw them into a confusion.

From the east, from plain, matter-of-fact Joe Pulitzer, of

the New York World, comes the consoling remark, "the

first gun of the campaign signalizes a Republican pro-

tectionist gain.
' '

I^ook at the situation! Henry Watterson and Senator

Gorman wrangling in the committee rooms in S.t I^ouis

about the policy of endorsing the President's message
the message of a man who had been nominated without a

dissenting voice, and amid an uproar that is without a par-

allel in Dante's Inferno. Watterson fighting for free trade

and Gorman and a majority of the committee for Demo-

cratic success. New York, Connecticut and New Jersey

must be appeased or defeat is certain; on matter for prin-

ciple, success is the great desideratum. An army of men
afraid to move! But a truce is agreed upon. Watterson

and all his associates are "to tell the people of the South

and Southwest that the Democratic party is in favor of

free trade, and Gorman is to tell the manufacturers of the

East that it is in favor of protection. The people do not

know what the platform of 1884 was, and the President's

message is interpreted to suit the locality and demands of

the people. They will vote for protection and Cleveland

in the East and for free trade in the South and Southwest

The trap is set and it will "catch 'em gwine and cominV
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A low tariff party depending on the votes of the people
of a high tariff State for success. 'Tis a grand old party!

It is like the man who was so tall he never knew when his

feet were cold. The Democratic party is so big that one end

of it does' nt know what principles the other end of it is

advocating. At the risk of being charged very unappre-

ciative, we are compelled to say that we do not endorse

the Mills tariff bill; it is a mixture of high tariff, tariff for

revenue only, and free trade. We confess, however, that

it is consistent with the record of the Democratic party.

A party that, in 1856, declares itself in favor of free trade;

in 1872 admits that "there is irreconcilable difference of

opinion with regard to respective systems of protection and

free trade" among them; in 1876 and 1880 favors a "tariff

for revenue onty," and in 1884 and 1888 favors a protective

tariff, or anything else to carry doubtful States, might be

expected to give forth such a deformity as the Mills bill.

While pledging their sacred honor to " revise the

tariff laws in a spirit of fairness to all,
' '

placing the high-

est duties on those goods commonly known as luxuries, it

puts a duty of 45 per cent, on manufactured woolen

clothing, that the laboring man has to buy, and retains a

duty of 30 per cent, only on fine imported carpets which

adorn the homes of the rich. It retains a duty of $17 a

ton on bars and billets of steel, and places wool, hemp,

flax, flax straw and vegetables of all kinds on the free list. ,

It is protection for the rich and free trade for the poor.

Take the article of wool for illustration. While the bill

protects the manufacturer of woollen clothing, to the

extent of 45 per cent.
,

it strikes off the present duty of

10 cents per pound on clothing wool. The result is, that

the manufacturer is not only protected in the sale of his

goods, but is thus enabled to purchase his wool cheaper
than heretofore; while the farmer is compelled to compete
with the convict labor of Australia in his wool, without
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any adequate reduction in the price of the goods he buys
back from the manufacturer.

Some one has very appropriately named it the "zig-

zag bill.
' ' The interests of the manufacturer had to be

looked after in order to appease New York. Iron and steel

must be looked after in the interest of the Virginias.

Lumber could go free and begging, because the great

lumber States of the North would go Republican anyway.
We fear the committee has dug up more snakes than it

can kill. A number of very lively ones were turned loose

in the Democratic caucus, and bid fair to bite some one.

It is a good plan never to dig up a snake unless you are

armed with a club to kill it

We are opposed to the Mills bill because it does not

even approximate to a revision of the tariff
u in a fairness

to the interests of all." It is-an abortion produced amid

the clamor of conflicting interests in the heat of a political

campaign, and prostituted in the interest of partisan success.

It is thrust upon the people at a time when the in-

dustries of the country .are languishing for want of an

adequate circulating medium, as the only means of refuge

from threatened financial collapse. It is a false, issue ;
it is

the handiwork of politicians and not the product of pure,

unbiased and patriotic statesmanship. It is proclaimed
from every hilltop and valley to be the great and over-

shadowing issue of the day, and nine-tenths of the people

have never read it, and not one in a hundred are acquainted

with its provisions, and would not endorse it if they were.

It is a false clamor to cover up the follies of the past. It

is the twin sister of the bloody shirt to keep the people

divided. It is the one cry of the politician, the dema-

gogue and parasite who would fatten on the public crib.

It is
u the wooden horse of the Grecians to destroy the

inhabitants of Troy." It is the one issue which the

leaders of the Democratic and Republican parties
have
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agreed to make to keep the people blinded as to the real

and living issues and divided among themselves. It is the

hobby upon which members of both parties expect to ride

into office. It is the silly cry of the partisan, the slogan
of the wily politician. Does not any sensible man know
that the Mills bill will not pass this Congress? Speaker
Carlisle knew it when he appointed the Ways and Means

Committee of seven Democrats and five Republicans.
These seven Democrats knew it when they closed the door

of the committee room against the five Republicans, thus

entirely ignoring their existence on the committee.

It was known to the Democrats that there were divis-

ions among themselves as well as opposition from the

Republicans, to be expected in the formation of a new
tariff schedule. In order to secure the passage of a bill

these differences must be reconciled. Has this "dark lan-

tern ' '

part of a committee shown any disposition to reconcile

these differences ? None, whatever. The whole thing is

gotten up for political buncombe. Members of Congress
are making brilliant campaign speeches, and, under the

Franking privilege, are sending them out free of postage
to their constituents all over the country. The "bloody
shirt" is about worn out, and it is only occasionally that

we hear the flop-flop of that dilapidated garment, as in the

recent word-war between Ingalls, of Kansas, and Voorhees,

of Indiana. The tariff is now to take its place, and the

tadpole politicians are already equipped with numerous

political speeches furnished them by their members of

Congress, with which they are edifying the people at every

crossroads iri the country.

It has been six months since Congress convened, and

the tariff discussion is not yet finished, and if the Senate

requires half the time the House is to consider and vote

upon the bill, neither the President or the House will see

it again during this session. No, my friends, the Mills
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bill will never pass this session of the Fiftieth Congress;
it was never intended that it should. If it should pass

there would be no issue between the parties. The Demo-
crats could not then charge the Republicans with favoring

a "high protective tariff," nor could the Republicans con-

tinue their charges of "free trade" against the Democratic

party. To pass this bill would be to destroy the only issue

between them. The Senate is Republican and the House

Democratic. If the bill passes, the Republicans are

entitled to as much credit as the Democrats. No, it will

not pass. Since the tariff is said to be about the only
issue between the two parties, it is well enough to see to

what extent they differ on the question.

We will go back to their last national platforms. In

1884 the Republican party adopted the following plank:
u The Republican party pledges itself to correct the ine-

qualities of the tariff and to reduce the surplus, not by a

vicious process of horizontal reduction, but by such meth-

ods as will relieve the tax-payer without injuring the labor

or great productive interests of the country. We recognize

the importance of sheep husbandry in the United States,

and we therefore respect the demands of its representatives

for a readjustment of the duty on foreign wool, in order

that such industry may have full and adequate protection."

The Democratic platform, for the same vear, contained

this plank:
u The Democratic party is pledged to revise the tariff in

a spirit of fairness to all interests. But in making a

reduction of taxes it is not proposed to injure domestic

industries."

President Arthur, in his last message, says:

"The revenues that will remain to the government

will, in my opinion, not only suffice to meet its reasonable

expenditures, but will afford a surplus large enough to per-

mit such tariff reductions as may seem to be advisable."
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President Cleveland says in his last message:
"It is not proposed to entirely relieve the country of

this taxation. It must be extensively continued as a source

of government income; and in a re-adjustment of our tariff

the interests of American labor engaged in manufacture,
should be carefully considered, as well as the preservation

of our manufactures. It may be called protection or by

any other name, but relief from the hardships and dangers
of our present tariff laws should be devised with a special

precaution against imperilling the existence of our manu-

facturing interests."

He also says:
' ' Both of the great political parties now represented

in the government have, by repeated and authoritative

declarations, condemned the condition of our laws which

permits the collection from the people of unnecessary

revenue, and have in the most solemn manner promised
its correction."

Thus it will be seen that both parties are in favor of

revising and reducing the tariff duties
;
it will be seen, also,

that they are both in favor of protection. It might then

justly be asked, what is the difference between the two old

parties on this question? The principal difference seems

to consist in what articles shall be placed on the free list.

The Democratic party, by the provisions of the Mills bill,

propose to put wool, vegetables of all kinds, hemp, jute,

and all other products of the farm upon the free list and

beyond the pale of protection. President Cleveland him-

self defines the policy of his party and gives his endorsement

to the Mills bill when he says in his message,
( ( the inter-

ests of American labor engaged in manufacture should be

considered as well as the preservation of our manufac-

tures." There is no recommendation in the interest of

American labor engaged in the corn and wheat fields.

Wool and other farm products are placed upon the free list.
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and the farmer is forced to compete with the convict labor

of Australia, with her ninety millions of sheep, in the

markets of the world in the sale of wool; while at the

same time the manufacturer is protected, by the same bill,

to the amount of 30 to 50 per cent.
,
which amount may be

added to the price and charged to the fanner when he is

compelled to re-purchase this wool again in its manufac-

tured state. If there is any argument that can be sustained

in favor of free trade, it certainly cannot, with justice, be

urged that the farmers and producing classes shall bear all

the burdens of the system, while others receive all the pro-

tection of our tariff laws. The Republicans rush to the

other extreme and desire a sweeping reduction on tobacco,

and a partial reduction on distilled spirits. But it is not

proposed, in this letter, to discuss the merits of free trade

or protection, and we only mention these facts as showing
the position of the two political parties upon the tariff

question.

From the discussion in Congress it would seem that

the chief difference between the two parties was upon the

free list; the Republicans desiring to retain the duty on

lumber, wool and the products of the farm. To what

extent the Republicans propose to reduce the duties is, in

part, a matter of conjecture. In his message of December

6th, 188 1, President Arthur said:

"The tariff laws also need revision, but' that a due

regard may be paid to the conflicting interests of our citi-

zens, important changes should be made with caution.

If a careful revision cannot be made at this session, a

commission, such as was lately approved by the Senate,

and is now recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury,
would doubtless lighten the labors of Congress whenever

this subject shall be brought to its consideration/*

The commission above referred to was appointed, and
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the result of its work is thus spoken of by the New York

Worldin its issue of March 4th, 1888:
u The enactment of the Mills bill would leave the

average duty still higher than it was under the Monill

tariff in 1863. It would leave it higher than was proposed

by the Republican tariff commissioners in 1882,'

It would thus appear that the reduction proposed by
the Republicans in 1882 was even greater than that now

proposed by the Mills bill. Then why all this siHy cry

about the tariff being the great issue between the two old

political parties. It is a false issue made for campaign

purposes.

It is claimed in the South and West that the message
of President Cleveland is a free trade document, or at least

approximating toward it.

In the manufacturing districts it is contended that it is

a protectionist paper.

We would suggest to our would-be politicians the

perusal of the following extract from an editorial in the

New York Daily World vl February i3th, 1888:

"In the interest of justice, let what the President

actually said take the place of what his opponents declare

that he meant. L,et the people see if he advocates 'free

trade' or anything approximating it. Let them see if he

seeks to 'destroy American industries' and reduce the

workingmen to the basis of '

pauper wages.
' ' '

In the light of the above facts, and notwithstanding
the silly cry and false pleas of the average political speakers
who are laboring to create the impression that there is a

wide difference between the Republican and Democratic

parties on this question, we are again compelled to brand

it as a false issue. When, oh, when, will the people refuse

to believe such infamous stuff and cease to remain divided

upon the questions which mostly affect their interests.

In closing this letter, I desire to call the attention of
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the reader to the following extract from a letter written for

the May number of the ,5V. Louis Magazine by the great

and celebrated divine, Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage:
"I have, during the past few years, traveled much in

the North and South, and I tell you there is only one

thing that is needed to make harmony between the North

and the South, and that is the funeral of those politicians

who want to be President. It would be a very expensive

thing to bury them, but it would not cost this nation half

so much as the prolonged congressional sessions pro-

longed to allow the president-makers and the seekers of

the presidency an opportunity of firing off their inflamma-

tory speeches.
' ' *

The bill which the Republicans have brought in to

"correct the inequalities" of the tariff laws is worse, if

possible, than the Mills bill. It proposes to reduce the

revenues about $75,000,000, and $52,000,000 of this is on

sugar and tobacco, which are almost exclusively Southern

products, or the industries of Democratic States. In this

respect, however, it resembles the Mills bill, that placed

wool, lumber, salt and "other products of the North on the

free list. It seems to be a game of "pull Dick, pull

Devil." The duty on sugar, most of which conies from

Louisiana, the Democratic measure left at about 68 per

cent. The Republican measure proposes a further reduc-

tion to 40 per cent, ^he Democrats put salt, a Northern

product, on the free list, while the Republicans retain it on

the dutiable list

"Was there ever a bill that showed more plainly that

it was shaped for purely partisan ends than each of these

tariff bills? Neither bill is shaped in accordance with any
economical theory. If, as the Democrats tell us, the tariff

should be adjusted so as to rest on the rich, why do they

(
* If the above letter smacks of partisanship the author asks to be excused

on account of it having been written during the heat of a political campaign.)
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deal so lightly with sugar, an article of general use? And

if, as the Republicans tell us, they are acting on the theory
of protection to American industries; why do they have so

little regard for the sugar industry as to cut the tariff on

sugar in two right in the middle? If, as Mr. Harrison

says, it is not the length, but the direction of the step that

is important, is not the direction of the step taken in each

bill the same? Where is the conflict in the 'wide apart

principles' in these two bills? Neither bill has any chance

whatever of passing both Houses. But they have served

the purposes of the politicians on both sides, by giving
them the material for a great sham battle."

The next time it will be the same thing, or something
else to divert the attention of the people from the real

issues. Before closing this chapter a brief review of the

history of the American system may prove of interest to

the reader. Below we give a table of the average rate of

tariff duties since 1791:

i'EAR.
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YEAU.
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u
By the year 1827 it had been increased to 32.90.

Washington never lived to see the tariff half as high as

the rate proposed by the Mills bill. The highest tariff

was tinder the administration of James Madison, as was

also the lowest. The * '

tariff of abominations ' ' was under

Jackson's administrations. It will be obvious to the

reader that a material change in the tariff laws was not

made with each succeeding administration. The average

duty has been above that proposed by the Mills bill in

thirty-three years of the ninety-nine we have had a tariff.

The average rate collected in 1887 has been exceeded thir-

teen times in the history of the government; eight of

those times were before the war. The highest series of

rates collected for any term of seven years was from 1824
to 1830 inclusive. It averaged 52 per cent for those

seven years.
u The history of the wool tariff needs to be elaborated

a little. Down to 1824 wool was free and cotton was

taxed. Then wool was divided into two classes, according
to value, and if valued at less than 10 cents a pound the

tax was 15 per cent., otherwise 20, and afterwards 30. In

1828 the tax on high grade wool was enormously increased.

For eight years it remained at four cents a pound and 40

per cent., and then the compromise tariff began to reduce

it a little. The maximum figures I have given from 1828

to 1842 are the highest that could possibly be collected

under the complex law, and doubtless far higher than the

average actually collected, though that was probably 50

per cent. In 1832 low grade wool was again made free,

and has never since been heavily taxed. Wool is now

(since 1867) divided into three classes, "clothing,"
u
combing" and "

carpet," and they paid last year 55 per

cent., 43 per cent, and 25 per cent, respectively.

"The first tariff was the lightest. It was gradually

raised until the war of 1812 broke out, and then it was
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doubled at a stroke. The genuine high protective system

was adopted in 1816, under the influence of Calhoun, who

bitterly regretted it. Webster was a free trader when the

tariff was raised in 1824, Dut faced about and helped to

raise it again in 1828. This was called the Tariff of Abom-

inations, because the free traders tried to kill it by loading

it down with abominations, but to their surprise it passed

with all its sins upon it. It almost led to war, and did

lead to the compromise tariff of 1833, which proposed a

gradual horizontal reduction.

u ln 1842 the Whigs raised the tariff; in 1846 the Dem-
ocrats reduced it; in 1857 the new Republican party had

got control of the Lower House, and, with Democratic

help, reduced the tariff again to the lowest point reached

since 1816. Four years later they adopted the Morrill, or

war, tariff, and gradually raised it until 1867; ^ts extremest

features being adopted after the war was over. In 1872

they passed a horizontal reduction of ten per cent, which

they repealed two years later. In 1882 they appointed a

tariff commission, and it recommended a reduction which

would have left the average rate about 30 per cent, on

dutiable goods. On the 3rd of March, 1883, they passed a

law which reduced some duties and raised others, among
them, as will be seen by the table, those on glassware and

earthenware, but leaving the general average about the

same. All subsequent reduction bills have failed to pass

the Lower House until Saturday, July 2ist, 1888, when the

Mills bill, freeing wool, lumber and some other things, and

calculated to reduce the average rate on dutiable imports

to forty-two per cent., was passed by a vote of 162 to 149."
It is very strange, indeed, if the tariff is the "great

and overshadowing" issue, that our statesmen have been

so obtuse as not to discover this fact before. It seemed to

dawn on their minds u
all of a sudden," and immediately

preceding a national campaign. The national banking
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question that had aroused all the patriotism of Andrew

Jackson, and unlocked the eloquent lips of Thomas
Benton and that at a time when the tariff was about as

high as it is now sank into utter insignificance when

compared by our pseudo statesmen with this issue. A
bonded debt against which the immortal Jefferson had

lifted a warning voice was, by these modern statesmen, con-

sidered no issue at all. How long will the people consent

to be led by these modern mockers of genuine Democracy?
"The tariff question is not of as much weight

as the fly on the cart wheel. We have got to aim

at a solid North, as the Democrats are sure of a solid

South. The tariff is only a feint, a false pretense. It is

only an instrument for jugglery and tomfoolery. If the

Republican party fails in this campaign, it will inevitably

go to pieces. If it fails, the historian may write its

history immediately, add the word "finis" at the end, and

the volume is complete. It is our last fight unless we
win." Senator Ingalls in the Chicago Tribune.

"When we hear the tariff cry rolling out of stump
speakers for the next few months, we may well ask our-

selves:

"'When we are making such magnificent prepara-
tions to protect American labor from foreign pauper labor,

would it not be as well to devote a little time to protecting
ourselves from the monopolists at home, institutions that

know more in a minute about skinning people than any

foreign country knows in a year.'
"

T. V. Powderiy.
"The contraction of the currency is responsible for

more of the financial trouble than the tariff is or ever

could be." Republican United States Senator Plumb of
Kamas in a letter to R. A. Dague, of Phillipsburg, Kan-

sas, May 22d, 1888.

In 1840, Andrew Jackson delivered his memorable

farewell address. After reviewing many of the political
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questions of that day, including the tariff, he says:
' ' In reviewing the conflicts which have taken place

between the different interests in the United States, and

the policy pursued since the adoption of the present form

of government, we find nothing which has produced such

deep seated evil as the course of legislation in relation to

the currency." These are the words of Gen. Jackson after

having reviewed the tariff question in all its bearing. How
then can those who claim to be his followers and advocate

his principles, consistently persist in placing the tariff

question paramount, not only to the currency question, but

to all other issues combined ? The worst tariff law that

ever existed the tariff of abominations was during Jack-
son's administration, and he had ample opportunities to

study it in all its details; yet, after doing so he affirmed

that the currency question was paramount to all others.

That the tariff laws need revision and a reduction had in

the rates imposed but few will deny. But that it should

be the theme of so much political discussion at the exclu-

sion of every other issue is a matter which the people have

reason to regret, and it is to be hoped that the day is not

far distant when they will take a more reasonable view of

the whole" situation, and not blindly follow the dictates of

selfish or mistaken partisan leaders.



CHAPTER X.

MONOPOLY OF TRADE TRUSTS.

UNDER the head of "
Monopoly of Trade,

" there is

no branch of the subject of more importance, or more

deleterious to the interests of labor than the combinations

of capital known as trusts. Although of but recent origin,

there is hardly an article among the necessities of life and

comfort that is not more or less subject to manipulation by
these insatiate and merciless organizations, whose arms

reach out and absorb the earnings of the producer on every

hand. We have previously remarked that many of these

gigantic and merciless corporations have grown up under

the shadow and fostering care of an unjust and unequal

system of tariff laws.

The object of these combinations and the extent to

which they have manipulated trade is ably set forth in the

annual report of Commissioner Peck, of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. He says:

*'A most important feature of business relations at

present is the combination of the capitalists, not in legiti-

mate trade, but for the sake as it should almost seem, of

repressing competition between each other and for the sake

of mutual support. Against what? There are but two

agents against which capital can coalesce the consumer

and the wage-earner. The capitalists'
* ' combine ' '

appears

under several names, but the most generally known to-day

is the " Trust. " We have alliances offensive and defensive
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between coal barons, coal and lard oil refiners, brewers,

sugar-makers, rubber manufacturers, gas companies and

other trades. Formerly the theory of commerce was

founded upon competition, and it was supposed that com-

petition secured all the advantages of enterprise and

ability, and promoted the public weal, while keeping trade

sound and wholesome, just as the flow of running water

maintained its purity. It used to be thought that

combinations against the consumer or to enhance prices

were not only reprehensible but illegal. Our capitalists

have got beyond that idea.
' '

A " Trust" is a combination of manufacturers or firms

organized for the purpose of enhancing the price of their

products, either by agreeing to arbitrarily raise it, or by
the more usual method of limiting the production.

The plan of operation is to secure the co-operation of

all who are engaged in the production of a like article, and

issue stock in proportion to the value of each concern, with

a view of distributing the stock pro rata. A half dozen

or a dozen of these factories may be ordered to shut down

by the board of trustees in order to limit the supply, and

consequently enhance the price, but the proprietors and

stockholders of the closed factories are entitled to their

share of the mutual profits of the u
pool

" the same as if

they were running. The hands are thus abruptly thrown

out of employment and receive no remuneration while idle.

The most prominent among these enormous giants of

monopoly is the Standard Oil Company, with a capital of

$ 1 44, ooo, ooo. The extent of this organization, and the

audacity with which it levies contributions on trade, can

hardly be conceived. A correspondent of the New York

World, who recently visited the oil fields of Pennsylvania,
thus graphically describes it:

"There is no spot in the oil regions, however remote,
however high in the mountains or hard of access, that the
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Standard has not its clutch upon. In the forest you will

come suddenly upon one of its great storage tanks, with

its thousands of barrels of crude petroleum and its royal

sign in big white letters,
c United Pipe Lines.

' Put a pack
on your back and rifle in hand, and plunge into the wilder-

ness of the northern counties, where great pines forever

shut out the day in these deepest solitudes you will

spring aside to shun the serpent that lies in your path,

only to find you have dodged one of the glistening pipes
of the omnipresent Standard. There, in the primeval
stillness it is doing its insidious work. These same pipes
run through the cellars of houses, and fishes play around

them in the deep channels of mighty rivers. Every new
well found, no matter how small or how distant, the

Standard seizes with its pipes, as if by intuition or magic,

ready to take its product away. From that moment there

is no state the petroleum undergoes, no transportation, no

transition, but the Standard extorts its exorbitant profit

from all parties concerned. It has its pumping stations

here and there, like joints in the fingers of iron, which

clutches the country, and its frowning ramparts of tanks

are on the brow of every hill. Piping lines have been

organized and tanks built to compete with the octopus,

but have nearly always wound up by selling out to it.

The Columbia Conduit Company's line was put in at a

cost of $350,000 and sold to the Standard for a million.

The plant was then torn up. The agents of the big

monopoly, in one capacity or another, are everywhere.
"

Some very interesting information of the Standard's

tyranny and the extent of its profits were recently brought
to light by the United States Senate committee. Mr. B.

B. Campbell, an oil refiner of Westmoreland, Pa., testified

' ' That the Standard Oil Company had been built up at the

expense of independent refineries, and by rebates and

special privileges given it by railroads. Eighty per cent.
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of all the oil produced in the country at this time had to

be sold to the Standard, who thus controlled the price."

The testimony of Mr. Cassett, of the Pennsylvania

railroad, in 1878, showed "that the road gave the Stand-

ard and affiliated companies a rebate on crude oil of 49
cents per barrel from Bradford field, and 51 cents from the

lower field. The railroad also gave the Standard 22^
cents per barrel on all oil shipped by people not affiliated

with the Standard. The rates on refined oil were 80 cents

to the Standard and $1.45 to the public.

Augustus H. Tack, of Philadelphia, formerly of the

Citizens' Oil Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg,

related how his company and others had been squeezed to

death by the Standard. The allowance of rebates and

deductions to the Standard resulted in breaking up all

individual refineries which did not coalesce with the

Standard. Mr. Tack estimated the capital destroyed in

this manner at $15,000,000 to $17,000,000 and the

amount of money which the Standard had made by the

rebates at $250,000,000. Another one of these combina-

tions is the sugar trust, with a capital of $45,000,000.
From the proceedings of the New York State Senatorial

Investigating Committee on Trusts, we are enabled to

gather some of the u
ways that are dark" of this ''com-

bine." One witness testified that the firm of Havemeyer
& Elder were taken in at between $16,000,000 and

$17,000,000; Castro & Downerat, $3,000,000; Matthiesson

6 Weichers at $2,600,000; the Oxnord at $250,000; Mol-

ler & Sierck at $1,150,000; Dick & Myer at $2,000,000;
the Standard, of Boston, at $2,700,000; Bay State at

$900,000. Witnesses testified that refineries were ordered

shut down for the purpose of limiting production,
Mr. Barrett, of the American Grocer, testified that

prices of sugar had advanced from 5^ cents in 1887 to

7 i-i6th cents in January, 1888. This institution exists
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without a charter, and the witnesses were accompanied in

the examining room by the "combine's" own attorney,

who told them what questions to answer and what to refuse.

On the ayth of March, 1888, at a meeting of repre-

sentatives of all the coal mining and transportation interests

in the Schuylkill, I^ehigh Valley and Wyoming regions, it

was decided "to maintain the prices for anthracite coal

during the season of 1888-89, beginning on April ist, and

to regulate the output of coal so that the market shall not

be burdened by an over-production this year." In other

words prices are to be arbitrarily maintained by an unnat-

ural restriction of the output of coal. Is this a conspiracy

against the public welfare? Are these men anarchists?

Oh, no; they are capitalists.

The New York Daily World of February 25, 1888,

contained the following editorial:

"The trust investigation by the State Senate Com-

mittee is driving trust men to Florida as rapidly as the

bribery indictments drove boodle men to Canada. The

sugar-trust secretary, since the investigation began, has

found it necessary to his health to seek recuperation at a

popular winter resort. The milk-trust company's secre-

tary and treasurer has also bent his steps toward the Gulf

of Mexico. William Rockefeller, of the Standard-Oil

monopoly, who is wanted by the committee, has wandered

to the flowery State on a pilgrimage to hunt up relics of

Ponce de Leon and eat strawberries and green peas. Yes-

terday's session of the committee was mainly spent in the

examination of Mr. Scott, a member of the cotton-oil

trust. This 'combine' has been in existence about three

years. It is the sugar-trust iniquity over again. The

trust has been powerful enough to crush out competition,

and it practically controls the cotton-oil refineries as the

sugar-trust controls the sugar refineries. Us capital is
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$41,700,000, and by its grasp on the business it can control

the prices and make money at both ends. It is absurd to

pretend that working men who combine to injure the busi-

ness of a single bakery can be sent to the penitentiary as

conspirators against trade and commerce, and that capital-

ists who combine to injure the business of every honest

dealer outside of their own '

pool
' and to pick the pockets

of the people, cannot be reached by law."

A bill declaring these trusts and combinations illegal,

was defeated in the New York Legislature by Republican
and Democratic votes. It is useless to continue, in detail,

a description of the infamous schemes of these powerful

and blood-sucking vampires of trade. The history of one

is the history of all. They are represented, and have

their interests protected in the Legislatures, and have their

well paid tools in the judicial courts of our country.

The New York Times says:

" There are sitting in the Senate of the United States,

sixteen Senators who owe their election entirely to the

indirect use of money and the exercise of corporate

power and influence of their respective States. Why
mince words? The Democratic party cannot throw stones

at the Republican harlot; they are not without sin.
n

The Chicago Tribune says:

" Behind everyone of half of the portly, well dressed

members of the Senate, can be seen the outline of some

corporation interested in getting or preventing legislation,

or of some syndicate that has invaluable contracts or

patents to defend or push."

Below we give a table of profits of some of the

numerous trusts. The first column of figures represents

the profits in $100 worth of products, and the second col-

umn represents the labor in $100 worth of products:
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NAME OF TRUST. PROFITS IN $100. LABOR IN $100.

Bessemer Steel trust $46 $ 9
Earthenware trust 36 40
Salt trust 33 25
Plow Steel trust 33 29
General Steel trust 33 29
Nail trust 33 22

General Iron trust 33 25

Copper trust 47 22

Zinc trust 28 25
Tin trust 24 21

Lead trust 43 65
Glass trust 36 45

Soap trust 19 8

Linseed Oil trust 35 5

Rubber Shoe trust 20 24

Envelope trust 20 n
Paper Bag trust 26 15

Cordage trust 20 12

We also have these monopolies of trade here in our

own State (Arkansas). A meeting of the tie and timber

men of North Arkansas was called for the 24th of Sep-

tember, 1887, at Jonesboro. The following statement

appeared in the call: "It appears, from investigation,

that E. P. Cowan and other large contractors, are, and

have been, receiving 38 cents apiece for ties, delivered on

the railroad right-of-way, while they have been paying the

small sum of 22 and 23 cents. Also, by a system of unjust

culling, they have been stealing a large per cent, of the

value of the ties at this very low price.
' '

Mr. Cowan had the exclusive privilege of furnishing

to the Cotton Belt Railroad company all the ties they

wanted on a certain territory. The company would pur-

chase ties from no one else. The rates were so high and
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other obstacles in the way, that no one was able to com-

pete with Mr. Cowan
;
he had it all his own way.

The same system has prevailed on the Kansas City,

Springfield & Memphis railway. This company has its

purchasing agent at Kansas City, who sells, yearly, large

quantities of railroad ties, piling and sawed lumber to

other railroad companies. But they do not buy direct

from the people. The contracts are given to large contract-

ors, of whom only the company will buy. Competition is

entirely shut out, and permits the most extortionate and

unjust exactions on the producer of ties and other material.

For instance, while it was a well known fact that

railroad ties were selling in Kansas City for 60 cents apiece,

the people who placed them on the right-of-way only
received 24 cents. Another instance of extortion is, that

while the company were shipping ties for the Cotton Belt

road, from Jonesboro, for 18 cents, they were charging 29
cents from all stations north of that for seventy-five miles.

This continued until the inter-state commerce law took

effect. We naturally supposed then that we would be

entitled to the i8-cent -rate from Jonesboro; but, instead

of reducing our 29-cent rate to harmonize with the short-

haul provision of the law, they raised the Jonesboro i8-cent

rate to 29 cents. The inter-state commerce law is a nice

scheme for the railroads.

John A. Martin, the retiring Governor of Kansas, in

his message sent to the Legislature, said some pretty good
things. Speaking of trusts, he said:

" Within the last two years', several of the most

promising industries of this State, including linseed oil

mills, plaster of paris works and cracker factories, have
been wantonly strangled by such combinations, to the ser-

ious damage of the communities in which they are located

and the producer of the materials used by them. Recently
the packing houses have made a systematic attempt to
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drive out of business the local butchers in all parts of the

State; and this effort, successful in some of our cities and

towns, has failed in others only because of the firm action

of our local authorities. The most stringent and far

reaching laws should at once be enacted to punish combi-

nations organized, or intended to regulate or fix the price

of any product of the soil, the factory and the workshop,
and penalties for the violation of these laws should involve

imprisonment as well as a heavy fine. Laws should also

be enacted conferring upon the municipal authorities, of

all towns and cities, ample authority to prevent and pun-
ish such combinations, and especially to protect their

local industries against the rapacious greed of these

destroying freebooters. Our Senators and Representatives

in Congress should also be instructed to exert all their

influence in urging the adoption of National laws having
the same object in view."

"The Republic must annihilate the so-called 'trusts,*

under whatever name or guise they may be organized, or

the trust will sap all the sources of our national prosperity

and destroy the Republic. The trusts establish commer-

cial despotism instead of individual skill and energy,

destroys thousands and thousands of industries conducted

by men of limited means, restrict and extinguish personal

enterprise, and deprive the people of those fair oppor-
tunities for the exercise of talents, energy and skill which

for a century past it has been our boast were open to every
American citizen. The trusts invade every interest and

outrage every right of the citizen, and establish, whenever

they are successful in their aims, a despotism unequalled
for audacity in the history of the world's commerce."



CHAPTER XL

MONOPOLY OF TRADE DEALING IN FUTURES ENORMOUS

SELLING THE BIG MEN BEAT WHEAT DOWN TO

SEVENTY-NINE A RALLY AT THE CLOSE

CORN DROPS ONE CENT AND
LOOKS SHAKY OATS

STEADY LARD

BEARISH.

THE above very suggestive headings appeared in the

St. Louis Republic of June 29th, 1888, above the following

article:

"It became quite plain in the morning that the suspi-

cion entertained for several days, that the old bull crowd was

getting out of its wheat, was correct. Frank Kennett, of

Jones, Kennett & Hopkins, whose buying was the most

noticeable for a fortnight, said :

' 'We have given over try-

ing to buy wheat up. It is like trying to buy up the

atmosphere, and makes absolutely no impression. Those

who thought that there were really two sides to the market

lost a good deal of money.
"

"There was a good deal of rain through the Southeast-

ern States, over an inch in a good many sections, and the

crowd confidently expected an advance on the wet harvest

news. Enormous selling by Hutchinson and moderate

selling by Cudahy and Linn set the price back at once.

This, too, was in spite of better cables, and fair clearances.

The best buying of the day was by Milmine, Bodman &
Co., who took at least 500,000 bushels of presumably long
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wheat McCormick & Co. were on the same side; but they

were credited simply with covering short sales, and conse-

quently exerted less influence. Hutchinson's sales were

over 1,000,000 certainly; some thought over 2,000,000

bushels. The market was very much under the influence

of the big men early; very little under their influence later

in the day. The break of i cent in the morning was

caused by the sales of the leaders Hutchinson, Cudahy,
Linn and others and by the operations of the scalp-

ers, who followed them. The rally was on a commission

house buying. New York, especially, was in a bull

mood; so was St. Louis. It closed y2 cent higher for

July than it opened, while Chicago closed actually a little

under its opening. The last cables were decidedly stronger,

closing at an advance of ^ Pence at Liverpool. July
wheat opened at 80^ cents, sold down to 79 cents, and up
to 80 cents, and closed at 79 y% cents. August opened at

Ji
cent under, but closed % cent over July.

CORN DROPS.

"Corn dropped ic. and looked shaky again for awhile.

An attack was made on it by Cudahy and some other bears

and at a critical time the Friday's estimates came in and

showed up large, 220 cars. Cudahy 's sales were through

Schwartz, Dupee & Co., and his own house. They and

the big estimates took July from 48^ to 47^c. The
close was at 480. August was at ic. premium. New
York, however, was strong on corn; closing for July ^c.
above the opening. Of the 200,000 bushels received there

all were sold for consumption and nearly all of it for

export. St. Louis was also strong, and closed y&c. above

the opening. The receipts (144 cars) were about 50 cars

under the expectations. The estimates for Friday, how-

ever, more than offset these. It was reported that the

railroads predicted a free movement, judging from the
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demand on them for cars during the early part of July."

Articles similar to the above are of frequent occurence

in our daily papers. Two or three men in Chicago control

the prices of beef, pork and lard; a half dozen fix the

price of wheat, corn and oats. Not one-tenth part of the

wheat that is bought and sold on '

change ever had exist-

ence. It is simply gambling in prices. The u bulls" are

those who, by buying all the available supply of any

product render it scarce and enhance the price. This is

done when they have contracted for large deliveries of

corn, wheat, oats, or any other product in which they are

dealing, at a stated price. It is then to the interest of the

buyer to put the price above the one set for delivery. If

he is successful, the seller must pay to the buyer the excess

above the price agreed upon. If the price is lower than

the one agreed upon, then the buyer must pay to the seller

the difference between the market price and the one he

agreed to pay.

To illustrate: A sells B 50,000 bushels of January
wheat that is, wheat to be delivered in January at 80

cents per bushel. It is nowr B's interest to force the Jan-

uary price of wheat above 80 cents. Others have also

bought wheat and their interest is identical with B's.

They therefore form a pool and buy up all the available

wheat in the market. This produces a stringency in the

market; the price goes up and the sellers (the bears)
instead of being able to fill their contracts at 80 cents are

compelled to pay 95. Or, in other words, they give 15
cents per bushel to be relieved from filling their contract,

and B makes a profit of 15 cents per bushel, or $7,500 on

an imaginary deal. In plain English, A bets that the

price of wheat in January will not exceed 80 cents, and B
bets that it will. A goes to work and attempts to keep
the price down by having all the wheat put on the market

for sale he can in oraer to keep the price down, while B,
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by buying all the wheat on the market, aims to run the

price up. The stakes are the difference between the

market price and the price agreed upon.

Wheat may be a good price to-day and the farmer who
has been holding for better prices will start his wheat to

market, but by the time it reaches there the "bulls" may
have become "bears," and "unloaded" their supply upon
the market, causing a rapid decline of prices that sweeps

away all the profits of the farmer and country grain dealer.

The system is fraught with such apparent evils that the

only wonder is that it is tolerated at all, and we presume
it would not be in an uncivilized country.

The following note of warning and manly protest

from the pen of T. V. Powderly recently appeared in the

Journal of United Labor:

"Congress is in session quarreling over a tariff bill to

regulate the price of articles that come to our shores in

ships, and Hutchinson is raising the price on that which

is native to the soil, and which every workingman is most

in need of, but no means are taken by Congress to put an

end to Hutchinson and his methods.

"Is there any remedy for this condition of affairs?

Can we put an end to this system of robbery without revo-

lution? If there is a way it should be pointed out quickly,

for men will not be turned out of work on the eve of

winter, and be told at the same time that the source of rev-

enue is cut off, that the price of food has gone up. Human
nature will not stand everything, and it should not be

asked to.
* * *

* ' This is a good season to hunt bears. They are too

plenty, and have invaded the haunts of civilization. We
must get rid of them.

* * It will not do to place a boycott on wheat or sugar,

but we can put an eternal boycott on the ien who gamble
in these articles. Write to the President of the United
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States to send a message to Congress demanding that these

institutions that gamble in food be abolished; that trusts

be abolished. Then write to your present Congressman
and Senator at Washington, and ask that they at once

take notice of this crying evil and legislate it out of

existence. Go to those who are candidates for Congress
and exact pledges from them to abolish these institutions

in case the present session does not do its duty. The

present Congress has spent nearly a year in skirmishing
for points on which to carry the next election, while the

interests of the people are going to the Devil. It is time

to put a stop to it, and the workingmen of the United

States should speak out in thunder tones to them on this

great issue."

It is certainly in the interests of the people that gam-

bling in the prices of the necessaries of life and the

unlawful combinations against the natural laws of trade

should be prohibited. That it is not only permitted but

considered respectable and engaged in by members of the

church professors of Christianity is a serious reflection

upon the intelligence and morality of our civil institutions.

That a man who has been publicly connected with this

business for years, and is notorious for his success in grain

gambling, could be elected as chief magistrate* of the great
commonwealth of Missouri, reflects little credit on the

party which is responsible for his election a party, too,

that claims to be the "party of the people." All preten-
sions to reform accompanied by such action are the merest

shams, and the sooner the masses of the people realize this

fact the better it will be for the Republic.

*It is a notorious fact that Mayor Francis, recently elected Governor of

Missouri, was conspicuous for his success as a dealer in futures at the St. Louis
Board of Exchange.



CHAPTER XII.

LAND MONOPOLY.

To THE careful observer it is easy to see that the ten-

dencies of the times is towards centralization. The natural

consequence of class legislation is to concentrate the wealth

of the country into the hands of a few, the inevitable result

of which is to establish a land aristocracy on the one hand,
and dependent tenants on the other.

Aristotle said more than 2,000 years ago:
u Democracies have almost an irresistible tendency to

merge into plutocracies, and that the existence of opulent
families in republics lead naturally in a few years to a

craving for monarchial institutions, with their ennobling
titles and their aristocratic distinctions. n

The tendency of our republican institutions to merge
into all the outward forms of royalty, and the steady and

rapid strides our government is making toward the mon-

archial systems of the old world, are not only exciting the

fears and apprehensions of the friends of democracy in this

country, but are attracting the attention of disinterested

observers in the old world.

uThe government of any nation must correspond to

the social condition of its people. Political democracy
can flourish only when planted in the soil of social

democracy.
u
Any course which will root out social democ-

racy, and build up caste in society; that will dig a gulf
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between the rich and poor, or that tends to create extremes

of wealth and poverty, will as surely root out political

democracy, and establish such form of government as will

enable those who are socially exalted to become and

remain politically exalted above their fellows. Aristoc-

racy of power goes hand in hand with aristocracy of

wealth. They are inseparable. Men who will not mingle
with poverty in the social circle, will soon disdain to sit in

the councils of publicans and sinners. Men who resort to

plush, powder and liveried servants to distinguish them-

selves from common mortals, will soon yearn for the titles

of honor and armorial bearings of genuine royalty.''

During the early existence of our government we had

no extremes of wealth and poverty. We had neither

millionaires or tramps. In 1842 Charles Dickens came

from England to visit America. He wrote back from

Boston to his friends in London:
uThere is not a man in this town, nor in this State,

who has not a blazing fire, and meat for dinner every day
in the year, nor would a flaming sword in the air attract so

much attention as a beggar in the streets."

Then there were no castes or distinctions in society;

no pomp and splendor to dazzle the eyes of the beholder.

Democratic, socially, a republican form of government was

natural, and rested equally and easily upon the shoulders

of society.
c '

Davy'
'

Crockett, the bear hunter of Tenn-

essee, was feted by the best society of Washington; and

Henry Clay, the "mill boy of the slashes," was one of the

first men of the nation. But a great change has taken

place. A London journal recently declared that " there

is not at this moment so wide a gulf between the rich and

poor as in the United States," and adds, "there are as

many beggars in each of the great American cities as there

ever were of mendicants assembled about the steps of

Roman churches." This journal then contrasts the col-

43
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lossal fortunes of the millionaires of our great cities, their

gorgeous mansions, brilliant and dazzling balls and suppers,

and elaborate display of costly diamonds and jewels, far

surpassing royalty in brilliancy and costs. Thurlow Weed,

seeing the tendency of our government to merge into the

forms of monarchy said:

"Our government does not seem strong enough to

assert itself. I see every day, and with more and more

dismay, our assimilation to English habits, English ideas,

and, even English costumes. There was once a time

when no free born American citizen would condescend to

wear the plush of a livened servant." When Dickens

wrote from Boston, in 1842, we had but few millionaires

and no money power. We had neither the financial

machinery nor the legal privileges to make them. The
United States bank had been swept out of existence;

trusts were unknown; and railroads were built and oper-

ated upon legitimate business principles. Distinction

depended upon honor and merit. There were no classes,

no pomp or ostentatious display. Now we are cursed with

all these evils. We adopted England's financial policy.

We loaded the people with a burdensome debt as the basis

of a plutocracy. We established the gold standard and

contracted our currency volume, which squeezed billions

of wealth out of the property of industry into the coffers

of the creditor classes.

We created a law-favored aristocracy of wealth by the

establishment of the national banking system.

We then bestowed upon it the vast credit of the

nation, and gave it a patent right to monopolize it for its

sole and exclusive benefit. To this aristocratic monopoly
of public credit, Congress has delegated the sovereign

power of the monetary prerogative. The soul of British

monarchy and aristocracy is enshrined in the Bank of

England. The soul of American democracy and inde-
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pendence has been crushed out of our institutions, while

the spirit of monarchial despotism is gestating in the

organism of the national banking system. To-day, while

our government bears the form of a republic, it exercises

sovereign power as a despot, and the people are almost

powerless in the grasp of this relentless and unyielding
monster. The Bank of England dug the gulf between

the rich and poor of that realm, and the national banking
institutions are plowing deep and wide the chasm between

the "same classes in this country. The Bank of England
has impoverished the masses of the people of that once

happy land.

"A time there was, ere England's grief began,

When every rood of ground maintained its man."

But how is it now?

Less than 200,000 men of England have an annual

income of $700,000,000. This money is wrung from the

poor toilers who can hardly keep soul and body together.

These 200,000 robbers stamp England as the richest coun-

try on the globe. In the whole United Kingdom eight

persons own more than 220,000 acres of land each. The
number of acres held by a few of the largest owners are as

follows:

Duke of Sutherland . . . 1,358,425 acres.

Duke of Buccleugh . . . . 459,260
"

Sir James Matheson . . . 406,070
"

Earl of Breadalbaugh . . . 372,609
u

Earl of Seafield 305,891
"

Duke of Richmond . . . 286,407
"

Earl of Fife 257,629
"

Alexander Matheson . . . 220,433
"

DukeofAthol 194,640
"

Duke of Devonshire . . . 193,121
u

Duke of Northumberland . 185,515
"

Duke of Argyle 175,114
"
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Whole districts have been nearly depopulated to make
room for game parks, and where millions of sheep were

once raised to feed and clothe humanity, only deer are kept
to gratify the sporting propensities of an idle aristocracy.

Ruskin says:
"
Though. England is deafened with

spinning wheels, her people have not clothes; though she

is black with digging coal, her people have not fuel, and

people die of cold; and though she sold her soul for gain,

they die of hunger.
"

The following are extracts from English papers:

"London, Nov. 20, 1877. Appalling distress and

destitution exist among the mechanics and laborers of

Sheffield.
* Hundreds exist in tenements without clothing,

or furniture, all having been sold to procure food. *

They
are without fuel, and dependent upon the charity of the

neighbors.
' '

Writing of the poor of England, Professor Kirk, of

Edinburgh, says:

"There are 70,000 souls in the east end of London
who must emigrate soon or perish. In the vast hives of

industry of Lancashire there are a greater number who
must also emigrate or die." The church is not entirely

guiltless, but participates in the plunder. Here is a state-

ment of the salary of some of the ministers:

The Archbishop of Canterbury's salary is $76,000 per

year; Archbishop of York, $56,000; Bishop of London,

$50,000; Bishop of Durham, $40,000; Bishop of Winches-

ter, $35,000; Bishop of Ely, $27,000; six Bishops have

each, $25,000; eight have each, $22,500; eight others

each, $21,000; twenty-nine Deans each, $7,500; one hun-

dred and twenty-eight Canons each, $5,000.

Here is the way they feed the poor: "Soup for 550
twice a week. Material of the soup eight pounds of oat-

meal, twelve pounds of sage, four pounds of split peas,
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four pounds of onions, three or four slices of beef. This

compound, boiled and given out twice a week, is supposed
to be sufficient for 550 children." The poor Dukes, and

Earls, and Bishops and Deans! The rich children! Bah!

"It is the best banking system in the world. n u It is the

best money system in the world. n * ' If we had free trade,

(like England) we would be rich and prosperous.
n We

have adopted English systems. We are copying after

English customs. What is the result? Read and see.

The census of 1850 put the total valuation of the United

States at $8,000,000,000, of which labor owned $5,000,-

000,000, and capitalists $3,000,000,000. Sixty-two and

one-half per cent, of the wealth of the country was at that

time in the hands of labor, and thirty-seven and one-half

per cent, in the hands of the capitalists.

In 1860 the valuation increased to $16,000,000,000;

of this labor owned $7,000,000,000, and capital $9,000,-

000,000.

From 1850 to 1860 the proportion which labor owned

had shrunken from sixty-two and a half to forty-three

and a fourth per cent, while the share of capital had

increased from thirty-seven and a half to fifty-six and three-

fourths per cent. From 1860 to 1870 our National wealth

nearly doubled again, reaching the valuation of $30,000,-

000,000; of this, capital owned $19, 000,000,000 and labor

$11,000,000,000. Labor's proportion having dwindled

during that period, more than eight per cent.
, leaving as

its share thirty-six and two-thir'ds per cent., while the

share of the capitalist increased to sixty-three and one-

third per cent. From 1870 to 1880 our National wealth

had increased to $43,800,000,000, and the accumulating

process is still going on, in favor of the capitalist, they

owning, at that time, 76 per cent, of the wealth, and labor

24 per cent Two thousand men, out of a population of
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60,000,000, control $4,000,000,000 of the wealth of the

country.

The total number of farms in the United States is

about five trillions. 1,280,000 of these farms are rented.

Since 1880 there has been an increase of farm renting to

the extent of 25 per cent.

New England has the largest per centage occupied by

owners, being 91^ per cent; only 8^ per cent, of the

farms are rented; in Maine only 4^ are rented. Colorado,

California, Oregon, 17^ of the farms are leased; Iowa,

Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, 18 per cent, are rented;

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, 20 per cent, are rented;

Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West

Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri,

one-third of the farms are rented; Georgia, Florida, Ala-

bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, 43 per cent, of the

farms are leased; in South Carolina 50 per cent, of the

farms are leased.

Of the total number of small leased farms 32 per
cent, are for money, 68 per cent, are rented on shares;

of the large farms, 44 per cent, are rented for money, and

56 per cent, on shares.

It is evident to the most ordinary observer that the

lands are passing out of the hands of those who cultivate

them. Why is this? Is it the result of idleness and

incompetency on the part of the tillers of the soil ? No.

The farmers for the past ten or fifteen years have labored

as they never did before. They have produced abundant

crops. They have studied and practiced economy. They
have denied themselves and families of the comforts, and

in some instances the necessities of life. They have

endured privation and toil. They have had the use of

improved machinery with which they have been enabled to

double the product of their labor. But still the cold hard
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fact stares them in the face that they are not only not

living as well as they should, but their farms are gradually

but surely slipping from their grasp. The decree of

Shylock is being fulfilled: "capital control of labor, by

controlling wages. This can be done by controlling the

money.
' '

A national debt was created as a basis of national

banks. The currency was contracted so as to make money
scarce. Money being scarce, it was consequently hard to

get, and therefore dear. Free loans were made by the gov-
ernment to the national banks. Loan agencies were estab-

lished throughout the country. The price of farm products
had gone down until it was impossible for the farmer to

make both ends meet. He produced almost everything at

an actual loss. He fell behind with the merchant, with

the dealer in farm implements, and with the doctor. He
is compelled to have money. No one else has got it, and

he goes to the loan agency and mortgages his farm. The
result is obvious. If he could not keep even before, it is

hardly to be expected that he can catch up now, and pay
off the mortgage. And why? On account of constantly

falling prices. In 1878, an official report, sent out from

the agricultural department at Washington, said: "The

average price obtained by the farmer has fallen off two-

thirds within the last fifteen years.
n

Says a correspondent in the Toiler: uThe agricul-

tural products of this nation were valued at $320,000,000
less in 1880 than they were in 1860, notwithstanding in

1880 we employed a million more hands, and cultivated

a hundred million more acres than we did in 1860; any
man who questions the correctness of this statement ques-
tions the correctness of the census reports of the United

States for the two periods. Bringing it down to more

recent dates the results are more appalling. In 1884 the

farmers of the United States sowed 39,000,000 acres in
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wheat, which produced 513,000,000 bushels, for which they
realized $330,000,000, this being $53,000,000 less than they
realized for cultivating 36,000,000 acres and a production
of 621,000,000 bushels in 1883; in other words the wheat

crop of 1884 exceeded the wheat crop of 1883 by 92,000,-
ooo bushels, yet it was sold for $52,000,000 less, and it

took 3,000,000 acres more to produce it.

* ' The farmers of the United States received $48, ooo, ooo

less for raising 76,000,000 acres of corn in 1886 than they
did for raising 68,000,000 acres in 1883, though the former

exceeded the latter by 116,000,000 bushels. In 1884 there

was sown 1,000,000 acres more oats than in 1883, and

12,000,000 more bushels raised, but to the farmers

$26,000,000 less was realized. In all other products of the

soil the same general results are obtained each )'ear

increased acreage and a decrease in the amount realized

per bushel or per acre.
' '

As will be seen in Chapter II, Book First, of this

volume, the corn crop of Illinois was produced at a loss

of over $50,000,000 in five years. Facts and figures could

be produced indefinitely, that farming for the past fifteen

years has not paid. If anything more is needed, the follow-

ing table of mortgaged indebtedness for several of the

Western States, will certainly be sufficient

Ohio $350,000,000
Indiana 175,000,000
Illinois 200,000,000
Wisconsin 100,000,000

Michigan 125,000,000
Minnesota 70,000,000
Iowa 100,000,000
Nebraska 25,000,000
Kansas 50,000,000
Missouri , . 100,000,000
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The above estimate is probably too low, in some of

the States, at least.

The Chicago Tribune, speaking of the farm indebted-

ness, as shown by the above table, says:

"According to this moderate, careful estimate, the

farm mortgages in the ten Western States mentioned

amount to the tremendous sum of i, 200 millions of dollars,

and the interest charged cannot be less than 90 millions

per annum. Is it any wonder that the farmers of the

West have no savings banks and no deposits worthy of

mention? Practically one-fifth of all that these mortgaged
farms produce is taken to pay the mortgage interest

charges, and before the farmers attempt to meet that they
must be mulcted for exorbitant transportation rates on their

produce. Western fanners are kept mortgaged up to their

eyes and their substance is devoured by the money
lenders."

The farmers of the west can never get from under the

load that oppresses them without help. Under present
conditions it is preposterous to suppose that they can ever

meet these mortgages and free their lands. They are vir-

tually to-day only tenants on their own farms, and with the

prospect of becoming tenants in name as well as fact in the

near future.

However, the above table represents but a small part
of the indebtedness of the people of the United States.

The statistics show the following interest bearing debts:

County $ 123,887,696
State 234,436,261
National 1,041,761,742

Municipal . 698,270,192
Railroad 3>765>727,o66

Total $5,864,082,957
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In addition to the above a careful estimate from the

most reliable sources, show that the mortgages resting

upon the homes and farms of the people represents a

further indebtedness of $16,000,000,000. This would

indicate a total interest bearing indebtedness of the people
of the whole country of about $22,000,000,000. There is

no doubt but that the private indebtedness other than that

included in the above figures, and secured by mortgages on

personal property, and not secured, will amount to half as

much more, which would make a total of $33,000,000,000.
From a careful review of the laws regulating interest, and

the rate payable on funded debts in different states and

which runs from three and one-half to ten per cent.
;
and

from loss to producers of real wealth by discount on these

securities when the funding of the debt is resorted to is

taken into consideration; and from statements of men in

the West and South who have had to borrow money to

make improvements, and to tide over the season of poor

crops and pay deficiencies resulting from falling prices,

who very generally not only have the home and farm

mortgaged, and pay from 8 to 18 per cent, interest, but

almost always have to pay a premium ranging from 5 to

15 per cent, of the sum for which the mortgage is drawn.

With all these points taken into consideration it is safe to

affirm that on all these forms of indebtedness, aggregating

$33,000,000,000, the average rate of interest is not less

than 8 per cent. The interest burden of this vast sum at

the above rate is $2,730,000,000 per annum. As the

capitalist is not a producer but only accumulates wealth,
this entire tax, or tribute, must necessarily be paid out of

the products of labor. Let us now consider for a moment
what this vast sum means. It is the amount annually
transferred from the producer to the capitalist. It repre-

sents the value of all the wheat produced in the United

States in six years at one dollar per bushel. It represents
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the value of all the corn produced in five years at thirty-

five cents per bushel. The following table will show tl.e

amount and value of five of the leading staples produced

in the United States.
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000,000. Scotland's annual rent is about $180,000,000, and

Ireland pays $ieo, 000,000; total amount $830,000,000;
this enormous sum must be paid in gold, and is divided

among 50,000 landlords. What has been the result?
u
During the fifty years of Victoria's reign 1,222,000

Irishmen have died of famine! 3,668,000 Irishmen have

been evicted! 4,168,000 Irishmen have emigrated been

obliged to leave Ireland! This means 400 per week died

of famine, 1,400 per week been evicted, and 1,600 per
week have emigrated."

The same system is obtaining in this country,

subsidized press is aiding its consummation.

The New York Times, of August i2th, 1887, savs *

u There seems to be but one remedy, and that must

come, a change of ownership of the soil; that is: tenant

farmers on the one hand and landlords on the the other,

like that which has long existed in Europe and our own
State of California. Everything seems ripe for the change ;

half the farms in the country are ready to be sold if the

buyers would only appear."

Senator Sharon says:

"We need a stronger government; the wealth of the

country has to bear the burdens of government and shall

control it"

The Indianapolis Daily Journal said :

u There is too much freedom in this country, rather

than too little."

The Daily News of the same city said:

u lf the workingmen had no vote they would be more

amenable to the teachings of hard times."

The Richmond
( Va.) State said:

uThe most wealthy must govern in every State, and

will, regardless of any attempt to deprive them of that

right."
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The New York World says :

* ' The American laborer

must make up his mind henceforth not to be so much bet-

ter off than the European laborer. Men must be contented

to work for less wages. In this way the workingman will

be nearer to that station in life to which it has pleased

God to call him." Like quotations might be continued

indefinitely, but it is useless. The most careless observer

can not fail to see a growing disposition to monopolize the

land.

Eighty years ago there was one farm owner in England
for every thirty-seven of the population} while now there

is but one owner in every thousand of the population, and

the ratio of landlords is increasing every year, placing the

great mass of people beneath the reach of hope, and tend-

ing more than any other cause to the development of the

merely animal passions, and the consequent increase of

crime. The condition of the English and Irish peasantry

to-day truthfully mirrors the near future of the American

farmers if land consolidation and landlordism is not

checked. As has been seen already one-fourth of the

American farms are cultivated by tenants and the number
is rapidly on the increase. Large farms are becoming more

numerous and there is a growing desire upon the part of

the capitalist to procure control of large tracts of land.

The result is inevitable. Consolidation and farming on a

large scale with cheap labor will as surely compel men
with small farms to sell, as the reaper and threshing ma-
chine drove the sickle and flail into the shade. Men may
not console themselves with the fact that they have a title

to their land and are out of debt. In the sale of their

products they will be compelled to meet and compete in

the markets with the cheap labor employed on large farms,
with the additional advantage of the use of all the im-

proved machinery which can be used thereon. It is not

only those who are in debt and those who have lost their
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farms that will suffer, but those who now pride themselves

on their good management and success will not be able to

stem the current of cheap labor and low prices. As cer-

tain as * ' like causes produce like effects,
' ' will the present

system gradually force us to the same condition that it has

the producers of the countries of Europe.
What is the spectacle presented to our view? Crime

reaching a magnitude it never did before; poverty increas-

ing with frightful rapidity; intense and steadily increasing

competition with labor in nearly every vocation of industry;

an army of idlers crowding upon the workers everywhere;
the man who is driven by necessity or want to work or die

of starvation is compelled to fight his own fellow-laborer

or be guarded by the police in the discharge of his duties.

A decrepit, homeless humanity, swelling in numbers every

xday, audible groans of want, woe and misery coming up
from every mining, manufacturing and commercial district,

and from many agricultural localities throughout the civil-

ized world. Strikes on every hand and general discontent

prevailing. What does it all mean? Where and when in

name of earth's suffering millions will, it end? How long
must it be endured? To what end does statesmanship serve

the world if not for the amelioration of suffering and misery

consequent upon human ignorance, selfishness and tyranny?
The centralization of wealth means the centralization of

power. The people had as well delegate to a few men
their right of franchise as to foster a system of laws that

will enable the few to obtain and control the wealth of the

nation.

Some years ago a writer in the Spectator, London,

England, said:

u The present state of affairs suggests the existence of

some influence which is not generally recognized, though
its power must be overruling and its operation universal. It

is not seen, yet it reverses the councils of governments
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which appear to be supreme; it disregards equally public

opinion and the interests of States in which it has agents."

The same influence exists in this country. There is a

powerful combination whose influence is more powerful
than the government, because it dictates who and what the

government shall be. The New York Tribune says
* ' the

banks can, at a single day's notice, act together, so that

no act of Congress can resist their decision. " A writer in

Blackwood? s Magazine says:

"We behold, in tangible form, a power so terribly

strong, that, with a touch, it can paralyze armies. We
behold it gradually weaving around us a net, from which

it is impossible to escape, and claiming with a stern accent

which brooks no denial, a right of property in ourselves,

our soil, mir earnings, our industry and our children. To
its influence we can trace most of the political changes,
which perplex mankind, and which baffle explanation.

The wisest of our statesmen have tried to check its advance

and failed."

This is the money power. It has its head in the

national banking system, which dishes out the money as

it sees fit. Its arms are the thousands of combinations,
called "corporations" and "trusts." This' is the great

Upas tree that is breathing poison on every fabric of our

political and social structures; This is the condition that

the immaculate and discerning mind of Abraham Lincoln

saw when he said:

( '

Yes, we may all congratulate ourselves that this cruel

war is nearing its close. It cost a vast amount of blood

and treasure. The best blood of the flower of American

youth has been freely offered upon our country's altar that

the nation might live. It has been indeed a trying hour

for the republic. But I see in the future a crisis approach-

ing that unnerves me and causes me to tremble for the

safety of my country. As a result of the war corporations
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have been enthroned, and an era of corruption in high

places will follow, and the money power of the country
will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the

prejudices of the people until all the wealth is aggregated
in few hands and the republic is destroyed. God grant
that my fears may prove groundless.

' '

This was the danger which Daniel Webster foresaw

when he said:

11
liberty could not long endure, in any country,

where the tendency of legislation is to concentrate wealth

in the hands of the few."

When Alexander Hamilton brought forward the fund-

ing and banking scheme, which he copied from Great

Britain, in 1791, Wm. Pitt, a member of the British

Parliament, and one of the greatest of English statesmen,

said:

"Let the Americans adopt the funding system and go
into their banking institutions, and their boasted indepen-

dence will be a mere phantom."
Of this system Thomas Jefferson, when consulted

about it, said:

u
lvet us have banks, but let them be such as are alone

to be found in any country on earth, except Great Britain.

* * * While we have derived from that country
some good principles of government and legislation, we

unfortunately run into the most servile imitation of all

her practices, ruinous as they are to her, and with the

gulf yawning before us, into which these practices are

precipitating her.
' '

Instead of being warned by him through the ignor-

ance and prejudice of the people on the otfe hand, and the

scheming cupidity of statesmen and politicians on the

other, we find ourselves now upon the rocks and shoals,

and under the howling winds of monopoly and anarchy,

individual freedom and independence are being wrecked.
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The nation is in the hands of the fundholders; they are

our creditors and likewise our masters; they have but to

command and their subjects obey, and young or old men
that enter the councils of the nation who desire to rise,

have but to do their bidding and hide and screen their

hellish plots and methods to despoil the people, and they

can share the glory as well as the spoils of their masters.

Thus the highest honors are conferred upon those engaged
in the most iniquitous and damnable proceedings. If a

man refuses to be bought, coaxed or cajoled into support-

ing these schemes of wickedness, or remain passive as to

their consummation, he is ridiculed, ostracised, "read out' 7

of the party and followed home and beaten for re-election.

We dwell upon these evils, though it is somewhat of a

repetition, at the risk of wearying the reader, because we
desire to call attention to their relation to the subject

under discussion. Land monopoly is infinitely the worst

in the whole category of evils; in fact, it is the aggrega-
tion of all the other evils. Every sytsem of class

legislation, every law that favors one at the expense of

many, every measure that tends to centralize wealth, is a

step towards the consummation of the land monopoly. It

is the result aimed at; it is the object to be attained. Its

consummation is not a blight upon this generation alone

but upon those that are yet unborn. It evils are wrought
with such evil consequences, and entail so much misery,

suffering and woe, that anything, even the bloodiest and

most sanguine war is preferable.

For various reasons the farms of the South have not

been mortgaged to the extent of those in the more fertile

regions of the North and West. But Shylock has already

turned his greedy eyes upon this beautiful Southland and

is now establishing his loan agencies. We cannot too

strongly urge upon the Southern farmer to beware of the

net that is being spread for him. Shun it as you would a

44
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deadly plague, if you would save your homes from his

relentless grasp. With loan agencies and ten to fifteen

per cent interest and a slick-tongued agent, many farmers

might be induced to go in debt and mortgage their farms

for the purpose of making some improvement. But we

again say, if you would shun the fate of others, who have

lost their farms, don't mortgage. So long as the govern-

ment continues to pay her bonded indebtedness, it releases

more money, which naturally seeks safe and easy invest-

ment. There is no safer investment than real estate;

hence there is a growing desire, as the bonds are paid off,

for the capitalist to invest his money in land. He reasons,

naturally enough, that it will not only return him a fair

interest from year to year, but that the land itself will

become more valuable in the course of time. To those

who have never studied the power of interest, it would be

a startling statement to say, that if the money which

the outfit of Columbus cost, when he set sail from

Genoa, estimating the cost at the modest sum of

$5,000 had been put on interest at five per cent, and

compounded each year, the aggregate sum would amount

to more than one thousand billion dollars. If a young

man, when 21 years of age, would put $10 at compound
interest, at the age of 71 he would have the snug little

sum of eleven hundred and seventy-three dollars.

A short time since the Astor estate sold thirty-two

lots in the city of New York for $325,000. These were

vacant lots and their value had been increased mainly by
the labor of others. This money invested in bonds at 4

per cent, interest would in fifty years amount to $2,307, 500.

Loaned on real estate at the average rate, say 8 per cent.
,

it would amount to $15,275,000. In a township there are

thirty-six sections of land of 640 acres each. This would

make 144 farms of 160 acres each. Suppose that I am a

young man, 21 years of age, with a capital of $5,000, and
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settle in that township as a money leaner. I loan five of

the one hundred and forty-four farmers $1,000 each at ten

per cent, interest, a very common rate. As they pay me
the interest I loan it to other farmers supporting myself in

the meantime by working for them by the month. By the

time I am seventy-one years old the farmers of that town-

ship will owe me $585,000, or in other words enough to

buy their farms at $20 per acre and the snug little sum of

$124,200 over. These are no imaginary figures. They
are based upon correct mathematical calculations. We
present them in order to show the immense absorbing

power of usury. Another important matter to which we
desire to call the attention of the reader is the importance
of reducing the legal rate of interest. One dollar on inter-

est at ten per cent, for fifty years, will, when compounded,
amount to $117, while at eight per cent it amounts to but

$47. The five thousand dollars in the above illustration

at ten per cent, amounted to $585,000, while at eight per

cent, it would have amounted to but $245,000, a difference

of $240,000. Eight per cent, ought to be the highest

legal rate of interest in any State. The following extract

from a speech of Gen. Weaver, at Lima, Ohio, bearing on

this subject, will prove interesting to the reader. He said:

"In looking over the history of the nations I came

across the history of the Jewish people about the time that

Artaxerxes sent Nehemiah to rebuild the Temple of Jeru-

salem, and I find it recorded about that time the Jewish

people had, through the system of usury, been completely

impoverished. So a complaint was made to Nehemiah

himself, and I want you to hear his own words. He says:

'The people complain that they have lost their oliveyards

and vineyards, and camels, and mules, and lambs, and now
we are selling their children into bondage, and neither are

they able to redeem them. ' And he says,
'

I pray you, let

us leave off this usury,' and, strange to say, these money
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sharks, with all the congregation, shouted 'Amen. '

I would

like to see a congregation of usurers in America that could

shout amen to a proposition of that kind.
u
Why, my friends, it has been my duty in the last

ten years to look into these great questions, and what do

you suppose I have found in America to-day. One hun-

dred years only have we lived as a nation, but I find we

are in debt $20,000,000,000 out of say $60, ooo, ooo, ooo of

wealth; and I find that our average rate of interest is 6^
per cent, on the lowest estimate; and 6^ per cent, on $20,-

000,000,000 is $1,300,000,000 of simple interest, to say

nothing of the compound interest that the people are pay-

ing on national, state, corporate, municipal and private

indebtedness. Twenty billions of it altogether, at an aver-

age interest of 6^ per cent.; an annual interest of

$1,300,000,000! And yet, what is the annual net increase

of wealth in this nation? Scarcely 3 per cent, or call it

that to be fair. Three per cent of $60,000,000,000 is

$1,800,000,000, and you pay in usury alone, simple inter-

est, $1,300,000,000 of it to money loaners. Now add

compound interest; then add the extortionate charges of

railroads; then add the enormous rentals paid by the labor-

ing poor, and you find that you haven't a farthing left to

add to the wealth of the country as a whole. And that

has been why the wealth of this nation has accumulated

in the hands of a few people, because the debit has to be

made up from the earnings, and made up annually. So

the operation of the system which we have here at the end

of the first hundred years under our federal constitution

and glorious Declaration of Independence, is such as to

amass the wealth that is produced into the hands of a few

men in this country, and the impoverishment of the great

mass of mankind."

The condition of the people of this country is little less

deplorable than that of the Israelites in the days of Arta-
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xerxes and Nehemiah. We give below an extract from a

letter from Kansas, describing the condition in one county:
u There are 7,600 real estate mortgages on record in

the office of register of deeds in this county, and they will

average $500 each, which makes a mortgage indebtedness

of $3,800,000. To pay the annual interest at 10 per cent.

requires $375,500; add to this $38,000 interest charges on

county indebtedness, and we have a total of $433,500 that

goes out of the county every year to fill the coffers of an

idle, non-producing class, besides we have an enormous

bonded debt to pay. The interest on this debt requires

$3.00 per acre for each acre of tillable land in the county,

or, at the present price of corn, it will take seventeen

bushels for each acre. Our December court reports 164
more tenant farmers; and so the good work goes on. n

But Kansas is in no worse condition than many other

States. In North Carolina the average farmer, in many
instances, is compelled to pay from 20 to 40 per cent, more

than cash price for his supplies to enable him to make a

crop.

The amount advanced for supplies in South Carolina,

in 1885, is estimated at $8,500,000; the value of the cotton

crop was $21,969,766. Total value of all products $32,971,-

280. Demonstrating that one-fourth of the crop was

pledged before it was produced for exorbitant interest on

money and profit on the necessaries of life.

It is stated that in Alabama 45 per cent. *of the

farmers, white and colored, are heavily in debt, without

available means of liquidation, and that not less than 65

per cent, find it necessary to seek assistance from the

county commissioners and the merchants. They pay over

50 per cent, more for their supplies than cash prices. The

report says the cost of this indebtedness to the agriculture

of the State in diminished production and improvement
and increased wear of farms is not less than $5,000,000
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annually. When money is borrowed by mortgaging farms

the rate of interest ranges from 18 to 24 per cent, per
annum. As a rule the tenants and croppers get about 35

per cent, of the cotton made in the state, but it is all

pledged for supplies before it is gathered; on an average

90 per cent, of the whole crop is pledged before grown for

supplies and interest. All supplies on this basis cost

upward of 75 per cent, above cash prices. The same thing
is true of Mississippi.

Upwards of one-third of the farmers of Texas are

hopelessly burdened with debt. It is a common practice
for the farmer to arrange with the merchant for an advance

of $2 to $5 per acre of cultivated land, to be secured by a

crop lien. The renter has greater difficulty than the owner

in getting supplies. He must induce his landlord to waive

his landlord lien in the merchant's favor or to indorse the

renter's note for supplies. The annual rate of interest is

12 per cent, but it costs the borrower anywhere from 15 to

25 per cent.
;
the difference between cash and credit prices

is from 25 to 50 per cent.

In Arkansas the proportion of farmers in debt in the

cotton region is 75 per cent, and in the grain and grass

region, 25 per cent. The most of the labor is performed

by the tenant or share-hand farmer. He rents the land at

from $6 to $10 per acre, or works for part of the crop, the

risk on him being very great, he is scored at the rate of 50
to 100 per cent. In other words, it costs him two-thirds

more labor to live than it would if he had the cash.

The worst form of indebtedness is that contracted by

securing advances to grow crops; it throttles industry and

breeds despair by reducing the borrower to slavery. Another

method of bringing about a system of land monopoly is

the profligacy with which Congress has granted to corpora-

tions and to States, for the use and benefit of corporations,

large tracts of land. We do not undertake to question the
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fact that in some ca^es it was perhaps proper to aid enter-

prises of great proportions and which for years would not,

perhaps, pay an adequate return upon the capital invested,

but which were, in the meantime, a national necessity.

Such an enterprise was the great trans-continental railroad

the Union Pacific, to construct which both political

parties in 1860, promised government aid. But that this

power has been unduly exercised by the government, and

most outrageously abused by the recipients of its donations,

is a fact that no one will attempt to deny. In view of the

fact that this practice of wholesale land donations has been

so thoroughly discussed, and so universally condemned,
we shall occupy but a limited space in its discussion.

The disposition of the public lands of the United

States is a question of vital importance, but it now seems

that the public attention is so thoroughly aroused to the

evils attendant upon large and gratuitous land grants to

corporations and individuals, that no political party could

stem the tide of public indignation which would result

from a repetition of the practice. It is to be regretted that

other evils of equal importance have not met with the same

universal disapproval. The history of land grants dates

back to the year 1850. It is not known who first conceived

the idea, but Stephen A. Douglas introduced the first bill

in Congress granting land to aid in the construction of

railroads. This bill was hotly opposed, but supported by
the persuasive eloquence of Mr. Douglas, it was passed and

approved September 2Oth, 1850. It granted to the State

of Illinois, for the use and benefit of the Illinois Central rail-

road company, 2,505,053 acres of land through the richest

portion of the State. A provision stipulating, that in lieu

of all other taxes, the company should pay into the State

treasury an amount equal to seven per cent, of the gross

earnings, was incorporated into the bill; but since the

books of the company show that they still have 36 per
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cent, of their gross earnings left after paying all expenses,

it would seem that the people are taxed to pay the seven

per cent. The company have since realized about thirty

million dollars from the sale of these lands. Within the

next six years no less than forty-seven land grant bills

passed Congress to aid in the construction of railroads in

different States. These grants embraced about thirty

million acres of land. It was not, however, until the close

of the war that the jnost stupendous grants were made.

During the few years immediately following the most reck-

less extravagance was indulged in, and the wildest schemes

were aided by the chosen representatives of the people.

The following table will show the number of acres granted
to the different railroad companies from the time the system
was first introduced. About 36,000,000 acres of these

lands were first granted to the States, and by them to the

railroads:

ACRES.

Texas Pacific 18,000,000

Union Pacific 12,000,000

Kansas Pacific 6,000,000

Denver Pacific 1,000,000

Central Pacific 11,000,000

Oregon Central 1,200,000

Southern Pacific 35,200,000
Northern Pacific 47,000,000
Cairo & Fulton . 3,000,667
Wisconsin Central. . , 1,800,000

St. Paul & Pacific 4,723,038
Atlantic & Pacific 42,000,000

Oregon & Califofnia 3,500,000
Pensacola & Georgia 1,568,229
Mobile & Ohio River 1,004,640

St. Paul & Sioux City 1,100,000

Iowa Falls & Sioux City 1,226,163
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ACRES.

St. Joe & Denver City 1,700,000

Missouri, Kansas & Texas 1,520,000

Pacific & Southwestern 1,161,235

Burlington & Missouri River 2,441,600

Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw 1,052,169

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 1,261,181

Cedar Rapids & Missouri 1,298,739
Missouri River, Fort Scott & Gulf. .... 2,350,000
New Orleans, Baton Rouge & Vicksburg. . 3,800,000
Illinois Central and Mobile & Chicago . . . 2,596,053

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 3,000,000

Of these 209,344,233 acres, estimated at $1,674,000,-

ooo, only a very small amount has been patented. This

list has been carefully compiled from the records of the

general land office, and is considered correct.

In addition to this the Pacific roads received six per
cent, government bonds to the amount of $64,623,512.
While the government was fighting to retain eleven States

in the Union, spending millions of money and the best

blood of the country, it permitted itself to become a party
to robbing the people of a domain equal to more than the

whole of the seceding States. This amount of land in

one body would be almost equal to the thirteen original

colonies. It is larger than the whole of England and

France combined. In addition to the above there are

millions of acres held by foreigners, and foreign and home

syndicates. The following table comprises some of the

European land owners with amount of land owned:

ACRES.

English syndicate, in Texas 3,000,000
Holland L/and Company, in New Mexico . . 4, 500, ooo

Sir Edward Reid, in Florida 2,000,000

English syndicate, in Mississippi 1,800,000

Marquis of Tweedsdale 1,750,000
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ACRES.

Byron H. Evans 700,000

Anglo-American syndicate 750,000

Phillips, Marshall & Co 1,300,000

German syndicate 1,000,000

Duke of Sutherland 425,000

British Land Company, in Kansas 320,000

Wm. Whaley, M. P 310,000
Missouri Land Company, of Scotland . . . 465,000
Robert Penant, of London 260,000

Dundee Land Company, of Scotland .... 247,000

Lord Dunmore 120,000

Benjamin Neugas 100,000

Lord Houghton , 60,000

Lord Dunaven 60,000

English Land Company 110,000

Albert Peele, M. P 10,000

Sir J. L. Kay 5>ooo

Alex. Grant 35,o

English syndicate, in Missouri 110,000

M. Ellerhausen 600,000

Scotch syndicate, in Florida 500,000
A. Boysen, of Denmark 50,000

Total 20,557,500

The amount of land in the hands of these twenty-

seven foreign speculators is equal to a territory as large as

Ireland. Then we have our American syndicates and

speculators. The late Col. Murphy left an estate of more

than 4,000,000 acres. The Standard Oil Company owns

1,000,000 acres. Ex-Senator Dorsey has 500,000 acres in

New Mexico, and Diston has over 2,000,000 acres in Florida.

Then, there is the Glenn, Vanderbilt and Dalrymple

farms, and the great cattle ranches of Texas; and New
York, even, has not escaped the Shylocks, such as Mr.

Clark and Col. Church. The latter owns and collects
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rents from 180 farms, some of them containing more than

500 hundred acres each, while his tenants, after paying the

rents, can scarcely live.

An Indiana correspondent of the Chicago Express

says the public lands of the United States, exclusive of

the thirteen colonies and Texas, were as follows:

ACRES.

Thirteen colonies 229,987,187
Louisiana purchase 756,961,280
Florida 37>93 1 >52o
Texas 65,130,880
Gadsden 29,142,400
Alaska 399>529> 6 o

Mexican treaty 334>443>52O

Total 1,823,126,387

Land not available to be deducted:
ACRES.

Alaska 369,529,600
Indian and military reservations 157,000,000
Mountains and untillable land 400,000,000

Total . . 926,529,600

This leaves as available land nearly 900,000,000 acres.

Of this 300, ooo, ooo are owned by private parties and actual

settlers. Congress has given to the States 160,000,000

acres, 79,000,000 to schools, as swamp lands 70,000,000

acres, as bounties for military and naval service 61,000,000,
and 6,000,000 acres for canals, wagon roads, etc., a total

of 528,000,000 acres. Now add 172,000,000 acres already
enumerated as granted to railroads, and we find 700,000,000
acres out of the whole amount have been disposed of, and

but 200,000,000 remain. Then the private and State

claims that have not been considered in these figures

amount to 85,000,000 acres. Now what have we left
7
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The small sum of 115,000,000 acres, 22,000,000 acres less

than has been given to the railroads alone. If we take the

rate at which the public lands have been going for the last

twenty-five years as a basis, there will not be, at the end

of fifteen years more, one acre of government land to be

had. Then these big land sharks will begin to reap their

reward, unless compelled, through legislation, to put their

lands in the market at once. By all means let us have a

graduated land tax.

In 1880 there were 75,000 farms in the United States

which contained over 500 and less than 1,000 acres, and

286,000 which contained more than 1,000 acres. The
census of 1880 shows us that at that time, seven years ago,

there were 1,024,000 tenant farmers in the United States,

200,000 more than Ireland ever nad, and the number has

increased nearly 3 per cent, since that time.

In former chapters we have treated briefly of the

monopolies that have sprung into existence within the past

twenty-five years, with the position that the leaders of the

two great political parties have occupied thereon, and the

rapid strides that have been made towards an aristocratic

and centralized government.
The natural tendency of all monopolies, as must be

apparent to all, is to burden men with an indefinite amount

of debt, create a system of usury, obtain mortgages upon
real estate and eventually own and control all the land,

and live, fatten and flourish off the rents thereon. Millions

of acres have thus passed under mortgage, the inevitable

result of which is "the creation of a class of land owners

on the one side and of tenant farmers on the other. n

Twenty billions of debt have been fastened upon the

people, and a system of usury established that is sapping
the very foundations of our national prosperity. Twelve

hundred millions of dollars interest money are thus annu-

dly demanded as a tribute on labor to pay into the hands
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of a class aristocracy that have fattened under a system of

laws more exacting than the decrees and demands of the

barons of Europe in the days of feudalism. Monopolies
and trusts of every kind have sprung up all over the land

as if by magic under the fostering protection of our system
of laws.

Land monopoly must be the legitimate result of this

most infamous system of class laws. Land monopoly is

one of the worst forms of robbery. To encourage pro-

gress, induce invention and reward genius, it may be urged
that inventors may for a time reap the benefits of their

skill and industry. But such cannot be said of land, it is

the gift of God. It is the source from whence the human

family obtain their means of subsistence. From its fertile

resources flows all wealth. Upon its proper and equitable

distribution depends the happiness, comfort and prosperity

of the people. "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat

bread." This decree was uttered 6,000 years ago. It is

as immutable as time itself. Labor is man's proper func-

tion. The word of God has made it honorable. Man
smites the earth, and from its inexhaustible fountain of

resources flow the means of comfort, happiness, and pros-

perity. Whoever works performs the natural functions of

mankind. The idler is a drone; he shirks the immutable

decree of Deity; he feeds upon the labor of others; he is a

parasite upon society; he is a robber.

The earth is God's gift to man. To monopolize this

is to enslave labor. To enslave labor is to strike at the

very foundations of liberty; to violate the laws of justice

and equity and rob the people of their God-given heritage.

He who does it sins against God. The nation that permits
it will be wiped from the face of the earth.

Usury and extortion lead to land monopoly. For this

violation of the Divine law God has destroyed the nations.
4 *Thou hast taken usury and increase and thou hast
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greedily gained of thy neighbors by extortion, and hast

forgotten me, saith the Lord God. Behold, therefore,

I have smitten mine hand at thy dishonest gain which

thou hast made, and at thy blood which hath been in the

midst of thee." Ezekiel xxii: 12, ij.

Let us briefly review the history of the nations that

have violated this edict of God. Egypt has a name, great

in the annals of history. Building is one of the greatest

achievements of mankind. The great pyramid of Gizeh

is the greatest monument of human history, the mightiest

building on earth, and the oldest; in structure a miracle,

in extent almost incomprehensible. Forty centuries have

looked upon its glittering sides, and the the tooth of Time

during all these rolling centuries has not been able to eat

away the grandeur of the pile. Generations of men have

come and gone; nations have lived and died; empires rose

and fell; and, amid all,
"
Cheops' shaft," like a great rock in

a weary land, stands grand, silent, defiant a symbolized

finger of Deity.

But Egypt is dead. Her lands drifted into the hands

of one per cent, of her people. The rest were slaves.

Usury and land monopoly brought tribulation and suffer-

ing. The song of death floated out upon the air amid the

wails of the dying and anguish of the living. Then God

frowned upon Egypt, and she was known no more among
the great nations of the earth. Her death dirge should be

a warning to us.

Then came Babylon, the mightiest city upon earth.

The rising sun bathed her wilderness of gilded spires in

myriads of colors. She was matchless in beauty and une-

qualed in extent. Her walls were sixty miles around, and

her battlements three hundred feet high; fifteen hundred

streets, crossing at right angles, presented to the view of

the happy beholder swinging gardens and sparkling fount-

ains. Thus stood Babylon in all the ravishments of her
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wealth and transcendent glory. Her network of canals,

reaching out in all directions to the border of the empire,

brought in on their glassy bosoms such wealth as man
never saw before.

But, like Egypt, she sinned against her people, and

"her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath re-

membered her iniquities.
" She violated the decree of

Deity. Her haughty ruler, standing upon her highest bat-

tlements, intoxicated by the magnificent scene beneath

him, gave utterance to the falsehood, "Behold, great

Babylon, which I have builded;" forgetting in the pride
of his heart, the toiling millions who had worked, in sun-

shine and in rain, at three cents a day, to create the mag-
nificent city. "The cry of the laborer entered into the

ears of the Lord of Sabbaoth. God breathed the fire of

his wrath upon Babylon and she died. Usury and land

monopoly were her death warrant. Two per cent of her

people owned all the land; the rest were slaves.

Next in order came Medo-Persia, the silver empire.
The rulers were more tyrannical than any that had gone
before. Plato says: .

"So great was the distance between the prince and the

subjects that the latter were looked upon as slaves, while

the king was looked upon not only as their sovereign, their

absolute lord and master, but as a kind of divinity. In a

word, the peculiar characteristic of Asiatic nations was ser-

vitude and slavery. Luxury to madness on the one side,

and wretched poverty and abject servitude on the other. ' '

The robbery of these people eclipsed all that had gone
before. Usury and extortion prevailed throughout the

land to the greatest extent. So haughty and tyrannical

did the rulers become that they gave forth the proverb:
"The laws of the Medes and Persians change not." Thus
were the people lashed with fury over the road to poverty
until less than one per cent of them owned all the land,
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and one mighty cry of anguish and suffering floated out

upon the air, and God blew His breath upon Persia and

she died. Alexander, the mad boy of Macedon, charged
across the Granicus, and the brazen empire sprang into life

at a single bound.

Civilization started westward, and Greece became the

wonder and admiration of the world. Glorious Greece !

The land of beauteous isles, of classic lore and epic song !

uWhere burning Sappho loved and sang." Great in

architecture. In literary attainments and military achieve-

ments unexcelled.

But she, too, forgot the toiling masses who contributed

to her greatness. The love of labor, which at first

eradicated vice, was turned to hatred and vice by the

absolute robbery of labor. Usury and extortion were

fastened upon the people. The bread winners sank

beneath a burden of woe till their tears baptized the land,

and the cry of the poor filled the air. Then God blew his

breath against Greece and she died. Four per cent, of the

people owned all the land, and ninety-six owned none,

and were serfs, tenants and slaves.

Then came Rome, the mightiest effort of man. Fed

upon the ferocity of the wolf and guided by the genius and

intellect of man, she became the grandest empire of the

world. She gave to mankind a code of laws that has been

the wonder and admiration of the nations of the earth.

She spread civilization westward, whence its march ever

since. Superior in intellect, victorious in war, and rich in

inexhaustible resources, she became the mightiest empire
on earth. Rome in her highest glory was simple in habit,

and generous in her laws. Equality of fortune and generous
distribution of land was the law of common consent and the

legal enactment of the state also. "Citizen" was the

highest type of nobility. At one time, under this gen-
erous system of laws, eighty-five per cent, of her people
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had title in land. Then her legions were heroes uncon-

querable, and Rome was founded on the rock of equality

and justice.

But she followed the road of all nations that preceded
her. She contracted her currency; she fostered monop-
olies; she burdened her people with heavy taxes; she

encouraged usury and demanded extortion; she traveled

the same road to death that Egypt, Babylon, Persia and

Greece had traveled before. It took her a long time to die.

But the decree had gone forth :

u
Behold, therefore, I have smitten mine hand at thy

dishonest gain."
li Therefore have I poured out mine

indignation upon them; I have consumed them with the

fire of my wrath
;
their own way have I recompensed upon

their heads, saith the Lord God. '
*

The land owners had been reduced Irom eighty-five

to less than one per cent. Rome could not live because

she had violated the laws of God.

Kind reader, history is repeating itself in our own fair

land. Monopoly is eating out the very vitals of our exist-

ence. Usury and extortion have fastened their iron jaws

upon every industry of the land. Labor is burdened beyond
endurance. Trusts, syndicates and combinations demand

extortion on everything we buy; and transportation com-

panies, pools and middlemen levy tribute on everything we
sell. We are traveling the same road to death that the

nations gone before have traveled. We are told by the

politicians that they will save us. So we have always been

told. Our task becomes harder and life more burdensome.

Reform never begins with the leaders. It comes from the

people.

Will you follow in the same tracks that we have been

treading for the past twenty years ? Will you follow in the

45
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road to ruin, and let the history of other nations repeat
itself in ours? Will you let this labor movement, this last

effort, burn to ashes on our fallen altars? Then, indeed,

will be actualized into history that which is written by the

prophet: "Death on a white horse and hell following after

him."



CHAPTER XIII.

THE PRESS.

WE HAVE, in previous chapters, taken occasion to

discuss to some extent the relation which the newspaper

occupied to the interests of the laborer. The subject,

however, is fraught with so much importance that we
deem it proper to devote this chapter exclusively to its dis-

cussion. Many years ago Thomas Carlyle wrote of us as

a nation, saying, we would have our "
trial period."

"It will be," he said, "when health is intact, crops

abundant and the magnificent land open. Then so-called

statesmen will cry over-production, and the man of the

ballot, the self-reliant, the self-pliant, will go to the ballot

box amidst hunger and destitution (but surrounded by the

glitter of self-rule) and ratify by his ballot the monstrous

falsehood uttered by mis-statesmen, and vindicated by the

same ballot, the infamous lie thrown upon the breezes

by a senile editor through a corrupt press, and thus bring
ruin upon his country, serfdom upon himself, and the

death of oppression upon his children."

We leave it to every thoughtful person if we are not

now having our trial period. Our "mis-statesmen,"
"senile editor," and "corrupt press" have long since

made their appearance. Fifteen years ago, when the great
crash of 1873 prostrated the industries of the country and

whirled thousands of our best business men into the vortex

of financial ruin, entailing a loss of hundreds of millions

of dollars, closing down our manufactories, our workshops
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and our mines throwing millions of men, women and

children out of employment, we were told by the "so-called

statesmen" and the "senile editor through a corrupt

press" that it was caused by over-production. Carlyle's

prophecy was verified. In 1874, "amidst hunger and des-

titution," the American citizen, by his ballot, ratified

the "monstrous falsehood" given out through a "corrupt

press.
' '

It is a fact, much to be regretted, that the laboring

people, the great masses who form the" most important part

of the community, are slow to realize the potent and all-

powerful influence of the subsidized press. Millions of

copies of papers are taken, paid for and read by those

whose interests are not only not represented in the col-

umns of the papers they support, but are actually sacrificed

upon the altar of selfish ambition, or for a price paid by
the various monopolies of the country. The press is the

great moulder of public opinion. Its purity is most essen-

tial to the proper enlightenment of the people. Its

influence permeates every community and affects every

phase of our national life. This great power, this all-per-

vading influence has been seized by the corporations and

moneyed power of the nation, to promulgate the "mon-

strous falsehoods ' ' that lead to industrial death. It is part

of the great conspiracy entered into between the capitalists

of Europe and America. Note the Buell circular: "It is

advisable to do all in your power to sustain such daily and

prominent weekly newspapers, especially the agricultural

and religious press, as will oppose the issuing of greenback

paper money, and that you also withhold patronage or

favors from all applicants who are not willing to oppose

the government issue of money.
* * * See your mem-

ber of Congress at once, and engage him to support our

interest, that we may control legislation.
> '

The above circular was sent out to the various national
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banks throughout the country. The great daily and weekly

papers in the United States are owned and controlled by

stockholders, who are capitalists, and whose income depends
to a great extent in the perpetuation of a system that is

robbing industry of its just reward. The only hope of

perpetuating this system is to mislead the people, keep
alive their prejudices, appeal to their passions, and attract

their attention from the real issues which affect their inter-

ests. The capitalists of the nation are aware that the

newspaper is the most powerful agent to accomplish this

object, and with this view he has obtained control of the

Associated Press, and a majority of the prominent news-

papers in the country. The proper mission of a newspaper
is to educate the people, and encourage progress; to stimu-

late them to the attainment of a higher sphere in life; to

teach them to cultivate the nobler instincts of manhood

and womanhood; to encourage them in the cultivation of

those noble qualities which will lead men to a condition

of universal brotherhood; to admonish them against public

wrongs and political corruption ;
to encourage the right and

condemn the wrong. The newspaper that properly fills

its mission is a public benefactor, a blessing to humanity.
The newspaper that violates its trust, that misleads the

people, and engenders and encourages strife, is- a public

curse. They should be looked upon as more dangerous
than the deadliest serpent. They poison the public mind ;

they stand in the way of progress; they are dangerous to

the public welfare and the liberties of the people. Mem-
bers of labor organizations who aid in the support of these

papers become, unconsciously, perhaps, participants in the

great crimes which their influence seek to accomplish.

At no time, perhaps, does the press do greater injury

than during the excitement incident to a political campaign.
At this time many papers seem to utterly abandon all

regard for truth, consistency and decency. It is during
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the excitement preceding an election of any importance,

almost impossible for the average voter to obtain from the

newspapers an intelligent idea either of the candidate or

the issues at stake. The most outrageous lying and mis-

representation is resorted to. Truth and decency is

entirely lost sight of in the wild scramble for success. The
whole vocabulary of epithets is brought into play and

exhausted over and over again. Men who claim to be

honest and truthful at other times and in other matters,

will, during the excitement, publish the wildest and most

outlandish statements if they think it will be of any

advantage to their side. In these contests, the indepen-
dent press and the independent voter the men who have

severed their allegiance with their political party and

there are thousands of them are subjected to the most

trying ordeal. Ridicule, the strongest weapon of the

press, is heaped upon them with a persistency that burns

into their very souls. We have known men who have

marched into the face of the cannon's mouth, while it was

belching destruction from its iron jaws, without a tremor

or the least sign of fear, who would cower before the

weapon of ridicule. No expression is strong enough, no

epithet is mean enough, that the press will not apply to

those who honestly differ from them, and have the man-
hood to oppose what their better judgment tells them is

pernicious and contrary to their interests.

Here is a specimen editorial in which free use is made
of epithets:

uThe idea of a few petty political sore-heads in this

or any other section of the State presuming to dictate to

the Democratic party, or to criticise its principles, and at

the same time claiming to represent the wishes of the

farmers the bone and sinew of our great nation is con-

temptible in the extreme, and a direct insult to the

laboring classes. Their selfish designs are apparent to the
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rattle-headed school-boy, and brand them as frauds 24
karats fine.

' '

An attempt to extract any logic from the above clip-

ping would be as futile as an effort to press the juice out

of a common XX soda cracker. All reform movements
have met with like opposition, but here in free America it

would seem that the voter is only free to do, peaceably,
what some self-appointed political boss tells him to do.

If he exercises his own free will and does something that

is not consistent with the political bosses' plan, he subjects

himself to be called anything which said political boss or

his satellites see fit to call him
;
and every political boss

has his organ to aid him in this commendable work. We
merely mention these things to call attention to the fact

that if the reader ever expects to assume any independence
of his own and protest against the domination of pot-

house politicians and "potato lawyers," he may expect to

have to bear a vast amount of abuse and ridicule.

The power of an epithet and ridicule to turn men

away from reform movements is very great, and none know
this better than the monopolist and his efficient servants,

the professional politicians. When Christ was being

scourged and mocked, the great and good Peter denied

him. It is still within the memory of old men how the

placards on Democratic parade wagons,
* ( Fathers and

brothers, save us from negro husbands,
' ' and the epithets,

"Black Abolitionist" and "Northern Gorillas," retarded

the growth of the Republican party. All men who are

now pressing for industrial reform must expect nothing but

kicks, cuffs and hard words. The work of reform is

neither a pleasant or a profitable business, and the men
who want an easy, lucrative employment had better not

enter upon it it is better for themselves and for the party

of reform that they stay with the boodlers. In fact, timid

men had better confine themselves to their private busi-
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ness, gather up what property they can transfer to their

heirs, and then die and leave this rough, every-day world.

The opulent are slow to join the ranks of reform.

The world is good enough for them; and they are at a loss

to understand why anybody "kicks." They are called

the " better class,*' and usually, they are good peo-

ple. The timid man ardently desires to be rated with the

better class, and, though at times his humanity pushes him

into the ranks of the reformers, as soon as epithets are

applied, he returns to the great column of the respectables.

For the benefit of any who think we have overdrawn

the situation, we submit a few specimens from papers

which we have in our possession, and copies of which can

be seen at any time by those who have any doubts as to

their being genuine. Here, for instance, is a definition of

a Democrat, taken from the Sharp County Record of

August 23, 1888.

"A true Democrat, who has the success of the party

at heart, and has a child's excuse for not wanting to sup-

port the whole ticket, will 'stand right up to business

without hitching; will not kick, jump, nor pull back in the

harness.' That's the style of voter who goes in to win.

That's the way to elect the Sharp county Democratic

ticket. The voter who ( scratches ' a name lacks just that

much of being a Democrat. And when a ticket-scratcher

puts his head up for office ever afterwards, he should get

it soundly thumped till he gets back into the ranks and

proves his mettle by voting a straight ticket. This is

the doctrine."

Yes, sir! That is the doctrine. We presume that a

Kansas editor could take the article and, by changing
three words, make it a standard guage for a Republican.

Here is another from the Hot Springs News:

"If you are a Democrat, be one. Don't put your
individual interests above that of your party. If you
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aspire to office, do so as a Democrat, run as a Democrat,
and accept the issue as a Democrat. Stand by your party

and rely upon your party to stand by you. Don't go off

after strange gods. Don't kick out of the harness. Don't

desert the ranks and fight as an 'independent' apoliti-

cal bushwhacker. If you do you may expect every loyal

Democrat to fight you as a worse enemy of Democracy
than an avowed Republican."

Another very common practice with the partisan press,

and one that has much influence in keeping men out of the

reform ranks, is to style any independent reform movement
as a trick of the other party. It is very natural for any

party which is in a hopeless minority to support, to a great

extent at least, any independent movement that will pre-

sent an opportunity to defeat their old-time antagonists.

This is frequently done when they have no representation

whatever on the ticket, as was the case in Arkansas and

Kansas in 1888. But the cry was raised in Arkansas that

it was a u
Republican trick,

" and in Kansas that it was a
" Democratic trick."

During the campaign the State Central Committee of

the Democratic party in Arkansas, published and issued to

the voters an address, from which we quote the following:
"Your arch enemy, the Republicans, a party hurled

from power in 1874, and time and again beaten and driven

back in ignominious rout whenever he dared to raise his

own standard in an open field, or fight beneath his own

party colors, is now massing his columns in the dark, and

drilling them in stealth behind the mask of the so-called
* Union Labor** party,

* * a combination whose ultimate

object is to foist upon the people of a great State a set of

irresponsible and blatant demagogues, who, if once given
the reins of power, would speedily degenerate into the mis-

erable dupes, if not the willing tools, of the radical con-

spirators to whom they owed their election. Such has
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been the disreputable outcome of every such combination

that was ever made, and sooner or later it will be found

that all roads out of the Democratic, lead into the Republi-
can camp"

While this was being read and talked to the Demo-
cratic voters in Arkansas, the chairman of the Republican
State Committee of Kansas was advising the Republicans
to ' '

give the Union L,abor men h 1, and speak on local

issues only." The situation in that State was thus

summed up by a correspondent to the St. Louis Republic:
u The present campaign is the most remarkable ever

seen in the history of the State, and there is no longer any
reason to doubt but that it marks the downfall of the

Republican party in a State which has been one of its

strongholds since its birth. Republican managers have

tried, in vain, to check the growth of the Union L,abor

movement. This party, while professing to ignore the

tariff issue, has made its converts from the ranks of the

Republican party, and that by taking the issue against the

Republican party on the tariff question. The reason for

this stampede from the Republican party, in these agri-

cultural regions, are obvious. The Union Labor party

gets its strength from the rural districts, and the most

remarkable fact is, that in whole townships, that were

once largely Republican, there is now scarcely an adherent

to the party left, but the towns will go Republican, as

heretofore, but with decreased majorities. Labette county,

which has always been the boasted "banner Republican

county in the State," going over 1,000 Republican at the

last election, gave the Union Labor ticket over 500

majority.

The situation has reduced the Republican managers
to desperation within the past three weeks and a canvass

of the State, which was completed a few days ago, showed

that the Union Labor element had 5,000 majority. This
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has made them resolved to die in the last ditch. Accord-

ingly a few days ago a gigantic scheme was set on foot to

show that this agriculturist party is a collossal band of

Anarchists and that the entire State is permeated with red-

handed dynamiters. Accordingly, on Thursday last, every
State paper of any importance published what purported
to be an expose of the rituals of a secret order, the princi-

pals of which are the leaders of the Union Labor party.

This all purported to be sent out as a telegram from Win-
field the day before, but each paper published a large

* cut '

in connection with the alleged exposure, which showed

that it was a desperate preconcerted plan in which the

lesser lights are all expected to take up the cue and find a

desperate gang of dynamiters in every hamlet and rural

district throughout the State.
' '

The dynamite referred to in the above article is alleged
to have been furnished by some of the Republican man-

agers, and placed in the express office for shipment, where

it prematurely exploded, almost killing the wife and

daughter of the express agent. The whole scheme was a

farce, and the Legislature, when petitioned by the Union

Labor people to investigate the conspiracy, refused to do

so. Thus the press is used in every conceivable manner to

dupe the people.

Another matter of the greatest importance to which
we desire to call the attention of the members of labor

organizations, is the practice so universally prevalent of

only reading one side of the question. It is a fact, well

known to all, that many of our leading men, those who

put themselves up as fit and qualified to enlighten the

public on the great questions of the day, only post them-

selves on one side of the question. For instance, if the

Republican party does anything wrong the Democratic

papers are quick to expose it; and if the Democratic party
does anything wrong, the Republican papers do likewise;
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but neither side exposes or denounces the wrongs of their

own party, but praise every laudable act. In this manner

a Republican who reads only Republican papers, is cog-

nizant of all the good, but none of the bad acts of his

party; and all of the bad and none of the good acts of the

Democratic, or opposing party. So with a Democrat who
reads only Democratic papers; and the result is, that the

great masses of the people have only a one-sided view of

the situation, from which each insists that he is right. And
like the knights of old, who met on opposite sides of a

shield which was gold on one side and silver on the other,

each one is right from their own knowledge; but if each

would take the pains to inform himself from all sides, they

might come to the conclusion that both were right, or,

what would be more probable, that both were wrong. A
man who is only posted from one side of a political ques-

tion is no more qualified to cast an intelligent ballot than

a juror who has only heard one side of a case in court is able

to render a just verdict. This brings us to the conclusion,

then, that the independent press is the best means of

obtaining the information calculated to give us a proper

understanding of the political situation.

Although the independent press is the best available

means which the laborer can depend upon to represent his

interests and enlighten him upon important matters,

strangely enough, the people do not appreciate it to the

extent of giving it that support which would render it

more efficient. We frequently hear it complained of that

the independent newspaper is not so full of news as some

of the partisan papers. These men seem to forget or

ignore the fact that it is a lack of support that usually

causes it. Like all other kinds of business, to get a good

newspaper requires money to buy material and pay for

labor.

4 'The editors of labor papers, as a rule, are men
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whose whole heart and soul is bound up in the cause of

labor. They are induced to start a paper in their locality

by the promise of support from their brother workmen.

They start out small at first, because, being poor men, they
have not the means to do otherwise. Their first issue

appears, and then the second, but the men who have prom-
ised them their support are waiting to see whether the

paper is going to be a success or not before they pay in

their subscription, and while the little paper is struggling
to secure a position in the newspaper field, those who should

assist it are standing aloof and giving their money t6 their

enemies, while the paper that is fighting their battles is

left to go it alone or die with its swaddling clothes on.
uGo into any community and you will hear the labor-

ing class cursing the capitalist papers for misrepresenting
them before the public ;

but look into the houses of these

same men and you will find on their tables the capitalist

press, bought by their money. They will tell you that

they want a good labor paper, but they will not give one

cent to help make one. What they want is for some poor,
honest fellow to start a paper, pay the expense of the same
for a few years, increase its circulation to a hundred
thousand without any subscribers, make it a blanket sheet

with seventy-two columns of pure reading matter, all

devoted to their interests, and then when it contains a few

more lines of news than the capitalist sheets, they may be

induced to take it, provided the editor will let them have

it at first cost, and thus show that he is working for them

only.

Now some may think this picture overdrawn, but

there is not a labor editor in the country but what will

tell you that there is more truth than poetry in it, so far

as his experience is concerned. There might be a power-
ful labor press in this country if those for whom such

papers are published would support them; and until the
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laboring people realize this point, and act intelligently,

they must expect to see themselves lied about and abused. "

The persistency with which many of our agricultural

and religious papers refuse to expose and denounce the

numerous frauds and vicious systems which exist to the

great detriment of the masses of the people, lead us to ask :

Can it be possible that the influence indicated in the Buell

bank circular has successfully been brought to bear upon
them? Not only have some of these papers rendered

themselves conspicuous for their silence in this particular,

but, in many instances, have aided the subsidized political

press in disseminating theories, and upholding practices

that are at variance with the best interests of that class of

persons which they claim to represent. In support of this

declaration we quote the following from the Farming
World, of Chicago, Ills. :

CAPITAL AND LABOR.

i( The fallacy which is common to almost all labor

organizations, and which the leaders and '

walking dele-

gates' of these organizations generally do their utmost to

propagate among workingmen, and that, too, for selfish

purposes, consists in the assumption that there is a real

conflict between the two classes represented by the terms

'capital and labor.' The term 'capital' means those who
have an accumulated capital, and are engaged in some form

of business that makes it necessary for them to become the

employers of others, paying them wages for their labor.

The term 'labor' means those who, not having capital

which they can invest in any branch of business, have

nothing to sell but their labor, and support themselves and

their families out of the wages paid them by their employ-
ers. The one class want and need to buy labor, and the

other class just as much want and need to sell labor. Both
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classes, so far from being arrayed against each other, are

supplementary to each other and mutually dependent upon
each other. Neither can get along without the other.

There is no just occasion for any war between them any
more than between the buyers and sellers of commodities.

Their interests are not conflicting, but coincident and mu-

tually contributory.
4 *What is the rate of compensation that capital ought

to pay to labor? How much shall the seller of labor

receive from the employer for the service rendered by the

former to the latter ? There is only one practical answer

to this question; and that answer, in the long run and as a

general rule, will be more equitable than any other which

it is possible to* give, where buyers and sellers are left

free to make their own bargains. The law of supply and

demand, under free competition, will fix the price of labor

as between buyers and sellers of labor, just as it fixes the

price of all commodities that come into the market to be

bought and sold. When the demand exceeds the supply
of labor, wages will rise; and when the supply exceeds the

demand, wages will just as naturally fall to a lower mark.

When buyers compete with each other, prices necessarily

advance; and when sellers compete with each other they
as necessarily go down. This has been the history of the

world ever since men began to buy and sell; and it will

continue to be its history through all time. The result is

an average market price, which the buyer must' pay and

the seller must accept
"All the labor organizations that were ever gotten up

by men, cannot repeal this law, or put in its place any
other law that would, on the whole, work better for the

interests of human society, including all classes. Such

organizations may, for a short period, force prices out of

their natural course; but in the end they will come back

again under the general law of supply and demand. Such
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has been the fact in the past, and we conclude that it will

be so in the future.

"The plain truth is, that capital and labor are

naturally and necessarily co-operative, and not antagonistic.

They have common interests; and work together, and

must work together. All that capital needs is a free

market in which to buy, and all that labor needs is a free

market in which to sell. Give to both a free market

without any coercion or constraint on either side, and each

in serving itself will, under the natural laws of trade,

serve the other. '

Walking delegates' and labor 'strikes'

are a very poor remedy for regulating the rate of wages.

They produce far more harm than good, and are a general

curse to the best interests of society."

It would be much more appropriate for the above

article to have appeared in some banker's magazine, or

other paper devoted expressly to the interests of capital

and monopoly. The theory contained in the above article

proposes no adequate relief to the laboring man. Nothing
can be more injurious than competition of labor when
based upon the necessities of the laborer. The logical

conclusion of the above theory may be summed up as fol-

lows: When men become too industrious they produce too

much, and the supply becomes greater than the demand;
then prices fall and hard times and suffering is the result.

This is what so-called statesmen, or, as Carlyle has it, mis-

statesmen, and the senile editor would call over-production.

But just why a great surplus of necessities if such a

thing is possible should result in the poverty and suffer-

ing of the producers, is a question which our mis-statesmen

and senile editor has never yet satisfactorily explained.

L,abor and capital should not be at war with with each

other, but that they are is a fact so evident that it requires

either a great stretch of the imagination, or an utter disre-

gard for the truth to claim otherwise.
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The editor of the Farming World, however, makes

some reparation for the appearance of the above article by

exhibiting a deep solicitude for the laboring people of

Europe, who have been reduced to pauperism by the same

financial system that prevails in this country, and who are

now required to support a large standing army to keep
themselves in subjection.

He says:

u One very great advantage this country has over the

nations of Europe is that it is unnecessary for it to keet> up
an immense standing*army in or^er to keep peace with its

neighbors. Although they are apparently at profound

peace, the great powers of Europe are recruiting and

drilling armies, building fortifications and war vessels, and

making extensive military preparations as if war was

imminent. And yet the rulers claim that they earnestly
desire peace, and that all this is done simply to keep

peace. Each nation seems to be striving to make its

military strength so great that no other nation will dare

attack it. To maintain peace in Europe on this plan, the

five great powers now have twelve millions of armed men,
and are still increasing the number. The public debts of

European nations are constantly increasing, and it seems

impossible that they can enjoy any great degree of pros-

perity while under the crushing weight of such an

overgrown military system."

If the writer of the above article had taken the pains
to learn what he ought to know before undertaking to

enlighten the public, he would have discovered that the

people of the United States contribute much more to the

support of their "sitting army," than any of the nations

of Europe do for their standing army, and that it is "im-

possible to enjoy any great degree of prosperity while under

the weight o f such an overgrown
' ' and vicious system of

46
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class laws. With regard to the religious press we have but

little to say. It is strange, indeed, that it does not reso-

lutely combat the evils which must be apparent to all. If

the same spirit which led our Savior to overturn the tables

of the money-changers in the temple and drive them out,

prevails to any great extent among the members of the

religious press, they certainly cannot much longer refrain

from raising their voices against the dangerous tendencies

of the times.

As one of the great objects of labor organizations is

to educate the members, they cannot afford to undervalue

the importance of using'every endeavor to select and sus-

tain such papers as are devoted to their interests. The

great and good Thomas Jefferson said that u Education

was the only sure foundation that can be devised for the

preservation of freedom and happiness," and that u the

press is the best instrument in enlightening the mind of

man and improving him as a rational, moral and social

being."

Says the Labor Sunbeam:

* ( The labor press is the right arm and strong bulwark

of your defense. It stands between you and the evil pow-
ers. There is nothing like it in the whole world of thought
and action. It speaks from the watch towers of free

thought and common right. When danger is near it

sounds the alarm. Courts and Legislatures listen, the peo-

ple listen, and when anathema is needed it thunders in the

tyrant's ears, and cries out 'Let my people go free.'

"Nor is there any hope of reform unless the masses

turn away from false teachers and a subsidized press.

Labor papers are struggling for existence, while the subsi-

dized tools of monopoly wallow in wealth that is created

by the workers. Let the reform come by first supporting
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the labor press and its patrons. Educate, organize, co-op-

erate."

It would seem useless to add that it is the duty of the

laboring men of America to study questions of political

economy. Without a proper understanding of trie prin-

ciples of government, and the issues which relate to the

proper and beneficial administration of its powers, and

distribution of its enjoyments, the proud boast of the right

of suffrage is but an empty privilege.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE REMEDY.

THE intelligent and observant reader has, doubtless,

to some extent, already anticipated a remedy for many of

the evils discussed in previous chapters. The practical,

intelligent and unprejudiced man or woman would sug-

gest a remedy in a very few words. It would be to

"abolish the evils and false systems which prevail, and

establish a government and enact laws founded upon
humanitarian principles." But it is much easier to sug-

gest a remedy than it is to apply it, or reconcile it with

existing conditions and suit it to the exigencies of the

times. While the great masses of the people agree that

the only remedy for their wrongs is to abolish unwise and

oppressive laws and false systems, and to restrain the

aggressive and unjust encroachments of the strong against

the weak, they, unfortunately, disagree as to the plan or

manner of accomplishing this. This, in a great manner,

is due to selfishness, jealousy, envy and ignorance. What
the people need is education. The great necessity of the

times is agitation. In this, and this alone, is the only

hope of a peaceable solution of the labor question.

Popular government is only possible when founded on

intelligence, honesty and patriotism. The people ought to

be thoroughly enlightened on all questions relating to their

interests. We desire to state in the outset that we are not

of that class of reformers who believe that the foundation

of a new party, the adoption of a new system of finance,
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and the abrogation of all class laws would be a cure-all for

every evil with which society is afflicted. While we sin-

cerely believe that the State can do much towards

alleviating the present depressed condition of the laborer

by extending the arm of protection over his interests,

there is much that w^ould remain which he alone can

accomplish. Intelligence and honesty is the basis of pros-

perity, and while the State or society can do much towards

corrupting the morals of the people by bestowing the

highest honors and rewards upon its most unscrupulous

citizens, the only hope of reform lies within the citizen

himself. It remains for him alone to cultivate intelli-

gence and encourage honesty. The State or government
is never better, and seldom as good as the society which

composes it. Our political institutions are founded upon
our social system. If the latter be corrupt the former will

necessarily be so; and while our political structure may
become much more corrupt than our social system, it can

never rise above it in moral purity any more than water

can rise above its own level. One of the greatest obstacles

in the way of industrial reform is a want of confidence

among fellow laborers. This is wrong. It should be

remembered that in addition to honesty there is an identity

of interests which should be a never-failing bond of unity

among laboring men.

We, as farmers and laborers, are, to a great extent, to

blame for the wrongs we have to endure, inasmuch as we
have within our power the means of redress and reform.

If we ever expect to better our condition and enjoy the

full reward of our labor, we have a plain duty to perform.
And when I say we, I don't mean the officers and

committees of the different labor organizations, but

every man, no difference how poor, how ignorant,
or how little influence he exerts, it requires the

united efforts of the entire labor force to lift the
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burdens which depress them in every industrial pursuit.

And, it should be borne in mind, that whether you
are in fair circumstances or poor as a church mouse, this

question is fraught with the utmost importance, not only
to yourselves but to the generations yet unborn. Another

thing which we must understand sooner or later is, we
have got to do away with sentimental politics before any

great strides can be taken in the way of reform. We must

view everything from a practical standpoint.
u The growth and arrogance of combinations of cor-

porations of aggregated wealth; the steady, rapid and

defiant encroachments of monopoly upon the agencies of

production and distribution; the greed, avarice and selfish

ambition of the rich, spreading like a pestilence among
the masses; the deep-seated disappointment and discontent

prevailing among the masses of the toilers, who produce
wealth but can't possess or enjoy it; the wide-spread cor-

ruption and venality in public life; the alarming and

rapid increase of social vice and crime against person and

property; the limited knowledge on the part of the masses

as to the true causes of these evils and the best remedies,

are all sure indications of the presence of the disease

which destroys republics."

Hon. Evan Jones, President of the Farmers' and Labor-

ers* Union, in a speech at Albany, Texas, referring to the

encroachments of organized capital against the interests

of labor says:

"The United States in this line is accomplishing in

a few years, under her system of corporate powers, what it

took Rome centuries to wrest from the people. In order

to bring this matter before you in its true light it is

necessary to state that land, labor and capital constitute the

three great sources from which the government draws her

support. If land is getting more than its just or pro rata

share, labor and capital will become poorer. If labor is
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getting more than its just or pro rata share, land and

capital will become poorer. If capital is getting
more than its just and pro rata share, land and labor

will become poorer. There can be no war between

capital and labor if each get their share of what is

produced from mother earth. If there is a just distribu-

tion of the wealth that earth produces there can be no

antagonism.
"While the laboring people are being oppressed,

money influences are fattening on the general disaster.

Take from idle capital its profits, and make it as unprofita-

ble as idle labor, and there will be no conflict between

them. But the industries of the country are growing
under the iron heel of monopolies, and the people need

another such man as "Old Hickory" Jackson to regulate
our finances as he did in opposition to the United States

banking system, for there is but little difference in the way
our present banking system is oppressing the people and

the system then proposed.

"The farms of the Northwestern States valued at

about $5,000,000,000,. are mortgaged for about $3,000,-

000,000. This means that we are drifting in the same

channel that led to the downfall of the Roman empire.
And I warn you that it is a duty which every citizen owes

to his country, to his family and to himself to investigate

this question.
' '

He thought it was useless for him to say there

were railway pools combinations of the railways to

control the transportation of the United States. He was

here to tell the people to-night that the vast railway cor--

porations were binding the industries of the people in the

iron chains, notwithstanding some statesmen say, that rail-

roads are built by private capital, and ought not to be

interfered with by legislation. Railways cannot be built

without the sanction of land, for they could not secure the
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rights of way over the people's lands, much less receive

grants from the government and the States of large bodies

of the people's lands. In fact, the people build the rail-

ways and furnish the produce for transportation that returns

a revenue to the stockholders. The interests of the railways

and the people are mutual, and there should be no discrim-

inations in rates.

' ' The theory of over-production is false. If the

cotton producer, who raises the surplus of the staple, is not

able to furnish his family with the articles he produces,

there cannot be an over-production of cotton. If the pork

producers are told that there is an over-production of pork,

and, in consequence thereof, prices are low, and at the

same time the producer is not able to supply his family

with pork, there is no over-production in pork. The same

may be said of the cattlemen. There can not be an over-

production in anything when the people who produce it

can not supply their families with the article. Then these

are the questions that every American citizen, regardless

of party, must investigate, and unless we do, the time will

come when this government will follow in the wake of

other republican governments which have fallen under

misrule.
UA11 wealth is based on the production of mother

earth, and when that is oppressed the people must suffer.

The farmers pay for all furnish the wealth for all. In

the bosom of the earth we find that which gives employ-
ment to all."

"Five-sixths of the bonds of the government are

owned by capitalists, and they necessarily control the sys-

tem of finances. This system of finance is based on iron-

clad mortgages on the lands of the people. This system

has also contracted the circulating medium until there is

not enough money to carry on the business of the country,

and, in all candor, I state to you that it demands the careful
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attention of the people. Georgia, Louisiana and Texas

are plastered all over with mortgages owned by foreign

capitalists 50 per cent, at least operated by loan associa-

tions.

"It is a shame for a country that can boast of so

much skilled labor and rich material to be compelled to

give its subsistence to foreign capital. They already own

22,000,000 acres of our lands.

"The time has come when we are called on to act,

and not stop and investigate the condition of foreign

nations, for their subjects already own too much of our

territory to be wholesome for the growth of our Republic.

When a republican form of government oppresses the

people they lose respect and interest in its institutions that

will tend to its downfall. There is opposition now and it

is tending to dissatisfaction among our people, which

demands that our statesmen come forward and do something
to relieve them, or the people must look around for a Jack-
son to lead them out of the dilemma."

It is an axiom as true as if it was capable of mathe-

matical demonstration, that the "vitalizing power of labor

produces all wealth." How, then, is it possible for one

man to accumulate one, ten or fifty millions of dollars

worth of property within the brief space of a lifetime,

without absorbing the just reward of the labor of others?

What is a civilization which produces such -results worth ?

Under it, and aided by its laws and systems, one in ten

thousand accumulates a vast fortune from the labor of the

other nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine, and

these are reduced to a condition of semi-slavery. Necessity
is a harder master than ne who wielded the lash in the

days of chattel slavery. Necessity possesses no heart,

knows no law and fears no consequences. It is no

respecter of persons, but imposes its burdens and inflicts

its sufferings on all alike; the aged and young; the weak
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and strong; the sick and well; male and female; black and

white; all are subject to this stern master which Shylock
has placed to rule over the working people of America.

No one can for a moment doubt that the tendencies of the

times is to concentrate wealth. The property is fast pass-

ing from the hands of the many into the possession of a

moneyed aristocracy. The same system prevails which

wrenched the lands from the possession of the English
farmers.

Eighty years ago there was one farm owner in Eng-
land for every thirty-seven of the population, while now
there is but one owner in one thousand of the population,

and the ratio of the landlords is increasing year after year,

placing the great mass of the people beneath the reach of

hope and tending more than any other cause to the devel-

opment of the merely animal passions.

The condition of the English and Irish peasantry to-

day truthfully mirrors the near future of American farmers

if land consolidation and landlordism is not abolished.

Already one-fourth of American farms are cultivated by
tenants who pay rent to masters of the soil. Million-acre

farms as naturally absorb hundred-acre ones as large bodies

at ract smaller ones. The result is inevitable.

We clip the following from a Kansas daily paper :

"Here is the condition of Cowley county, Kansas, on

October I5th, 1888. It does not include railroad mortgages
or bonds, but straight-out farm mortgages unsatisfied :

Farm mortgages $4 5 33)9 I 5

City mortgages 2,419,484

Total $6,750,399

No. of farm mortgages .... 3,518
No. of city mortgages ..... I )3 I

Bonds on county $1,000,000
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Making a total interest-bearing bond and mortgage
indebtedness of $7, 750,399. The mortgages average $1,442
each. There is no use quibbling over these figures; they
are matters of record, and until the records can be made to

show differently this table will hold the floor.
"

Says J. H. McDowell, writing from Kansas: <c

Eighty
farm mortgages were foreclosed at the last term of court,

and there are 800 mortgage foreclosure suits on the docket

of the district court for Sedgwick county. This county

adjoins Butler, and when in that county we are told

that eighty mortgages on farms were foreclosed at last

court term, and in another county we noticed there had

been 151 farms closed out under mortgages. In several

States we learn that almost the same state of affairs

exist. One thing is evident, if some relief is not found

through our combined efforts to remove oppression and

prevent corners which rob farmers of their labors, in a few

years a number of States will be in the hands of foreign
and eastern capitalists and the tenant system of slavery
established similar to that which exists in the monarchical

countries of Europe, where the lands are owned by a

landed aristocracy, and the people are mere serfs.
"

Says the Labor Journal:

"The case of Sillars, a man hunting work and out of

money, who asked for a cup of coffee, and was arrested

and sentenced to thirty days' imprisonment and a fine of

$30, is attracting much attention. It transpires that his

wife is working for $4 a week to support herself and child.

That he had been out of work for months, and had walked

from New Jersey to Connecticut seeking work, having

only forty-five cents when he started, living on bread and
water until the forty-five cents was gone, when he was
arrested as a vagrant, fined and jailed. Verily, this is a

grand country for rich men."
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Millions of men are out of work, and poverty casts

her gloom into the homes containing once happy families.

u
Poverty is the general term of a condition that has many

phases and shadings between the unrelieved horror of the

black hole and the debatable land bordered by needed

comfort on one side and dispensable luxury on the other.

Poverty what a blanching, chilling, fear there is in the

word. It is HELL, become visible to the eye. It stands

for the superlative of shame and agony possible to man on

earth. To avoid it, to so entrench themselves behind

bastions of gold, that even the remote peril of it will be

banished from this life, many men stand ready to trample
on every law of natural right, and ignore every Divine

precept.

"When threatened with judgment and punishment

beyond the grave, they cheerfully respond by act and

word. Well, that may be so, but you are only guessing at

it, and we know nothing about it, for we can see nothing,

but we do know that poverty is a palpable HELL on this

earth before our eyes, and we propose to keep out of it, and

will trust to luck and shrewd management to beat the hell

in the next world if there happen to be any next world, and

it happens to have a hell ANNEX. With these two big
'ifs' in the way we shall not worry much over our possible

fate in a problematical future existence.
u That this is the conviction and impelling sentiment

of the ruthless and successful men, who are now bossing

trusts, monopolies, and great corporations in this country,

is amply evidenced by their conduct in the practical affairs

of life. It is manifest that they regard poverty as the only

HELL in sight, and feel that the only Heaven worth work-

ing for is here now, and can be bought with gold. The
universal terror of poverty has in it something more horri-

ble than physical death, for it dwarfs and shrivels up the

immortal soul. It makes tender-hearted men cruel, and
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the just unjust. That they may keep poverty far off from

themselves, and those they love, men toil from youth to

old age. No time for mental or spiritual culture. Oh no!

We must keep busy striving to put ourselves out of reach

of poverty's skeleton fingers, and how often rich old cur-

mudgeons are haunted to the grave by phantasmic poor
houses.

"This universal shrinking from a poverty against

which such desperate war is waged, is not a figment of

imagination, or silly illusion of the popular mind.

Poverty is an awfully real thing. No curse launched on

man by an Omnipotent devil could be more devastating to

his comfort and happiness. Poverty is the serpent mother

of crime, and hence the most dangerous foe of organized

society. A government of the people, by the people and

for the people, should recognize the extirpation of poverty
to be its supreme duty.

"'The greatest good to the greatest number' is the

primary aphorism of a true republic. Laws that are

rightly equal and just nourish hope in the hearts of the

laboring masses, and stimulate them to industry and fru-

gality. Contrast the condition of the Irish in Ireland and

the Irish in America, if you would see the logical fruitage

of two antagonistic theories of human government
"
England guards the privileges of a favored few at the

expense of the rights of the many, and for hundreds of

years has treated Ireland as pirates do a captured ship,

while the * American idea' has been to conserve the

interests of the producing millions.

u Please to note the abject destitution of the Irish in

Ireland, and mark how millions of them have come into

prosperity in this land.

u Our old ideal of a righteous state, that once shone

down on us with the brightness of the sun, has grown dim

and shadowy of late. Somehow the corroding essence of
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monarchical theory that was left behind in Europe has

slily crept into this country. Its old aristocratic designa-

tions and flashy garniture are absent, for 'vested privi-

lege' with its haughty power, now masquerades in strange

garments, and is known by new names, but the vile thing

itself is unchanged and robs the many for the benefit of

the few just as it always has done since tyrants first began
to enslave their fellow-men.

"Does any order of nobility in the Old World hold

sterner sway over the lowly producers than is exercised by
our trust and monopoly aristocrats? Name and rank are

nothing; it is the substance of power and authority that

counts. We have to-day in America five hundred men
who are richer than any five hundred nobles that could be

selected from all the nations of Europe. The world has

not seen so many enormously wealthy families in any one

country since Rome entered upon the era of corruption and

profligacy that preceded her decline and destruction. If

five hundred rich schemers and idlers under specious laws

and unjust institutions can take to themselves one-half of

all the wealth annually produced in a country, it naturally

follows that the remainder of the people will be compelled
to live off the other half.

"The reign of justice must be brought back to this

Republic if we would have both people and Nation pros-

per, and that can only be accomplished by going back to

first principles and the rule of righteousness laid down by
the man of Galilee, and have the government administered

for the benefit of the many and not the few. Railway

monopoly, land monopoly by great corporations, capitalists

and English lords, money monoply by cliques of favored

bankers, and the trust monopoly of all good things which

men need, must one and all be shorn of their malign

potency to work evil. Who shall do this mighty task?
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The 'great plain people' with their brave hearts and

strong hands." Farmers' Voice.

Arrogance and inhumanity widen the breach between

the people and the vast corporations and combinations

which seek to plunder the industrial masses.

When a railroad king was solicited to consider the

rights of the people he said: "The public be damned. "

When another was asked by the complaining employees to

consider their grievances and submit them to arbitration,

he said: "Strike and be damned. n

While we believe that employees frequently have just

grounds for complaint, we are of the opinion that strikes

are not only unwise but positively injurious in a large

majority of instances. We are led to believe that there

are other methods of redress that can be applied which will

be more satisfactory, inasmuch as it will remove forever

the cause for which strikes are precipitated. The deplora-

ble and wretched condition of the people frequently induces

them to strike. Poverty, suffering and distress hang like

a pall over the land. What do the people propose to do?

Is there no remedy?- "Is there no balm in Gilead? Is

there no physician there ?
n

Laboring men of America!

What are you protesting against ? What are the wrongs
of which you complain ? They are plainly embodied in

your demands. Where is the remedy, and how shall we

apply it?

The day for sentimental politics .is passed. Senti-

mental politics has cost this country rivers of blood and

billions of treasure. The sentimental politician is a fraud,

a snare and a delusion. Practical politics, business, com-

mon sense, is the greatest need of the hour. That which

is not good business is poor politics. Sentimental politics

means passion, envy, hatred, strife; practical politics is

business, and business means charity, love and harmony.
Sentimental politics means division, distress and poverty.
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Practical politics means unity, happiness and prosperity.

Sentimental politics harbors jealousy, engenders sectional

strife and teaches men to hate one another. Practical pol-

itics creates brotherly feeling, leads to unity and teaches

men to love their fellow man. Unity of action is as indis-

pensable in obtaining recognition of our demands and

accomplishing political reform, as it is in a successful

co-operative business enterprise. To pass a resolution

demanding certain reforms in the economic system of

government, and then vote for men and parties that persist

in ignoring the demands, and the reforms which they

would accomplish, is sentimental politics.

It is asked, then, what are we going to do? Some

say we had best seek these reforms through the Republican

party, since it is the party in power, and is the only one

able to help us. Others say, that the Republican party

has shown no disposition to aid us and it is better to seek

these reforms through the Democratic party, as our de-

mands are in line with the principles of the old constitu-

tional democracy as held by Jefferson and Jackson. There

are yet others who think it is best to seek relief through
both of these parties, the Republicans acting with their

party and the Democrats with theirs. While we respect

the opinions of those who advocate each of, the above

methods, we are compelled to ask, is either one of them

practical? There are few, if any, but would gladly ac-

cept reform and relief frem any source, but to effect this,

we have heretofore remarked, there must be "
unity of

action upon the part of the laboring classes;" and this "is

imperatively demanded." Everything short of unity will

fail of success. Our enemies are well aware of this fact.

It is their object to keep us divided. It has been the suc-

cessful policy since the creation of the world. Napoleon

employed it in those military campaigns, the success of

which astonished the world and made Europe tremble.
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Frederick the Great, employed it and laid the foundation

for one of the greatest empires in the old world. This is

the one thing we must guard against. If we present a

solid front, we will be as successful in sustaining every

attack of the enemy, as the English squares were in repel-

ling the assault of the French cavalry which Napoleon
hurled against them with the force of a thunderbolt, on

the field of Waterloo.

Let us now proceed to subject the above mentioned

methods to the calcium light of calm investigation. With

regard to the first, will Democrats who belong to labor

organizations, vote with the Republican party? The well

known answer at once disposes of that method as being

entirely impracticable, and for reasons so obvious that it is

unnecessary to name them. As to the second method,
will Republicans vote with the Democratic party? For

obvious reasons, this method must also be laid aside. As
to the third method proposed, that the members of each

party labor within their party to secure the reform needed,

while it appears very plausible on its face, is nevertheless

subject to some very serious objections, the most prominent
of which is, that from its very nature it implies a division

of our forces. This one fact alone is sufficient to condemn
it as impractical.

u ln things essential, unity," is our

watchword.

We are aware that it will be said, that this is not a

division as to purpose; that we only divide in order

to exert our influence upon two other forces which are not

in sympathy with our demands, a fact which, as has been

shown, is well outlined in the policies of the two great

political parties. Admitting it to be a fact, that we are

not divided as to purpose, we are divided in our action,

and it is our action, after all, that must accomplish our

purposes. Again, in adopting the latter method, while it

may be true, that we are united in purpose, we are divided

47
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in our action against two forces that are united in purpose
to defeat our demands. In making this remark, we do

not mean to say that there are not thousands of men in

both parties who are in sympathy with us; but that the

leaders who fix the policies of those parties, and who

manipulate and control conventions, are united in their

purpose to defeat the demands of labor. That there may
be localities where this method could be made successful,

we have no reason to doubt, but it has never yet been able

to exert any perceptible influence in our National conven-

tions, or in the policies of the two political parties. As

evidence of this, it is only necessary to refer to tlje fact,

that in 1876, although quite a number of States demanded

in their platforms the abolition of the national banks, they

failed to obtain a recognition of their views in their Nat-

ional convention, or to obtain a plank to that effect in the

National platform.

Not only unity of purpose, but unity of action u
is

imperatively demanded," if we expect to be successful in

obtaining recognition of our demands. Then the logical

result of this would be the formation of a new party ? No,
it does not necessarily follow. As far as the new party is

concerned, it already exists. Parties are not formed
; they

form themselves. - The millions in this country who are

demanding political reform already constitute a new party,

inasmuch as they are a new factor in politics. The only

thing wanting to make them a new party, in fact, is coher-

ence. And this will not be wanting when there is occasion,

apparent to all, that the needed reforms cannot be accom-

plished in any other way.
' ' Mankind are more disposed

to suffer evil, while evils are sufferable, than to right

themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are

accustomed." Men are slow to believe that the party

which has such a grand record in the past has outlived its

usefulness, and that it is necessary for them to seek reform
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from other sources. "The ticket that daddy voted " has

a strong influence on the modern man. And while men
will admit that the policy of their party antagonizes their

interests, they "hope the necessary reforms may be accom-

plished through it."

Parties seldom, if ever, do as much as they promise

in their platforms, it is folly to expect them to do more.

This is eminently true, and history records no great

reform or revolution accomplished through the agency of

an old existing organization. We had as well set out our

old corn-stalks in the Spring and expect them to yield a

bountiful supply of ears because they had done so the

year before. The present policy of the two great political

parties is similar to the action of a conceited old maid,

who admires herself for what she once was and the con-

quests she had made. The history of the nations of the

world teaches us, that, while principles never die, the

lives of parties are of short duration. In the ever-chang-

ing circumstances of life, new issues are rising, which

give vitality to new organizations.

The Republican party was born of the spirit of oppo-
sition to chattel slavery. It was this principle that gave it

life, vitality and power. While this contest was waging it

was grand in its conception of right and justice. It

taught the inconsistency of slavery growing on the tree of

liberty ;
that the two could not be blended in one harmoni-

ous setting; that the cries of the mother who was compelled
to part with her child did not harmonize with the songs of

heaven; that the groans of the woman compelled to

become a mother without being a wife, were not consistent

with the teachings of Christianity; that this was intended

by the fathers of American liberty to become, indeed and

in truth, a free land; that it was a Union of States having
a common interest, that it was a land of free churches, free

schools and free men. When the contest for these princi-
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pies was over, and chattel slavery went down amid the

boom of artillery, the rattle of musketry and groans of the

dying, the Republican party emerged from the conflict with

a prestige and glory that commanded the admiration of the

world. Flushed with victory, they said in the pride of

their heart like the king of Babylon see, we have done

all this.

Then the work of despoiling began. The issue, the

principle which had given them vitality, had been brought
to a successful termination. They had accomplished the

work which had called them into existence. The people

had done this. In the meantime, while the people were

engaged in the struggle, corrupt men had obtained control

of much of the political machinery of the government.
On the plea of the necessity of the hour, false systems,

burdensome laws and gigantic corporations had been cre-

ated. Before the smoke of the contest had cleared away
the immortal Lincoln, who saw with gloomy and prophetic

vision the danger to be encountered, said: "I see in the

near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and

causes me to tremble for the safety of my country.
"

Late:

on, Stevens, Wade, Morton and other patriots uttered their

warnings against the tendencies of the times. But they

were powerless against the maelstrom of corruption which

prevailed in every part of the government. The glory of

the Republican party has departed. Their bright sun has

set in the hopeless misery which their financial policy has

entailed upon an enterprising people. Their record on

contraction of the currency, national banks, back salary

steals, credit strengthening act, funding schemes and

demonetization tendencies should have consigned them to

political oblivion long ago, and would, but there was no

power that promised any better, and the people were in the

hands of corporations and combinations.

Not less grand and magnificent was the record of the
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Democratic party. Born of the spirit of the Revolution;

imbibing the independence of the Fathers; opposed to

ostentations and concentrated power; believing in the

sovereignty of the individual, and of the State; opposed
to monopolies and the concentration of wealth, it stood

out in bold relief and was the admiration of the free

States of the world. But in an evil hour, when the

advanced intelligence and enlightenment of the people,

keeping pace with the civilization of the world, formed a

sentiment in opposition to chattel slavery, they espoused
the cause. They became its champion; they taught that

it was right and proper; they became arrogant, and when

slavery went down, amid the clash of arms and the horrors

of war, the glory of the Democratic party departed. Since

the war they have aped the policy of the Republican

party on every issue of vital interest to the great masses

of the people. They have voted for contraction; they
have favored national banks; they have aided the Repub-
licans in their funding schemes; they have helped
themselves to the back salary; they have voted and

worked to strike down -silver; they have bowed to Baal;

they have worshipped Mammon; they have built unto

themselves false Gods, and set them on the hill-tops of

freedom; they have courted aristocratic establishments;

they have partaken of the spoils; they have received

bribes; they have neglected the people; they have forsaken

their principles, and their glory is departed from them

forever.

"Can the leopard change his spots, or the Ethiopian
his skin?" Can we sue the devil and hold the court in

hell, with a reasonable hope of obtaining a judgment

against him? "Then," says one, "what would you have

us to do?" Let us look for a moment and see what we are

ready to do. Are we united? No; only in purpose. What,

then, is in the way? Prejudice; selfishness; cowardice; sen-
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timental politics. Too much sentiment and not enough
sense. The first thing to do is to remove all these obstacles.

How is it to be done? By education. Suppose a man,

driving along the road with a loaded wagon, should get

into a mud-hole, and his team be unable to pull it out.

Directly another man comes along, and is requested to help

pull the wagon out. Now, suppose they differ as to the best

method of getting the wagon out, one wanting to pull it

out backwards, and the other forwards. Would it not be

foolishness for each one to undertake to carry out his plan?
Common sense would teach that they must both pull the

same way. Yet the farmers and laborers of America have

been pulling against each other for years. The politicians

and "bosses" have them hitched up to different ends of

the wagon, and continue to apply the party lash whenever

they undertake to unite and pull the same way. This is

what we call party prejudice. A better name would be torn-

foolishness.
u If ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye

be not consumed one of another." Galatians v: 15.

Abraham Lincoln said: "The money power will

endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the preju-

dices of the people until all wealth is aggregated in a few

hands, and liberty destroyed."

The immortal Washington, in his farewell address,

uttered the following warning:
"I have already intimated to you the danger of par-

ties in the State, with particular reference to the founding
of them upon geographical discriminations. Let me now
take a more comprehensive view, and warn you, in the

most solemn manner, against the baneful effects of the

spirit of party generally.
u This spirit, unfortunately, is inseparable from our

nature, having its root in the strongest passions of the

human mind. It exists in different shapes in all govern-
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merits, more or less stifled, controlled or repressed; but in

those of the popular form it is seen in its greatest rankness,

and is truly their worst enemy.
u The alternate domination of one faction over

another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge, natural to

party dissension, which, in different ages and countries, is

itself a frightful despotism. But this leads at length to

a more formal and permanent despotism. The disorders

and miseries which result gradually incline the minds of

men to seek security and repose in the absolute power of an

individual, and, sooner or later, the chief of some prevailing

faction, more able or more fortunate than his competitors,

turns this disposition to the purposes of his own elevation

on the ruins of the public liberty.
" Without looking forward to an extremity of this

kind (which, nevertheless, ought not to be entirely out of

sight ),
the common and continual mischiefs of the spirit

of party are sufficient to make it the interest and the duty

of a wise people to discourage and restrain it. It serves,

always, to distract the public councils, and enfeeble the

public administration.. It agitates the community with ill-

founded jealousies and false alarms; kindles the animosities

of one part against another; foments occasional riot and

insurrection. It opens the door to foreign influence and

corruption, which finds facilitated access to the govern-

ment itself, through the channels of party passion. Thus

the policy and will of one country are subject to the policy

and will of another.
u There is an opinion that parties in free countries

are useful checks upon the administration of government,
and serve to keep alive the spirit of liberty. This, within

certain limits, is probably true
;
and in governments of a

monarchial cast, patriotism may look with indulgence, if

not with favor, upon the spirit of party. But in those of

popular character, in governments purely elective, it is a
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spirit not to be encouraged. From the natural tendency,
it is certain there will always be enough of that spirit for

every salutary purpose, and there being constant danger of

excess, the effort ought to be, by force of public opinion,
to mitigate and assuage it. A fire not to be quenched, it

demands a uniform vigilance to prevent its bursting into

flame, lest, instead of warming, it should consume."

The fears and predictions of Washington and Lincoln

are being realized. While nearly every act of Congress
has been in favor of capital, tending to the concentration of

wealth, the pretense has always been to benefit the laboring
man. When the Contraction Act was passed, it was claimed

it would give the laboring man a "good dollar." When
the Credit Strengthening Act was passed, it was claimed it

would give the laboring man an "honest dollar," and the

platforms of the two parties echoed back "honest money."
When the Resumption measure was passed, it was claimed

that it would give the laborer a "sound currency." When
the funding schemes were resorted to, it was claimed that

it was in the interest of the "public faith," and the grand
old parties echoed back "the public faith."

Through party prejudice the people have been misled

and deceived. It becomes, then, the duty of every patriotic

citizen and member of labor organizations to discounten-

ance partisan spirit and prejudice. The following little

poem is so applicable to the position which prejudice will

lead men to assume, that we give it to our readers :

Monkeys and Men.

A tribe of monkeys met one day
To settle some disputes

That they had among themselves

Concerning men and brutes;

And as I chanced to pass that way,

I felt an inclination
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To hear what they might have to say,

And got an invitation

To take a seat among the rest

And make myself at home,

Among my old relations

That in the forest room.

Says I to one,
" there's some mistake

Explain it if you can

Do you me for a monkey take

Or call yourself a man ?

Says he,
" my friend, there's no mistaki

As far as we're concerned;

This question rose among you men,
And men that you call learned;

And this is why we meet to-day

To talk the matter over;

So hear what we have got to say,

And do not feel so sober.''

I took a seat, and must confess,

I felt a little queer

To hear what monkeys had to say

Regarding men's career;

And what I saw and heard them say

I'll tell it, verse or prose:

I'll let the muses settle that,

No matter how it goes.

But let it be in verse or prose,

I'll tell the truth the same,

And if there's aught to give offense,

You'll not have me to blame.

'Tis always best to tell the truth,

No matter who it hits

You need not put the fool's cap on

Unless you find it fits.

It seems these monkeys all had heard

Of Darwin's famous plan,

That from their ancient sires had sprung
The present race of man.

They sent a delegation out,

To learn more of this race,

And found a slight resemblance.

But only in the face.
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One monkey rose and told the rest

What he had learned of men
s

And if my friends all think it best

I'll tell it o'er again.

Says he, "I've traveled far and wide;

I've seen wise men and fools;

I've seen them in the churches pray.

And seen them in their schools.

' I've seen men drink, swear and fight

And tear each other's eyes;

I've heard them tell for solemn truth,

The most blasphemous lies;

I've seen men do a thousand things

Too foolish to be told.

And yet they claim to be as wise

As Solomon of old.

11 In fact, old Solomon himself

Did many a foolish thing,

But people called him very wise

Because he was a king.

A king, though he be born a fool,

Or stupid as an ass,

Will find his most obedient tools

Among the working class.

" The workingman will pass resolves

To put oppression down;
Yet crawl and cringe before the king,

Because he wears a crown.

They toil and sweat from morn till night

Until they fill their graves,

To feed a pack of titled drones

Who use them as their slaves."

Another monkey took the floor,

And thus addressed the crowd:

"If Darwin's^story be correct,

You need not feel so proud
To learn that men were monkeys once;

They act like willing asses,

Who carry burdens all their lives,

As do the working classes.
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"
Disgusted with the rule of kings,

And with their cringing tools,

I came to free America,

Where boasted freemen rule;

Where Yankee Doodle fought and bled

To free themselves from kings:

I found that their degenerate sons

Were ruled by thieves and rings.

"When knaves and thieves get up and fight

To settle their disputes,

The workingmen will rush pell-mell,

And play the human brutes;

The knaves will then divide the gold ,

The fools divide the lead;

And then they shoot each other down,

'Till half the fools are dead.

" The other half will then go home

And work like willing slaves,

To help to pay the war fraud off,

And then fill pauper graves.

When workingmen were in the field,

And fighting brave and bold,

The Wall street thieves like fiends of hell

\Vere gambling in gold.

" Men boast of their religion,

And boast of their free schools;

But if we monkeys acted so,

They'd say that we were fools;

And I would say the same myself,

In fact I'd hide my face,

If we should ever act like men,

I'd cease to own my race.

I feel ashamed to tell you how

The workingmen will act;

I scarcely could believe it myself,

Until I proved the fact.

They spin, weave and make fine things

For lazy drones to wear;

They plow and sow, they reap and mow
And lead unceasing lives of care.
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" And when they've filled the land with wealth,

With scarcely room for more,

The drones will take and pile it up
And keep it all in store.

The workingmen will stand and gaze
And raise the silly cry:

1 Because we have produced so much,
We've got to starve and die.'

" And those who neither toil nor spin
Have plenty and to spare;

They seem to claim a lawful right

To other people's share.

Where e'er I went the workingmen
Ne'er stood compact together.

But, ruled by knaves, in party droves,

Made faces at each other.

" When Providence is kind to us,

And sends abundant fruits,

We don't go round and cry 'hard times,*

We don't, you bet your boots.

We go to work, as monkeys should,

And gather in our store;

Each monkey gets what he has earned

And does not ask for more.

" But men have quite revised our plan,

They plunder one another;

Each one stealing all he can,

And brother robbing brother.

And then they go to church and pray
For God to give them grace;

'If not, O Lorti, then give us gold,

We'll take that in its place.'"

I felt that I was out of place,

In such a crowd as that;

But knowing that they told the truth,

I felt a little flat.

The meeting wr.s Hjourned sine die

And I was left behind

To ponder o'er what I had heard

About the human kind.
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And now, my friends, my story ends;

This moral fits the case:

Let workingmen CO-OPERATE
And free the human race.

Co-operation leads the way
The only way to freedom

The way to rid the earth of drones,

The world no longer needs 'em

Shake off the chains that bind you down
And stand" erect like men !

And if you stumble by the way,
You'll soon get up again,

And if we all co-operate

For labor's true salvation,

The joyful sound will then resound:

"A free and happy nation !" From The People.

James Russell L,owell, speaking of "political bosses,
n

which are the natural outgrowth and result of partisan

prejudice, says :

"Could we only have a traveling exhibition of our

bosses and say to the American people,
' behold the shapers

of your National destiny !' A single despot would be

cheaper and better looking. It is admitted on all hands

that matters have been growing worse and worse for the

last twenty years, as it is the nature of evil to do. It is

publicly asserted that admission to the Senate of the Uni-

ted States is a marketable thing.
* * It is notorious that

important elections are decided by votes bought with

money, or by the more mischievous equivalent of money,

places in the public service.

"What is even more disheartening, the tone of a

large part of the press in regard to it is cynical or even joc-

ular. Parties refuse to see, or, if they see, to look into

vicious methods which help them to a majority, and each

is thus estopped from sincere protest against the same
methods when employed by the other. The people of the

Northern States thought four years' war not too dear a

price to prevent half their country being taken from them.
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But the practices of which I have been speaking are slowly

and surely filching from us the whole of our country all, at

least, that made it the best to live in and the easiest to die

for. If parties will not look after their own drainage and

ventilation, there must be somebody who will do it for

them, who will cry out without ceasing till their fellow

citizens are aroused to the danger of infection. This duty
can be done only by men disassociated from the interests

of party."

The spirit of partisanship is the greatest obstacle in

the way of reform. When labor organizations have edu-

cated their members to lay aside all partisan prejudice we
can then take a calm survey of the situation.

Closely connected with partisan prejudice and largely

dependent on the latter for its successful existence, is party

slavery. This feature, which predominates largely in both

political parties, is a serious obstacle in the way of econo-

mic reform. Thousands of men who, between the periods

of political excitement attending elections, are apparently
divested of every form of prejudice, and imbued with a

spirit of reform, will, under the methods so well under-

stood and employed by those who make politics a profession,

go to the polls on election day and vote for men who they

know are not in sympathy with their interests. A genu-
ine reformer is true to his interests and those of his fellow

man 365 days in the year. It is not sufficient to be true

364 days, and then when the time comes to forsake our

interests and violate every profession we have ever made in

the interest of reform. It is useless to repeat, in detail,

the various methods used by the political "bosses" to ac-

complish their objects. Every expedient is resorted to,

and effort exhausted to sow seeds of discord among the

ranks of labor organizations. The most outrageous plans
are resorted to to create division, strife and dissension.

These efforts are only too often successful. Men are coaxed,
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cajoled, ridiculed, scared, bought and bull-dozed. Dead
men's bones are resurrected from their long-time graves
and held up to the gaze of the public to fire their passions.

The cries of women and children maltreated by midnight
marauders during the years following the war are recounted

to appeal to their sympathies. The u
bloody shirt" and

"rebellion" on the one side, and "reconstruction" and
4 '

negro domination ' ' on the other, is sufficient to license

men to commit atrocities of the most damnable character.

The past with all its bloody deeds is pictured in glowing
colors to an already excited public mind, and under this

excitement which is wrought up to its highest pitch by the

inflammatory speeches of the tools of monopoly, the

thieves get in. The following unique production from the

pen of R. J. Burdette, graphically describes the situation:

" The ' boodlers ' came down like the wolf on the fold,

And scooped in the silver, and greenbacks and gold;

From the town on the lake to the town by the sea,

They raked in the ' boodle
'

from A unto Z.

"The people were stupid, and silly and green,

And the 'boodlers,' the cheekiest thieves ever seen;

In the street, in the office, by night and by day,

They grabbed what they wanted and took it away.

"They laughed when the newspapers gave them a blast.

And they winked in the face of the judge as he passed;
For they knew while this land should be peopled with men,
That 'boodlers' who'd boodled would boodle again.

"
People put them in prison, but then all the same,
Elected new boodlers to keep up the game;
From Tweed to McGarigle who, but believes,

It's the fate of the land to be governed by thieves.

"Pickpockets and gamblers, thieves, drunkards and toughs,
Ex-convicts and sluggers, bartenders and roughs,

Forgers, fencers and liars and confidence men,
We've elected to office again and again.

"And we'll do it again; we 11 let people see,

There's a chance for the thief in the land of the free;

Long live St. Barrabas! a pledge let us borrow

To the health of good Sodom and righteous Gomorrah."
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The party of the people is the party that serves their

interest. There is no party of the people, yet the people
have constituted the authorities and clothed them with

power.
U

I don't indorse the action of my party, but I

hate the other party, and choose the least of two evils," is

a common expression. A compromise with the devil! The
same principle would have made the Apostles either Phari-

sees or Saducees; Jews or Gentiles. There would have

been no Christian religion. A thing is either right or it is

wrong. There is no half-way ground. The policy of the two

political parties is agakist the interests of the masses. If we
act and vote with a party whose policy is wrong, we indorse

that policy. As long as the people continue to do this there

will be no change in the policy of either party. There

will be no reform. Under the existing methods a man
who is not in sympathy with the policy of his party stands

no show of election to any position of trust. The highest
reward is held out to the most unscrupulous rascal who is

ready to do anything for his party's sake; no conscience to

check him; no care for the rights of the people. IJe is a

good Democrat or a good Republican. That is sufficient.

It covers up a multitude of sins. If the honest, conservative

portion of the party protest, they are soundly thumped to

bring them back into the traces. If they don't come they
are read out of the party; called ''mugwumps," "traitors,"

and every other vile epithet to be thought of.

Directly after the war, John A. Logan started out to

defend the people against the financial schemes of Wall

street, which have wrought ruin to so many homes and

industries over the land. But his words fell on deaf ears.

The people deified the Republican party. His eloquence
was like sounding brass to the masses. They gave no heed

to his warnings, nor seemed to care for the calamities which

he predicted. He saw he was sowing seed on stony ground
and on sandy barrens, where no harvest could be expected,
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in his day at least. Years after, when asked why he had

changed his policy, he replied: "The masses don't hold

state and national conventions. The masses dorft elect

Senators and Presidents, and I WOULD BE LEFT IF I DID

NOT WORK WITH THOSE WHO DID THESE THINGS." If the

people do not sustain the men and papers that represent

their interests they are responsible for their own condition.

Party slavery is the most baneful condition that has ever

cursed American institutions. It is founded upon igno-

rance, selfishness and moral cowardice. Having dwelt at

considerable length on the principal obstacles in the way
of economic reform, we will now proceed to discuss a

remedy upon which, we think, all can agree. This brings

us to a consideration of two problems.

First What the remedy shall be; and

Second How shall we apply it?

The first embraces a wise and equitable system of

laws, and the second the method to be pursued in securing
them.

uWhen the natural reward of labor is secured to the

laborer, poverty cannot exist in a family whose members

are willing and able to work. And those who can so

easily provide for their own wants, will cheerfully con-

tribute to the support of the sick and needy. They will

be able to supply themselves amply with the comforts of

life, and have an abundance of time for intellectual and

moral culture. The distribution, then, being according to

justice, strife will cease, because a man having his own

rights respected and protected, will naturally respect and

protect the rights of others. Make the laws a standard of

right, and their benefits must secure an improvement in

the morals of the people." Edward Kellogg.

"In a country like ours, above all others, will this

truth hold good. If the people can obtain fair compensa-
48
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tion for their labor, they will have good houses, good

clothing, good food, and the means of educating their

families. L,abor will be cheerful and the people happy.
The great interest of this country is labor, labor, LABOR.

Daniel Webster, in 1837.

"I affirm it as my conviction that class laws, placing

capital above labor, endangers the Republic more fatally

at this hour than chattel slavery in the days of its

haughtiest supremacy. The effort to place capital above

labor will shake the Republic, and when the attempt

grows into law it will be used to fasten still greater bur-

dens upon the people until all liberty is lost." Abraham
Lincoln's letter to Ellis.

The above quotations from eminent authorities em-

phasize the importance of enacting laws for the protection

and encouragement of labor as well as the important rela-

tion which labor bears towards the prosperity of the

country and the perpetuation of its free institutions.
u
lt now remains to discuss and indicate such meas-

ures as would renovate our resources and re-establish

industrial prosperity. We are well aware that in the dis-

cussion of this subject we have many opinions to combat

which honestly differ from us, among which is the one

prevailing sentiment, due to the teachings of politicians

and a partisan press, that the tariff question is the "great
and overshadowing issue," and that upon its adjustment

depends the weal or woe of the American workingmen.
This theory we feel we must successfully combat before we
can make any perceptible advance towards political reform.

That the tariff question is one of very grave importance
we do not pretend to deny. We do not intend to again

attempt a discussion of its merits here. That has been

done to some extent in another chapter. But we do be-

lieve that the leaders, the controlling influence of both of

the great political parties, have conspired to press this
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question upon the people, magnifying its importance for

the express purpose of attracting their attention from

other and more important measures. And the same pre-

text is now used which has ever been employed in enacting

every measure of class legislation that of its being in the

interest of the laboring man. Is it not passing strange

that it has taken the two political parties so long to learn

that it is the greatest and most important issue ? But it is

pliable, adjustable and portable. It can be so worded that

it will mean high protection in the East, low protection in

the West, and free trade in the South.
u The old parties seem determined to ignore every

other question, and at the same time make no advance

towards a proper adjustment of the tariff. In 1868 we had

practically the same tariff we have now, though times were

good and the people prosperous. In 1873 we had about

the same tariff, and had a great industrial collapse. Did

the tariff produce either one or both of these conditions?

It is poor argument for one to say that because we had a

high tariff and prosperity in 1868, that we owe that pros-

perity to the tariff; or, because we had a high tariff and

industrial prostration in 1873, that the condition was pro-

duced by the high or protective tariff. How will the tariff

give us relief from excessive transportation rates? Or,

how will it relieve us from the consequences of a money

monopoly of contraction and resumption ? True, it might
have the effect of breaking up some of the gigantic trusts

which have formed under the shadow of its protection.

But, have we any guarantee that other and larger trusts

will not be formed, through a conspiracy of the capitalists

of Europe and America, and involving every article, the

value of which is now enhanced by these unholy combina-

tions? How will a readjustment of the tariff schedule aid

us in securing higher prices for the products of labor?

The American people are in debt almost to the verge
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of bankruptcy. To pay these debts requires money. To
obtain money requires a sale of the products of the farm.

While the debts are nominally to be paid in money, they

are practically to be paid in labor or the products of labor.

The relative value between money and the products of

labor has been changed. The value of money has been

increased while the value of the products of labor has

been decreased. But the terms of the contract stipulates

that these debts must be paid in money. As a new and

reduced value has been placed upon the value of the pro-

ducts of labor by reducing the volume of currency, it

requires more labor to meet the terms, than it does the

equity of the contract. In other words a debt of one

thousand dollars contracted when wheat was worth $2.00

per bushel, is now required to be paid in the same number

of dollars when wheat is worth less than $1.00 per bushel,

and the farmer is compelled to part with more than double

the amount of wheat to obtain the money to meet the

terms of the contract than would have been required at the

time the contract was made.

The exports, which represent the surplus produc-

tions, for the fiscal year ending in 1888, amounted to

$687,000,000. At the prices ruling in 1881, they would

have brought $820,000,000; and in 1867 almost double

that amount. In other words, had the volume of the cur-

rency remained stationary, or increased with the population

and business of the country, the people would have had

double the amount of money to have paid on their debts.

One man comes round and tells the laborer that he is better

off than the serfs of India, or the shepherds in the Campagna
and that he ought to be thankful and vote the Republican

ticket; that a protective tariff is what the laborer needs

and that this is the issue between the two parties, and the

only issue worth mentioning. Then another set of men
come round and say that protection is robbing the laborer
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of millions of dollars every year, and that what we need

is a slight reduction of the tariff, say five per cent, and

this will afford the necessary relief and make the people

happy and prosperous. If such nonsense as this was

talked to the newsboys in our cities they would say
' '

rats.
' '

The following from Colemart s Rural World briefly

states the manner in which the people are misled, and

offers some wholesome advice:

"Much of the advice given to farmers in this, the

Presidential year, partakes very largely of a political char-

acter. Men's eyes are perfectly blinded under the influence

of prejudice. They are unable to think correctly, or see

to walk straight; how, then, can they direct others? The
most superhuman efforts ever made are now being put forth

to convince the farmers that black is white, and white is

no color at all. Our own best word to the readers of the

Rural World is to avoid being led into a mistake by these

clever but unscrupulous demagogues. Neither party will

enable you to raise figs from thistles, or to make bread out

of a stone. They are particularly anxious, impressively
solicitous for the farmers' welfare just now, and the latter

can afford to accept anything they say, no matter how
plausible or on what subject, with a good many grains
of allowance. Hold your own. Bide your time. Keep
your own counsel, and finally, when the time comes, do as

you think best."

In referring to this question, the Southwest says:

'The partisan press and partisan politicians, in their

eagerness to make political capital for party purposes, are

ever prone to exaggerate and distort the facts of history
and experience. In the present effort to push and keep the

tariff question forward as the only issue before the people,
the methods of distortion, exaggeration and suppression
are resorted to with more than usual audacity and reckless-
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ness. Both sides fairly revel in figures and alleged facts to

prove how beneficial has been their theory when in practice

in the past, and how prosperous the people were under its

operation. Hearing the partisan orators to-day one would

be led to suppose that the people of the United States have

been blessed since the formation of the government with

uniform and superlative prosperity. And especially are the

free traders and low tariff men loud and lavish in sounding
the praises of the glory and grandeur of the free trade

eras. When was this wonderful prosperity and how did it

manifest itself? Was -it in the first years of the Republic
when according to the historian McMasters,

cA man who

performed unskilled labor received two shillings per day ?'

It was only by the strictest economy that the half-starved

mechanic could raise his family. He was lucky if he

tasted meat once a week. The clothing of the citizen was

such that no tramp would wear them now-a-days. When
the gloomy wretchedness and misery of the people became

so intolerable that in some places they rose in armed rebel-

lion that had to be suppressed by military force ? Was it

when some years later, according to a writer of that time,

the people were so wretched and ragged that men who
were starting manufactories had to actually take the boys
and girls who were running around naked or almost naked

and get them suits of clothes so that they could set to them

work in the factories ? Was it when the country was not able

to pay President Tyler his salary and he had to beg the

brokers for a temporary loan in order to live? When the

desolation and wretchedness of the people were so great,

and the credit of the country so low that the government
could not obtain a small loan either in this country or in

Europe, although the little, insignificant kingdoms of Eu-

rope could borrow all they wished? Was it under Presi-

dent Buchanan, when the country was blessed with low

tariff and a Democratic government? Let Mr. Buchanan
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himself speak. In his message December 8, 1857, he says:

'In the midst of unsurpassed plenty, in all the pro-
ductions and in all the elements of National wealth, we find

our manufactories suspended, our public works retarded,

our private enterprises of different kinds abandoned, and

thousands of useful laborers out of employment and

reduced to want.',"

There is too much sentimental politics manifested in the

discussion of this question. Let us look at it a moment from

a practical standpoint. The following table and remarks

from the Missouri World reduces to figures the effect

which the proposed reduction of the tariff would have on

the laborer:

"Take the wages of the day laborer at Carnegie's

great steel works, Pittsburg, recently increased to $1.10 a

day, and figure out the prosperity of the American work-

ingrnan. If he works every week day his wages will

amount to $28.60 per month. We will suppose lie has

but two children depending on him:

MONTHLY EXPENSES.

Rent of two rooms in third story $ 6.00

Meat once a day for 30 days 6.00

Milk one quart a day 1.50
Fuel average per month 2.00

Oleomargarine two pounds a week 1.20

Flour (third grade) 1.25

Sugar 50
Street carfare (miles from 'home 1

to factory) ... 1.50

Bridge toll (river between factory and 'home') . . .40
Coal oil 25

Vegetables 10 cents a day 3.00
Tea and coffee (Sundays) 25

Soap .10

Daily paper to read tariff discussions , 40
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CLOTHING.

Husband I suit clothes per year $10.00
i hat " LOO
1 pair boots u

2.50
2 shirts u

i. oo
2 pair socks u

40
" Underclothes " oo

Wife 2 calico dresses and trimmings per year . . 2.00
u

i pair shoes "
. 1.50

"
i sun-bonnet "

. . .25
u

Wraps "
. . i. oo

" Underclothes "
. . 3.00

Children Clothing
"

. . 8.00
" Shoes . . 2.00

Total clothing for i year $31.65

Proportion clothing for i month 2.63
Total monthly expenses $26.98

Leaving net cash on hand at end of month
the sum of . $1.72.

"We have made no allowance for fruit; none for pie,

cake; none for any luxuries; none for extra expenses dur-

ing visit of friends; none for railroad or carriage hire in

going out to visit friends; nothing for holidays; nothing
for furniture; nothing for doctors' bills or medicine; noth-

ing for church contributions; nothing for dozens of items

of expense of a family in moderate circumstances and liv-

ing economically.

' ( One of the great parties propose to leave this man
in his present condition. - But the other claims it offers

relief. It proposes to reduce the tariff and thus relieve

him. Looking over the list of his expenses we see the

item of sugar (50 cents) would be reduced some 15 cents

by the Mills bill. The item of clothing ( $2.63 )
would be
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reduced say 20 per cent, by the bill, a saving on the item

of 53 cents a month. The reduction of tax on tobacco

would not help him, as it will be seen from his expense

account, nothing is counted for tobacco or strong drink.

No other reduction would reach him.

Saved on sugar per month .... 15 cents.

Saved on clothing per month ... 53 cents.

Total 68 cents.

"Now, just how this is going to bring prosperity to

him is more than we can understand. What he wants is

fifty or sixty dollars a month, instead of $28.60, and under

the law of supply and demand, the only way to give it to

him is to increase the supply of money.'*

This table would apply equally well to the farmer.

L,et every farmer take the tariff schedule or the rate of

reduction proposed by the Mills bill, and apply it to such

things as he buys, which are effected by the tariff, and see

what it costs him. Then let him count the difference in

the price of what he has to sell, when money was plenty
and now, and determine by that test which is the greatest

issue. Twenty years ago money was plenty and prices

good. The people, individually, were practically out of

debt. The mortgage was a rare thing. We had as high
a protective tariff then as now. Why was it not felt then?

We paid much higher prices for goods then than we do

now. If a tariff keeps the price of goods up, why is it

that they are much cheaper now than then? Although
the price of everything that the farmer had to buy was

much higher then than now, we did not feel it to be a bur-

den. Why? Because with a sufficient volume of money
in circulation we got a just reward for the products of our

labor.

Why was it not said then that the tariff question was
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the great issue? The tariff question is an issue, but its

importance sinks into insignificance when compared with

the currency question. There is another obstacle which

we should, perhaps, speak of in this connection, and which

is a serious drawback to the proper- enlightenment of the

public mind on questions relating to devising a remedy for

existing evils. It is the custom of charging all the evils

to which we are subject to the opposite party. In order to

obtain a clear view of the situation, we must first "cast

the beam out of our own eye." It has been shown in

previous chapters that both parties are responsible for the

ills we have to endure. The Washington correspondent of

the Louisville Courier-Journal of March 7, 1887, says:

"The session of Congress which has just expired has

been a complete and miserable failure. Not one single

law has been passed in the interest of good government or

for the benefit of the masses of the people. I would like

to speak well of the dead but in this case it is an impos-
sible task. The blame for the failure of the forty-ninth

Congress to pass a few wise and just measures of relief for

the whole people, rests upon no party organization. It is

simply a case where servants are delegated to perform a

duty and shamefully neglect it. The Democratic House

is as guilty as a Republican Senate, for neither body

brought forth any good, and in this respect the discredit

is even. ' '

James Russell Lowell, in an address delivered before

the Reform Club in New York, said: "What will be of

immediate advantage to the party is the first thing con-

sidered, what of permanent advantage to the country the

last. I refer especially to neither of the great parties

which divide the country. I am treating a question of

national history. Both parties have been equally guilty,

both have evaded as successfully as they could the living

issues of the day. As the parties have become more
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balanced, the difficulty of arriving at their opinions has

been greater in proportion as the difficulty in devising any

profession of faith meaningless enough not to alarm if it

could not be so interpreted as to conciliate the different

factions of the country."
In the U. S. Senate in 1888, Senator Reagan, (Democrat)

of Texas said :

u
History will write it down that the policy of the gov-

ernment from 1869 to now, so far as the executive is con-

cerned, and so far as the laws were concerned, up to 1879,
has been distinctively a policy in the interest of the money
lords of this country and of Europe, a policy distinctively

at war with the best interests of the people of this country.
I know that the present administration has taken up and

maintained the policy of its Republican predecessors.
U
I am a very good party man, but being a party man

does not require me to sacrifice the interest of my country
and be faithless to the duty I owe to those who sent me here.

"Remembering the duty I owe, so far as MY ACTION
is concerned, without reference to what those in higher

places may do, I propose to stand by the interest of the

people and insist upon their rights, and to insist that this

government shall be conducted in the interest of the people
who support it, instead of the interest of special classes,

who live by robbing both the government and the people.
' '

George William Curtis says :

* 'The great parties are

now only the shadows of great names, and represent no
definite and distinct policy upon any of the exciting ques-
tions of the day.

' '

Speaking of the degraded condition of politics the

Rev. T. D. Talmage, in a recent sermon, says :

"We recently passed through a national election in

which it has been estimated that $30,000,000 were expen-
ded. I think about $20,000,000 of it were spent in out and
out bribery. Both parties raised all they could for this pur-
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pose. But that was only on a large scale what has been

done on a smaller scale for fifty years and in all depart-

ments.

"Politics, from being the science of good government,

has often been bedraggled into the synonym for truculency

and turpitude. A monster sin, plausible, potent, pestifer-

ous, has gone forth to do its deadly work in all ages. Its

two hands are rotton with leprosy. It keeps its right hand

hidden in a deep pocket. The left hand is clenched, and

with its itchorous knuckle it taps at the door of the court

room, the Legislative hall, the Congress and the Parlia-

ment. The door swings open and the monster enters, and

glides through the council chamber as softly as a slippered

page, and then it takes its right hand from its deep pocket

and offers it in salutation to judge or legislator.
' >

We now have a clear field for the discussion of the

first problem. The first great need of the people is more

money a greater volume of circulating medium. The

reasons for this have been fully discussed in another chap-

ter, and we shall only allude briefly to spine of the effects

it would have on American industries. It is safe to esti-

mate that three-fourths of the producers in the country are

in debt.
'

"All writers of political economy admit that the

value of money is established by its quantity, not by the

material of which it is made. The war of the creditor

class against silver is because the supply is supposed to be

inexhaustible, and the more money there is in circulation

the less of the products of labor will a given quantity buy.

"A has a farm worth $2,000 mortgaged for $1,000 to

>. Now both are really owners of an equal money inter-

est in the farm.
' ( Double the amount of money in circulation and you

double the value of A's farm, so that A has at least $2,000

in the farm, while B's interest remains at $1,000. A's
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products amount annually to $1,000. He pays for labor

$250, interest on his mortgage, $100; freight on products

sent to market, $150, leaving for his own labor and the

use of farm, tools and machinery, $500. Double the vol-

ume of money, and his farm products would be worth

$2,000, the pay for labor would of coiirse be double, or

$500, interest on mortgage would remain at $100, freight

on the products would remain the same as it goes to pay
fixed salaries and interest, which would leave for the use

of the farm and the labor of the owner, $1,250 instead

of $500.
u But suppose that A is a laboring man instead of a

farmer, and that he works by the day. He has two hun-

dred day's work in the year at $1,25 a day, earning $250.

He pays $100 of this for clothing, shoes,' sugar and school

books, $60 of which is the price of the goods and $40 is

tariff tax he pays. Then he has rent to pay $5 a month

$60, leaving the princely sum of $90 for all other ex-

penses of himself and family. But in doubling the quan-

tity of money in circulation, the speculative spirit of men

having money, or the - ability to obtain it, has been stimu-

lated and A gets three hundred and twelve days work in

the year, if he desires it, and $2 a day, giving him $624,
an increase of $374. His bill for clothing, shoes, sugar
and school books would of course be increased but his

tariff and other taxes levied to pay interest and fixed salar

ries would remain unchanged, so that after paying all

these increased expenses, he would have remaining about

$300 instead of $90.

"It should be remembered that there are at least

1,600,000 laboring men constantly unemployed in the

United States, because of the insufficiency of money em-

ployed in the active industries to give them work. If the

million and a half of men had work every day, at only one

dollar a day, it would be $-9,000,000 a week paid to labor,
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which is now unemployed, and tramping or living at the

expense of employed labor. This $9, ooo, ooo a week would,

or nearly all, be expended for food, clothing, fuel, school

books, etc.
,
thus stimulating these industries by the addition

of $9,000,000 a week, or about $450,000,000 a year.

"The interest of all classes of our people demand this

increase except the ones owning the mortgage debts of the

country and those holding public office with fixed salaries.

These small classes of persons would of course be com-

pelled to give more of their salaries for the means of living

or more of their blood-money for their food andl clothing;

and these are the reasons which prompt them to oppose all

increase of the money supply of the country, without

regard to the material of which it is made.

"A financial policy that will add a million and a half

of profitable consumers will be worth more to the fanners

manufacturers and merchants of the United States than all

the fine-spun theories of protection to American industry

through tariff legislation, even if those theories were true.

Adding four hundred and fifty millions of dollars annually
to the consuming capacity of a class of people who now
wear cast-off clothing, and feed upon the refuse thrown

from the rich man's table, is what more money and higher

prices will do. n

The following table, clipped from Fair Play, shows

the effect which more money will have on the farmer:

"When there were $50 of money per capita in circu-

lation, a farmer could take a load of wheat of fifty bushels

to town, sell it, and with the proceeds pay:

THEN.

Taxes $20 oo

For one ton of coal 6 oo

For one barrel of flour n oo

For one barrel of pork 12 oo
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For one suit of clothes $20 oo

Clothes for family 20 oo

Subscription for newspapers .... 2 50

Subscription for magazine for wife . 3 oo

A pair of shoes for the baby .... i 50

And have left 4

NOW.

<(Now there is less that $9 of money per capita in cir-

culation, and a fanner can take a load of fifty bushels of

wheat to town and sell it, and with the proceeds pay:

Taxes $20 oo

For one ton of coal 6 oo

For one suit of clothes 8 oo

And have left 50

"How do you like it, Mr. Grangers?
" These are painful facts, than cannot be soothed by

the sophistry of over-production, or by the forthcoming

danger of free trade."

The people are in debt beyond all hope of ever pay-

ing out under the present financial system. They must

be aided to pay their debts. "But," says some one, "how
is this money to be got into circulation?" Nothing is

easier. I^et the general government issue the money and

loan it to the States as it now does to the national banks

at one per cent, interest, but without the bond basis.

This loan to the States would be based upon all the pro-

perty of the people. Let the States loan it to the coun-

ties, and the counties to the people on real estate security.
' '

Oh, you want to turn the government into a loan agency !'
'

says Shylock and his minions sneeringly. The govern-
ment is already in the loan business. It has been loaning

money to national bankers for twenty-five years. In ad-

dition to this it has given to bankers the use of millions
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of dollars without any charge. We ask simply to change,

for a while, at least, the class of individuals who are the re-

cipients of the government gratuity. The government
has a better right to loan to the States than to the unscru-

pulous corporations. The States have as good a right to

borrow from the general government as from individuals.

The government has the right to issue it and the people

need it to save them from general bankruptcy and ruin.

It interferes with no one except those who have already

enjoyed the benefits of government favors for years. It is

perfectly proper for the States to loan it to the counties

and the counties to the people. This whole business could

be regulated and restricted so there would be no risk

whatever.

The general government could tax the States i per

cent, the States could tax the counties 2 per cent.,

and the counties charge the people 3 per cent. This tax

would pay all expenses attending the system. It would

not only increase the value of every man's farm, and the

products of his labor, but would enable him to lift the

mortgaged indebtedness now drawing from 8 to 12 per

cent, with money borrowed from the government at 3 per

cent The enhanced value in the products of labor, caused

by an increased volume of currency, would enable him

soon to pay his obligations to the government. The

amount of money thus returned could then be loaned to

some one else, and by this means the volume could be kept
uniform with the growth of business and population, and

would adjust itself to the wants and necessities of the peo-

ple. There can be no practical, common sense reason given

why the government has not as good right to loan money
to the people and save them from financial ruin, as it has to

loan it to rich capitalists for purposes of speculation. Real

estate is better security than government bonds, for the

bonds are based upon the real estate and other property in
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the country. This plan would reduce the interest on all

loans to 3 per cent., and ungodly usury be banished from

the land. Men would actively engage in new enterprises.

The resources of the country would be developed, and

labor remuneratively employed.

National banks should be abolished and the money be

issued and its volume controlled by the general government.

This would insure approximately uniform prices. With

this assurance capital would undertake many enterprises

which they dare not under the present system. Labor

would be in good demand and well paid. For the same

reasons we should have free coinage of silver, and the

national debt be paid as rapidly as possible.

Laws regulating transportation and communication

should be enacted and steps taken to obtain government
control of the railways and telegraph lines in the United

States. For various reasons, which we have neither time

nor space to discuss here, this is a much easier task than is

generally supposed.

The vast systems constituting the great public high-

ways, and clothed with the power to levy tribute upon the

products of labor would be much safer in the hands of

the people than when owned and controlled by com-

binations of unscrupulous capitalists who boast of the

power their money has over the people's representatives

and over the courts of the country. It is much better for

a government to own and control the railroads than for

the railroads to own and control the government. While

the ownership and control of these vast systems by the

general government would be attended with difficulties,

opening up avenues for corrupt uses of official influence

and patronage, as does the postal system of the United

States, yet, we believe that with the proper safeguards

thrown around the system, that the abuses attending it

would be immeasurably less than the corruption which the

49
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money and influence of these corporations obtain under

the system now prevailing.

The most stringent laws should be enacted prohibiting

the formation of trusts and combines for the purpose of

obstructing the natural laws of trade. Make it a felony

for the violation of this law.

Eliminate the tariff question from partisan contro-

versy and appoint a commission, composed of statesmen of

all parties, permitting all occupations to be represented

before the committee, and adjust the tariff laws as near as

possible in the interest of all classes. These are the issues

which should engage the attention of every patriotic citi-

zen. They may be briefly stated as follows:

First Increase the volume of circulating medium,

Second Abolish National banks and let the govern-
ment issue and control the volume of currency.

Third Have free coinage of silver, and pay the

national debt as rapidly as possible.

Fourth. Control transportation and communication,
and make it a beneficent agent for the distribution of the

products of labor.

Fifth. Abolish trusts by making it a felony to engage
therein.

Sixth. Adjust the tariff laws in the interest of labor

employed on the farm as well as that employed in manu-
facture.

To prepare to do this it is necessary:

First. To do away with party prejudice.

Second. To teach men independence from party

slavery by admitting the truth, that both parties are, to

the extent of their opportunities, responsible for the de-

pressed condition of labor.

This brings us to a consideration of the second prob-

lem, "How shall we apply the remedy?"
We have already shown that to accomplish the re-
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forms necessary, it requires "unity of action " upon the part

of the laboring classes. We have also seen that it is hardly

possible to unite the labor forces, composed of persons

of all political parties, under the banner of either one of the

existing political parties. We should, perhaps, qualify

this by saying that this is true while the present policies of

these parties is persisted in. We have also stated that it

was not necessary to form of the labor organizations, a

third party. We have intimated, however, that a third

party already existed, inasmuch as a new factor had arisen

in the domain of politics. A factor that can stand on a

platform embracing the just demands of labor as contained

in the six propositions above set forth. The test is yet to

be made whether there exists a political party that will not

only, embrace the demands of labor in their platform, but

use every effort in their power to enact them into laws.

The result of this test will determine the future action of

labor organizations. The time has come when these organ-

izations feel that they have a right to be heard, and that

they are the best judges of what they need. The silly

objection that their, demands are unconstitutional is the

worst kind of demagogy.
Constitutions were formed to protect the rights of the

people. If time and experience has proven that .they are

not broad and liberal enough to do this theymay be changed,
and one of the demands of the hour is, that they shall be

changed to suit the exigencies of the times. It is right

and proper that labor organizations should not assume the

character of a political party. But it is also right and

proper that they should contend for their rights. This

they will do if there is patriotism enough left to inspire

them to act as American freemen. "But how are they

going to do this if they do not form a third party?"

Simply by holding and exercising a balance of power.
This power to-day is wielded by the money kings of
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America. This is made possible by the nearly equal

division of the labor forces between the two great political

parties. This power dictates the policy of these parties

by threatening to withdraw its support from the one which

refuses to accede to its demands. They must yield or

suffer defeat. The people are influenced by prejudice; and

the representatives of the people, by the money of cor-

porations and the emoluments of office. To influence

legislation the people must grasp this balance of power
and drive King Mammon from his stronghold. To do

this they must surrender their political prejudices. They
must be ready to act, as the money power is, with

any party that will serve their interests. They must be

judges of what measures are best for them, and once agreed
on these measures they must be a unit in their efforts at

having them enacted into law. The demands of labor

should be presented to the dominant party in the county,

district, State and Nation, with the demand that they shall

be incorporated into their platform, accompanied with the

pledge to use every effort to carry them into effect. This

pledge should be accompanied with the nomination of men
who are known to be honest and upright, and whose inter-

ests are identical with those of the laboring masses. No

equivocation should be allowed
; they should be adopted

as a whole and without reservation. If rejected by the

dominant party, whichever it be, the labor organizations

should then, either take independent action or submit them

to the minority party, as they deem best. This would not be

forming a third party, while, at the same time, it would be

putting a test which, if the existing political parties refused

to accede to, would present the occasion of giving coherence

to the independent element, which would eventually result

in the disintegration of the existing parties, and the forma-

tion of a new one, founded upon principles of justice and

equity, and willing to espouse the cause of oppressed labor.
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It is not within the power of labor organizations to form a

third party, unless through the neglect of the existing

political parties to serve the interests of the people, they,

themselves, furnish the occasion and the necessity for such

action.

Men do not leave parties in large bodies for trivial

causes. It is only when these parties are actuated no

longer by pure motives, become corrupt and fall under the

management of unprincipled and unscrupulous politicians

that disintegration sets in. While we do not believe it is

possible to obtain the reform, which labor demands,

through either one of the existing political parties, we are

perfectly willing and anxious that the experiment shall be

made, provided it is made in good faith; that is, if they
refuse to accede to our demands, that we shall withdraw

our support. Whatever the result of this test, it will

hasten the day of reform.

If, as we think it is barely possible, either one or both

of the existing parties would accede to our demands and

carry them out in good faith, we will have accomplished
that which we set out to do. If, on the other hand, they
refuse to do so, it will hasten that disruption of the exist-

ing parties which we think is necessary before any great
advance is made in the direction of industrial reform. A
large body of men, composing the Democratic and Repub-
lican parties, are united in opposition to most, if not all

the measures for which labor organizations are contending,
while on the other hand the majority of laborers are united

in opinion on their demands. The present party lines will

eventually be broken, and these two elements form them-

selves on opposite sides on these great and vital issues.

This will take place when these issues are forced to the

front and the final struggle comes to test whether this is a

"government for the people, of the people and by the peo-

ple," or a rich man's government. Any plan that will
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hasten this event will bring the needed reform. "Oh, it

will never do," says one,
u to leave our party, for that will

let the other party in." Well, suppose it does? It cannot

well make it any worse, and if it did make it worse, it

would only prove the
'

necessity for independent action

upon the part of the people, and hasten the day of reform.

If the administration of the opposite party made matters

worse, it would only result in the disintegration of that

party.

It should be remembered that as long as we support a

party we practically support its policy, and there is no

inducement for the leaders to change that policy; but fear

of disruption or loss of power and prestige may lead them
to change. In thus acting, the labor organizations become
an independent element, owing allegiance to no party, but

ever vigilant of their rights, guarding their own interests,

and presenting a factor in politics that can shape the poli-

cies of the political parties or defeat them at the polls.

This is co-operation in the fullest sense of the term, and

the author believes that it is equally as necessary to act to-

gether and co-operate in measures of political economy as

it is in matters of trade. We are aware of the fact that

for contending for these principles and the adoption of

these methods we will be u dubbed" by the "political

bosses" and a partisan press as disorganizers. But we
care nothing for that.

"We want to disorganize that spirit that has too long

prevailed in this country, that it is the duty to support

party nominees, regardless of their fitness for the offices

to which they aspire, and organize all men to vote for

those only who are honest, competent and sober.

"We want to disorganize the old fogy and mossback

sentiment, and organize a sentiment that says, push

forward, keep moving and be fully up with the progress
of the age.
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"We want to disorganize the old anti-bellum opposi-

tion to free schools, and organize a sentiment that urges
their establishment and support in every district in the

South.
uWe want to disorganize that small band of old moss-

backs that oppose immigration, and organize in their

stead a band of patriots who will welcome all who come
to assist in developing the great resources of the State,

"We want to disorganize old fogyism and organize

into one grand body, the progressive, go-ahead elements,

who do not think that we should follow in the same old ruts

that were traveled fifty year ago.

"We want to disorganize sectionalism, and in its stead

organize the whole people into one grand phalanx that

recognize the American flag as waving over one grand and

independent people, who know no North, no South, no

East, no West.

"We want to disorganize that horde of chronic office-

seekers who have so long sucked at the public teat, and

organize in their place a big support that will elect worthy
and progressive men to office.

"We want to disorganize that political serfdom that

will follow bossism, and organize an independent sentiment

that will assert its manhood, and vote the dictates of its

own conscience."

To quote from the Journal of United Labor:

"As an Order we have a higher mission to serve than

the forming of a mere political party. Any one reading
our Declaration of Principles will see that, while we are

seeking reforms that must in some instances come through
the ballot box, yet by far the highest motive that concerns

us is the education of the masses to that point where they

will fully see and know not only their own wrongs and

degradation, but see a full and final solution of the labor

problem, and when this is attained, each will see clearly
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for himself, in his own way, the only path that leads to

liberty and equality. When this advanced point is once

attained, then will the party that is to carry the desired

measures to success be evolved. It will be evolved slowly
and imperceptibly almost. But that such will be the final

outcome of organization and education
,
is the silver lining

of the cloud that now lowers so threateningly above us.

When such a party does come, its name will not be the

laboring man's party, or the bondholder's party, but the

party of the people, for the people, and by the people.
UA party refusing to receive special privileges, or

grant them.
UA party that will not sit idly by, and do nothing, or

worse than nothing, when thousands and hundreds of

thousands of honest men are tramping our streets, wanting
to work, willing to work, and none to be had at any price

without employment at home and a 4

Tramp Act'

threatening them if they dare to seek it at a distance.
uA party that will not permit a set of politicians to so

manipulate the finances of the country that ten thousand

four hundred and seventy-eight business men in one year
are thrown upon the streets penniless and without a home,
at a loss to the country of $234,383,132, involving 693, 420

traders, or, in other words, catching one business man out

of every sixty-four.
UA party that will declare in tones of thunder just what

kind of metal or paper shall constitute the money of this

country, and thereby prevent a lot of Shylocks and sharpers
of all descriptions from declaring that one kind of money
is worth $2.60, and another almost worthless, yet all the

money of the people.
UA party that will demand and establish labor bureaus.
UA party that will declare and enforce a law declaring

that not another foot of public lands shall be GIVEN to

railroads and corporations.
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UA party that will insist upon exact equality before

the law.

"A party that will be humane enough to believe that

pure air should and must be found in our mines and facto-

ries, if scientific research can devise ways and means for

providing it, and that all buildings where men are em-

ployed are well supplied with fire escapes and other means
of safety.

UA party that will abolish the contract system on all

work done for the people for the use of the public.
UA party that believes that if we are to have a free

country, that it can only exist by reason of the intelli-

gence of its citizens, and if intelligence is to be the base of

our continued existence, the child must be educated and

fitted for the position he is to occupy in the future. This

can only be done by prohibiting our children from going
into our workshops and mills before attaining their four-

teenth year.

"A party that will not confine a man in prison
because he is unfit to associate with his fellow man, and

then tax the community to board and lodge the criminal

free, and sell his labor so as to enter into competition with

the same labor of the honest, law-abiding citizens.

UA party that will make it fashionable to be honest,
and pay an equal price for equal labor, regardless of color,

creed, country or sex"
In short it is not the object or intention of labor or-

ganizations to form or assist in forming a new political

party, but to educate and organize so that they can act

united with any party that serves their interests. If neither

of the existing political parties are found willing or able to

give that relief that is due to the masses of the people,
then the occasion will be presented for a coherence of that

sentiment which, while supporting an independent move-

ment, will be the practical formation of a new party.
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When this takes place, those whose interests are identical,

and who now serve with the existing parties on account of

the political prejudices prevailing, will marshal themselves

together and the contest will be between those who repre-

sent the moneyed and corporate interests of the country,

and those who labor in the fields and work-shops and con-

stitute its bone and sinew. While there is much ado made

over the formation of a new party, we confess that we can

see no cause for alarm on the part of the laboring man
from the result. Referring to this subject the Southwest

says:

"The Southwest cares nothing for any party first,

second or third only as far as that party can be used to

further the public good and promote the public prosperity.

It has no feeling for or against any party, and is ready and

willing to assist any party to the extent and as far as it

believes that party is in earnest in striving to effect some

reforms, to make some progress. But when a party, or

parties, stop still and propose to live upon their past records,

when they look backwards for inspiration instead of to the

front, then the Southwest must protest, even if it has to go
outside the party lines to do it.

"What have the old parties done in the last quarter of

a century? How far have they advanced? They have

been marking time and making a great noise, but nothing
more. Nor do they propose to do any thing. Read their

latest platforms. There is there no indication of progressive

thought beyond their platforms of twenty-five years ago.

The arts and sciences are making wonderful progress, but

partisan see-sawing for selfish purposes keeps politics in

the same old ruts, and rob the people of the benefits which

invention, increased production and advancing civilization

should secure them.
u The same arguments urged against a third party are

equally good against a second. The Republicans, now in
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power, might say to the Democrats: 4 There is no use in

retaining your separate organization. Come into the

Republican party and help us to purify it and carry out the

necessary reforms. By your opposition you only make it

difficult or impossible for us to effect reforms in our party;

by going into a second party you only weaken the reform

forces.
' And if the argument holds against a third party

movement it applies with greater force against a second,

because were all the people to come together in one party,

there could, and would be a chance of obtaining reform.

But massed into two parties, almost evenly divided, with

party pride, party prejudice and party selfishness in opera-

tion to keep each of them solid and suppress independence
of expression and action, then, indeed, there would be very
little hope of reform.

4 'Even admitting that political parties are necessary,

it is doubtful whether permanent parties are desirable. It

is almost impossible, even with the best intentions, to keep

permanent parties from lapsing into mere machines, man-

ipulated in the interest of stolid, selfish conservatism. The
chiefs and bosses, big and little, local, State and National,
obtain such an influence as to make the masses of the party

practically powerless. And each chief standing in the line

of promotion, and believing that, for years of party service,

he will be soon rewarded, is opposed to any change, any

progressive step that might imperil party success. And

party success is what he wishes, not reform.

"When Samuel J. Tilden sent word to the St. I^ouis

convention, to make the platform as nearly like the

Republican platform as possible that is, as meaningless
and pointless as possible, so as to confuse and dupe the

masses he knew what he was after. It was not reform.

It was anything for success. Hence, to the practical

politician, Samuel J. Tilden was an ideal statesman.

There are many reform measures which the majority of
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both the old parties favor. Yet, they are powerless to

effect them, because the organized party machine is

opposed. And men who have stood prominently forward

in favor of such measures have been crushed out of public
life. Where is the brilliant Bwing and the faithful Van

Wyck?
'

'Just in proportion to the strength of the independent
and third party movements outside of old party lines, may
independent men in the old party ranks urge and advocate

progressive measures. But were all third party and inde-

pendent movements to cease, then the members of the old

parties dare not go beyond the duly prescribed platform of

platitudes. It has been independent thinkers, outside of

party politicians, who have led the way in educating the

people upon the political and economic principles now advo-

cated by reformers inside and outside of party lines. It

was independent movements that called public attention to

those issues, and have kept them prominently before the

people in spite of fierce partisan opposition. It has been

through the influence of such agitations that whatever

slight and partial reforms effected the past twenty years

have been carried. And in the future new parties and

independent movements will lead the way in every polit-

ical reform, and in every practically progressive economic

measure. ' '

It is quite natural that the most violent protests come

from those whose interests have been so well protected of

late years by the representatives of the people that is, the

capitalists. If a new party is formed it will be by the

people. Thomas Jefferson said:

U
I am not among those who fear the people. They,

and not the rich, are our dependence for continued free-

dom." The great masses of the people are demanding
either a new policy of the old parties or a new party which

shall receive its vitality from the vital issues of the hour.
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The men who control the policies of the old parties are

opposed to either a change of policies or the formation of

a new party. Thus the contest widens and deepens.

There are only two sides to the question, and both the

two great political parties, by their policies and their acts,

occupy one side. Look at their platforms and their records!

What have they done for the people? They have simply
boasted of their records and sought to perpetuate their

power on the glory of the past. On every vital issue of

the day they occupy a position with the capitalist. This

condition must be changed. These policies must be dropped
or the masses of the people will be forced into poverty. It

is for the people to determine which is easier, to "turn the

rascals out," who control the policies of the parties, or to

organize a new party upon the vital principles which effect

the interests of labor.

The duty of every patriotic citizen is plain. Liberty,

justice and equality should be the watchword. The suc-

cess of party should be a secondary consideration. Parties

should be the citizen's servants and not his master. A
man owes allegiance to party only so long as that party

serves his interests. With regard to the tendencies of the

two parties to ignore the questions relating to the public

good, James Russell Lowell says:
1 ' If the dangers and temptations of parties be such as

I have indicated, and I do not think that I have overstated

them, it is for the interest of the best men in both parties

that there should be a neutral body, not large enough to

form a party by itself; nay, which would lose its power for

good if it attempted to form such a party, and yet large

enough to moderate between both, and to make both more

cautious in the choice of candidates and in their connivance

with evil practices. If the politicians must look after the

parties, there should be somebody to look after the politi-

cians; somebody to ask disagreeable questions and to utter
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uncomfortable truths. What to me is the saddest feature

of our present methods is the pitfalls which they dig in

the path of ambitious and able men who feel that they are

fitted for a political career, that by character and training

they could be of service to their country, yet who find

every avenue closed to them unless at the sacrifice of the

very independence which gave them a claim to what they

sought.
' '

George William Curtis, one of the greatest reformers

of the country, says:
u An organized political class independent of the

great body of the people practically absorbs the authority

of the people. By mercenary control of caucuses and con-

ventions they nominate candidates and require implicit

obedience to their will as the condition to political prefer-

ment. By assessing the salaries of their subordinates the

leaders of this class lay a tax upon the public treasury for

their own benefit and that of their party. The voters of

the party submit to their sway because refusal seems to

mean the success of the opposition. Party ceases to be a

voluntary union to shape public policy and becomes a fac-

tion to promote private gain and gratify personal ambition.

Politics degenerate into mere place-hunting and venal job-

bery. Self-respecting men withdraw more and more front

public life. Honorable ambition disappears. Bosses replace

statesmen. The young American is taught that the qual-

ifications for public service are not integrity, intelligence

and industry, but sycophancy and servility, cheating and

bribing, and every kind of disorderly violence and unmanly

trickery. He must be a parasite or a ruffian instead of a

man. In such a situation loss of self-respect becomes the

condition of public employment. The evil system multi-

plies enormously unnecessary places. It stimulates reckless

extravagance in public expenditure. It controls the vast

contracts of the government. It transforms the highest
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officers of the administration into petty brokers of petty

places. It subsidizes the press, defiles the American name,
debauches the National character, until under its degrad-

ing mastery the power of the people passes into the hands

of a venal oligarchy, and a Presidential election ceases to

be a contest of differing policies determined by free argu-
ment before the people, and becomes a ferocious and des-

perate struggle for the emoluments of place.
"

The duty of the statesman is plain. There are

two problems for him to study, if he would bring the

country back to prosperity.

First. The producer should be protected in his

^rights, and all the means of production be stimulated to

the highest degree.

Second, The agents of distribution, money, trans-

portation and trade should be so controlled that there

would be no obstruction to natural laws and an equitable
distribution of the products of labor secured.

The productions of the people of this country for the

last twenty-five years have been marvelous. Thirty
thousand millions of dollars in value has been added to the

wealth of the country. But the fact, that five thousand

millionaires have been made, and vast amounts of wealth

have been concentrated into the hands of the few, is evi-

dence that the agents of distribution have been improperly
used.

"Of the 60,000,000 inhabitants of the United States

to-day, 17,000,000 are engaged in farming, manufacturing
and other industrial pursuits. These persons receive an

average of not over $1.50 per day, while the daily increase

of wealth is not under $10. Then it follows that of the

$170,000,000 daily increase of wealth in the United States

only a little over $25,000,000 goes to the producer, while

the non-producers receive as their share over $144,000,000.
Is this in accord with the spirit of our institutions?' 1
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One of the greatest duties of the statesman and the

citizen is to attain to a higher degree of moral purity.

"That the public conscience is fearfully demoralized

is constantly brought to mind. It is almost a daily occur-

rence of some public plundering act by a trusted official.

And it is a rare thing that justice is duly meted out to

such. Individual crimes of the common citizen call out

great indignation, and are followed by prompt punishment.
But the official offender is reckoned as much less criminal.

Crimes against society, against everybody, seem to be

looked on by the public in a different light than if com-

mitted against individuals. Men that would scorn to rob

or cheat an individual, think it all right to cheat the pub-

lic, especially if they can do it in a business way. If they
can somehow or other hide behind law or custom, they
have no conscientious scruples.

"The public conscience is so debauched that it has

not a word of condemnation for acts of robbery, the most

stupendous, if they are wrapped in the cloak of law or

custom.

"The trouble is, the standard of right is lowered

down from the higher law of God to the imperfect and

crooked law of man.

"Conscience speaks always on the side of right.

That is, it raises its voice for that side of any question that

the individual believes to be right, so that if a man
believes human law to be the standard, if he believes cus-

tom to be the standard of right, his conscience will approve
all that coincides with human law and custom. This is an

universal fact. The mass of mankind, believe, as Pope
has it,

* Whatever is, is right/

"Where slavery has, or does exist, the people, as a

whole, were taught to believe, and did believe, it was

right where the people are cannibals, they believe it is
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right to eat each other up even the victims believe it is

their inevitable fate, and therefore right
u So of every crime that ever polluted the nations of

earth. The masses were made to look on that state of

society, as the best possible state. And when some one,

wiser and bolder, some one raised up for that very purpose,

stepped out in front to lead the people into a better way,

they were opposed, denounced, hunted down, and often

put to death.

"But without such reformers, who were willing to die

for the principles which they believed and taught, the

world would have sunk into irretrievable degradation.

"And without such self-sacrificing, fearless reformers

to-day, the world would go down, down to the barbarous

state.

"There are influences at work in society all around

us, that if not counteracted, uprooted and destroyed,

society will inevitably sink to its original state barbarism.

4 ' The first and greatest work for the reformer is, to

hold up the standard of right. Whatever is said to the con-

trary, the fact remains, that 'by faith are ye saved.' For,

as a man believes, so he acts. And in proportion as a

man's belief in the right in regard to a thing weakens, in

that proportion his conscience loses power over him.

"We must, if we would accomplish any good in the

world, hold up the standard of truth, and expose the

wrong.
"If men could be made to see, that, to obtain wealth,

without giving an equivalent for it, is robbery, then the

gigantic evils of our country could and would soon be

corrected.

"But so long as public sentiment winks at and approves

anything wrong, that long it will be practiced.

"Certain forms of gambling are condemned cards,

60
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three-card-monte, betting on a small scale. These are

condemned and outlawed.

"But stock-gambling, dealing in futures, bulling and

bearing, the methods of boards of trade, by which the poor

are cheated out of the bread their hungry children cry for,

these are tolerated. So-called respectable people practice

this method of gambling. Church members, deacons and

elders get rich, and play the game of robbing God's poor,

and the world looks on and smiles.

u The man that gathers in the greatest pile of wealth.

The man who piles up the greatest number of millions, is

the greatest robber.
* ' He may be no worse, as a man, nor even so bad as

other men who have little or no money. But, the fact of

his having more than any other man, without giving so-

ciety an equivalent for it, settles the question, as to the

matter of beating all, besides in robbing society. It is the

systems of business that people ought to condemn. These

systems are schools of vice. They educate men up little

by little to be thieves."

Party methods have assumed a character that presents

the highest awards to the most unscrupulous and dishonest

candidate. The best wire-worker generally secures the

nomination. The most fitting man is considered to be the

one who endorses everything his party does, right or

wrong. There is no chance for protest, no room for inde-

pendence. Party methods are the remorseless masters of

candidates for positions of trust. The duty of the citizen

is to frown upon and break down these methods. Under

the prevailing system a man's Republicanism or Democ-

racy is measured by his allegiance to his party, and not by
the principles he advocates. That he never u bolted a

convention" or "scratched a ticket" is one of the highest

recommendations.

The corruption everywhere prevailing in public life,
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the questionable methods of obtaining money, the plun-

derings of corporations and trusts, with disregard of law

and justice, has contributed to produce a state of society

that is alarming in the extreme, and fearful to contem-

plate. The foundations of society are undermined, and

the whole social and political fabric will, if the tendencies

are not checked, fall upon our heads. When the highest

prizes in public life are only open to the venal and base,

the unprincipled and corrupt, the effect of the contagion

on the youths of the land is sufficient cause for alarm.

Ministers of the gospel are derelict in their duty in not

lifting their voices against this moral disease that is spread-

ing its baneful influence like a deadly poison, invading the

very sanctuaries of the churches.

The purity of governments is founded upon the high
moral condition of the people. Washington, the highest

standard of the statesman, and purest type of the citizen,

says to his countrymen:
"Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to po-

litical prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable

supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of

patriotism, who should labor to subvert these great pillars

of human happiness, these firmest props of the duties of

men and citizens. The mere politician, equally with the

pious man, ought to respect and cherish them. A volume

could not trace all their connection with private and public

felicity. Let it simply be asked, where is the security for

property, for reputation, for life, if the sense of religious

obligation desert the oaths, which are the instruments of

investigation in courts of justice? And let us with caution

indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained

without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influ-

ence of refined education on minds of peculiar structure,

reason and experience both forbid us to expect that National

morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principles.
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It is substantially true that virtue or morality is a necessary

spring of popular government. The rule, indeed, extends

with more or less force to every species of free govern-
ment. ! Who that is a sincere friend to it can look with in-

difference upon attempts to shake. the foundation of the

fabric ? Promote, then, as an object of primary import-

ance, institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge.
In proportion as the structure of a government gives force

to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should

be enlightened.
n

Andrew Jackson says:

"In the legislation of Congress, also, and in every
measure of the general government, justice to every

portion of the United States should be observed. No free

government can stand without virtue in the people, and a

lofty spirit of patriotism; and if the sordid feelings of

mere selfishness shall usurp the place which ought to be

filled by public spirit, the legislation of Congress will soon

be converted into a scramble for personal and sectional

advantages.
' J

The hope of the Republic is to educate the people to

a higher standard of moral purity. It is the duty of the

clergy, it is the duty of the press, religious and secular,

it is the duty of every patriotic citizen to labor to that end

if we hope to save the Republic from the throes of a

revolution, more horrible even than that which convulsed

France in 1789.

"Suppose that thirty years ago another star of Beth-

lehem had appeared, and at some rural village, into the

family of a poor mechanic, there had been born another

Messiah, who, after working at a trade for years, in com-

pany with the poorest and humblest people, studying with

infinite wisdom and brooding with infinite pity over the

condition of mankind, should just now be entering upon
his ministry, in what condition would he see the world after
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eighteen hundred years of Christianity? Would he not

find the affairs of the great nations of Christendom in the

control of Pharisees? Christian England going to war to

protect bondholders in their right to 'spoil the Egyptians?'

A hundred thousand harlots and thieves in the greatest city

of the world? Women doing men's work in coal and iron

mines, for a pittance hardly sufficient to keep body and soul

together? The agricultural laborers of Great Britain and

Ireland living lives of poverty, squalor and ignorance, with

the poor house their only refuge when they shall cease to

be able to work ? Nine-tenths of the soil of those islands

owned by less than thirty thousand landlords, who, with

their collateral relatives to the third and fourth degree, live

off the earnings of this same squalid and ignorant class?
"And would he find these conditions improved in the

great cities and fertile agricultural regions of continental

Europe? On crossing the Atlantic, would he not find the

rich growing richer and the poor poorer? People crowding
the streets whose sole reliance for a livelihood are vice,

pauperism and crime ? State prisons, jails and poor houses

filled to overflowing? Usurers and extortioners fattening
off the earnings of their fellows? Capital ruling the

world politically and socially? Money crowned king

Usury legalized and protected by law? Corruption the

main reliance of those who rule and govern? Thousands

upon thousands of the poor in the great cities and manu-

facturing centers being ground to powder by force of the

law of supply and demand? The soil upon which people
are born and must live being monopolized into a few

hands.

"And suppose he should come with a few poor fol-

lowers, destitute of wealth, culture, education or genius,
and say to the great Christian aristocracy, 'Repent ye, for

the kingdom of heaven is at hand!' Repent! Change
your order of thinking and living. Cease to grind the
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poor. Cease to take usury interest for that is the Bible

meaning of the term. Cease to monopolize God's lands,

made for his children. Cease to debase labor and deify

money.
'

Sell all thou hast and give it to the poor.
'

Sup-

pose he should say this ?

"The people would say:
' He is a religious crank, a

Communist. He should be squelched. Away with him.

Such doctrines are dangerous to society. This is the great
era of Christian civilization. Such cranks should not be

allowed to run at large. They would undo the great work
of this century of material development and prosperity.

'

"And then suppose he should turn and say: 'Woe
unto you, L,ondon ! Woe unto you, New York ! Woe
unto you, Washington ! Woe unto you, Scribes and Phar-

isees hypocrites ! Ye pay mint and anise and cummin,
but have omitted weightier matters judgment, mercy and

faith. Woe unto you, blind guides, which strain at a gnat
and swallow a camel. Your house shall be desolate. You
talk about your great temple of modern civilization ! I tell

you, that there shall not be left one stone upon another that

shall not be thrown down. This is the gospel of the king-
dom of heaven which I have come to establish.'

"What would be the effect of such teaching not in a

far-off past, but as a present reality, proclaimed by a

divinely commissioned messenger? Should his teachings
obtain much headway, should the multitude begin to fol-

low him, the cry would at once be raised :
( Away with

him! Crucify him!'

"And yet the teachings are the same, word for word,
as were preached eighteen hundred years ago by Him whom
all Christendom affects to worship. And we believe that

unless the tendency of modern practice to deify capital and

make it supreme in the administration of human affairs is

checked and modified by this gospel, there will come a

time when the destruction of the temple in accordance
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with His denunciation will be but a faint symbol of the

ruin which will overtake this boasted civilization of the

nineteenth century.
"

The money power is the great power to fear in the

country. By concentration of wealth and combination of

effort, they dominate everything. Party leaders are their

willing servants; legislatures their pliant tools, and in many
instances the courts of the country have become engines
of oppression. The interests of these corporations are rep-

resented principally by bankers and lawyers. The money
power dominate the conventions, and nominate such men
as are friendly to their interests. The pretense that the

people control the conventions is a sham. They are mere

figureheads. The only question they decide is which agent
of corporations will represent them in a legislative or execu-

tive capacity. Usually the representative of the corporations
is a lawyer. It is a lawyer's business to make money by
his profession. He, perhaps, owes his election to the money
and influence of, some corporation. It takes but a slight

stretch of the conscience to take a bribe and call it a fee

for services rendered, such corporation, in aiding in the

passage of such measures as will be to its interest. Con-

gress, for years, has been dominated by bankers and lawyers.

The Forty-fifth Congress was composed as follows:

Lawyers ... 274
Bankers 27
Merchants n
Doctors 9
Editors. ... 6

Manufacturers 6

Farmers 6

Teachers . 3

Politicians 2

Clergymen 2
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Soldiers 2

Business Men 5

Mechanics 2

Stock-raiser i

Builder i

Mail contractor i

Miller i

Miner i

Shipper i

Brewer i

Printer i

Sailor i

Engineer i

In this body we find 27 bankers, representing 2,090

associations, with an aggregate nominal capital of $500,.

000,000, but a real capital of not less than $2,000,000,000.
These men represent the money power and financial brains

of the nation. Their interests are identical, so far as legis-

lation and the financial policy of the government are

concerned, and in direct antagonism to the industrial

interests of the people.

Associated in legislation with them are 274 lawyers,

educated and trained to work in the interest of the largest

fee. The profession of a lawyer, and all of his education

and practice, tend to sear his conscience against justice,

equity or principle, and teach him that his highest duty is

to serve faithfully the client who fees him, and to do the

work he is employed to perform, regardless of all interests

outside his client's. This becomes second nature to law-

yers generally, and when we couple these facts with the

vicious financial legislation of the last twenty years,

nearly every act of which has been in the bank interest, it

is the sheerest folly to deny that Congress is run by
national bankers.
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It is of this class of men that the Savior said:

"Woe unto you, also, ye lawyers! for ye laid men with

burdens grievous to be borne, and ye yourselves touch not

the burdens with one of your fingers." Luke xi, 46.

We are nearing a crisis which should excite the worst

fears of every patriotic citizen. The spirit of rebellion

against the many evils is growing stronger. It is a matter

of the deepest moment to the people whether the powers
that be will continue to increase the burdens of society

until public indignation is wrought to such a pitch that a

quiet and peaceable solution of the labor problem will be

out of the question. The consequences of revolution are

terrible to contemplate. Yet, that the symptoms of the

disease which is the forerunner of revolution is everywhere

apparent, it is folly to deny. Thousands of men who have

already lost all hope of a peaceable solution of the great

question of human rights are calmly waiting the issue.

Nothing short of the independent manhood of the country

can save the Republic. When we think of the ominous

import of the earnest protests of the people, and the grow-

ing discontent everywhere prevailing, our mind turns back

to the period immediately preceding the American revolu-

tion. A scene is being enacted:

"It is the old hall in Philadelphia, on July 4, 1776.

There is a silence in this hall
; every voice is hushed

; every

face is stamped with a deep and awful responsibility.
' 'Why turns every glance to that door ? Why is it so

terribly still?

"The Committee of Three, who have been out all

night planning a parchment, are about to appear.

"That parchment, with the signatures of these men,
written with the pen lying on yonder table, may either

make the world free or stretch these necks upon the gibbet

yonder in Potter's field, or nail these heads to the door-

posts of these halls.
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' 'That was the time for solemn faces and deep silence.

"At last, hark! The door opens the committee ap-

pear. Who are these men who come walking up to John
Hancock's chair?

" The tall man, with sharp features, the bold brow and

sand-hued hair, holding the parchment in his hand, is the

Virginia farmer, Thomas Jefferson. That stout built man,
with resolute look and sparkling eye-r that is a Boston

man, one John Adams. And the calm-faced man, with

hair dropping in thick curls to his shoulders; that man
dressed in a plain coat and such odious home-made blue

stockings that is the Philadelphia printer, one Benjamin
Franklin.

' ( The three advance to the table. The parchment is

laid there. Shall it be signed or not ?

uThen ensues a high debate; then all the faint-hearted

cringe in corners, while Thomas Jefferson speaks out his

few bold words, and John Adams pours out his whole soul!

"Then the soft-toned voice of Charles Carrol is heard

undulating in syllables of deep music.
' ' But still there is doubt, and that pale-faced man,

shrinking in one corner, squeaks out something about axes,

scaffolds and a gibbet!
" 'Gibbet!' echoes a fierce, bold tone, that startles men

from their seats and look yonder! A tall, slender form

rises, dressed, although it is summer time, in a faded red

cloak. Look how his white hand trembles, as it is stretched

slowly out; how that dark eye burns while his words ring

through the hall.

' * ' Gibbet ! They may stretch our necks on all the

gibbets in the land; they may turn every rock into a scaf-

fold, every tree into a gallows, every home into a grave,

and yet the words of that parchment can never die !

"They may pour blood on a thousand scaffolds, and

yet from every drop that dyed the axe, or drops on the saw-
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dust of the block, a new martyr to freedom will spring

into birth!

"The British king may blot out the stars of God from

His sky, but he can not blot out His words written on the

parchment there. The work of God may perish. His

word, never!

* * These words will go forth to the world when our

bones are dust. To the slave in bondage, they will speak

hope; to the mechanic in his workshop, freedom; to the

coward kings these words will speak, but not in tones of

flattery. They will speak like the flaming syllables on

Belshazzar's wall: 'The days of your pride and glory are

numbered! The day of judgment draws near!'

4 *

Yes, that parchment will speak to kings in language
sad and terrible as the trumpet of the Archangel. You
have trampled on the rights of mankind long enough. At

last the voice of human woe has pierced the ear of God,
and called his judgment down. You have waded on to

thrones through seas of blood; you have trampled on to

power over the necks of millions; you have turned the

poor man's sweat and blood into robes for your delicate

forms; into crowns for your annointed brows. Now, pur-

pled hangmen of the world! For you comes the day of

axes, and gibbets, and scaffolds; for you the wrath of man;
for you the lightning of God!

* * Look how the light of your palaces on fire flashes up
into the midnight sky! Now, purpled hangmen of the

world, turn and beg for mercy! Where will you find it?

Not from God
;
for you have blasphemed His laws ! Not from

the people, for you stand baptized in their blood! Here

you turn, and lo! a gibbet! There, and a scaffold stares

you in the face! All around you death, but nowhere pity!

Now, executioners of the human race, kneel down yes,

kneel down on the sawdust of the scaffold; lay your per-
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fumed heads upon the block; bless the axe as it falls the

axe sharpened for the poor man's neck.

"Such is the message of the declaration of man to

the kings of the world. And shall we falter now? And
shall we start back appalled, when our feet press the very
Threshold of Freedom? Do you see quailing faces around

you, when our wives have been butchered when the

hearthstones of our lands are red with the blood of little

children. What ! Are there shrinking hearts or faltering

voices here, when the very dead of our battlefields arise

and call upon us to sign that parchment, or be accursed.

4

'Sign! if the next moment the gibbet's rope is

around your neck. Sign ! if the next moment this hall

rings with the echo of the falling axe. Sign ! by all your

hopes in life or death as husbands, fathers as MEN,

sign your names to the parchment, or be accursed forever !

u
Sign! not for yourselves, but for all ages; for that

parchment will be the text-book of freedom the Bible

of the rights of man forever.

"Sign, for the declaration will go forth to American

hearts forever, and speak to those hearts like the voice of

God. And its work will not be done until throughout this

wide continent not a single inch of ground owns the sway
of privilege or power.

u
Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise. It is

a truth. Your hearts witness it; God proclaims it. This

continent is the property of a free people, and their prop-

erty alone. God, I say, proclaims it. Look at this strange

history of a band of exiles and outcasts suddenly trans-

formed into a people. Look at this wonderful exodus of

the Old World into the New, where they came, weak in

arms but mighty in Godlike faith. Nay, look at the his-

tory of your Bunker Hill, your Lexington, where a band

of plain farmers mocked, trampled down the panopoly of
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British arms, and then tell me, if you can, that God has

not given America to the free.

u
It is not given to our poor human intellect to climb

the skies, to pierce the counsels of the Almighty One.

But methinks I stand among the awful clouds which veil

the brightness of Jehovah's throne. Methinks I see the

Recording Angel pale as an angel is pale, weeping as an

angel can weep come trembling up to the throne, and

speaking his dread message:
" ' Father! the Old World is baptized in blood! Father!

it is drenched with the blood of millions, butchered in

war, in persecution, in low, grinding oppression! Father,

look! With one glance of Thine eternal eye, look over

Europe, Asia, Africa, and behold evermore a terrible sight

man trodden down beneath the oppressor's feet, nations

lost in blood, murder and superstition walking hand in

hand over the graves of their victims, and not a single

voice to whisper hope to man. '

u He stands there, his hand trembling with the black

record of human guilt. But hark! The voice of Jehovah

speaks out from the awful cloud: ' Let there be light again.

Let there be a New World. Tell my people, the poor,

down-trodden millions, to go out of the Old World. Tell

them to go out from wrong, oppression and blood. Tell

them to go out from the Old World to build up my altar in

the New.'

"As God lives, my friends, I believe that to_be His

voice. Yes, were my soul trembling on the wing of eter-

nity, were this hand freezing in death, were my voice chok-

ing with the last struggle, I would still, with my last gasp
of voice, implore you to remember the truth God has

given America to be free. Yes, as I sank down into the

gloomy shadows of the grave, with my last gasp I would

beg you to sign that parchment in the name of One who
made the Savior, who redeemed you in the name of the
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millions whose very breath is now hushed, in intense ex-

pectation, as they look up to you for the awful words, you
are free !"

Laboring men of America! The voice of Patrick

Henry and the fathers of American Independence rings
down through the corridors of time and tells you to strike.

Not with glittering musket, flaming sword and deadly

cannon; but with the silent, potent and all-powerful ballot,

the only vestige of liberty left. Strike from yourselves
the shackles of party slavery, and exercise independent
manhood.

Strike at the foundation of the evils which are threat-

ening the existence of the Republic.
Strike for yourselves, your families, your fellow man,

your country and your God.

Strike from the face of the land the monopolies and

combinations that are eating out the heart of the Nation.

Let the manhood of the Nation rise up in defense of

liberty, justice and equality. Let the battle go on until all

the people, from North to South and Bast to West, shall

join in one loud acclaim, "Victory is ours, and the peo-

ple are free!'*
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